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Preface

OW all the mechanical and design tasks performed by HVAC technicians, tech-
nologists, and engineers, those dealing with control system design, calibration,
and analysis tend to be the least understood and mostdifficult to master. To work
effectively with control systems, a person must becomefluent in a variety ofdisci-
plines that go beyond the boundaries found in a typical HVACprogramcurricu-
lum. Today’s HVAC technician must be conversant in mechanical, electrical,
electronic, computer, and thermal technologies. This requirement makes the con-
trol field one of the more difficult occupations in which to excel. These require-
ments also make control system design, installation, and analysis one of the more
challenging, exating, and rewarding Aelds in which a mechanically inclined per-
son can specialize.

The first control devices were mechanical in nature, easily understood by per-
sons closely related to the HVAC/R field, Electromechanical relays, contactors,
thermostats, and a variety of other components were easily calibrated and ana-
lyzed because their response or reaction to stimuli were easily seen. Modulating
pneumatic devices used to control the flowof mass and energy wereslightly more
challenging to understand because their internal components consisted of small
obscure springs, bleed orifices, diaphragms, levers, tubes, and adjustable dials.
Although more complex, they were still based on mechanical force and balance
principles that could be intuihvely analyzed by the mechanically minded person.

Once electronic components evolved into a cost-effective alternative to pneu-
matic components, the age of “black box” control systems began. The devices
operated on low voltage and current signals generated in tiny plastic coated
deviees with little wires protruding from their ends. There was no easy way intu-
itively to reference these devices back to their mechanical equivalent. An elec-
tronic control device could be ypened up on the bench, its schematic reviewed,
and the technician could walk away from it without knowing howit performedits
function, Control companies were required to hire people with electronies back-
grounds to design control systems for mechanical equipment and thermal
processes for which they had little training. Mechanically based control techm-
cians began to back away fromthe electronic systems, leaving them to the few
technicians that had a desire to work wilh the newtechnology.

xi
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Current digital control systems have brought another technology discipline—
computer science—into the HVAC control field. These new systems require com-
puter hardware technicians to design and diagnose solid state circuit boards.
Computer programmers are needed to develop the programming code that oper-
ates the control system hardware and its communication networks. Additional
software must be written to operate the connected mechanical and electrical
equipment that maintains a comfortable environment in the building. Conse-
quently, operational problems are no longer confined to hardware. A bug in the
software can create an intermittent problem that will be very time consuming to
find. This may force the building operatorto close the evolutionary path of control
systems by operating the affected equipment by hand.

Today's HVAC control systems requirement for electronic and computer tech-
nology people to work on systems maintained by mechanically trained [TVAC
technicians created a newrift in the HVACfielcl. Two differently tramed groups of
people with different perceptions of the HVAC process must work together to
maintain the operational efficiency of systems and buildings. Many ITVAC techni-
cians shy away from control-related problems that incorporate computersin favor
of calling a person trained in computer science to service the system, Unfortu-
nately, that is usually not the best alternative. The HVAC technician knowsthe
operation and responseof the building and its systems better than an outside ser-
vice person and, therefore, is better qualified to tie the control system into the
mechanical systems. This is the driving force behind the developmentofthis book.

I wrote this book to compile control system information from the electronic,
computer, mechanical, and thermal disciplines into one text, This book can be
used by any systems-oriented person who wants or needs to know howand why
a process responds the way it does to changes in a measured variable. It intro-
duces the reader to the fundamental characteristics of all control systems and
processes using HVAC systemsas a basis for the applications and examples, The
book is written in a manner that develops the reader's analytical skills in diagnos-
ing and rectifying problems in any system.

Part One of this book begins with the basics. [t describes the purpose, terminol-
ogy, and configurations of basic control loops. The section ends with a description
and applications of the basic relationship of all contro! systems called the linear
transfer function. The transfer function is the formula used by all technicians to
calibrate devices from a simple sensor to complex PID controller modes,

Part Two describes the individual components found in a control loop, their cal-
ibration parameters, and selectioncriteria. [t also describes the construction, oper-
ation, and sizing procedures for valves and dampers. Other chapters describe how
to select a controller mode based upon the characteristics of the process and how
to calibrate the control loop to maximize efficiency. The last chapter gives a com-
prehensive overviewof digital control systems and programming.

Parts Three and Pour of the text describe the control strategies most often used
in commercial HVAC systems. Examples include a schematic representation of the
process or system, a sequence of operation, programming flowchart, and analysis
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of its operation. Part Fouralso lists troubleshooting techniques and solutions to
common problems in HVACprocesses.

The text can be used along with a control vendor’s parts catalog to instruct new
students on the different options availablefor a given application and how to look
upitems in a catalog. Laboratory assignments can be developed that analyze
actual operating systems installed in the school's buildings. The catalog and asso-
ciated specification sheets can be usedto give specific operaling parameters of the
components in the system andtheir calibration procedures.

The book is based upon howand why a process responds in a particular way
and how to adjust the parameters of the loop to improveits response.lf 1s applic-
able to electromechanical, pneumatic, analog electronic, and digital electronic con-
trol systems because of its focus on the system's response, not its construction, In
any control system, the adjustment of a particular control loop parameter will
generate the same response.It is my hope that the booksets a firm foundation of
the basics of controls sa the reader may develop into a control system specialist—
able to design, specify, and calibrate control systems.
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CHAPTER1
  

Introduction to

Control Systems

Working with control system technology is oneof the most exciting and challeng-
ing aspects of the heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning field. Mastering the
abilities needed to operate and analyze mechanical and computer-based control
systems offers dedicated technicians the greatest potential for recognition and
success in their careers. The information presented in this textbook will assist the
reader in developing the skills required to analyze, modify, and calibrate any type
of HVAC control system,

Before technicians can develop the skills needed to analyze the operation and
response of a control system,they need to understand the meaning and purpose of
a control system. Chapter 1 introduces the reader to the basic nature and purpose
of any type of control system.

aEEEtEESEsStnSSS

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this chapter, the reader will be able Lo:

1. Define the term control as it relates to HVAC systems.
2. Explain why control systems are required.
3. Describe the characteristics of automatic control systems.
4. Describe the different types of control systems and their advantages.

010
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4 Chapter 1 Introduction to Control Systems 5

1.1 upon an input signal from the user toinitiate a change in the process. Control sys-

WHAT IS THE MEANING OF CONTROL?

Control systems are found within all aspects of our environment. The human
body and other organisms contained the first control systems that were used to
maintain their core temperatures, rate of food metabolism, balance, and move-
ment. Each of these life-sustaming processes is regulated by signals generated in
the organism's brain based upon input cata tromits environment.

Control technologies were first developed during the industrial revolution
when mechanical and electrical equipment incorporated systems to automatically
regulate their operation. Automating the operation of equipment improved oper-
ating, efficiencies and allowed for the manufacture of standardized parts, Any
mechanical or electrical system that maintains a temperature, moisture content,
position, level, size, quantity, velocity, intensity, or other characteristic of a process
incorporates control devices that operate collectively to maintain the process.

The first step in developing an understanding of the need for control systemsis
to review whatit means to control a piece of equipment. A good definition of con-
tral that applies to heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning systems is “to apply
a regulating influence upona device to make it perform as required,” where the reg-
lating influence is a force applied by a person, electric circuit, mechanical mecha-
nism, or machine and the device is a mechanical or electric component (valve,
damper, relay, etc.) that changes the amount of mass (quantity of water, air, fuel,
material, etc.) or energy (electric current, heat, etc.) that is delivered into a process.
Control systems vary the strength and direction of the regulating lorce applied to
the control device to vary the mass or energy flowing into a process in response to
changes in a measured condition. By varying the regulating force, the process is
maintained at a value that falls within the permissible operating range that was
established whenthe system was designed.

Four examples of commonly used mechanical equipment that incorporate con-
trol devices are a lawn mower, radio,toilet, and sink. These are all non-TTVAC sys-
tems that are used by operators who have no understanding of control systems.
The throttle lever on a lawn mower, volume control of the radio,float in the toilet
tank, and the faucet valves on a sink represent control devices to which a regulat-
ing force is applied to maintain oneparticular process condition. The lawn mower
throttle lever allows the user to manually regulate the speed of (he cutting blade
from zero revolutions per minute (rpm) to a maximumvalue of 3500 rpm. This
maximum speed limit is determined by the engine's design and is based on the
mechanical limitations of the engine and the operator's safely. The volumecontrol
ona radio allowsthe listener to vary the sound intensity of the music from quiet
to the maximumoutput capability of the unit's audio transformer, The float found
inside of the toilet tank opens and closes the supply water valve to maintain the
proper level within the tank. Finally, a sink’s faucet valves allow the user to mod-
ulate the flow of hot and cold water fram 0% to 100% to provide the desired flaw
rate or temperature of the water leaving the spout. Each of these examples relies

ee tems that require a person to apply the regulating force to the control device are
called manual control systents.

Commercial and industrialHVACapplications use electric and mechanical con-
trol systems to position valves, dampers, and other mechanisms fo maintain the
desired temperature, humidity level, and static pressure within a given area or
vone. These systems regulate the amount of mass (water, air, fuel) or energy (heat,
electricity) transferred between a source and the process to maintain a desired
condition, A windowair conditioner uses a simple control system to maintain the
temperature within a room at the desired level. The control system cycles the com-
pressor Gn and off in response to changes in the room's temperature. When the
temperature rises above a permissible level, the control system closes a relay that
allows energy to flow into the compressor motor, allowing refrigerant to be circu-
lated between the evaporator and condenser. This transfer of heal energy from the
interior room to the outside prohibits the room temperature from rising above a
user-defined comfortable level. As the compressor continues to operate, the room
temperature decreases. As it drops belowa predetermined comfort level, the con-
trol system stops the flow of energy into the compressor motor, stopping the
refrigerating effect. These functions occurred without the need of a person being
present to provide the force to close the control relay. Control systems that do not
need humanintervention to maintain a process conditionare called artomatic con-
trol systems. HVAC control systems can be designed to operate manually or auto-
matically. The choice is based upon the equipment, process, and user
requirements. Keep in mind, whether the system responds automatically or man-
ually, its purpose—to apply a regulating influence upon a device to make it operate as
required—remains the same-

In addition to maintaining comfort and other process conditions, mechanical
and electric systems incorporate control devices that ensure that the equipment
operates safely. These safety control devices enable and disable (turn on or off)
equipment based upon a monitored equipment or process condition, When the
condition exceeds a safe operating limit, the control system automatically changes
the operating state of the equipment to minimize safety hazards. The compressors
used in the air-conditioning and refrigeration applications incorporate safety con-
trols that will disable (turn off) the systern whenever an abnormal pressure, lem-
perature, or electric current flow exists. Safety-oriented control systems are used
to automatically protect equipment, occupants, and buildings fromfires or other
hazards that may result from equipment operating outside the limits of their
design parameters.

The following applications describe how some typical HVAC control systems
apply regulating forces upon devices to control mechanical equipmentso it oper-
ates in accordance withits intended design. Application 1,1 describes the response
of a control system that maintains a specified static air pressure within an HVAC
duct. Application 1,2 describes a control system that maintains the temperature of
the air leaving a hot water coil at a desired temperature. Each application is out-
lined in three sections labeled Process, Objective, and Response. The Process section
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Chapter 1

states the commonly used description of the condition that the control loop is
required to maintain ala desired value. The Objective section describes the specific
requirementsof the process. The Response section details howthe controls operate
to meet the process objective. This formatis used throughout thetext to introduce
common HVAC processes and their typical response to changes in a measured
variable.

APPLICATION1.1

Process: Variable Air Volume SystemStatic Pressure Control Loop
Variable Air Volume systems maintain the static pressure of the air in the duct that
supplies conditioned air into the zones within a building.

Objective: Maintainthe static pressure in the su pply duct at 1.2 inches of water
gauged by varying the amount ofair (mass) entering the fan blades through the
fan's inlet vane dampers.

Response: Whenthe amountofair entering the systemfanis less than the quan-
tity of air leaving the diffusers in the zones, the static pressure within the duct will
decrease. When more air enters the fan than leaves the diffusers, the duct pressureincreases.

The control system measures the static pressure within the duct. As the pressure
decreases, the control system opens thefan inlet vane dampers toincreasethe air
flow into the duct and, consequently, increases the static pressure. The signal to
open the dampers comes from a control device called a controller. As thestatic
pressure increases above the design value, the controller modulates the dampers
toward their closed position, reducing air flow into the duct. The controller is a
coniral device that determines how to position the inlet vane dampers based upon
the measured static pressure,

 

    q Gontroller -- =(o+ [H. Measure

ySe

Application 1.7 Static Pressure Control SysteSchematic
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introduction to Control Systems
“I 

WHAT1S THE PURPOSE OF A CONTROL SYSTEM?

The purpose of a control system is to balance the flow of mass or energy trans-
ferred into the process withils present load, where:

A. The process is the physical condition (temperature, humidity, level, flowrate,
etc.) that is maimtained by the control system at a desired value.

B.A load is the amountof ynass (air, water, fuel, etc.) or energy (heat, electricity)
needed to maintain the process at its desired condition.

C. Balancing the flow of mass or energy transferred into the process withthe load
indicates that the amountof energy entering the process equals the amountof
energy leaving the process.

The key word in the definition of the purpose of a control system is the word
halance, Maintaining a balance between the quantity transferred and the load in
HVAC processes preserves occupant comfort and maximizes the operatingeffi-
ciency of the equipment. When the massor energy transferred into the process is
greater than its present load, the efficiency of the process decreases as the process
drifts outside of the limits of its desired range, producing comfort or operational
problems.

A descriptive example of the definition of the purpose of a control loop is a
summer temperature control application for an office space. The process of this
applicationis to maintain the space temperature at a desired value of 74°F. The
load is the quantity of heat that must be removed from the space ty maintainthe
temperature al 74°F. The room's cooling load is comprised of a combination of
solar gain, wall conductance gain,infiltration air, internal equipment heat, and
occupant loads, When the quantity of energy [lowing outof the conditioned space
equals the total room load, its temperature remains constant. When the control
system maintains the room at 74°, the process is maintained al the maximum pos-
sible efficiency for those conditions. Figure 1-1 shows a pictorial definition of the
purposeof control systems, balancing the energy transfer with the load.

All control systems maintain their process condition by altering the flow of
mass or energy being transferred until a balance is reached. In ITVAC processes,
the flowof heat, air, and water make up a majority of the mass or energy flows
regulated by control systems.

Hot and chilled water are used to transfer heat, volumesofair are regulated to
maintain room temperatures and movement. Moisture is transferred to affect
changesin the relative humidity in zones and water flow is regulated to maintain
condenser head pressures. Depending on what level a technician classifies the
transfer, it will always be a mass or energy process, Whichoneit may beis notcrit-
ical to the controls technician. Therefore, the text will use the term feat to classify
most energy transfers that maintain temperatures and the term mass to describe
those processes that maintain humidity levels, liquid levels and pressures.
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Figure 1.1 Control Loops Maintain a Balance Between the Load and the Mass or Energy
Transterred into the Process

Tn actual processes, the load is dynamic. Dynamic means the environmentis con-
stantly changing, and consequently, the loadalsois varying. To maximize comfort
and operating efficiency of real systems, control systems are designed and cali-
brated (tuned) to balance the HVACequipment’s capacity with the current loadin
order to maintain the desired conditions within the space, The following Applica-
tions describe HVAC processes in terms of the purpose of control systems.

APPLICATION 1,2

Process: Warm Air Temperature Process

Objective: Maintain the temperature of the air passing across a hot water coil at
the desired temperature of 120 °F by modulating the quantity (flowrate) of hot
water circulating through the hot watercoil.

Response: Cooler air flows across the fins of a heating coil as hot water flows
through the heating coil tubes. The hot water transfers its energyto the cooler air
by conduction, raising its temperature.

The control system measures the temperature of the air leaving the coil using a
device called a sensor. As the air temperature increases, the control system modulates
the valve toward its closed position, reducing the flow of hot water entering the coil.
As the flow of water decreases, the amount of energy transferred to the air also

Introduction to Control Systems 4

decreases, reducing the air temperature back into its acceptable range. Conversely, if
the air temperature is too low, the control system opens the hot water valve

 
 

Controller

The Hot Water Valvé Modulates Heal
Transferred From the Hot Water Coil

Applicatian 1.2 Heating Control System Schematic

 
APPLICATION 1.3

Process: Residential Heating System—Maintain the temperature of the room
with the thermostat at 72”,

Objective: The control system, consisting of a thermostat, fuel valve, fanlimit
switch, and required safety devices, maintains a balance betweenthe heat flowing
into the room throughthe registers with the energy leaving the room through the
walls, ceiling, and floor.

Response: Air from the room is transported across a gas-fired furnace heat
exchangerby the furnace fan. The air is returned to the occupied space to offset
the present heating load. As the room temperature decreases below the comfort
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Application 1.3) Home Temperature Contral
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limit established by the occupants, the control system starts the furnace. As the
cooler air passes across the fins of a heat exchanger, heat from the combustion of
the fuel is transferred to the air and transported back to the room. Whenthe tem-
perature increases above the high comfort limit, the furnace is cycled off. The
cycling of the furnace maintains an average balance between the amount of heat
entering the room and the amounttransferred to the colder outside ambient. In
this application, the controller and sensor are combined into one device.

1,2.1 Design Load Conditions

Before control systems can be described, a brief introduction to the design strategy
used to select the fan, heating and cooling equipment will be presented, This
information is required because control systems can only maintain a balance
between the energy flowand the process load when the electric or mechanical sys-
tems that provide the energy are sufficiently large, without being oversized. If the
equipmentis improperly sized or applied, there is no control systemavailable that
will be able to maintain the process condition and maximize ils operating effi-
ciency. The sizing and application of equipment is usually the responsibility of the
system’s design engineer,

In HVAC applications, the equipment usec to maintain comfort processes is
selected based upon the construction characteristics of the building along with the
maximum ambient conditions that are likely fo occur over the course of a typical
year, The temperature and humidity of the outsideair along with the wind’s speed
and the position of the sun have a profound effect on the thermal load occurring
within a conditioned space. These conditions must be taken under consideration
whendetermining the size of the equipment needed to serve the needs of a space.
Internally generated sensible and latent heat fromthe space occupants along with
the operationoflights, office and mechanical equipmentalsoaffect the load.

To adequately size a mechanical system, the period of time whenthe external
load variables plus the internal load variables equal the greatest load is used to
select the mechanical system's equipment. This will be the largest expected load
thatis likely to occur under expected operating conditions. Since this load is used
to design the mechanical system,it is called the design load. The application engi-
neer or technician selects the IIVAC equipment’s capacity (btu's /hour) so the con-
trol system is able to balance the load of the building throughout the year.

The outside air temperature and humidity levels have the greatest effect on
maximum load experienced by the HVAC equipmentin most process designs.
The dry bulb and wet bulb temperatures that occur with enough frequency to
create the maximum or design load are called the design temperatures, Summer
design temperatures are used to establish the maximum cooling load of a system.
Likewise, winter design temperatures establish the system's heating load. These
temperatures are used to determine the maximum heating and cooling load that
can be expected in the building a few hours each year, The ITVAC mechanical
equipment is considered to be fully (100%) loaded during design temperature
conditions. Summerdesign temperature values indicate the maximum tempera-
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tures within a particular geographical area will exceed 2.5% (or 1% or 5%) of the
total daily hours during the months of June through September. Winter design
temperatures indicate the total hours the temperature can be expected to be
below the design values during the months af December through February,

The value 2.5% has been standardized by the American Society of Heating,
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE). ASHBAEis an organi-
zation comprised of people who work in HVAC-related fields. ASHRAEpublishes
four volumes of information—Fundamentals, Systems & Equipment, Refrigeration
and Appheations—which describe the design, operation, and maintenance of
HVAC equipment and systems. These manuals are updated every four years to
reflect advances and changes in the field. ASHRAE also funds and publishes
research papers and operational standards that are used by designers, operators,
and students as reference material. Students in the HVACfield are advised to join
student chapters and attend meetings, thereby establishing themselves in the field
as they shareinformation with the experts in their field.

Table 1.1 shows a partial table that lists some of the ASHRAE design tempera-
ture data for selected cities in the state of Arizona. Note that the table lists values

for 1%, 2.5%, and 5%. .A cooling system for a building located in Yuma would be
sized based uponan outside air dry-bulb temperature of 109°F coupled with a wet
bulb temperature of 72°F, These temperatures are expected to be exceeded 2.5%of
the time, In other words, designing to meet the thermal load during periods with
these temperatures ensures thal the system will be able to handle the cooling load
for 97.5% (100% — 2.5%) of the year. For any periods whenthe outside temperature
exceeds these values, the temperature within the building may rise beyond the
desired value for the duration ofthis interval.

1.2.2 Partial Load Operation

As a consequenceof sizing HVAC equipment to handle the load conditions that
only occur 2.5%(or 1%or 5%) of the year, when the outside air is at its design tem-
perature and humidity conditions, comfort HVAC equipment must operate with
partial loads during mostof its operating life. A partial load describes the opera-
tion of equipment under conditions where it is transferring less energy than is

 

 

Table 1.1 CLIMATIC CONDITIONS FOR THE UNITED STATES _ —— o
Winter °F Summer °F Temp. °F

Design Design Dry Bulb and Mean Design Median of
Dry-Bulb [Mean Coincident Wet-Bulb|Daily Wet-Bulb|Annual Extr,

State and Station |99% 97.5%) 1% 2.5% 5%a Range|1%2.5%5%|Min Max
ARIZONA

Douglas 27 31|98/63 95/63 93/63 3 70 69 68 |1044 14
Phoenix al 4409/71 lor/FI WO5/7 1 27 76 75 75 [1128 267
Yura 36 39|1/72 109/72 107/77) a7 79 7B O77 114.8) 30.8 

The complete listing can be found in the ASHRAE Fundamentals Volume, in the Load
Calculation Section. 
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1.3

stated onits capacity nameplate. Using the 97.5% ASTIRAEdesign criteria, equip-
ment will be expected to operateat less than full load 97.5%of each year.

There is a penalty incurred when equipment is operated at partial load, The
operating efficiency of most mechanical equipment decreases as the load decreases.
Cooling equipment, boilers, chillers, fans, and pumps experience decreases in the
amount of energy they can transfer for each unit of energy they consume while
operating under partial load. Control systems are designed to maximize opera-
tionalefficiency during partial load operation. This makes it all the more important
that the control system is designed, installed, and calibrated correctly, The controls
mustregulate the equipment in a mannerthat results in the efficient use of energy
resources, While still maintaining occupant comfort, safety, and health.

 

CONTROLSYSTEMS CLASSIFICATIONS

Control systemsare broadlyclassified as either auftonwtic control or manual control. In
Section 1,1, automatic control systems were defined as those systems that use devices
to vary the flow of mass or energy into the process without humanintervention.
Once these systems are installed and calibrated, they operate continuously in accor-
dance with their design intent. The only human interaction occurs whena technician
periodically evaluates, calibrates, or makes adjustments to the control system. The
healing process in Application 1.2 depicts an automatic control system that main-
tains the temperature ofthe air without the need of a person to position the hot water
valve in response to changes in the temperature of the air leaving the coil.

Manual control systems require people to adjust the position of the control
devices based upon some observable process characteristic. A person must con-
stantly monitor the process and adjust the regulating force applied to the control
device to maintain the process within its design limits. [f the control system
described in Application 1.2 was designed as a manual system, the hot water
valve would have to be closed manually to reduce the heat transferred into the
airstream as the air temperature became too warm. A kitchen faucet is a common
manual control device that uses. an operator to manually adjust the temperature of
the water leaving the spout.

Figure 1.2 depicts an automatic valve controlled by an automatic control loop.
Any changes measured by the control system automatically produce changes in
the valve’s position. The manual control system that performs the same function
uses a hand valve and gauge to monitor the process, A person must be present to
complete the connection between the process condition and the valve. Any change
in the process requires the operator to adjust the hand wheel on the valve in order
to maintain the process balance.

To maintain comfort, safety, and efficiency, most of the control systems used in
HVAC applicationsare designed to operate automatically. Some of the advantages
of automatic control systems are:
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Automatic Control System

Note: There is no connection between the gauge and
(he valve—a person must Supply that connection to
maintain a balance within the process,

a

Manual Control System

Figure 12 Major Categories of Control Systems

1, By removing the human element from a process, the equipment operates
more efficiently and with a higher degree of safety than it would under man-
ual control. Automatic systems do not take coffee breaks, read books,or get
bored watching the process.

2. An operator need not be present if an emergency occurs. Automatic controls
caninitiate a safety control sequence that will safely shut down the apparatus
io provide for the protection of people and equipment.

1.3.1 Modulating (Analog) and Two-Position (Binary)
System Classifications

Automatic and manual control systems are farther categorized as being either
modulating or two-position systems. Modulating control systems position their con-
trol device at any point within its operating range as shown bythe dashed line in
Figure 1.3. The dashed line represents the position of a valve over a periodof time
whenthe process is undergoing a change. lt shows that the valve can be opened ta
anyposition between of 0%to 100%of full flow. The valve will stay at a given
position for as long as the process load remains constant.

Modulating control systems are used wherever it is necessary to maintain a
process variable at a desired value as the environmental conditions change. The
lawn mower throttle, volume potentiometer, and faucet valves described in Sec-
tion 1.1 are modulating controls that allow the mower engine speed, volume, or
flowrate to be set at any point between 0% and 100% of position. The ability to
position the device at any value allows the control system to more efficiently bal-
ance the load. Most of the comfort related loops in commercial and industrial
HVAC systems use modulating control devices. Modulating control systems are
also called analog control systems.

Two-position control devices can only be commanded to one of two possible
positions, 0% or 100%. There are no intermediate positions available. These
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Figure 1.3. Modulating Control

locations are commonly labeled on/off, open/closed, or 0%/100%, The heavy
solid line in Figure 1.4 shows the response of the binary control device. It is posi-
tioned either 100% open or closed. It cannot be commandedto any position within
the center portion of its operating range. The vertical dotted line indicates the
device quickly changes position without stopping at an intermediate position.

Twa-position control system designs are used most often to prevent processes
from exceeding a predetermined operating limit. The limit can be selected to
maintain a minimumor maximumprocess value. Switches, relays, contactors, and
motor starters are common two-position devices used to cycle HVAC equipment
on and off, Circuit breakers are two-position safety devices that are used to pre-
vent excessive current flow from being drawn by an electrical device. Two-
position control devices used in commercial control systerns are more commonly
referred toas binary or digital devices,

1.3.2 Types of Control Systems
Electromechanical

There are four commontypes of control systems used in the HVACindustry. The
oldest type of control systemsare called electromechanical systems. They are made
up of two-position or binary operating devices consisting of relays, contactors,
mechanical thermostats, switches, etc., that are wired together into a system. They
operate by opening and closing a pair of contacts in response to forces generated
by their internal springs, bellows, diaphragms, and/or levers. Opening and clos-
ing contacts cycles other control devices and equipmenton andoff in response to
changes in a measured process condition.

Electromechanical controls are generally less expensive to purchase because of
their two-position nature. These systems also are easier to analyze and maintain
than modulating control systems. They were commonly used for applications
where the processes can be maintained at their desired conditions by cycling the
equipment on and off,
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Figure 1.4 Binary or Two-Posilion Control

The control system used in a basic residential refrigerator or air conditioneris
commonly designed with electromechanical devices. Changes in the temperature
inside the boxalter forces within the thermostat that caused the contacts to snap
open or closed, cycling the condensing unit. Simpler home furnace thermostats
also incorporated a bimetal coil that expands and contracts in response to changes
in the room’s temperature.Inthis design, the movement of the bimetal spring tips
a glass bulb, allowing a bead of mercurytoslide from one tip of the capsule to the
other. When the mercury flows between two electrodes, an electrical circuit is
completed cycling the furnace on. Advances in electronic control systems are
reducing the use of electromechanical systems. Electronic systems and devices
offer more features in a smaller package that maintain better control of equipment
with minimum maintenance-

Pneumatic

Commercial buildings require control systems to maintain the temperature,
humidity, and static pressure within many different areas simultaneously. In these
applications, electromechanical systems tend to become very complex and large.
Pretumatic control systems were developed to replace the electromechanical systems
in larger applications.

Pneumatic systems use devices that operate using air pressure. An instrument
air compressor supplies the control systems with clean, dry, oil-less air within a
pressure range of three to thirty pounds per square inch (3-30 psi). The air’s pres-
sure supplies the forces used to position control devices so they can establisha
balance between the energy transfer and the load.

Internally, pneumatic devices are constructed with a system of levers and
diaphragms that vary the magnitude of the control signals based upon a mea-
sured variable. When the process changes, it disrupts a mechanical balance exist-
ing within the device, causing the control signals to change, The signals continue
to change until a new balance occurs between the forces within the control device.
Pneumatic devices are more complex than electromechanical devices, They are
also more sensitive to dust and dirt in the environment, increasing the need for
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periodic maintenance and calibration. Pneumatic devices can be designed to pro-
duceanalog or binary (modulating or two-position) signals. The choice is based
on the intended operational characteristics of the process.

Analog Electronic

With the development of the solid state transistor in the 1960s, analog electronic
vontrol systems emerged to compete against pneumatic control systems for new
construction applications. Analog electronic devices generate continuous direct
current signals (modulating) within a range of 0-15 volts. They permit electrical
control systems to modulate mass or energy flowinto a process to maintain a bal-
anced condition, This response was impossible to generate with electromechanical
systems.

Analog, electronic systems have some advantages over pneumatic systems.
They are less susceptible to the effects of accumulated dust and mechanical wear
of moving parts, the two largest maintenance problems associated with pneu-
matic and electromechanical systems. Electronic devices also can operate without
the need for an instrument quality air compressor to operate the controls. A major
disadvantage of these systemsis the difficulty of analyzing the operation of the
electronic circuit boards by technicians who are familiar with mechanical (pneu-
matic) systems.

Digital Electronic

Digital electronic control systems for HVAC applications evolved with the expansion
of the electronic computer industry. Digital systems differ from the analog elec-
tronic systems by the type of signals they produce. Digital systems representall
data with strings or groups oflogic 1s andOs. A logic | is typically represented by
the presence of a 5-volt signal and a logic (is represented by a signal thatis less
than 1 volt, These 1s and 0s are used to represent words, numbers, or signals that
can be stored in memory for future use and analysis. The binary information also
can be converted into analog signals to modulate systems, thereby taking the
place of analog electronic systems. Personal computers and calculators are digital
systems that operate using binary strings of 1s and Ds to perform math functions,
generate graphic drawings, contral communications, and display data.

Digital control systems have become the industry standard due to the capabili-
ties they add to a control system. These systems are in reality small computers
packaged in a control panel that is mounted in the field, near the equipmentit
controls. These microcomputers can elfectively schedule the operation of the
equipment, signal the operator il a process Operates outsideofits intended limits,
automatically calibrate its control loops, turn off loads to save energy, and store
operational histories that technicians use to analyze the operation of the system.
The only disadvantage of this type of system is the need for the technician to
become familiar with computer operation and programming, so they can apply
this technology to its greatest potential,
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SUMMARY

The purpose of a control system is to regulate the flowof mass or energy into a
process in response to some changing condition, Automatic HVAC control sys-
tems are used to safely maintain the requirements of a process in an energy-
efficienl manner. Electromechanical, pneumatic, analog electronic, and digital
electronic systems are used to provide the regulating forces used to balance
energy transfer with the load in HVAC/R applications. Digital electronic systems
provide the greatest potential for improving building operational efficiency
throughthe use of custom-developed programs that can integrateall of the build-
ing equipment into a single system.

Analog or modulating control systems generate continuoussignals within the
operating range of the system. Two-position or binary control systems generate
pulsing signals of 0% or 100%, Analog signals commonly are used in commercial
applications because they can regulate the energy transferred into the processat a
level thal matches the load. Binary signals are used to cycle equipment whenever
the process exceeds its designlimits. A control system takes advantageof the char-
acteristics of binary and analog signals to maximize the operating efficiency of the
process.

ee
EXERCISES

Determineif the following statements aretrue or false, If any part of the statement
is false, the entire statementis false. Explain your answers.

1, To control means to balance the energy transfer with the process load.
2. HVAC control systems typically are used to maintain comfort and safety.
3. The purpose of a control loopis to apply a regulating influence upon a device

to make it operate as required.
4. Automatic and man-made are two classifications of control systems.
5. Binary and analug are terms used to categorize control systems.
6. Binary and two-position are terms that describe the same type of control

Tespt MWISe,
7. Analog control systems are also knownas on/off systems.
8. Analog systems are typically used to prevent the process [rom exceeding a

predetermined limit.
9. Imeumatic systems operate using instrumentair pressures within a rangeof 3

to 30 pounds per square inch.
Digital control systems are the type of control system most commoninstalled
today

10.
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Respondto the following statements and questions:
1. Define automatic control.

2, What are some advantages that automatic control has over manual control
systems regardingsafety andefficiency?

3. Describe an example of a control loop foundin the locationslisted below, List
the process (purpose) and the load (mass or energy transferred) for each loop
described.

. automobile

. kitchen

. basement
. bedroom

. family room
4, Whatis the primary purpose of modulating control loops?

. For whatapplications are binary controls commonly used?
6. List the different types of control systems used today, and summarize their

characteristics.

7. Why must equipment be sized for the warmest and coldest temperatures
expected in a particular locale?

8. Whatis a major disadvantage of sizing equipment for design load condi-
tions?

9. List three control systems found in your classroom and classify them using
the information provided in Section 1.3.

10. Whyare control systems so important in building operations?

oanOp
wi
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CHAPTER 2
  

Control System
Terminology

People in the control field use somewhat proprietary (exclusive) terms to write
and converse about controls. The terms used to describe control systems, devices,
designs, and events have special meanings and must be used correctly to effec-
tively present required information. Control equipment specification sheets, cali-
bration instructions, and trade and association publications use these terms to
communicate vital information to control technicians. Understanding this termi-
nology allows technicians to perform daily tasks and to remain current with
advancements being made throughout the control industry.

Chapter 2 presents some of the common terms used within the HVAC control
industry. These terms are presented here and used throughout the remainder of
the text. They also appear in the glossary at the back of the book, This chapterlays
the foundation of knowledge required for advancement within the control field.

 

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this chapter, the reader will be able to:

1. Accurately define the various control terms presented.
2. Use correct terminology to describe basic processes,
3. Read and understand published articles describing fundamental control

applications,
19
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2.1
Minimally, all AHUs have mechanical filters, heat exchangers, a tan, air flow=z

AIR HANDLING SYSTEM TERMINOLOGY

Muchof the equipment that incorporates commercial controldevicesis associated
with processes that condition air streams for comfort and environmental condi-
tioning. This equipment heats, cools, humidifies, filters, ventilates, and pressur-
izes different areas within a building to meet the requirements of each room.
Changing the characteristics of air flowing through mechanical equipmentto
meet the needs of a room is called conditioning the airstream, Once conditioned,
the air is sent to the individual areas within a building to offset their thermal,
moisture, pressurization, and ventilation loads. By balancing the heat and quan-
tity of conditioned air entering a space with the load of that area, the desired com-
fort or process conditions within that area are maintained.

Air handling units are pieces of equipment used to condition air within a build-
ing Lo maintain the desired environment. The following terms are commonly used
to describe the components and processes associated with commercial air han-
dling equipment. Keep in mind that different manufacturers may describe the
same componentor process withslightly different terminology, These differences
will be noted within the definition.

2.1.1 Air Handling Unit
Anair handling unit isa collection of mechanical andelectrical components whose opera-
Hons are integrated to condition the air that flows throughit's filters, coils, and fan, The
conditioned qiris supplied to various 2ones within a building to maintain the desired envi-
ronment within those areas.

A building may have one or more units, depending upon the loads of the condi-
tioned areas. Air handling units (AHUs) have fans thal move air coming back
from the rooms and from the outside, through various heat transfer coils,
dampers, and other equipment to produce changes in air temperature, relative
humidity, cleanliness, and pressure. An AHU can be designed to perform some or
all of the following processes associated with conditioningair:

* Clean the airstream that is to be delivered back to the space using mechanical,
chemical, or electronic filters.

® Remove odors, fumes, and carbon dioxide concentrations by diluting the
room air with ventilation (outdoor)air.

© Adjust the air temperature with heating and cooling heat exchangers fo main-
tain comfortor process requirements.

® Alter the humidity by using cooling coils to dehumidify or steam injection to
raise humidity levels to maintain comfort or process requirements.

® Vary static pressures within roomsor the entire building to reduce or prevent
infiltration or exfiltration.

019

dampers, hot and chilled walter, steam or refrigerant valves, and control devices.
An AHU is specified (sized and selected) by the design engineer to include the
components and processes (heating, cooling, humidifying, pressurizing,etc.) that
are necessary lo maintain the requirements of the processes thatit serves. Figure
2.1 shows a photographof a multiple zone AHU.

2.1.2 Return or Recirculated Air

Return air is the volume of air that is returned to the AHU fronthe conditioned areas
within the building served by that AHU, so it can be reconditioned and sent backlo the
spaces to balancethe loads within thoseareas,

Air leaves a conditioned space throughits return air grilles and travels through
the return duct system back to the air handling unit because ofthe pressure differ-
ential created by the fan. ‘The fan generates a low pressure zone in theair handling
unit wheneverits blades are turning. The air that flows back to the AHU from the
conditioned spaces is called the return air becauseit is previously conditioned air
that is returned to the AHLfrom the connected spaces. Return air is reconditioned
as it passes through the AHU andis sent back to connected zones throughthe sup-
ply air duct. Return air is also called recireulated air because it is constantly
returned to the building spaces after it is reconditioned. Figure 2.2 is a schematic
representation of a return air path,

Return air dampers are used to vary the amountofair that will be reconditioned
by the AHU. A damperis a mechanical device that modulates open and closed to
change the resistance in the returnair duct, Whenthe returnair dampers are com-
manded toward their closed position, the resistance of the return path increases.
As the resistance to flowincreases, the quantity of flow decreases, reducing, the
amount of air returned to the AHL. The opposite response occurs when the
dampers open — air flow increases.

Return Air Heating Gail
Dampers

 Outside Alr
Dampers

Mixing Plenum Filter Access

Figure 2.1) Air Handling Unit
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Figure 2.2) Return Air System
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2.1.3 Outside or Ventilation Air

Outsideair is the volumeofair drawn into. an AHL fromthe out-of-doors to provide atr
used to dilute contaminants in the conditioned spaces served by the AHL.

Outside air enters an AHU through a set of louvers located tn the building’s
exterior wall, These louvers are slotted openings that prevent rain from entering
the building through the outside air opening. Fastened to the louvers is a screen
used to prevent birds, leaves, papers and other lange foreign matter from entering
the air handling unit. The differential pressure produced by the fan allowsthe out-
side air to enter the system so it may be conditioned and distributed to each area
the AHUserves. Figure 2.3 schematically showsthe outside air path into an air
handling unit.

Some outside air must always be supplied to the rooms when occupants are
present. The volume of outside air brought into a building is used to dilute the
carbon dioxide (CO,), harmful vapors, and other contaminants that build up
within the areas served by the unit. Building codes and industry standards specify
the quantity of outside air to be introduced into any space that is occupied by peo-
ple. This requirementis driven by the need to maintain acceptable levels of indoor
air quality (IAQ) within occupied areas.

The amountof outside air required by a room is a function of the numberof
occupants in the area, their activity characteristics, and the presence of any other
processes that may be taking place in the zone. As one of the leaders in HVAC
research, ASHRAEhas been instrumental in developing ventilation standards for
the HVACindustry. ASHRAE Standard 62-89 advises a quantity of 15 to 20 cfm of
ventilation air is required for each person occupying an area where there is no
smoking or no other harmful contaminants are being generated, The ventilation air
requirements increase wherever smoking is permitted or where there is a process
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Outside Outside Air Dampers

Qutside Air Path into AHU

Figure 2.3) Quitside Air intake

occurring that gives off annoying or hazardous fumes. The volume of outside air
brought into a system is modulated by racks of outside air dampers, similar in con-
struction and appearance to those used to regulate the return air volume. Ventila-
tion air and make-up air are also used to describe the amountof air being brought
into the AHU from outside of the building envelope. Ventilation air is used because
the outside air being brought into the system is used to provide the ventilation
requirements of the conditioned spaces. Make-upair is used to describe air that is
brought into a building to replace air exhausted from the building.

2.1.4 Mixed Air

Mixed air is the volume of air that is produced when the system's return air stream is
blended withits oufsideair stream within te AHU's mixmg plenum,

During AHU operation whenreturnair is being brought back to be recondi-
tioned, the outside air volumeis mixed with returnair before the entire air mass

is reconditioned, The resulting combination of return and outside air is called
mixed air. Figure 2.4 showsthat the mixed air passes through the filters and heal
exchangers to be conditioned and sent to the rooms connected to the air han-
dling unit.

The temperatureof the mixed air can be regulated by modulating the returnair
and outside air dampers. Changing the percentage of outside air being added ta
the mixture alters its temperature and humidity properties. Whenthe outside air
is colder than the return air, modulating the outside air dampers open while pro-
portionately closing the returnair dampers will reduce the mixed air temperature.
The opposite response occurs when the outside air is colder than the returnair
temperature and the outside air dampers are modulated toward their closed posi-
tion — the mixed air temperature increases.
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Mixed Air
Plenum

Mixed Air Path to AHU

Figure 2.4 Mixed Airslrearn

2.1.5 Exhaust Air

Exhaust air is the portion of return air that does not pass fhrough fhe return atr dampers
into the mixing plenum. Exhaust air is released outside of the building through exhaust
dampers and louvers.

Exhaust air is not reconditioned by the AHU.It leaves the building and is
replaced by an equal amountof outside air, Whenever outsideair is brought into a
building for ventilation or temperature control, a corresponding quantity of
return air must be released or exhausted from the building. This strategy prevents
excessively high static pressures from building up within the building envelope.
These high pressures can prohibit doors from opening or closing properly, creat-
ing a serious safety hazard. Excessive pressures also increases the amount of con-
ditioned air that is expelled (exfiltration) from cracks around exterior doors and
windows. Exfiltration is the uncontrolled loss of conditioned air outside of a

building, increasing the cost of system operation,
Exhaust air is sometimes called relief air. There is a slight difference in the proper

use of these two terms. Exhaust air correctly describes AHU systems that have a
return or exhaust fan. This fan is required to generate the high pressure needed to
force the air out of the building throughthe exhaust dampers and louvers. Lf the
fan is located upstream to (before) the exhaust air dampers, the fan is a returnair
fan. Figure 2.5 shows a return fan system.If the fan is located downstream of the
exhaust air dampers, the fan is called an exhaust fan. Both of these fans permit
some of the return air to leave the building as exhaust air,

Relief air refers lo conditioned air that exits the building as a result of a differ-
ence in static pressure across gravily or motor operatedrelief air dampers. When
more outside air is brought into the building than exits through openings, the sta-
tic pressure in the building increases. When the relict dampers are opened, some
conditioned air leaves the building, reducing the building’s pressure. A return fan
is not required in relief air applications.

021
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2.1.6 Supply Air

Supply air is the fully conditioned air that exits the AHL, It is transported through the
mechanical system supply ducts and is used fo offset the loads within the areas it serves,

Once the mixed air passes through the air handling unit's ventilating, filtering,
heating, humidifying, and cooling processes,it is fully conditioned and readyto be
sentto its connected zones. This conditionedairis called the supply air becauseit is
supplied to the areas in need of conditioning. The supply air is transported through
the supply duct by the pressure difference generated by the unit’s fan(s). Supply air
enters the rooms through supplyair registers or diffusers and mixes with the room
air to offset its thermal, humiditication, and pressure loads, thereby maintaining the
desired process conditions, Supply air is also called discharge air becauseit is dis-
charged from the supply fan in the ALU. Figure 2.6 depicts the supply air system.

Exhaust Air Dampers

 Outside
Air

Exhaust Air Path From the AHU
 

Figure 2,5 Fxhaust Airstream

Exhaust Air Fan &
Dampers .

ca

Supply Air Path ta the Rooms

Figure 2.6 Supply Air Path
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CONTROL LOOP TERMINOLOGY

The previoussections presented an overviewofthe basic elements associated with
an air handling unit. The following terms are associated with the control systems
that are used to operate the air handling unit. Note: the words control and cot
trolled are used in many of the definitions. Be sure to use the correct form of the
word when applying these terms.

2.2.1 Control Loop

A control loop is a group ofinterconnected control devices that operate collectively fo
maintain a single process at its desired condition.

When controllers, sensors, valve actuators, damperactuators, signal converters,
motor starters or other control devices are connected together with signallines,
they create a control loop. All the components in a control loop work logether to
maintain a single process at its required condition. The process may be comfort,
manufacturing, or safety related, Control loops maintain temperatures, humidi-
ties, pressure, and levels in HVACprocesses. [n other systems, control loops main-
tain speed, light levels, direction, intensity, flawrates, etc, No matter what the
purpose or function of the group of interconnect control devices,it is called a con-
trol loop. Modulating control loops are designed to maintain a process at its
desired condition throughout all foreseen load changes. The modulating control
devices alter the flow of mass or energy into the process until a balanced condition
exists between the amount of mass or energy entering and leaving the process.
Binary control loops prevent a process from exceeding a predefined limit or limits.
These loops are most commonly found performing a safety-related function
although theyare also used to maintain processes within an acceptable rangeofits
design value.

Figure 2.7 shows two separate modulating control loops. One loop maintains
the mixed air temperature at 60°F and the other maintainsthe supply air temper-
ature at 60°F, Although both processes are designed to maintain the samme temper-
ature of 60°F, two separate loops are required, one for each process, One loop
modulates the outside and return air dampers while the other modulates the hot
and chilled water valves. Each loop has its own sensor to measure the process and
controller to modulate the dampers or valves. The control devices that make up
the loop are shaded grey.

Generally, individual control loops are combined withseveral other related con-
trol loops to form a control system, A control system includes all the necessary com-
ponents and logic to regulate the conditionof several process characteristics while
monitoring the system to ensure safe operation. The phrase controloop is often
shortened to the term[vap.

The keyto understanding a control loopis to realize it can only maintain one
temperature, pressure, level, humidity, or flowrate value, [fa space requires spe-
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Two Separate Contral Loops

Figure 2.7) Individual Control Loops

cific temperature, pressure and humidity values, it will need a minimum of three
control loops. Application 2.1 outlines the control loops found in a typical residen-
tial windowair condivioning unit.

APPLICATION 2.1

Process: Room Temperature Control Using a WindowAir Conditioner

Objective: Maintain the temperature in a roomala desired value of 74°F by cir-
culating room air across a direct expansion cooling coil located in the air conditioner.

Operation: Return air from the room is drawn through afilter and a direct
expansion (DX) heat exchanger by the unit's evaporator fan. Sensible and latent
heat are removed from the room (return) air and transferred outside the home by
the condensing unit. The conditionedair is supplied back to the occupied space to
offset the space cooling load.

Response: Various control loops are incorporated into a system to maintain
the comfort of the cecupants of the room. The control system balances the energy
transferred into the room from warmer surrounding areas with the energy
extracted from the room by the evaporator. The system also monitors the opera-
tion of mechanical components to ensure they are operating safely.

Control Loops:
1. The temperature in the room is monitored by the air conditioner’s thermostat.

The sensing bulb is located in front of the evaporator coil so it measures the
return air temperature. The thermostat’s electrical contacts open and close
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based upon the temperature of the room, cycling the compressor as required.
The thermastat, the sensor and the compressor'’sstarting relay contacts make
up one control loop that regulates the operationof the condensing unit. This is
an automatic, two-position control loop.

2. A second control loop is required to regulate the evaporator fan's speed. A
push button switch regulates the speed of the fan (slow, medium, high) based
upon occupant preference. This is a manual, two-position control loop.

3. Another control loop monitors the current draw of the compressor. If the current
drawn by the compressor motor exceeds a safe limit, the control loop opens the
circuit, disabling the system. This is an automatic, two-position control loop.

4. There is also a manual, modulating control loop that regulates the quantity of
ventilation air drawn into the unit. Based upon occupant preference, a manu-
ally controlled lever opens a small access port to the outside air,

2.2.2 Controlled Medium

The controlled medium is the fluid thal absorbs or releases the mass or enerey transferred
fo or from the process.

The most common controlled mediums (fluids) found in HVAC processes are
air and water. Air is the controlled medium that passes through an air handling
unit to absorb energy from the heating coil or release energy to the cooling coil.
The air stream also absorbs water vapor (mass) in humidifying processes or fives
up water through condensation or adsorption in dehumidifying processes. Air, as
the controlled medium, can be transported to the conditioned spaces by a fan or
natural circulation,

Water is another controlled medium used to absorb or release thermal energy
with chillers, boilers, and other similar mechanical systems. Hot water can trans-
port heat to a zone to offset the losses through the building envelope when it is
cold outside. Chilled water is used to absorb heat from the air passing through the
heat exchangerfins and releaseit in the chiller evaporator. Wateris transported to
locations that are remote from the mechanical rooms using pumps.

A controlled medium has several different properties, including temperature,
pressure, moisture content, enthalpy, specific heat, and specific volume. Each
property of the controlled medium that must be maintained at a desired value
constitutes a separate process and, therefore, must be maintained by its own con-
trol loop. Each loop is designed to maintain one property of a controlled medium
at its desired value. A zone needing both temperature and humidity control
requires an air handling unit with a temperature contro! loop and a humidity con-
trol loop to maintain both properties of the same controlled medium (air).

2.2.3 Controlled Variable

The controlled variable is the property of a controlled mediwmthat a control loop is main-
taining at a desired value,
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As stated in the previoussection, a controlled medium may have more than one
property that must be maintained at a desired condition in order lo meel process
requirements. The controlled variable is one of the properties of the controlled
medium, The controlled variable is maintainedat its required value by its own
control loop, The word variable is used by the control industry to indicate that its
value changes or varies in response to changes that affect the process. The con-
trolled variable may be easier to rememberif it were called the controlled property.
The most common controlled variables of [IVAC processes are temperature,static
pressure, and relative humidity,

2.2.4 Set Point

The set point is the desired (required) value at which the controlled wariable is manttainedd
by a contro! loop tosatisfy the requirements of the process.

Set points are set by the installing technician or zone occupant. Its value or mag-
nitude is selected based upon a processes’ design specifications or the occupants
level of comfort. When an air handling unit is designed to satisfy simultaneous
loads in several conditioned spaces, the supply air temperature sel pointis sel to a
fixed value to offset the highest expected load that may occur in any one of those
spaces. In this application, the process design specifications are used to initially
determinethe set point, that typically falls within the range of 52 to 58 “F

In larger system applications, the set point is adjusted to match the actual
responseof the process after the system has operated under normal conditions for
a few months. In applications where a thermostat is mounted on a wall, the sel
point is a function of the occupants’ comfort level. If the occupants in the room
feel cool, they can raise the thermostat’s set point a few degrees. The set point can
be easily altered to account for changes in the occupants’ activity level or changing
exterior and solar loads.

2.2.5 Control Point

The control point is the actual value of the controlled variable at a particular point in time.
The control point indicates the instantaneous or present condition ofthe con-

trolled variable. Whenevera controlled variable is measured by an instrument, the
value indicated on the instrument's display 15 the control pomt of the process.
When a person walks by a room thermostat that has a set point of 71°F and glances
at the temperature indicator, it shows the control point of the process.If the indi-
cating Ehermometer showed 70°F, the control point of the roomis 70°F. The set
point is still 71°F because that is the desired valueof the controlled variable (room
air temperature). The control point can take on any value within the operating
range of the process,

Ideally, the control loop should maintain the controlled variable equal toits set
point underall expected load changes. In actual operation, the control pointis
usually close to the set point but not equal to it, The difference between the two
readings is due to the dynamic characteristics of the process, load and control
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system. Timedelays that occur naturally allow the control point to deviate slightly
from the set point, Application 2.2 applies the terms defined above using a central
air-conditioning application,

APPLICATION 2.2

Process: Maintain the temperature in a homeat a desired value using a central
air-conditioner.

Objective: Anoccupantin the homesets the thermostat to 75 °F. This valueis the
set paintof the temperature control loop.It is the objective of the air conditioning sys~
tem andits controls to maintain the room temperature (control point) near 75°F,

Operation: A thermometerin the room with the thermostat indicates the pre-
sent temperature is 78°F (contro! point). Air from the room(returnair) is drawnto
the furnace wheneverthe systemfan is operating. The controlled medium (room
air) passes across a direct expansion (DX) heat exchanger("A"coil) located in the
furnace plenum. The controlled medium transfers the heat it absorbed from the
process to the cold refrigerated coil. The air leaving the coil is conditioned to a
level that will maintain the process within a few degrees of the 75°F set point. The
property of the controlled medium thatis altered to offset the load is the tempera-
ture of the supply air.

2.2.6 Error

The error is the mathematical difference between the control loop sel point and the process
control point,

As mentioned previously, the control point is usually a different value than the
sel point due to the dynamic nature of the process. The mathematical difference
between the set point and control point ts called the loop or process error. The
erroris calculated by subtracting the control point from theset point.

error = sel point — control point

There is always a mathematical sign, cither a (+) or a (~), associated with the
error’s value. When a process set point is 55°F and ils control point is 56°F, the
error 15 equal to —1° (55 — 56), If the set point is 140° and the control point is 138°,
the error is +2", Note, a negative error indicates the set point is below the control
point and a posilive error signifies the set point is above the control point. The error
is used by the controller to generate a response that maintains the desired process
conditions by reducing the size ofits error.

The error can be incorrectly referred to as the loop offset or drift, Error, offset and
drift cannot be used interchangeably. As staled previously, an error is a signed
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(+/—) value. Conversely, offset and drift are absolute values. Absolute values do
not have a (+) ora(—)sign associated with their numbers, Olfset and drift are typ-
ically used to indicate the magnitude of difference that exists between the set
point and the control point. The direction of the offset, negative or positive,is of
no interest. If the set point of a process is 74°F and the control point is 72°F, the
error is +2°F and the offset (drift) is 2°F-

2.2.7 Control Signal

A control signal is Ihe entity by whieh information is exchanged between tte control
devices within a loop or system.

All control devices generate or receive signals that are related to the magnitude
of the process control point. Whenever a measurable change occurs within a
process, it generates a corresponding change in the control point which in turn
produces a proportional changes in the loop’s control signals, These changes in a
signal's magnitude transfer information between the interconnected control
devices. Through controlsignals, the control loop can respond in a manner that
will maintain the required conditions of the process. When a signal arrives at a
control device,it is called an input signal. The signal a control device generates and
sends to other devices is called an output signal.

2.2.8 Signal Types

The signal type describes the physical medium used by control devices to transport the
information contained in the control signal.

The most popularsignal types used in the HVAC industry are voltage, current,
resistance, and pneumatic (air pressure), The type of signal selected for a control
systemis based upon the signal type that may already exist in the building or the
preferences of the building owner, operator, and designer.

Standard rangesalso differentiate the signal type. Typical ranges of modulating
or analog signals of electronic-based control systems are (-5 v de, 0-10 v de, 4-20
mA and 0-20 mA along with changesin electrical resistance, Commonly used two-
position or binary signals used in electronic-based control systems include () and 10
vide, Oand 5 v de, 4 and 20 mA and 0 and24 v ac. Pneumatic signal ranges of 3-13
psi, 3-15 psi and 3-18 psi are also commonly used in HVAC control systems.

Signals are further classified by their dynamic nature. Analog signals are contin-
uous or modulating by nature. A continuous signal is always present and gener-
ates changes in magnitudein response to changes in the process. An analog signal
can be any value between its design minimum and maximum limits, with the
magnitude of the signal containing the information that is being exchanged
between loop devices. An alternating currentelectric signalis a common example
of an analog signal,

Binary signalsare discontinuous in nature. They relay information using twoval-
ues, 1/0, on/off, high/low, max/min, etc. The discontinuous signal indicates that
the signal changes abruptly from its minimum to its maximum value. At the
instant of change, there is no signal present. Information is exchanged by noting
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the present state of the signal or by responding to a change in the signalstate.
Binary signals are used in computer control systems and safety strategies. Figure
2.8 shows analog and binarysignals.

2.2.9 Signal Paths

Signal paths are the interconnecting wires or tubing that physically connect the control
loop deaices together, allowing them to exchangethe information contained in theirsignals.

Signal paths are the hardware connections that exist between devices in a con-
trol loop, Control signals travel through these interconnecting paths as they
deliver data to the other components within the system. Pneumatic control loops
use signal paths fabricated of copper or plastic tubing that contain the instrument
air pressure signal, Changes in the air pressure indicate a change in the control
pointor set point has occurred. Electrical control systems use wires fortheir signal
paths, providing a conductive path between control devices.

2.2.10 Zone

A zoneisan area within a building where a controlled variable is maimtamed at the same
set pont.

Azoneis a geographical area within a building whoselimits are defined by the
characteristics of its process load. Each zone hasdifferent load characteristics and,
therefore, requires its own control loops to maintain the set point within thatarea,
Asingle control loop cannot maintain the process conditions within zonesthat are
experiencing different loads at the same time.

Alarge zone may be divided into smaller sections; offices, work areas, ete. Each
subsection within a zone will have the same temperature, humidity, and pressure
requirements because they are part of a single zone. The control loops respond to
changes that occur within the area of the zone where the sensor or thermostatis
located. When each area within a section of the building experiences similar inter-
nal and external load changes they can be combined into one zone,

If the areas within a section of a building de not share the same load profile,
each different profile represents a zone of control, Each will have its own control

Analog Signal

 
Max

 

 Binary Signal

Figure 2.6 Signal Classifications
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loops to maintain process set pomts. Larger buildings are typically broken down
into north, south, east, west, and internal (no outside walls) zones for each floor.
An AHU that only serves one zoneis called a single zone air handling unit. An air
handling unit that is required to maintain the desired conditions for many sepa-
rate zones at the same timeis called a multiple zone AHU,

=a

SUMMARY

 

A control loop is a group of interconnected control devices that maintain the con-
trolled variable at its desired set point. Every control loop is designed to maintain
the set point of the pracess as long as the load varies withinits design limits. A con-
trol loop modulates the flow of mass or energy into the process to reduce the error
betweenthe control point and the set point. Energy and mass are transported and
stored in the controlled medium. The controlled medium is usually air or water,

Theset point is the desired value of the controlled variable and the control point
is the actual value of the controlled medium. Any difference between the set point
and the control point is called the error, If the error is positive, the set point is
greater than the control point. If the error is negative, the set point ts less than the
control point. Offset and drift also describe the difference between the set point
and control point without indicating the direction of the error.

The controlled variable is a property of the controlled medium that is main-
tained ata value thatsatisfies the process requirements. A controlled medium may
have more than one property that must be maintained at a given set point. Each
separate controlled variable requires its own control loop.

Information is transmitted to control devices by control signals. Control signals
can be analog or binary in nature. Analog control signals experience changes in their
magnitude while binary signals produce changes in their state. The signal types
used in HVAC applications may beelectrical or pneumatic, Electrical signals require
wires to connect the control devices, pneumatic signals use plastic or copper tubing.

2.4
 

EXERCISES

Determineif the following statements are true or false. [f any part of the statement
is false, the entire statementis false, Explain your answers.

1. Exhaustair is another name for the returnair that leaves a building instead of
being reconditioned by the ATTU,

2. Conditioning air creates changes its temperature, pressure, and moisture level.
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4.

9.
10.

. Air handling units are used to move conditioned air to building zones to cre-
ate a balance between their load and the energy containedin the conditioned
arr.

Supply and dischargeair are terms that describe the sameair stream entering
the air handling unit.

5. All the returnair that enters the mixing plenum is reconditioned.
6. The set pointis the desired value of the process.
7.

8. The process error is calculated by subtracting the set point from the control
The controlled medium of a process is maintained at a desired set point.

point.
The controlled mediumtransports energy fromits source to the process.
Offset and drift describe the same process condition.

Respond to the following statements and questions completely and accurately,
using the material found in this chapter.

eeed
ip

. Describe an air handling unit.

. Whatis supply air and what is. it used tor?

. List three properties or condition of air that are changed whenair is condi-
tioned inan AHU.

. Whatis mixed air?

5. Whatdevice is used to regulate the quantities of outside and returnair that

an

Ti.
12.

13,

14,
15.

make up mixed air?
. Whyis outsideair required in commercial air handling systems?
. What organization establishes standards for the amount of outside air

required in HVAC applications?
. When is exhaustair required in a commercial ITVAC application?
. Explain thedifferences betweenthe terms control point and set point.

10. Explain the difference between the controlled medium and the controlled
variable.

Explain the difference between an analog anda digital control signal.
What are the mast commonsignal types and their ranges used in the IAC
industry?
Using your home heating or cooling system, record the set point, control
point, and calculate the offset and error,
Whatis the difference between a zone and a room?

Whatare the differences among the termsoffset, error, and drift?

CHAPTER 3
   

Basic Control Loop
Components

As stated in Chapter 2, a collection of control devices that maintain a controlled
variable at its set point is called a control loop. Control loops are configured in a
multitude of combinations to meet the needs of countless processes. Every loop,
no matter how sinyple or complex, requires a minimum of three control devices in
order to fulfill its design function: a sensor, a controller, and a final controlled
device, These devices permit the control loop to measure, evaluate, and respond
to changes occurring in the process control point. Chapter 3 describes the purpose
and operating characteristics of sensors, controllers, and final controlled devices.

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this chapter, the reader will be able to:

1. List the components required in a basic control loop.
2. Explain the purposeof the three required componentsina loop.
3. Describe the flowof information through the control Joop.

35
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CONTROL LOOPS

Control systems range from simple single loop contigurations, as in a light circuit,
to systems consisting of thousands of loops, similar to those in the large office
complexes and corporate centers. No matter what the size of the system, they all
began with individual devices that are collected into loops and various control
systems. Figure 3.1 depicts the developmentof a building automation control sys-
tem. [t begins with individual control devices. These components are linked
together with signal paths into specific control fogps. Each individual loop main-
tains one process set point. The related control loops are combined into control
systems, Fach control system includes all the loops necessary to maintain a zone at
its required condition along with the operation and safety controls for their
mechanical systems.

In some buildings, control systems are left ina stand-alone mode. They do not
communicate with each other. To improvethe operationalefficiency of the build-
ing or complex, the HVAC comfort control systems can be integrated with each
other and with control systems that maintain lighting, Hire, safety, security, and
personnel access functions. These large supervisory systems are called Building
Automation Systems (BAS). They are enormous control systems that combine the
information andactions of all of the separate systems into one platform to permit
sharing of information between the different subsystems. Building automation
systems allowa building operator to monitor and manageall the integrated con-
trol systems from one computer.

Large HVAC control and BAS systems present complexities that often make
troubleshooting an operational problem with a piece of connected equipment ini-
tially appear overwhelming. A typical commercial system, withall its compo-
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Figure 3.1) The Compasition of a Building Automation System
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nents, wires and tubes giveslittle indication as to a logical starting point to begin
analyzing its operation. Through field experience and training, a control system
technician learns to approach a troubleshooting exercise by dividing a large sys-
teminto its individual control loops. After the individual loops are identified,
their control devices can be analyzed to determine their operational status. There-
fore, to build proficiency in analyzing systems, a technician learns to identify the
components that make up an individual control loop,

The operational function and field location of the three required control devices
found in every control loop are introduced in the following sections. The informa-
tion presented makes it possible for the technician toidentify the individual con-
trol loops within a larger system.

3.1.1 Control Loops Measure, Evaluate, and Respond

To accurately maintain a process at its set point, a control loop mustbe able to per~
form the following operations:

_
. Measure the control point of the process.
. Calculate the size anddirection of every change in the error.
» Generate a response that reduces the size of the error,
. Transfer the correct quantity of mass or energy into the controlled medium ol

the process thereby reducing the error to acceptable levels.

=Wh
These four operations are performed bythe three essential components of a con-
trol loop — the sensor, the controller, and the final controlled device.

1. Sensors are installed in the system to measure the control point of a process.
2. Controllers calculate the process error (set point — control point) and generate

a control signal that will reduce the error.
3. Final controlled devices have the responsibility of varying the quantity of mass

or energy transferred into the controlled medium of the process, The follow-
ing subsections describe these devices in more detail.

3.1.2 Control Loop Sensors
Sensors are contral devices that measure the control point of a process. They generate an
output signal related to the magnitudeof the control point.

Sensors provide the ability tor a control loop to moniter changes that occur in the
condition of the controlled variable. These process changes produce corresponding
changes in the sensor's oulputsignal. Variations in the sensor’s output signal indi-
cate a loop responseis required to maintain the balance between the mass or energy
being transferred and the process load. If a response is notinitiated, the process will
exceed its design limits and the loop is described as operating ou! of control.

Asensor performs two related tasks: measuring the control point and generat-
ing a related output signal. The measurementfunction is performed with the por-
tion of the sensor called the sensing element. The sensing element is made of a
material thal changes its properties in response lo changes in the magnitude or
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size of the measured variable. Examples include temperature, pressure, and
humidity sensors, Temperature sensors are made of materials that change their
electrical resistance or length in response to changesin the intensity of the heatin
the measured variable. [lumidity sensors can be constructed to measure changes
in the moisture level of the controlled medium using, materials that change their
size in response to changesin their adsorbed moisture. Pressure sensors are made
that alter the position of a diaphragm in response to minute changes in the mea-
sured pressure. In each example the sensor’s measuring element altered its char-
acteristics in response to changes in the measured variable. Figure 3.2 shows a
pneumatic control system sensor. The coil of copper capillary tubingis the sensing
element. lt is filled with a fluid that alters its pressure in response to changes in the
measured temperature. These pressure changes are converted into a controlsignal
by the sensor's signal generator. An overview of pneumatic device operationis
presented in Chapter7.

The second task of a sensoris to penerale an outputsignal thal accurately repre-
sents the measured value of the contral point. The output signal contains impor-
tant information describing the currentstate of the process. Other devices in the
loop need that information in order to performcorrectly. If the sensor is general-
ing an inaccurate signal, all of the devices using this information will also produce
incorrect responses to the actual process conditions. The sensor's signal is sent to
all of the components connected to its output signal path, Figure 3.2 shows the
pneumatic signal port that connects the sensor's output signal to other devices in
the loop. Figure 3.3 shows a variable resistance sensor used in electronic control
systems,
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Figure 3.2) Pneumatic Sensor
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Figure 3.3 Resistance Water Temperature Sensor

 

CONTROLLERS

A controller ts the component in the control loop that generates an oulpul signal to regu
late the flowof mass or energy into fhe process, thereby reducing theerror.

The controller is the most complex component found in a control loop, Its pur-
pose is to respond to changes in the control point in a manner that reduces the
process error. Controllers receive information regardingthe state of the process by
means of the sensor's oulpul signal. It compares the control point signal from the
sensor with the set point signal whichis usually stored in the controller and gen-
erates an output that is mathematically related to the change that occurred in the
process.

The controller sends its output signal to a valve, damper, relay, or other device
in the system that controls the energy or mass flow into the process. As the con-
troller alters its output signal, it produces changes in the amount of mass. or
energy being transferred into the process, as it works to reestablish a balance
between the new load and the energytransfer.

A simple controller has one input signal and one output signal connection
Pneumatic controllers use barbed fittings as connection or termination points,
electronic systems use screwtype connections on termination strips. A controller's
input connection is connected to the sensor's gutputsignal connection. Its output
connection ts connected to the valve, damper, or relay’s input connection, There
are more complex controllers available, called dual input controllers, that have
two input connections and one output connection. These controllers accept two
sensor signals, one of which measures the control point similar to a single input
controller. The second input connection is connected toa sensorthat automatically
adjusts the set point of the process with respect to outside air or some other related
temperature. These controllers are covered in more depth in Chapter 8. Figure 3.4
showsa dual input pneumatic controller.
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3.3

Dual Input Pnuematic Controller

Output
Port

Supply Air
Port

Input
Ports

 
Figure 3.4 Pneumatic Controller

FINAL CONTROLLED DEVICES

Thefinal contral device is a component ina control loop that performs the actual modula-
tionof the flow of energy into the process, thereby establishing a balance between the load
and the energy transfer.

The final controlled device is the third componentfound in all control loops.It is
responsible for varying the flow of mass or energy into a process. Hot and chilled
water valves, steam valves, return air dampers, outside air dampers, exhaustair
dampers, electrical relays, and contactors are examples offinal controlled devices
commonly used in HVAC systems. Valves are used to control the flow of fluids into
the process, dampers control the flow of lower pressure air. while relays and con-
tactors switch the flow of electric current to control the operationof electrical loads,

A final controlled device is constructed of two dependentsections: fhe flow con-
trol apparatus, and the actuator, The low control apparatus opens and closes the
flow path, allowing mass or energy to be transferred to the process. Valves and
dampers are the most common modulating flow control apparatuses used in com-
mercial HVAC applications. Control relays and contactors are the most common
two-position flow control devices.

The actuator provides the connection between the controller's output connec-
tion and flow control apparatus.It converts changes in the controller's output sig-
nal into movement that repositions the flow control apparatus. This motion is
transferred to the flow apparatus directly or through a mechanical linkage to pro-
duce changes in the flow area of the apparatus. The flow control apparatus is
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mechanically coupled to the actuator to create a single componentcalled a final
controlled device. Figure 3.5 shows a pneumatic actuated water valve.

Actuators receive the output signal from the controller and convertit into rota-
tional or linear motion. Pneumatic actuators are the most common actuator type
used in larger commercial HVAC modulating control systems They produce a lin-
ear motion in response to changes in the controller output signal, Linear motion is
movement that occurs in a straight line. Figure 3.6 shows how a diaphragm/ pis-
ton assembly extends (or contracts) in a straight(linear) line as the input signalto
the actuator changes. Pneumatic actuators are more commonly used because they
are relatively inexpensive when compared to motorized actuators, they have a
long trouble-free operatinglife, and they are easy to repair.

Final Controlled Device

 
Flow Control
Apparatus  

Figure 3.5 Final Controlled! Device

Input Signal From the Gontroller

 
Linear Mation

Spring
 

Bladder Expands Pushing Piston
Against the Spring

Figure 3.6 Pneumatic Linear Actuator
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Electric coil actuators are also available as linear actuators although with less
frequency than pneumatic devices. Electric coil actuators vary the electric current
within the coil and therefore, the magnetic forceit creates, to movetheshaft that is
located in the center of the coil,

Electrical relays and contactors also produce a linear motion whentheir coils
are energized. The creation of an electromagnetic field draws the armature (con-
tacts) into the stator (coil), against the force produced by an integral spring. When
the current is interrupted, the armature is forced away from the stator by the
spring, returning the contacts to their normal position,

Rotational actuators are primarily electric motor-driven devices. These actua-
tors producea circular (rotational) movement by the turning of an armature-dri-
ven gear box whenever their input signal changes. These actuators may be set up
to produce a twoposition or a modulating response. Lower torque rotational actu-
ators are available which can bedirectly driven by signals trom digital control sys-
tems. These devices are used to position smaller valves and dampers. A
low-torque electric motor actuator is shownin Figure 3.7.

High-torque electric motor actuators are primarily used in commercial pack-
aged air conditioning equipment, In these applications, power is applied across
one sel of terminals to drive the flow control device open. Power is appled to
another set of terminals to rotate the motor in opposite direction, causing the flow
control apparatus to close. Common, clockwise, and counter-clockwise are typi-
cally used to label these actuator lerminals, The method by which the motoris

Low Torque Rotational Actuator
Shaft is Inserted in this Hole

= Common

== Clockwise
Counter
Clockwise 

Figure 3.7 Rotational Actuator
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connected to the flow control apparatus determines whether the flow path opens
or clases whenthe signal is applied to the clockwise and common terminals. Final
controlled devices are also known as FCDsor simply, controlled devices,

3.5

THE CONTROL AGENT

The control agent is the fluid thal transfers the required mass or energy to the process con-
trolled medium. The control agent flows trough the final controlled device.

The control agent is not a loop component like a sensor, controller, or fmal con-
trolled device althoughit is still essential to the operation of the control loop. With-
out the control agent, there can be no transfer of mass or energy into the process to
maintain a balance withits load. Hot and chilled water, steam, refrigerant, air, and
electric current are the most common control agents used in HVAC processes.

The control agent can easily be mistaken for the controlled medium. To correctly
differentiate between the two, remember the control agent's flowrate varies with
changes in the position or the control loop’s actuator, The controlled medium of a
processis identified as the fluid that is in physical contact with the loop’s sensor.

 

BASIC CONTROL LOOP CONSTRUCTION

The previous sections have described a sensor, a controller, a final controlled
device, and the control agent, which are the essential elements ofall control loops.
More complex loups, applications, and strategies may require additional control
devices to condition (modify) control signals, select one signal from many inputs
and perform logic functions, but the same basic four elements are still found
within every control loop.

Although more than three components are typically found in a control loop, the
basic configuration of the loop's design is still determined by the configuration of
thesethreerequired devices. The flow of information contained in the signal paths
is depicted in Figure 3.8 and is described as follows:

1. The control loop’s sensor measures the control pointof the controlled variable
and generates an output signal that is sent to the controller.

2, The controller inputs the signal from the sensor and calculates the process
error. The controller generates a change in its output signal that reduces. the
magnitude ofthe error. This output signal is sent to the actuator ofthe final
controlled device.

3. The final controlled device's actuator inputs the signal from the controller
and converts the change in signal magnitude into a corresponding change in
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of flow control device's orifice, modulating the flowol the control agent.

4. The change in the flowrate of the control agent produces a corresponding
change in the mass or energy transferred into the process, reducing the
process error.

Application 3.1 Control Loop Construction and Terminology

Response: The sensoris located in the controlled medium,It measures the con-
trol point and generates an outputsignal that is sent to the controller. The controller
compares the sensor’s output signal with the set point signal and calculates the
loop error. The error is used to generate a change in the controller's output signal
This signal is sent to the actuator of thefinal controlled device. The actuator reposi-
tions the chilled water valve’s plug modulating the flow of energy from the process,

This diagram of the flowof information in a control loap is helpful when a tech-
nicianis isolating the control devices that make up oneparticularloopthatis part
of a larger system, The first step is to locate the sensor within the process that is
experiencing problems. Once the sensoris located, find the controller that receives
the output signal from thal sensor, Trace the output of the controller to the final
controlled device and the lowp has now beenidentified. Application 3.1 examines
an air handling unit's discharge air temperature control loop using the terminol-
ogy presented above.

3.6
=a

SUMMARY

 

APPLICATION3.1

Every finetional control loop requires a minimum of four elements to maintain a
process set point: a sensor, a controller, a final controlled device, and a contro]
agent. The sensor monitors the magnitude of the controlled variable and sends a

Pu he related signal to the controller. The controller compares the control point with the
Objective; Maintaina set point of 56 °F in the air handling unit's discharge duct. set point and generates an output signal based upon the error, The controller's

output signal is sent to the final control device via thesignal path between the two
devices. The final controlled device actuatorreceives the signal from the controller
and converts the change in the controller’s output signal into linear or rotational
motion. The movementof the actuator changes the flow area of the orifice in the
flow control apparatus, varying the quantity of the control agent entering the
process. Differences in the flowrate of the control agent produce associated
changes in the magnitude of the controlled variable. Changes in the controlled

Process: Discharge Air Cooling Process

Control Loop Elements:
1. asensorlocated in the discharge air stream
2. a single input controller
3. a final controlled device, chilled water valve with a pneumatic actuator
4. chilled water as the control agentto transfer energy from theair stream
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variable will reduce the error that exists between the control point and set point.
Whena control loop is designed and calibrated correctly, it will optimize the use
of energy as it maintains the process at its set point,

3.7
Eaa

EXERCISES

Determineif the following statementsare trueor false, If any part of the statement
is false, the entire statementis false. Explain your answers.

1
2.
a.

10.

Control systems can have morethan one controlloop.
Asensor measures a change in the magnitude of the controlled medium.
Sensor input signals are sent to the controller which monitors the control
point.

. Controllers can have more than one oulput signal connection,
The final controlled device generates a signal that is sent to the controller,
Information in a control loop flows in the following order: process to the sen-
sor to the controller to the actuator to the flow control apparatus and back to
the process.
Energy or mass is modulated into the process by the final controlled device.
Controllers calculate the error and generate an output signal that reduces the
magnitude of the offset.

. The change in the sensor's output signal is related to the change m the con-
trolled variable.

The control agent is an element found in every control loop.

Respond to the following statements and questions:

N

oTue
ox

List the four elements required in all control loups.
List the two parts of a final controlled device and describe the purpose of each
part.

. Whatis the purpose of the controller ina control loop?
Describe the function of a sensor.

Whatis the purposeof the control agent?
Describe a non-HVAC control loop found at home. Determine the loop sen-
sor, controller, final controlled device, control agent, process, set point, con-
trol point, and error.

. Whyisa controller more complicated than a sensororfinal controlled device?
Howcan the inability of a commercial boiler to control its water temperature
affect the operation of temperature control loopsin the building?

. Explain why a control loop cannot operate withouta controller.

032
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10.

ni
12.
13.

14

15,

List 3 sensors found in residential applications that are not air conditioning
related.

List 3 tinal controlled devices found in non-HVAC residential applications.
Whatis the difference between an energy transfer and mass transfer process?
How can a technician determine the difference between a controlled medium

and a controlled agent?
What is the meaning of the control agent's quality and whyis it important for
the correct operation of a control loop?
Describe a building automation system.
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4.1
=  

CHAPTER 4
  

Control Loop
Configurations

 

There are two possible configurations used to interface a control loop with tts
process. Oneinstallation method creates an openloop configuration and the other
creates a closed loop configuration. Both configurations have different operating
characteristics and therefore, different applications. Chapter 4 describes the char-
acteristics and system layout of open and closed loop configurations. To simplify
the representation of each configuration, black diagrams and component transfer
functions are also introduced in this chapter.

OBJECTIVES

48

Upon completion of this chapter, the reader will be able to:

. Describe an open loop configuration and its applications.

. Describe a closed loop configuration and its applications.
Drawa block diagram of an open control loop,
Draw the block diagramof a closed control loop.

. Define a transfer function and its purpose.
yee

033

OPEN AND CLOSED LOOP CONFIGURATIONS

As stated in the previous chapter, all information in a control loop flows in the
same sequence. It enters the loop at the sensor location via the sensing element.
Information is passed on to the controller which in turnalters the information and
sends it on to the final controlled device, Loops that are more complex, having
additional control devices within the signal path,still pass information using the
same sequence, starting al the sensor and ending at the final controlled device.
Keeping this in mind, it is correct to state that open and closed loop configurations
donot describe how a loop’s control devices are interconnected, Open and closed
loop contigurations describe how the contro! loop is connected or coupled to the
process. More specifically, the phrases describe the sensor's location within a
process, Its location determines how the control loop responds to changes in the
measured variable. The following sections describe the responses of open and
closed loop control configurations.

4.1.1 Open Loop Response Characteristics
All open loop configurations generate a binary or two-position responsete changes tn the
measured variable. This configuration is used in applications to prevent the control point
from exevedmng a predetermined design limit.

As stated in the previous section, the configuration of a contral loop is a fune-
tion of thelocation of tts sensor within the process. To create an open loop control
configuration, the sensoris placed wpstreamof the location where the control agent
effects a change in the controlled medium. An upstreamlocation is any position in
the process preceding the point where mass or energy is transferred into the
process. Figure 4.1 depicts areas upstream and downstream of the location where
heat transfer takes place. Figure 4.2 depicts the sensor in the upstream or open
loop location,

A careful examination of Figures 4.1 and 4.2 shawthe major differences between
open and closed loop configurations. In Figure 4.1, the control loop maintains the
supply air temperature at 102° in the area where the sensor is located. By reposi-
tioning the sensor, the entire function of the control loop changes. Figure 4.2 shows
the supply air temperature is now120°, The controller will not close the valve even
though the temperature is above the process set point because the sensoris located
upstreamof the heating coil. Consequently, the loop never measures the supply air
temperature. In the upstream location, the only function the control loop can per-
form is to prevent the supply air temperature from getting too cold when the out-
side air temperature decreases below its set point of 42°. It cannot prevent the
supplyair from becoming too warm. Whenthe outsideair temperature exceeds the
set point (42°) the controller commands the hot water valve closed and the supply
air cools down. This response indicates that an open loop configuration cannot be
used to maintain a balance between the energy transfer and the process load
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Figure 4.2. Open Loop Configuration

becauseit cannot measure the load whenits sensoris located upstream ofthe point
where the control agent transfers mass or energy into the process.

Anotherdifference between open and closed loop configurations is terminology
associated with the sensor's function. In previous chapters, it was stated that the
sensors purpose was to measure the control point of the process and that a change
in the quantity of mass or energy inlo the process altered the magnitude of the
control point. These statements are only true in closed loop configurations where

Contral Loop Configurations 51 

the sensor can measure the effect of the transfer into the controlled medium, In

open loop configurations, the sensor is located before the point of transfer so it
does not actually measure the process control point. To be correct,it is stated that
open loop sensors monitor the measured variable. When the measured variable
exceeds the process sel point, the controller responds.

Open loop controllers can only produce a two-position or binary signal
response to changes in the measured variable because modulating signals require
a sensorpositioned downstreamof the point of energy transfer in the process, The
output signals of open loop controllers are typically equal to the minimumand
maximum values of their output signal range. Therefore, a open loop controller
with a 3 to 15 psi output signal range can only send a 15 psi or a 3 psi outputsignal
to the final controlled device. A controller with an output signal range of 4 to 20
mA will generate a4 mA or a 20 mA signal based uponits set point and the mag-
nitude of the measured variable. Open loop controllers are incapable of generat-
ing any signal between their minimum and maximum output signal range values.
Figure 4.3 depicts the signal change of an open loop controller in response to
changesin the process control point.

Openloop controllers cycle the final controlled device betweenits fully open
and fully closed position, producing pulses in the flowrate of the control agent.
These pulses of energy generate pulses or cycles in the measured variable down-
stream of the sensor's Incation, Consequently, it cannot measure changes in the
controlled medium that result from changes in the flowrate of the control agent
This responseis the identifying characteristic of an open controlloop.

Open loop configurations are used in applications where the process cannotbe
permitted to exceed a predetermined design limit. The magnitude of the limitts
equalto the minimumor maximum allowable value of the measured variable.
Whenever the measured variable exceeds this limit, the controller commandsits

Open Loop Controller Response

ON

OFF
100%Output

0% Output

NNLow Limit Set point
Measured Variable

 
Time ——

Figure 4.3. Open Loop Controller Response
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output signal to its complementary or opposite value. This response forces the
final controlled device to its opposite position, varying the flowrate of the control
agent 100% of its previous value. This produces a corresponding change in the
process. The process is forced back within its designlimits.

The set point of an open loop process may beeither a high ora low limit value.
Thechoice is based upon the operating requirements of the process. In low limit
applications, whenever the measured variable falls below the low lintit sef point,
the controller changesthe state of its output signal. Conversely, in high limit appli-
cations, whenever the measured variable exceeds the highlil set point, the con-
troller output signal changes state. These responses occur quickly, as soonas the
control point exceeds the limit, This immediately alters the magnitude of the flow
of the control agent entering the process. Thecontrolloap’s response may produce
a changein the temperature, pressure, or humidity level of the controlled medium
or the response may cycle equipmenton oroff. Refrigeration systems use open
control loops to prevent the compressor from operating if the refrigerant pressure
becomes either tou high or too low orif its current draw exceedsa safe level. Air
handling units have open loops that measure high and lowair temperature limits,
humidity limits, highstatic pressure limits, the presence of smoke limits, and high
motor currents.

Not all open loop applications have limits that are associated with a safety
condition. Time scheduling is a common nonsafety-related open loop applica-
tion. In these stratepies, the clock's output contacts changestate after a time
limit has been reached. Once the present time exceeds a predetermined start
time, the output contacts of the timer are commanded to start the equipment.
After the time exceeds the shutdown set point, the equipment is commanded
off. The sensoror real time counter never monitors whether its change in contact

position started the equipment, therefore, it is an open loop application. Appl-
cation 4.1 summarizes the operation of an open loop preheat coil that prevents
the temperature of the air in the mixing box of the AHUtrom dropping below
freeving.

 

APPLICATION4.1

Process: Maintaina Minimum Temperature of the Ventilation Air Entering the
AHU

Objective: When the outside air approaches temperatures thal are cold
enoughto freeze coils (typically below 38°F), the steam valve is commanded to
100%open, preheating the outside air entering the AHUto approximately 60) So
Warming the ventilation air as it passes between the fins of the coil minimizes
freezing anycoils located downstream of the preheat coil,
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Controller

Application 4.1) Open Loop Preheat Coil

Response: Asthe outside air temperature decreases belowthe lowp’s set point
of 38°F, the controller's output changes state to its minimum value allowing the
normally open steam valve to open 100%, When the outside air temperature rises
above 38"F, the controller's output signal changes state to its maximumvalue,
closing the steam valve.

4.1.2 Feed-Forward Control

As a consequence of the location of the sensor in an open loop configuration,all
the information from the control signals flows from the measured variable,
through the sensor, controller, and final controlled device. Frorn the final con-
trolled device, the information continues forward, out of the process. It never
returns back lo the sensor ty indicate whether or not the last change in the con-
troller’s output signal had the desiredeffect on Lhe process. Since all process infor-
mation continues onward, out of the process, open loop configurations are called
feed-forward control loops. The informationofthe presentstate of the process never
returns to the controller via the sensor.

Feed-forward loop configurations cannot be used to maintain a processatits set
point. Maintaining a set point requires a balance to be maintained between the
energy flow and the process load. Whena sensoris located upstream of the effect
of the control agent on the process, it is unable to measure the load after the mass
or energy has been transferred to the controlled medium. Without this informa-
tion, modulation of the control agentis not possible. Consequently, open loop or
feed-forward configurations can only be used to maintain a process fromexceed-
ing a designlimit using a binary or two-posilion controller response. Figure 4.4
showsthe flow of data in an open (feed-forward) loop.
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4.2
aa

CLOSED LOOP CONFIGURATIONS

Closed loop control configurations generate a response that can maiitain the controlled
variable al its set pourt.

Closed loop control configurations respond in a mannerthat open loops cannot,
Closed loops can modulate (infinitely vary) the flow of the control agent into the
process to maintaina balanced condition thereby maintaining the control point at
set point. Closed loop configurations can also pulse energy into the process using
a two-position controller to maintain the control point within a few units of the set
point. As stated in the previous sections, two-position openloop controls can only
prevent a process from exceeding a design limit, they cannot maintain a process at
or near ils set point.

To layout control devices in a closed loop configuration, the loop’s sensor must
be located in the controlled medium, downstreamofthe position where the con-
trol agent transfers mass or energy into the process. In this location, the sensor can
measure the effect of the control agent on maintaining the control point near its set
point. If too much energy is being transferred, the sensor signals the controller to
reduce the flowrate of the control agent. Conversely, if the flowrate of the control
agentis too small, the sensor measures the deficiency and signals the controller to
increase the flowrate, Keep in mind, these changes in flowrate can be accom-
plished using a modulating or two-position controller response. Figure 4.5 shows
the differences between open and clased loop controller responseintervals. Open
loops become responsive wheneverthe measured variable exceeds a lowor high
process limit, Closed loops respond wheneverthe control point is between the
high and low limits of the process operating range.
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Figure 4.5 Differences Between the Operating Ranges of Open and Closed Loop
Configurations

Closed loop control configurations maintain the controlled variable at set point
by measuring the effect the control agent is having on the process control point.
The amount of mass or energy transferredis related to the size of the difference
that exists between the control point and the set point of the process. A modulat-
ing closed loop response varies the flow of control agent in increments that match
the changes in the control point. The control point changes whenever a change in
the load occurs,

To generate a varying signal response, closed loop controllers produce a modu-
lating or analogsignal. This signal varies the position ofthe final controlled actu-
ator and consequently, the flowrate of the control agent to any value between 0%
and 100%of its maximum flowrate. Modulating the control agent allows a balance
to be maintained between the mass or energy transferred and the process load.
Figure 4.6 shows the way a modulating closed loop controller response tracks the
changes in the process control point. Compare this response to the two-position
response shownin Figure 4.7, Note; an advantage of closed loop modulating con-
figurations over closed loop two-position configurations is the tighter control pro-
vided by the modulating loop. The control point does not drift as far away from
the set point before the analog controller responds, maintaining the control point
closer to the set point throughall load changes.

Mostclosed loop applications use a modulating controller over a two-position
controller. A modulating closed loop maintains the control point near the set point
using a smooth response that goes unnoticed by the occupants. A controller with a
two-position response maintains the control point within an allowable range of
the set point, but the occupants may become uncomfortable al either end of the
control point's operating range.

Closed loop configurations are used in applications where the process must be
maintained within a predetermined range of the set point, All the HVAC control
loops used to maintain a temperature, pressure, level, or humidity set point are
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configured as closed loops. They all have their sensors placed in the controlled
medium, downstream of the heat or fluid transfer location.

4.2.1 Closed Loop Feedback
Information in a closed loop configurationtravels in a circular path, It enters the
loopat the sensor'slocationin the controlled medium, travels through the sensor,
controller, and final controlled device, back into the process via the controlled
agent and finally, back to the sensor as a change in the process control point. The
sensor’s downstream location closes the information path between the process
and the controller. This data route is called the feedback path. Lt derives its name
fromthe characteristic that information on the current condition of the processis
fed back to the controller via this path. Figure 4.8 depicts the feedback or circular

r
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Figure 4.8) Closed Loop Information Path

flowof informationin a closed loop configuration. Compare this figure withthe
open loop information path in Figure 4.4.

Feedback describes a condition where a device uses the results ofits previous
response to generate a new change in output signal. In control loops, the feedback
loop provides a path for the essential process information to be sent back to the
controller if it is going to vary the flow of the control agent into the process as a
function of the previous change in the control point. In other terms, the feedback
path establishes a method for the controller to respond in a self-correcting manner.
This self-correcting action allowsthe controller to constantly adjust its outputsig-
nal until the control point falls within acceptable range of the set point, Without a
feedback path, the controller could not effectively maintain the control point of the
process. Consequently, the intentof the process could not be maintained. Applica-
tion 4.2 describes a closed loop heating process designed to maintain the dis-
charge air temperature of an AHU at 140%

There is one negative aspect associated with a closed loop configuration. The
presence of the feedback path increases the possibility of the control loop becom-
ing unstable during a response to a change in the control point, Unstable loops
oscillate and, therefore, cannot maintain the requirements of the process. Open
loop configurations cannot becomeunstable. Stability is covered in depth in sub-
sequent chapers.

APPLICATION 4.2

Process: Modulating, Closed Loop Temperature Control

Objective: Maintain the temperature of the air in the hot deck at 140°F by
modulating a hot-water valve.
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Application 4.2) Modulating, Closed Logp Heating frocess

Response: [na hot watercoil heating application, the hot water (control agent)
is modulated into the coil by varying the position of the hal water coil’s valve. The
valveis positioned by the controller's output signal which changes in response to
changes in the control point, If the last response of the controller allowed too
much energy to be transferred to the air, the sensor is positioned so it can feed this
information back to the controller, The controller can now modify its outputsignal
(self-correct) to command the controlled device to a newposition. [n this instance,
the valve will be modulated toward closed to reduce the amountof energy trans-
ferred, maintaining the control point within its acceptable range.

In this application, the sensor can feed back the controllers effect on the con-
trolled variable, signifying the loop is configured as a closed loop. If the sensor
werelocated before the coil, it could not measure the effect the control agent has
on the controlled medium and the control point could not be maintained within
its design range.

TRANSFER FUNCTIONS

A transfer function is the mathematical equation that describes the relationship that exists
hetween changes in the input signal of a device and the corresponding changes in its out-
pat signal

Every control device receives at least oneinput signal and generales one output
signal. A mathematical relationship exists between these two signals that
describes howthe output signal changes in response to changes in the inputsig-
nal. This mathematical relationshipis called a transfer function. Without getting too
involved in the actual mathematics of the transfer function, remember that it is

mathematically and consequently, scientifically based.

T
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4.4

 

Transfer functions deseribe the changes that occur in the size, phase and timing
characteristics of an output signal of a control device in response to a change in its
input signal. The size portion of the transfer function regulates the change in the
magnitude of the output signal. The phase characteristic of the transfer function
indicates which direction (increase or decrease) the output signal changes in
response to a change in the input signal. The timing portion of the transfer func-
tion defines any delay that occurs in the generationof the outpul response after the
input signal changed. These three signal characteristics are defined in the mathe-
matical formula that is used by the control technician to calibrate the devices after
they are installed ina system. These characteristics are covered in greater detail in
the following chapters.

Figure 4.9 depicts each of the three changes in the output that are described in
the transfer function. Changes in timing are shown as a delay between the point
wherethe input signal began to change and the corresponding change in the out-
put signal. The phase change is depicted by the signals changing in opposite
directions. Other transfer functions have the signals change in the samedirection.
The third change depicted is the change in the size of the output signal with
respectto the corresponding change in the input signal. The size parameterof the
transfer function is the most commonly analyzed variable of the transfer function
and is called the gain of the device. The transfer function was introducedat this
time because of their requirement in the following section on block diagrams.It is
described in greater detail in Chapter5,

Control Agent

 
Set Point

Sensor (+) _Gontroller Process
A Output + A Output = 4 Gutput = A Qutput =
A Input A Input A Input Alnpat

(-)
Measured Final Controlled
Varlable Device————

Feed-Forward Control

Figure 4.9 Elements of a Transfer Function

  

BLOCK DIAGRAMS

A block diagram15 a graplucal representation of the flow of information between compo-
nents ia contral loop.

Block diagrams are used to simplify the visualization of the interconnections
that exist between the control devices ina loop, the flowof the information in their
signals, and their relationship to the process. They are also used to show the
input/output signa! relationship or transfer function of each device and process,
It quickly points out the configuration of the loop and all the input and output
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signals that are part of the control loop. This presentation format makesit easier to
analyze the entire loop response for changesin the input conditions.

In a block diagram each control device is represented by a rectangle or block.
The blocks are connected with lines that represent the signal paths. Thelines also
show the direction that information flows between components. Each block has
sufficient lines to representall signals that enter and leave each component. Along
with the signal paths, the block contains the equation that represents the transfer
function that depicts the mathematical relationship between the input and output
signals of each device. Although the generic formula is shownin these figures, it
will be presented in more depth in Chapter5,

The summing junctionis a circle with the mathematical symbol for summation
(%) centered in the circle. The summing junction represents the procedure of sub-
tracting the control point fromthe set point to calculate the error.

The block diagram contains all the information required to represent the process
making it easy to visualize the relationships between the loop components. Note
the flow of informationin the open loopand the lack of a feedback path between
the sensor and the process in Figure 4.10. Block diagrams can be used to represent
any control loop, from a simple light switch to a complex HVAC strategy. If con-
structed correctly, they present all the information required to analyze a control
loop. Figures 4.11 shows block diagrams of a closed loop configuration.

Control Agent
Set Point

Sensor (+) Controller

 4 Outpul + A Output + 4 Qutput +

A Input e A Input 4 InputMeasured Final Gontralled
Variable Device 

Feed-Forward Control

Figure 4.10 Block Diagram of an Open Loop

Process
Control Agent—-Disturbances

4 Output +
A Input

Final Controlled
Device

 
 

Summing
Junetion

 
   

 

 
 

Set Point B Ouinut +A Input
Controller

Control|(—)
Point  

 
4 Output +
A Input

Sensor

Feedback Path

Figure 4.11) Block Diagram of a Closed Loop
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4.5
=

SUMMARY

Open loop controllers always generate a two-position response to prevent the
process from exceeding a predetermined design limit. The sensor is positioned
upstreamof the location where the mass or energy of the control agent enters the
process, Consequently, there is no feedback path in this contiguration and the con-
troller never knows whetherthe desired response has occurred. The advantage of
an open control loop configurationis that it cannot become unstable during nor-
mal operation, The disadvantage of this configuration is that it cannot maintain a
process at a given set point. Open loop configurations are primarily used in
safety-related applications,

Closed loop configurations locate their sensor within the controlled medium,
downstream of the location where the control agent changes the process. This
location allows the controller to reeeive feedback concerning its previous response
to the change in process conditions. The feedback path creates a self-correcting
loop configuration where each subsequent change in the controller output signal
is based on the effect that its previous signal change had onthe control point. The
major disadvantage associated with closed loop configurations is their increased
susceptibility of becoming unstable when responding to unusual load changes-
Closed loop configurations are used in applications that maintain the process con-
trol point with a desired range of the set point.

A transfer function is a mathematical equation that describes the relationship
between a change in the input signal of a control device and the corresponding
changein its output signal. It describes the changes in magnitude, phase, and tim-
ing that the output signal experiences with each change in the input signal. Every
sensor, controller, final controlled device, signal converter, etc., has ils own trans-
fer function. Block diagrams are used to simplify the representation and analysis
of a control loop. The structure of the diagram shows the flow of information
between the components along with the mathematical relationships that govern
their response.

4.6
 

EXERCISES

Determine if the following statements are trueorfalse, [f any part of the statement
is false, the entire statement is false. Explain your answers.

1. Open loop configurations havea feedback path.
2, The sensor position within a process determines if the loop is an open ar

closed configuration.
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. Feed-forward and open loop are two phrases that describe loops where the
sensor is located upstream ofthe effect of the control agent has on the control
point.

. All two-position controllers are open loop controllers.

. The feedback path can introduceinstability into a control loop.

. Oscillations in the final controlled device are a signof instability.

. The transfer function is a mathematical formula that describes the relation-

ship between the change in the input and outputsignals of a control device,
. Ablock diagram is a representation of the flow of information in a control

loop.
. Aprocess also has a transfer function.

10.
A safety control loopis typically a feed-forward configured loop,

Respond to the following statements and questions;

AAOWhe
. Describe the operating characteristics of an open loop control configuration.
. Deseribe the operating characteristics of a closed loop control configuration.
. Whatis the fundamental difference between open and closed loop control?
. List three examples of an open loop configuration found in a home.

List three examples of a closed loop configuration found in a home.
Whatis a summingjunction?

. Is the burner control on a stove an open or closed loop control strategy?
Explain your answer.

. Is the temperature control loop of a residential refrigerator an open loop or
closed loop configuration? Explain your answer.

. Draw a block diagramofa refrigerator temperature control loap.
‘10.

Draw a block diagram of a stove burnercontrolloop.

r
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CHAPTER5
  

Elements of a

Transfer Function

A transfer function is the equation that relates changes in a control device's
output signal to the changes that occurred in its input signal. Technicians use
the transfer function to calibrate and analyze the operation of control loops.
Chapter 5 describes the characteristics of a typical transfer function for a
control device.

 

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this chapter, the reader will be able to:

1, Describe the purpose of a transfer function,
2. Describe the purpose and characteristics of the various mathematical elc-

ments that make up a transfer function.
3. Describe the effects of a transfer function on the output signal of a device.
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CONTROL DEVICE TRANSFER FUNCTIONS

A transfer funetion is a mathematical expression that defines the response of a control
device toa change inits input signal,

The word transfer signifies that any change in the input signal is fransferred
through the device and appears as a change in its output signal, Function is a term
that describes a mathematical relationship that exists between two variables. The
mathematical relationship exists between changes in the input and outputsignals of
acontrol device. All control devices have a transfer function that instructs the device

on howto changeits output signalin response to the change that is occurring in its
input signal. The equation looks at thesize, direction, and timing characteristics of
the input signal's change to generate a related changein its output signal.

The transfer function of a control device is modified by adjustinga dial, slide
mechanism, software database, or some other procedure. During the calibration
procedure, a technician adjusts the operating parameters of a control device's
transfer function so it generates the proper outputsignalfor a known input condi-
tion. For example, a sensor may be adjusted so it generates an 11.4 psi outputsig-
nal when the sensing elementis at 70 °F, Likewise, a controller may be calibrated
so it positions a valve 100% open whenever the loop error exceeds + 2°.

Acontrol device may have up to six separate adjustments that can be made to
their transfer function during the calibration process. Sensors have the simplest
transfer function, having only one field adjustment. Controllers have the most
complex transfer function, having up to six adjustments that must be made by a
technician during the calibration procedure. These adjustments makeit possible
for the controller to respond correctly to the size, phase, and timing characteristics
of the process changes. The following sections describe the elements of a transfer
function.

 

THE PROPORTIONAL GAIN OF A TRANSFER FUNCTION

The proportional gain ofa control device defines the changein the size of the output signal
that will occur m response to the change in size of the input signal.

The proportional gain elementof a transfer function is responsible for generating
the initial change in the size (magnitude) of the output signal in response to a
change in the input signal, The proportional gain detines the amount of change in
the output signal that occurs in response to a unitary (single unit) change in the
input signal. A change of one whole unit is used to standardize the way the pro-
portional gain of a device is written. Applying this definition to a sensor, the pro-
portional gain elementof a relative humidity sensor defines the amountof change
in its output signal that occurs for each 1%change in the measured relative humid-
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ity. Similarly, a lemperature sensor's proportional gain indicates the amount of
change in its output signal that is generated for ae 1° change in the measured
variable. The proportional gain parameter of a transfer function is equal to:

AOurpur /Alnput

where:

1. A symbolizes the phrase “change in”
2. A Input represents a unitary change in the input variable.

Ifa pneumatic sensor generates 0.12 psi for each 1° change in the measured tem-
perature, its proportional gain ts written as:

O.12 psi/] °F or simply 0.12 psi (°F

Similarly, ifan electronic sensor generates 0.16 milliamps for each 1° change in the
measured temperature,ils proportional gainis written as 0.16 mA/°F.

Proportional gainis used to describe the size responsive element of the transfer
function. The word proportional signifies that the change in the output signal is
related to the change in the input signal by a mathematical ratio. A ratio is a
term in an equationthat is represented by a fraction (v/1). As previously shown,
the gain of a transfer function is indeed represented by a fraction, namely
AOQutpur /Alnpar. The term proportional is used to differentiate between three differ-
ent gain elements that can be used in the transfer function of a controller: proper-
tional, integral, and derivative gain. Integral gain and derivative gain are
presented in subsequent sections of this chapter.

The total change in an output signal is a function of the amount of change that
occurred in its input signal, Using the temperature sensor that has a proportional
gain of 0.16 mA/°F as an example, if the measured temperature changes 2", the
output changes a value equal to twice (2x) its gain value or 0.32 mA, Similarly, a
change of 4° in the measured temperature generates a change in the output signal
that is equal to four times (4x) the sensor’s gain or 0.64 mA, Figure 5.1 shows a
block diagram of a controller having a gain of 2 psi/"F, As the input temperature
increases 1°, the output will increase 2 psi. Conversely, if the temperature
decreases 1°, the output signal will decrease 2 psi.

The magnitude of the proportional gain has a direct effect on the response of the
device to changes in its input signal. Control devices with large values for their

The GAIN defines Ihe amount of change in Ihe
output signal that occurs for each unitary

changein the input signal,

ST|Gain=2volte!F|= 2 volta °F
{ Controller1 °F Change 2 volt |ie

Figure 5.1 The Response of the Proportional Gain Element of a Transfer Function
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proportional gain generate large changes in the size of their output signal in
responseto a unitary change in the size of their input signal. Large proportional
gain valuescreate a control device that respondsto siall changesin its inputsig-
nal. These devices are described as being sensitive to changesin their inputsignals.
They are used to control process that must react to small changes im the control
point to maintain the process offset within an acceptable range.

Control devices canalso be calibrated with small values for their proportional
gain. Consequently, they will require a larger change in their inputsignal before
they generate a measurable changein their output signal. These low gain devices
are tuned so they are not sensitive to changesin their input signals. They can be
used to create a stable control loop that maintains the control point within a larger
butstill acceptable range ofthe set point. Due to the relationship betweenthe size
of the proportional gain and the responsiveness of the device, the term sensitivity
is often used synonymously with the term gain. Some control companies use the
term sensitivity exclusively while others use the termproportional gain or simply,
gain. In each case, the term describes the amount of change in the output signal
that occurs for each unitary change in the inputsignal. Application 5.1 introduces
the derivation of the proportional gain of a typical HVAC sensor.

APPLICATION 5.1

Device: Temperature Sensor

Purpose: Measure changes in the controlled variable and generate a related
change in the sensoroutputsignal.

Operating Ranges: Input Range: 0) to 100 °F
Output Range: 3 to 15 psi
Proportional Gain: 0.12 psi/°F

Response: The proportional gain of this sensor indicates the outpul signal
changes 12 hundredths of a psi in magnitudefor each 1 °F changein the measured
temperature (input signal). When the input signal changes 2 “F, the output signal
changes a magnitude of 2° % 0.12 psi/°F = +0.24 psi. Similarly, if the input
decreased 0.3 °F, the output would change —0.3° & 0.12 psi/*F = —0,036 psi. 

 [= Changein Input Signal (A Input) Change in Output Signal (A Output)  
 
 

  
= + 0,96

+ 2 - + O24
0 : 0

a9 =(.36

aie 0.6 
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-10 1.2

The proportional gain element of sensor and final controlled device transfer
functions is typically set toa fixed value during the device’s manufacture and can-
not be field adjusted by a control technician during the calibration process. Conse-
quently, these components maintain the same input/output relationship that they
had when they left the factory, Controllers are constructed so their proportional
gain can be adjustedafter theyare installed. This allows the technician to tune the
control loopsoits response matches the desired response of the process.

THE PHASE ELEMENT OF A TRANSFER FUNCTION

The phase element of a transfer function defines the directioit that the output signal
changes in response to a change in the input signal.

Phase is a term that describes the relative positionor direction of one signal in ref-
erence to the position or direction of another signal, at the same point in time. In
control technology, the phase defines the direction that the outputsignal changes
(increase or decrease) as the input signal increases. The phase elementof the trans-
fer function of a control device is commonly referred to as the action of a device.

Since a signal canonly increase or decrease as it changes, there can only be two
possible control actions, direct acting and reverseacting, Adirect acting device gener-
ates changesin its outputsignalthat occur in the samedirection as the changein the
input signal. Therefore, when the input signal increases, the output signal will
also increase, Conversely, when the input signal decreases, the output signal will
also decrease. Figure 5.2 shows the responsesof a direct acting and a reverse act-
ing control device,

Sensors andfinal controlled devices havefixed actions that cannot be reversed
after the component leaves the factory, Most pneumatic and electronic sensors are
direct acting devices. Their output signals increase as the magnitude of the

The Phase or Action element of a transfer function
describesthe direction of change in the output signal

with respect to the change in the input signal

eas
Direct Acting

Input Output

+eK
Reverse Acting

Input Output

Figure 5.2) Phase or Action Flement Response
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measured variable increases. However, there is a popular electronic temperature
sensor called a thermistor, commonly used in digital control systems, that has a
reverseacting response. [ts oulput resistance decreases as the measured tempera-
ture increases. These reverse acting devices are described as having a negative
temperature coefficient (NTC) and are describedin greater detail in Chapter7.

Most controllers have the capability of being configured to respond as a direct
or reverse acting device. Their action is field selectable and based upon the
response characteristics of the final controlled device along with the operational
andsafety requirements of the process. The system designer or control technician
analyzes the process and determines whether the final controlled device should
fully open or completely close in response to an increase in the control point, If the
controller’s output signal must change in the same direction as the change in the
contro! point to correctly position the final controlled device, a direct acting con-
troller is required, Conversely, if the controller's output signal must decrease
when the controlled variable increases, the required controller phase is reverse
acting. Applications 5.2 and 5.3 deseribe the analysis used to determine if the con-
troller’s phase element should be set as direct or reverse acting.

 

APPLICATION 5.2

Process: Zone Temperature Control

Objective: Maintain the set point of the zone by modulating a normally open
hot water valve.

Components: 1. fin tube convection heat exchanger
2. Anormally open (NO) hot water valve (FCD)
3. Adirect acting temperature sensor
4. Acontroller

Response: As the room temperature increases, the heat transferred hy the fin
tube must be decreased to maintain the zone's set point, The valve wasselected so
it opensas its input signal decreases. This maintains a sale operating responseif
the control system malfunctions or the signal to the actuator is interrupted. If
either fault occurs, the valve moves to its wide open position, maintaining the
transfer of heat into the zone. Therefore, the valve modulates towardits closed

position as the room temperature increases,

Controller Action: The signal to the control valve must increase to clase the
valve, thereby reducing the heat transfer into the zone, Therefore, as zone temper-
ature increases, the controller's output signal mustalso increase, requiring a direct
acting controller action.
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APPLICATION5.3

Process: Variable Air Volume, Supply Duct Static Pressure Control,

Objective: Maintainthesiatic pressure in the discharge air duct ata set pointo]
1.1 inches of water.

Components: 1, Normallyclosed (NC)inlet vane dampers (FCD)
2. Adirect acting differential pressure sensor
3, Acontroller

Response: As the static pressure in the duct increases, the inlet vane dampers
modulate toward their closed position to reduce the static pressure at the sensor’s
location, The inlet vane damperis configured so its blades close upon loss of sig-
nal to their actuator. This causes the pressure in the duct to decrease to zero if the
control signal to the actuatoris interrupted, prohibiting the duct from becoming
over-pressurized.

Controller Action; As the static pressure in (he duct decreases, the signal to
the inlet vane dampers must increase to open the damperbladesslightly, allowing
more air into the duct to raise its static pressure. Therefore, as the static pressure
decreases, the controller output must increase. A controller with a reverse action is
required.

Eo

THE TIMING ELEMENT OF A CONTROLLER TRANSFER FUNCTION

As stated in the previous chapter, the time element of a transfer function describes
the delay that occurs between a change in an inpul signal and the associated
change in the output signal. This time delayis of little concern to HVAC control
technicians because HVAC processes respond relatively slowly when compared
with the magnitude of the signal delay, Consequently, the delay between theinput
and outputsignal change has no measurable effect on the response of the process.
In this text, the timing elementof a transfer function is used to describe changes in
the controller’s output signal that occur in responseto the timing characteristics of
the changes that occur in the process error.

There are two remaining transfer function elements that alter an output signal
in response to the time related characteristics of a change in the process control
point. These transfer function elements change the output signal in proportion to
the speed at which the control point changes and the duration which an offset
exists betweenthe control point and the set point. These two timing elements are
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called the derivative gain and the integral gain. Since these elements respond to the
timing characteristics of process changes, they are considered withinthe scope of
this text to be the timing characteristics of a controller's transfer function.

Controller transfer functions may contain one or both of these Himing related ele-
ments to alter the output signalin response to the speed and /or durationof changes
in the process control point. The integral gain determines the relationship between
the lengthof time a process error exists and the change in the controller's output sig-
nal, The derivative gain determines the relationship between the speed at whichthe
process control point changes and the corresponding change in the controller's out-
put signal. Sensors and final controlled devices do not have timing elements in their
transfer functions, Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2 describe the effect that the integral and
derivative elements responses have on the controller's output signal.

5.4.1 The Integral Gain of a Controller Transfer Function

Integration 15 a mathematical procedure that is used to calculate the area under
any curve generated by a variable that changes with respect to ime. In HVAC
transfer functions, integration is used to calculate the amount af errar thal exists
overa specific time interval. This valueis called the time weigited error. Simply
stated, the time weighted error is calculated by multiplying the magnitude of the
process error by the length of time it exists and summing these products over the
length of a Lime interval. The calculation of the time weighted error occurs over a
period called the element's reset time. Therefore, a3 the magnitude of the process
error or the length oftime it exists increases, the time weighted error increases.
Conversely, the time weighted error decreases as the magnitude of the error
and/or length of time it exists decreases. The time weighted error equals zero
whenever the process error (set point—control point) equals zero.

Controllers can be configured to respondto the time weighted error by incorpo-
rating the transfer function element called the integral gain. Controller transfer
functions that incorporate the integration timing elementare stated as being con-
figured with an ilegral mode or integral gain. The purpose ofthe integral element
is lo reduce any offset within the process to zeroafter a change has occurred, It
accomplishes this function by continuouslyadjusting the controller's output sig-
nal in proportion to the size of the time weighted error until the process error is
forced to zero. The integral mode of the transter function is also called reset mode
because this transfer function element causes the control point to be resel back to
the value of the set point whenever a process change occurs.

The integral gain element modifies the output signalof the controller in proportion
to the magnitude of the Hime we/glited error. The time weightederror is multiplied by
the integral gain to determine the amount of change in the outputsignal that occurs
due to the integral clement of the transfer function, As thesize of the time weighted
error increases, the change in the controller's output signal also increases, Con-
versely, as lhe size of the time weighted error decreases, the change in the con-
troller's output signal also decreases. The change in the controller's output signal
repositions the final controlled device so it transfers sore mass or energy than is
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required to create a balance with the load. The additional transfer forces the control
point back toward the set point, reducing the process error, Oncethe erroris driven
to zero,the time weighted error (error x length of time) also equals zero and the con-
troller’s output signal stabilizes at a fixed value. The controller's output signal will
remain at that value until the process load or set point changes. Application 5.4
describes the response of a process incorporating integral gain.

APPLICATION 5,4. INTEGRAL CONTROLLER MODE

Process: Variable Air Volume AHU,Static Pressure Control

Components: 1. Normally closed inlet vane dampers
2. Adirect acting differential pressure sensor
3. A reverse acting controller incorporating the integral made

Process Requirements: As the static pressure in the ductincreases, the inlet
vane damper blades must modulate toward their closed position to reduce the
mass transferred into the duct and consequently, reduce thestatic pressure at the
sensor's location. After the response is completed, the process error will equal
zero and the control point will equal the set point of 1.4 inches of water.

Controller Response: As the static pressure in the duct increases, the signal
from the direct acting sensor also increases. The controller's integral element com-
putes the time weight error, multiplies it by the integral gain and uses the result-
ing product to modify the controller’s outputsignal. As its outputsignal changes,
the time weight error decreases, reducing the size of the subsequent changes that
are occurring in the output signal. This response continues until the error is
reduced to zero, The accompanying figure depicts the error being drivento zero.

The Integral element of a
controller transter tunction
reduces the error to zera
aller a process changehas occumed

oin

 
 Error(Inchesofwater)

oS
—= age

Time (Minutes)

Application 5.4 Supply Air Static Pressure Controller Response
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There are several differences between the intent, function and response of pra-
portional and integral elements of a controller's transfer function. The following
summation outlines the significant differences:

Ja. Proportional gain is used toestablish a balance between the mass or energy
being transferred within a process and its present load based upon afixed
ratio.

Integral gain is used to eliminate the error between the control point and the
set point after'a change in the process has occurred.

2a, The proportional gain modifies the output signal in proportion to the mag-
nitude of the change in the process error.

2b. The integral gain modifies the output signal in proportion to the magnitude
of the time weighted error (error x length of time),

3a, The proportional gain element moves the final controlled device to a posi-
tion where the mass or energy transferred within a process balances the
process load, Consequently, a small offset typically exists between the
process control point and its set point,

3b. The integral gain element moves the final controlled device to a position
where the mass or energy transferred within a process exceeds the quantity
required to balance the process load until the process control point and its
set point are equal (error equals zero).

4a, Proportional gain generates one changein the output signal in proportionto
the size of the error, The output signal stays at that value until another load
change occurs.

4b. Integral gain continuously modifies the output signal in proportion to the
size of the time weighted error. The output signal continues to change as the
error is driven to zero, Once the error equals zero, the controller's output
signal stays at its last command ed value until another load change occurs.

1b

5.4.2 The Differential Gain of a Controller Transfer Function

Differentiation is another mathematical procedure that is used to calculate the
instantaneous rate of change of a variable. In HVAC controller applications, dif-
ferentiation is used to determine the instantaneous rate of change of the error
with respect to time, The derivative of the error indicates howfast the process
error is changing. A large value indicates the error is changing rapidly, Con-
versely, a small rate of change indicates the processis changing very slowly oris
relatively stable,

Transfer functions incorporating a derivative element require an additional pain
parametercalled derivative gain. The derivative gain adjusts the magnitude of the
output signal in proportion to the rate of change of the process error. The rate of
changeofthe error is multiplied by the derivative gain to determine the amount of
change in the controller's output signal, Using the derivative element in a con-
troller transfer function commandsthe final controlled device to move more

quickly, thereby reducing the effect the load change has on the control point.
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Differentiation is incorporated into a controller transfer function in order to
adjust its output signal in response to the speed at whichthe error is changing. In
these applications, the rate of change of the errar is used to predict the total
change in the control point based uponits present rate of change. Whenthe load is
changing quickly, the change in the output signal produced by the derivative ele-
mentof the transfer function is greater than when the erroris changing ata slower
rate. When the error is changing slowly, its rate of change is small and conse-
quently, the contribution of the derivative element of the transfer function to the
change in the controller’ output signal is alsa small, Finally, if the error is not
changing (constant) the contribution of the derivative element to the change in the
controller’s output signal is zero,

Differentiating the rate of change and using the result to adjust the controller's
output signal allows the loop to anticipate the effect of a load change before the
entire changeoccurs. Therefore, the derivative element of the transfer function has
the effect of limiting the growth of the error that results from a fast load change.
The derivative elementis also called anticipatory or rate mode. Application 5.5 pro-
vides an example of a process incorporating a derivative timing elementinits con-
troller transfer function.

 

APPLICATION5.5

Process: Zone Temperature Control Loop that Modulates Heat Transfer Using a
Chilled Water and a Hot Water Coil to Prevent the Control Point From Deviating:
More than0.5 °F

Components; |, One hot and onechilled water coil
2, One normally open hot water valve and one normally closed

chilled water valve

3. Onedirect acting discharge air temperature sensor
4, One controller with derivative mode inits transfer function

Operation: As the zone temperature increases, the heat transferred by the hot
water coil must be decreased to maintain the control point within acceptable
range of the set point. If the hot water valveis closed and the temperature contin-
ues to increase, the chilled water valve begins to modulate open. If the load
change occursat a fast rate, the hot and chilled water valves must respond quickly
to prohibit the room temperature from drifting beyond the +/—0.5 °F limits as the
loop responds.

Controller Response: As the zone temperature increases, the sensor's signal
to the controller also increases. The controller's output signal must respond
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quickly to close the hot water valve and, if necessary, begin to open the chilled
water valve, A direct acting controller with derivative gain is required to speed up
response during intervals of fast load changes. When the load changes quickly, the
controller's output signal increases a larger amount to reposition the valves
quickly. Responses due to slow load changes will be very similar to the response
of a transfer function without denvative gain because the contribution of the
derivative term is very small.

The derivative gain element of a controller's transfer functionis the least used
of the three controller gains because its response is based upona fast load change.
In HVAC processes, most changes occur al a rale that is slow compared to the
mass or energy transfer rate. Therefore, these changes are easily managed by a
controller transfer function that does not incorporate a derivative element. In
those applications where the process tolerances are small and the control point
must be kept close to the set point during aryload change, the derivative element
can be used.

 

SUMMARY

Transfer functions are equations that describe how the outputsignal of a control
device changes inits size, phases and timing in response to a change inits input
signal. The size elementof the transfer function produces changes in the magni-
tude of the output signal based uponthe size of the change in its input signal is
called the proportional gain or senstfivity. The phase component describes the
change in the direction of the output signal with respect to the changeinthe direc-
tion of the measured variable and is called the action of the device. Timing ele-
ments only apply to controller transfer functions. They modify the controller’s
output signal as a function of the time-based characteristics of the change in the
process error. The integral element responds to the ime weighted error, modify-
ing the controller's output signal until the process error is reduced to zero. The
derivative clement modifies the controller’s output signal as a function of the rate
of change of the process error, lt acts as an anticipatory element, reduciny its max-
imum size of fast changing processerrors.

Each elementof a controller’s transfer function, proportionalgain, integral gain,
and derivative gain modifies the output signal. A technician adjusts these gain
values so the control loop’s response to changes in the process matches the
requirements of the process. As the value of a gain element increases, its contribu-
tion to the change in the output signal also increases. Understanding howeach
element in the transfer function alters the output signal allows the technician to
makethe necessary adjustments to a loop to optimize comfort, safety, and the effi-
ciency of the process.
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EXERCISES

 

 

Determine if the following statements aretrue or false. If any part of the statement
is false, the entire statementis false. Explain your answers.

1. Transfer functions mathematically describe how an outputsignal changes in
response to a changein the input signal.

2. Size, magnitude, and phaseare the three elements of a transfer function.
3. Sensor and final controlled devices have fixed transfer functions,

4. The proportional gain of a transfer function generates changes in the magni-
tude of the output signal.

5. The action of a controller is determined by the phase elementofits transfer
function,

6. The integral gain changes the output signal based upon how largethe error|s
and how long it exists.

7. As thesize of the error increases, the contribution of the reset element of the
controller's transfer functionalso increases.

8. The derivative gain changes the output signalof a controller based upon the
rate of change of the process error.

9, Small changes in the error produce large changes in the output signal of con-
trollers using proportional, integral, and derivative gains in their transfer
function,

10. Integral and derivalive gains are also knownas reset and rate gains.

Respond to the following statements and questions completely and accurately,
using the material foundinthis chapter.

1. What is a transfer function?

2. What purpose does the proportional gain element of a transfer function
serve?

3.. What information does the phase component of a transfer function provideto
the technician?

4, Name two elements of a transfer function that respond to the dynamic or
changing characteristics of the input signal.

5. What applications require the integration element in their controller's trans-
fer function?

6. What applications require the derivative element in their controller's transler
function?

7. What application requirements would incorporate both the integral and
derivative elements in their controller transfer function?

8. If the integral gain of a controller's transfer function is increased, will the
length of time required to reduce the error to zero increase or decrease?
Explain your answer.
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=

10.
11.

12

13.

14.
15.

16

17.

18.

19,

S

if the loop response becomes unstable, are the gains in the transfer function
mostlikely too large or too small? Explaim your answer.
Whatdoes the proportional gain of a device indicate?
Whateffect does changes in the value ofthe gain have onthe sensitivity of a
device?

Will the contributionof the integral element of a controller transfer function
increase or decrease as the size of the error increases? Explain your answer.
Whichgain element is used to minimize the loop offset during fast changing
errors?
Whatis the reset interval?
What effect does the derivative element of a transfer function have on the

change in the output signal whenthe error is changing slowly? Explain youranswer.

If the reset interval is increased, does the controller take a longer or shorter
time interval to reset the control point back to set point?
If the derivative gain is decreased, will the error be reduced to a smaller
value? Explain your answer.
If the sensitivity of a device is high, does it produce a large or small change in
the output signal in response to a - change in the measured variable?
Whydosensors and final controlled devices omit a timing elementfrom their
transfer functions?

What controller transfer function reacts quickly to changes in the error and
reaches a steady state condition without a process error remaining?

CHAPTER6
  

Applying
Transfer Functions

HVAC control technicians spend a fair amount of their time installing and calt-
brating control loops. The calibration procedures often require a technician to tune
the parameters of a component's transfer function so the loop responds correctly
to process changes. To becomeproficient in performing calibration tasks, a control
technician must be able to derive and apply the transfer function of each control
device in a loop. Without the use of transfer function equations, system trou-
bleshooting and analysis becomesa trial and error procedure. Generally, the trans-
fer function of a device is developed using the information found on the
component's nameplate along with the operating parameters of the process. This
chapter details the development of the equation of a typical control transfer func-
lion. These procedures formthe foundation upon whichall calibration and analy-
sis of modulating control loops is built.

 

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this chapter, the reader will be able to:

1. Describe the parameters and variables that make up the transfer function,
2. Develop a transfer function tor a sensor.
3. Develop a transfer function for a controller.
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4. Develop a transfer function for a final controlled device.
5. Find the unknown values in a transfer function using a calculator

6.1
—-e  

LINEAR CONTROLSYSTEMS

Linear control components and systems produce changes in their output stenals that are
proportional to the changes that occurred in their input signals.

The term /inear is often used in the description of the response of control
devices, loops and processes. When the response ola linear control device, loop or
process is plotted on a graph, it appears as astraight line segment. When the
transfer function of a linear device is written, it has the same general formatas the
formula used to define a straight line segment. These are the reasons control
devices and processes are described using the term /inear,

A linear response is synonymous with the phrase proportional response. As stated
in Chapter 5, the term proportional indicates that there is a fixed relationship
between the input and output signals of a control device. This relationship ts used
to determine if the output signal of a sensor or controller is correct for a given
inputsignal. [Lis also used to quantify the flow througha final controlled device
and to developset point reset schedules, Processes also can be described as linear
if a change in the flow rate of the control agent produces a proportional change in
the measured variable of the process. The linear characteristic of a process is used
to predict a processes’ response tu a changein its load,

6.1.1 The Equal Percentage of Change Characteristic
of Linear Systems

The proportionality relationship between a change in the inputof a linear system
and the corresponding change in its output response yields another serviceable
relationship. When a device or process is linear, the percent of changein its output
is equal to the percent of change that occurred in ils input. All linear devices and
processes experience this relationship of equivalent percentage changes between
their input and output signals. Therefore, when a linear process experiences a
10% drop in the control point, the loop’s linear steam valve will open an addi-
tional 1%, increasing the heat transferred into the process by 10%. This response
occurs because both the process and loop's component responses are linear, Car-
rying this relationship one step further, when a linear device or process experi-
ences a small change in its input, the corresponding change in the outputis also
small. Conversely, when a large input change is introduced into the process, a
large response follows. This relationshipexists throughout the operating range of
the process andis used by control technicians to quickly analyze operating can-
trol systems.

r
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THE GENERAL FORM OFTHE LINEAR TRANSFER FUNCTION
EQUATION

The general form of a transfer function is an equation that is the basis for
developing transfer functions for all linear control devices, reset schedules, and
processes. Most of the equations used by a control technician are based upon the
equation:

Output = (A Input) x Proportional Gain + Bias

Thefirst step in developing any transfer function is to understand the meaning af
eachof the terms foundin the general equation. The following subsections detail
this information, describing the characteristics of each of the parameters and vari-
ables found in the general form equation. Keep in mind, a variable is a term in the
equation that changes in response to changes occurring in the process. These
changes include variations in temperature, pressure, humidity, level, and other
measured variables. A parameter isa term in the equation that remains constant
(unchanging) throughoutthe operation ofa device. In the general form of a trans-
fer function equation, the proportional gain and thebias are the unchanging para-
meters and Output and A Inputare the variables.

6.2.1 The Transfer Function Variables

The variable 4 [put represents the amount of change that occurred in the mea-
sured variable. In sensor transfer functions, this variable may be a process tem-
perature, pressure, level, or relative humidity. In controller transfer functions,
A Input represents the change in the process error. The Greek letter A (delta) is
used to symbolize the phrase “changein.” Therefore, A Input denotes the changein
the inpul variable,

To calculate the magnitude of A Input, the minimum value of the control
devices’ input range is subtracted from the current value of the measured vari-
able (see Example 6.1). Therefore, in temperature sensor applications, the mini-
mum value of the sensor's input (emperature range is subtracted from the
process control point; in controller equations the change in the inputsignal is
equal to the process error and in final controlled devices, the minimum value of

the actuator’s input signal is subtyacted from the controller's current output
signal.

Example6,1

An outside air temperature sensor has an operating range of —20 to 120 °F
The present temperatureat the sensor’s location is 67 °F. Calculate the value
of A Input,
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Solution:

A Input = (Sensor Input — MininMeasurable Value)
A Input = 167 — (—20)]
A Taput = 87 °F

6.2.2 The Proportional Gain
The proportional gain is the parameter in a transfer function that defines the
amount of change in the output signal that occurs for each unitary changein the
process error. The gain is equal to the ratio:

A Output Signal
A Input Signal

where:

|. 4 Output is the output signal span of a control device.
2, A Inputis equal toits input signal span.

Taking the output signal span and dividing it by the input signal span equals the
device's proportional gain (see Example6.2).

Example 6.2

The outside air temperature sensor used in Example 6.1 has an input operat-
ing range of ~20 to 120 °F and an output signal rangeis 3 to 18 psi. Calculate
the value of the sensor proportional pain.

Solution:

Sensor output spati
Sensor input span

08-3) _ U5)
[120 — (—20)) (140)

Proportional gain =

SL

Proportional gain = = 0,107 eF

6.2.3 The Output Signal Bias

The bias is a pararneter found in the transfer function of sensors, controllers, and
final controlled devices. It indicates the initial value orstarting point of an operat-
ing signal or range. The bias is equal to the value of the output signal of a control
device wheneverthe changein tts input signal is equal fo zero (see Exanyple 6.3).

Example 6.3

The outside air temperature sensor used in the previous examples has an
operating range of —20 to 120 °F and generates a3 to 18 psi output signal.
Determine the valueof the sensorbias.
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Solution:

The bias of the sensor is equal to the valiof the output signal when the change in
the inpul signal is zero. Therefore, the sensor generates an output signal equivalent
fo the bias whenever He input value is — 20°F. The output signal when the tempera-
ture is —20° is equal to 3 psi.

DEVELOPING THE TRANSFER FUNCTION FOR A SENSOR

The transfer function for a linear sensor is the simplest linear contro] equation to
develop, Its has two parameters, proportionalgain and bias, and twovariables, 4
Input and Output. The values of the parameters are calculated using the informa-
tion contained within the input and output signal ranges of the device as outlined
in the previous examples. The input and output ranges of a sensor are typically
found onits packaging or dust coverlabel, or noted on the control prints. These
ranges can be found by referencing the sensor’s part number with the manufac-
turer's parts catalog, Once the ranges are found, the proportional gain and the
bias are determined using the methods showninthe following subsections.

6.3.1 Sensor Gain

Thefirst parameter to calculate is the sensor's proportional gain. Theratio is equal
to the maximum design change in the output signal divided by the maximum
design change in the input signal, The design values are those numbers written on
the sensors name plate. They indicate the range of the device where a linear
response is guaranteed. If a sensor is installed in the field and exposed to condi-
tions that exceedits design operating range, the output signals it generates will
not be guaranteed to remain accurate.

The maximum design changein a signal is callecl its span, It is equal to the dif-
ference between the maximumand minimumvalues of a signal's operating range.
For example, a sensor that is designed to measure temperatures within a range of
40 to 240 °F and generate a corresponding output signal of 3 to 15 psi, has an input
span of 200 °F and an output span of 12 psi, Since the gain is equal to the changein
the outpul signal divided by the change in the input signal, the formula for pro-
portional gain can be written in terms of the sensor's spans:

output spanGain = outputspan + inputspan = ~
ie P f P Input span

Example 6.4

An outside air temperature sensor has an operating range of 20 to 120 "Fand
has an output signal range of 4 to 20 mA. Calculate this sensor’s propor-
tional gain.
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Solution:

ss ral dei = AOtut mutProportional gam Trapt
Aoulputspan—16 NAi in = =—— =0.16

Proportional gain A input span—100 of
In Example 6.4, the minimum value of a range was subtracted from its maxi-

mum value to calculate the span, Next, the output span is divided by the input
spanto determine the device’s proportional gain, The sensor m this example has a
proportional gain of 0.16 mA per “F. This indicates that each one degree change in
temperature produces a corresponding().16 mA changein the sensor's output sig-
nal. The gain should always be labeled using output units over mput units,

6.3.2 Sensor Bias

The parameter bias must be determined to complete the sensor's transfer func-
tion. The outputsignal bias indicates the amountofsignal that must be added to
the change produced by the elements in the transfer function to determine the
exact value of the output signal as opposed tothe amount of change that occurred
in the output signal in response to the change in the input signal, The sensor's
output signal bias always equals the minimum value of its output signal (see
Example 6.5),

Example 6.5

An mixed air temperature sensor has an operating range of 20 to 120 °F and
generates a4 to 20 mA outpulsignal. Determine the sensors output bias.

Solution:

Bias = minimumvaliie of te sensors output range, therefore,
Bias = 4 milliamps

6.3.3 Step-By-Step Developmentof a Sensor Transfer Function
The following data was listed on a sensors label. This data will be used to develop
the transfer function of the sensor.

Sensor Data:

Input Range: 40 to 150 °F
Output Range: 3 to 15 psi

Task: Developthe transter function of this sensov,
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Salution:

Step 1 Calculate the sensors input and outputspans.
input span = 150 — 40 = 110 °F
aulput span = 15 — 3 = 12 pst

Step 2 Calculate the sensors gain.
: E output span

Proportional gain = pett
input span

Proportional gain = a 0.109 ©110 °F aE

The proportional gain indicates the output signal changes approni-
mately one-tenth of a poundof pressure for each one degree change
in the measured temperature: Therefore, if the temperature increases
10°F the output will increase 1.09 psi (10 * 0.109). Conversely, if the
temperature decreases 20 “F, the output decreases 2.18 psi (—20
0.109).

Step3 Determine the sensors bias,
The bias is equal to the minimum value of the sensors output signal
range. Theretore,

Bias = 3 psi

Step 4 Write the transter function using the values from steps 2 and 3.
Output = Proportional gain X (AInput °F) + bias

Output = 0.109 = % (A Input °F) + 3 psi

6.3.4 Applying the Transfer Function to Calculate the Output Signal

After a component's transfer function has been developed, it can be used to caleu-
late the output signal for any input condition that falls within the sensor's linear
operating range. Technicians use this transfer function to analyze the operationot
a loup sensor. Remember, if the measured variable exceeds the design operating
range of the sensor, the output cannot be accurately determined so it is important
that the sensor remaincalibrated.

To check a sensor for proper operation, an instrument of knownaccuracy is
placed next to the sensing element of the sensorthat is being evaluated. This loca-
lion permits the calibration instrument to measure the same conditions as the sen-
sor. To determine the value of A Input, the value of the measured variable(as
indicated by the calibration instrument) is subtracted from the minimum value of
the sensor's input range. Next, the value of A Input is entered into the transfer
funchon to calculate the magnitude of the corresponding output signal. Once the
output signal is calculated (using the measured value from the instrument),it is
compared to the actual signal being generated by the sensor. If both values are
within reasonable range of each other, the sensor is considered to be calibrated
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and no further adjustments are necessary (see Example 6.6). Lf the values of the
calculated and actual output signals differ significantly, the technician has the
option of calibrating the sensor or replacing it, Remember, a process cannot be
maintainedat its set pointif its sensoris out of calibration,

Example 6.6

A direct acting lemperature sensor measures conditions within a linear
range of 20 to 120°F and generates a proportional output signalof3 to 15 psi.

Sensor Data:

Input Range: 20 to 120 "F
Output Range: 3 to 15 psi

Task: Calculate the sensor’s output signal at 60 °F.

Solution:

Step 1 Write the transfer function.
Oulput = Proportional gain %* (Alnput °F) + bins

Oulput = 0.12 Ee * (Almput ?F) + 3 pst
Step 2 Calculate the change in the inputsignal for 60°F.

To calculate A Input, subtract the measured value (control point)
from the minimum valueof the sensors design input range,

Alnput = 60 ~ 20
Alinmut = 40 °F

Step 3 Enter the value of A Input into the transfer function and solvefor the
output signal,

Output = Proportional gain % (Afinpitt) + biasSI

Output = 0.12 re x (40 °F) + 3 psi = 7.6 pst
Step 4 Check the answer for accuracy,

Noproblem is completely solyed until the answer has been checked for accu-
racy. To determineif the outputfor a linear device is correct, a quick check can be
performed. The check is based on the proportional relationship that exists
between the change in the input signal and the corresponding change in the out-
put signal of linear devices, To perform the check, calculate the percentage of
change that occurred in the input and output signals and compare them. to each
other, In linear devices, when the math is performedcorrectly, the percentage of
change for the input and output signals will be equal.

Forthis example, He input changed 40°F of the sensor's L00°F iiput span. Thepercent-
age change tie input signal is equal to the amount of change divided by the span:
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40°100° = 0.40 or 40%

The output signal changed 4.8 pst (7.8 — 3) out of the psi output signal span, The per-
centige of change in the output signal ts:

(7.8 — 3)/12 psi = 0.40 or 40%

Since both signals changed 40%and the associated mathematical computations
were performed correcUy, the oulpul signal ol 7.8 psi is correct, To complete the
calculation, be sure all units are shownin the equations. By canceling the units in
the equation, the technician can be sure the variables and parameters were cor-
rectly placed inthe formula.

6.3.5 Sensor Action

In the previous examples, the action of the sensor was noted as direct acting.
Recall from Chapter 5 that the action of a control device defines the relationship
between the direction of change in the input signal and the corresponding direc-
tion of change in the output signal. The action of asensoris determined during the
manufacturing process andis either direct acting or reverseacting.

A direct acting sensor has signals that change in the same direction. Whenthe
input signal increases, the output signal also increases. As the inpul signal
decreases, the output signal also decreases. Reverse acting sensors have signals
that change in opposite directions. As their input signals increase, their oulput sig-
nals decrease. Conversely, as an input signal decreases, the output signal increases.

The output signal ofa direct acting sensor is equal to the minimum valueof the
sensors oulpul range whenthe sensor is measuring a process variable equal to the
minimum value of its input range. The output signal of a reverse acting sensor is
equal ta the maximum value af the sensors output range whenthe sensoris mea-
suring a process variable equal to the minimumvalueofits input range. This rela-
tionship is the result of the signals changing in opposite directions. As the
measured value of a direct acting sensor increases, the output increases. Whenthe
measured value of a reverse acting sensor increases, the output decreases. Keep-
ing these relationships in mind allows the technician to quickly evaluate the oper-
ation of a sensor based on the process control point. Figure 6.1 shows a graphic
representation of the signal relauonships for direct and reverse acting sensors.

The action of the sensor is indicated by the values used for the gain and bias
parameters in the sensors transfer function.Ifa sensoris direct acting,as inall the
previous examples, the gain is a positive number. If a sensor 1s reverse acting, the
gain becomes a negative number.

The action of the sensor also determines the value used as the sensor's bias.

Recall, the bias is equalto Lhe output signal when the changein the inputsignalis
equal to zero, In the transfer function for a direct acting sensor, the bias is equal to
the minimum value of the sensor's output signal range when the change in the
input signal is zero. This relationship is not true for a reverse acting device. The
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OutputSignal
  

a
Reverse Acting *7

Min Max
Input Signal

Figure 6.1 Sensor Action

bias of a reverse acting sensoris equal to the maximum valueof the sensor’s output
range when the changein the input signalis equal to zero. This is easy to see when
viewing Figure 6.1. Note the outputsignal equals the maximum value of the out-
put signal range when the input signalis at its minimum value (see Example 6.7).

Example 6.7

A reverse acting relative humidity sensor measures the relative moisture
contentof the air within a linear range of 20% to 50%. It generates a propor-
tional outputsignal of 0 to 10 volts, As the relative humidity increases, the
output signal generated by the sensor decreases.

Sensor Data:

Input Range:—20%to 80%
Output Range: 0 to 10 volts

Task: Calculate the sensors output signal at 65% rh.

Solution:

Step 1 Write the transfer function.
Output = Proportional gain & (AInput) + bias

Output = (-0.167)a x» (Almput %rh) + 10 volls
Step 2 Enter the value of A Input intothe transfer function and solve for the

output signal. .
Output = Proportional gain * (Alnpul) + bias

Output = —0.167 we % (45% rh) + 10 volls = 2.49 voltsWorn

Step 3. Check the answer for accuracy.

| Applying Transfer Functions a7
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For this example, the inpul changed 45% rh of the possible 60% input
span, The percentage change in put signalis:

45%60% = 0.75 or 75%
The output signal changed 7.5 volts (10 — 2,49) owt of the 10 volt output
signal span. The percentage of change in the output signal is:

7.5 volts/10 volts = 0.75 or 75%ai
Since both signals changed 75%and the associated mathematical computations

were performedcorrectly, the outputsignal of 2.49 valts is correct.

THE CONTROLLER TRANSFER FUNCTION

The procedure used in the developmentof the sensor transfer function applies to
all linear devices. Slight differences exist between the transfer hinctionsof differ-
ent control loop components but the procedure is fundamentally the same, Any
differences are associated with the definition of the parameters that make up the
transfer function of a controller andfinal controlled device, The following sections
outline the development and use of a controller transfer function,

6.4.1 The Process Throttling Range
The first difference between a sensor and controller transfer function is the

method used to calculate the proportional gain. Although the nomenclature
A Oufput/’ Input remains the same, the procedure used to determine the value of
A Inputis different from that used for a sensor transfer function, A Input for a con-
troller still defines the maximumallowable (linear) range of the input signal, but
the input signal’s range is not a characteristic of the construction of the controller
as it is for a sensor. Consequently, A Input cannot be found on the label of the con-
troller as it can with a sensor.

Whencalculating the controller's gain, the value of A Input is based on the
process requirements.It is equal to the desired operating range of the process, The
calibrating technician selects a value for A Input that defines the linear operating
range of the process. This range of operation sets the allowable minimum and
maximum Values of the control point. Under normal operation, the control point
will not exceed these limits. This desired range of linear control is called the
processes! Hirottling range.

The throttling range defines the acceptable operaling range of the process. It
indicates the full range of input conditions that will modulate the final controlled
device from its minimum (closed) positionto its maximum (open)position, At one
limit of the throttling range, the controller output signal is equal to its minimum
value. As the control point moves toward the other limit of the throttling range,
the controller's output signal modulates toward its maximum value.
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The units used to describe the throttling range are the same as theunits of the con-
trolled variable because the throttling range is the linear rangeof the control pointof
the process. As depicted in Figure6.2, thethrottling rangeis usually divided by two,
with one half added to the set point to obtain the maximum limit of the process’ lin-
ear range, The remaining one half is subtracted fromthe set point, yielding the low
limit of the linear range of the process. The control point can be equal to any value
within this range and the control loop is considered to be “tr control.”

If the control point moves beyond the limits of the throttling range, the final
controlled device will be unable to respond to the additional change in load. This
occurs because the final controlled device is alreadyat the limit of its operating
range when the control point equals a limit of the throttling range. Consequently,
the control loop will no longer be able to balance the energy transfer with the load
and the loop begins to operate out of contral. lt will not return toits linear control
range until a change in the process load drives the control point back within the
throttling range.

A typical throttling range for a supply air temperature control loopis 4 °F. This
value indicates that the control point can equal within the range of the set point
+/—2°. Figure 6.3 depicts a graph of a 4° throttling range. Wheneverthe control
point is less than 53°or greater than 57°, the control loop 1s operating out of control
and the final controlled device is positioned either 100% open or 100%closed,
Application 6.1 describes the thratiling range of a mixed air temperature process.

Controller QuiputMax +

  
| 2TR. | 1/2T.R,
=— Throttling Range —=

a 7Cc
. \
a |Ss 1a |

a 1 Min + i
| Sel Point !\

Figure 6.2) Process [hrotiling Range

Controller Output

Bias _ éa #

 
4 Degree Throttling Range

Figure 6.3 Thrattling Range
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APPLICATION6.1

Process: Mixed Air Temperature Control Loop

Objective: To maintain the temperature of the mixed air at the sensor location
within the throttling range of the process. The throttling range is 6" F and the set
pointis 62° F

Response: The direct acting controller generates a linear output signalof 0 to 10
volts. The signal is sent to normally closed (NC) outside air and normally open
(NO) return air damper actuators. As the mixed air temperature increases, the
controller's output signal increases, opening the outside air dampers more while
proportionately closing the return air dampers. The increase in the volume of
cooler outside air reduces the mixed air temperature.

Throttling Range: The throttling range of 6 °F detines the linear limits of the
process toa minimum value of 59°F and the maximum value of 65 “h At 59 °F, the
controller's output signalis 0 volts, the outside air dampers are fully clased and
the return air dampers are 100%open. At 65 °F, the controller’s output signal is
10 volts, the outside air dampers are fully open and the return air dampers are
completely closed. If the mixed air temperature falls below 59 °F, the outsideair
dampers cannot be closed any further so the loop operates out of control. Lt will
return back into control once the return or outside air temperature increases sulfi-
ciently, bringing the control point above 59 °F.

 
 
 
 

10 volts

Controller Output
0 volts

59° 62° 65°Set Point

6° Throttling Range

Application 6.1  

6.4.2 The Proportional Band of a Process

Proportional bandis another term that is also used to deseribe the linear operating
range of a process. The proportional band indicates the percent of the control loop’s
sensor span required to stroke the final controlled device from 0% to 100%of its
operating range, The units of proportional band are always expressed as a per-
centage (%). This differs from the units of the throttling range which has the same
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units as the controlled variable (°F, %rh, inches of water, etc). Proportional band is
calculated using sensor's input span and the process throttling range.It is calcu-
lated by dividing the throttling range by the sensor's span (see Example 6.8).

rotbling

Throttling Range) < 100Proportional Band = -
, Sensor Span

Although proportional band is often used interchangeably with throttling
range, there is an inyportant difference betweentheir detinitions. The differenceis
based upon the units used by the throttling range and those used for the propor-
tional band. The units for the throttling range are the same as those of the con-
trolled variable. The units of proportional band are always percent of sensor span.
If a linear range of a processes’ proportional bandis labeled in units of the con-
trolled variable, the term is being misapplied.

Example 6.8

Aroom temperature process uses a direct acting 45 to 90°F sensor. The throt-
tling rangeof the process is equal to the set point + /— 1.5 °F. Calculate the
proportional band(PB) of the process.

_ throttling range * LOO
SCHISOP S)tti7t

3.°FB= - ? = 6.7%
DPB 45 °F * 100=6.7

6.4.3 The Controller’s Proportional Gain

The controller's gainis calculated in the same manneras the sensor's gain. Gain is
equal to A Output/A Input, where A Outputis equalto the controllers output sig-
nal span and A Input is equal to the throttling range of the process. The throttling
range is used in this calculation because it is the permissible change in the input
signal that maintainsa linear response. Proportional band cannot be used because
it has the incorrect magnitude and units (%). Lf the proportional bandis given ina
problem, it must first be converted into thethrottling range before the gain can be
calculated (see Example 6.9).

Example 6.9

A hot water temperature contral loop maintains the temperatureof the water
leaving a steamto hot water heat exchanger within a throttling range of 8 “F.
A reverse acting controller modulates a NC steam valve to maintain a set
point of 150 °F by generating a 3 to 13 psi outputsignal,

Task: Calculate the controller's gain.
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Solution:

, _—Aoulprut1 : == fey

Proportional gain Aint
5 A output 15 psi si

Proportional gain = aaa = 7h =19 e
throttling range=-B YF E

A complementary relationship exists between the controller's proportional gain
and the processes’ throttling range. The throttling range defines the limits of the
linear range of the process along with the change in the control point that is
required to stroke the final controlled device from (% to 100%. The proportional
gain indicates the amount of change in the output signal that occurs for a unit
change in the control point. Therefore, as the controller's proportional gain
increases, its throttling range decreases. This occurs because the controller's out-
put signal must position the final controlled device from 0% to 100%over a
smaller change in the control point. A smaller proportional gain requires a larger
change in the control point in order to generate the full range of the controller out-
put signal, Therefore, as the proportional gain decreases, the throttling range
increases. This relationship plays an important part in the stability of a control
loop and will be covered in greater depth in subsequentchapters.

6.4.4 The Controller Bias

Thecontroller's bias is the magnitude of the output signal generated by Lhe controller
when the process error ts equal to zero.

Another important difference between a sensor's and a controller's transfer
functions is the value used for the controller's bias. Recall, the bias of a sensor

transfer function is based uponthe operating range of its output signal, Thebias
of a controller is based upon both the controller's output signal range and the
installed characteristics of the final controlled device.

The controller's bias is selected by the control technician during the calibra-
tion procedure, Initially, the technician typically sets the bias equal to 50%of the
final controlled device's operating range so the final controlled device will be
50% open when the process error equals zero. For example, a loop using a
damper actuatorthat has a range of 4 to 20 mA will initially have its controller's
bias set to 12 mA, positioning the damper 50%open whenthe error equals zero
(see Example 6.10). The following formula is used to calculate the initial bias of
a controller:

FCDInput Signal §

Bias -( p Sue peur + Minimum Valueof the FCD Input Signal

or

Controller's Output Stenal Span
Bias = ( oller’sOutput Signal Sp> + Controller's Minimum Output Signal
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Example 6.10

A hot water temperature control loop maintains the temperature of the hot
water leaving a steam lo walter heal exchanger wilhin the process throttling
range of 8°F. A reverse acting controller modulates a NCsteam valve to main-
tain a desired set point of 150 °F by generating a 3 to 13 psi output signal.

Task: Calculate the controller's bias,

Solution;

> F

Bins = (Po cutee Sra) + FCD Mininnunt Signal

The operational characteristics of a controller and the definition of a throttling
range form the basis for the selection of an initial value for the controller bias at
50% of the actuator’s operating range. Remember, a controller’s function is to gen-
erate a responsethat minimizes the process error. At any instant in time, the con-
trol point may be greater than or less than the set point. To perform correctly, a
controller must be able to modulate the final controlled device in either direction,
openor closed, in relation to the current control point. As the value of the control
point increases, the final controlled device is modulated in one direction, When
the control point decreases, the controller modulatesthe final controlled device in
the opposite direction. The 50%signal selection for the controller bias is based on
this 50/50 split of the process throttling range. Dividing the throttling range by
two and using the sel point as the midpoint of the linear range of the process pro-
vides the range of control that is equal in both directions. The final controlled
device can move equally in either direction as the control point moves within the
throttling range.

In applications where two final controlled devices are sequenced by their actua-
tor springs, the bias is typically set to the value between the two spring ranges,
where both flow devices are closed when the process error equals zero. This cre-
ates a dead band or interval where no energy or mass transfer takes place when
the control point is equal to the set point. Setting the bias to this value prevents
simultaneous mixing of energy sources. Properly selecting the controller's bias,
based upon the installed characteristics of the system improves the operational
efficiency of the process (see Example 6.11),

Example 6,11

Task: Calculate the controllers bias for the following applications:
a. single final controlled device ... 3 to 18 psi
b, single final controlled device ...4 to 20 mA
c¢. dualfinal controlled devices ...2 to 9 psi and 11 to 18 psi
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Solution:

a ~~ a4 3 = 9psi

bt 8 gata mA9

— = 249 =10 psi

6.4.5 The Controller Transfer Function

The parameters of the controller transfer function are used to develop the transfer
function of a linear controller, The format of a controller transfer functionis iden-

tical to that used for a sensor transfer function, In both applications, an input stim-
wi is multiplied by the proportional gain and addedtothe bias to determine the
magnitudeof the output signal. The only difference between sensor and controller
transfer functions is the input stimulus. In a sensor transfer function, A Inputis
equal to the difference between the measured value and the value ol the sensor’s
input range whenthe output signal is at its bias. In a controller transfer function,
A Inputis equal to the process error. Changesin the error signal providethe stimuli
that causes the controller to respond.

Recall, from Chapter 2, the formula for calculating the process erroris:

error = set point — control point

The negative sign in front of the control point signifies the sensor's signal is fed
back to the controller to reduce error whenil is subtracted fromthe set point. This
negative sign complicates the development of the controller transfer function by
requiring the insertion of a (—1) constant into the equation. The negative one
inverts thesign of the error so the transfer hinction generates the correct output
signal value. Without this constant, the controller's transfer function produces a
response with the opposite phase or action, To minimize computational errors due
to the omission of the (~ 1) constant into the transfer function, the equation for cal-
culating the error is modified to:

error = control point—set point

This slight adjustment, multiplying the original error formula by (~ 1), minimizes
the confusion encountered when using the transfer function in the field.

6.4.6 Step-by-Step Development of a Controller Transfer Function
Developing a controller transfer function requires information about the operat-
ing characteristics of the loop sensor, final controlled device, and process. This
information is used by the technician to calculate the parameters of the controller
transfer function. Step-by-step Examples 6.12 and 6,13 go through the develop-
ment and use of a controller transfer function.
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Exantple 6,12

Using the following loop and process data, develop the transfer function for
a controller,

Process:

Air handling unit, supply air temperature control.
Sensor Data:

A direct acting temperature sensor is designed to measure temperatures
within a range of 20 to 120 °F, generating a direct acting, linear pneumatic
output signal with an output range of 3 to 15 psi.

Controller Data:

A direct acting controller maintains the process within £3 “Ffof the set
point. It generates a linear 5 to 15 psi outputsignal.

Final Controlled Device Data:

The controller modulates two valves sequenced by their actuator springs,
a normally open 3 to 8 psi hot water valve, and a normally closed 9 to 15
psi chilled water valve. The valves are sequenced so both valves cannot be
open at the same time.

Tasks: 1. Develop the transfer function for the controller.
2. Calculate the controller proportional band.

Solution:

Step 1 Calculate the controller's operating spans.
Input span = (2 * 3) = 6 °F
Output span = 15 — 3. = 12 pst

Step 2 Calculate the controller's proportional gain,
AQut put

Proportional gain = ia
Throttling range

I2psi _ , psi
oF RF

The proportional gain indicates the output signal changes 2 psi for
every one degree change in the control point. Therefore, if the tem-
perature increases 3°, the output will increase 6 psi. If the tempera-
ture decreases 2°, the output will decrease 4 psi.

Proportional gain =

Step 3 Determine the controller's bias.
In this application, both valves will be closed when the control point
is equal to the set point. The bias is equal to the pressure that will
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close the hot water valve while keeping the chilled water valve
closed. Therefore, the bias can be any pressure between 8 and9 psi,

Bigs = 8.5 pst

Step 4 Write the transfer function using the values from steps 2 and 3.
Output = Proportional gain x (A Input °F) + bias

Output Lies * (eontral point — set point °F) + 8.5 psi
I

Output a x (error °F) + 8.5 psi

Technicians use the transfer function to determine the magnitude of the con-
troller output signal based upon the current value of the process control point, The
set point is subtracted from the control point and inserted into the A Input field of
the transfer function equation to calculate the output signal. The calculated output
is compared with the actual output signal to determine the operating status of the
control loop.

Example 6.13

System Overview:

The temperature of an interior zone is maintained through the use of a
reheat coil located on the variable air volume box supplying the zone, A
direct acting sensor with a range of 55 to 85°F along with a controller are
mounted on the zone’s wall. The direct acting controller generates a 0 Lo
10 volt output signal to a normally open 0 to 5 volt hot water valve actua-
tor and the 5 to 10 volt normally closed VAV box damper actuator. The
zone temperature is maintained within a throttling range of 4° of the 72°F
set point,

Tasks: |. Develop the controller transter function,
2. Calculate the controller output signal ata zone temperature

of 73.2 °F,

Solution:

Step 1 Calculate the controller's operating spans.
Input Span = 4 °F
Output Span = 10 = 0 = 10 volts

Step 2 Calculate the controller's gain.
Proportional gain eoateorope SS

Rane Throttling range
[volts _ ne volts

Proportional gain = gop 2 of
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Step 3 Determine the controller bias.
Bins = 5 volts

Step 4 Write thetransfer function using the values from steps 2 and 3.
Output = Proportional gain & (ATnput °F) + bias

 

nots

Output = 2.5 = * (error °F) + 5 volts
Step5 Calculate the controller's output signal when the temperature is

T5i2 °R

Output = Proportional gain * (AInput °F) + biasvolts

Output = 2.5 ve (73,2 — 72.0) + 5 volts
volts = ‘

Output = 2.5 oF * (1.2) + 5S nolts = & volts

Examples 6.12 and 6.13 show that the transfer function for the controller,
althoughslightly more difficult to develop, is used in the same manner as the
transfer function of a sensor. Both equations are used in the analysis of operating
control loops to determine if the loop components or the process is responding
abnormally.

TRANSFER FUNCTIONS FOR FINAL CONTROLLED DEVICES

The transfer function for final controlled devices is not as widely used in field
analysis of operating systems as the sensor and controller transfer functions.
There are three reasons for this reduced emphasis. Thefirst is based in the con-
struction of the a pneumatic actuator, which is the most commonactuator
presently used in commercial and industrial HVAC control systems. Pneumatic
actuators have no adjustments that can be made that can alter the starting and
ending limits ofits operating range. The actuator’s operating range is based upon
the feedback spring located inside the actuator housing. The spring has a non-
adjustable linear constant that only permits the activator to operate withina spec-
ified range. The actuator spring range is chosen during the design phase of the
application and is seldom changedafter the device has been installed,

The second reason for the reduction in the application of the final controlled
device transfer function is the actuator spring tends to change its operating range
or set as it gets older. A 3 to 15 psi spring response may slowly changeinto a 2 to
13 psi response due to the constant compression of the spring and warm environ-
ment. To compensate for these changes and to increase theflenibility of a fixed
spring actuator, another control device is available called a positive positioning
relay, These devices are mounted to the side of an actuator and condition the input
signal in a manner that permits the technician to custom set the bias (starting
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point) and operating span of the actuator. These devices add additional complex-
ity to the control loop and may introduce instability into the response that may
outweigh their advantages.

The third reason for the lack of emphasis on the final controlled device transfer
function lies in the response of the connected flow apparatus. Valve and dampers
typically have a slightly nonlinear response to changes in their actuator’s position,
The closer the actuator modulates toward either end ofits operating range, lhe
more nonlinear the response of the flow control device becomes. Consequently,
their responses cannot be accurately represented by a linear equation transfer
function. These response characteristics produce uncertainties in the linear trans-
fer function of final controlled devices so it only generates an approximate value
for the flaw, not an actual value.

6.5.1 The Parameters in the Transfer Function
for a Final Controlled Device

The transfer function for a final controlled device is developed using a procedure that
is very similar to that used in the developmentof a sensor's transfer function, The
spanofthe actuator spring range (typically the same as the spanof the controller out-
pul signal) is used tocalculate the changein the input signal. The range of the flow
throughthe flow apparatus is used to calculate the changein the output signal, These
two spansare then used to solve for the operating gainofthefinal controlled device.
The proportional gain ofa final controlled device's transfer function indicates the
amount of change in theflow of the control agent that occurs for each unit change m
the controller’s output signal. The transfer function of the final controlled device is
used to indicate the approximate flow into the process ata given controller output
signal. The more linear the final controlled device, the better the estimate.

6.5.2 Step-by-Step Developmentof a Final Controlled
Device Transfer Function

The following data was listed on the tags of a steam valve and actuator, This data
will be used to develop the transfer functionofthefinal controlled device.

Valve Data:

A linear steam valve is designed to modulateits flow from 0) pounds per
hour to a maximum of 50 pounds per hour at the design pressure drop.

Actuator Data:

The magnetic flux actuator varies the stroke from U) to 100% in response toa
change in input signal of 4 to 20 mA,

Tasks: 1, Develop the transfer functionof the final controlled device.
2. Calculate the approximate flow through the valve whenthe con-

troller’s output signalis 14 mA.
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Solution:

Step 1 Calculate the final controlled device's input and output spans.
Input span = 20 — 4 = 16 mA

Outpt span = 50 -Gt 0 Ee = 50 vanhr hr lir

Step 2 Calculatethe final controlled device's proportionalgain.
Ouipubspan,Proportional gain =

° Input span

50 Ibn; 5 ny ama fliy
Proportional gain = = 3.125 =

m 8 1b mA mA

The gain indicates the flow through the valve changes approxi-
mately 3.125 pounds mass per hour, for each one milliamp changein
the controller's outputsignal.

Step 3 Determine thefinal controlled device's bias,
The bias is equal to the minimum value of the valve's flow range:

Bias = 0 lbm/hr

Step 4 Write the transfer function using|the values from steps 2 and 3,
Output = Proportional gain * (A Input mA) + bias

Output=3.125 tne * (A Input mA) + 0 Bmhy

Step 5, Calculate the flow through the valve when the controller output isl4maA.

Output = gain & (A Input mA) + bias
lbra|t It

Output = 3.125 mex (10 mA) +0 se = 31.25 lhm/lir1

Technicians use the final controlled device transfer function whenthe quantity of
the control agent flowing throughthe final controlled device is suspect. The caleu-
lated flow rate can be multiplied by the specific energy contentof the control agent
to calculate the total mass or energy being transferred to the process. Comparing
that value to the required value may help to pinpoint problemsin the process.

6.6
=

SUMMARY

 

Most of the control components used in the HVAC industry are designed and
manufactured to maintain a linear relationship between changes in their input
and output signals. The linear characteristic is used by technicians in the design,
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calibration and analysis of HVAC process control loops. The linear response ts
identified by the presence of a ratio or fraction in the transfer function equation,
This ratio ensures that changes in the inpul signal produce equivalent percentage
changes in the output response.

The general form of a transfer function of a linear control device has the
format:

Output = gain * (A Input) + bias

where the gain describes the change in output signal [hat occurs for each unitary
change in the input signal and the bias is equal to the magnitudeof the output sig
nal whenever the changein the inputsignal is equal lo zero.

Transfer functions are used by technicians whenever they are called upon to
analyze whether the device and process is operating according to the original
design, By checking the calculated outputvalue against the actual operating val-
ties, the technician can determine which componentof the control loop is mal-
functioning. If that device can be calibrated, the technician will use the transfer
function once again, to determine the correct output signal for the present input
condition. If the malfunctioning device cannot be calibrated it must be replaced.
The new component must then be calibrated usingits transfer function before the
system can be put back into service,

6.7
Sai

EXERCISES

 

Determineif the following statements are true orfalse. If any part of the statement
is false, the entire statementis false, Explain your answers.

1, Linear control devices generate changes in their output signal that are pro-
portional to the change that occurred in their input signal.

2, The proportional gain is a ratio equal to the changein the input spandivided
by the changein the output span of a control device.

. The process throttling range increases as the gainof a controller is tncreased_

. Direct acting devices have outputsignals that change in the same direction as
a change in the input signal.

5. The bias of a reverse acting sensor is equal to the maximum value of the sen-
sor’s input range.

6. The bias of a controlleris initially set equal to the midpoint of the loop sen-
sor’s output signal range.

- The response of a linear device can be represented witha straight line.
B. The bias is equal to the value of the output signal when the change in the

input signalis equal to zero.

-
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9, The general form of the transfer functionof a linear device is
Output = Proportional gain * (AInput j) + bias

10. A output signal of a linear device changes in the same percentageas the
change that occurred in the inputsignal.

Respond to the following statements and questions completely and accurately,
using the material found in this chapter.

1. Whatis the difference between the calculation of a controller’s gain and a
sensor gain?

2. What is the difference between a device's output range and its output
span?

3. Define throttling range.
4, Whatis the difference betweenthe throttling range of a controller and its pro-

portional band?
5. Whatdoes the transfer function element proportional gain indicate?
6, What does the bias of a controller transfer function indicate?

7. What effect does changing the magnitudeof the gain have onthe sensitivity
of a control device?

§. Whatare the response characteristics of a direct acting device?
9. What are the response characteristics of a reverse acting device?

10. Why shouldn’t linear devices operate outsideof their linear range?
li. Whyis the transfer functionfor a final controlled device used with less fre-

quency than other loop component transfer functions?
12, What relationship exists between the throttling range of a process and the

controller's gain?
13, What does the phrase “out of control” mean?
14, Whyare the values of bias different for a controller and sensor even when

their output signal ranges are the same?
15. What change is made with respect to calculating the error when developing

the transfer function of a controller?

16. What is the only difference between transfer functions of a direct acting
device and a reverse acting device when the values of their parameters and
variables are equal?

17. Whyis the format of a linear control device's transfer function similar to the
equation of a straight line?

18, If the proportional band of a controller is increased, will its throttling range
increase or decrease? Explain your answer.

19. Can proportional band be used to calculate the controller’s gain? Explain
your answer.

20. Explain why the throttling range defines the operating limits of a control
loop.

| Applying Transfer Functions 101 

Solve for the unknown values in the following problems. Show all work and check
your answers using the proportional change method.

re
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‘4 linear, direct acting sensor measures temperatures within a range of ~20 to
220 °F and generates an outpul signal of 0 to 10 volts.

. Calculate the sensorgain.
, Determineits bias,

. Develop its transfer function.
. Caleulate the sensor output at 155 °F

e, Calculate the temperature that produces an output signal of3.2 volts.

To
an

. Alinear, reverse acting sensor measures temperatures within a linear range of
20 to 130°F and generates an output signal of 4 to 20 milliamps.

a, Calculate the sensor gain.
b. Determineits bias.

c. Develop its transfer function.
d, Calculate the sensor output at 62 °F.
e, Calculate the temperature that produces an output signal of 15.2 mil-

liamps.
. Alinear sensor has the following characteristics:

Gain=0.10 mA/°F bias = 4mA input span = Lol) "F
a. Whatare the input and output ranges of the sensorif its output signal is

14.8 mA when the temperature is 68 °P?
b, Calculate the outputsignal at 100°“

. Adirect acting controller has a throttling rangeof 5 °F. Tt generates an output
signal range of 3 to 15 psi, The set pointis 61 “F.

a. Calculate the controller gain.
b. Determineits bias if the final controlled device range is also 3 to 15 psi
c, Develop its transfer function,
d. Calculate the output signal when the control! pointis 62.6 °F.
e, Calculate the output signal when the control point is 59.3 °F
f. Calculate the control point when the output signal is 12 psi,

. Areverse acting controller has a proportional band of 4%. It generates an out-
put signal of 3 to 18 psi. The set point is 40 “F The loop’s sensor measuresa
range of -20 to 180 °F and generates an output signal of 3 to 18 psi.

a, Calculate the controller gain.
b. Determine the controller's bias if the final controlled device has an output

signal range of 3 lo 18 psi.
. Caleulate its throttling range.
. Develop the controller's transfer function.
. Calculate the controller’s output signal when the control point is 136 °F,
. Calculate the sensor output signal if the control point is 140 °F.
. Calculate the value of the control point that will produce an outputsignal

of 8,3 psi.

Taean
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Sensors

Sensors measure a variable of a process and generate an output signal thatis used
to maintain the process requirements. Chapter 7 describes the construction,
operation, and installation characteristics of the more commonly used HVACsensors,

OBJECTIVES

Uponcompletion of this chapter, the reader will be ableto:

1. Define the operational characteristics used to select a sensor.
2. Describe the proper location requirements for HVAC sensors.
3. List the design and the operational characteristics of various HVAC sensors.

7.1
Ss

MEASURING THE CONTROL POINT

Allsensors have an element that undergoes a physical changethatis related to the
changein the magnitude of the measured variable, A changein the length, depth,
position, resistance, or capacilance ofthe element is converted into a usable out-
put signal that is compatible with the other control devices in the loop. Sensing

105
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elements are manufactured ina variety of configurations using different materials
and construction techniques to accommodate the large vanety of conditions
found in HVAC processes.

The sensing, element performs the actual measurement of the control point.
Therefore, it must be immersed within the controlled mediumin order to respond
to variations in the process. The element responds by altering oneof its physical
properties by an amount that is related to the measured change in the process
variable. This relationship between the amount of change in the measured vari-
able and the corresponding change in the element's attribute establishes a pre-
dictable output response for the sensor. The response remains constant for all
changes in the measured variable that occur within the sensor's linear operating
range. Once the measured variable exceeds the linear operating range of the sen-
sor, the relationship between the measured change in the process variable and the
sensor's outpulsignal varies. Under these conditions, the sensor is no longer gen-
erating useful information and the process requirements cannot be maintained,

Specific materials are selected for use as sensing elements because their transfer
function (A Output /4 Input) remains constant throughout thelife of the sensor,
The selection of a particular material for a given application is based upem the
conditions that can be expected to exist in the controlled medium. A sensing ele-
ment must be able to withstand the expected thermal range, velocity, vibrations,
turbulence, and level of cleanliness found within the process. Most importa ntly,
the sensing element cannot experience any physical or response degradation
when operating within the normal conditions found at the sensor's location. If the
controlled medium were to exceed the limitations of the sensing element, the sen-
sor’s output signal would become unreliable and the sensor maybe irreversibly
damaged. Therefore, the range of expected process conditions must be evaluated
before a sensor is selected for a particular application, Whenproperly selected, the
sensor can remain in useful service for decades.

Minor variations in a sensor’s operating parameters occur naturally over time.
These changes result from the thermal and physical stresses constantly being
applied to its element, Consequently, the output signal of the sensor tendsto drift
overtime, To extendtheir useful life, most sensors are constructed so they can be
periodically calibrated by a technician to bring its response back to original design
specifications.

SENSOR OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS

AsensorIs selected so its operational characteristics match the environmental con-
ditions found in the process to provide a reliable interface between the control
loop and the process. The following sensor characteristics are used to evaluate the
quality and applicability of different sensors for a given application.
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Full Scale Range—the operating range of the sensor.

The full seale range defines the operating range of the input signal. The sensor's
response remains withinils design specitications throughout thefull scale range.
Sensors will measure values beyond the limits of their full scale range but the
change in their output signal may no longer be related to the measured change in
their input signal. To minimize the possibility of a sensor operating beyondits full
scale range,it is selected so:

1. the process set point falls within the center portion of its full scale range. As
the input signal moves toward either end ofits full scale range, the sensor’s
response becomesslightly nonlinear, reducing the accuracy of the informa-
tion contained in its output signal (see Example 7.1).

2, the expected operating limits of the process fall within the sensor's full scale
range (see Example 7,1).

Example 7.1

Determine the full scale range and applicable process conditions of a sensor
with the characteristics:

—20 te 140 °F
0 to 5 volts.

Inpul range:
Output Range:

1. This sensor has a full scale range of —20 to 140 °F.
2. This sensor can be used for processes whose set point falls within the cen-

ter portion (40 to 80 °F) ofthe full scale range.
3. This sensor can be used for processes whose control point remains within

the full scale range (-20 to 140 °F),

Signal Span—thedifference between the maximumand minimum
values of the sensors operating range.

Span indicates the maximum operating difference between the limits of the input
and output signal ranges. The input signal span is calculated by subtracting the
values of the sensor's full scale range. The oulpul signal spanis calculated by sub-
tracting the minimumvalue of the outputsignal's range trom the maximumvalue
of the output signal’s range. As demonstrated in the previous chapter, the input
and output signal spans are used extensively in the developmentof sensor trans-
fer functions.

The input span and the sensitivity of a sensor are inversely related. As the input
span increases, the sensor's. sensitivity to changes in the measured variable
decreases. Conversely, as the inpul span decreases, the sensitivity of the sensor
increases. A sensitive sensoris able to maintain the control pot closer to the set
point because it responds to smaller changes in the measured variable. When
selecting a sensor, minimize the input signal span to increase the sensitivity of the
device (see Example 7.2).
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Example 7.2

Determine the signal spans of a sensor with the characteristics:

Input Range: 20 to 100 °F
Output Range: 0 to 10 volts

1, The sensor hasafull scale range of 20 to 100 °F. Therefore,its input spanis:
100 — 20 = 80°

2. ‘This sensor has an output span of:
10 — 0 = 10 volts

Accuracy—the accuracy of a sensor indicates the maximum difference
betweenthe actual value of the measured variable and the value indi-

cated by the sensor.

Accuracy is calculated with the formula:
| Measured value — Actital valite|

— x 100
SensorInput spat

 

The tmeasired value is the magnitude of the input variable currently being measured by
the sensor, The measured valueis calculated using the sensor's transfer function andits
current output signal. The outputsignal's value is input intothe transfer function, along
withthe sensor's proportional gain and bias to calculate the corresponding inputsignal,
Oncecalculated, this value is entered into the measured value field of the equation.

The actual value is the current value of the measured variable being measured by an
instrumentother than the sensor being evaluated. This instrument provices a means ta
compare the outputof the sensor against that of the instrument. The measuring instru-
ment must be calibrated so it generates anaccurate representation of the measured con-
dition. The instrument's sensor is placed next to the sensor’s sensing element to
measure the actual condition at that location. Both sensing elements must be positioned
next to each other for best results, If they are placed at different locations, process condi-
tions may create real differences between the two locations.Ifa real difference is present,
the actual accuracy of the control loop’s sensor cannot be determined. The value mea-
sured by the instrumentis entered into the actual valuefield of the equation.

The twovertical lines enclosing the numerator of the equation indicates the
absolute value of the subtraction is used, The absolute value of a number has no

positive or negative sign associated withit. The absolute value of |(6 — 8)| is —2| = 2.
The absolute value of (14 — 8)| is |-+6| = 6. Finally, the sensor spanis the difference
betweenthe input range of the sensor. Accuracy has units of percentage (%), there-
fore, the calculated value is multiplied by 100 (see Examples 7.3 and7.4).
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Task:

A sensor having a full scale range of40 to 240 °F generates an output sig-
nal indicating a measured temperature of to 73.5 °F when the actual tem-
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perature measured with an instrument of knownaccuracy is 75 °F. Calcu-
late the accuracy of the sensor based uponits full scale range.
a. Measure value = 73.5 °F
b. Actual Value = 75°F

ce. Span = 240 — 40 = 200°F

Solution:

| Measured value — Actual valiue| _- “100
Sensor Input spare

173.5 — 75.0) _
200 * 100

1-1.5]

200 * 100
0.0075 * 100=0.75%

This sensor has an accuracy of + / — 0.75%of its full seale range, This means the
measured output signal of the sensor is guaranteed to be within 1.5 °F (0.0075
200) of the actual value of the measured variable. Smaller values of accuracy sig-
nify a more precise sensor whose output very closely matches the actual value of
the controlled variable. A control loop using a sensor having a full seale accuracy
of 0.5% is better equipped to maintain its set point than if the designer used a sen-
sor with a 2%accuracy.

Accuracyis an importantcharacteristic of a sensor. If the sensor's percent of full
scale accuracy is too large, the sensor will only be able to estimafe the control point
of a process. Consequently, the control loop will not be able to maintain its set
point because the sensor is only estimating the actual value of the control point

Example 7.4

Task:

A-sensor having a full scale range of 110 to 230 °F and an output signal
range of 4 to 20 mA generates an output signal of 13.5 mA, The tempera-
ture measured with an instrument of known precision is 182.9 "F Caleu-
late the accuracyof the sensor.

a. Measured value = 181.4 °F. This value wascalculated using the trans-
fer function of the sensor and the output signal value:

6 A

Proportional Gam = ane = 0,133 ae
Output = Proportional gain * (A Teput °F) + bias

mA
13.5 mA

0.133 Gp x (x °F — 10°F) 4 ma
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(13.5 mA - 4 mA) : Solution:
4 a = (x°F — 110 °F) AOutouti 1

0.133 Sensitivity = a
. A Input

1814 °F =x enae psi
Sensitivity = 3 =().15 a, >b. Actaal Value = 182,9 °F

¢, ES. Range = 230 — 110 = 120 °F

Solution:

| Measured value—Actual value |

The sensor in Example 7.5 generates a change of 0.15 psi in its output signal for
every one percent (1'%) change in the measured relative humidity: Sensors with high
sensitivities generate measurable changes in the output signal in response to small
changes in the measured variable, makingit possible for the controller to respond ta
small changes in the controlled variable. Loops incorporating sensors with high sen-

ogche Nonlin * 100 sitivities also respond quickly to process changes, prohibiting the process error from
if 81 4 - 182.9 | becoming noticeable by the room occupants. Sensors with lower sensitivities allow
on sii —— x 100 the controlled variable to change a greater amountbefore the control loop responds.

Mat 100 Resolution—the resolution of a sensor is the smallest change in the120
0.0125 * 100 = 1.25%

Sensitivity—indicates the amount changein the magnitudeof the
output signal that occurs in response to a change in the input signal.
Mathematically, the sensitivity is equivalent to the proportional gain of the sen-
sor’s transfer function. It is equal to the sensor's output signal span divided by
its input signal span, The sensitivity indicates how much the output signal
changes when the measured variable changes one unit. As stated in Chapter6,
the terms proportional gain and sensitivity can be used interchangeably when
referencing the input/output relationship of a control device. In sensor applica-
tions, the ferm sensitivity is more often used than proportional gain. The equa-
tion for the sensitivity of a sensor is the same as that presented in the transfer
functions of Chapter 6:

A Output SignalSensitivity =
msiiroty A Input Signal

Example 7.5

Task:

The output signal of a humidity sensor changes from 9 psi to 10.2 psi as
the room's humidity changed from 42% to 50%, Whatis the sensilivity ofthe device?

a. A Output = 10.2 — 9 = 1.2 psi
b. A Input = 50 — 42 = 8%

measured variable that is required to produce a detectable change in
the sensor's output signal,

Due to the dynamic nature of HVAC processes, their sensor's are always measur-
ing tiny fluctuates in the measured variable that are caused by fluid turbulence,
radiation effects, load changes, and other events. Not all of these minute changes
generate measurable changesin the sensor's output signal. The sensor’s resolution
inclicates the minimum amount of change in the measured variable that must occur
before a measurable changein the outputsignal will occur. Therefore, higher reso-
lution sensors can measure smaller changes in the controlled variable, allowing
their loop to respond quickly thereby minimizing the side of the process error.

Changes in the sensor's output signal produced by a high resolution sensor are
only usefulif the other loop components canreact to these small changes in their
input signals. A sensor with a resolution of 0.25° is not required tora loop that uses
a controllerthat can onlyrespond to changes greater than 1°. The cost of the higher
resolution sensor is lost when the remaining process components cannot respond
toils signal. Also, keep in mind that it is unnecessaryto control comfort processes
within 3° because people cannot differentiate between changes in temperature of
less that 2° F. Therefore, a sensor is selected so its output resolution matches the
input resolution of the other components that useits signal.

Lag Time—the timeit takes for a sensor ‘s output signal to change 63%
of the total change in response to a changein the inputsignal.

The lag time gives anindicationof the speed of response of the sensor and conse-
quently, the control loop, to measurable changes in the process vaniable. Sensors
with small lag times respond quickly to changes in the process, Whenevera sensor
responds quickly, the loop can minimize the process error. Sensors are selected
with smaller lag times to increase process efficiency and comfort. The lag time of
the sensoris also known by the termfirme constaitt.
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7.3

 

7.2.1 Sensor Specifications

Sensors can be manufactured with different grades of specifications, Two common
grades used by control technicians are HVAC grade and industrial grade, HVAC
grade sensors have reduced accuracies and resolutions in comparison to their
industrial grade counterparts, The reduction in these characteristics does not
adversely impact their effectiveness in HVAC processes but does considerably
reduce their cost of manufacture. Industrial grade sensors are more expensive due
to their higher accuracy and resolution. They will not produce any better control
because their precision characteristics are usually too extreme for HVAC comfort
applications, Industrial grade sensors are only used in HVAC applications where
the process requirements outweigh the added expense of the sensor.

TYPES OF HVAC SENSORS

Resistance temperature detectors (RTDs) are a family of temperature sensing ele-
ments that produce a change inelectrical resistance in response to changes in the
surrounding temperature. There are two types of RTDs, metal devices and semi-
conductor devices, The characteristics of each type are described below.

7.3.1 Metal RTDs

All metals experience changesin their electrical resistance with variations in their
temperature. As the temperature increases, the resistance of a metal wire sensing
element increases by a known amount. This increase results when thermal energy
is added to the wire becauseit increases the molecular vibrations of the molecules
within the metal. This response is commonin all metals, making them an ideal
material for temperature sensor elements, Platinum and nickel wire are widely
used in electronic sensor applications. Both of these metals have linear response
characteristics and produce a measurable change in their output resistanceas their
temperature changes within the ranges typically found in HVAC applications.
Platinum has a slightly better linearity characteristic than nickel, but nickelis legs
expensive. These two qualities are evaluated by the sensor manufacturer before
the metal is chosenfor a given application. Critical control applications use the
platinum elements because its response is more linear and the added costof the
sensoris outweighed by the process requirements. When resolution and accuracy
requirements can be maintained with the nickel element, it will be chosen because
of its reduced cost,

Metal RTD sensing elements are constructed of a very small diameter filament
of platinum, nickel, or other metal wire. The filament is first coiled and then
wound around a support. The fine wire has a small mass and therefore, reacts
very quickly to changes in the measured temperature. This reduces the sensor’s
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lag time and the overall response time of the sensor. Elements having a larger
mass have longer response times becausetheir entire mass must absorb or dissi-
pate heat before the sensor generates an accurate change in its output signal. The
longer lag, times permit the process error to increase needlessly before the con-
troller responds to the change in the sensor's output signal.

Excessive vibration and shock can easily break the fine wire of a metal RTDs’
sensing element. To minimize breakage, the elementis usually wound around a
ceramic support to increaseits stability and reduceits chances of breaking under
normal installation and operating conditions, The element and its support are
inserted inside a metal tube or shield to provide additional protection. Unfortu-
nately, the addition of the shield around the sensing element increases thelag time
of the sensor. To minimize the increase inlag time, a conductive gel can be applied
between the RTD element and the shield to reduce the thermal resistance of the
path between the element and the shield.

Metal RTDs have a lowsensitivity and low resistance at room temperature (70ta
74°F), Platinum devices havesensitivities of approximately 0,1 (one tenth) ohm per
degree Fahrenheit (0.1 £2/°T). Nickel elements have a sensitivity thal is slightly
larger. The nominal resistanceof the platinum element at room temperature (72 °F)
is approximately 100 ohms. Figure 7.1 depicts the response of a metal RTD_ Note the
small change in output resistance that occurs overthe full scale range of the device.

The small nominal resistance of a metal RTD combined with their low sensitiv-

ity make it imperative that a signal converter be used with these sensing elements
The signal converter inputs the small changes in electrical resistance generated by
the metal sensing element and converts them into a voltage or current output sip-
nal (4 to 20 mA,0 to 10v,ete.) that is related to the change in the input signal.If the
signal converter were nol used, the small changes in the sensing element's resis-
tance would be overcome by the resistance of the wires connecting the sensor to
the controller. Consequently, the controller would not knowif the change in the
resistance was due to the sensing element or the connecting wires and would
respond incorrectly.

Metal ATD Response
oE

3ai=
a
w 105
B ee
a 95 Low Sensitivity

Ds 100°
Input Signal “F

Figure 7.1 Metal RTD) Response ta Changes in Temperature
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The current and vollage output signals produced by the signal converters are
generally unaffected by the connecting Wire's resistance. Therefore, the signals can
be transmitted over much longer distances. The converteris typically mounted in
the sensor housing so the sensing element wires can be terminated on the con-
verter’s input signal screws. Metal RTDs are very accurate, reliable and respon-
sive and are commonly used in HVAC applications, Figure 7.2 shows a metal RTD
outside air sensor, its shield and signal converter.

7.3.2 Semiconductor RTDs

RTDs are also manufactured from semiconductor materials such as silicon or ger-
manium. The response characteristics of a semiconductor material have some of
the conduction properties of metals along withthe insulation properties ofsilicon.
They are manufactured in different compositions to produce sensing elements
with different ranges of operation and responses. Semiconductor RTDs are more
commonly called thermistors. The word thermistor is derived from the phrase
“thermalaffected resistor.” Thermistors belong to the family of resistance tempera-
ture detectors (RTDs) because they also experience a change in their resistance
that is related to a change in their surrounding temperature.

Thermistors have muchhigher sensitivities than(hose found in metal sensingele-
ments. They havesensitivities over 100.0 /°F, This is 1000 times greater than the
sensitivity of a metal RTD. They also have a higher nominal resistance at room tem-
perature of approximately 10,000 © The high sensitivity of the semiconductor ele-
ment along with its high nominalresistance at room temperature produces a sensor
that generates an outputsignal that is unaffected by the resistance of the wire used
to connect the sensor to the other devices in the control system. The change in out-
put resistance is so large that a signal converter is not required to amplify changes in
their output resistance, They can be connected directlyto the controller by a pair of
wires up to 500 feet in length. This reduces the cost ofa system’s installation by sim-
plifying field connection of thermistors in a control system,

: SensingElamen inTutie,
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Unlike metal RTDs, thermistors havea nonlinear response to changes in the
measured temperature. This means that their change in resistance per degree of
temperature change (sensitivity) is nut a constant value as with metal RTDs,
Instead, it changes its value throughoutits operating range. Consequently, the
transfer functionfor a linear sensor developed in Chapter 6 cannotbe used to cal-
ibrate a thermistor becauseits response is nonlinear. To determine the output sig-
nal for a given temperature, a look-uptable is supplied with the sensor. The table
lists the resistance of the sensor at various temperatures.If the resistance of the
sensor at a given temperature does not match the value listed in the table, the sen-
sor must be replaced. The responseof a thermistor’s varying sensitivity is shown
in Figure 7.3.

The response of the NTC labeled thermistor shown in Figure 7.3 showsthat the
resistance of the sensor decreases as its temperature increases. Therefore, by the
definition of the phase element of a transfer function, this thermistor is reverse
acting. The output signal changes in the opposile direction with respect to the
change in the input signal. Thermistors with this response are said to possess a
negative lemperature coefficient (NTC). Negative temperature coefficient ther-
mistors are widely used in HVAC control systems.

Thermistor sensors can also be manufactured with a nonlinear, positive temper-
ature coefficient (PTC), These devices experience the same changein the direction
of their output signal as the change in the input signal. As the temperature
decreases, the outputsignal also decreases. Positive tenyperature coefficient ther-
mistors are not typically used in HVAC systems. Althoughthere is no advantage
of using a NTC thermistor over a PTC thermistor, they are not interchangeable.If
one were used in place of the other, the controller and consequently, the entire
control loop and its process would respond incorrectly, The response of a PTC
thermistoris also shown in Figure 7.3.

Thermistors can be manufactured in a variety of shapes and sizes to meet
almost any HVAC application. Their thermal mass and physical strength can be
varied to meet the environmental conditions found in the controlled medium,

Thermistor shapes range from small beadsto disksthe size of a quarter. They are

Non-linear Thermistor Respanses

heca>S

OutputSignal(ohms) S So 
Input Signal °F

Figure 7.3. NTC & PTC Thermistor Responses
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constructed so they are more resistant to vibration than metal RTDs. This rupged-
ness allows some thermistors, especially those used in thermostats, not to require
a protective shield. This reducesthe lag timeof their response.

Thermistors have a tendency to drift over time but cannotbe calibrated in the
field because they lack a signal converter. Systems that use thermistors are
designed to accept a compensation lerm (constant) that can be added or sub-
tracted from the sensor's value to compensateforits drift. In similarity with metal
RTDs, thermistors are selected so they measure temperatures that fall within the
center (more linear) portionofits full scale range.

7.3.3 Pneumatic Temperature Sensors

Pneumatic sensors generate changes in their output signal pressure in response
to changes in the measured temperature. These sensors and all the other pneu-
matic contrel components are mechanical devices constructed with internal
levers, springs, bellows, and diaphragmsthat operate using a force-balance prin-
ciple. The force-balance principle describes a response where any change in a
components input signal disrupts the internal balance state that exists between
its spring and pressure forces thereby initiating a change in its output signal. The
output signal continues to change until the internal forces within the device
return to a balancedstate.

The forces inside a pneumatic device are produced by the control air pressure
working against the surface area of small diaphragms. Internal passages are cast
in the component's body and providethe paths between different chambers and
diaphragms within the device, As the air enters a chamber, it changes the forces
working on the diaphragms, causing them to be repositioned. The force on the
diaphragm works against opposing forces produced by small internal and exter-
nal springs. As a diaphragmis displaced, it causes levers to be repositioned or
internal air flawrates to change, altering the output signal of the device. As the
output signal changes, feedback passages within the device work to restorea bal-
anced condition by varying the pressures on the diaphragms until they are
returned to the center position within their chamber, Once the internal forces
reach equilibrium, the outputsignal stabilizes.

Pneumatic control devices are connected to a 15 to 30 psi supply of instrument
qualityair to provide the energy they need to operate. Supply air enters the con-
trol device througha tiny orifice (0,005" - 0.007") called a restrictor. The restrictor
limits the volume flowrate of control air that enters the device. The restrictor is

sized so it passes less air into the device than the maximum flowrate through an
unobstructed bleed port. This allows the device to generate an output signal of 0)
psi whenits bleed port is 100%open,If the restrictor were to be removed fromthe
supply line, the output signal pressure will remain equal to the supply pressure at
all times.

Figure 7.4 showsa section of a pneumatic sensor and a pressure gauge. Varia-
tions in the quantity of control air leaving the bleed port procluce changes mea-
sured by the pressure gauge. Thestrip representing the sensing clement moves
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Figure 7.4 Poeumatic Restrictor/Sensor

with respect to the bleed port, varying the amount of control air exiting through
the port. As the element moves toward the port, it increases the bleed port's exit
resistance, reducing the amountofair leaving the port and increasing the pressure
in the signal line. As the element moves away fromthe nozzle, it decreases the
bleed port's resistance, increasing the amountof air leaving the port and decreas-
ing the pressure in the signal line. This response is typical ofall pneumatic sen-
sors. The sensing element is configured so the output signal pressure rises as the
temperature increases.

All pneumatic components operate using this principle. To ensure trouble-free
operation, the control air feeding these component must be clean and dry. Their
small passages and orifice plates can easily become obstructed with impurities,
rendering the device inoperable, Accumulations of dust on the exterior of the
device canalsolead to improper operation. Due to their mechanical nature, clean-
ing and calibrating is recommendedat least once per year to bring the unit back to
its design response.

Figure 7.5 shows a schematic representation of a section of a bimetal pneu-
matic sensing element typically found in zone thermostats. The bimetal element
is constructed with two metals that have different coefficients of expansion.
These two strips are fused together into a single strip. Theretore, as the temper-
ature surrounding the element changes, one side of the strip expands more than
the other, causing the entire strip to bend. As it bends closer to the nozzle, it
increases the resistance of the bleed port's path, reducing the flowrate of the
control air leaving the pilot chamber ofthe sensor. The increase in pressure onits
left side causes the diaphragm to move toward the right. The movementof the
pilot diaphragm ultimately results in an increase in the sensor's Qutput signal.
Conversely, as the bimetal strip bends away fromthe bleedport, the output sig-
nal decreases.

Other sensing elements used in pneumatic temperature sensors use vapor-filled
bellows, refrigerant-filled capillary tubes, or bimetal wire to position the a strip or
disk that varies the amount of control air leaving through the bleed port. Pneu-
matic sensors are commonly called fransmtitters.
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7.3.4 Electronic Humidity Sensors

Humidity sensors are constructed using /iygroscopic materials that expand and
contract with changes in the ambient moisture. Hygroscopic materials readily
absorb and release moisture, making them ideal sensing elements for measuring
relative humidity. As they absorb moisture, their length or depth changes in a pre-
dictable, repeatable manner. The amount of movenientis related to the amount of
moisture absorbed by the material. These dimensional changes are used to gener-
ate the output signal of the sensor. Electronic humidity sensors use the dimen-
sional changes of a hygroscopic material to produce a varying capacitance signal
in the sensing element. The change in capacitanceis transformedintoa linear volt-
age or current gutput signal by a signal converter,

A capacitor is an electrical device constructed of two conducting plates sepa-
rated by an imsulator. In sensor applications, the insulator is typically the air
between the plates. The capacitor stores an electrical charge measured in farads.
As the plates become closer together, the amountof capacitance increases. As the
distance betweenthe plates increases, the capacitance decreases.

Capacitance sensors have one slalionary conductor that acts as one plate of a
capacitor. Another conducting plate is mounted to the hygroscopic material, to act
as the other plate of a capacitor. As a hygroscopic material absorbs moisture it
expands, repositioning the maveable plate closer to the stationary one. This
response generates a change in the capacitance of the sensing element. The
amount of change is measured in pico farads (farads * 10 ") or trillionths of a
farad. These small capacitance signals are ted into a signal converter that gener-
ates a linear outputsignal such as 4 to 20 mA, 0 to 10volt, ete. The converter also
linearizes the response of the sensing element, making it possible to use the trans-
fer functions developed in Chapter 6 to analyze and calibrate the device. Elec-
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Figure 7.6 Electronic Humidity Sensor

tronic humidity sensors are accurate and reliable and are used for humidity con-
trol and enthalpy based controlstrategies.

Pneumatic humidity sensors use a hygroscopic nylon tape that changes its
length as the quantity of moisture absorbed increases. The tape is connected to a
flapper/bleed port mechanism, similar to that used in temperature sensor appli-
cations. It varies the flow from the bleed port in response to changes in the mea-
sured humidity. As the moisture level increases, the flapper moves closer to the
bleed port, increasing the output signal pressure. These devices are not as accurate
or reliable as the electronic type of humidity sensor. They are also maintenance
intensive, requiring a great deal of cleaning andcalibration to remain accurate,
Because their effectiveness in a control system is marginal, they are gradually
being replaced with the electronic sensor in humidity control applications,

7.3.5 Pressure Sensors

Electronic sensors that are used to measure pressures also incorporate a capaci
iance sensing element to measure variances in the process. The design of a pres-
sure sensoris similar to that of a humidity sensor, The major difference is that the
moveable plate is connected to a diaphragminstead of a hygroscopic support. The
diaphragm variesits position in response to changes in the measured pressure. As
the pressure increases, the moveable plate on the diaphragm movescloser to the
stationary plate, increasing the output capacitance of the element. Asin all capac-
itance based sensors, a signal converter linearizes the change in capacitance and
generates the related current or voltage output signal.

Static pressure sensors used in HVAC process control have twoisolated cham-
bers separated by the diaphragm. These sensors are designed to measure the dif-
ferential pressure between two input signals or locations. Each side of the
diaphragm generates a force proportionalto its pressure signal. The force created
by the lowersignal is canceled out by the opposing force framthe higher pressure
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Figure Flectronic Static Pressure Sensor

that works in the opposite direction. The output signal is related Lo the difference
between these twoforces acting on the diaphragm.

The pressuresignals entering the differential pressure sensor must be connected
ta the correct side or the sensing element will not work correctly. The HIGH pres-
sure port receives the Input signal from the higher relative pressure location and
the LOW port is connected to the lowerof the twoinput signals, This prevents the
diaphragmtrom being displaced in the wrong direction, preventing the moveable
plate from coming closer tothe stationary plate of the sensing element. Figure 7.7
depicts a schematic representation of a differential pressure sensor,

 

LOCATING SENSORS

The location of any process sensoris critical to the proper operation of the control
loop. Since the purpose of a control loop is to respond ta changes in the control
point, ils sensor must be able to accurately detect Lhe variations in the process as
they occur, If the sensoris installed in a location or position that inhibits its ability
to respond quickly and accurately to changes in the measured variable, the loop
and consequently, the process, will be poorly maintained. Therefore, it is prudent
to analyze the conditions of the process at the proposed sensor location before
installing the device.

Temperature sensors require a constant movementof the controlled medium
across their sensing element in orderto accurately measure Lhe control point. The
faster the flow, the quicker the response time of the sensor. Fast moving fluids are
also better mixed (reducedstratification) and provideanreliable representation of
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the actual process conditions. The high velocity also prevents the buildup of an
insulating layer of stagnant fluid from surrounding the sensing element. These
insulating layers increase the lag time of the sensor, allowing the error to grow
larger before the contro! loop responds.

Sensors must be located in a position that is free from drafts and currents that
are not related to the measured variable. Openings around mounting holes and
wire entrances can allow air currents from inside the wall to flow over the sensing
element. These drafts affect the sensing element, causing it lo respond to a tem-
perature that does not represent the actual control point. These conditions can
cause the process to be maintained at a temperature other than the set point even
when the control loop is operating correctly. This occurs because the sensor is
responding toa temperaturethat is different thanthatfelt by the occupants. Drafts
can usually be avoided with an application of caulk or thermal insulation to the
back of the mounting plate when the sensor is being installed. Avoid installing
sensors above heat sources, within the air currents produced by diffusers, or in
stagnantfluid locations.

Temperature sensors must also be shielded from the adverse affects of radiant
energy. Whenever a sensor is located within visual sight of a high (or low) tem-
perature source that is substantially different from the control point, an energy
transfer occurs between the sensing element and the source. This transfer causes
the sensing element to respond to a temperature that is different from the actual
control point. When a radiant source that can adversely affect the sensor is pre-
sent, a shield is used to prevent the sensor from “seeing” the source, thereby
reducing its negalive effects, Outside air temperature sensors are installed with a
shield to reduce the radiant effects of the sun on the sensing element. Figure 7,2
showsan outsideair sensor withits sunshield.

Humidity sensors should also be located in areas where the controlled
medium is well mixed and constantly moving, Their sensing elements must be
kept free of accumulations of dust and other impurities that may inhibit the
rapid transmission of moisture between the hygroscopic material and the con-
trolled medium. These practices result ina reliable measurementof the moisture
level of the process.

Static pressure sensors have the opposite location criteria than those required
for temperature and humidity sensors. Static pressure sensors must be located in
an area of laminar or nonturbulent, layered flow, Under laminar flaw conditions,
the fluid flowsin layers of constant velocity and pressure. These are the ideal con-
ditions for measuring small pressure signals. Turbulent flow produces rapid fluc-
tuations in pressure that cause the pressure sensor to generate an erratic output
signal, Locating static pressure sensors at least 5 duet diameters (five times the
diameter or width of the duct) downstream fromany turn, transition or obstruc-
tion will reduce the possibility of experiencing, turbulent flow.

When measuring static pressure, a straight tube is used to connect the high or
lowpressure port to the controlled medium, The tube is mounted perpendicular
to the duct or room wall. If the sensoris inserted al an angle, it will measure static
plus some velocity pressure which does not represent the controlled variable.
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75 4, Describe the differences between metal and semiconductor RTDs,
Ey 5. Why do metal RTDsrequire a signal generator?

SUMMARY 6 How do capacitive type sensors generate changes in the output signal in
response to changes in the measured variable?

7. List and describe six chars isticsOFé sor that are used to evaluate sen-
Sensors measure the magnitude of the controlled variable of a process. A sensoris ites ee phramapterinsiaeces San : =
feripenParitycolts Tectia,aa o eatacsardseenrides 8, Summarize the installation requirements of a temperature, static pressure,

eae. rae ae af are = - ° aE andrelative humidity sensors.
eae Sharestescs en are evabeatse aulnethe eurepee To aan 9. Whatis a hygroscopic material? Describeits application in HVACsensors.
mize the linear response of any sensor, the operating point of the process should 10. Whatis differential pressure?
fall within the center portionof the full scale range.

Sensors must be installed in the proper location to insure an accurate measure
ment of the controlled variable can occur. Vibrations,fluid velocity, radiant energy
transfer, and corrosion potential must be considered whenselecting the sensor's
location,

 

EXERCISES

Determine if the following statements are true or false. Ifanypart of the statement
is false, the entire statementis false. Explain your answers.

1. Sensors measure the set point of a process.
2. Accuracy describes how close the sensor's output is expected to match the

actual value of the measured variable.

3. As the lag time of a sensor increases, the process error increases.
Semiconductor RTDs havea higher sensitivity than metal RTDs.
Hygroscopic materials change their capacitance with changes in their mois-
ture content.

Signal converters can be used to linearize sensing element signals.
Temperature sensors should be located in areas of turbulent flow.
Metal RTDs can be manufactured with a PTC or a NTC response.
A negative temperature coefficient sensor generates an increase in ils output
signal resistance as the measured temperature decreases.

10. The response of a sensor becomes more linear as the measured value approaches
either end of the full scale range.

no
6.

si:¢

2oo

Respond to the following statements and questions completely and accurately,
using the material foundin this chapter.

1. What is the purpose of a sensor?
2. Describe the response of the force-balance principle of a pneumatic device.
3. Whatis the primary requirement of a sensing element?

070

Provide answers to the following problems. Show your work.

1. Asensor generates an output signal that represents a measured value of 32%
relative humidity. An instrument of verifiable accuracy measures the same
condition at 33% relative humidity. Calculate the accuracy of the sensor.

2. Astatic pressure sensor has the following operating characteristics:
input range: 0 to 2 inches of water
output range: 0 to 5 volts
a. Whatis the full scale range of the sensor?
b. Calculate the sensor's signal spans.
c. Calculate the sensor's sensitivity,

3. A temperature sensor witha full scale range of 2() to 120 °F generates a3 to 18
psi output signal, What is the temperature of the process if the outputsignal
is measured to be 11.2 psi?
Whatis the accuracy of the sensor in Problem 3 if an accurate temperature
meter measured a process temperature of 72,6 "F when the sensor's output
signal was 11.2 psi?

5. A temperature sensor witha full scale range of 50 to 90°F generates a 4 to 20
mA outputsignal. Calculate the accuracy of the sensor when the room tem-
perature is measured to be 75 °F when the sensor's output signal is 12.3 mA,

-
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Controllers

Controllers evaluate the process condition and generate an outputsignal that cre-
ates a balance between the load and the mass or energy being transferred with the
process. The controller's mode defines how the process responds to changesin its
control point. The mode describes how the controller alters its output signal in
response to changes in the control point. There are several controller modes used
in HVAC applications. Chapter 8 describes these different configurations, their
operational characteristics, and their application requirements.

TT??0010w0O(O

OBJECTIVES

124

Upon completion of this chapter, the reader will be able to:

ay
, Define the primary characteristics of the different controller modes.
» Describe the operational differences between both two-position modes.
. Describe the characteristics of the different gains used in modulating con-troller transfer functions.

- Associate basic HVAC applications response criteria with the proper con-troller mode.

osrh
of
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OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF CONTROLLERS

Controllers respond to changes that occur to the control point of the process.
Wheneverthe load changes, its effect on the control point is transmitted to the
controller by its sensor. In response to the change in the sensor's output signal,
the controller calculates the related change in the process error and uses this
value to produce a corresponding change inits output signal, ‘The change in
the controller’s output signal repositions the final controlled device, modifying
the flow of mass or energy into the process. Altering the flow of the control
agent reduces the change in the control point to #ero. Once the process stabj-
lizes, its control point remains constant until another change in the load or the
set point occurs.

A controller calculates the error using the information contained in the sensor's
output signal (control point) and the process set point, Analog controllers have a
section that performs the subtraction called the sujuning junction or error generator,
The summingjunction adds the positive set point signal to the negative (feedback)
control point signal to produce a resultant signal that represents the magnitudeof
the process error. Digital controllers calculate the error with a section of their
microprocessor called the arithmetic lagic unit (ALU).

Once the error is calculated, a signal representing its magnitude is sent
ta the section within the controller that generates the change in its output signal.
This section is called the output signal generator. The signal generator produces
changes in the output signal that are a function of the size, direction and timing
characteristics of the error signal. The controller's outputsignal is sent to the final
controlled device to produce a corresponding change in the flow of mass or
energy into the process.

8.1.1 A Controller’s Response to
Dynamic Characteristics of the Error

The controller is the only component found in a control loop that can be field
calibrated (tuned) so it respondsto the dynamic or time based characteristics of the
process. By incorporating additional gain parameters into its transfer function, a
controller can be configured to respond to the rate of change and/or the length af
Hime an errorexists.

Recall from Chapter 5, the proportional gain parameter in a controller's trans-
fer function responds to changes in the size and direction of the process error,
Integral gain can be added to the transfer function along with proportional gain
to create a proporhonal + integral response that enables the controller to
respond to the size, direction, and length oftime an error exists. Derivative gain
can also be includedin the transfer function to create a proportional + integral
+ derivative response that reacts to changes in the size, direction, length of exis-
tence, and rateof change of the process error. Using, the dynamic characteristics of
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8.2

the process improves the response and efficiency of the control loop and its
process.

A controller that is only configured with proportional gain in its transfer fune-
tion is called a proportional only controller. A controller using, proportional gain
along with integral gain inits transfer functionis called a PL controller, A con-
troller that is configured with all three gains is called a PLD controller. These are
the three most popular types of modulating controllers used in HVAC processes,
Proportional gain can also be used with derivative gain to create a PD controller
that responds to changesin the size, direction and rate of change of the error. Nei-
ther integral gain nor derivative gain can be incorporated into a transfer function
unless proportional gainis also used,

CONTROLLER MODES

The controller mode describes the characteristics of a controller's output response to a
change in the process error,

Controller transfer functions can be divided into seven categories based upon
the characteristics of the response the controller generates when a changein the
set point or control point occurs. These seven categories are called controller modes
and are listed below in their orcler of complexity:

two-position mode
* timed two-position mode
© floating or three-point mode

proportional mode
proportional + integral mode

® proportional! + derivative mode
® proportional + integral + derivative mode

The characteristics, advantages, and disadvantages of these different transter
function modesare detailed in the following sections.

8.2.1 Two-Position Controller Mode

Two-posilion miode describes a controller that generates a binary changetn its ouput sig-
nal in responseto variations in the size and direction of the control port.

A two-position controller can only generate two possible output signals corre-
sponding to the minimumand maximum values of its output signal range. There-
fore, their output signal is discontinuous because it is impossible for the cuntroller
to produce a signal that falls betweenits outputsignal range. Figure 8.1 shows
that a two-position controller's outpul signal snaps between its operating limits
without stopping at an intermediate value. The dotted lines represent the transi-
tion of the output signal between the minimum and maximum signals.
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Figure 8,1) Twa-pesition Cantraller Qutpul Response

Asa consequence of the two slate response, the Howof energy into the process
is also constrained to either 0% or 100% of the maximum flowrate of the control

agent. Both the controller's output signal and the final controlled device pass
through these values on the way to their final open or closed position. Two-
position controllers are available for use withall signal types for use in pneumatic,
analog electric, and digital electronic systems.

Controllers configured with a two-position mode have the simplest response of
all seven controller modes. They are the easiest mode to calibrate and their
response is the easiest to analyze. ‘Two-position controllers can only be used for
applications where the mechanical equipment can be cycled on and off to main-
tain the contro! point within acceptable range of the set point without adversely
affecting occupant comfort, safety, or equipment operation.

Two-position controllers pulse energy into the process by cycling equipment on
and off, or opening and closing the final controlled device in response to varia-
tions in the control point. These pulses maintain the controlled variable within an
acceptable range of the set point. In these applications, the controller cycles its out-
put signal whenever the control point exceeds a predetermined value on either
side ofthe set point.

Figure §.2 shows the response of a closed loop, two-position controller that
cycles a direct expansion air-conditioning unil in response to changes in the room
temperature. As the temperature increases above the contact closure point of the
controller (76 °F), the air-conditioning unit cycles on. Heat (energy) is transferred
to the evaporator and transported out of the zone, cooling the room and reducing
the control point, The temperature must fall below the lower switching tempera-
ture (74 °F) of the controller before its output signal commandsthe unit off. Tf the
contro! point falls below the set point without exceeding the controllers lower
switching value, the output signal will not changestate andthe unit remains on to
maintain the temperature within a few degrees ofset point.

Cycling equipment on and off with a two-posilion controller pulses mass or
energy into the process, The averaging effect of these pulses maintains the control
point within an acceptable range of the set point. Since two-position control strate-
gies cannot modulate the control agent intothe process they cannot maintain the
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Figure 8,2 Two-Position Controller Response Maintains (he Control Point Near the Set Point

control point equal to the set point, just within range ofit. Two-position controller
mode is most often used with electrical equipment because they are easily cycled
using relays and contactors.

Two-position modeis also used to prevent the control point from exceeding a
predefined safety limit. When a two-position controller is used in these applica-
tions, equipment is commanded to change state whenever the control point
exceeds the design limit. Figure 8.3 shows the response of another two-position
control loop used in direct expansion air-conditioning equipment. A high limit
controller commands the air-conditioning equipmentoff whenever the discharge
pressure exceeds its maximum set point. The unit is only allowed to return to nor-
mal operationafter the control point has dropped below the highlimit set point.
In some safely applications, the system must be manually reset before it can be
returned into service. This ensures someone has been made aware of a problem
that caused the safety loop to respond,

8.2.2 Two-Position Controller Mode Differential

A control differential is a characteristic of the Huo-position transfer function thal eveates a
delay bekeeen changes in the output signal to yeduce the possibility of the output signal
repeatedly cycling an andoff whenever the control point is near the set point.

As depicted in Figure 8.3, a two-posilion controller is not designed to switch its
output signal's state as soon as the control point exceeds the set point. Two-position
mode requires a delay incorporated intoits transfer function to prohibit the output
from switching until the difference between the set point and the control point
exceeds a predetermined value. This built-in delay is called the control differential.

The control differential prevents the controller from changing ils output state
until the process undergoes a sufficient change in its control point to prevent its
output signal from rapidly cyeling wheneverthe control point hovers around the
set point. This rapid cyclingis called Jiumting or oscillating which causes excessive
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Figure 8.3 TwerPosition Controller Responsefora Safety Application

wear on the mechanical parts of the control loop and the process equipment.
Rapid cycling also overheats relays and motors becausethe locked rotor currentis
constantly being pulsed into their coils without allowing sulficient time to clissi-
pate the heat. Rapid cycling also produces excessive arcing, of electrical contacts,
causing pitting and increasing the resistance of the contact surface. The control
differential is also knownas a signal or process deadband. A deadbandis an inter-
val where no change in controller's output signal can occur.

The control differential is measured in units of the controlled variable, °F, % rel-

ative humidity, psi, or inches of water, The control range is defined as the set point
+ / — one half of the control differential. Therefore, range of control of a zone
temperature process. with a set point of 74° and a control differential of 4° is 74°
+/— 2°, The control point must exceed the set point plus one half of the control
differential before the controller changes thestate of its output signal. Typical dif-
ferentials for HVAC applications are:

1. Temperature processes: 2 to 3° (set point + /-1to1.5°F)
2, Humidity processes: 3%to 5%
3, Static pressure processes 0.1 to 0.15 inches of water.

The size of the control differential is selected by the control technician during the
calibration procedure.

8.2.3 Two-Position Mode Operating Differential
An operating differential is the rangeof the process control point that results from the con
bined effects of the control differential and process timelags.

No response or change occurs instantaneously. All dynamic processes take time
to respond to changesin their load or set point. The total time lag is a combination
of the delays that occur while the sensor measures the change in the controlled
variable plus the time it takes to send the information through the contro] loop

iRe
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and back to the process. All the while these delays take place, the control point
continues to change.

As stated previously, two-position controller mode pulses energy into a process
by cycling the final controlled device open and closed or on and off. This response
produces oscillations in the process control point. When the effects of the time
delays are added to the pulsations of the control agent, the resulting response
showsthe control point exceeding the control differential by a value related to the
lengthof the timedelays. The range of the control point is called the operating dif-
ferential of the process. The operating differential is always greater than the control
differential. Figure 8.4 depicts the effect of time delays onthe control point of a
dynamic process.

Figure 8.5 showsthe switching points corresponding to the control differential
of a two-position controller, Fach dot represents a point where the control point

Cantral Paint With Time Delay Effects

Set Point 
Control Point Without Time Delay Effects

Figure 8.4 Operating Differential Caused by Time Lags Coupled with the Control Differential

Process Control Point

 
Shaded Areas Show the Range ofthe

Control Point Due to The Effects of Time
Delays in the Process and Control! Loop

Figure 8.5 Range of the Control Point Caused by Time Laps:
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exceeds the set point + /—4 of the control differential span, The operating differ-
ential is the difference betweenthe minimum and maximumvalues of the control
point. The extended range of the control point is produced by the control differen-
tial coupled with the effects of time delays which allow the load to continue to
change until the energy transferred by the control agent is large enough to stop the
growthof the error,

8.2.4 Effects of Operating Differentials on Processes
Excessive operating differentials hinder the ability of the control loop lo maintain
the processclose toits set point in closed loop applications, The extended range of
the control point caused by the combined effects of the control and operating aif-
ferentials reduces operating efficiencies and the level of occupant comfort. In a
properly calibrated two-position control loop, the control differential is kept as
small as possible whilestill preventing short cycling of the final controlled device.
The operating differential can also be minimized throughthe proper sizing of the
mechanical equipment serving the process.

The control and operating differentials do not adversely affect two-position,
oper loop applications. These applications prevent the control point from exceed-
ing a predetermined operating limit and the delay caused by the operating differ-
ential only becomes apparent whenthe controller is resetting the system after the
fault condition has cleared. Once the conditionthat initiated the controller output

signal's change of state has been eliminated, reflecting the elimination of the
unsafe condition, the controller resets the system back Lo its normal operating
mode. Therefore, any additional delay caused bythe operating differential only
ensures the systemis in fact, ready to return to normal operation.

TIMED TWO-POSITION CONTROLLER MODE

Timed two-position mode incorporates a method of reducing he operating differential im
electric, tweo-position femperuture control applications thal use a thermostat.

The responseof a two-position controller mode in temperature applications can
be improved by adding a hea! anticipator to the sensor's location in electric ther-
mostats. A thermostat, similar to those used in home heating applications, has its
sensor andcontroller circuits mounted on the samecircuit board, An anticipator
circuit, mounted under the sensing element, uses a resistor to add heat to the sens-
ing element to speed upits response to changes in the room temperature. This
additional heat deceives the sensor into generating a false signal indicating to the
controller that the room temperature is warmerthanit actually js. This false signal
causes a heating system to cycle off earlier or a cooling system to cycle on earlier
because the additional heat makes the room appear warmer than it is. Two-
position controllers that incorporate this anticipator circuit are described as having a
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timed fvo-position controller mode. Because of the electrical nature of the anticipa-
tor, the timed two-position mode is only available on electrically based con-
trollers. It is not available in pneumatic thermostats or (hose electric temperature
control systems where the sensor and controller are two separate devices.

The response produced when a eat anticipator is added to a two-position con-
troller is an improvement over the operational characteristics of a straight two-
position controller in comfort temperature applications. The human body can
sense changes in the ambient temperature whenit drifts beyond 2° or 3° ofthe
zone set point. As previously stated, a two-posilion controller also has a two or
three degree control differential to prevent short cycling. Any additional over-
shoot caused by the process and system time delays will cause the occupants ta
begin to feel uncomfortable, Therefore, straight two-position controller mode
should not be used in comfort temperature control applications.

Timed two-position mode reduces the operating differential of a temperature
process improving occupant comfort. In heating applications, the anticipator
applies a small amount of additional heat to the sensing element whenever the
controller output signal is commanding the final controlled device to supply heat
into the process. The anticipator’s additional heat causes the controller to com-
mandthe heat transfer equipment off before the actual room temperature equals
the set point plus one-halfof the control differential. In reality, the room is slightly
cooler than this temperature but the controller does not knowthat because the
information contained in the sensor's outputsignal indicates a different tempera-
ture exists. The controller cycles the final controlled device off earlier, reducing the
size of the overshoot that occurs above theset point. Figure 8.6 depicts a timed
two-position response for a healing process,

Cooling anticipators apply additional heat to the sensing element when the con-
densing unit is off, causing the controller to cycle the unit on before the zone actu-
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Figure 8.6 Reduced Operating Differential of a Timed Two-Position Controller Mode
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ally reaches the set point temperature plus one halt of the control differential. Fig-
ure 8.7 depicts a timed two-position response for a cooling process.

In any timed two-position application, the controller mode reduces the operat-
ing differential of the process by applying a small amount of heat to the sensing
element, raising its temperature to a value thatis slightly higher than the actual
temperature (control point) of the room. The false signal from the sensor causes
the controller to alter the state of its output signal earlier in time, reducing some of
the negative effects of the system's time delays, This reduces the overshoot of the
controlled variable which also reduces the temperature swing felt by the zone
occupants. The heat anticipator does notaffect the size of the control differential.
The controller muststill measure a change in control point equal to the set point
plus or minus one-half of the control differential before it can change thestate of
its output signal.

8.3.1 Advantages and Disadvantages of Using a Two-Position Mode

The primary advantageof using either of the two-position modesis the simplicity
of the control loop. Their control devices are easy to calibrate and analyze, When
the process equipmentis correctly sized, these modes will not generate an unsta-
ble or oscillating response to changes in the process load. Straight two-position
mode is used for safety applications and other processes where the mass or energy
can be pulsed into the process without producing excessive oscillations in the con-
trol point. Timed two-position mode should be used to maintain comfort temper-
ature processes where the control differential and process delays could produce
operating differentials that adversely affect occupant comfort. Straight two-posi-
tion control should nol be used for comfort lemperature applications,

A disadvantage of using a two-position controller modes for closed loop
processes is the pulsating characteristic of the response. These pulses produce

Timed Two-Position
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Figure 8.7 Timed Two-Position Response tor a Cooling Application
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oscillations in the control point that indicate a balance is not being maintained
between the energy transfer and the process load. Whenever the balance is not
maintained, the process etticiencyis being reduced. In many processes, excessive
oscillations of the control point are not permitted, further reducing the applica-
tions that can incorporate a two-position controller mode.

Two-posilion mode can be used with any HVAC control signal type, pneumatic,
electric, or electronic. Timed two-position modeis used exclusively in electrical or
electronic systems becauseelectric current is needed to supply the anticipator cir-
cuit heat. Timed two-position modeis limited to residential and light commercial
facilities where zones have their own individual heating and cooling equipment.

FLOATING CONTROLLER MODE

Floating controfler mode generates a thyee state output signal. This signal positions a three
state actuator that modulates theflowof the contral agent into the pracess.

Floating mode controllers have operating characteristics that incorporate the
advantages of the two-position mode while overcoming someofits disadvantages.
Floating mode combines the simplicity of a binary controller with a modulating (not
two-position)final controlled device. This creates a control loop that can reduce the
operating differental of a two-position controller response by modulating the flow
of the control agent into the process instead of transferring it in pulses. The final
controlled device used with a floating mode controller is made specifically for
these applications and cannotbe used with any other controller mode.

A floating mode controller generates a binary output signal of a fixed magni-
tude, similar to that generated by a two-position controller. The difference
between these two modesis that a floating mode can send its binary (on/off) sig-
nal over one of twocircuits that connect the controller's output to the final con-
trolled device, One circuit modulates the final controlled device open while the
other modulates it closed. The modulating movement of the final controlled
device creates a balance between the mass or energy transfer and the load. When
the control point is within acceptable range of the set point, the controller stops
sending a signal to the actuator and the final controlled device temainsat its cur-
rent position.It remains there until the controller commandsit to another position
by applying a signal lo oneofits circuits.

Due to the wiring configuration of the controller and final controlled device,
floating modeis also called (hree-wire flow! mode. A floating final controlled device
has three wire lerminals usually labeled clockwise (CW), counter clockwise
(CCW), and common. When a signal is applied to the common and clockwiseter-
minals, the actuator turns in one direction. When the signal is applied to the com-
mon and counterclockwise terminals, the actuator moves in the opposite
direction. When nosignal (hold)is applied toeither the clockwiseor counter-clock-
wise terminals, the flow control device remains stationary at ils present position.
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Figure 8.8 Floating Controller Terminal Detail

Figure 8.8 shows that if the final controlled device is to be opened, a signal is
sent to the clockwise rotation circuit over the top and common wires that connect
the actuator with the controller, Upon a command to modulate in the closed diree-
tion, the bottom and the common wire complete the counter-clockwise circuit
between the controller and the actuator. When the control point is within accept-
able range of the set point, the controller opens both circuits and the actuator
remains in its current position. The requirement of having the final controlled
device remain stationary whenever the controller interrupts its output signal lim-
its floating mode to electronic control systems because a pneumatic actuator auto-
matically returns to its failsafe position when the controller's output signal is
interrupted.

8.4.1 Operational Characteristics of a Floating Mode Final
Controlled Device

The operating characteristics of the final controlled device makeit possible for the
control agent to be modulated into the process. The floating mode actuator con-
verts the two-state signal from the controller into three distinct operating routines,
open, closed, and hold. Recall, the hold signal is not found in either two-position
modes. It is this third state that allows the final controlled device to be positioned
at any point within its operating range.

Thefinal controlled device has an electric motor that rotates at a fixed rate of speed
(revolutions per minute) when a signal is applied to its CW or CCWterminals,
Therefore, the actuator shaft also extends (or rotates) at a fixed speed producing a
modulating response from the binary controller signal. When a signal appears on
the CW or CCW terminal of the actuator, the motor begins to turn ata fixed rpm.It
continues to rotate until the signal from the controller indicates the actuator must
holdits present position. Wheneverthe controller issues a hold command a brak-
ing circuit in the actuator holds the current position of the flow control device, The
actuator remainsin that position until the controller commands it to movein either
direction, The hnal controlled device's motor repositions the valve or damper until
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the control point moves back into acceptable rangeofthe set point or until the actu-
ator reaches the physical end of its stroke, The constant speed of rotation along
with the bi-directional motor and internal braking circuit limit the floating final
controlled devices to floating controller mode applications.

8.4.2 Floating Controller Mode Response

Figure 8.9 showsthe floating controller's response for a cooling process. Ll is simi-
lar to the two-position process depicted in Figure 8.2. Note the differences
between both controller mode responses. Recall, a two-position controller mode
generates either an on signal or anoffsignalatall times, A floating controller gen-
erates one of (hree possible signals, CCW, CW, or HOLD. During hold intervals,
the final controled device is not being commanded open or closed but holds its
last commanded position until a change in signal occurs.

The response in Figure 8.9 shows an area surrounding the set pointsimilar to
the deadband produced by the control differential of a two-position mode. The
basis for thesimilarity is that a control differential or deadbandis a characteristic
of all controllers that generate binary outputsignals in order to minimize short
cycling or oscillations. Therefore, a floating mode controller, which also generates
a binary output response, has a control differential called the neutral zone. This
deadband prevents the controller's output [romoscillating between the CW and
CCWterminals whenever the process control point is near the set point.

The neutral zone is the shaded area shown in Figure 8.9. During the periods
when the control point is within the neutral zone, the controller generates a hold
signal, It maintains the hold response until the control point exceeds either edge
or limit of the neutral gone. Once the control point exceedseither limit, the con-
troller commands the final controlled device to modulate in a direction that forces

the control point back into the neutral zone. When the control point moves back
within the neutral zone, the controllersignals the actuator to hold its present posi-
tion, maintaining the flowthroughthe final controlled device at its current value,
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Figure 8.9 Floating Controller Response
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Whenever a hold commandis executed by the controller, the control point is
allowed to “float” within the neutral zone. If the load of the process is constant,
the controller may not generate a command to change the position ofthe final con-
trolled device for hours at a time. This responseis shown in Figure 8.10.

8.4.3 Advantages and Disadvantagesof Floating Controller Mode

Floating controller modeis only applicable to closed loop applications. A feedback
path is required to maintain the control point within the neutral zone of the
process. One important advantage of using a floating mode over closed loop two-
position modelies in the modulating action ofthe final controlled device, Energy
is not pulsed into the process as it is in two-position applications so a floating
mode final controlled device has an infinite number of positions and therefore,
flowrates, making it possible to balance the energy being transferred with the
process load. Thisis a major improvement over the two-positions available with a
two-position made,

Another advantage of Hoating mode over two-position modeis that the control
point does not have to transverse the entire neutral zone before a changein the
flowrate of the control agent can beinitiated. During times of increasing, (or
decreasing) load, the control point can oscillate along one edge of the neutral zone,
slowly incrementing the flow of the control agentto offset slight variances in the
load. This maintains the control point closer to the set point thanis possible with
two-position controllers. In two-position applications, the control point is actually
forced through the entire control differential before the controller responds. to
changes in the control point.

The only disadvantageof floating controller modeis the presence of the neutral
zone in the controller’s transfer function. This response deadbandcreates a delay
in the process that allows the control point to deviate away from the set point as
part of its normal response. Although its response is better than two-position
mode, the neutral zoneis still a disadvantage in a controller mode if comfort and
efficiency are to be optimized.
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Figure 8.10 Floating Controller Response to Constant Load
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3.5 Proportional mode can only be used in closed loop applications. Its final con-

PROPORTIONAL CONTROLLER MODE

Proportional controller modeis [he sitmplest of (he (nily modulating controfler modes. Pro-
portional controllers generate an immediate chairge in lhe posilion ofthe final controlled
device in responseto changes in the process load,

Proportional mode controllers generate changes in their output signals that are
proportional to the changes that occur in their control points. As soon as any mea-
surable change occurs in the process, the controller generates a corresponding
changein its output signal to vary the flow of the control agent, This immediate
response distinguishes this mode from the two-position and floating modes. In
proportional mode there is no need fora control differential or neutral zone in the
transfer function because the controller generates an analog output signal, not
binary signal. Consequently, there is no possibility of the final controlled device
short cycling when the contro! point hovers near the set point.

The output signal of a proportional controller is always present. [ts magnitude
varies in response to changes in the control point to maintain a balance betweenthe
energy transferred into the process and its present load. The response of a propor-
tional controller is shown in Figure 8.11, Notice the controller's output signal fol-
lows a pattern similar to the changes that occurred in the control point. The
similarity between the two curves results from the response of the proportional gain
in the controller’s transfer function. As the control point changes, the controller's
transfer function adjusts its output signal in proportionto the change in the control
point. Notice that during unexpected load changes, the contro! point can mave
beyondof the limits of the throttling range. During these intervals the process oper-
ates out of control, (he controller’s oulpul signal is at one ofthelimits ofits range(0
or 100%), and the final controlled device will be commanded fully open (or closed).
The process remains out of contro! until the load changes sufficiently to cause the
control point to move back within the limits of the throttling range.
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Figure 8.17 Proportional Mode Response

 

ae trolled device must be capable of being positioned at any point between the mini-
mum and maximum limits of its operating range by a modulating control signal.
Unlike floating controller mode, if the signal to a proportional modefinal con-
trolled device is interrupted, most actuators will return the controlled device to its
normalorfailsafe position.

Proportional mode improves over two-position and floating mode responses by
removing the control differential and neutral zone fromthe transfer function, The
eliminationof this characteristic allows the controller to change its output as soon
as it receives a signal from the sensor indicating a change in the control point has
taken place. This response maintains the control point closer to the set point,
improving comfort and operational efficiency. Proportional controller mode can
be used in pneumatic, analog, and digital electronic control systems.

8.5.1 Steady-State Offset

The purpose of proportional modeis tu create and maintain a balance between the
energy being transferred with the process andits present load. Once this balanced
condition has been achieved, the controller’s output stabilizes and the control
point is al some value within the throttling range of the process. Recall, whenever
the control pointis within the throttling range, the loop is considered to be in con-
trol because the throttling range indicates the acceptable limits of the control point
fora given process.

Since the proportional mode is only designed to balance the energy transter
with the load and net to maintain the control point equal to the set point, the con-
trol point seldom equals the set point in applications using proportionalcontroller
mode, Instead, the control point stabilizes at a value as soon as the energy trans-
ferred into the process balances with its load. With proper calibration, the control
point will always be veryclose to the set point.

The offset between the control point and the set point that remainsafter the con-
troller output signal stabilizes is called the steady stale error, The size of the steady-
state error if inversely related to the controller's proportional gain, As the
proportional gain increases, the steady-state error decreases. A larger proportional
gain generates a greater change in the flow of the control agent in response to
small changes in the control point, Therefore, the loop responds faster, minimizing
the growthof the error and consequently, the steady-state error. Figure 8.12 shows
the steady-stale error remaining alter [he controller has stabilized.

8.5.2 Advantages and Disadvantages of Proportional Mode

The advantages of using proportional mode over floating modeis the absence of
the deadband in the controller's transfer function. By removing this delay from
the transfer function, the total delays of the control loop are reduced, This
improves comfort and process efficiency. The only delays in proportional mode
control loops are due to those associated with the process. The lack of a deadband
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Figure 8.72 Proportional Mode Steady-State Error

and the modulating characteristics of the control loop allow the control point to
remaincloser to the set point overall load changes.

The only disadvantage of using proportional controller modeis the presence of
the steady-state error, indicating some inefficiencies are present within the
process. When a proportional mode controller is properly calibrated, the steady-
state error is minimized, resulting in a tighter control response than either two-
position or floating modes,

PROPORTIONAL + INTEGRAL CONTROLLER MODE(PI)

Integral mode is added to a proportional mode transfer function fo modify the controller
output signal ina manner that forces the steady-state errorto zero, r

Integral mode is used in conjunction with proportional mode in modulating,
closed loop control applications lo eliminate the steady-state offset that remains
after the proportional mode has performed its initial response. Integral mode
eliminates the only disadvantage associated with a proportional mode controller.

The integral function is made possible by adding the integral mode element to
the proportional mode transfer function. Therefore, the Pl controller mode has
two gain parameters, proportional gain and integral gain. The function of the pro-
portional gain is to make an initial response that will balance the energy transfer
with the new load. The function of the integral gainis to modily the controller‘s
output signal in proportion tothe size and length of time the errorexists. Once the
proportional gain has completed its modification to the outputsignal, the integral
mode alters the output signal in proportion to the time weighted error. This addi-
tion to the outputsignal disrupts the balance established by the proportional gain,
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providing more mass or energy transfer than needed, forcing the control point
back toward the set point. The contribution from integral mode is equal to the
mathematical integrationofthe error signal, which determines howlarge theerror
is and howlong it has existed, multiplied by the integral gain parameter of the
transter function. The integral mode gain parameteris called I gain or reset.

The amount of signal added by the integral mode varies in proportion to the
length of time which the error exists. As the length of time a process erroris pre-
sent grows longer, the contribution from the integral mode elementof the transfer
function increases.

This relationship also holds true with respect to the size of the error. The greater
the magnitude of the processerror, the greater the contribution the integral mode
makes to the output signal of the controller, The integral portion of the mode con-
tinues to change the outputsignal until he loop error equals zero. When no error
exists, the output stays at its present signal level until another load change occurs.
Figure 8,13 showsthe response of a proportional plus integral (PI) modeafter the
loop has reached steadystate. Notice that there is no error remaining once the con-
troller output signal stabilizes.

Controllers incorporating integral gain are susceptible to a phenomenon
called infeeril windup. Windup describes a condition that occurs when the out-
put signal is driven beyondthe limits ofits linear range due to some abnormal
process condition that prohibits the control point from being reset back to the set
point. Under these circumstances, the integral portion of the transfer function
continues to add to the controller's output signal because the length of time the
error exists continues to grow, Integral windup locks the final controlled device
atone of its operating limits and the process remains out of control until it is
manually resel. To minimize the possibility of windup occurring, controllers
incorporating the integral gain algorithms have built-in anti-windup strategies.
These strategies limit the amount of change the integral mode can add to the
output signal during a response,
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8.7

8.6.1 The Advantages and Disadvantages
of Proportional + Integral Mode

Integral gain restores the control point back to the value of the set point afterall
load changes. This response eliminates the disadvantage of the existence of a
steady-state error that is associated with a proportional only controller mode.
Whenproperly calibrated, a PI control loop will improve the operating efficiency
of a process beyond the response of a proportional controlstrategy.

The two disadvantages associated with PI mode are the possibility of the loop
windup during systemstart up or unusual operating conditions and the increased
difficulty in calibrating multiple gain control loops. A Pl controller has two gain
parameters that must be carefully selected during the calibration process.If either
of these gains are incorrectly set, the loop has an increased possibility of becoming
unstable. An unstable loop oscillates for long periods of time, decreases the oper-
ating efficiency of the process, increases wear on loop components, and generates
comfort problems.

PROPORTIONAL+ INTEGRAL + DERIVATIVE MODE(PID)

PID controller modeis also used in closed loop modulating applications.It is used
for processes that require a quick responsetoall load changes with no steady-state
error remaining after the loop has stabilized. Derivative mode provides an antici-
patory response to the controller by altering its output in proportion to the rate of
changeof the process error.

The derivative mode has a gain parametercalled the D gain or rate. The derivative
component modifies the controller's output signal in proportion to the rate at which
the error is changing, The contribution from derivative elementis equal to the deriv-
ative of the error signal, which calculates howfast the erroris changing, multiplied
by the derivative gain parameter. This valueis added to the output signal produced
by the other elements presentin the controller's transfer function. Therefore, deriv-
ative mode only plays an important part in the loop response when the load is
changing quickly. Under these circumstances,its contribution to the controller's
output signalis greatest. When the load changes slowly, the contributionof deriva-
tive elementis minimal becauseits gamis multiplied by a small signal (derivative of
the error). Under fast load changes, the derivative mode limits the amount of
changein the controller's output signal. This brakingaction limits the growthof the
error and the oscillations that may be produced by fast load changes. By anticipat-
ing the effect of the load change, the derivative mode quickly positions the valve or
damper so the error does not have the opportunity to prow.

Derivative modeis typically used in conjunction with proportional or propor-
tional plus integral mode to allow the loop to respond to the speed of change in
the error. The net effect of the derivative componentis to oppose changes in the
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magnitude and directionof the control point by allering the controllers outputsig-
nal in proportion lo the rate of change of theerror. This restraining action keeps
the control point closerti the set point during fast load changes.

8.7.1 The Advantages and Disadvantages of
Proportional + Integral + Derivative Mode

PID loops produce the most advanced modulating control response available. The
three gain elements of the controller's transfer function allow the controller to
respond bo the change in the size, direction, speed at which the control pointis
changing along with the magnitude of an offset and the length of time it exists.
When properly calibrated, a PID control loop will improve the operating effi-
ciency of a modulating control loop under all expected changes in process load.

The only disadvantage of a PID controller is the need to calibrate a controller
with three gain parameters. Their values must becarefully selected during the cal-
ibration process to maintain the process at set point with a minimum number of
oscillations during the response period. I! this mode generates an unstable
response, the loop can oscillate uncontrollably without stabilizing. Calibration
techniques are presented in subsequent chapters that guide the technician in the
tuning of these controllers,

ANALYZING THE RESPONSE OF MODULATING CONTROLLER
MODES

To analyze the response ofa controller, a load changeis initiated and the controller‘s
output signal is graphed over time. An actual load change would appearas a
curvedline similar to the one shownin Figure 8.11. The curved responseis due to
the dynamics of a real process change. Consequently, the response of a proportional
controller would also be curved, makingit difficult to identity the changein the con-
troller's output signal that results from eachof the elementsinits transter function,
Tosimplify controller vesponse analysis, the load change is commonly represented
by a step change in the process load or set point (see Figure 8.14). This method uses
a straightvertical line to represent a load change that instantly changed a finite
amount. This procedure is called a step change becauseit has the appearance of a
step or stair. Using step changes to represent load changes simplifies the explana-
tion of the controller's response to a change. In real applications, a step change is
impossible to stimulate becauseof time delays in dynamic processes.

8.8.1 Proportional Mode

Figure 8.14 shows a step change occurring in the process error (load) and the
response of a direct acting proportional controller. Note, when the proportional
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Figure 8.14=Proportional Mode Response to a Step Change in the Errar

controller teceives a signal from the sensor that indicates a step change has
occurred in the load, a corresponding step change in the process erroris calculated
by the controller's summing junction. This step change representing the process
error is multiplied by the proportional gain of the controller’s transfer function
and added to the output signal bias to generate the output signal, The propor-
tional gain generales a response that duplicates the step changes in the error.

Wheneverthe error experiences a step change, the output of this direct acting con-
troller changes in the same direction, by an amount proportional to the change in
the error, Positive errors produce increasing controller output signal responses
while negative errors generate a complementary controller response. Note, when
the error is equal to zero, the controller's output signal is equal to its transfer fanc-
tion bias. Thedifferences between the size of the step change in the controller output
signal and the change that occurred in the error is a function of the proportional
gain. If the proportional gainis set equal to one, the error and controller response
curves will be identical. When the gain is greater than one, as depicted in Figure
8.14, the controller's response curveis larger than the error’s curve.

8.8.2 Proportional + Integral Mode

Figure 8.15 showstheresponseof the integral mode to step changesin the process
error. The graph showsthat initially, whenthere is no error and the output ofthe
controller is stable, the integral elerment produces no change in the controller's
output signal, When a negative error occurs, as represented by the first step
change in the negative direction, the integral mode generates a negative signal
that ramps or inclines downward, The slope of the ramp is a function ofthe mag-
nitude of the change that occurred in the error signal. The greater the error
changed, the steeper the slope.

The straight line symbolizes the responsethat indicates the total area under the
error curveis steadily increasing as time elapses. This sloped line increases in
length until the error is eliminated at which point the output signal of the con-
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Figure 8.15 Integral Mode Response to a Step Change in the Error

troller stabilizes and remains constant until another load change occurs, This is
represented by a horizontal Ime depicting a leveling off of the controller's output
signal. Note that the controller's output signal does not return to the bias value
where it originally started. This is an identifiable difference between proportional
and proportional plus integral controller modes.

The next load change shownin Figure $8.15 represents a positive step change in
the error. Under these conditions, the integral mode generates a positive sloped
ramp. As the load continues to grow, it generates a greater error. The correspond-
ing change in the controller's output signal is represented by an increase in the
slope of the outputsignal's line. The increasing output signal elevates the rate of
energy transfer taking place, thereby forcing the error toward zero. This pattern of
response continues as the load changes. Remember, the slope of the line ts related
to the magnitudeof the error while the length of the line is related to the length of
time the error exists.

Figure 8.16 shows the combined response of both elements of a PL controller. The
graph showsthe integral gain’s response being added to the proportional gain’s
response, generating the total change in the controller's output signal. In this graph,
when anerror occurs, the proportional modeinstantly produces a step change tn the
output signal thatis related to the size and direction of change inthe error. Theinte-
gral elementaddsits response onto the end of the proportional step change,increas-
ing the controller's output signal beyond the level attained by the proportional step
response. The controller's output signal continues to increase as long as anerroris
present. Ultimately, the increases in the output signal forces the offset back to zero.

Whentheerroris finally drivento zero, the contribution procuced by the pro-
portional mode is also driven to zero because the error(1) times the proportional
gain equals a change of zero units. Remember, when the erroris driven tozero, the
controller output does not equal the controller's output signal bias as it would if
the controller had a proportional only mode.

The integral gain parameter ts sometimes called the controller's reset line, Reset
time is the amountof time it takes for the integral mode to change the controller's
output signal by an amount equal to the inital step change produced by the
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proportional element of the transfer function. For example, if the initial step
change produced bythe proportional element changes the outputsignal oneunit,
the reset time is equal to the amountof time (minutes)it takes for the integral ele-
ment to add anadditional one unit of signal to the controller’s output. A long reset
timeis represented by a long response line having a small slope that approaches a
horizontal line, Whenthe reset time is minimized, the slope of the responseline is
greater (approaching vertical) and the length of the line is shorter.

The reset timeis inversely related to the valueof the integral gain. As the value
of the integral gain is increased, the reset time decreases, Decreasing the reset time
allowsless time for the integral element to match the proportional response. To
generate the same change in less time, the slope of the ramp mustincrease and is
represented by a steeper line.

8.8.3 Proportional + Integral + Derivative Mode

Figure 8.17 showsthe response of the derivative elementto a change in the error,
In this representation, step changes are not used to represent the error because a
vertical rise represents an infinite rate of change. Aninfinite rate of change in the
error would generate an infinite change in the controller’s output signal which is
not a logical response. Instead, the derivative response analysis uses sloped lines
to represent changing errorsignals.

The derivative element's contribution to the controller’s output is directly
related to the rate of changeofthe error, As the rate of change increases, as repre-
sented by a steeper slopedline, the derivative element's contribution to the output
signal increases, When the error is not changing, the derivative element's contri-
bution is zero because derivative gain times a derivative of zero equals zero,

APID response combines the individual responsesof all three modes into one
curve. The complexity of the response increases as a function of the error’s
dynamic characteristics. Figure 15.18 depicts a response of a PID controller.
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Figure 8.18 PID Response to Changes in the Process Error

 

SUMMARY

There are seven controller modes commonly used in IIVAC applications. The sim-
plest mode, two-position, is used in open loop applications where a safety limit
needs to be maintained.It is also used in clased loop applications where the con-
trol point is maintained within an acceptable range of the set point by pulsing
mass or energy into the process. Two-position mode is not used in comfort tem-
perature applications because the operating differential will be noticed by the
occupants.

Timed two-position mode adds an anticipation circuit to the control loop to
reduce the operating differential, making it the choice of two-position modesfor
comfort applications. The anticipator circuit adds heat to the sensor's sensing ele-
ment causing the controller to respond before the actual process temperature
exceeds the control differential of the controller.
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Two-position modes have a control differential that limits the rapid cycling of
the controller's output, reducing wear on the mechanical equipment. The control
differential creates oscillations in the control point that are magnified by the ume
delays that are present in all dynamic processes. The operating, differential is the
range of the process control point. Its sizeisa function of the size of the control clif-
ferential and the amountoftime delays that occur in the process. The magnitude
of the operating differential must be minimized in order to maximize the effi-
ciency of the process.

The problems associated with the two-position mode's operating differential are
reduced using a floating controller mode. Floating mode uses a binary controller
output signal to position a modulating final controlled device. This hybrid of two-
position and modulating controls improves the process response by ramping mass
or energy into the process instead of pulsing il in. Someof the same inefficiencies
associated with the control differential exist with floating mode because it incorpo-
rates a neutral zone to limit oscillations in the controller's output signal whenever
the control point is close to the set point. The ramping flow response reduces the
negative effects of the neutral Zone, minimizing its effects on occupant comfort.

Proportional controller mode is used to improve operational efficiencies and
comfort. This modegenerates a modulating output signal to position a modulating
final controlled device. Thecontroller's analog output signal does away with need
for a the control differential or neutral zone, makingit possible for the controller ta
alter its output signal as soon as a changein the process is measured, The response
of the controller balances the mass or energy transfer with the process load. Conse-
quently, a steady state error always remains after the controller has stabilized.

Integral mode can be added to a proportional controller's transfer function to
improve the operational efficiency of the process. Integral mode responds lo the
size and length of an error’s existence. The combined response of proportional
and integral modes generates an output signal that continues to change until ihe
control point equals the set point, maximizing comfort andefficiency.

To incorporate the advantages of proportional plus integral controller mode in
fast changing load applications, derivative mode is added to the controller's
transfer function. Derivative modeanticipates and minimizes the etfects thatfast
changing loads have on the process, lt produces a braking action that limits the
amount of output signal change created by the olher modes in the controller's
transfer function. The controller's output signal will quickly change to a value
that will minimize the growthofa fast changing error, The overall effect of the PID
response is to minimize the range of control point during fast process changes.

 

EXERCISES

Determineif the following statements aretrue orfalse. If any part of the statement
is false, the entire statementis false. Explain your answer.
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Timed two-position controller mode pulses energy into a process.
. Theintegral gain respondsto the rate of change of the process error.
. As the rate of changeof the error decreases, the change in the PI controller‘s

output signal increases.

4. A heat anticipator of a timed two-position modeturnsoff the furnace heating
process earlier than a two-position mode would.

5. The control differential of a two-position modeis greaterthanits processes’
operating differential,

. Afloating mode controller generates three possible output signals,
As the length of an error’s existence increases, the contribution of the deriva-
live element of a PID transfer function also increases.

The more gains there are in a transfer function, the greater the chances are
that the loop may becomeunstable.
Integral and derivative gain elements can be used without proportional gain
in a controller transfer function.

10. When the error is brought back to zero in a PID loop, the output signal from
the controller equals its output signalbias.
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Respond to the following statements and questions completely and accurately,
using the material found in this chapter.

What is the purpose of a control differential?
Whatcauses the operatingdifferential of a process and whyis it always larger
than the control differential? ‘

- Why isn’t two-position mode used in zone temperature control applications?
What advantages does floating mode have over timed two-position mode?
Whatis the purpose of the neutral zone in a floating mode transfer function?

. Do floating mode process controllers have an operating differential? Explain
your answer.

Describe the response of a floating mode final control device when
a, the control point exceeds the neutral zonein an air-conditioning process.
b, the control point returns into the neutral zone.
c. the control point falls below the lowerlimit of the neutral zone.

8. What is a disadvantageoffloating mode?
Whyis proportional mode better than two-position and floating modes?

10. Whatis a disadvantage of proportional mode?
i. Whatisa step change and whyis il used in controller response analysis?
12, What are someadvantages of higher proportional gain settings?
13. Whatis the function of integral mode?
14. Does the slope of the integral moderesponse increase or decrease when the

process error increases in magnitude?
15. Does the slope or length of the response line of the integral mode increase

when the length of time anerror exists increases? Explain your answer.
16. Whatis the advantage of PI mode over proportional only controller mode?
17. Whatis the function of derivative controller mode?
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18. Whyis derivative mode sometimes called rate mode? /
19. As the rate of changeof the error decreases, will the contribution of the deriy-

ative modeincrease or decrease? Explain your answer.
20. Whateffect does derivative mode have onthe steady-state errorof fast chang-

ing process using a PID controller mode when comparedto the same process
using a proportional only mode?

CHAPTER 9
  

Modulating Final Controlled
Devices

Valves and dampers are the most common flowcontrol devices used in HVAC
processes to vary the amountof air, steam, or water being delivered to a
process. These devices are available in a variety of sizes and configurations to
match the requirementsof the application. Chapter 9 describes the construction
and operating characteristics of the common valves and dampers used in
HVAC applications.

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this chapter, the reader will beable to:

1, Describe the construction and operational characteristics of valves and dampers.
2.. Explain how pressure drop effects the response of a flow control device.
3. Describe the adverse affects of improperly sized devices on loop operation.
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91 marily used in automatic control applications to vary the flow of the control agent
VALVES AND DAMPERS

Valves are used to vary the quantity of liquids, vapors, and gases Howing through
piping systems, Dampers are used to control the flow of air and gases within build-
ing duct systems. Flow contro! devices from both categories are used to vary the
amount of the control agent thal is being delivered to the process. The output sig-
nal of the loop's controller positions the actuator of the final controlled device,
regulating a variable opening of the flowcontrol device through whichthe control
agent flows on its way to the process. As the flow area in the flow control device
increases,its resistance to flow decreases, allowing more control agent to be trans-
ported to the process. Conversely, when the actuator moves to close the valve or
damper, the size of the flow area decreases, increasing in the resistance of the flow
path and reducing in the amount of control agent flowing tothe process.

Valves come in several different configurations to meet the diverse requirements of
HVAC processes, They are constructed withdifferent materials in order to match the
lemperature, pressure, and corrosion characteristics of the control agent. Valves and
their actuators are configured so the final controlled device tails safely, either open,
closed or maintain its current position upon the loss ofits control signal. They are also
available in many different sizes to meet the capacity requirements of the process.

Dampers perform functions similar to those performed by valves but they are
manufactured in fewer configurations, Dampers are available in different sizes to
match the capacity and pressure specifications of the process, The construction
and operational characteristics of valves and dampers are presented in the
remaining sections of the chapter.

VALVE CONSTRUCTION

Acontrol valve is comprised of a valve body, bonnet, andinternal trim components, The
valve body is typically a metal casting having one or more passages for the control
agent to enter and leave the valve. The body has inlet and outlet connections to
attach the control valveto the piping system. These connectionsare available in dif-
ferent styles to properly mate with the type of piping used in the system. A valve
can be specified with flanged connections lo boll the valve to the flanges on the
pipes in the system, flange-less connections for compression installation applica-
tions, smoothfittings for welded installations,flare or threaded connections.

Valves are also classified as having, a two-way or three-way body. Two-way
valves have one inlet and one outlet flow connection. Two-way valves are used in
applications where the valve is placed in series with the heat transfer coil. In these
series applications, all of the control agent entering the valve is delivered to the
process. Many of the two-way valves used in HVAC applications are globe valves.
A globe valve gets its name fromthe globular shapeofits valve body. Theyare pri-

085
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Ss In response to changes in the controller's outputsignal. Figure 9.1 shows a two-
wayglobe valvewith flange connections.

Butterfly, gate, and ball valves are other types of two-way valve body styles
used in HVAC applications. Butterfly valves are used to modulate large flowrates
andare typically used in cooling tower applications. Gate and ball valves are used
to manually isolate coils, strainers, control valves, and other system components
so they can be removed fromthe piping system for repair or service.

Three-vay valves have a valve body with three flow connections. They are used
in applications that either mix twofluid streams into a single stream ordivert one
fluid stream into two separate flow streams. A three-way mixing valve has two
inlet connections and one outlet connection. Figure 9.2 showsthe flow connections
of a three-way mixing valve. A three-way diverting valve has twooutlet connec-
tions and one ile! connection. The two types of three-way valves are not inter-
changeable for a given application. If a mixing valve is used in a diverting
application or a diverting valve used in place of a mixing valve, the process will
not respond as required.

Mixing valves are used to vary the temperatureof the control agent in a heat
exchanger coil by modulating the quantity of water entering the coil and bypass-
ing the remaining flowaroundthe coil, Figure 9.3 shows a piping diagram of a
mixing valve application, The control agent is supplied to the heat transfer coil
through a pipe tee. One outlet of the tee is connected to the coil’s inlet and the
otheris connected to the bypass pipe. Oneof the yalve's inlet connectionsis piped
to the coil’s outlet connection and the other is connected to the Pipe thatis used to
bypass the control agent around the coil. The mixing valve combines the flow
from these two paths into one flow stream that is returned to the mechanical
equipment thatinitially transferred the energy to the water. The loop’s controller
regulates the volumeof control agent entering, the coil and therefore, the energy
transferred to the process. [f there is too much heat being transferred by the

Outlet 
Flanges

Figure 9.1. Two-Way Valve Body
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3 WayValve

 
Inlet B

Figure 9.2 Flow connections of a 3 Way Mixing Valve

3 Way Mixing Valve

Coil

 
Figure 9.3) Mixing Valve Application

control agent, the controller will reduce the flow of water entering the coil, thereby
increasing the volume being bypassed and reducing the energy being transferred
to the process,

Three-way diverting valves have a configuration that mirrors the piping of a
mixing valve. Diverting valves have one inlet connection and two outlet connec
tions and are installed on the upstreamside of the heat exchanger. A pipe tee is
located on ihe outlet side of the heat exchanger allowing the bypassed and coil
fluid streams to be recombined into one [low stream.

Figure 9.4 depicts a diverting valve application that maintains a constant chiller
head pressure by maintaining an 85" condenser water temperature set point, The
diverting valve modulates the quantity of condenser water flowing through the
cooling tower. In this application,all of the control agent enters the valve, located
upstream of the tower, Some ofthe control agentis allowed to be cooled asit flows
through the heat exchanger tower while the remaining volumeis diverted around
the tower. The two streams are recombined and sent to the condenser at the
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3 Way Diverting Valve

  
 

CoolingTower

Figure 9,4 Diverting Valve Application

proper temperature. Therefore, when the conclenser water temperature increases,
the loop's controller diverts more water to the cooling tower to lower the temper-
ature of the recombined fluid stream,

To simplify identification and installation of three-way valves, their valve bod-
ies are cast or stamped with arrowsorletters (A, B, & AB) that indicate the required
direction offluid flow through the valve body, A and B designate the two individ-
ual flow streams and AB indicates a combined flow stream, These designations.
assist the installer in determiningthe inlet and outlet connections of the valve. Fig-
ures 9.3 and 9,4 showthe AB designationsof the flow connections.

9.2.1 Valve Trim Components

The valve's trim components are the group of parts that work together to control the
flowoffluid through the valve’s port. The trim package includes the valve’s plug,
stem, and seat ring, The plug is the trim componentthat varies the area of the How
passage within the valve body. Whenthe controller commands a change in the
flowrate of the control agent, the actuator repositions the plug,altering the resis-
tance of the flow passage. As the passageresistance changes, the flow of the con-
tral agent through the valve also changes.

Theseat ring surrounds the edge ofthe valve port. The port is nota piece of valve
trim it is the opening cast in the center of the valve body that provides the passage
between the inlet and outlet connections of the valve. The seat ring provides the
flat, smooth surface that the plug seals against to stop the flowof the control agent.
Asthe plug moves away fromthe seat, flow through the valveis reestablished.

The valve stem connects the actuator to the valve plug, The stem repositions the
plug in response to changes in the controller's output signal, The stem is
machined with a smooth surface so it moves easily through the valve's packing.
The packing prevents the control agent fromleaking around the surface of the
stem whereit passes throughthe valve bonnet. Stems are madeofstainless steel to
minimize the formation ofrust on their surface that can inhibit free movementof

the stem. Figure 9.5 shows the various trim components in a valve.
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Valve Trim Components

Inlet 
Port Seat Fing

Figure 9.5) Valve Trim Components

9.2.2 Valve Ports

Theport is the orifice located in the middle of a valve body where the fluid flow is
modulated (two-way)or directed (three-way) by the valve plug, Valve bodies can
be purchased in one port or two(double) port configurations. A single-port valve
has one floworifice, seat ring, and plug. Globe, butterfly, gate and ball valves are
all single port valves. Double port valves have two seat rings, two flow orifices,
and a special plug configuration. A double-ported valve can have a single plug
that has two contoured surfaces (top and bottom) or it can have two individual
plugs mounted on the same valve stem.

Both mixing and diverting valves are double-port valves. Flowis directed
between their ports and connections by altering the position of their plug(s) with
respectto their ports. When the valve stem is positioned al one end of its stroke,
one of the ports will pass 100%of the flow and the other will be closed, When the
valve is commanded to the other end of its stroke, the other port allows full flaw
of the control agent. The total flowis split proportionately between both ports
wheneverthe actuator’s signal falls between 0%and 100%of its operating range.

‘Two-way valves are also available with double ports, These valves are used in
larger flowrate or pressure applications where the actuator must generate large
forces to close against the flow of the control agent. The double-port configuration
splits the fluid flow into two streams before they pass through the valve ports.
These separate streams generate forces on the plug that are in opposite directions,
One force works to close one plug while the other force works to open the other
plug. These opposing dynamicforces cancel each other reducing the force require-
ments of the actuator, Therefore, a smaller actuator is required to overcome the
unbalanced force thal exists across the valve plugs.

The addition of the second port and its associated clearances prevents double-
ports valves from providing tight shutoff against the flow of the control agent.
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Whenthe valve is commandedclosed, one port will be seated lightly, bul the other
usually leaks a small percentage of fluid. Consequently, the advantages of a
smaller actuator must be weighed against the inability to stop the flow of the con-
trol agent when the controller commands the valve-closed,

A balanced port valve can be used to provide tight shut off capability in high fluid
pressure applications instead of using a double-port valve. A balanced port valve has
a port and plug configurationsimilarto other single port valves. The differenceis that
the plug hasa small hole drilled throughit’s center that allows the pressures across the
valve to equalize whenthe valveis closed. Equalizing the pressures effectively cancels
the forces produced by the fluid pressure difference across the valve port. This config-
uration permits a tight shutoff because the actuator can firmlyseat the plug against
the single valveseat. It also reduces the actuator’s force requirements.

Butterfly valves differ in appearance from the other valves previously described.
These valves do not have a globular body. Instead, they appear asa short sleeve of
pipe that has the same inside diameter as the syslem’s piping, A disc with a
slightly smaller diameter is mounted in the center of the valve body. Whenthis
dise is rotated by the actuator,it restricts the flow area and consequently, reduces
the flowrate through the valve.

Butterfly valves require an actuator that generates rotational motion in order to
turn the disk within its valve body. The valve has as an edge seal on the disk or a
seal around the interior circumference of the valve body that permits a tight shut-
off, These valves are used to control large volumes of fluids with a minimal pres-
sure loss. Two butterfly valves can be coupled together by linkage or control
signals to create a three-wayvalve configuration as shownin Figure 9.6,

9,2.3 Valve Bonnet Assembly

The bonnet assembly supports and guides the valve stem 50 it can correctly posi-
tion the plug within the center of the seat ring. The valve stem extends out the top
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Figure 9.6 Butterfly Valves in Three-Way Contigtiration
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9.3

Actuator
Spring

Yoke

Bonnet

Stem 
Figure 9.7 Valve Bonnet, Yoke and Packing Location

of the bonnet where it is coupled to the valve’s actuator. The bonnet also contains
a packing module that seals the opening at the top of the bonnet while allowing
the stem to movefreely in and outof the bonnet. The packing prevents leakage of
the control agent as the stem moves up and downin response to changesit its con-
trol signal. The type of packing method used in an applicationis a function of the
pressure, temperature, and chemical characteristics of the control agent.

9.2.4 The Valve Actuator

The valve actuator converts the controller's outpul signal into linear or rotational
movement. This movement repositions the valve plug within the seat ring. The
actuator’s size is chosen so it can generate the force needed to close the port
against the forces generated by the moving control agent. The actuator must also
be strong enoughto modulate against the forces created by its owninternal actua-
tor spring and the packing in the bonnet. A yoke connects the actuator to the valve
body assembly. This rigid support permits all the movementcreated by the actua-
tor to be transterred to the stem and plug assembly without any appreciable
reduction in accuracy. Figure 9.7 shows the bonnet and actuator assembly,

HOW FLUIDS REACT TO CHANGES IN THE FLOW AREA OF THE
VALVE PORT

Valves modulate the flow of fluids in a system by altering the open or free area
through the port. Varying this area generates changes in the resistance of the flow
path along with the proportions of potential and kinetic energy in the movingfluid.
These changes in the properties of the fluid must be understood before a technician
can properly analyze the response of a control loop that contains modulating valves.
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9.3.1 Gases and Vapors

A gas isa fluid that exists at a temperature that is much higher than its saturation
temperature. The saturation temperature of a gas is the temperature al which the
fluid changes from its liquid state to a vapor, at a given pressure, The saturated
temperature can also be stated as the temperature at which the vapor condenses
back into its liquid state. Air flowing through anair handling units is considered a
gas because it exists at a temperature that is over 200 °F aboveits saturation tem-
perature, At atmospheric pressure, air is unable to condense into its liquid state
within HVAC processes.

Vapors are gaseous fluids that exist at temperatures close to their saturation
point. Saturated steam is an example of a vapor. In ITVAC processes, it usually
exists at a temperature that is relatively close to its saturation temperature. As
steam gives upits latent heat within a heat transfercoil, it changes its state from a
vaporback into a liquid.

The energy absorbed whena liquid is converted into a gas is used to break the
chemical bonds between the liquid molecules. Once separated from their compan-
ion molecules, each vapor moleculeis free to move withinits container. Therefore,
gases and vapors always expandtofill the volume of their storage vessel. Space
fills the void between the gas molecules within their container. Consequently, gases
and vapors are compressible, Compression forces work to move the molecules closer
together, thereby increasing the pressure and density of the gas. As soon as the
compressive force is removed, the gas reexpandstofill the container’s volume,

9.3.2 Liquids

Liquids are fluids that take the shape ofthe container thal they are stored in, The
liquid will form a free surface at the boundary between itself and the atmosphere.
Liquids donot diffusetofill the surrounding volume because of the strong cohe-
sive forces that exist between its molecules. Therefore, a liquid can be confined in
an open container whereas a gas or vapor cannot. The molecules at the surface
remain joined together until enough heat is added to the liquid to permit the sur-
face molecules to break their bonds, changing their state into a vapor. Unlike gases
and vapors, liquids are incompressible. Their molecules are so closely packed
together that any force applied to its surface generates an immediate displacement
of the liquid.

9.3.3 Liquid Flashing

Liquids can undergo a changein state in response to an increase in their heat con-
tent or by a reduction in thetr surface pressure. This reaction is based upon the
thermodynamic relationship that exists between a liquid’s saturation temperature
andits saturation pressure. Lowering the pressure on a liquid’s surface reduces its
boiling point. Raising its pressure increasesits boiling point. Consequently,if a lig-
uid exists at a temperature close to its saturation temperature and its pressure ts
reduced, enough heat already exists in the fluid to cause part of theliquid to
rapidly changestate into a vapor, This rapid changeofstate is called flashing.
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In HVAC applications, liquid control agents are maintained at a relatively con-
stant temperatures as they are transported fromthe central equipment to the heat
transfer coils. As the liquid travels through the piping system, its total pressure
decreases in order to overcome the piping resistance. If the liquid’s pressure drops
below the saturation pressure corresponding to its present temperature, the
liquid flashes into a vapor. Flashing is a real concern in valve applications. lt can
destroy the seat ring, plugs and body. Oncethe trim’s shape is altered, the controller
can no longer maintain the correct response of the process to changes in its load.

Wheneverfluid flows through a valve seat, its velocity increases in response to
the reduction in the fluid stream’s diameter. The smallest diameter experienced by
the fluid stream is called the vena contracta. The diameter of the fluid stream at the

vena contracta is smaller than the diameter of the valve port. The vena contracta
forms a small distance downstream of the valve port. The fluid reachesits highest
velocity as it passes through the vena contracta. This increase in fluid velocity
causes a proportional reduction in the fluid’s static pressure. Therefore, this is the
point in the system where flashing is most likely to occur. Figure 9.4 depicts the
vena contracta’s location in a schematic of a valve port.

If the fluid’s static pressure in the vena contracta is below the saturation pres-
sure corresponding to its present temperature, some of the control agent flashes.
Consequently, there is no longer a solid stream of liquid exiting the valve. Instead,
a mixture of liquid and vapor now flows through the outlet port and adjoining
piping. The vapor bubbles occupy a greater volume of the flow path than the liq-
uid componentof the flow. This leads to a compoundingofthe flashing response
as the vapor further reduces the flow stream's diameter, increasing, the fluid’s
velocity and further reducing its static pressure, causing, additional flashing. If
sufficiently large quantities of vapor are generated downstream of the valve port,
the flowof liquid through the valve becomes choked. Choked flow limits the quan-
tity of control agent that can pass through the valve prohibiting the control loop
from maintaining the process set point.

In addition to limiting flowthrough a valve, flashing also destroysits trim com-
ponents, The excessively high fluid velocity cuts though the soft metal of the seat
ring and the valve plug destroying the flow characteristics of the valve. Valve

Flashing Gan Occur in the Vena Contracta

HighPe a
Orifice {Vena Contracta

Fluideeo

Figure 9.8 The Vena Contracta « Location of the Highest Fluid Velocity and Lowest Static
Pressure
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plugs that showsigns of flashing appear as if a knife sliced channels intoits metal.
A damaged seat ring also prohibits tight shutoff of the control agent which can
lead to uncontrollable operation and poor equipment operation.

9.3.4 Flow Cavitation

After the fluid passes the vena contracta, its velocily decreases as the streamfills
the larger volumeat the outlet of the port and the connecting pipe, As the fluid’s
velocity decreases,its static pressure increases back toward the value the fluid had
before it entered the valve. This responseis called static head regain.

If liquid flashed in the vena contracta and thestatic regain increases the fluid’s
pressure aboveils saturation pressure, the vapor bubbles inthefluid stream violently
implodeback into theirliquid state, These implosions convert their energy into shock
wavesthat chip off particles of metal from nearbytrimand piping. This erosion cre-
ates a gritty appearance onthe surfaces ofthe affected components, The mechanical
integrity of the piping system is reduced by cavitation, increasing the possibility of
bursting orleaking pipes, In similarity with damage by flashing, valves damaged by
cavitation cannot correctly modulate flowor provide a Ught shutoff, Both cavitation
andflashing are minimized by properlysizing and selecting the control valve.

 

VALVE-FLOW CHARACTERISTICS

Changes in the controller's output signal are received by a final controlled
device's actuator, which repositions the valve's stem and plug in response to
changes occurring m the process. Moving the valve plug alters the flowrate of the
control agent in a predictable manner, The amountof change in the flowrate that
oceurs for each incremental changein the valve stem’s position defines a response
called the valve's flow characteristic. This responseis a function of (he shape of the
valve plug and seat. The flowcharacteristic remain the same throughout thelife of
the valve. Quick opening, linear, and equal percentage are the flow characteristics
used in HVAC processes. These responses are describedin the following sections.

9.4.1 Quick Opening Flow Characteristic

A quick opening valveis used in applications that incorporate a two-position con-
troller. These valves are constructed with plugs that cannot modulate the flow of
control agent through their port, Their plugs are flat, disk-shaped devices that are
made to seat tightly against the valve’s seat ring to completely stop flow when
required As the two-position controller's output signal changes state, the plug
moves off the seat. After a relatively small change in the position of the stem, the
entire flow area of the port is opened, allowingfull flow through the valve.

Valves with a quick opening flow characteristic are used in two-position control
loops where the controller's output signal positions the valve either fully open or
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fully closed whenever the control point exceeds the sel point + /— 3 of its control
differential. Quick opening valves have a high gain response. Ninety percent of
their maximum flowrate is achieved when the stem is only moved approximately
twenty percent of its entire stroke. This limits their application to processes that
can be maintained by a two-position response, Valves using the quick opening,
flow characteristic pulse mass or energy into a process using a binary flow
response (0% flow or 100%flow). Figure 9.9 shows the changein flowrate through
a quick opening valveas a function of changes in the stem’s position.

The properinstallation ofa valve is critical to maintaining its flow characteris-
ties. Fluid must flow through the valve in the proper direction to maintain the
proper response. An arrowis typically stamped or cast into the side of the valve
bodyindicating the proper direction of flow. The reason for this requirement is
based upon the forces created by the momentum of the movingfluid, These forces
must oppose the closing force generated by the actuatorif the valve's responseis to
remain stable as it approachesits closed position.

If the flow was inadvertently applied in the direction opposite of that indi-
cated by the arrow on the valve body, the force created by the moving fluid
would cancel some of the opposing actuator spring force that is needed to keep
the plugoff the seat as it approachesits closed position. At some point, the actu-
ator’s spring will no longer be able to hold the plug off the seat, Consequently,
the plug rapidly and destructively slams closed against the seat, damaging the
valve. Once the plug slamsinto the seat, flow stops and the forces created by the
moving fluid quickly diminish to zero. Once this force is eliminated, the actua-
tor’s spring lifts the plug off the seat, reestablishing flaw. When the flowreturns,
the forces in the valve revert back to their previous levels and once again, the
plug slams closed. This rapid opening and closingofa valve plugis called chal-
ter. Chatter destroys the valve’s seat and plug. Each time the plug abruptly
cluses the port, it generates a damaging shock wave that travels through the
incompressible liquid, generating a loud noise (water hammer) and weakening
the pipmg system,

Quick Opening
Valve Response

SoFlow  
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0 +
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Figure 9,9 Two-Position (Quick Opening) Valve Response
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9.4.2 Linear Valve Flow Characteristics

A valve with a linear flowcharacteristic varies its flawin proportion to the change
that occurred in the controller’s output signal, For example,if the controller's out-
put signal changed 12%of its span, then the actuator moves the stem 12% ofits
stroke and the flowrate through the valve also changes 12%. The proportional
gain of the valve, (A flowrate/A stroke) is established at the time of the valve'’s
manufacture and remains constant throughoutits life. Figure 9.10 showsthe flow
characteristic of a linear valve. Note, the response becomesslightly non-linear al
either end of its stroke.

Valves having a linear flow characteristic are used m processes that have alin-
ear response characteristic. These processes experience a change in their control
point thal is proportional to the changethat occurred in the flowrateof the control
agent. Steam heating and chilled water applications are linear processes. In steam
applications, the vapor condenses and transfers ils latent heat of vaporization,
Since the latent heat is a constant (970 to 1000 btu/Ib), the temperature of the con-
trolled medium changes as soon as the quantity of steam entering the process
changes. In chilled water applications, the temperature difference betweenthe air
and the water is relatively small, Consequently, if the flowrate of chilled wateris
varied, a proportional change in the temperature of the controlled medium occurs,
In both processes, the change in temperature is proportional to the change in the
flowrate of the control agent passing throughthe valve.

9.4.3 Equal Percentage Valve Flow Characteristics
Equal percentage valves have a nonlinear flow characteristic. The flowrate
through these valves is wo! proportional to the change in their stem’s stroke,
Instead, the change in the valve's flowrate is based upon eqisal percentage changes
in the stem’s stroke. Figure 9.11 shows the response of an equal percentage valve

Linear
Valve Response
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Figure 9.10 Linear Valve Response
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Figure 9.11 Equal Percentage Valve Response

that changesits flowrate by 45%of its presen{ valuefor each 10% change in its
stroke. Therefore,if the flow throughthe valve is curren tly 32 gpm and the stem
moves the plug an additional 10%open, the flow through the valve will increases
45% of 32 gpm or 144 gpm, The new flowrate through the valve is
32 * 1.45 = 46.4 gpm. If the stem is moved an addition 10% open, the flow
throughthe valve increases 20.8 gpm to 67.3 gpm.

This valve’s response shows that changes in the stem’s position at higher
flowrates makes a larger change in the flow through the valve, At reduced
flowrates, the change in the stem's position makes smaller changes in the flaw
through the valve. This is a nonlinear response. Remember, to have a linear
response, each change in the valve stem’s position must produce the same
amount of change in the flow through the valve, no matter what its presentflowrateis.

Valves with equal percentage flow characteristics are used to linearize the
response of nonlinear processes. By linearizing these processes, the entire system
operates with the relationship that a change in the load will produce a propor-
tional change in the flowrate of the control agent, This response makes systems
easier to calibrate and analyze.

Hot water applications are nonlinear processes whenever the wateris at a
temperature [hat is over 50 °F higher than the process set point. Under these cir-
cumstances, a reduction in the water's flowrate does not produce a proportional
reduction in the process temperature, Thereis still considerable energy left in
the hot water remaining in the coil to continue to raise the air’s temperature
after the valve is closed. This is a characteristic of a nonlinear process. Whena
nonlinear equal percentage valve having a complimentary response is used to
control the coil, the total process response becomesnearly linear as depicted in
Figure 9,12,

 
 

9.5
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Figure 9.12) Equal Percentage Valve ResponseInstalled in a Nonlinear Process

VALVE FLOW TERMINOLOGY

The following valve and process characteristics are used by the control technician
to correctly select a new or replacement control valve:

* rangeability
turndown ratio
flow coefficient

pressure drop at shutoff
* maximum temperature
* maximum pressure
* inlet and outlet connectionsize and type
* critical pressure drop

9.5.1 Rangeability

The rangeability of a valve is a ratio equal to the valve’s maximumcontrollable
flowrate divided by its minimum controllable flowrate. The maximum control-
lable flowrate is the quantity of control agent that flows through the control valve
whenit is wide open. [The minimum controllable flowrate is the smallest modu-
lated flowrate that the valve can maintain (see Example 9.1).

The minimum controllable flowrate is a function of the manufacturing toler-
ances that exist between the valve’s plug and seat, Every valve has a gap between
the sides of its plug and the inside surfacesofits seat ring to prevent the plug from
binding with the seat when the valve is closed, This would inhibit the valve from
opening. As a consequence of this gap, a minimum flowrate ts established as soon
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as the plug moves off the seat. This is an uncontrollable flow equal to a small per-
centage of the maximum flowrate ofthe valve. The valve does not actually beyin
to control the flowuntil the flowrate exceeds this initial cracked How condition.

The following formula is used to calculate the rangeability of a valve:
Maximum Controllable Flow

Ranges Minimiont Controllable Flow

Example 9.1

Calculate the rangeability of a control valve having a minimum controllable
flow of 1.2 gpm and a maximum flowrate of 20 gpm.

Maximum Controllable Plow
Rangeability =
pee Minimum Controllable Flow

rcs 40
Rangeability = =>= 33.3:11.2

Most control valves used in HVAC processes have a rangeability that falls
within the range of 30:1 to 50: 1, Linear valves have rangeabilities of approxi-
mately 30; 1. Equal percentage valves have a rangeability that falls within a range
of 40:1 to 50:1. The larger values of rangeability have better control during peri-
ods of light loads when the system is operating with reduced flowrates.

When selecting a control valve, the minimum controllable flowrate must be
smaller than the lowest flowrate required during normal light load operation. If
the minimumcontrollable flowrate of the valve is greater than the light load
process requirements, the valve will be unable to maintain a balance betweenthe
energy transfer and the load, This occurs because too much control agent will be
passing through the valve onceit is cracked open. If this occurs, the control loop
will become unstable, cycling the valve Open and closed asit tries to obtain a bal-
anced condition.

9.5.2 Turndown Ratio

The valve’s turndown ratiois very similar to its rangeability. The turndownratio
is the ratio. of maximumrequired flowrate to its minimum controllable flowrate. The
maximum required flowrate is the quantity of control agent that is needed to bal-
ance the load during design load operation. When the design load flowrate is less
than the maximum controllable flowrate of the valve, the turndownratio is used

to give a better indicationof the range of control ofthe valve. The formula for the
turndownratio is:

Maximum Required FlowTurndown Katia = —
Mimonum Controllable Flow
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Example 9.2

Calculate the turndown ratio of a valve having a minimumcontrollable flow
of 0.5 gpm and a maximum flowrate of 16 gpm.

Maximum Required FlowTurndown Ratio = ——— . aeMininuim Controllable Flow

Turndoum Ratio = be0.5

Turndown Ratio = 32:1

The turndownratio defines the controllable range of the control agent and the
resolution possible with that particular valve and process. The turndownratio can
be equal to butis typically less than the rangeability of the valve.

9.5.3 Tight Shut-off

The maximumpressure difference that occurs across a closed valve port must be
knownin order to select a valve that can maintain a tight shut off when com-
manded closed by the controller. Single-seat valves can provide a tight shut off as
long as the pressure drop across the valve does not exceedthe valve’s design pres-
sure rating or the maximum force the actuator can generate lo keep the valve
closed. Tight shutoff allows the control loop to maintain better control over the
process because it can stop the flow of the control agent completely in order to
maintain a balance with the load. If some of the control agent leaks by the plug
and seat after the controller commanded the valve closed, the process will drift
out of control. It will remainout of control until a load change occurs that requires
the valve to open beyond the flowrate that is leaking by the closed valve,

Some valves are designed sothere is no leakage between the plug andthe seat
whenthe valve is closed, Others, like double-port and three-way valves are inca-
pable of providing a leak-free barrier. Thesevalves typically have 1%to 3% leak-
age due to the reduced tolerances between both of the valve plugs and their seats

9.5.4 Valve Capacity Rating

The valve capacity rating is used to size the valve for a givenapplication.It indi-
cates the flowrate of 60 °F water that passes through a wide open valve port when
a1 psi pressure drop is maintained across the port. The valve capacity rating is
also called the valve flaw coefficient, and is noted by the variable C » The formula
for calculating C,, of a liquid is:

_ gpm x WVSpecificGravilyvr —
\VPressure Drop

“
Liquid Flow

aae
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For steam, the formula to calculate the valve's flow coefficient is:
Ib,

_ hour
= —

2.1 « VAp x (Pdniledy,
Steam Flow

+ Pte te )
Both of these formulas and their applications are described in the next chapter

9.5.5 Maximum Pressure and Temperature

The maximum pressure and temperature characteristics of the control agent are
used lo select the metal used to cast the valve body along withselecting the trim
and packing materials so they can withstand the operating properties of the con-
trol agent. Increasing fluid temperatures reduce the maximumallowable pressure
that can be applied toa valve body.

9.6
==

DAMPER CHARACTERISTICS

Dampers perform the samefunction in modulating air flow applications as valves
doin liquid and gas flow applications. They are used in HVAC systemsto control
the flowrate of air in air handling units, ductwork, and zones. Like valves,
dampers comein different configurations to perform two-position and modulat-
ing control. They also have response characteristics comparable to those of valves.

The most commonly used dampers are called parallel blade and opposed blade
dampers. Both configurations generate a nonlinear response to changes in their
actuator’s stroke, By correctly sizing the dampers wide open resistance to flow,
they can be madeto respond in a more linear manner.

9.6.1 Parallel Blade Dampers

Parallel blade dampers are generally used in two-position applications where the
required flow is either 0% or 100%of the total flowrate. This type of dampercan
be identified by the way the adjacent blades move with respectto each other when
the shaft is moved by its actuator. Parallel blade dampers movetheir adjacent
blades in the samedirection when their actuatoris stroked. This responsetends to
generate a directional change in the airstream rather than modulating its flow.
Changing the direction of higher velocity air streams increases their turbulence as
they pass through the damper blades. This can be advantageous in reducing
stratification of air streams that are being mixed in the air handling unil. Figure
9.13 shows a rendering of a rack of parallel blade dampers.

In similarity with quick opening valves, parallel dampers providelitle restric-
tion to the flow of air over most of the actuator’s stroke. They do not actually
begin to restrict the airstream until they are about 80%closed. Figure 9,14 shows
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Figure 9.173 Parallel Blade Dampers

Parallel Blade
Damper Characteristics
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Figure 9,14 Parallel Blacle Damper Response

the response of parallel blade dampers. Note the similarities between the flow
characteristics of parallel blade dampers and a two-position valve, Parallel blade
dampersallow nearly 100% flow when positioned approximately 20%of the actu-
ator stroke. The only modulating portion of the damper's response occurs within
first 20% range of the actuator’s stroke.

Whenthe pressure drop across the wide openparallel blade dampersis signifi-
cantly increased, the flow characteristic of the dampers begins to take on a some
what linear response as shown by the dashedline in Figure 9.14. To create this
response, the wide open pressure drop must exceed 30%of the damper's flow
path resistance. Unfortunately, this requires a considerable increase in the sys-
tem’s fan horsepower. This additional energy is dissipated as heat and noise as the
air moves through the dampers. The larger fan horsepower requirements also
increase the amountof noise thatis carried through the ducts into the zone. There-
fore, it is better to use the parallel blade dampersin two-position air flow applica-
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tions and use a damper with a more linear flow characteristic for modulation
applications.

9.6.2 Opposed Blade Dampers

Opposed blade dampers are used in modulating air flow applications where the
flow must be varied between 0%and 100% in response to changes in the process
load. The adjacent blades of an opposed blade damper assembly move in oppos-
ing (opposite) directions. This produces a throttling effect as soon as the actuator
begins to reposition the dampers. The opposing movement generates an immedi-
ate change in the flow area of the dampers as the actuator moves. Figure 9.15
showsa rendering of opposed blade outside air dampers on an air handling unit's
mixing plenum.

The response of opposed blade dampers resembles the nonlinear flow charac-
teristics of an equal percentage valve. By carefully selecting the pressure drop
across the dampers, their flow characteristics can be made more linear. When
opposed blade dampers are designed to drop about 10% of the flow path’s resis-
tance, their flow characteristics approach the desired linear response. The lower
pressure drop requirement of opposed blade dampers makes them moreefficient
than parallel blade dampers in modulating applications. Figure 9.16 shows the
response of opposed blade dampers.

9.6.3 DamperSelection

Dampers do notprovide a tight shut off capability unless special seals are applied
to the edges of the blades. A typical damper may leak 10 to 25 cfm per square foot
of surface area when one inch of water pressure is applied across the closed
damper assembly, This infiltration of unnecessary air requires the expenditure of
additional energy to condition it before it is sent to a zone. It also increases the
possibility that coils will freeze whenever the unit is off and the dampers are com-

 
Opposed Blade
Dampers

Figure 9.15 Opposed Blade Dampers Mounted in an AMU Mixing Plenum
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Figure 9.16 Opposed Blacle Damper Response

manded closed. Low leakage dampers have seals on the blades that reduce the
amount of leakage that occurs when the blades are closed, These dampers require
a larger actuator to overcome the additional friction created by the seals. Damper
sizing is covered in Chapter 10.

SUMMARY

The modulation ofa fluid is accomplished by varying the amountof resistance a
valve or damperpresents to the flow of the fluid. Increasing the resistance of the
flow path reduces the Howrate through the device. Conversely, decreasing the
resistance of the flow path by opening the device increases the flowrate into the
process. Valves are commonly used to control the flow of liquids and steamin
HVACapplications. Dampers regulate the flowof air within HVAC equipment,
ducts, and zones. Both of these final controlled devices are available in different

configurations to meet the response requirementsof the application.
Whena liquid flows. througha valve, its velocity increases as it flows through

the reduced area of the port. The increase in its velocity causes a decreasein its sta-
tic pressure. The reduction in static pressure can result in uncontrolled vaporiza-
tion or flashing of the liquid. Flashing only occurs when the static pressure of the
liquid drops below its saturation pressure. Flashing cuts the surface of valve plugs
andseats, altering the flow characteristics of the valve.

Cavitation occurs when the static pressure of a vapor increases above ils satura-
tion pressure. Cavitation describes the violent implosion of flashed vapor back
into its liquid state, Cavitation occurs downstream of the valve plug, after the
velocity decreases, converting its energy back into static pressure. Cavitation
chips away at the surface of the plug and downstream piping, changing the flow
characteristics of the valve and weakening the valve body and piping.

—
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EXERCISES

Determineif the following statements are (rue or false. If any portionof the state-
mentis false, the entire statementis false. Explain your answers,

SouewNe
8.

9.
iv.

. Saturated steam is a gas.
. Three-wayvalves have a single port and seat ring.
+ Aquick opening responseis available in three-way mixing valves.
. Adiverting valve has one inlet and two outlet connections.
. The rangeability of a valve can neverbe greater thanits turndownratio.
» Opposed blade dampersare used to modulate the flow ofair ina duet.
» A nonlinear process uses an equal percentage valve to linearize the entire

process response.
Varallel blade dampers require a lower pressure drop to produce an installed
linear response than opposed blade dampers,
Cavitation produces knife cuts in the valve plug.
Static regain increases the possibility of liquids flashing in a valve.

Respond to the following statements and questions completely and accurately,
using the material found in this chapter.

1,
2.
3.

©ooJ
10.
11.
12.

13.

14.

15.

Whatis a valve?

Whatis a damper?
List the different types of two-way valves and one identifying characteristic
of each.

- Whyis the arrowstamped orcast on the side of a two-way valve body?
What would happen to the response of a two-wayvalveif it were installed
with the flow in the direction opposite of the arrow stamped on the valve
body?

- Name the componentsclassified as valve trim and explain their function ina
valve.

: What isa valve bonnet and whatis its function in a valve?

. Whatis the valve plug?
+ Describe liquid flashing and howitoccurs.

Howcan flashing be prevented in a system?
Describe how cavitation occurs.

Can cavitation occurif the pressure in the system never drops belowthe satu-
ration pressure of the fluid? Explain your answer.
Are steam applications likely to experience cavitation or flashing? Explain
your answer.

Sketch the response characteristies of a two-way,linear, and equal percentage
valve, Briefly describe the flow characteristics of each of their responses.
Whyare parallel blade dampers used for two-position control instead of in
modulating control applications?

| CHAPTER 10
  

Sizing and Selecting Control
Valves and Dampers

Chapter 9 deseribed the operational characteristics of the valves and dampers
commonly used in HVAC applications, This chapter introduces the reader to some
of the formulas and relationships used to size and select these devices. Many
examples are given to illustrate the application of these formulas.

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion ofthis chapter, the reader will be able to:

. Correctly size a control valve.
. Correctly size a damper.

1
2

3. Select the proper valve for a given application.
4. Select the proper damperfor a given application.

173
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10.1
Es

MODULATING FLOW CHARACTERISTICS OF VALVES

 

Specific procedures have been developed by valve manufacturers for measuring
the flowrate and classifying the flow characteristics of a valve. These procedures
insure that a valve manufactured by Company A responds the same as a valve of
the samesize and configuration manufactured by Company 6.

Whentesting a valve’s response to changes in its stem’s stroke, the pressure
drop across its port is set to one pound per square inch. The testing equipment
maintains the pressure drop as the valve stem is slowly stroked from 0% to 100%
in small increments. At each step, the flowrate through the valve is measured and
recorded. A graphofthe flowrale verses stem position is plotted similar to those
shownin the figures in Chapter 9. This plot depicts the inherent flow characteris-
tics of the valve. The pressure drop across the port must be maintained at 1 psi in
order to determine a valve’s inherent flow response.

Once a valve is installed in the field, its flow response changes. Whenever a
valveis installed in a piping system, the pressure dropacrossits port changes as
its stem is repositioned, The pressure drop increases as the valve modulates from
its wide open (full flow) position toward its closed position. Consequently, the
actual flow characteristics of an installed valve differ from its inherent flow char-

acteristics which were based upon a constant pressure drop. This response is
called the valve's imstalled flow characteristics.

Whena valveis selected from a catalog, the technician has the responsibility of
determining the wide open pressure dropthat will appear across the valve afterit
has been installed in the system. This pressure drop is the resistance the valve
adds to the piping system. In a typical heat transfer application consisting of a
coil, balancing valves, connecting piping, fittings and a control valve, the ratio of
the valve's wide open pressure drop to the sumof the pressure drops from the
remaining piping system components establishes the installed flow characteristics
of the control valve,

To minimize the differences betweena valve's installed and inherent flow char-

acteristics, the pressure drop across the wide open valve must be carefully
selected. Lf a large difference exists between its installed and inherent flow charac-
teristics, the valve will not respond as intended. An equal percentage valve can
respond like a linear valve or a linear valve can respond with a quick opening
characteristic. By correctly selecting the valve’s pressure drop, a linear process
response can be maintained.

10.1.1 Pressure Drop

The Howrate through a pipe is a function of the available pressure of the source
andthe resistance ofthe circuit. A differential pressure between the inlet and the
outlet of a piping system will permit flow if the resistance of the path is not too
large. The resistance in the piping circuit is a function of the size of the pipe, the

a
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material its made from, the length of the piping, number and type offittings and
the velocity of the fluid flowing in the pipe. The source of pressure in an HVAC
piping application can be supplied by a pumpor by thedifferential pressure that
exists across the supply and return mains of a distribution network. The source
pressure across a piping system is usually constant. As fluid flows through the
piping, valve, fittings and coil, their individual resistances dissipate the source
pressure in order to maintain flow through the system. The amountof pressure
dissipated by a componentis called its pressure drop. The maximum flowrateis
based upon the amountof pressure drops in the circuit and the available source
pressure. Therefore, as the resistance of a piping circuit increases, the flowrate
through the circuit decreases. Conversely, as the piping circuit's resistance
decreases, the flowrate throughthe circuit increases.

Selecting the correct valve pressure drop is based uponthe other pressure drops
in the process piping, Figure 10.1 shows a schematic representation of a sinyple
heat transfer piping circuit. The total pressure drop (resistance) that must be over-
come by the source of pressure is equal to the combined full load (maximum
flowrate) pressure dropsofthe piping,fittings, coil and the control valve, whose
port will be wide open, Once P1, P3 and P4 have been calculated underfull load
flow conditions, the valve’s wide open pressure drop can be selected. To keep the
installed flow characteristics of a valveclose fo its inherent {low characteristics,
the valve's pressure drop must be equal to or greater than the combined total of
the other pressure drops in the system (PI, P3 & P4).

When the valve's wide open pressure drop is equal to or greater than the
remaining systemresistances, it can modulate flow of the control agent through-
out its entire stroke. If another component orsection of the piping system has
more resistance than the valve's wide open value, that component will establish
the maximumflowrate throughthecircuit, not Lhe control valve. The higher resis-
tance component will maintain the controlling influence over the flowrate until
the pressure dropacross the valve port becomes the greatest pressure dropin the
piping circuit. For example, if a valve were to be selected with a wide open (full
load) pressure drop that was less than the full load pressure drop of the heat
exchanger coil, the coil would determine the minimumflowrate of the process.
The valve would have no control over the flowrate until its resistance increased

Aleturn

 
 

Supply

Piping (P1) Valve (P2)*¥.

AP —> Fittings
= (P3)

Coil (Pa)
AP =P1+P24Pa+4Pa

Figure 10.1, Heal Exchanger Circuit Pressure Drops
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above the resistance of the coil. The valve's pressure drop increases as it begins to
modulate toward its closed position, Once its resistance became greater than the
coil’s, the valve would begin to modulate flow and would remain the controlling
influence of the cireuit throughout the remainderofits stroke.

Whenever another component in the piping circuit has a greater pressure
drop than the control valve, the valve is sized too large for that application,It
will have a larger port diameter and consequently, smaller resistance to flow
than required. Ag an oversized valve begins to close, its resistance increases as
its flow area becomes restricted by the plug. Once the resistance of the control
valve exceeds the resistance of the remaining circuit, it begins to modulate the
flowrate of the control agent. Therefore, oversized control valves do not modu-
late the process flowrate over their entire stroke. Consequently, their installed
characteristics take on a response similar to that of a two-position valve, result-
ing in the introduction of a nonlinear response into the process and conirol prob-
lems will result.

In addition to reducing the controllability of the process, oversized valves
also cause other problems. Since an oversized valve only begins to modulate
alter its plug is positioned close to the seat, the velocity of the control agent is
higher than necessary during most of the valve’s operation. This increases the
potential for damage by liquid flashing and cavitation. High velocity fluids can
also deform or drawthe edges of the seat ring, producing a sharp, fragile lip
that rises above the surface of the ring. This phenomenonis called wire drawing,
The displaced metal interferes with the tight shut off capabilities and alters the
flow characteristics of the valve.

When a valve is selected with a wide open pressure drop thatis too high, its
port is too small to meet the process requirements, Consequently, the flow
through the control valve will be restricted during full load operation even
though its port is wide open. Under these operating conditions, the loop will
operate out of control. Undersized valves also require larger pumps to overcome
their unnecessarily high pressure drop, and imposing additional energy require-
ments on the operation of the system. This additional pump energy does not
increase fluid flow. It is dissipated as heat and noise at the valve, reducing the
operating efficiency of the process.

10.1.2 Selecting the Correct Pressure Drop for a Valve
Engineering analysis by valve and system designers has determined that a modu-
lating control valve operates effectively throughout the entire rangeof its stroke
when its wide open pressure drop is between | and 1.5 times the sum of the
remaining pressure drops in its circuit, In other words, if the valve's wide open
pressure dropis between 50%and 70%of the total circuit’s pressure drop, the con-
trol valve will modulate efficiently. Selecting a modulating valve's wide open
pressure drop outside of this range results in installed characteristics that deviates
too much from its inherent characteristics, reducing process controllability, capac-
ity and efficiency.
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Two-position valves do not modulate flow and therefore do not require a large
pressure drop across their ports during a wide open operation, Typically, the pres-
sure dropis set to 20%of the available system pressure drop. This small pressure
drop minimizes the system pumpsize by reducing the pressure drop required for
a system, The following sections detail the formulas used to properlysize valves
for liquid and gaseousflows,

FLOW COEFFICIENT SIZING FORMULAS

The flow coefficient or capacity coefficient (C,) is used to determine the size of a
valve for a specific application. The flowcoefficientis a parameter that is also used
to standardize the size of valves made by different valve manufacturers. This
allows the technician to select valves with the same C_rating and inherent flow
characteristics from any manufacturer, C , isa dimension-less number, meaningit
has no units. A valve's flowcoefficient is calculated using the valve’s full load
(design) pressure drop and the flowrate of the control agent required during full
load operation.

The flow coefficient is a measurement of the quantity of 60 °F water, measured
in U.S. gallons per minute, that pass through a wide openvalve port that has 1 psi
of differential pressure across the port, For example,if a valve passes 20 gpm of
60 “F water whenits port is wide open and a AP of 1 psi is maintained acrossits
port, its flowcoefficient (C,) equals 20. To calculate C. for hot or chilled water, use
the following formula:

— = Sp Xx —— ,a WAP(psi)

Example 10.1

On a winter design day, a hot wetter heating process requires 35 gpmto balanceits
load, The pressure drop across the wide open control valve is measured to be 6 psi.
Calculate the flow coeffictent ofthe valve.

C., = gpnt * VAP

C, = 35 gpm * : -
: : V6 psi

|
Cas = 35 apm s OAL = 14,

y= 35 gpm & 2.45 psi gpmsOAL=143

Whenthe pressure drop across the control valveis given in units of feet of head,
it must be converted into units of psi before calculating the flow coefficient. To
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convert a measurement from units of feet of head into psi, divide the head by 2.3]

Sizing and Selecting Control Valves and Darnpers 179 

_ density of thecontrolagent
ft/psi. 8 density of water

psi = feet ofpressure head + gailead = =f
pst ° 62.4 Ib/fe

pst
 

pst = feet ofpressure head * 0.433fl head

Example 10.2

A chilled water coil requires 120 gpm during full load operation. The pres-
sure drop of the system, excluding the control valve,is 24.6 feet of head. Cal-
culate the required valve flow coefficient. The first step is to calculate the
control valve's pressure drop based uponthe pressure drop of the remaining
system. Use the design factor of 1.5 times the remaining system pressure
drop to determine the valve’s pressure drop.

Valve AP = 1.5 x 24.6ft

Valve AP = 36.9ft

Valve AP in uniis ofpst = 36.9 ft = art = 15.8 psi
C, = gpm x

The following equation incorporates the specific gravity parameter into the How
coefficient formula fora liquid other than water:

‘6 VeC, = gpm % —-2:a—3H APvi

where; g = specific gravity of the fluid.

Example 10.3

73 gpmof im aqueotis solution ofethylene glycol is used ina chilled water system.
This 40%solution has @ specific gravity of 1.055, The pressure dropacross the sup-
ply and return mains serving the process is 12 psi, Calculate the control valve’s coef-
ficient for a modulating application.

In applications where the pressure drop of the across the water mains that
serve the process is given, the modulating valve's pressure drop is selected

ae to equal a value between50%and 70%of the pressure drop across the mains
' 1 that supply the coil. Therefore, the pressure drop for this valve can be any

C,, = 120 gpm x ———— = 120 gym & —— number between6 (0.50 X 12) to 8.4 (0.70 & 12) psi. In this example, the
V 15.8 psi 3.98 larger drop (8.4) will be used to cause the valve’s installed response closerto

C, = 120 gpm 0.25 = 30.1 its inherent flow characteristics,

: VgGC, =27n % =

10.2.1 Specific Gravi . sidode ecitic Gravit /
0 P Y aks V1.055 | , 103

The specific gravity is the ratio of the densify of the control agent divided by the = 79 SPN x Bad et = 75 gpm & ot)
density of water. Pure water has a specific gravity of 1, Whenever the control agent
is not 100% water, then the appropriate value of specific gravity must be input into
the numerator ofthe flow coefficient formula to calculate the correct value for the

control valve’s flow coefficient. The specific gravity parameter adjusts the port
size to account for the change in the flow resistance caused by fluids having a den-

Cc,

C, = 75 gpm * 0.35 = 26.6

sity different from that of 60 "F water, As the specific gravity of a fluid increases 10.3
above one, the fluid becomes denser with respect to pure water. Therefore, it _——
requires a greater force to pushits mass throughtheportof a valve. Consequently, CALCULATING REQUIRED FLOWRATE FOR A PROCESS
the port's diameter must be increased so it can pass the required flowrate of the
denser liquid. Since the valve sizing formula is based on pure water, the specific Typically, a mechanical design engineer calculates the loads expected within each
gravity parameter adjusts the portsize so it will have the sameresistance for the zone to determine the size of the equipment needed to balance the load during
denser fluid as it would for water at the same flowrate. The formula for calculat- design load operation, The design loads are converted into a flowrate requirement
ing the specific gravity of a liquid is: for the process. The design flowrate requirements are used to calculate the valve's

_ a
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flow coefficient that is used to select the valve that best fits the application, The
following sections outline the procedures usedfor calculating the design flowrate
for common HVAC processes based upon the units given for the designload.

10.3.1 Given: zone load in btu/hr

Whenthe designload requirements are given in btu’s/hr, the required flowrate in
gallons per minute can be calculated using the formula:

btw

_ hry
SPm™ 5000 % At

btu /hr load of the process
500 = multiplication constant equal to 8.33 Ib/gal * 60 min/hr

= btu/Ib °F (specific heat of water) = 500 btu min/gal-hr"F
At = temperature difference betweenthe water entering the coil and the

water leaving the coil

Example 10,4

Azone has a design load of 16 fons of refrigerationeffect per hour, Thechilled water
enters the coil af 41 °F and leaves al S2 °F, Calculate the design flowrate of the
process and the control valve’s flowcoefficient if the available pressure wrop for the
valve is 10 psi,

"g ; bru's "
biu’s 16fs ya000 H's — 492,900M'sIe fur ton Aye

At =52—41 = 11°F
btu
hrTt = —

apm 500% At
192,000in = = sé

sp soox di
1
ee=

W10.70 % 10 psi)
C, = 349 api»

10.3.2 Given: cfm + Aty,,,, + At,,, (sensible load)
When the sensible heat load requirements of a zone are given in units of volume
flowrate of air across the coil (efm) along with the design temperature difference
for water andair, the flowrate through the valve can be calculated using the fol-
lowing formula:

ea cfm ®& 1.08 * At,,,
sp= "500 * Af,wie
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where:

cfm = volumeflow ofair across the coil (ft'/minute)
1,08 = constant equal to 0.24 btu/Ib-°F (specific heat of air) * .075 Ib/ ft

(density of air) x 60 min/hr = 1.08 (btu-min)/( °F - ft’ -hr)
At,, = temperature difference of the air across the coil
500 = constant equal to 8.33 Ib/gal * 60 min/hr & 1 btu/Ib -°F (specific

heat of water) = 500 btu-min/gal-hr-°F
Atacer = temperature difference of the water throughthe coil

This formula only considers the dry bulb temperature difference of theair, there-
fore it can only be used for heating or sensible cooling processes.

Example 10.5

A 20,000 cfm air handling unit raises the temperature of the air flowing across the
coil from 65 to 130 °F, Hot water enters the coil at 170 °F and leaves at 140) °F. The
pressurecrop across the process piping is 18.5 feet of head. Calculate the flowcoeffi-
ctenit of the valve,

At,,, = 130 — 65 = 65°
AF = 170 — 140 = 30°

at ts cfm & 1.08*At...
oF 500 % At

wert

tether

_ 20,000 * 1.08 x 65 _ 1,404,000 _m= —- =9
Sp 500 x 30 15,000 93.0

pst = feet of head + 2.31 ft = 18.5 feet + 2.31 fios 8 ps
psi pst

C, = 93.6 gpm & — a = 39.6
 

V(0.70 * 8 psi)

10.3.3 Given: cim across the coil + btu/hr load (sensible + latent)

Whenthetotal heat load (sensible + latent) requirements of a zoneis given along
with the volumeflowrateof air passing across the coil (cfm), the flowrate of the
control agent (gpm) can be calculated using the following formula. This formula is
primarily used for chilled water applications where sensible and latent cooling
take place simultaneously.

btu's

gpm = ——— ==112.5 % AtTooker

cfm x
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where:

cfm = volume flow of air across the coil (3/minute)

btu/lb = total heat given up bythe air as it passes across the coil
112.5 = constant 12.5ft'/Ib (specific volumeof the air) x 1 btu/'Tb-ae(specific heat of water) * 6.33 Ib/gal = 112.5 btu-fr'/Ib- gal -°
Lt = temperature difference of the water passing through the coil

Example 10.6

A 12,000 cfm air handling unit lowers the temperatureoftheairflowing across the
coil from 78 ty 55 °F. The chilled water enters the coil at 47 °F and leaves at 50 °F,
removing 11 btu's of heat (sensible + latent) from every pound of air that passes
across the coil. The total water pressure drop of the coil, pipting aml fittings in ihe
circuit is 12 psi. Calculate theflowcoefficient ofthe control valve

Ab wwe=5O— 41 = 9°

“fn X blu's
Dgy 12,00011 _ 132,000 _ rr

Sem 125% Ale, 125x%9 WIZ5
1

C.. = 1504 gan X&_ SS_ = 30,7
Spin \/L5 & 12 psi)

10.4
Sz

SIZING VALVES FOR STEAM FLOW

In steam systems, the flowrate is quantified in units of pounds of steam per hour
(Ib/ hr). The force required to produce flow in a steam system is created by the heat
transferred from combustionof fuel into the water inside a boiler, The boiler adds

heat to the water, changing its state fo. a vapor and increasingits pressure. The pres-
sure provides the force needed to transport the steam through the systempiping.

The pressure drop parameterused in steam control valve flow coefficient calcu-
lations is measured as the pressure difference between the inlet connection of the
valve and the outlet of the coil, This is the pressure drop that regulates the flowof
steam through the heat transfer piping system.

10.4.1 Critical Flow in Steam Systems

Steam valve sizing formulas are based uponthe critical pressure drop of the con-
trol valve. The critical pressure drop is the maximum allowable pressure drop that
can occur across the valve. If the valve’s pressure drop exceeds the maximum
allowable pressure drop, a choked flow condition occurs whichlimits the flowrate
through the valve. Choked How develops when the velocity of the vapor flowing
through the vena contracta increases beyond the speed of sound, Oncethis veloc-
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ity is reached, the maximum flowrate throughthe valve has been reached and any
additional pressure drop does not increase the flowrate. Instead, its energy is dis-
sipated as a loud high frequency noise. When the flawrate becomes choked, the
heat transfer coil will not be able to operateatits rated capacity. The critical pres-
sure is equal to 50% of the absolute pressure available at the inlet of the valve. The
formula for calculating the critical pressure drop is:

AP, = 0.50 x P.critical ~~ ferlely

This text uses the value 0.50 to calculate the critical pressure drop. Different valve
sizing reference tables mayuse a different values within a range of 0.45 to 0.58.

Example 10.7

Culculate the critical pressure dropfor a valve with aninlet pressure of 15 psig. (The
gauge pressure mustfirst be converted into absolute terms.)

AP, ritical — 0.50% Prieta

APvic) = 0-50 % (15 + 14.7) = 14.85 psi

The pressure drop across the valve is equal to the difference between theinletof
the valve and the saturation pressure of the condensate in the system. Thisis the
same pressure as the condensate return system. If the saturation pressure of the
condensate is greater than the critical pressure drop of the control valve then
choked flow is notlikely to occur. Conversely,if the saturation pressure of the con-
densateis less than thecritical pressure drop choked flowis likely to occur.

If the pressure on the outlet side of the valve is measured in a vacuum, that
reading must be converted into units of psia before it can be used in the steam
valve sizing formulas. The conversionfactor for inches of mercury to psi is 2.04
inches of hg/psi. The formula used to perform the conversionis:

1 psi
2.04 inches he

= 4.9 psi vacuum = 14,7 + (-4,9) = 9.5 psia

10 inches hg = 10 inches hig &

10.4,2 Steam Valve Sizing Formulas

After the critical pressure drop for a steam application has beencalculated, use the
following formula for non-critical flow applications:

= Ww
“21% VvVAp*(Pre, a Pitted

Ww = required steam flowrate in lb/hr
Pigwr > P yay = Sumof the absolute inlet pressure and the absolute saturation

pressure of the condensate (return pressure of the system)
Ap = difference between the inlel pressure and the saturation pres-

sure of the condensate (return pressure of the system)
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Use this formula for applications where choked flowis likely to occur;

c= Ww
“1.6% Pinte

where:

W = required steam flowrate in lb/hr
Pw = absolute pressure at valve inlet (psia)

Example 10.8

A preheat coil requires 2U00 Ibj/lty of steam tn temper the air temperature during
winterdesignoperation, Steamenters the vutoe at 100 psig and leaves the valveat 0
psig. Calculate the flow coefficient of the control valve

Critical pressure drop = 0.50% Py,

Critical pressure drop = 0.50 * (100 + 14,7) = 57.35 psi

Ap = 100 pst > 57.35 ... Choked Plow Will Occur

en
© 161 X Prag,

2000
E= —=

; 1.61% (100 + 14.7)
2000

T= = 108
“o> iga7

Example 10.9

A reheatcoil requires 1000 Lb/ler of saturated steamduring full load operation, Steam
enters te valve al 8 psig. The outlet pressure on the valve is 1 incl hg vacuunt, Cal-
culate the flowcoefficient required for the control valve.

Critical pressure drop = 0.50 % Phijg

Critica! pressure drop = O50 * (8 + 14.7) = 11,35 pst
Ist

Ge =(1 inch hg x 2.04 P| = —2.04 psiviel iuch hg Sih 04 psi
Ap =8 — (— 2.04) = 10.04 < 11.35 ... Choked Flow Will Not Occur

W
c= _

; 2.1% VAp x (Pinar, rf Prete i )

C= 1000
“24% V10-X (22.7 + 12.6)

c. — Joo
* 39,45

C, = 253
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10.5
=i

CALCULATING THE PROCESS STEAM LOAD

When steam is used as a control agent, the energy it transfers comes from the
latent heat absorbed by the water as it changed state from a quid to a vapor.
When the steam condenses in the heat exchanger, the vapor transfers approxi-
mately one thousand btu's for each pound of condensate produced. The hot con-
densate leaves the exchanger through a steam trap al a temperature that remains
close to its saturation temperature. Relatively little sensible heat transfer occurs
with the condensate in steam heat processes. The following sections outline the
equations required to calculate the process steam load. Each of the formulas deter-
mines the mass flowrate in pounds per hour of saturated steam required tobal-
ance the load during design load operation.

10.5.1 Given: btu/hr transferred by the Heat Exchanger

When the maximumload requirements of a process are givenin units of btu’s per
hour, the steam load is calculated using the latent heat of steam.

x btu/hr
1000 btu / Ih

where:

W = required steam flowrate in lb/hr
1000 = latent heat of condensation for each pound of steam

10.5.2 Given: cfm across the coil and At...
When the volumeflowrate of air moving across the coil is known along with the
rise in its temperature, the steam load is calculated using the formula:

_ fr x Ak,& 1.08
1000 bty/ Ib

where:

1000 = latent heat for each pound mass of steam
cfm = volumeflow ofair across the cuil (ft’/ minute)
1.08 = constant equal to 0.24 btu /Ib-of (specific heat of air) * .075 Ib/ ft"

density of air) * 60 min/hr. = 1,08 (btu-min) /(°F-ft* -hr)
At. = temperature difference of the arr across the coil
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10.5.3 Given: flowrate and water temperature increase of a steam
converter

Whenthe volume flowrate of water through a steam to hot water converter is
known, along with the rise in temperature of the water as it passes through the
coils, the steam load 15 calculated using the following formula:

W = gpm & Alina, © OAS
where:

gpm = volumeflow of water through the converter
049 = constant 1 btu/Ib-°F(specific heat of water ) “ 8.33 Ib/gal * 60

min/hr + 1000 btu /Ib of steam

Aler = temperature difference between the water entering and leaving theconverter.

10.6
aap

OTHER VALVE SELECTION CONSIDERATIONS

After the size of the valve's flow coefficient has been calculated, the structural

characteristics of the valve are analyzed in order to select the correct valve body,
Each valve body assembly has definite operating limits of pressure and tempera-
ture. Before selecting a valve by size, check the manufacturers specification sheet
to be sure the valve body, trim and packing can withstand the:

maximum inlet pressure of the process
maximum temperature of the process
corrosive nature of the control agent
pressure drop across the valve at shutoff

* normal (failsafe) position requirements

10.6.1 Failsafe Position

All valves must be chosen so they respondsafely during periods when the process
losses power or when the control signal to the actuator is interrupted. To accom-
modate this requirement, valves are manufactured with either a normally closed
(NC) or a normally open (N)failsafe response, The term oral defines the posi-
Uion of the valve plug whenthere is no signal being sent to its actuator. Therefore,
a normally open valve is wide open when there is no signal on its actuator and a
normally closed valve has its plug firmly seated whenthere is no signal present on
its actuator. In both contigurations, the valve plug is returned to its normal posi-
tion by the spring located in the actuator.

The choice of which normal position to use in a particular application is based
upon the fitilsafe requirements of that process. The failsafe position of any final
controlled device determines whether a process receive 0% or 100%of the flaw of
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its control agent during times of system malfunction. Thefailsafe position also
gives the control system the ability to provide some measure of protection to the
mechanical systems and building occupants in the event of a control device fail-
ure, interruptionof instrumentair, a signal line is severed or some other abnormal
event. [t also protects the equipment during normal shutdown periods. Before a
failsafe configuration can be selected, the process must be analyzed to determine
which normal position will maintain the integrity of the system and protect the
occupants during system shutdown or faults, The following paragraphslist some
typical HVAC processes and the normal position offinal controlled devices typi-
cally used in these applications.

10.6.2 Hot Water Process Failsafe Position

Hot water heating applications usually incorporate normally open (NO) valves in
their system design. Wheneverthe control signal toa NO hot water valveis inter-
rupted, the valve opens 100%allowing a full flow of hot water to pass through the
heat exchanger. This response provides a measure of freeze protection to coils and
their surroundings when the control system or building poweris interrupted.

10,6,3 Chilled Water Process Failsafe Position

Chilled water valves are typically normally closed (NC) devices. When thesignal to
a NC chilled water valve is interrupted, the valve closes, stopping the flow of con-
trol agent through the coil. There are generally no safety concerns in these applica-
tions. If the malfunctionis due to a powerfailure, chilled water will not be available
so itis of minimal concern whether the valve fails openor closed. A normally closed
valve prohibits a cold coil from lowering the temperature of the duct below its dew-
point temperature, minimizing condensation from forming on adjoining surfaces.

10.6.4 Sfeam Valve Failsafe Position

The failsafe position for steam valves is a function of the application requirements,
Some processes require a normally open valve to protect systems from freezing
while others use a normally closedvalve to prevent the process equipment from
bursting when the steam valve is fails open under low load operations. A steam
valve used fora heating coil is usually chosen to fail open (NO) to prevent the con-
densate in the bottom of the coil or trap along with the coils located downstream
of the steam coil, from freezing. This is similar to the hot water valve applications,

Normally closed steam valves are found in steam to hot water converter appli-
cations. When a control system malfinchon occurs, this valve closes, interrupting
the generationof hot waterfor the systemsit supplies. This response prohibits the
steam flowing through the converter from causing the water in the tubes to boil if
the circulation pumps are also off. Other converter applications put a greater
emphasis on supplying hot water to their systemsfor freeze protection and incor-
porate NO steam valves.
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Steam valves used in humictity applications always fail closed to prevent Table 10.2 Flow Coefficients for Steam With Return Pressure of O PSIG (lb/hr)
uncontrolled flow of steam into a duct of an air handling unit that is inoperative. G. Inlet SteamPresure (PSI)
This prevents the large quantities of steam from condensingin the ducts and satu- = = ol a aeee
rating the ductinsulation, rendering it useless. Dampinsulation also promotes the = = E = = ——
growth of molds and mildew that can adverselyaffect indoorair quality. 2 43 55 a4 10.8 13.2 15.5 17.7

o4 | 67 11,0 147 217 26.4 41.0 35.5
10.7 0.6 10,0 16.5 25.0 42.5 39.6 46,5 53.2
ay 0.8 13.3 2.06|333 43.4 52.8 62.0 70.9

——SELEPSTRe0UANUENRIMIEAAAANITIEATDEDEDEcLnnn100d] 666|27s|at? 54,2 66.0 77.4 88.6
SELECTING A VALVE USING A MANUFACTURER'S CATALOG TABLE . : > =1.2 20.0 33.0 30.0 65.0 79.2 929 106.4

After the information describing the requirements of the process and the charac- 14 234 38.6 58.4 75.9 | 92.4 VORA | 124.1
teristics of the fluid have been determined, the valve can be selected from a man- 1.6 26.6 44] 66,7 BOF 105.6 123.9 141.8

ufacturer’s catalog. The process piping layout determines whether a two-way or 16 30.0 19.6 75.0 97.6 118.8 149.4 159.6

ae way valveis required to meet the specification. The piping layout also 2.0 333|55.1|34|iba | 1320 154.9 177.3
determines the type of connection that is neededto install the valve to the piping. 3.0 49.9 BD 125.1 162.6 198.0 242.3 265.9
The operating characteristics of the control agent are used to determinethe condi- - a os 409 354
tions that the valve body and trim components must be able to withstand without : ee ee = = =
deteriorating or failing. Finally, the full load flowrate of the process must be 0) a2 LAW|SOBAif2A 330.0 387.2 443.2
known to delerminethe C,, rating required for the valve. 250.1 325.2 396.0 44,7 5319 |

Tables 10.1 and 10.2 depict a sample of a cross-reference table that some manu- 192.8|291.8|379.4 462.1 542. 6205
facturers include in their catalogs to determine the C,rating based uponthe dif- 133.1 320.3 | 3335 433.6 526.1 619.6 709.2
Table 10.1 Flow Coefficients for Water (GPM) 149.8 247.9|375.2 4078 594.1 697.0 | 797.8

eC Differential Presure (PSI) 166.4 275.4 416.8 541.9 660.1 if4A 886.5
4 5 7 10 12

0.2 03| o4 0.5 0.6 0.7
0.4 07 i) i 13 1.4 ferential pressure across the valve and the required process flowrate. Table 10.1
0.6 4.0 13 16 19 0] lists data for water valves and Table 10.2 lists data for steam valves, These tables
OB iat 5 5 T = ——T a can be used in place of calculating the flow coefficient or to verify the accuracyof

as ee : a valve sizing calculation.
10 V7 = 2.6 3.2 | 35 After the flowcoefficient, body style and trim materials have been selected, the
15 26 34 | 40 47 5.2 manufacturer's catalog is used to select a valve. Thefirst step in selecting a valve
2.0 3.5 4.5 53 6.3 6.9 | ( is.to find the page in the catalog that has the required body style, normal position
3.0 52 67 79 95 14 | 116 | 13.4 and construction for the application. Next, look for the rowthat has a C, value
5.0 Bo lla 132 | 158 173 19.4 DA close to that calculated for the process. lf the calculated C, falls between twa val-
DO Wa sad jas ara ue 1 SED | aa ues in the table, selecting the smaller C, will yield a valve with better modulating- 5 - — a - E : — characteristics but may be undersized for full load operation. Selecting the valve
te| 260 43.5 with the larger C, will yield an oversized valve withsufficient capacity for full

44.7 . load operation. The choice is a matter of evaluating Lhe advantages of one over
55.9 the other for that particular application, The row tat lists all the proper require-

} mentsof the valve will also list the diameter of the pipe connections and the man-
ufacturer’s part number, Table 10.3 shows a portion of a table of valve size
information typically found in a catalog, Lf the calculated C, of a valveis 50, Table
10.3 indicates a 25 inch valye would meet the application requirements, Keep in
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Table 10.3 of the device to the total system resistance, the dampercalculation only considers
Cc the resistances measured between duct branches, not the entire duct system,
1 The system drop used in dampersizing is equal to the sum ofall the resistances

ae found in the duct flow path in which the damperis to be installed, including duct
4.2 resistance, losses from flow baffles, bird screens,filters, heat transfer coils, elbows,

40 turning vanes and any other devices found in that branch, Figure 10.2 shows three
duct sections having installed dampers. R1 through R4 represent the resistances or

Ae pressure drops located in the outside air damper’s path, R1 represents the pres-
7.0 sure drop produced by the rain guard on the exterior of the building; R2 repre-

sents the pressure drop due lo the bird screen; R3 is the resistance of the wide
J ia open outside air damper and R4is the duct’s pressure drop that occurs when the
It 19 maximum volume of air is flowing through the duct. In the second branch, R5 rep-
i 29 resents the resistance of the duct and R6 is the return air damper's wide open

= - resistance to air flow. The third branchis similar to the outside air damper’s path.
? 26 These are the pressure drops used to calculate the required pressure drop across
a AT the wide open dampers located in their respective path.

24 31

ae hs a 10.8.1 Sizing Dampers for a Linear Response
4 a To correctly size opposed blade dampers forlinear response, the damper’s wide
5 240 open pressure drop should consume about 10% of the total of all the pressure
6 350 dropsin the path, including the dampers. This equates to about 11%of the other

- pressure drops in the path, not including the dampers. Using the outside air

   
 

dampercircuit in Figure 10.2, the damperresistance should equal 10% of the total
resistance R, + R, +R, + R,orR, =(R, +R, + Ry) ®O11:

mind, the actual flow through the valve is still a function of the pressure drop Opposed blade drop = 0.11 ™ remaining full load pressure dropay,
across the valve afterit is installed and the system is operating normally. ;

10.8
ot

DAMPER SIZING PROCEDURES

 

 EA Damper 
 
 
 

 
Dampersizing procedures are very similar to those presented for control valves. R7 RA RO RIO
The design air flowrate must pass through the wide open damper assembly and
generate a sufficient pressure drop to produce a linear installed flow characteris-
tic. Recall from Chapter 9, both parallel and opposed blade dampers have a non-
linear inherent flow characteristic, Parallel blade dampers have an inherent
response that is similar to that of a two-position valve and opposed blade
dampers have an inherent responsethat is similar to that of an equal percentage

Rain Guard

 

valve. Through the proper determination of the wide open damper pressure drop, oe
both of these types of dampers can be made to respond ina nearly linear manner. Al Re Ag Re

Calculating the pressure drop for a set of dampers differs from the procedures
used to size valves. Although both procedures relate the wide open pressure drop Figure 10.2) Damper Circuit Pressure Drops

se
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Example 10.10

The pressiire drops through the rain guard, screen and duct of a 4000 cfm outdoor
air damper branch al full load, equal 0.09 tches of water. Calculate the pressure
drop for opposed blade dampers that would generate a linear installedresponse char-
acteristic.

Opposed blade drap = 0.11% remaining full load pressure ATOPbranch
Opposed blade drop = 0.11 % 0.09 inches of teater = 0.01 mehes ofwater

Total branch drop = 0.01 + 0.09 = 0.10inches of water

Parallel blade dampers are not commonly used for modulating applications
because they require a substantially higher pressure drop to produce a linear
installed flow characteristic. These dampers require about 25% more fan energy to
produce a linear modulating response. Therefore, parallel blades are used for two-
position applications and opposed blade are used for modulating applications
where there are other pressure drops present in the branch circuit.

If parallel blades mustbe used to provide a high degree of mixing and to mod-
ulate flow, the damper’s wide open pressure drop must equal 30% ot the total
branchpressure drop (R, + R, +R, + &,) or 40%of the sum of the other branch
pressure drops.In other words R, = (R, + R, + Ry) * 40:

Parallel blade drop = 0.40 * remaining full load pressure dropprancy

Example 10.11

The pressure drops through the rain guard, sereen and duct of a 4000 cfm outdoor
air damper branchat full load, equal 0.09 inches of water. Calculate the pressure
drop for parallel blade dampers that would create a linear installed response charac
teristic.

Parallel blade drop = 0.40 * remaining full load pressure 27OPpanes
Parallel blade drop = 0.40 X 0.09 inches of water = 0.037 inches of water
Total branch drop = 0.037 + 0.009 = 0.127 inches of water

10.8.2 DamperSelection Considerations
Aswith valves, dampers must be chosentofail in a safe position. Unlike valves, a
damper assembly does not have a manufactured normal position, Their normal
position is established when the actuator is connected to the damper shaft in a
mannerthat the actuator’s spring force holds the dampersto the required normal
position upon loss of the control signal. Outside air dampers are always config-
ured as normally closed to limit infiltration into the building when the air han-
dling unit's fan is off. In emergencysituations, the outside air dampers mustfail
closed to minimize the possibility of coils freezing.
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Exhaust and reliet air dampers are also configured as normally closed, This pro-
hibits infiltration when the dampers are closed and alsoallows them to modulate
in unison with the outside air damper. This strategy prevents excess air pressure
from developing within the building when ventilationair is brought in to meet the
ventilation requirements of the zones.

Return air dampers are configured as normally open. This allows a single con
troller to modulate the outdoor and returnair dampers in a complimentary man-
nerso the mixed air temperature can be controlled. As the outdoor dampers open
10% in response to an increase in the controller's output signal, the return air
dampers will stroke 10% closed in response to the same signal.

ACTUATORSELECTION

After a valve or damperis selected for an application, the actuator must be
properly sized to provide the force needed to correctly position the plug in the
Valve's seat ring or position a sel of dampers against the forces created by the
fan, wind and convection forces that effect the system's static pressure. Pneu-
matic actuators are commonly used because of their ability to generate high
forces in a small package, inherent simplicity, reliability and low cost, Electric
motor driven actuators can also be used in applications where no instrument
air is available or where desired for other reasons other than first cost. Electric

actuators are more costly than pneumatic devices and are available with or
without a return spring, [fa return spring is not includedin the motoractuator,
the final controlled device stays in its last position or floats when the control
signal is interrupted. This may be a problem in failsafe strategies where the
actuator must be driven closed in an emergency situation and power may not
be available.

In valve applications, the force produced by the actuator must be large enough
to overcome the force created by the valve's spring, packing friction, internal fric-
tion and the force created by the momentum of the moving fluid that flows
againstthe closing valve plug, Additional force must also be available to insure a
tight shutoff when the valve plug closes against the seat ring.

Damperactuators are selected to overcomefriction from the bladeshafts and
linkage, friction from blade seals and forces generated by the air How imping-
ing on the damper blade’s surface. Addition force must also be incorporated
into the design to keep the dampers closed against the forces created by the
wind, Unlike valve applications, larger force requirements for damper racks are
usually met by installing multiple actuators on the damper assembly. The same
control signal is sent to all the actuators so they operate in unison to modulate
the dampers.

=
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10.9.1 Pneumatic Positioning Relays

A positioning relay is a device that can be attached toa pneumatic actuator to alter
its operating range or to providesufficient air pressure to overcome the inertia of
a final controlled device.

A positioning relay or positioner is a control device that can be used to alter or
customize the operating range of a pneumatic actuator. It accomplishes this func-
tion by conyerting the output signal from the controller into a different operating
range that strokes the final controlled device from 0%to 100%ofits stroke. These
devices are commonly used to sequence the operation of actuators that havethe
samespring range. For example, two actuators with 9 to 13 psi springs can be con-
figured to operate with 3 to 8 and 9 to 15 psi responses,effectively sequencing the
valves with one controller output signal.

Positioning relays are also used to supply main air pressure directly to the
actuator until it correctly positions the flow control apparatusatits correct loca-
Hon. They can produce up to seven times the starting force on anactuator.It per-
forms this task by making the full 25 psi (or grealer) supply air pressure
available to the actualor piston instead of using the initial 3 psi or 4 psi signal
from the controller. This smaller controller signal only generates a 50 pound
(pi x r° & pressure) starting force on a4 inch diameter actuator. A 25 psi mainair
signal produces a 315 poundforce Lo initially start the movementof the same 4
inch actuator. This higher force is sometimes required to overcomethe starting
resistance of a damper shaft or valve stem asit begins to modulate openfrom its
closed position.

DamperActuator with Positioner
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Figure 10.3 Positioning Relay and Damper /Actuator
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A feedback spring connects the positioner input lever with a bracket mounted
directly on the shaft of the final controlled device. As the actuator shaft moves
its position is conveyed to the positioner via the spring. The farther the shaft
extends, the greater the force exerted by the stretched feedback spring. When the
feedback spring’s force balances with the internal forces in the positioner, the
shaft stops moving. Figure 10,3 shows a positioner mounted on a damperactuator.

These devices have an adjusting screwthat is used to set the start point of the
actuator's movement, The start or 0% point is equal to the minimum value of the
desired operating range of the actuator. For a 9 to 15 psi operating range, a 9 psi
signal would be applied to the input port of the positioner and the zero set screw
tuned until the actuator shalt begins to move. The span of the actuator/positioner
is a function of the location of the feedback spring on the positioner lever. The
lever has a number of holes drilled along its bottom edge to accept the end of the
feedback spring. The hole that the spring's end is inserted into determines the
spanof the actuator. As the spring is places farther out onthe lever, the operating
span is decreased. For a ¥ to 15 psi actuator range, the span is equal to 6 psi
(15 — 9 = 6), The springis inserted in the hole that generates a 6 psi span. After the
spring is inserted mto the lever, the input signal to the positioner is varied
between 9 and 15 to verify that the actuator strokes between 0%and 100%. If it
does not, the spring is moved to adjoining holes in the lever until the desired
response is generated.

 

EXERCISES

Using the formulas and procedures outlimed in the chapter, solve the following siz-
ing problems. Showall work. The answers in brackels at the end of the question.

1, Ahot water coil has a designload of 18 gallons per minute. The pressure drop
across the wide openvalveis 2.5 psi. What is the valve flow coefficient for this
application? [C, = 11.4]

2, Determine the maximumflowrate through a valve that has a Cv of 50 and a
pressure drop of 30 psi when the valve is wide open. [273.8 gpm]

3. Select chilled water valve for a cooling application that requires 75 gpm at full
load and has a valve design pressure drop of 23.1 feet of head. [C, = 23.7]

4. An ethylene glycol / water solution has a specific gravity of 1.04, Calculate the
flowcoefficient of the valve needed to supply 88 gpm with a wide open pres-
sure drop of 30 feet of head. [C= 25]

5. Water enters an air handling unit heating coil at 155 °F and leaves the coil at
130 °F. 250,000 btu/hr of energy are transferred from the coil to the air passing
throughthe coil fins. Determine the hot water flowrate required to offset this
load. [20 gpm|
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. If the pressure drop through the coil andfittings in Problem 5 is 15 feet of
head, determine the minimum desired flaw coefficient of the valve. Ic, = 7,9]

. How many btu/minute can pass through a wide open chilled water valve
that has a Cv of 45 and a pressure drop of 20 psi? The water enters the coil at
43 °F andleaves at 52 °F. [201 gpm; 15,094 btu/minute|

. Ifethylene glycol was added to the system in Problem7, the flowrate through
the coil would have to be increased to 240 gpm tooffset the inefficiencies
introduced into the process by the mixture. If the specific gravity of the mix-
ture is 1,028 and the pressure drop across the valve remained the same, how
much would the flow coefficient of the valve change? [9.41 units increase]
A 25,000 cfm air handling unit warmsair from 46 to 130 °F, Water enters the
coil al 155 °F and leaves at 139 °F. How manygallons of water per minute
must pass through the coil to transfer the required heat? [283 gpm]
What would the flowcoefficient be for the valve serving the coil in Problem 9
if the pressure drop across the wide openvalve was 10 feet? [C, = 136,5]
Howmany tons per hour of refrigerating effect could a chilled water valve
pass if the air across the coil drops 12°F, the water temperature rises 10°F and
the flowrate throughthe valve is 60 gpm? [25 tons]
A chilled water system removes 20 btu’s for each poundof air passing across
the coil, The air flow rate is 5,000 CFM and the temperature difference of the
water passing throughthe coil is 11 °F. Calculate the required water flowrate
through the coil’s valve. [81 gpm]
Calculate the valve flow coefficient for the system outlined in Problem 12.
Use a pressure drop of § feet to size the valve. [C, = 43.1]
What is the critical pressure of a steam valve if the inlet pressure of valveis 10
psig? [12.35 psi]
A converter requires 175 lb/hr of steamto produce hot walerfor the building
heating system. The inlet pressure to the valveis 8 psi and the coil pressureis
0 psig, Determine the critical pressure and the flow coefficient for the valve.
LP.vitieay 11.35 psi, C, = 4.5]
Ifa process requires 50,000 btu/hr of heat from a steam source, determine the
steam flowrate of the process. [50 lb/hr]
A steam preheatcoil tempers 30,000 cfm of 0 °F air to a temperature of 50 °F.
How many pounds of steam per hour are required for this process? [1620
lb/hr]

If the steam pressure entering the valve controlling flow to the coil in Problem
17 is 20 psig, and the pressure in the coil is () psig, calculate the flow coetfi-
cient for the valve. Ic, = 74]
The pressure drop throughthe outside air branch excluding the damperis 0.12
inches of water at full load. Calculate the pressure drop needed for opposed
blade dampers to modulatein a linear fashion. [0.0132 inches of water]
What would be the pressure drop requirement for parallel blade dampersif
they were used to modulate flowin the systemin Problem 19? [0.048 inches of
water]

  

Selecting a Controller Mode
Based UpontheProcess

CHAPTER 11

Characteristics

This chapter describes the attributes of HVAC processes. These characteristics
govern howa process respondsto changes inils load or sel point. The effects that
the process capacitance, resistance and time lags have on the responseof its con-
trol loop and how they are evaluated to determine the correct controller mode are
also presented.

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this chapter, the reader will be able to:

1. Define temperature, heat, thermal capacitance and resistance.
2. Describe time lags andtheir effect on the response of a process.
3. Select the proper controller mode based upon its process characteristics,
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THERMAL PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS

Temperature, capacitance and resistance are characteristics used to evaluate the
response of thermal processes. The interaction between the thermal resistance
(insulation and conductance), thermal capacitance, the rate of heat transfer and
the temperature differential of a process have a significant effect on the type of
response generated by its control loop. The relationships that exist between these
characteristics are used by a control technician toselect, calibrate and analyze the
operation of control loops.

Control technicians are familiar with the attributes of voltage, current, resis-
tance, Capacitance, insulation and conductance fromtheir experiencesin servicing
HIVAC/R equipment, Thermal systems have analogous (comparable) elements
that are used to describe their processes. Both electric and thermal systems have
elements offorce, flow, resistance and capacitance. The relationships that govern
variations in these characteristics are also similar in electrical and thermal circuits,

Therefore, the response that results from a change in the temperatureof a thermal
process will be similar to the response ofthat results from a comparable change in
the voltage of an electrical circuit. When reading the following sections, keep in
mind that by comparing the response of a thermal circuit to an analogous response
in an electric circuit will help to develop an understanding of the thermal relation-
ships that are important in analyzing HVAC/R processes,

11.1.1 Temperature

Temperature 5 the force within a thermal system that causes energy to flow from qwarmer
objects to cooler ones.

Temperature is a measure of the thermal inteusity of a substance. Whenever a
substance absorbs energy, the vibrations of its molecules increase in intensity. The
energy stored in these molecular vibrations can be measured by the increase in the
object's temperature. A difference in temperature must exist betweentwopoints
to cause heat to flow through a thermal circuit. Once a lemperature difference is
established, energy flows from the warmer “heat source” to the cooler “heat sink”,
This is analogous to current flowing in an electric circuit whenever a potential dif-
ference is applied across a load. Temperature is measured in degrees using the
Fahrenheit (“F), Celsius (“C), Rankine (R) or Kelvin (K) scales.

Energy flow that occurs as a consequence of a difference in temperature
between two pointsis called heat. The quantity of heat that flows from a source
toa sink is proportional to the temperature difference that exists between the
two objects. For example, as the temperature difference between a heat transfer
coil’s surface and the air flowing across its fins increases, the rate of heat
(energy) transferred to theair also increases. The changein the energy content of
the air can be measured with a thermometer. Conversely, as the temperature dif-
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ference between the coil’s surface and the air decreases, the amount of heat

transferred to the air also decreases. When the temperature difference between
the coil’s surface and the air stream decreases to zero, heat transfer stops. The
following equation summarizes the relationships between temperature differ-
ence, heat and resistance:

Force = Flow * Opposition

A Temperature = Entergy Flow ™ Resistance ofthe Path
Blu's

ACF= arene * Thermal ResisimiceMinute

11.1.2 Thermal Energy Flow

Heatis the energy transferred between eo or more objects whenever a temperature differ-
ence exists between them,

Heat is analogous to electric current. Both terms describe the movement of
energy that results from a difference in force applied across two points of a circuit.
Heat naturally flows from a higher temperature source to a lower temperature
sink by conduction, convection or radiation. Conduction describes heat transfer
between two objects that are in physical contact with each other. In this made of
heat transfer, the vibrations of the higher intensity molecules transfer some of
their kinetic energy to the cooler molecules they are in contact with. This causes
the warmerobject to cool as the cooler object warms up. Heat continues to trans-
fer until both objects reach (he same temperature.

Convection is the exchange of heat between objects that have different tempera-
tures but are not in physical contact. Convection uses an intermediating fluid as a
conductive path between the objects. Heat from the source warms the fluid by
conduction. The energy absorbed in the warmerfluid (air or water) is transported
to cooler objects. These objects receive energy as the thud’s molecules give up
energyto the cooler object's molecules by conduction, increasing the temperature
of the object as the fluid’s temperature decreases.

Heat transfer by radiation occurs between objects at different temperatures
through the emission and absorption of electromagnetic waves of energy. These
waves require no intermediate fluid to transfer energy between objects. Radiation
heattransfer occurs naturally betweenall objects that areat different temperatures.

Heat is measured in units of btu per unit time (btu/sec, btu/hr). The following
equation describes the relationship between heat, temperature difference and
thermal resistance. Note its similarity to Ohm's Law:

Force

biter Resistance
"F

btu/hr = —

op— |. bt
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11,1,3 Thermal Resistance

Thermal resistance is a measure of the ability of a material to oppose theflowofheat.
Thermalresistance opposes the transfer of heat in thermal circuits similar to the

way electrical resistance opposes the flowof current in electric circuits. Figure 11.1
showsa thermal circuit through an insulated section of a wall. A lermperature dif-
ference of ten degrees is applied across the surfaces of the wall, providing the ther-
mal force needed to establish heat transfer. The quantity of heat migrating
through the wall is direct/y proportional to the temperature difference and imuersely
proportional to the resistance of the insulation, wall materials and filmof air that
forms onthe wall’s surfaces.If the resistance of this path were increased while the
temperature difference remained at 10°, the heat transferred would decrease in
proportion to the increase in the resistance of the wall.

Thermal resistance is measured in units of °F/btu/hr. These units are derived

using the resistance relationships described by Ohm's Law which states that the
resistanceof a circuit is equivalent to the applied force divided by the flow through
the circuit, Using the analogy that exists betweenelectrical. and thermalcircuits, ther-
mal resistance is equal to the temperature difference (°F) divided by the flow
(btu/hour) or “F/btu/hy. This is commonly written as “F-hr/btu. The following
equation showsthe relationship between thermalresistance, temperature difference
and heat:

  

Opposition = poyFlow

oF , OF
bhai btu fhr

ahahos = abtn btu
Ir

Wall Section
AT=10°F

oF Insulation ack

Thermal Resistance Opposes Heal Flow

Figure 11.1) Schematic Drawing of a Thermal Circuit
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This equation shows that larger quantities of thermal resistance reduce the
amountofheat that can be transferred through a thermalcircuit. This is the prin-
ciple behind adding insulation to the walls and ceilings of buildings to reduce
heat gains andlosses to reduce the cost of operating the building.

11.1.4 Thermal Conductors

Thermal conductors providea lowresistance path between surfaces, mereasing the rateof
heal transfer by conduetion,

Conductors are materials that have a molecular structure that transfers thermal

energy (heat) efficiently. These materials have moleculesthatare easily stimulated
by the change in their thermal energy. They efficiently wansfer their vibrating
energy to adjoining molecules, effectively transporting heat through the sub-
stance. Heat exchangers are constructed with materials that are excellent conduc-
tors of thermal energy. This allows heat to be exchanged between the control agent
and the controlled medium though an aluminum,steel, or copper heat exchanger
without allowing the twofluids to mix.

11.1.5 Thermal Capacitance

The thermal capacitance indicates the cnount of heat that must be transferred with a
process to produce a one degree changein its temperature.

In similarity with the other thermal circuit elements, thermal capacitance is
analogous to electrical capacitance. Recall, an electrical capacitor is constructed
of two conducting plates separated by a diclectric insulator. Current (electrons) is
stored in its plates, raising the potential difference (volts) measured across its ter-
minals. In a thermal capacitor, heat flows (btu) into a process (capacitor) and is
stored in the materials located within the process. Heat stored in a process pro-
duces anincrease in the process temperature. Both typesof capacitors act as stor-
age devices for energy. Electrostatic capacitors store energy as. an electric charge
that can be released later as current flowin the circuit while thermal capacitors
store heat that can be used to warm cooler objects located in the process.

Capacitance is an important process characteristic. lt is used to estimate the
amount of time tt will lake for the process to complete a change in its control
point, The relative relationship between the process capacitance and the rate of
mass or energy transferred by the control agent is used to select the controller
mode for the application, Processes with small relative capacitances change their
control point quickly in response to changes in the quantity of control agent pass-
ing throughthe final controlled device. Conversely, processes with large relative
capacitances require larger transfers of energy to produce a change in temperature
and therefore, take a longer time to change their control point. The following
equation describes the relationship between thermal capacitance, thermal energy
and temperature:
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ss . Unit of Flow (charge)Capacitance = - af EichForce

; . bi
Thermal Capacitance = ee

Specific heal is an indicator of the amountofheat required to change the temper-
ature of one pound of the material one degree Fahrenheit (btu/lb-"F). The quantity
ofenergy stored in a thermal capacitor is a function of the mass andspecific heat of
each object found within the boundaries of the process, When the specific heat of a
material is multiplied by its mass, the result equals the thermal capacitance of that
object (btu/°F). This relationship is shown in the following formula:

Specific Heat * Mass = Thermal Capacitance
btw btw
7 lb =
Ib °F "E

11,2
=n

PROCESS TIMING CHARACTERISTICS

The timing characteristics of a process are also used to properly select ils con-
troller's mode, Timing characteristics quantify the time delays incurred in a
process. Some of the most common delays that oceur naturally in HVAC/R
processes andaffect their response to changes in load are:

1. The time elapsed as mass or energy is being transported to the process loca-
fion from its source.

The rate which the control agent flows throughthe final controlled device.
The amountof timeit takes for a change to occur in the control point.
The time it takes for the loop’s sensor to measure the change in the control
point and generate its corresponding signal.
The time it takes for the controller to process the information being sent by
the sensor and generate a charge in ils output signal.

6. The timeit takes for the controlled’ medium to mix the mass or energy being
transferred by the control agent.
Thetime it takes to transmit changes in control signals between devices in the
control loop.

2
3.
-

fl

a

After the timing characteristics of the process are combined with the effects of
its thermal capacitance, the response of the process can be classified as either
being fast or slow. Fast processes require modulaling control loops to maintain
their set point while slower processes can use less expensive two-position control
systems without compromising their process requirements.
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11.2.1 Time Lags

A timelag ts an period that occurs between the initiation of an action and the appearance
of is desired outcome,

Time lags are natural occurrences in all dynamic or real lime processes. No
process change occurs instantaneously, Consequently, all responses take some
amount of time to complete. Transporting mass or energy from one location to
another, mixing fluids, changing control signals, positioning actuators, and mea-
suring changes occurring within a process all require some amount of time to
elapse before the intended outcome becomes measurable. The period of time,
starting at the instant a change occurs in a process and ending the momentthe
appropriate response is completed, is called a process deadtimelag or simply,lag,
All the individual lags combine together into a larger delay that adversely affects
the response of a process to changes in its load. Longer lags cause the controllerto
respond toconditions that no longer exist due to the dynamicsof the process. The
difference between the actual state of the process and the condition that the con-
troller is currently responding to is called a phase shift. When the phase shift
becomes toolarge, indicating the controller is responding to a control point that is
significantly different than the current value of the controlled variable, the loap’s
response will become unstable, resulting in a loss of control.

11.2.2 Categorizing Process Lags

HVAC process timelags typically fall into one of four categories: measuring lags,
transmitting lags, transportation lags, and mixing lags. Measuring lags quantify the
time it takes for a sensor to react to a change in the measured variable; transmission
lags are delays that take place as control signals are transmitted between compo-
nents in a contral loop; éransportation lags are associated with the movement of
mass and energy trom one location to the process; mixing lags are delays that oceur
as the controlled medium is being mixed within the process to offset the load.

A measuringlag is the amountof time it takes for a sensor to measure a change
that occurred in the control point and generate the associated changein its output
signal. The lengthofthis delay is affected by the amountof thermalresistance that
exists within the proximity of the sensing element. Recall from Chapter 7, a sens-
ing element is typically surrounded by a metal sheath to protect it from physical
harm. This adds additional thermal resistance between the controlled variable and

the sensing element. Sensing elements can also be placed inside a thermal well,
whichis a sealed metal tube that is threaded into the side of a pipe to isolate the
sensing element trom the fluid. This protects the element from the turbulence of
the flow stream and other harmful characteristics of the fluid. Thermal wells also

make it possible to remove the sensing element for replacement without having to
open the system. These and other similar types of protective components add
thermal resistance to the path between the sensing element and the measured
variable. Consequently, heat must pass through multiple resistances before the
element can respond to changes in the control point. The interval of time that
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Capacitance =
I Foree

. blu
Thermal Capacitance = op

Specific heat is an indicator of the amountof heat required to change the temper-
ature of one pound of the material one degree Fahrenheit (btu/Tb-°F). The quantity
of energy stored ina thermalcapacitoris a function of the mass and specific heat of
each object found within the boundaries of the process. When the specific heat of a
material is multiplied by its mass, the result equals the thermal capacitance ofthat
object (btu/*F), This relationship is shown in the following formula:

Specific Heat * Mass = Thermal Capacitance

bh “i= btu
Ihee oF

 

 

PROCESS TIMING CHARACTERISTICS

The timing characteristics of a process are also used tu properly select its con-
troller’s mode. Timing characteristics quantify the time delays incurred in a
process. Some of the most common delays that occur naturally in HVAC/R
processes andaffect their response to changesin loadare:

1. The time elapsed as mass or energy is being transported to the process loca-
tion from its source.

2. The rate which the control agent flows throughthe final controlled device,
3. The amount of time it takes for a changeto oceur in the control point.

The time it takes for the loop’s sensor to measure the change in the control
point and generateils corresponding signal.
The time it takes for the controller to process the information being sent by
the sensor and generate a charge inits output signal,

6, The time it takes for the controlled mediumto mix the mass or energy being
transferred by the control agent.
The timeit takes to transmit changes in control signals between devices in the
control loop.

*
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After the timing characteristics of the process are combined with the effects of
its thermal capacitance, the response of the process can be classified as either
being fast or slow. Fast processes require modulating control loops to maintain
their set point while slower processes can use less expensive two-position control
systems without compromising their process requirements,
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11.2.1 Time Lags

Atime lag is an period that occurs between the mitiahoenof an action and the appearance
of its destred outcome.

Time lags are natural occurrences in all dynamic or real time processes, No
process change occurs instantaneously. Consequently, all responses take some
amount of time to complete. Transporting mass or energy from one location to
another, mixing fluids, changing control signals, positioning actuators, and mea-
suring changes oecurring within a process all require some amount of time to
elapse before the intended outcome becomes measurable. The period of time,
starting at the instant a change occurs in a process and ending the momentthe
appropriate response is completed, is called a process dead Hime lag or simply, lag.
All the individual lags combine togetherinto a larger delay that adversely affects
the response of a process to changesin its load, Longer lags cause the controller to
respond to conditions that no longer exist due to the dynamics of the process. The
difference between the actual stale of the process and the condition that the con-
troller is currently responding to is called a phase shift. When the phase shift
becomes Loo large, indicating the controller is responding to a control pointthatis
significantly different than the current valueof the controlled variable, the loop’s
response will become unstable, resulting in a loss of control.

11.2.2 Categorizing Process Lags

HVAC process time lags typically fall into one of four categories: measuring lags,
transmitting lags, transportation lags, and mixing lags. Measuring lags quantify the
time it takes for a sensor to react to a change in the measured variable; trarsntisston
lags are delays that take place as control signals are transmitted between compo-
nents in a control loop; fransportation lags are associated with the movement of
mass and energy from onelocation to the process; mixing lags are delays that occur
as the controlled medium is being mixed within the process to offset the load.

A measuring lag is the amountof timeit takes for a sensor to measure a change
that occurred in the control point and generate the associated changein ils output
signal. Thelength ofthis delay is affected by the amountofthermalresistance that
exists within the proximity of the sensing element. Recall from Chapter7, a sens-
ing element is typically surrounded by a metal sheath to protect it from physical
harm, This adds additional thermal resistance betweenthe controlled variable and

the sensing, element. Sensing elements can also be placed inside a thermal well,
which is a sealed metal tube that is threaded into the side of a pipe to isolate the
sensing, element from the fluid. This protects the element from the turbulence of
the flowstream and other harmful characteristics of the fluid. Thermal wells also

makeit possible to remove the sensing element for replacement without having to
open the system. These and other similar types of protective components add
thermal resistance to the path between the sensing element and the measured
variable, Consequently, heat must pass through multiple resistances before the
element can respond to changes in the control point. The interval of time that
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elapses while the heat is lowing through these resistances generates the measur-
ing timelag.

The mass of the sensor also contributes to the size of the measuring lag. Some
sensors are constructed in larger sizes using with more material to increase their
ruggedness. This allows them to withstand the riggers of harsher environments.
As the structure of a sensor increases in mass, its thermal capacitance also
increases, Consequently, the time it takes for the sensing element to respond to
changes in temperature also increases. This increases the measuring lag of the
process. Opimum sensor design incorporates good conductors,lightweight sens-
ing elements, andshields to produce a strong,fast responding device thereby min-
imizing the measuring lag of the process.

11.2.3 Transmission Lags

Transmission lags are delays that take place as signals are being sent between
devices in a control loop. Transmission lags begin when the output signal of a
device begins to change and end when the connected control device receives the
entire change in its inputsignal, Electric signals travel at the speed of light and
therefore, do nol introduce a measurable transmission lag in HVAC control loops.
Conversely, pneumatic control systems are required to change the quantity of
instrumentair in long lengths ofsignal lines whenever the control signal changes.
This produces longer transmission lags that adversely affect the response of the
control loop. This is one reason why pneumatic signal tubes are installed with the
shortest possible lengths.

11.2.4 Transportation Lags

Transportation lags are delays that occur whenever energy or mass is trans-
ported to.a process. This lype of lag is related lo the distance that exists between
the point where energy is originally transferred to the control agent (boiler,
chiller, convertor, ete.) and where it is transferred in the process. For example, in
a zone heating process, the energy is added to the controlled medium at the heat
exchanger's location in the air handling unit. From there, it must be transported
through the ducts to get to the individual zones, The greater the distance
between the coil’s location and the process, the greater the transportation lag of
the process.

11.2.5 Mixing Lags
Mixing lags occur when the energy containedin the controlled medium must mix
with the air or water in the process in order to produce a change in the control
point, In an air handling unit application, the conditioned air exits the registers
into the zone where it must mix with the room air to produce a changeit the
zone's temperature,
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TIME CONSTANT

A time constantis the amount of timeit takes for a process to complete 63%of a
desired change.

Time constants are used in many technical fields to indicate how longit takes to
complete a process response. The size of the time constant is a function of the
resistive and capacilive characteristics of the process. The resistive element of the
process determines the rate of heat transfer and the capacitance element estab-
lishes howlong it takes for measured variable to change one unit. As either of
these process characteristics increases in magnitude, the amount of timeit lakes
for the control point to change 63% ofits total response also increases. The equa-
tion for calculating the time constant of a processis:

T=RxXC

where:

T = time constant (seconds)

R = thermalresistance of the process
C = thermalcapacitanceof the process

The value of 63% is derived from a characteristic of all dynamic processes
whose response changes in proportion to itself, Consider a heat transfer process.
The rate of energy transfer between twoobjects is proportional to the temperature
difference that exists between them, Also, the temperature of the cooler object will
increase in proportion to the amountof heat transferred from the warmerobject.
As the heat absorbed by the cooler object increases ils temperature, the rate of heat
transfer decreases because the temperature difference between the two objects
decreases. Summarizing, the temperature of the cooler object changes in propor-
tion to its current temperature, therefore, one time constant is required ta com-
plete 63%of the total change in temperature.

When the response of the process is based upon its present state, it is mathe-
matically described by Euler's Number, which is the lower case e or In found on
scientific calculators. When Euler's Numberis raised to the —1 power, (ev ') the

result is 0.367, The-1es indicates one time constant has expired. When eis subtracted from one (1 ') the result is 0.633 of 63.3%, This numberindicates
that whenever a process Ranain proportionto itself, 63%of its entire response
is achieved in one time constant and 36.7%of the response muststill take place
before the processstabilizes. For example, if the hot water set point of a steam con-
verleris increased I) °F, the time constant is equal to the amount of time it takes
for the hot water control point to increase 6.3 “F(63.3 %of 10°). The actual time can
be measured with a wrist watch or clock. After one lime constant has elapsed, a
process will have changed 63.3%ofits tolal response, After two time constants the

process will have changed yee (1-& 7): after three time constants the processwill have changed 95%(1 '); after four time constants the process will have
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Response of a Process That ChangesIn
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Figure 11.2) Graph ofa lime Constant Response Curve

changed 98% (1 — e ') and after 5 time constants have elapsed, the total response
or change is considered to be complete, based on the following calculation:
(1 — e*) = 0,993 or 99,3%, Therefore, if it took 1 minute for the hot water to

increase 6.3°, the entire process response, increasing the temperature 10°, will take
5 * | minute or 5 minutes. Each successive time constant produces a smaller
increase in temperature over the same period of time because the differential tem-
perature between the steam and the wateris gelting smaller as the water temper-
ature increases. As the temperaturedifference decreases, the rate of heat transfer
also decreases. The plot of a process response that changes in proportionto itself if
shownin Figure 11.2. The curve shows that the response me of the process is
nonlinear,

DETERMINING A PROCESS CONTROLLER MODE BASED ON THE
PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS

The process characteristics described in this chapter are used to select the correct
controller mode for a given application. Before choosing the controller mode for a
process, each of the following factors must be evaluated to determine whichof the
seven confroller modes will most efficiently maintain the process at its required
set point;

. The process capacitance,

. The size of a normal load change.
The speed of the load change.

. The length of the process time lags,

. The permissible operating range of the control point.
oewe
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6 The maximum cycling rate of the equipment.
7. The permissible size of the initial error and steady state offset.
8. The acceptability of a steady state error.

The following sections outline the requirements that must exist before a partic
ular controller mode can be usedto efficiently maintain the process set point.

11.4.1 Timed Two-Position Controller Made

Timed tivo-posttion controller mode should only be used in processes that)

1. Have alarge capacilapee.
2, Have small timelags .
3, Only experience small load changes.

Large capacitance

A two-positian controller pulses energy into a process by cycling its final con-
trolled device open and closed (on/off). This pulsating response produces an
operating differential in the process that appears as oscillations in the control
point. The size of these oscillations is a function of the controller’s control differ:

ential, the capacitance of the process and the measuring, transmission, transporta-
tion, and mixinglags in the system,

A process with a large capacitance can absorb the pulsations of energy while
minimizing thesize of its operating differential. Transportation lags will have a
smaller effect on the control point becauseit takes a large quantity of energy ta
make a unit change in the control point in processes have a large capacitance. In
these applications, when the remaining energy being transported to the process
finally arrives, its size is small in relation to the process capacitance soit produces
a minimal change in the control point. Processes that have a smaller capacitance
will magnify the effects of the transportation lag, producing noticeable changes in
the control point, Therefore, two-position controller mode should not be used in
applications wherethe relative process capacitanceis small.

The process capacitance mustbe sufficiently large Lo limit cycling of the equipment
toa level belowthe manufacturer's designlimits. The small capacitance experiences
fast changesin its load because it only takes a small amountof mass orenergy trans-
fer to change the control point, When the capacitance is too small, cycling the final
controlled device will produce a large changes in the control point in a relatively
short amount of time, causing the controller to rapidly cycle the equipment, This
rapid cycling or hunting can destroy control devices and mechanical equipment.

Small time lags

A two-position controller mode already has a time delay in its transfer function in
the form ofits control differential. The control differential delays changesin the
controller's output signal until the control point exceeds a predetermined span,

aS
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Thetotal systemlag is determined whenthe remaining process lags are added to
the controller’s transfer function Jag. When the length of the total systemlag
becomes too large, the phase shift between the actual value of the control point
and the response of the controller becomes prohibitively large. The controller
beginsto alter the flow of the control agent based upon the state of the controlled
variable that no longer exists. Consequently, its corrective action is no longer
applicable to the actual state of the process. The increase in the phase shift of the
response permits the control point to move farther away from the set point, fur-
ther increasing the size of the operating differential of the process. Therefore, sys-
tems with large time delays cannot use a two-position mode because il add
additional delays to the process.

Processes with a larger capacitance can offset someof the negativeeffects that
longer time lags have on the operating differential of the process incorporating a
two-position controller mode. When the capacitance is sufficiently large, the
changein the control point is relatively small in response to pulsesof energy being
transferred into the process. This reduces the measurable effects of the system lags
and the operating differential of the process. Minimizing the length of the measur-
ing, transmitting, transportation and mixing lags through proper design and
installation practices also reduces the length of the system lag.

Size of the load change

Two-position mode can only be used in applications where the process experi-
ences relatively small load changes. A small load changeis one that has a typical
transfer rate that is less than the output capacity of the two-position final con-
trolled device. During a normal load change, opening of the final controlled
device will allow sufficient mass or energy to flow into the process, limiting the
growth of the operating differential, Larger changes in the load produce greater
operating differentials, much like the effects produced by larger timelags.If the
load changeis larger than the capacityofthe final controlled device, the control
point will exceed the acceptable limits of the process and the loop will operate out
of control. A loop operating out of control produces comfort or other process prob-
lems, Therefore, the maximumanticipated load change must be smaller than the
maximum flow through thefinal controlled device,

The size of the load change is the limiting factor in two-position controller
applications, not the speed of the load change. The load may change quicklyor
slowly withoul adversely affecting the response of the process as long as rapid
cycling does not occur. These capacitive, lag and size requirements apply to both
two-position and timed two-position controller modes.

11.4.2 Floating Controller Mode

Floating controller mode should only be used for processes that:

1. Have medium capacitances.
2, Have small timelags.
3. Experience slowload changes.
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Small to medium capacitances

The performance of a floating controller mode is an improvement over the
response of two-position mode, The modulating action of its final controlled
device reduces the range of the control point, improving process comfort and effi-
ciency. Floating mode can be used tor processes with capacitances that are tou
small to permit the use of a two-position controller modeor where large changes
ean occur in the load,

In floating mode applications,the relative process capacitance only needs to be
large enough to prevent the control point from traveling beyond the limits of the
neutral zone during normal load changes. Since the control agent is modulated
into the process, its capacitance does nat have to be large enough to absorb pulses
of mass or energy. Therefore, the process capacitance does nol have to be as large
as that required for two-position mode.

The modulating action of the final controlled device also reduces the total
length of the system's lag by removing the need for the control point to transverse
the entire contro! differential before a change in the controller's oulput signal is
initialed. Also, the transportation lag of a floating mode application contains less
energy that has to be absorbed by the process capacitance because the flow
through the final controlled device is modulated, not pulsed. The reductionsin lag
time coupled with the modulating response of the final controlled device reduces
the capacitive requirements of floating mode processes,

Small time lags

The floating mode also has a delay inherentin its transfer function, The neutral
zone postpones the response of the controller until the control point exceeds a limit
of the neutral zone. As in two-position applications, when the length of the con-
troller transfer function and process lags become too large, the controller's
responseshifts out of phase with the actual process conditions, Therefore, floating
controller modecannot be used in processesthat have inherently long systemlags.

Slower load changes

The final controlled device in.a foating mode application is specially designed for
use with floating mode controllers. It repositions the shaft of the flow control
device ata constant rate of speed. This characteristic of the modelimits the speed
of the load change to value that is slower than the speed of the actuator. When load
changes occur at a speeds lower than the rate of changeof the controlled device,
the controller can quickly overcome the load change, maintaining the control
point within the neutral zone. When a load change occurs at a rate that is faster
thanthe final controlled device can transfer energy, the control loopis driven out
of control, Under these circumstances, the final controlled device is driven to one
of its output limits and stays there until a change in the load reverses the direction
of the aciuator. Contrary to a two-position modeofcontrol, the speed of the load
change, notits size, is the limiting factor on whether floating mode can be used.
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Large load changes

Unlike two-position mode, floating mode canbe used for processes that experi-
ence larger load changes, This is possible because of the modulating final con-
trolled device can be sized larger than what would be possible in a two-position
application. Since the floating mode final controlled device modulates flow, it can
maintain control under part load conditions without creating large swingsin the
control point.

11.4.3 Proportional Controller Mode

Proportional controller modeis used in applications thal:

1, Have a small capacitance.
2, Haovlarge or small systemlags.
3. Experience large or small load changes.
4, Experience slowor fast load changes,

A proportional mode controller generates a change in its output signal that is
proportionalto the change that occurred in the control point. Proportional mode is
the simplest, fully modulating controller mode. The controller's outpul signal and
its final controlled device are 100% modulating devices. Unlike the two-position
and floating modes, the oulput of a proportional controller is analog in nature,
capable of taking on any value withinits operating range. It is a uni versal mode
that can be used for any process, regardless of its capacitance andlength of time
lags or the size and speedofits load changes. Once a proportional loophas stabi-
lized, a small offset will remain between the set point and the control point. Thisis
the nature of proportional mode.

Due to the additional complexity and cost of these modulating devices, propor-
tional control modeis typically used for commercial and industrial processes that
have small capacitances or that experience large load changes that occur at speeds
that prohibit the use of a two-position or floating controller mode.

Smal! capacitance

The proportional mode transfer function has an adjustable gain parameter that is
tuned so thal the loop’s response compliments the reactionofits process. The size
of the proportionalgain affects the speed of the controller's response to changes in
the control point, Its value is selected to reposition the final controlled device as
quickly as possible without causing loop instability. Sincethe gain of the propor-
tional controller can be set to any value, the controller can be calibrated to main-
tain any process,regardless of the characteristics of its load changes.

Proportional mode has no inherent time delay inits transfer function. There is
no control differential or neutral zone that must be exceeded before the controller
can initiate its response. In two-position and floating applications, the process
capacitance had to be sufficiently large to overcometheeffects of the control dlif-
ferential and (he process lags. In proportional applications, the controller's output
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signal begins to change as soon as a measurable change oceurs in the control
point, Therefore, the process capacitance can be small becauseit does not need te
absorb pulses of energy or prevent the occurrences of large phaseshifts between
the process condition andthe controller’s response.

Large or small system lags

All dynamic processes have some amount of naturally occurring time lag. The
proportional gain of the controller can be selected to minimize the detrimental
effects of these system lags. Processes with long lags are tuned with a larger pro-
portional gain to permit the controller to make larger changes in the position of
the final controlled device in response to small changes in the control point. This
limits the effect that the lags have on the phaseshift of the process. Small values of
proportional gain are used for processes that have shorter lags because the process
already changes quickly. If a larger gain were used, the loop response would
become unstable and the controller would begin to respond more like a two-posi-
tion device than a modulating one.

Experience large or small load changes

A proportional controller adjusts the rate of energy transfer occurring with the
process a5 soon as a changein the control point is measured. Therefore, the loop
can create a balance between the energy transferred and the process load regard-
less of the size of the load change. The only requirementis that the final controlled
device must be properlysized, using the procedures presented in Chapter 10.

Experience slow orfast load changes

The proportional gain can be tuned toa value that reduces the detrimental effects
of time lags and the speed of the load changes. When fast load changes are nor-
mally found ina process, the proportional gain will be set to a larger value. This
allows the controller to make greater changes in the flow of the control agent,
thereby minimizing the change in the control point. When slower load changes
are the norm, the gain can be reduced to better match the responseof the load.

11.4.4 Integral Controller Mode

Integral modeis used along with proportional modeto reduce any steady state offset to zero,
The integral controller mode can be used in conjunction with proportional

mode for any process where the requirements impose that there cannot be a
steacly state error remaining after a load change. In P! mode applications, the pro-
portional mode responds Lo the initial change in control point, balancing the
energy fransferred into the process with its load. The integral mode will continue
to make changes in the controller's outputsignal until the steady state offset is dri-
ven ty zero, Whenthe controller’s output signal stabilizes, the control point will
equal the set point.
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The integral mode acts as a fine tuning control, responding slowly to reduce any
steady state error to zero, The integral gain is selected so the control point is dri-
ven to the set point within a reasonable amount of timeafter the load change
occurred, Larger integral gain values will eliminate any offset quickly, but may
cause the controller's response to becomeunstable, A smaller integral gain will
reduce the error to zero without increasing the possibility of loop instability. The
integral mode improves process operating efficiency and comfort by maintaining
the controlled variable at its desired set point.

11.4.5 Derivative Mode

The derivative mode anticipates the maximum growth ofthe error based upon tts present
rate of change and quickly moves the final controlled device ta.a posttion thal mininizes
He chaiige in the control point caused Iny fast load changes.

Derivative mode is used with proportional mode (PD) or proportional plus
integral (PID) mode to provide an anticipating action that prevents excessive
swings in the control point in responsety fast load changes, Derivative mode can
be used to add stability to loops thal require a large proportional gain. The deriv-
ative mode's response acts to reduce the adverse effects of a high gain propor-
tional mode during quick changing events. It accomplishes this by positioning the
final controlled device quickly, thereby reducing the offset experienced by the
process and consequently, limiting the amountof change in the controller's out-
put signal that would be producedby the large proportional gain. By reducing the
effect of the proportional response during fast load changes, the loop can be set up
with a higher initial proportional gain for normal load changes without the fear of
instability during quick load changes. Derivative mode is not used as often as
other modes. Therelative slowness of HVAC processes reduces the need for deriv-
ative gain’s braking action,

 

SUMMARY

HVAC processes have force, flow, capacitance and resistive elements thataffect
the responseof the system lo load changes. The force element generates flow of
mass or energy in the process. The quantityof flowis inversely proportional to the
system's resistance. The flow element transports mass or energy from a source to
the process. The capacitive element stores mass or energyto reduce the effects of
load changes on the control point. These four process characteristics exist in elec-
trical, thermal and liquid systems.

Lags are natural occurrences in all dynamic systems. A lag is a time delay that
occurs betweenthe initiation of an action and the appearance ofthe desired result.
Lags produce phase shifts between the responseof the controller and the actual
condition of the process. Large phase shifts result in a poor loop response, an
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inability to maintain the control point close to the set point and loop instability,
HVAC process lags can be classified as either a measuring, transmitting, trans-
porting or mixinglag.

Time constants are a standard means of measuring a dynamic process that
changes its response in proportion to its present condition. A time constant indi-
cates the length of time it takes for a process to complete 63%of its required
change. Five timé constants are required for a process to complete its entire
change.

The elements of a process along with the size and speed of the process load
change is used to select the controller’s mode for a given application. Two-pasi-
tion mode is used for processes having a large capacitance, small load changes
and short system lags. Floating controller mode is used for processes having a
medium capacitance where the speed of the load change is slower than the speed
of the actuator of the final controlled device, Floating mode can also control large
changes in load that could not be maintained with two-position controller mode.
Proportional mode can be used for any process regardless of its capacitance,
length of time lags and the speed or size of the expected load changes. This mode
generates a modulating signal whose gain can be adjusted to meetthe operational
requirements of the process, Proportional mode can be coupled with integral
mode to produce a response that leaves no steady state error. It can also be cou-
pled with derivative mode to produce a response that is sensitive to fast load
changes without causing instability.

 

EXERCISES

Determine if the following statements are true or false. [f any portion of the state-
mentis false, the entire statementis false. Explain your answers.

1. Heat is a measure of an object's thermal! intensity.
2. The process capacitance defines how much mass or energy is required to

change the control point one unit.
3. As the thermal capacitance of a process increases, the amountof timeit takes

to change the temperature of the process increases.
4. Dirt and other debris caught between the fins of a heat transfer coil will

increase the thermal conductivity of the path betweenthe control agent and
the controlled medium.

5. Two-position controller mode can be used in processes having small
processlags.

6. Floating mode and proportional mode controllers can be used for processes
that experience large load changes.

7. The transportation lag of a system increases as the length of the signal lines
connecting the control devices increase.

ep
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8.

9
10.
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Proportional modeis used for fast changing processes that can havea steadystate error.

Derivative mode is used more often than integral mode in HVAC processes.
A proportional mode should be used in place ofa floating mode controller tor
a process that experiences fast load changes.

Respond to the following stalements and questions completely and accurately,
using the material foundin this chapter.

Re

2.

eeae)

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

List the four elements of a process and describetheir relationship to each of
the other process elements.
As the force element of a process increases, will the transfer rate of the mass
or energy increase or decrease? Explain your answer.

. Whatis the functionof the capacitive elementin a thermal process?

. Whatis the difference between thermal capacitance and thermalcapacity?
. Whataretime lags and what causes them?

List four different types of ITVAC timelags and describe a characteristic of
each.

. Whateffect does a time lag have on the phaseshift and stability of a control
loop response?

. Whatis a time constant?

. Where does the value 63%come from when calculating a time constant?
10. What happens to the length of the time constant of a classroom during the

cold weather, when it fills up with students entering for the first class of the
day?
A technician repositions a pneumatic thermostat in a cafeteria from the west
wall to the east wall, Forty feet of pneumatic lube is needed to reconnectthe
thermostat. What affect will this have on the response of the process?
The same technicianinstalls a tamper-proof shield over a thermostat located
ina cafeteria. Whataffect will this have on the process response?
Whateffect will closing the dampers na wall register have on the time con-
slant of a process.
Aset back thermostat changes the set point of a zone from 62° to 72°at 7:00
am, The time constant af the process is 6 minutes. Howlong will it take for
the room to reach set point?
Describe the process requirements for usiiig each of the the seven controller
modes.
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The Calibration and Response
of Modulating Control Loops

Thecalibration procedure begins by reviewing the objectives that are to be met by
control loop afterit is properly tuned, Next, control loop is analyzed whileit is
operating to determine howit is presently responding to changes in its set point.
Any necessary adjustments are made to the loop components to make them per-
form as designed or required. Finally, the response of the newly calibrated control
logp is evaluated to determineif it meets one of the criteria of a properly tuned
control loop. Chapter 12 explains howto calibrate a control loop soit maintains
the process at set point as efficiently as possible.

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this chapter, the reader will be able to:

1.
2.

de

List and explain the objectives of a modulating control loop.
List and explain the characteristics of each of the five possible closed loop
responses Lo a change in load or set point.
Explain theeffects that changes in the controller's gain parameters have on
closed loop response,

. Explainthe criteria used in the evaluation of a closed loop response,

. Explain why the objectives and responseslisted in this chapter do not apply
open loop configurations

215
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124 To effectively calibrate any closed loop, an evaluationof the dynamic response of

CALIBRATING AN OPEN LOOP CONTROLLER

The first step performed in any controller calibration procedure is to check the
accuracy of the loop sensor's output signal. In this procedure, an instrument of
proven accuracyis placed next to the sensing elementof the process to measure its
control point. The measured value of the process variable Js compared to the out-
put signal of the sensor. If both devices indicate the same magnitude, the sensoris
calibrated and the technician can move on to the controller calibration,If the mea-

sured and sensor signals do not correlate, the sensor must be calibrated or
replaced before the controller can be calibrated.
Open loop controllers are calibrated using a sfatte evaluation procedure. To cali-
brate a two-position, open loop controller, its set point adjustment is slowly
turned until the output signal of the controller changes its state. The position of
the set point adjustment where the controller's output signal changes state corre-
lates with a set point equal to the present value of the measured variable. There-
fore, once the output signal changes stale, the indicator of the set point dial can be
aligned with the mark corresponding with the value of the control point. For
example, if the measured variable was 72", the controller's output signal will
change state when the control point exceeds 72". Therefore, at the point where the
controller's output changes state, the mark corresponding to 72° on the set point
dial will be aligned the dial’s pointer.

To complete the calibration procedure, the control differential is adjusted to
meet the requirements of the process and the set point dial is set to the desired
process set point, The control point should be varied above and below the set
point toverify that the controller operates as intended, Note, the entire calibration
procedure is performed without the need to evaluate the contral loop’s response
under actual operating conditions. In fact, open loop controllers.can be calibrated
on a bench before being installed in the field without affecting its operation,
Closed loop controllers cannot be calibrated using these procedures.

12.1.1 Closed Loop Dynamic Analysis
Dynamic analysis moititers the oscillations of ¢ contraller’s output signal to determine if
its response meets the objectives of a properly tined control loop.

In Chapters 6, the transfer function of a control device was used to calculate the
magnitude of an output signal based upon a knowninput condition. To use this
analysis tool, a technician enters the current value of an input signal into a trans-
fer function and calculates the corresponding output signal. This techniqueis use-
ful when checking the operation of a control device understatic or unchanging
conditions. Untortunately, 1 does not indicate how the loop will dynamically
respond to load changes. Consequently, it cannot be used to fie a modulating
controller.

118

the controller’s output signal must be performed, Dynamic analysis examines the
path or curve generated by the controller’s output signal response during the
period following a set point or load change. The response is compared with the
control industry's standard modulating responses to determineif the loop is prop-
erly calibrated. Figure 12.1 depicts the path generated by a modulating con-
troller’s outputsignal in responseto a changein the process load.

In dynamic response analysis, the path generated by the controller's output sig~
nal is evaluated over a interval of time called the transition period. A loop entersa
transition period as soonas its controller begins to respondto a changeinits load
or set point. The transition period ends once a balanceis established between the
energy transfer and the load. At that point, the controller’s output signal and the
process control point stabilize.

Once the transition period ends, the loop enters a period of steady stafe opera-
tion. Steady state operation describes a loop condition that occurs whenall the
variables of a control loop stabilize, or become steady. A control loop remainsin a
steady state condition until another change occurs within the process. Figure 12.2

Dynamic Analysis Evaluates the
Path Generaled by the Controller's

Output Signal and its Endpoints

Controller'sOutputSignal 
 

Time 

Figure 12.1 The Response Path Generated by a Modulating Controller

Transition Period of a Response

  Controller'sOutputSignal
 

 
Time —~

Figure 12.2 Transition Period of a Closed Loop Modulating Response
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showsthe transition period of a modulating loop response. The steadystate peri-
ods occur on both sides of the transition period, depicted as the areas outside ol
the dashed lines.

12.1.2 Transition Period Characteristics

The focus of closed loop dynamic responseanalysis is on the path generated by
the controller’s output signal during the transition period, By monitoring the
response of the loop during this period, the technician can determine whether the
loop is calibrated correctly. The number and severity of the oscillations in the tran-
sition period along with thesize of the remaining steady state error Indicate the
currentstate ofcalibration of the controller. These response characteristics indicate
whatchanges need to be made to the parameters of the controller's transfer func-
tion to achieve optimal calibration.

The oscillations in a closed loop controller's response pathare the result of the
self-correcting action provided bythe presence of the feedback path. Each ascilla-
tion represents a corrective action generated by the controller as it monitors the
effectits last output signal change had onthe conditionof the controlled variable.
Application 12.1 describes a typical closed loop response,illustrating the genera-
tion of the oscillations in the controller's outputsignal.

APPLICATION 12.1

Process: Classroom Temperature Control.

Objective: Maintain the classroomat a temperature of 72 YP.

Controller Mode: Proportional Only

Response:

a. At present, the room is in steady state operation al a temperatureof 71.5" and
the controller's output signalis stable as depicted al State 1 in Figure 12.1.

b. A large number of students enter the classroom, causing the control point
(temperature) to increase in response to the change in the process load. The
sensor generates a new output signal corresponding to the new control point.
The signalis sent to the controller which calculates the newprocess error and
generates a corresponding change in its output signal. The controller
increases its output signal to close the NO heating valve. This is depictedas
the first rise in the output signal following State | in Figure (2.1,

c, Process lags generate a phase shift between the controller's response and the
actual condition of the process. Consequently, the controller's previous
change in its output signal cannot balance the existing load. The sensor, via
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the feedback path, informs the controller thatits initial response closed the
valve too much, causing the control point to drop. The controller responds by
modifying its output signal based on the new error. This sequence of events
continues until a balance ts established between the flow of the control agent
and the process load. 

Calibrating a modulating control loop is achieved by properly selecting values for
eachof the controller's gain parameters and in some applications, adjusting the out-
putsignal's bias. A proportional controller has one gain parameter; proportional
plus integral (PD) and proportional plus derivative (PD) controllers have two gain
parameters and PID controllers have three gain parameters that must be correctly
chosen during the calibration procedure. Variations in these parameters determine
the size and numberofoscillations that appear in the transition period of the con-
troller's response. By properly selecting values for these gain parameters, the loop
response can be optimuzed to efficiently maintainthe process requirements.

12.2
==

OPERATIONAL OBJECTIVES FOR A CLOSED LOOP RESPONSE

Operational guidelines have been established for the calibration of closed loop
modulating control applications that are used to help a technician determine a
correct value tor each of the controller’s gain parameters. These guidelines consist
ofthree objectives that define the overall characteristics of a properly tuned, mod-
ulating closed loop response. Calibrating a loop to meet these objectives insures
that the technician has completed the calibration process correctly. The three oper-
ational objectives of a control loop are:

 
1. Minimize the size of the initial change in the control point.
2. Minimize the length of time of the transition period.
3. Minimize the size of the remaining steady state error,

Each one of these objectives is affected by the values used for the controller's
gain parameters. Proper selection of the proportional, integral and derivative
gains by the careful adjustmentof the throttling range, reset time and rate of the
controller's transfer function will compensate for the process lags, providing a
loop that meets the purpose and objectives of a properly tuned modulating con-

| trol loop.

12.2.1 Minimize the Initial Change in the Control Point

The first operational objective of a closed loop response ts to minimize the ttitial
change mn the control point. Changes in the control point result from variations thal
occur in the process load or set point. Whenevereither of these variables changes,
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the loop departs from its steady state operating mode and enters a transition
response period, Typically, the control point experiencesits greatest variance from
its previous steady state value at the beginning of the transition period.

Whatis the initial change in the control point?

The first oscillation in a transition period is called the inilial change or maximum
error of the response, lt is the first change experienced by the control point after a
period of steady state operation. Figure 12.3 depicts theinitial change in the con-
trol point. Typically, the first oscillation will be the largest in the transition period
because the controller’s response is delayed by process lags.

At the start of the transition period, the control pointinitially moves away from
its steady state value. The amount of change experienced by the control pointis
related to the size of the load or set paint change. The control pointwill continue
to move away fromits initial steady state value until the amount of energy trans-
ferred by the control agent exceeds the rate required to balance the newload.
Process lags cause the flowrate of the control agent to exceed the quantity needed
to balance the new load. Consequently, the control point reverses its direction and
begins to move back towardits initial value. Other oscillations will occur as the
controller continues to attemptto find the balance point of the load. The number
of oscillations are a functionof the magnitudeof the process time lags and the val-
ues chosen for the controller's proportional, integral and/or derivative gains.

Whataffects the size of the initial change in the control point?

The size of the process time lags have the greatest effect on the size of the initial
changein the control point. Lags allowthe control point to begin changing before
the controller becomes aware of a variationoccurringin the load. Asthe size of the
process time lags increase, the size of the initial change in the control point also
increases. Conversely, processes with small lag times experience small delays and

Initial Changein the Error
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Figure 12.3 Initial Change in the Control Point
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initial changes in the control point before the controller responds, minimizing the
initial change in the control point.

The controller's proportional gain is used to reduce the detrimental effects of
the process timelags, When the controller’s proportional gain is increased,it gen-
erates larger changes in the flowof the control agent in response to small changes
in the control point. Therefore, once the controller receives an indication the con-
trol point is changing, it responds quickly to dampen the growth of the initial
change in the control point. When the proportional gainis set to a small value,the
control point can travel outside the limits of the throttling range before the con-
troller will make the necessary adjustmentsin the flowof the control agent,

Why mustthe initial change in the control point be minimized?

If the tnitial change In the control point is allowed to grow too large, the loop
moves outside of the limits of its throttling range, adversely affecting the comfort,
efficiency and safe operationof the process. These excessive responses are noticed
by the occupants and generate service related complaints. Large changes in the
control point also result in large steadystate offsets after the loop has stabilized.

Howis theinitial change in the contro! point minimized?

The size of the initial change in the control point is primarily controlled by the
value used for the controller's proportional gain, and lo a lesser extent, the other
gains that may be used in the transfer funetion. A technician alters the value of the
controller's proportional gain to regulatethe size of the initial change in the con-
trol point, The controller's proportional gain defines the amount of change in the
oulpul signal that is generated for each incremental change in the control point
(error). The controller's response becomes quicker as its proportional gain is
increased. The faster a controller can alter the flowrate of energy throughthe final
contralled device, the smaller the initial change in the control point will become.
Application 12.2 describes the effect of changing the proportional gain’s valueto
reduce the size of the initial change in the control point.

APPLICATION 12,2

Process: Cold Deck Temperature Control Loop.

Objective: Maintain the temperature ot the air leaving the cooling coil at 55°F.

Components: A direct acting sensor and a direct acting controller that generate
4 to 20 milliamp output signals. A normally closed, 4 to 20 milliamp linear chilledwater valve.
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Response: As the temperature of the air downstream of the cooling coil
Increases due to an increase in the process load, the controller's outputsignal also
increases, modulating the chilled water valve open.

Proportional Gain: With an initial gain of 2 mA/°E,the throttling range is 8
degrees which corresponds to the set point + /— 4 °F, With this proportional gain,
the valve moves 12.5%(100% + 8) for each one degree change in the control point.
Unfortunately, the process lags produce a larger than necessary initial change in
the control point.

To improve the response of the loop, the calibrating technician increases the
gain to4mA/°R. This equates toa 4 °F throttling range. The valve nowopens 25%
for each one degree change in the control point, The loop will now produce the
same change in the position of the final controlled deviceafter only one half of the
previous required change in the control point. The loop is nowtwice as responsive
with its larger gain. The reduction in response time will minimize the size of the
initial changein the control point. 

Howis the value of the gain selected?

A technician calibrating a modulating control loop selects the controller's propor-
ional gain wlile the system is operating under normal load conditions. The gain is set
as high as possible to minimize the initial change in the control point without pro-
ducing a large numberofoscillations within the lransition period. This strategy
creates a contra] loop that is sensitive to small changes in the controlled variable.
High gain controllers quickly position the final controlled device to allow suffi-
cient energy transfer to inhibit anyfurther growth in the initial change in the con-
trol point. This sensitivity prevents large initial changes in the control point from
occurring wheneverthe load changes.

12.2.2 Minimize the Transition Period of the Response

The second operational objective of a closed loop response is to minimizethe length
of the transition periodof the response,

Whatis the transition period of the response?

The transition period is a interval of time when the controller's output signal is in a
state of change. The transition period is bounded by periods of steady state opera-
tion, Whenever a change in process conditions occurs, the optimal response of a con-
trol loop would be to immediately drive the final controlled device to the position
that produces the required balance betweenthe energy transferred and the new load.
Unfortunately, time lags and the controller's proportional gain combine their effects,
producing oscillations in the controller's output signal and the control point. In most
control loops, there are always a few oscillations found within the transition period.

r
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Whataffects the length of the transition period of the response?

The length of the transition period is affected by the amount of gain m the con-
troller’s transfer function, The proportional andintegral gains have the greatereffect
in processes that change al a normal rate. Proportional, integral and derivative gains
work together in processes that experience iast load changes. Whenevera change in
the control point causes the controller to respond,all of the gains in its transfer fune-
tion begin to adjust the output signal in proportionto the size of the error. The larger
the overall gain of the controller, the longer the transition period ofthe response.

Why mustthe transition period of the response be minimized?

The longer the transition period exists, the greater the length of time the process
operates in.an unbalanced state. Consequently, the control system is supplying the
incorrect ammount of energy to the process. Minimizing the transition period of
operation reduces the amount of time the control point is changing. It also mini-
mizes disturbances in occupant comfort, process efficiency and mechanical wear
of system components.

Howis the transition period of the response minimized?

To reduce the number of oscillations within the transition period, the controller's
overall gain mustbe set to values that limit [he number of oscillations, Smaller values
of proportional, integral and derivative gain slow down the response of the controller,
limiting oscillations. If the gain parameters are set too low,the transition period will
begin to become longer even though the controller's output signal will not oscillate.
Althoughtheoscillations in the response have been removed by the lower gain con
troller, il takes too long for the final controlled device to change position and the loop
will go out of control before the controller's output stabilizes. Figure 12.4 highlights
the differences in responses for a high gain and lower gain controller to the same
changein load. Note, the lower gain response has a longer transition time.

Length of the Transition Period is
Based Upon the Controller's Gain

Reached Steady
Lower Gain Slate

/  
 
 

 

 High Gain

High Gain Transition Period ——»
- Low Gain Transition Period

ControllersOutputSignal
 

Figure 12.4 Comparison of High and Low Gain Controller Responses
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How is the value of the proportional gain selected?

Higher values of proportional gain are needed to minimize the size of the initial
change in the control point. Unfortunately, these higher gain values also generate
more oscillations within the transition period of a response. As the controller’s
gain becomes larger, the numberofoscillations and the transition period increase.
Lowering the value of the proportional, integral and derivative gains shortensthe
transition period but increases the size of the initial error, which is contradictory to
the first operational objective.

The calibrating technician must balance the advantages of a smaller initial
change in the control point with the disadvantages of a longertransition period, A
properly calibrated modulating control loop reacts quickly to minimize the growth
of the initial change in the control point but also permits the loop to oscillate a min-
imum number of times without significantly increasing the transition time.

12.2.3 Minimize the Steady State Error

The third and final operational objective of a closed loop is to minimize the steady
state error,

Whatis the steady state error?

The steady state error is the mathematical difference between the control point
and the set point of a process once the loop has reached a steady state condition
aiter a response.It is caused by the inherent response of a proportional mode con-
troller which balances the load and energy transfer at some point within the throt-
tling range of the process. Once the controller achieves the balance point ils output
stabilizes and a period of steady state operation begins, The difference between
the control point and the set point when a loop is in its steady state operating
modets cailed the steady state error.

Ina properly calibrated loop, the steady state error falls within throttling range
of the process during normal load operation. The pointof this objective tofinish a
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Figure 12.5 Steacly State Error
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response to a change in load or set point with the control point as close to the set
point as possible. Figure 12.5 shows the steady state error that is present after a
proportional mode controller has reached steady slate operation.

Whataffects the size of the steady state error?

In similarity withthe first two operational objectives, the proportional gain of the
controller is also responsible for minimizing thesize of the steady state error, When
a loop is calibrated to respond quickly to changes in its process, the steady state
error is minimized. Slower responding loops produce larger steadystate errors.

Why must the steady state error be minimized?

The steady state error is minimized to improve the comfort and efficiency of the
process. Wheneverthe control point is allowed to stabilize at a value that differs
from the set point, (he process is operating ina less than optimal condition. Mini-
mizing the difference betweenthe set point and control point minimizes theinet-
ficiencies of the process.

How is the steady state error minimized?

The steadystate error is minimized by increasing the proportional gain of the
controller, A high gain response reduces the initial changein the control point,
meeting the requirements of operational objective one. By restraining the initial
growthof the control point, it remains closer to the set point during the transition
period, Consequently, by the time the loop achieves a steady state condition, the
control point 15 closer to the set point than it wouldbeif the controller's gain was
selata lower value,

Howisthe value of the gain selected?
The value of gain is selected to meet the first objective, which automatically mini-
mizes the size of the steady state error. Increasing the gain minimizes the initial
changein the control point and the size of the steadystate error.

12.2.4 Selecting the Proper Gain to Meet All Three of the
Loop Operational Objectives

There is nosingle value for a controller's gain thatsatisfies all three operational
objectives simultaneously. The selection of a gain that meets the first and third
objective will not optimize the requirements of the second objective. Conversely,
whenthe controller's gainis initially set too low, the first and third objectives are
not be met in order to meet the second objective. Theart of effectively calibrating
modulating control loops lies in the ability of the technician to select a value for
the controller’s gain(s) that consider the advantages and disadvantagesofall three
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operational objectives with respect to the requirements of a particular process. To
assist the technician in selecting this value, the loop’s response to a changeinits
load orset point can be compared withfive standard modulating responses. Once
the loop is calibrated so its response matches the standard response for that
process, the control loopis considered to be properly tuned, The following section
details the five possible responses of closed loop controls.

12.3
S=.4

THE FIVE POSSIBLE LOOP RESPONSES

A modulating control loop’s response to. a changein is Ioad or set point always
falls into one of five standard response categories, As the controller's gain is var-
ied in an attempt to meetthe operational objectives of a control loop, the resulting
response will move out of one category and into another. The final value of the
gain must place the loop’s responsein the category that meets all three operational
objectives and the process requirements. The five response categories are:

1, Overdamped
2. Critically Damped
3. Underdamped
4, Unstable with Constant Amplitude
5. Unstable with Increasing Amplitude

12.3.1 Damping

Damping describes anyeffect that reduces or tapedes a reaction,
Damping can be considered a source of resistance that is applied to a system to

reduce any change in the magnitudeor direction of a response. Dampinglessens
or smooths out the severityof the oscillations in the transition period. Conversely,
reducing the damping force applied to a system allows the rate of change of the
output signal to increase, increasing the severity of the oscillations. As shown
above, the term damping is used to classify the overall characteristics of a con-
troller’s response.

Applying a damping force to a controller slows the rate of change of its output
signal, Controllers incorporate circuitry that make it possible for the technician to
regulate the amount of damping applied to the output signals, thereby manipulat-
ing a controller's response. Controller’s tuned with a large amount of damping
generale responses that do not oscillale. Reducing the amount of a controller's
damping increases {he numberof oscillations in its response. The proportional
gain adjustmentof the controller varies the damping factor of its response. As a
technician increases the controller's proportional gain, its damping factor
decreases. Conversely, decreasing the gain increases the damping factor

_—
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12.3.2 Overdamped Response
An averdamped response is characterized by the slow rate of change in a con-
troller’s output signal. The slowness results from a small proportional gain value
whichcreates a large amount of damping into the controller’s Output response.
Consequently, the controller's output changesslowly in responseto load changes,
An overdamped loop responds loo slowly to changes in the load and conse-
quently, cannot meet operational objectives one and three. The slow response
allows the contral point to stabilize beyond acceptable limits of the process and
produces larger steady state errors. Figure 12.6 depicts the controller's over-
damped response to a change in load.

Overdamped control loopsdo sro! oscillate. If the slightest amountofoscillation
occurs in the output signal, the loop is not overdamped andits response falls inta
one of the four remaining response categories.

12.3.3 Critically Damped Response

A criticalhy damped controller’s response has a larger gain and therefore, less
damping than an overdampedresponse, Consequently, it will take less time for the
controller to complete its response and return to a steady state condition. A criti-
cally damped controller has justenough damping to permit a fast response without
allowing any oscillations to occurin its output signal. If the critically damped con-
troller’s gain is increased slightly, a small oscillation will occur in the output signal.
Once anoscillation occurs, the response is removed fromthe critically damped cat-
egory, Figure 12.7 showsa critically damped response to a changein load superim-
posed over the overdamped response that was shown in Figure 12.6,

The gain of the controller that generated the overdamped response of Figure
12.6 was increased to changeits responseto critically damped. The resulting criti-
cally damped response allows the process to reach steady state operation much
quicker than the overdamped response, without allowing the output signal to

Overdamped Response
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Figure 12.6 An Qverdamped Response
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Critically Damped Response

Overdamped Response
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Figure 12.7 Critically Damped Response

oscillate. Note, the steady state error is smaller for a critically damped response
than for an overdamped response, reflecting the merease in the controller's gain.
Critically damped responses are used for processes that cannot tolerate oscilla-
tions in their control point. A critically damped response meets all three opera-
tional objectives because the loop responds as quickly as possible within the
design requirements of the process.

12.3.4 Underdamped Response

When the gain of a critically damped controller is increased slightly, reducing its
damping, the resulting response changes to wnderdamped. An underdamped
response exhibits a reduced degree of resistance ta changes in its output signal
which allows the controller's output signal to initially overshootits balance point
thereby requiring a corrective action. Consequently, underdamped responses
always generate some degree of oscillations, As the controller’s gain is increased,
the number of oscillations in the transition period also increase before the output
signal stabilizes after a load change.

The advantages of an underdampedresponseare it ability to reduce the size of
the initial ancl steady state errors, These reductions in the change of the process
errorare the result of the faster initial responseof the controller. A disadvantage of
an underdamped response is a longer transition period, Figure 12.8 depicts an
underdamped Joop response.

The operational objectives of a control loop require the controller's propor-
tional, integral and derivative gains to be set high enough to minimize the size of
the initial change in the control point, length of the transition period and the size
of the steady state error. To meet these contradictory requirements simultaneously,
the overall gain of the controller is increased! beyondits critical damped response,
permitting the generation of a few oscillations. Sufficient damping remains in the
response to permit the loop to stabilize within an acceptable period time.
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Figure 12.8 Underdamped Response

12.3.5 Unstable with Constant Amplitude Response
The remaining two response categories classify loops that are unstable and there-
fore, do not meet any of the three operational objectives of a modulating control
loop. Unstable loops have so little damping that they constantly oscillate in reac-
tion to a change in the process load or set point. This response cannot meet the
operational objectives of control loop because the transition period is excessively
long and the control point neverstabilizes.

As the gain of an underdamped loop is increased, the number of oscillations
that appear in its transition period also increase, If the gain is increased suffi-
ciently, the response reaches a point where it will never achieve a steady state
operating mode. This is the point where the response crosses over from under-
damped to unstable, Figure 12.9 depicts an unstable response where the oscilla-
tions are of the samerelative size.

12.3.6 Unstable with Increasing Amplitude

Whenthe gain of an unstable loop is increased even further, the controller's
response oscillates more aggressively which each successive oscillation having a
larger amplitude. Eventually, the amplitude exceeds the output range of the con-
troller and the controller respondslike a short cycling two-position loop. Like the
previous unstable response, this response cannot meet the operational objectives
of a control loop and will cause excessive wear and tear to the control loop com-
ponents, Figure 12.10 showsthis response,

12.3.7 Responses That Meet the Operational Objectives of a Loop

Only those controller responses that fall within the critically damped and under-
damped categories successfully meet the operational objectives of a modulating
control loop. Overdamped loops respond too slowly, producing undesirable
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Figure 12.9 Unstable - Constant Amplitude
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Figure 12.10 Unstable - Increasing Amplitude

steady state errors and long transition periods. Unstable loops cannot meet the
requirements of an acceptable response because they react too quickly and cannot
maintain the control point at a steady stale condition.

In any application, there is only one value for the controller's overall gain (P, PL,
PID) that producesa critically damped response, LIthe value of this gain is slightly
lowerthan the critically damped gain, the response is classified as overdamped.It
the controller’s gain is slightly higher than the critically damped value, the
response is classified as underdamped. Underdamped responses can have any
value for its gain parameters that keep the controller's response somewhere
betweencritically damped and unstableand still meet the response characteristics
of the category. Uncerdampedl responses range fromthose with slight oscillations
(nearly critically damped) to those with manyoscillations (approaching unstable).
Although a response that is approaching unstable has a long transition period and
no longerfulfills the operational objectives of a loop,it still belongs in the under-
damped category ifit finally reaches a steady state condition.
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CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING CONTROL LOOP RESPONSES

A modulating controller's response mustfall into the critically damped or under-
damped categories if it is going to meet the operational objectives of a control
loop. Although it is easy to determine if the responseis critically damped, there
are a whole range of gain values that can be used that meet the underdamped
response characteristics. To determine if an underdamped response effectively
meets the three operational objectives of a modulating control loop, criterion have
been developed that assist the technician in determining whether a controller is
properly tuned, These criterion are used to evaluate whether a responseefficiently
balances the opposing requirementsofthe three objectives. Thethreecriteria used
for evalualing an underdamped modulating loop response are:

1. Critically damped
2. Quarter amplitude decay
3. Minimize the integral of the absolute error

When tuning a modulating control loop, the technician adjusts the value ofthe
controller's gain parameters until its response meets any one of these three evalu-
ation criteria. When the loop’s response matches one of these criteria, the opera-
tional objectives of a modulating control loop have been met and the loop will
respondin an efficient manner.

In order to calibrate a modulating control loup, the technician must be able to
evaluate its dynamic response. One of two conditions must occur to provoke a
control loop to respond, either the process must undergo a measurable change
in its load or a measurable change must be madeinits set point. Since it is dif-
ficult to make a finite change in a process load to analyze a controller's
response, this optionis not used by the calibrating technician, Therefore, to ini-
tiate a response of a control loop, the technician makes a step change in theset
point of the process. A step changeis an instantaneous change of 5° or 10° in the
set point that causes the controller to respond to what it senses as a [inite
change occurring in the process load. Since the response must be evaluated sev-
eral times, the usual procedure is to increase the set point the first time,
decrease it the second time and keep alternating the direction of change until
the loop is calibrated. The process must be allowed to stabilize before the next
change in set point is made.

To evaluate a controller's calibration, the technician inputs a step changein the
loop’s set point. The output signal of the controller is monitored to determine its
current response category. After the loop has stabilized, the proportional gain is
adjusted in a direction thal moves the response loward the critically damped or
slightly underdamped category. Another step change in the set pointis initiated
andthe response evaluated. This change in the set point is madein the direction
opposite of the initial change. This procedure is repeated until the response
matches one of the three responsecriteria.
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12.4.1 Critically Damped Criterion

As stated previously, a critically damped controller responds to changes in the
process as fast as possible without generating a single oscillation. To meet this eri-
terion, the technician must be sure the response is not overdamped or under-
damped. To determine if the responseis critically damped and not overdamped,
the proportional gain is increased slightly anda step changeis initiated. If the con-
troller responds with a small oscillation in its output signal, the loop was most
likely critically damped before the gain was increased, To return the response back
to critically damped, the gain is reduced back toits previous value. [f the increase
in proportional gain did not generate a slight oscillation, the loop is still over-
damped and the gain must be increased in steps until the loop becomes slightly
underdamped, Once an oscillation occurs, the proportional gain is reduced
slightly to achieve a critically damped response. Figure 12.11 depicts a critically
damped response,

A critically damped response 1s slower than an underdamped response and will
consume more energy due to its larger steady state error. [tis used for applications
that cannot tolerate oscillations in the comtrol point during a load change, This cri-
terion is not usually used in HVAC applications because most applications can
tolerate a few oscillations without any problems.

12.4.2 Quarter Amplitude Decay Criterion

Quarter amplitude decay is the criterion of choice for HVAC processes. Quarter
amplitude decay is used in the evaluation of underdampedresponses. This crite-
tion optimizes the number of oscillations allowed in a properly tuned under-
damped loop while minimizing the length of the transition period. Quarter
amplitude decay is widely used by HVAC calibrating technictans because of its
ease of usein the field.

Underdamped-
Reduce Proportional Gain

Overdamped-
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Figure 12,11 Critically Damped Criterion Response
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Figure 12.12 Quarter Amplitude Decay Criterion

Quarter amplitude decay limits the amplitude of each successiveoscillation to a
magnitude that is equal to approximately onefourth of the size of the previous
oscillation. This reduction in the size of approximately 75% of the previous mag-
nitude causes the controller's output signal to stabilize within three or four oscil-
lations thereby optimizing the length of the transition period, A quarter amplitude
response is shown in Figure 12.12.

This evaluation is most often used becauseit is easyto observe the decrease in
the size of the successive oscillations in the controller's output using a pressure
gauge or electric meter. Generally, if the signal stabilizes within three orfour oscil-
lations the response is considered to meet the quarter amplitude decay criterion.If
the loop oscillates more than four times,a slight reduction in the proportional gain
will increase the damping and slow the response, reducing the numberof oscilla-
fons. If fewer than three oscillations occur, the gain can still be increased slightly
to improve the efficiency of the process without producing an unstable response.

12.4.3 Minimize the Integral of the Absolute Error Criterion

Minimizethe integral of the absolute error criterion is also used for evaluating
underdamped controller responses. Itis a mathematical based criterion that solves
for the algebraic sumof the area under the response curve using integration, Each
separate area within the limits defined by the response curve and the controller's
bias line is calculated and added to the other areas. By reducing the total area of
the response, the loop is tuned to respond as quickly as possible, minimizing the
transilion period and maximizing the efficiency of the process,

This criterion is mathematically more accurate than quarter amplitude decay in
the evaluation of underdamped responses. It is also unrealistic for the calibrating,
technician to perform this procedure in the field, This criterion lendsitself nicely
to control loops that use microprocessors for controllers because computers are
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Figure 12.13) Minimize Integrated Error Criterion

very adeptat performing mathematical calculations. Many digital control systems
employ self tuning algorithmsthat employ this criterion to tune the loop autormat-
ically. In self tuning applications, the controller will initiate a step change in the set
point and calculate the area under the response curve, then it will alter the pro-
portional gain and repeat the procedure until the area under the response curve is
minimized. Figure 12.13 depicts a minimizederror response,

 

SUMMARY

Closed loop control systems are designed to economically maintain a process con-
tro] point within its throttling range. The presence of the feedback path permits
the controller to become self-correcting, altering its output signal until the energy
being transferred into the process balances with the load. This characteristic of
closed loops generally produces oscillations in the controller's output signal
whenever a load change occurs. To regulate the number and size of these oscilla-
tions, the controller’s damping, factor is varied by adjusting its gain parameters.
As the gain is increased, the damping applied lo the response decreases,increas-
ing the speed of the change in the output signal and the number ofoscillations
that occur. Conversely, as the gain is decreased, signal damping is increased,
reducing the speed and mumberof oscillations of the controller’s output signal.

Modulating loops are designed and calibrated to fulfill the following opera-
tonal objectives:

1, Minimize the size of the initial change in the control point.
2. Minimize the lengthof time of the transition period.
3. Minimize the size of the remaining steady state error.
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Meeting these objectives insures the loop is tuned efficiently and will not become
unstable in response to normal changes in the load.

The damping factor determines which of the five categories a modulating
response belongs to, Each category is based upon the size and frequency of the
oscillations that occur during the transition period of the response. The five
response categories are;

1. Overdamped
Critically Damped

. Underdamped

. Unstable with Constant Amplitude

. Unstable with Increasing Amplitude
osDe
Anoverdamped loop has the lowest controller gain, slowest response and high-

est damping of the five responses. Increasing the controller’s gain reduces its
damping, shifting its response toward critically damped. Further increases in the
controller's gain moves the response through the underdamped, unstable with
constant amplitude and unstable with increasing amplitude responses.

When the controller's gain is too small with respect to the process characteris:
ties, its response will be overdamped. This responseis too slow to properly meet
the first and third operational objectives of modulating control loops. It also
wastes energy and fails to adequately maintain the control point of the process
within a reasonable throttling range. As the gain is increased to speed up the
loop’s response without producing any oscillations, the loop respondsin a criti-
cally damped manner. Its controller's output signal changes as fast as possible
without creating any oscillations. This response is mostefficient at meeting the
second operational objective at the expense of producing less than optimal
response to satisfy the first and third objectives. This response is used for
processes that cannot endure oscillations during periodsof load changes,

Increasing the controller's gain of a critically damped loop shifts the response to
underdamped, which is characterized by oscillations in its output signal, The
number of oscillations in the transition period must be optimized to produce an
efficient loop response that meets all three operational objectives,

Thethree criteria used to evaluate a response to be sure its operating efficiently are:

1. Critically damped
2. Quarter amplitude decay
3. Minimize the integral of the absolute error

These criteria are only used to evaluate underdamped and critically damped
responses. The other three categories, overdamped, unstable with constant ampli-
tude and unstable with increasing amplitude fail to meet the operational objec-
tives of a modulating control loop. A properly tuned modulating control loop will
match one of these criteria. Quarter amplitude decay is most often used because it
is easily performedin the field, Minimizing the absolute erroris often used by dig-
ital control systems self-tuning algorithms.
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EXERCISES

Determineif the following statements are true or false. If any portionof the state-
mentis false, Lhe entire statement is false, Explain your answers.

1
2.

10.

Minimizing the integral of the absolute-error is a criterion for good control.
Thefirst objective of a control loop is to minimize the amount ofchangein the
control point thal occurs in response to a load change in the process.
Critically damped control responses meet the first and second objectives of a
properly tuned control loop,

. The second objective of a control loop is met when the loop is tuned with a
quarter amplitude decay response.
Critically damped loops using a proportional only controller will have a
larger steady state error than a proportional controller tuned for quarter
amplitude decay.
Increasing, the gain decreases the transition period of an overdamped
response,

An unstable response minimizes the initial changein the control point.
Decreasing the gain of a critically damped loop changes its response to
underdamped.
As the proportional gain is decreased, the damping factor of the controller
decreases.

Criteria for proper tuning only applies to overdamped and critically damped
responses.

Respond to the Jollowing statements and questions completely and accurately,
using the material found in this chapter.

» Why is an open loop controller easier to tune than a closed loop controller?
List the steps required to calibrate an open loop controller.
Describe the characteristics of a closed loop configuration,
What is dynamic analysis and whyis it used?
Detine the transition period of a response.
What effects do process lags have on the length of the transition period?
Whateffects do process lags have on the phase shift between the process con-
ditions andits controller's response?
Howdochanges in the proportional gain of a controller affect the phase shift
ofits process?
Describe in detail, the characteristics of each of the operational objectives of a
modulating control loop,

- How does the magnitude of the proportional gain affect each of the opera-
tional objectives of a control loop?
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i.

12.

13.
14

15

16.

17,

18,
19.

20.

 

Describe the damping and gain characteristics of each of the five response
categories,
How do changesin the controller's proportional gain determine which cate-
goryits response belongs te?
Define controller damping.
Whateffect does changes in the controller's damping factor haveon the cate-
gory the response belongs to?
Whichofthe five possible responses meet the three operational objectives of a
control loop?
Describe the characteristics of each of the criterion used to evaluate a modu-
lating loop,
Which evaluation criterion is most often used by calibrating technicians?
Explain your answer.
List the steps used to calibrate a modulating control loop.
Whatcauses too many oscillations to be produced by an underdamped con-
troller? Describe a solution that will correct this problem.
How cana calibrating technician determineif a loop is overdamped?
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Microprocessor-Based
Control Systems

The information presented in previous chapters is equally applicable to pneu-
matic, electric, analog electronic or digital electronic control systems. They all
respond the same regardless of the signal types used by each system. In recent
years, digital electronic systems have grownto be the most common platform
specified in new and retrofit HVAC applications. Chapter 13 reviews the design
and operational characteristics of these control systems.

OBJECTIVES

238

Upon completion of this chapter, the reader will be able to:

1. Describe the purpose of the major electronic components found in micro-
processor based control systems. .

2, List the operational characteristics of the common point types used in FIVAC
applications. ;

3. List the installation guidelines for DDC equipment and signal lines.
4. Describe function of a point database and the application program.
5, Describe the characteristics of the Energy ManagementStrategies.
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WHAT ARE MICROPROCESSOR-BASED CONTROL SYSTEMS?

Microprocessor-based control systems combive computer hardware technology with usei
generated software programs to perform binary, modiulaling, enerey management ana
logic based control strategies for the operation of building systems.

Digital electronic control systems are designed aroundthe capabilities of an elec-
tronic integrated circuit chip called a iicroprocessor. This chip performs mathemat-
ical, logic and control functions using programs slored in the system's memory.It
can create responses that emulate loop controllers, relays, signal converters, time
clocks, signal selectors, signal limiters and any other component used in pneu-
matic, electromechanical and analog electronic control systems. Microprocessor-
based contral systems are known by manyacronyms, the most popular being EMS,
DDC, EMCS and BMSor BAS. The following sections outline thesignificantdiffer-
ences between the operational characteristics of these systems.

EMS—Energy ManagementSystem

An energy management system can only perform binary control strategies. A
microprocessor chip located in the panel controls the operation of small, onboard
control relays. Sophisticated strategies thal were previously impossible to perform
with a simpletime clock are used to reduceelectrical consumption and demand.
The control relays cyele electrical machinery on and off based upon the timeof
day, equipment operating schedules or the current electrical demand. These sys-
tems could not perform closed loop modulating control. They were popularin the
early 1980s and are no longer being installed because current technology allows
systemsto performall the functions of EMS systems, along with modulating con-
trol and more advanced energyefficient operating and maintenancestrategies.

DDC—Direct Digital Control or Distributed Digital Control
DNCis an acronymfor the phrase distribuled digital control or direct digital control,
The terms distributed and digital emphasize the differences between thesecontrol
systems and analog electronic or pneumatic control systems. Digilal characterizes
control systems that use binary signals to representall the information (tempera-
tures, humidities, errors, output signals, etc.) that is stored or manipulated by the
microprocessor in its panel. This characteristic differs from analog electronic and
pneumatic systems that use continuous or modulating signals to represent data.

The term distribided underscores theability of these systems to increase system
reliability, speed, computing power and responsibility by dividing the contral
functions of a facility among, a number of smaller microprocessor based panels.
Each of these panels can operate alone or as part of a larger integrated facility
managementsystem, This differs from earlier digital control system architecture
that used one central computer ty performall system functions.
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DDC systems performall the functions of an EMS system along withthe ability
to perform modulating loop control, advanced energy managementstrategies,self-
tuning, custom programming, advanced communications and other functions.

EMCS—Energy Management and Control System

Energy Management and Control Systems have the same operational features as
DDC systems. The name indicates that they can perform the energy management
function of early microprocessor based systems along with the ability to perform
modulating contral.

BMS and BAS—Building Management System or Building Automa-
tion System
BMS and BAS systems combine the functions of DDC systems with fire, security,
lighting and other types offacility management systems into one integrated con-
trol system.

13.1.1 Operational Characteristics of the Components Found ina
DDCPanel

DDC systems can have from one to hundredsof control panels located throughout
the buildings of a facility. The sensors and actuators of each control loop are con-
nected by wires or tubes to termination strips found in these panels. The micro-
processor on the panel's circuit board performs all of the control strategies
required to operate the connected equipment, Most installations also have a per-
sonal computer located in a maintenance office that provides a means ofaccessing
the entire system from a single location. This work station computer stores the
programs that are operating in each panel, characteristics of all devices connected
to the field control panels, system graphics, programming tools and other produe-
tivity enhancing software.Il also provides a modem for external communications
along with a mouse and a keyboard to access system information. Figure 13.1
shows a photograph of various DDC panels,

DDC hardware and other computer based equipment are knownas digilal sys-
tems. Digital electronics is a field of technology that applies low voltage DC cir-
cuits to generate and respond to binary (two-state) signals. Digital systems can
only recognize two signals that must be used to representall data. These two sig-
nals are called logic 1 and logic 0. Groups of one’s and zero’s represent numbers,
words, signals and all other data in a digital system. Each | or 0 is called a bit,
which is an acronym for Hl-nary digi-T. Bits are electrically represented with low
voltage DC signals. A logic 1 is typically represented by a5 volt signal and a logic
(is characterized by a 1.5 valt signal.

A logic 0 bil is not represented by a vero volt signal because that signal can be
produced by a system fault such as an open or short circuit. Consequently,if a dig-
ital electronic device received a 0 volt signal it would not be able to differentiate
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Figure 13,1 DDC Control Panels

between real data and a fault in the input circuit. Raising the 0 bit voltage level to
1.5 volts permits the circuits to differentiate a true logic 0 bit from corrupted data.
Figure 13.2 shows the range ofvoltages that are representative ollogic 1's and 0's.
Note, any signals that fall within the 2 to 3 volt range are discarded because they
could have been produced by a slight voltage variation in the logic 0 or logic I cir-
cuit. The following sections briefly outline the major components in a digital
microprocessor-based DDCsystem,

13.1.2 The Microprocessor Chip
The microprocessor is a powerful integrated circuit chip that performs the data
manipulation, system diagnostics, math, logic and other control functions within
digital computer systems, Each microprocessor chip is constructed of hundredsof
thousands of components ctelw! onto a piece of silicon substrate that is about 1
square inchin size. Transistors, diodes, resistors, and capacitors are configured into
various circuits on the chip. Each circuit responds to the binary instructions and
data being transferred to and from the chip’s terminals, Current DDC technology
incorporate microprocessor chips comparable to the Intel” 386 and 486 chips found
in personal computers. There are also a number of smaller and slower microproces-
sors used in single function DDC panels to handle specific data manipulation pro-
cedures. This frees the main processor from performing simple routine chores.

Data is transferred within a microprocessorin strings of 1’s and 0's called tors.
Word sizeis a functionof the microprocessor, They range from 4 bit words used in
older systems to 64 bit words used in some current system components. Each word
contains the data requested by the microprocessorto complete 4 required instruction,

Whenever data is called from a memory storage location, it is stored in registers,
A register is a block of memory located on the microprocessor that temporarily
holds one or more binary words. A 16 bit register can hold one 16 bit word or two
8 bit words while a 32 bit register holds one 32 bit, two 16 bil or four 8 bit words.
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Voltage Range for Logic Data Bits
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The lengthof the word has a direct bearing on the operating speed of the system.
The main microprocessor chips used in DDC panels move data in 16 bit words. A
microprocessor that moves information in 16 bit words is twice as fast as one that
manipulates data in 8 bit words, The personal computers usecl for the DDC sys-
tem’s work station move data in 32 and 64 bit words.

The circuits on a microprocessor chip are configured into various sections and
erforms a related set of tasks. One of these sections is called the arithmetic logic

unit (ALU). The ALU executes mathematical calculations and also performsrela-
tional and logical comparisons between data stored in its registers. There are two
registers used by the ALU to hold data. Oneis called the accumulator and the other
is called the data register. The accumulator holds the mathematical operand before
the ALU performs an operation with it using the word stored in the data register.
At the completion of a math or logic operation, the resull replaces the word in the
accumulator, The accumulatoris nowready forthe next calculation. The data reg-
ister also holds instruction codes needed by the microprocessor, data that is called
from a memory location and data that is to be transferred back to. a memory loca-
tion,

Other registers are located in the microprocessorto facilitate the movementof
data. An address register holds the memory location of the word being processed
by the ALU. Anotherregister is a program counterthat controls the sequence of
the execution of the program instructions. Additional information onthe opera-
tion and construction of microprocessors and integrated circuits can be found in
electronic textbooks.

13.1.3 The Data Bus

A bus is a circuit term that describes a groupof parallel conductors used to trans-
fer data between memory, registers and other integrated chips ona circuit board.
A busis designed to transfer either 4, 8, 16, 32 or 64 bit words between locations

7
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within the computer. The larger the bus, the faster the data movement and the
computer's performance. The two primary buses in the computer are the dafa bus
and the address bus, The data busis usedto transfer data requested by a chip from
its memory location and to return data back to memory. The address bus informs
the various chips on a circuit board whenit is their turn to transmit or receive
informationoff the data bus. Access to these buses is coordinated by the micro-
processor and the computer's system clock to prevent more than one chip from
accessing the data on the busat the wrong time, corrupting the data on the bus.

13.1.4 The System Clock

The system clock is an integrated circuit chip that generates a square wave pulse
train that is used to synchronizeall the other chips in a DDC Panel or computer.
The clock and its associated control lines sequence the individual systems 50 only
one chip has access to the data bus at one time.If the clock were not present, the
individual systems would operate independently. It would be impossible to per-
form any functions with a computer that lacked a clock, The clock’s speed sets the
speed of the microprocessor. Faster speeds allow the processor to perform more
functions within a given period of time, High speed processors currently available
tor personal computers operate with clock speeds over 150 megahertz or 150 mil-
lion cycles per second, Current DDC technology incorporate main microprocessor
chips operating at 8 tol6 megahertz. Figure 13.3 showsthe shape of the 10 mega-hertz square wave. E

13.1.5 System Memory

DDC systems store operating instructions and data in memory locations etched on
integrated circuit chips. Data is stored as the presence or absence ofa voltage at
the appropriate bit address. A 5 volt signal stored ala bit location on the chip rep-
resents a logic I stored at that location. A 1.5 volt signal would representa logie 0)
stored al that memory location, There are twoclasses of memoryused in com-
puter systems, Random Access Memory (RAM) and Read Only Memory (ROM),

Pulse Train Produced By The Clock

Op Second

 
Time ——=

Figure 13.3) Square Wave Pulse Signal Created by Computer Clack
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ROM is permanent memory. Information can only be read from. the ao,.
memory,that is whyit is called read ortly memory. Once the instructions an ala
are loaded or “burned into” the chip, they cannot be altered by the loss of power.
Any changes that need to be made in the stored data require the removal ene
replacementof the chip. Since ROM is permanent memory, the instructions stone
in ROM are called firmware. Information stored in ROM is retained in the chip
without the need of an external powersource,If i mustbe stored or altered in

different type of memory must be used,
ROMcontains thebasic instructions required by the microprocessor to start up
the system, perform self diagnostics on its internal systems and tointerpret oper
ational instructions. The programming code needed to develop an applicabion 's
operating program andits point database is also stored on a ROM cnlp soit :
available whenthe panelis installed. In earlier digital control systems, the cireui
boards that contained the ROM chips had to be replaced if the instruction set for
the DDC panels was to be upgraded to a newer revision. To reduce the see
associated with these periodic upgrades, boards are now designed with the RO
chips installed in chip sockets instead of being soldered onto the boards. Whenats
upgradeis performed, the old chips are pulled from their sockets, and newa
inserted in their place: A typical DDC panel has about 256 to 512 Kb (kilobytes) o
ROM onits main controller board. . ’

Different types of ROM have been developed that function as a semi-permanent
storage media that retains data without the need of applied power but can also be
erased and rewritten using the proper equipmentor circu itry. To retain the advan-
tages of non-volatile memory while increasing theflexibility of the chip to ee
changes in its firmware, EPROM chips were developed. EPROMis short for
erasable, programmable ROM, EPROM memory chips are erased by ani
tion ofultravioletlight toa windowlocated on the top surface of the chip. Ww “
the UV light has been applied fora 15 minute period, the energy in thelight resets
all the memory bits to logic Os. A special machine is used {o reprogram the chip
with its revised instruction set, EPROM chips can be reprogrammed about 40
imes before they mustbe replaced.
aie non-volatile ROM chip that can be reprogrammed is called EEPROM
or double E-PROM. EEPROMis the acronym for elect rically erasable, programma-
ble ROM, EEPROMis erased by the application of an electrical signal toa particu-
lar circuit on the chip instead of an ultraviolet light. EEPROM ae
reprogrammed right on their board without the need of special equipment, 1 rab
chips can be reprogrammed up to 10,000 times, making, them the more versatile

ip used in DDC appheations,
are ar: acronym soreine access memory, Although this phrase is some-
what dated, it’s still used to deseribe the volatile memory used in computers
When poweris removed from a RAM chip, all the data stored within the chip is
erased, A more appropriate description of RAM memory is read/write memory.
This phrase accurately depicts the difference between ROM and RAM, Da ta can
be read from or written to RAM but only read from ROM. Memory locations in
RAM are constantly being rewritten in response to directions from the micro-
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processor. This is the reason that RAM memory is designed to be volatile, Data
and instructions stored in RAM are called soffvare because they can be easily
erased or changed.

DDC application programs and databases are stored in RAM. Batteries or
capacitors are wired to the memory chips to prevent the loss of the data during
short duration power interruptions. When powerto the panel is interrupted, the
chip draws power fromthe capacitor or battery to maintainthe information stored
in RAM.If the capacitor or battery loses its charge before regular poweris restored
to the panel, the data in RAM is erased andwill have to be reloaded once poweris
restored, A basic DDC panelis equipped with 512 kilobytes of RAM. The newer
DDC panels have slots available to increase the onboard RAM to & Mb
(megabytes) to handle larger programs and more point information.

13.1.6 Input and OutputInterfaces

The input and outputinterfaces allowthe field devices of the contral systemto be
connected to the microprocessor and other DDCpanel circuitry. The interface con-
sists of terminal strips that provide a means of connecting sensor and actuator
wires to the circuit board. In pneumaticsignal applications, termination ports are
available for supply air and output signals to the actuators. Each location on the
termination interlace has its own unique address to allow the microprocessor to
differentiate it from the other points connected to the system, The addresses are
stamped on the circuit board or terminationstrip so the technician knows where
to properly connect the signal lines of a device. The locations are entered into a
program called the database whichacts as an address book for the microprocessor,

The mechanical and electrical systems controlled by DDC equipmentoperate in
an analog environment. The binary DDC computer must correctly interface with
the analog world in order to perform the desired control of the systems. To accom-
plish this interface, a DDC panel contains circuits that convert analog input signals
into binary words so they can be processed by the microprocessorand stored inta
memory, An integrated circuit chip has been designed whose only function is to
perform the conversion between analog signals and binary words. This chip is
called an analog to digital converter (ADC), The signal arriving at the input termi-
nals of the DDC panel is converted into an 6 or 12 bit word by the ADC.

The numberof bits used in the converter's design determines the resolution of
the input signal, An 8 bit converter divides (he sensor's range into 256 parts (2").
Therefore, an § bit converter can measure changes of 0.4° (100/256) for a sensor
with a 100° span or 08° with a sensor having a 2()° span, A twelvebit converter
divides the sensor's range into 4096 (2") parts. If the same sensors listed above
were connected to a 12 bit converter, the panel is able to record changes of 0.02°
and 0,05" respectively. Therefore, the larger the word size of the converter, the bet-
ter the resolution of the connected analog device. DDC panelsare currently avail-
able with 8 or 12 bit ADC converters.

DDC panels also contain devices that convert the computer's binary wordsinto
analog output signals that operate actuators. A digital to analog converter (DAC)is
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used on the analog output terminations of a DDC panel. These chips convert a
binary word into an analog voltage or current signal that represents the output
signal of the digital controller, Typical output ranges ofelectric signals are 0) ta 5 V
de, 0 to 10 V de, 0 to 20 mA and 4 to 20: mA, Most DDCpanels have an 8 bit DAC
that generates changes in the output signal of 0.4%of the output range. In appli-
cations incorporating pneumatic actuators, a device called an electric fo preumatic
converteris used to convert a binary word intoa 3 to 15 psi signal.

Most DDC field panels do not have an individual ADC or DAC chip for each
termination address located on their 1/O interface terminalstrips. In most designs
there is one ADC and one DACthat are shared betweenall of the analog devices.

Sharing the converter chip is accomplished through an electrical wiring, / switch-
ing scheme called multiplexing, Multiplexing is a procedure where each terminal
address is momentarily connected to the converter chip’s inpul terminals. Once
connected, the chip performs the required conversion between the analog signal
and thebinary word. In an ADC application, the resulting binary word is sent to
its assigned address in RAM memory. After the converter chip updates the value
of the input or output point, the next termination address is connected to the con-
verter and the process repeatsitself. The multiplexed input and output addresses
are constantly scrolled, one after another in a continuous loop. Multiplexer circuits

are constantly polling the points and updating the information in the computer's
memory. A typical DDC system can update the values of all its input and output
points within a few seconds.

Whenthe application program requires information on the value of a measured
variable, it looks up its latest value stored in its memory location.It does not read
the signal onits termination address. The output signal multiplexer updates in a
slightly different manner than the input procedure. Once the microprocessor and
application program commandan output point to a newposition, the new binary
word is placed in the memory location assignedto that point's address, It is not sent
directly to the output device. The DAC multiplexer circuit scrolls through the mem-
ory addresses of the output points and updates their output signals one ata time.
The output multiplexer connects the DAC converter chip output port to an analog
point termination address, drawsthe associated § or 12 bit word fromthe proper
memory location and converts the word into the appropriate analog signal for that
address. The outputcircuit of each termination address samples the cata from the
converter and holdsits output signalat that value until it is multiplexed again. Mul-
liplexers make it possible for many points to share the same converter, reducing the
cost of the DDC system whilestill maintaining control, comfort, and safety.

13.1.7 Communications Techniques

Computers communicate with other peripheral devices using strings of I's and 0's
sent through a pair of wires. A peripheral device is any piece of equipment that
sends or receives data through connecting wires. Keyboards, display monitors,
printers, DDCpanels, and exterior modems are some of the peripheral devices
usedin building automation systems.
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Data can be transmitted using two possible modes of communication,parallel
or serial transmission. The parallel mode transmits binary words oVer an exterior
bus that connects the two devices. The number of conductors or data lines in the
bus correspondstu the length of the binary word being transmitted. Parallel trans-
inission cables that connect computer peripherals typically use 8 data conductors
along with a couple of control wires. Additional conductors are present in the
cable to control the transmission of data between the components. Parallel trans-
mission mode can only be used over short distances (usually less than 10 feet)
unless a signal amplifier ts installed to boost the strengthof the signals. Work sta-
tion printers typically incorporate parallel mode transmission methods to speed
up the printing process,

Serial transmission transfers a string binary information through a single pair of
wires. The binary string typically consists of an eight bit word with a stop bit that
separates each word and in some protocols, anotherbit that is used to determine if
the word was corrupted duringits transmission. Each string of data is deciphered
intoits 8 bit word and the control bits before the data is stored in RAM, DDC sys-
tems use the serial transmission methods lo exchange information between other
DDC panels, expansion boards, single unit panels, and the work station computer.

The rate of transmission between components is measured in bils per second
(BPS) and baud rate, BPS is a measureof the total numberofbits (data plus control)
transferred through the wires within a one second period. Baud rate is the rate of
transmission measured by the numberof data words or unique codes being trans-
mitted each second, Baud rate defines how many packets of information are being
sent whereas BPS indicates the numberbits (packets x bits per packet) being trans-
ferred between devices. Although both methods of describing serial data trans-
mission rates are used, DDC communicationsare typically defined in terms of
baud rate, The common baud rates used by DDC systems are 4800, 9600, and
19,200 baud between peripherals over a twisted pair of communication wires.

The electrical communication standard used by the computer industry thal
defines the connections and signal levels for serial communication is the RS-232
standard, written by the Electronics Industries Association, This standard speci-
fies the necessary electrical, mechanical and functional characteristics required for
serial data exchange between two pieces of equipment. RS-232 converts the low
voltage binary string generated by the computerinto higherlevel signals in prepa-
ration for transmission. Increasing the signal level reduces the effects of other elec-
trical noise and interference that may be injected into the information while it’s
being, transmitted, R5-232 also defines the pin configuration of the DB-9 and
DB-25 pin connectors found on computer interface boards,

A jnodent is an electronic device used to transfer data over telephone lines. The
modem provides aninterface between the analog signal used on telephone lines
and the binary signals used by computers. Modem is an acronym for MOdula-
tor/ DEModulator, which accurately describes the device's function, Two modems
are required to transfer data across phone lines. One modem is installed in the
sending computer and the other is installed in the receiving computer. The
transmitting modem converts a binary string of data from the computer into a
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13.2

modulating analog signal, similar to an FM radio signal. A typical modem converts
a logic 0 bit into a 1070 Hy signal and a logic 1 into a 1270 Hz signal for transmis-
sion. Olhers use 2025 (logic 0) and 2225 Hz (logic 1) frequency modulated signals.
These modulated signals are nearly unaffected by the normal electrical noise
found in telephone switch systems. The modulated signal is transmitted over tele-
phone lines to the receiving modem. The receiving modemdemodulales this analog
signal into binary strings using the R5-232 protocol. The demodulated bit string is
ina format understood by the receiving device so it can be displayed on its moni-
tor or stored in its memory.

Modems can transmit using half or full duplex modes. [Half duplex modems
can transmit and receive data, but not at the same time. Full duplex modems
transmit and receive at the same time byusing different frequenciesfor the trans-
mitted and receiving data strings. These two frequencies do not interfere with
each other on the telephoneline so they can travel in different directions at the
same time, over the same two lines.Most moclems used in DDC applications are
full duplex devices.

New generations of DDC panels are equipped with a modem communication
system that can automatically answer a phonecall from another computerordial
a remote computer in response to a system event. The automatic dial function is
used to alert the proper people or equipment whenever a predefined condition
occurs within the system, In larger DDC applications, the work station computer
contains a modem and the software to operate i!. When an alarm condition ts
detected within any of the processes throughout the entire control system, the
work station computer automatically dials the phone number(s) programmed
into the list of connected computers or personal pagers. The program can initiate
the call to another computer directly or send an alpha-numeric message to a
pager. Typically, the building operator or service company has a computer operat-
ing or a pager to receive these alarm messages. The receiver of the message can
call up the system with another computer and read the information associated
with the alarm. In many cases, the problem can be temporarily corrected overthe
phone. This technology facilitates system maintenance through remote access of
systems from homeortheoffice,

 

DDC HARDWAREPOINTS

The previous section presented information on the important components found
inside a DDC panel or work station computer, DDC fiardivare points are those
devices located external to the panel which couple the HVAC process to the DDC
computer. All of the plrysical devices, sensors, actuators, switches, etc, connected to
a DDC panel's input and output termination strips are called hardivare points. The
term pliysical denotes a control device that has been installed in the field and con-
nected to a DDC panel's input or output terminalion address. There are other
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points in a DDC system that are created by the DDC system's firmware. These
points are called soflware points, They onlyexist in the memory circuits of the DDC
panel and are entered into the system by the application engineer, control techni-
cian, or building operator. Software points are typically used to represent set
points, gain parameters, results fromcalculations, the current state of a process, or
any other informationthat is useful to the operator. The following sections high:
light the characteristics of physical points commonlyused in DDC systems.

13.2.1 Binary Input Points

Binary input points are connected to the input termination strips labeled as binary
or digital input (BI, DI). Devices terminated onBI or DI addresses generate a two-
state input signal that indicates a change has occurred in the state of a process
variable. Binary input points are commonlyused Lo show the operating status of
pumps, fans, drives, occupancy, damper position, safety conditions, and other
two-state information, Binary addresses can also be configured bo accept signals
that indicate the currentstatus offire, lighting, access, or other systems integrated
into a building automation system.

A change in the state of a binary inputis generated by the opening or closing ol
a set of dry contacts located in the field. A change in state of a binary inputis read
by the microprocessor by the presence or absence of a low voltage DC signal
across the contacts terminated on the binary input address terminals. This small
voltageis generated by circuitry on the termination board. Whenthe field contacts
close, the potential difference across the terminal screws shorts to zero volts.
Whenthe contacts open, the voltage across the point’s terminals changes state to
the magnitude being generated by the termination board,

Figure 13.4 showsa section of the binaryinput termination strip, Each termina-
tion address has three screws, two are used tor the contacts and the remaining one
is a grounded screw used to ground the shield of the wire that connects the field
point to the panel. Dry contacts have no external voltage applied across theirter-
minals, The only voltage across the contacts is generated by the termination
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Figure 13.4 Typical Termination Detail for Binary Input Paints
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board. If another voltage source were applied to the contacts il could damage the
electronics on the termination board.

13.2.2 Pulse Accumulator Points

Gas, water, condensate, electric, and other meters can be connected toa DDC sys-
temusing binary input addresses, These meters can be configured to indicate flow
by pulsing.a set of dry contacts located in the meter head, The pulse rate is propor-
tional to the volume flowing through the meter. Each meter has a multiplier called
a meter constant which indicates the amount of flowthat is required to generate a
pulse of the meter’s dry contacts. When the numberof pulses is multiplied by the
meter constant, the consumptionofthe utility can be recorded by the DDC system,

When a meter with pulse accumulator points is connected to the binary iyput
address, the technician programs the DDC panel so it knows the device termi-
nated at that address isa pulse accumulator point. The technicianalso enters the
meter constant for that input point. The DDC panel's microprocessor maintains a
count of the number of contact closures and multiplies them by the meter constant
to calculate the totalized flow. Most DDC panels have a maximumlimit on the
number of binary input addresses that can be configured as pulse accumulator
points because these points require more of the system's resources to function.

13.2.3 Binary Output Points

Binary or digital output (BO, DO) points are usedto cycle electric loads on and off
in response to the input conditions and the application program, Each binary out-
put address is connected to an on-board relay having normally open, normally
closed and common contact termination screws. These relays have a low voltage
DC coil that switches the position of their contacts in response to a signal from the
microprocessor, These contacts are limited in the amountof voltage and current
they can switch. Threfore, the panel's control relay is typically used to switch an
auxiliary 24 volt AC relay that is located in the field. The auxiliary control relay
isolates the sensitive electronic circuits ofthe DDC panel fromthe higher voltages
used by the controlcircuits of the field contactors and motorstarters, These higher
voltages and currents are switched outside of the DDC panelto limit the possibil-
ity of transient electrical spikes from harming the panel’s electronic components.
Figure 13.5 shows a termination layout for binary oulputpoints.

Binary output relays can be configured to operate as momentary (pulse) out-
puls or as latching outputs. A momentary output pulsesits relay coil for one second
whenever the point is commanded on. The control circuit of the load is responsi-
ble for sealing the control circuit so the load remains in operationafter the pulsed
contacts open. Momentary configured outputs are used to emulate a momentary
push-button on/off switch. An additional binary acldress is required to pulse the
equipmentoff. A Jatelting output relay configuration energizes the DDC relay's
coil and maintains the position of the contacts until the microprocessor issues a
command to changetheir state. At that point, the relay coil is de-cnergized and the
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contacts return to their normal position. Most HVAC applications use the latching
binary output point configuration.

Several outpul relays can be configured with software to operate together to
provide slow-fast-stop and on-off-auto switching strategies. They can also be cou-
pled with a binary input point to provide a feedback signal that confirmsthat a
commandissued to a binary output point has performed its intended function, In
these configurations, the binary output point is commanded on anda set of status
contacts located in the field change their state whenthe load is operating correctly.
If the status contacts do not change their state, the microprocessor will issue an
alarm message slaling a fault condition exists. Figure 13.6 shows a differential
pressure switch commonly used to prove air flow in a duct, verifying the fans
operation. The contacts for this switch are terminated on the binary input termi:
nation strip. Termination diagrams for these and other configurations are shown
in the installation and engineering manuals for the DDC system.
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13,2,4 Analog Input Points

Analog input (AT) addresses are used to terminate analog sensors to the DDC panel.
Analog sensors generate continuoussignals that must be converted into their equiv-
alent binary word by the DDC panel's analog to digital converter. DDC panels can
accept 4 to 20 milliamp current signals, 0 to 5 and 0 to 10 volt signals, variable resis-
tance signals and 3 to 15 psi pneumatic signals (through a signal converter),

Thermistors are solid state devices that generate a changein electrical resistance in
response to changes in the measured temperature. These are passive devices, which
means they do not need a voltage supply to operate. They are connected by two
wires to the signal and common terminals of an analog input termination address,
Metal RTDs and other active sensors that generate a current or voltage signal use a
signal converter that ts located near the sensing element. The signal converter must
be supplied with powerin order to generate an outputsignal. The necessary power
is supplied by terminals on the Al termination board. One connecting wire of an
active sensoris terminated to the Al terminallabeled (+24 0) or voltage. The remaining
wire is connected to the signal terminal. Address 2 in Figure 13.7 depicts the termina-
tion detail for a sensor having a signal converter. The technician programs the DDC
database to recognize the characteristics of the terminated sensor so the ADC can
properly convert the inputsignals into useful data. Figure 13.8 shows an RTD sensor
that would be connected to the Al terminals of a DDC panel.

13.2.5 Analog Output Points

Analog output termination addresses are used to connect analog actuators to the
DDC panel. The analog output signals generated by the sample and hold circuit of
the output address are sent to the actuator. DDCpanels can generate 4 to 20 mA, 0
to 5 or 0 to 10volt signals as shown in Figure 13.9. They can also produce pneu-
matic signals using an electric to pneumatic signal converter. As in all the other
applications, the controls technician programs the DDC database to produce the
signal required by the connected actuator. Figure 13.10 shows a device that con-
verts the signal fromthe digital computer into an analog pneumatic signal.
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ELECTRICAL MAGNETIC INTERFERENCE

All field points that send or receive electric signals from the DDC panel are con-
nected to the panel by lengths of 18, 20 or 22 gauge insulated wire. These conduc-
tors are run through mechanical rooms, up and down pipe and duct chases, within
ceiling spaces and wall cavities. Signals that travel on wires located within areas
that contain high voltage conductors, high power motors or transformers are prone
to corruption by electrical noise generated by these sources. Electrical and mag-
netic noise can be injected intothe signal wires, altering the information they carry.
If this occurs, the DDC panel will receive incorrect information on the current con-
dition of the process. Consequently, the microprocessor will also generate incorrect
responses. Electrical magnetic interference (EMI) is the phrase that describes the cor-
ruption of control signals that results from capacitive or inductive coupling.

Capacitors are constructed by separating two toil plates by a dielectric or insu-
lating, material. Capacitive coupling occurs whenever two conductors are separated
by an insulator. The insulating material prevents conduction between Lhe plates
but allows the electrostatic charge of the electrons to induce current flow in the
other plate. Similarly, whenever two wires of different vollages are positioned
near each other, and separated by a dielectric(air), the higher voltage conductor
induces a signal into the lower voltage conductor. The amount signal (noise)
induced by the higher voltage wire is proportional to the difference between the
voltages of the twowires and inversely proportional to the square of the distance
between the conductors. If signal lines are installed close to or within conduits
that contain higher voltage (over 100volts) wires, the capacitive noise injected into
the signal wire corrupts the information contained in the signal.

Electrical noiseis also injected on signal wires by magnetic induction. Whenever
a wire is cul by a moving magneticfield, a current is induced in that wire. The
stronger the magneticfield, the greater the induced current. Consequently, when
large alternating currents are present within the area of the signal wires, they pro-
duce strong 60 hertz oscillating magnetic fields. These fields inject noise into sig-
nal wires that are located near the electromagnetic sources. The amountof current
induced in the signal wire is proportional to the strength of the magnetic field and
its frequency.

Several installation guidelines have been developed that reduce the effects of
signal corruption by capacitive coupling and magnetic induction. The most
important guideline followed during the installation of control signal wires is:
Never runsignal wires within the same conduit or trough as powerwires. Signal wires
are always run in separate conduits or toughs that are separated by at least four
and preferably, six inches. This minimum distance decreases the effects of EMI.
Another installation guideline calls for signal wires and their conduits to be
installed as far awayfrom high EMI sourcesasrealistically possible. Neverinstall
DDC panels or run their signal wires near high voltage feeds, large electric
motors or transformers. To further minimize EMI atfects on signals, special con-

~
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trol wire has been developed to connect physical points to the DDC panel termi-
nation strips.

One of the more popular cables is called twisted shielded pair (TSP) wire. It is con-
structed with a pair of 18, 20 or 22 gauge insulated wires that are Hvisted around each
other in the axial direction, throughout the entre length of the wire. The two con-
ductors are also wrapped with a conductive foil shicld that extends the length of the
wire. In some TSP configurations, the shield is held in place around the twisted
wires with an additional non-insulated wire that is spiraled around the twisted pair,
This extra conductor provides an easy method of connecting the shield to the termi-
nation strip, The entire TSP wire maybe surrounded byaplastic insulating cover.

The shield around the twisted pair of conductors is used to reduce the effects of
capacitive coupling. The shield acts as one of the plates of a capacitor while any
nearby high voltage wire acts as the other plate. Consequently, the high voltage
plate couples with the shield, injecting any noise mto the foil conductor which in
turn passes the stray signal directly to anelectrical ground. Coupling does not
oceur between thesignal wires and the shield because of the small difference in
voltage (10 volts) that exists between the control signal and zero volt (ground)
potential of the shield.

Proper termination of the shield is inyperative to its success in minimizing
capacitive coupling. To be effective, the shield is only terminated to earth ground
at the DDC poiwl. The field end of the shield is stripped from aroundthe wire and
insulated withelectrical tape lo preventit trom making contact with earth ground
at the sensur’s location, Grounding a shield at both ends mayresult in the genera-
tion of circulating currents within in the shield. These currents raisethe voltages
on the DDC board and may damage the control system.

Twisting the signal wires reduces the injection of noise produced by magnetic
fields that cut through the wire. The twists in each conductor cause the magnetic
field to cut the wire in opposite directions. This produces opposing currents ol
equal magnitude on the same wire. The two opposing currents cancel each other,
eliminating, the effects of magnetic fields onsignal carried by the wires.

Additional electrical noise can be produced by normal control relay operation.
Wheneverthe flow of current through a coil of wire is interrupted, the magnetic
field it produced collapses rapidly, generating a momentary high voltage spike
across the coil’s terminals, This spike can destroy static sensitive integrated circuit
chips found in DDC panels. To minimize the possibility of injecting a voltage
spike into the circuit board, all relay coils have a device called a waristor installed
across their coil leads and contacts. A varistor is a solid state component that has a
high resistance to normal voltages but shorts its leads together whenever the
applied voltage exceedsits design threshold (400 volts).

When the coil of a binary output address 1s commanded open, the high voltage
spike created by its collapsing magnetic field is shunted to 0 volts before it can
harm the components on the circuit boards, Varistors are also added to the binary
input terminations to prevent field generated spikes from being transferred into
the input termination board. EMIis also the driving force behind the control spec-
ification that prohibits the installation of other relays, transformers, E/l?'s or other
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13.4

like devices inside or near the DDC enclosure. These devices wouldbe too close to
the chips to shield them from the negativeeffects of their magnetic induction.
Control system engineering and installation manuals outline the precautions that
should be followed to minimize the etfects of EMI in DDCinstallations.

The integrated circuit chips on the circuit boards are also sensitive to stray mag-
netic fields. A discharge ofstatic electricity in the vicinity of a chip can easily
destroy it. To minimize the dangers of static discharge when servicing a DDC
panel, the technician wears a grounding strap that bleeds any excess electronsin
the body to ground, Since the DDC panelis already grounded,nostatic discharge
can take place. If a strap is not available, always make a habit of touching the
grounded metal cabinet to drain any excess charge before touching a board. Never
disconnect a wire or pull a board from its connectors when the panel is powered
up. Removing a powered board will usually render tt useless.

DDC PROGRAMS

DDC systems require software programs to customize the panel for a particular
installation. These programs contain the instructions needed by the microproces-
sor lo interpret the input data from the sensors and generate the correct output
responses fo changes in the processes. The program is developed using the
firmware stored in ROM software and the programming instruction manuals
available from the system's manufacturer, Figure 13.11 shows the software disks
and manuals used to develop the DDC program.

Different methods of writing the program code for DDC panels have been
developed. Each succeeding generation of programming software becomes more

 
Figure 13.11 Sonware and Manuals Used to Develap DDC Programs
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user friendly. Earlier generations of code were more symbolic and eryptic to write,
making troubleshooting a cumbersome procedure. Current generation firmware
produces menu driven templates and standardized code that prompts the pro-
gramming technician tofill in the blanks with required data. The program checks
the data entered into each field to be sure its appropriate for that parameter,If the
data was incorrect, the program flags the programer, requiring changes to be
made before the data is stored. This minimizes the number ofstart-up problems
associated withthe software. To increase the versatilelyof the system, custom rou-

tines or strategies can be written to enhanceits operation,

13.4.1 System Database

Tworelated software programs must be input into the DDC panelto createa func-
tional control system, One programis called the database, which stores point and
system configuration information. The second programis called the application
prognmm, which instructs the DDC system on the operational requirements of the
processes. The database is an electronic description of the DDC system's hardware
configuration. It includes a listing of all the DDC panels and peripheral devices
attached to the systems communication busses. Each DDC panel and the points
within each panelare identified by their own uniqueaddress. These addresses are
stored in the database which resides in the panel's RAM memory andat the cen-
tral computer. When an application program needs information from a point
located somewhere else in the system,it reads the point’s address from the data-
base and requests the information fromthe panel that the point is terminated on.

Every point, whether software or hardware, is identified in the database. It
holds a record ofall the operational characteristics pertaining to every point in the
system, This information is used by the microprocessorto identify the point and
updateits value or status. The operator can call up any point that is attached tu
any panel on the communications bus from the work station computer or with a
hand-held programming instrument. The points current condition can beread,
adjusted or overndden to analyze the response of the process. Table 13.1 lists
some of the point characteristics found in a typical DDC database.A brief descrip-
tion of the characteristics follows the table.

13.4.2 Application Program

The application program is a list of instructions or code that is used by the micro-
processor to control the connected processes, The DDC application program is
generated by the programming engineer or technician after the database has been
entered into RAM memory. The program instructs the system on howto operate
equipment during occupied and unoccupied periods along with the system’s
response during emergency conditions.It also describes start-up and shut-down
sequences, loop modulation, equipmentstarting and stopping, temperature reset
schedules, energy managementroutines and any other code required to meet the
operational specification.
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Table 13.1 POINT CHARACTERISTICS IN TYPICAL DDC DATABASE

Point Analog Tl Analog Binary Binary

Characteristic _ Input | Oulput _ Input OutputPoint Name x * x x
at Point Type a x :

Description = x |
Gain x
Bias x

Normal position *
Alarm Limits —_ : x 4 Ih ~_ wi.|

Engineering Units = Hf * “ q
Initial Value tC«dS ateeee || f |

 
 

Point tame is an alpha-numeric code (usually § characters long) that iden-
tifies the point to the operator and the system. The nameis used by the oper-
ator to access point information and to write the application code.

Point Type describes the point’s general characteristics, analog input, ana-
log output, binary input, binary output, etc. The point type is used by the
firmware to request the correct information from the programmer during
the developmentof the database. c

Description augments the point name.If is used to identify the point orits

pre in easily recognized words (president's office, Room 142, Chiller no., etc.

Gain & Bias are used by the microprocessor to develop the transfer func-
tion of analog points so their magnitudes can be calculated and stored in
memory.

Normal Position is used to indicate the normal position of binary input
contacts, NO or NC, ,

AlarmLimits are used to indicate the permissible high and low limits of an
analog point. When the magnitude of a point exceedsits limit, the database
generates an alarm message.

Engineering Units are used to display the units of a value of an analog
point when it is displayed or printed.

Initial Value is the value of an analog output pointthat is used when the
system is initially started. It msures a fail-safe condition exists at start-up,

  
 

The program is developed using either standardized programmed routines or
from scratch. Standardized routines are available from the control company’s
library of provenstrategies. They are used to simplify programming of newsys-
tems. A strategy is called up and the appropriate point names are written into the
code to customize the program for the newapplication. Sensor names, actuator
names, loop gains and operating schedules are adeded to the generic code and
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loadedinto the panel's memory. After the systemis started, the gains are adjusted
to tune the loop using the procedures described in Chapter 12. Using the pre-pro-
grammed code establishes a standard throughout a facility where all similar
processes operate with the same sequence of operation. This simplifies analysis
and maintenance of the systems because they all operate with the same strategy.

In those applications where a standardized strategy is not available to meet the
requirements of the process, customized software code can be written by the pro-
grammer. The format of the program differs between manufacturers. The pro-
gramming manuals list all the available commands, their proper syntax and
examples of their application, Custom programs can be very powerful, but
increase the chances thatthe technicianwill have difficulty in following the logic
if they are not properly documented,

The sequence of execution of the application program's instructions is based
uponthe existence of certain conditions within a process. For example,if the out-
side air temperature is below60 °F, the economizer cycle can be used or the heat-
ing system can be enabled, etc. To determine whether the proper process
conditions exist, relational and Jogic operators are available in the programming
code. Relational operators determine if one value is greater than, less than or
equalto another condition. Logic operators compare two conditions and generate
a binary, True/False response. The logic operators are AND, OR, NOT and Exclu-
sive OR. A summary of logic operators appearsin Table 13.2, Other program state-
ments are available to change the characteristics of points, the programssequence,
generate emergency responses, perform energy management strategies and
numerous other functions. Programming documentation is available from the
manufacturer to assist the technician in reading and writing DDC programs.

 Table 13.2. SUMMARY OF LOGIC OPERATORS AND THEIR FUNCTION] T

Operator Description _ Example : |
AND If both conditions are Ii time > 8:00 AND day = Monday

true, the result is true then fan = on 
\( outside air temp > 65 or heal = on
then dampers = minimum position

\ NOT on = off; NOT off = on

OR if either condition 1s
true, the result is true 

 

 

NOT Inverts the state ofa
binary command or
operator NOT | =0;NOTO=1. i : et — +

NOT AND lf both conditions are
= true, the result 1s

NAND false
NOTOR If either condition is

= true, the result ib
MOR false— 

lf only one condition
is true, the resull is
true

Fxelusive OR
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ENERGY MANAGEMENTSTRATEGIES

Energy management strategies are special HVAC routines that are used to
improve the operating efficiency of equipment and reduce the cost of their opera-
tion throughflexible scheduling, limiting operation and altering, set points. These
strategies weredesigned to reduce electrical consumption and demand. Consimp-
fion is a measure of electrical energy used by the equipment in a facility, Con-
sumption is measured in units of kilowatt-hours. Utilities charge between $0.02
and $0.15 per kilowatt-hour, To reduce consumption charges, equipment can be
scheduled to operate only when needed, using a DDC system. ;

Demand is a measure of the rate of electrical usage bya facility. Itis measuredin
units of kilowatts and appears as a separate charge on commercial utility bills.
Demand chargesfall within a range of $5.00 to $10.00 per kW. These charges offset
the costs incurred by utility companies to maintain a capability of supplying the
momentary requests for power. Commercial customers are chargeda capacity fee
that is based upon the highest demand (kW) that they incurred within a 15 minute
windowduring the last billing period.

Customers may also be charged an additional demandrelated fee based upon
the highest demand that has occurred over the last 12 billings. This fee can cost
about $2.00 per kW and must be paid for the next 11 months or until a larger
demand has been set by the facility. These two demand related charges can
accountfor a large percentage of a customer's monthly utility bill. The tollowing
energy management strategies can reduce electrical consumption and demand
charges and are available in the firmware of DDC systems.

13.5.1 Time of Day Scheduling
Tine of Day scheduling reduces electrical consimption by commanding equipment
off whenit is not needed, Scheduling reduces the costof electrical consumption by
reducing the operating, hours of electrical equipment. When the equipmentis off,
it does not draw power from the utility, reducing the total kilowatt hours con-
sumed during the billing period.

Time of day operation was thefirst energy managementrouline used to reduce
the cost of electrical consumption. Time clocks were installed in systems to com-
mand equipment off during unoccupied periods. Time of day programming has
advanced from the time clock era by incorporating, an electronic calendar and
clock into DDC panels to schedule the operation of equipment controlled by the
system. The time of day function allows ithe user to program different operating
schedules for each day, week, month or season. Equipment can also be pro-
grammed to vperate with different schedules during the sameday,

Each schedule should include the extra time needed to pre-condition the zone
before occupants arrive, For example, if the set point of a zoneis reset to 60)” dur-
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ing unoccupied intervals in the winter, the zone may require an additional hour ta
bring its temperature back to 72° before the occupied period begins. The pro-
grammedtimeof day schedule must accountfor the extra time necessary to pre-
condition the zone,

Temporary schedules can be added to the system to accommadate transient or
short term utilization of equipment. Holiday dates can also be programmed along
with a holiday schedule to optimize time of day related savings. Schedules are
entered and modified by the building operator, Any scheduled point or system
¢an be manually overridden by the building operator to accommodate temporary
schedule requests from building occupants.

13.5.2 Optimum Start/Optimum Stop

Optimum Start and Optimuen Stop are strategies that further reduce electrical con-
swmption in comparison to time of day scheduling. They vary the scheduled start
and stop times of the equipment based upon current environmental conditions.
The time of day program confines equipmentto a fixed operating schedule, On
extreme weather days, the zone may take 60 minutes to reach comfort levels
while during milder weather it may only take 20 minutes. The time of day pro-
gram schedule must reflect the earliest start time to be sure the zone is at com-
fort set point before the occupants arrive. Any additional time the equipment
operates al the occupied period set point, before the occupied period begins,
wasles energy.

Optimum starl isa sophisticated energy management algorithmthat varies the
start time of the equipment based upon a numberof related process variables, The
optimumstart algorithm looks at the zone’s present conditions, the outside air
temperature, the room's thermal resistance and thermal capacitance, the earliest
and latest allowable start limes and other related variables, The program keeps a
log of the amountof time it took for the zone to reach comfort set point over the
paststarts and uses all this information to determining whentostart the equip-
ment for the next occupied period. The optimum start strategy starts the equip-
mentas lafe as possible while still insuring the zones will be at comfort levels by
the start of the occupied period,

Optimum sfop uses the Hime constant of a zone’s thermal characteristics to stop
the unit before the end of the occupied period. The strategy makes sure the zone
temperature stays within its throttling range after its HWAC equipment has been
commanded off. Zones with large thermal capacitances can be shutoff earlier and
allowed to drift knowing they will not deviate out of their comfort range before
the occupants begin to leave. This strategy can shave additional kilowatts off the
utility bill when compared to a fixed time of day schedule,

Optimum stop is not as widely implemented as the optimumslart strategy.
Whenthe fans are commanded off before the unoccupied period begins, ventila-
tion air flow intothe zone stops, degrading the indoor air quality of the zone. The
loss of air movement and background noise has been found to be more disruptive
to the occupants daily routines, reducing their end of the day productivity.
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13.5.3 Duty Cycling

Duty cycling aggressively cycles equipment on and olfbased -es
operating time or zone temperature to reduce electrical consiinp) a 5 is Saline
oceurs during the occupied period when the equipment aoe have pre R
been operated continuously. Whenproperly applied, duty cye ne eee
improve the overall operating efficiency of large systemsthat Hastie been a " :
for the current operating, conditions. ‘There are two methods used to os eme os
duty cycle strategy. Oneis based on time and the otheris a function of the zones
Tenebased dutycycling allows a load to be configured to operate ona fixed fre-
quency time schedule. For example, a load can be programmed to oe for lhat
utes and stay off for the next ten minutes, repeating this tears roUlg Ms of
occupied period. The amount of time the unit ts sched uled to Oper iw = :pn
lt is based upon the maximum cycling frequency determined 2 be P at
manufacturer, A schedule of equal on andoff intervals would avoid using ane ‘
of the electricity that would have been used if the equipment operated the entire

cupi edule.

etlawredratatoaile to using the time based dutycycle strategy that mayi
weigh the savings in electrical consumption, Larger motorseeeaeee
in the amount of belt and bearing wear when aggressively schedule Ee
motors also generate excessive heat in their windings when uy cgmed
cycled. Their high starting, torques and multiple starts also inc Me e eee
torque that can lead to premature shaft failures. The rapid pressurizationoeoF
pressurization of the connecting ductwork also generates noises iere . : uf
ing to building occupants. All of theseseiey cycling must be evaluatei © projected savings before implementation.
riepienone on tonpeaiake can be safely applied in large —o thata
served by multiple rooftop units such as those found in eeeee 4 as-
supermarkets, All of the units serving the zone can be duty cyclec ie :
average zone temperature. This strategy allows units to come on ine i y =
those already operating are fully loaded. As the load decreases, some o ! — ;
are cycled off, allowing those remaining on line to operate at full load, w mas ey
are moreefficient. Of all the energy managementstrategies, duty cycling is the eas!
implemented because ofits limited applications and associated disadvantages.

13.5.4 DemandLimiting

Demand limiting cycles off electrical equipment to prevent a daclllty’s aise
demand from exceeding a predetermined set point, Demand linsiting, 1s week y
energy managementstrategy that is designed to directly limita facility 5 ei rica
demand. It prevents a facility from drawing, too much energy by einer (tne
off) equipment when the current demand approaches the Geman : iioe =
point. After the demand has decreased sufficiently, loads are restored s om
based upon the amountof time they have been off and their priority in the system-
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Loads programmed with the demand limiting feature need certain parameters
entered into the database that define howthat piece of equipment must be shed.
and restored. The load's priority, minimum operating time, minimumoff time and
maximum off time are entered into the database to prevent the load from over-
heating or the process trom reaching unacceptable conditions whenever demand
limiting is in use. The priority defines each load involved in the strategy as either
non-critical, critical or verycritical. Minimumoperating time allows the load to
operate a fixed quantity of time beforeit is available for shedding. This allows suf-
ficient time for large motors to dissipate the heat associated with starting. The
minimum off time prevents equipmentfrom short cycling,

When a building’s electrical demand approaches the slralegy’s set point, the
loads with the lowest priority are shed first in an attempt to reducetheelectrical
demand. If the demand continues torise, higher priority loads are shed, oneat a
time, to keep the demand belowthe set point. Loads continue to be shed until the
demand drops below a predefined deadband,If any load is shed longer thanits
maximum off time, if is restored into operation and another load is shed, All
equipment must operate longer than its minimum on time before it becomeseligi-
ble for shedding. When the demand falls below its deadband, higher priority
loads are restored first, in a manner that will not allow the demand to exceed its
set point as theload is restored.

Demand limiting reduces kilowatt associated demand charges at a cost of peri-
odie reductions in production or comfort. Every piece of equipment that is shed
reduces the number of kilowatts being drawnfrom the utility, If, after all possible
loads are shed, the demand continities to rise, a new maximum demand will be set,

When this occurs, the demand set point should be evaluated to determineif it is
realistically set or whether it must be raised, This strategy can have a dramatic
effect on the utility bill because the costs associated with the demand portion of
the utility bill can be one hundred times greater than those associated with con-
sumption costs during peak operating periods.

13.5.5 Temperature Reset

Temperature set points can be reset to reduce the load on [TVAC equipment,
thereby reducing their electrical consumption and thefacility's electrical demand
while continuing to maintain a level of comfort within the zone. During summer
months, occupied temperature set points can be raised during periods of high
electrical demand to reduce equipment load. If a tenyperature difference of ten to
15 degrees is maintained between the zone and the outside temperature, occu-
pants still remain relatively comfortable as long as the relative humidity is kept
below 60%and air movement in the zone is maintained, Whenthe electrical

demandincreases towardits set point, the DDC system can be programmed to
raise the discharge air temperature and chilled water set points to reduce the
equipments load,

During unoccupied hours, set points can be automatically reset to limit equip-
ment operation, thereby reducing electrical consumption. During summer months,
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unoccupied zones are allowed to drift up to 85 °F before equipmentis allowed to
run. During winter months, set points are lowered to 60 °F during unoccupied
periods to reduce the amountof heat transferred into the zune. It the temperature
exceeds an unoccupied (reset) set point, equipment is commanded on and remains
operational until the zone temperature changes 5°, After the temperature comes
back into acceptable range for an unoccupied zone, the equipmentis commanded
off and the zone temperature allowed to drift.

SOFTWARE ANALYSIS FUNCTIONS

DDC software packages provide methods for monitoring the system's operation.
A procedure called poist trending is available that instructs the work station com-
puter to read and store the value of a point ata desired time interval so it may be
analyzed in the future. Analog point trending is used to monitor temperatures
within a zoneor process to help determine the causeof a problem. Analog output
points can also be trended to analyze their dynamic response curves to determine
if calibration is required, Trends can be established for binary points to indicate
the start and stop times of equipment along withits cycling interval. The informa-
tion contained in a trend assists the technician in analyzing processes that are
experiencing intermittent problems that are difficult to observe in the field.

DDC systems alsv have software that allows the operator to override thestatus
and values of the points in the system. Point commanding routines provide a
means of changing set points, control points, cycling equipment and evaluating
control strategies from the work station location, The work station can be config-
ured so the values of any points being manually altered are automatically printed
out on the report printer to create a hard copyofall the system changes. This is
another tool available from analyzing systems that is not available in pneumatic
and analog control systems.

 

SUMMARY

DDC systems are the most common control systems currently being installed in the
HVACindustry. They use computer based hardware and software technologies to
maximize the operating efficiency of the connected equipment. DDC system archi-
tecture distributes the responsibility for control by installing microcomputers in
panels located throughoutthe facility. A twisted pair of communication conductors
connects all the DDC panels in a system to a data acquisition and programming

r
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computer called a work station or head end computer. The communications bus
makes it possible for the panels to cistribule the work among many computers,
share data and share system resources. The personal computer at the work station
is used to collect and store operating data, archive programs, analyze system oper-
ation, develop programs, override Jocal panel control, dial out during emergen-
cies, and generate reports. The work station also allows complete access to the
connected systems from one convenient location using a text or graphic interface.

Energy management functions are used to reduce the electrical consumption
and demand charges within a facilily. Time of day scheduling incorporates regu-
lar, temporary, and holiday schedules to control the operation of equipmentso it
only operates when needed. Optimum start and optimum stop strategies generate
greater consumption savings than those produced by time of day scheduling by
using dynamic schedulesthat alter the start and stop times based on the thermal
characteristics of the zones, the outside air temperature, and a history of previous
cycles. Duty cycling aggressively cycles oversized or duplicate equipmentto farce
the operating equipment to operate closer to their full load capacity. Demand lim-
iting, strategies shed loads as the facility’s demand approaches its set point to limit
demand associated utility casts and the possibility of establishing new demand
peaks. Temperature set point reset strategies are also used reduce the load experi-
enced by operating equipment to reduce energy consumption,

 

EXERCISES

Determine if the following statements are true orfalse. Lf any portion of the state-
mentis false, the entire statementis false. Explain your answers.

DDC systems control analog systems with binary computers.
. The microprocessor in a DDC panel performs mathand logic functions.

RAM is non-volatile memory used to store the user program and database
Firmware is stored in ROM.

. Sensors are terminated on the analog, input terminationstrip.
» Pulse accumulator points are a form of binary outputpoint that are used to

connect various How meters to the DDC system.
7. Demand limiting reduces the monthly charges associated with the rate of

energy ublization,
. Varistors protect DDC circuit boards from stray voltage spikes.

9, Time of day scheduling reduces consumption more than optinyum start/stop
strategies.

10. Analog sensors that generate voltage or current signals have one wire con-
nected to the voltage terminal screw of an analog input address.

DoTeeoebh
oo
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Respond to the following statements and questions completely and accurately,
using the material found in this chapter.

1. Describe the characteristics of a DDC system.

auWwNm
on

13.

4.
15.
16.

17.

18.

19,

20.

. Describe three methods of minimizing the effects of electromagnetic interfer-
ence on signal wires.

.. What is a microprocessor and what is its function in DDC systems?

. What are the major differences between RAM and ROM?
. Whatis firmware and whereis it stored?

. Describe the function of a digital to analog converter and an analog todigital
converter,

. Whatis multiplexing and whyis it used in DDC panels?
. What are dry contacts and whyare they specified in binary input applica-

tions?

. Whyis the shield of a signal wire only terminated at the DDC panel?
‘10.
li.
12.

Whatis a point database?
Whatis the application program in a DDC panel?
Describe the OR logic function and give and example of its use in an HVAC
application.
Describe the ANDlogic function and give and exampleofits use in an HVAC
application.
Describe the Exclusive ORlogic function.
Whatis the difference between electrical consumption and demand?
Describe the advantages and disadvantages of Lhe timeof day energy man-
agement strategy.
Describe the advantages and disadvantages of the optimumstart energy
managementstrategy.
Describe the advantages and disadvantages of the optimum stop energy
managementstralegy.
Describe the advaniages and disadvantages of the demand limiting energy
managementstrategy.
Describe the advantages and disadvantagesof the duty cycling.  
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Documenting Control
Processes

Chapter14 introduces the reader to the characteristics and features of some of the
methods used to present detailed information about the design and operation of
control systems. These techniques will be incorporated th roughout the remaining
chapters in the book to present the characteristics of the commoncontrol strate-
gies used in HVACsystems.

DNSSSeee

OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this chapter, the reader will be able to:

 
1. Describe the characteristics and uses of a system drawing.
2. Deseribe the characteristics and uses of a sequence of operation.
3. Describe the characteristics and uses of a flow chart and its common symbols.

269
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SYSTEM DRAWINGS

Asystemdrawingis a collectionoflines.and symbols that illustrate the mechanical, electri-
cal and contyel components that describe the installation afan HVAC systent

These drawings are used to guide the technicians locating and eOTMNETAIAS, in
system's components. After the project is complete, a revised set of drawingscall
as bullt’s or record drawings are developed that reflect any changes that were made
during the installation. As built drawings are used as a diagnostic resource for ser-
vice technicians and building operatorsanalyze control system problems.

System drawings show each control device and the associated mechanical
equipment using symbols that are similar in appearance to the device’s two-
dimensionaloutline. Figure 14.1 shows a symbolic representation ofa voltage to
pneumatic signal converter. Note the similarity in their shape and labeling. Each
symbol is placed on the crawing, in the location and position that represents its
actual location in the field. an

Currently, there are no standard symbols adopted by the HVAC industry e
depict mechanical and control devices, Each manufacturer has their own set 0
symbols used to develop their system drawings. Although they appear similar,
they are not derived from a standard, but from the general shape o! the compo-

mwtrnight lines are used on system drawings (o represent the signal paths that
connect the control devices together. Control lines can be drawn using different
line types (dashed,solid, dots) to differentiate betweendifferent signaltypes. Geo-
metric symbols (square, circle, pentagon, hexagon) are often used to identify dif-
ferent types of terminations, simplifying the control system drawing. Asingle a
is oftenused to represent more than one tube or wire when thereis little chance o

Electric to Pneumatic ConverterConverts 0- 10 ¥ lo G- 20 pal

Electrical _,Terminations

 
. <= Prev matic a3i Connections

 
‘Actual Schematic

Figure 14.1 Schematic Symbol of an Actual Device
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confusion over the intent of the line. All the control symbols andline types that are
shown on the drawing are summarized ina legend and identifiable by their tay
(EPT-1) which will be listed on the bill of materials.

Figure 14.2 depicts the system drawing of an air handling unit andits associ-
ated temperature control system. The ductwork, dampers, filters and fans are also
schematically shown using a realistic representation of their actual shape. The
two-dimensionalrepresentation depicts the configuration of the ducts and the rel-
ative location of the dampers, fans and sensors.

Proper labeling of the system drawingts essential if it is to be used as a reference
source. Each control device is labeled with an acronymthat uniquely identifies the
device in the system. The acronym typically uses thefirst letters of the component's
description along with a sequential number. In Figure 14,2, the damper motors are
labeled PM-1, DM-2 and DM-3, the temperature sensors are designated TS-1
through T5-4 and the valve is tagged V-1. A legend is required on each drawing to
indicate the meaning of the acronyms and symbols used on the drawing.

14.1.1 Single Line Drawing

Asingle Ime drawing uses one lineto represent the ductwork, with the symbols for the con-
tral devices and mechanical equipment superimposed upon the duct lines.

A single line drawing is becoming the preferred method of representing HVAC
systems and their controls. This type ofillustration fulfills the purpose of the sys-
tem drawing using a simplified format. Figure 14.3 depicts the same mechanical
system that was shownin Figure14.2.It differs in that it shows the ducts asa single
line and the field control devices to the DDC panel. Thetype of illustration method
is based solely on the preferenceof the customer and the control company.

Schematic Diagram Of Component Locations
DM-2
NC 4-20 mA
Exhaust Air TS-4
Dampers O 
  

    

 

  

DM-3
NC 4-20 mA,
Ratum Air
Dampers

RA

 V-1 NO 4-20 mAU

  
  
  
 

DM-1
NC 4-20 mA
Quiside Air
Oampers

OA

TS-4 Ts-2 18-3
-20-120" 0-100 40-180!

Figure 14.2) AHLConteal Schematic
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Line Diagram of System Installation

i! pws
L NC 4-20 mA

Return Air Dampers
  

  
 
 
 

 

 &OM-2
NC 4-20 mA ,
Exhaust Air Dampers !

 NG 4-20 mA

Outside Air 0-100";Dampers .

T3+1
=20-120°

AnalogInputs
Figure 14.3) Single Line Drawing of an AHUandits Control System

14.2
aa

SEQUENCE OF OPERATION

A sequence of operationis a concise summary ofthe operational attributes of Hie mecharti-
cal equipment inasystem and their control loaps.

The sequence of operation is developed bythe mechanical engineer tm conjunction
with the control system’s application engineer. [tis another reference document used
byinstallation, commissioning, operations and service personnel that thoroughly
describes the intended operationof the control system, The sequence of operation is
placed on the system drawings, beside the diagram of the system it describes. Plac-
ing the sequence on the drawings makes it easier for the reader to reference the com-
ponents andinteractions that are being described in the sequence of operation. The
sequence ofoperationis also called the description of operation,

Writing a complete sequence of operation requires practice. Once complete, it
must summarize all the necessary factual information inclear, grammatically cor-
rect statements. After reading the sequence, a mechanically inclined person that
was not familiar with the application described in the sequence should be able to
determine whetherthe system is operating correctly. Many control companies have
standard sequences written for the common HVAC processes. These sequences are
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copied onto the system drawings and modilied as needed. The following sections
describe some ofthe characteristics of a well written sequence of operation.

14.2.1 The Organization of a Sequence of Operation
Asequence of operationis easier to read if il followsa logical format. Well written
sequences are organized in logical sections thal describe how the processes
respond during the pre-occupied, occupied, unoccupied and emergency periods
of operation, Each section is further separated into subsections that describe the
operation of each process control loop found on the unit, (mixed air temperature,
discharge air temperature, humidity control, static pressure, etc.), Additional sec-
tions can also be added that describe the operation of zone terminaldevices, pn-
mary heating and cooling equipment, ele. Each section of the sequence of
operation is written as a groupof related paragraphsthal cat\ stand alonein their
description. This method of presenting the operating details of a system allows a
technician to zero in on the operational characteristics of the portion of the system
that is presently being analyzed instead of having to read the entire sequence to
try to find the necessary information.

The numberand type of sections used in a sequence are based on the equipment
being controlled and the characteristics of the application. A model sequence of
Operation consists of someor all of the following sections.

System Overview

The system overviewbriefly describes the mechanical equipment and processes
being maintained by the control system.

Energy Management Overview

The energy management overview briefly describes the energy management
strategies that are incorporated intw the system's operation. Start/stop optimiza-
tion, demand limiting, time of day scheduling, set point reset, pre-occupied warm-
up, preoccupied purge, and duty cycling are energy management strategies
mentionedin this section if they are incorporated into the sequence of operation,

Pre-conditioning Operation

Pre-conditioning mode describes howthe equipment operates during the period
preceding the building's occupied period, The section describes morning warm-
up and purgestrategies that are incorporated into the sequence of operation.

Occupancy Operation

The occupied section of the sequence describes howthe processes and their con-
trol loops operate during the period whenthe buildingis occupied. This section is
further broken downintosubsections for each process.

1. Fan operation
2. Static pressure control
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3. Temperature controlMixed air

Supply airZone

. Humidity contral

. Zone pressurization

. Lighting control

. Primary Equipment Control
Boilers
Chillers

Cooling towers

“amol

Unoccupied Operation

The unoccupied section of the sequence describes how the control loops respond
during the period following occupied time and ending when the pre-condition
mode begins. Each subsections describe how a process anc its control loops
respond whenthe building enters its unoccupied period of operation. Each of the
subsections (1 through 7) listed under the Occupied Operation mode are also
described in this section, indicating how the loops respond when equipmentis
commanded off,

Emergency Strategies

This section thoroughly describes the response of the affected control loops in the
event an emergency condition such as smoke,fire, freezeor fault (failure to prove}
occurs. Depending upontheparticular condition,all or someofthefol lowing sub-
sections (1 through7) listed under the Occupied Operation mode are included in
the section.

Temperature Set Point and Occupied Schedules

The sequence also contains a section that details any lables or schedules refer-
enced in the other sections. Some possible schedules are:

. Mixed Air Reset Schedule—Schedule "A"

. Supply Air Reset Schedtile—Schedule “ B“

. Hot water Reset Schedule—Schedule "C"

. Occupancy Schedule “ D"

. Unoceupied Set point Tables

. Valve Sequencing Schedules
aoewhe

Other Sections

If a specification calls out for information that may be valuable to the operators of
the system but donotfall under any of the above sections, they may be added to
the end of the sequence of operation.

Y
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Keep in mind, the sequence of operation found on a drawing or print may not
include all of the changes that have been made in the field after the system was
installed and commissioned, In these cases, the original sequence of operation
becomes somewhat obsolete and the personsrelying on the information must use
their analytical abilities to determine what the actual sequence of operation may
be. [tis the responsibility of the service technician to note any changes that were
made to the operating characteristics of a system on the drawings along with the
date of the changes and theinitials of the person who made the change. This pol-
icy will ensure that a current sequence of operation is alwaysin thefile,

14.2.2 Information Included in the Sections of a Sequence of
Operation

There are certain formatting procedures thal can be used to simplify the writing
and reading of each section in a sequence of operation, Observing these procedures
insuresall the information required by a technician to commission or troubleshoot
a control system is on the drawings. Include the following information in a para-
graph format whendescribing the operation of each control loop;

1. The loop sensor’s input range.
2. The loop’s set point.
3, The controller's action (direct or reverse), mode (F, PI, PID, PD) and output

signal range.
» Final controlled device's operating range and normalposition.
» Include an example oftheloop’s response to an increase and/or decrease in

the control point.
6. The point names that were used on the drawing (TT-1, TC-3, ete.) are indi-

cated in parentheses following a reference of the device within the sequence.
For example:

“\ the mixed air temperature sensor(TS-3) sends a proportional signalLO seesess a

““. When oulside air temperature is below55 F, as sensed by the O.A.
sensor (TT-1) ....."

“... the heating valve (V-4) will be modulated....."
7. Temperature reset schedules and occupied/unoccupied time schedules

shouldbe included at the end ofthe sequence of operation. Whendescribing
the operation of a loop that uses a timeschedule, make reference to Schedule
A. or Schedule B within the section, Tables 14.1 and 14.2 illustrate the format
used to list reset and schedule data.

ui

Table 14.1 SCHEDULE A, SUPPLY AIR TEMPERATURE
OA Temperature

 

Supply Air Set Point
10 70

70 1 35
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Table 14.2 SCHEDULEB, OCCUPIED T =
Wed | Thur | Fri
  | Sar_| Holidday 1] Holichay 2 

 
  

B. Chiller Control—The chiller (CHILLER-1) is enabled whenever the outside

air temperature (OATEMP)is greater than 55° and the system is in occupied
fi operation. The chilled water circulating pump (CHWDP-1) is commanded on to| Sun Mon ue 9AM ‘ = * : :

7AM sam|7AM|7AM.|7AM.|SAM.[Unbecue AM. enable the chiller and disabled during unoccupied periods and wheneverthe
‘ to to lo to Ww (a pled sa outside air temperature (OATEMP) falls below55°

2 8:30 630 6:30 5:30 3M ‘ 7
i = Jw fh HAE PM. IV. Occupied Operation 

  

Application 14.1 is an example of a sequence of operation for a small laboratory
air handling unit developed using the format described above.

NATION 14.1 SEQUENCE OF OPERATIO
PrLEWIS COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY—HVAC LABORATORY
SEQUENCE OF OPERATION

5 r sat
i : 3 s Laboratory at P:T. Lewis College overview The HVAC & Controls t é Meg:al Teenage a 20 ton, 5000 cfm VAV ait handling unit that seryee

Lo thecompuler lab, the equipment lab and two adjoiseSetecialmaintains its ature usingaWAV box with terminal reheat. Nlechanice
zone maintainsits temperature Using & VAN Se ee aia aalerie saeing} ied by a 20 ton reciprocating chiller package. ¢
atte5 Gewales tube boiler, A DDC control system Is used to pane
HU en able and disable the primary equipment, enable and disable the lighting
system based upon a user adjustable occupancy schedule.

il. Energy Management Functions The DDC control system incorporates
the following energy management stratugies:
A. Time of day occupancy sched uling is used to cyclearge:; i f the facility. Holiday scheduling |S ahreduce the energy consumption o : ane :aeprporatea to command the system into unoccupied operating mode o

specified holidays. : ‘E 2 reset i sed to vary
B. Temperature reset 18 Used vary :

points based upon outside air temperature to Improvejency ile satisfy! rocess load.
-jency while satisfying, the process aa eon ¥-Cc Eeunomizet control of the mixed air dampers 1s used to minimize the wean

. mechanical cooling required whenever the oulside air temperature is De Bt

he supply and mixed air temperature set
system energy etfi-

iL. Primary Equipment Control ayi 5 is & ad whenever the outside airi _The boiler (BOILER-1) is enabled whene
aS nrentersoir w 65°. The primary hot water circulating pump : alan; , ed on to

along with the hot water coil circulating pump :ae.——:7 .
sde zonereheat. The boiler and its associate iE Sayecow mo

page the outside air temperature exceeds 68°. Note: DDC point names are
included in parentheses to assist in the locationof the point in the database,

temperature 1s belo
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A. Fan Control—Theair handling unit's supply fan (SFAN-L) is commanded on
based uponthe time of day schedule found in Section VII.

B. Static Pressure Control—Wheneverthe supply fan (SFAN-1) is operating, the
static pressure control loop maintains the supply duct static pressure at a set
pointof 1,2 inches of water at the sensor's location,

The supply air pressure is measured by the static pressure sensor (I’T-1)
located 2/3 of the distance down the supply duct near the entrance of Room
101, The static pressure controller algorithm generates a reverse acting, 3 to 13
psi, PI output signal that positions the supply fan’s normally closed (NC) inlet
vane damper (DM-4), to maintain the loop's set point.

As the static pressure in the supply duct increases, the signal to the inlet
vane damper decreases, modulating them toward their closed position, reduc-
ing the static pressure in the supply duct.

C. Mixed Air Temperature Control—Whenever the supply fanis operating, the
mixed air dampers are modulated to maintain the mixed air temperature
(MASET) set point. The mixed air set point is reverse reset based uponthe out-
side air temperature. As the outdoor temperature increases, increasing the
cooling, load within the zones, the mixed air set point is decreased in accot-
danceto the reset schedule found in Section VII.

The mixed air temperature is measured by the averaging sensor (TS-2)
located in the mixing plenum ofthe air handling unit. The output signal gen-
erated by the direct acting, 3 to 13 psi, proportional only controller algorithm
modulates the 3 to 13 psi, normally closed outside air damper (DM-1) and the
normally open, 3 to 13 psi return air (OM-2) damper actuators to maintain the
mixed air temperatureat its set point.

As the mixed air temperature increases, the output signal to the damper
actuators (DM-1, DM-2) increases to modulatethe normally closed outside air
dampers toward their wide open position and the normally open return air
dampers toward their closed position.

D. Cooling Cycle Economizer Strategy—The mixed air temperature control loop
operates using an economizer strategy. Whenever the outside air temperature
is below the economizer high limit set point of 65°, the outside air dampers are
allowed to modulate between 20%and 100% open to maintain the mixed air
set point (MASET). Whenever the outside air temperature exceeds the econo-
mizer high limit temperature (65°), the outside air dampers are commanded to
their minimumposition to maintain the 20%minimum requirement of venti-
lation air during occupied periods.

E. Heating Mode Damper Operation—Whenever the supply air temperature
control loopis calling for heat, the mixed air dampers are commandedto their
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minimumposition (20%) to minimize the heating energy required to condition
the outside air stream as it enters the AHU.

fr. Supply Air Temperature Control—Whenever the supply fan (SFAN-1) is
operating, the hot and chilled water valves (V-1, V-2) are modulated to main-
tain the supply air temperature sel point (SASET), The supply air set point is
reset based upon outside air temperature using the same reset schedule as the
mined air temperature foundin Section VIL.

The supplyair temperature is measured by the supply air sensor (TS-3) located
in the supply air duct, The output signal from the direct acting, 3 lo 13 psi, PID
controller algorithm modulates the 3 to.8 psi, normally open hot water valve (V=1)
and the § to 13 psi normally closed chilled water valve (V-2) actuators to main-
tain the supply air temperature (SATEMP)atits set point. As the supply air tem-
perature increases, the output signal to the valve actuators increases, modulating
the 3 to 8 psi, normally open hot watervalve towardits closed position. Lf the out
put signal exceeds5 psi, the hot water valve is completely closed and the 9 to 13
psi, normally closed chilled water valve begins to open.
Lighting Control—Thelaboratorylights are enabled and disabled based upon
the operating schedule found in Section VII, Enabling the lights permits the
room occupants to tarn the lights on and off with the wall switches. Disabling
the lights prohibits occupants fromturning the lights on during unoccupied
periods, Emergency lighting provides a constant source of light to permit safe
egress.

G.

V. Unoccupied Operation Unoccupied mode is based on the oceupancy
schedule found in Section VIL When the building is unoccupied, the supply fan
(SFAN-1) is commanded off.

Analog Outputs—Whenever the fan is commanded off, the mixing dampers
(DM-1, DM-2), hot and chilled water valves (V-1, V-2) and the inlet vane damper
(DM-3) actuators are commanded to their normal positions.

Chiller—The chiller (CHILLER-1) and the chilled water pump (CHWP-1) are
commanded off.

Boiler—I!the outside air temperature drops below65°, the boiler (BOILER-1) is
enabled and its associated circulation pumps (HWP-1 and HWP-2) are com-
manded on.

Low Temperature Limit—If any zone’s lemperaturefalls belaw 55°, the supply
fan (SFAN-1) is commanded on and allowed to operate until the zone temperature
exceeds 58°. After the zone reaches 58°, the supply fan is commandedoff and the
zone temperature is allowed to drift.

Lighting—The laboratory lights will be disabled based upon their schedule,
which allows for an extended operation for the night cleaning crew.

VI. Emergency Strategies Whenever the air temperature downstreamof the
heatingcoil falls below 36°, the lowlimit thermostat (LL-1) opens the control cir-
cuit to the fan motorstarter, disabling the fan, The mixing dampers (DM-1, DM-2),
hot and chilled water valves (V-1, V-2) and the inlet vane damper (DM-3) actua-
tors are commanded to their normal positions.
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VIL. Schedules

A. Supply Air and Mixed Air Temperature Reset Schedule 

Ourside Air|SA Set point 
  i"559 55°
 

6. Weekly Occupied Schedule
 

 
 

730 4M.) 12307 RM,|12:01 Px.

4:45 pki. | 8200 AM. [ 8:00pm.

; | Monday Tuesday|Wednesday | Thursday
Start | 730 AM.) 70M.|730 AM | 7730 AM,

Friday | Salurelay, Sunday |

Stop.|4345 PM.| 4:45 BM. | 8:00 Rm. | 8:00 PM:
 

 
C. Holiday Dates

December 20 until January 3, May 31, July 4, September 4, November 22—26

D. Lighting

Monday=Frithay On=7:00 AM.-11-40 px,
Salurday. On=12307 Ps-1 7200 pw,
Sunday Of

OOees

14.3
las
ee

FLOWCHARTS

Flowcharts are symbolic representations ofa sequence of operation. They consist
of a numberof interconnected symbols that indicate the logical flow through a
program and simplify the analysis of complex application software. Technicians
use flowcharts to troubleshoot code because they makeit easier to visualize the
logical interconnections that exist between (he sections of the sequence of opera-
tion and their corresponding sections in the application program, Flowcharts can
also be used to improve the efficiency of the DDC program by grouping similar
strategies in groups called subroutines. Writing the program using subroutines
minimizes the amount of system memory required to store the program, makes
the program more efficient by eliminating duplication of code, and shortens the
time needed for the microprocessor to execute the program.

14.3.1 Flowchart Symbols

Flowcharts can consist of five basic symbols and connecting lines with arrow
heads. Each symbol Tepresents a specific type of task that is to be performed, The
five symbols and their characteristics are described in the following sections.
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Diamond

Diamondsare used to representa decision that must be made before one of two pos-
sible strategies is performed, A common DDC decision statement is whether or not
a building is occupied. If itis occupied, the occupied sequence of operationis fol-
lowed.If the building is not occupied, the unoccupied strategy will be performed.

The symbol shown in Figure 14.4 showsthat the diamond symbol has two output
paths labeled YES and NO.If the building is occupied, the logic connected to the YES
arrow ts performed.If the statement is false, the NO pathis followed. The arrow at
the top of the diamond connects the previous symbol with the decision statement.

Parallelogram

Parallelograms are used to represent an /npu! or an Quiput function that is to be
performed, such as turning a piece of equipmenton oroff, modulating a final con-
trolled device or receiving a reset signal. In the Application 14.1 a parallelogram
would be usecl to represent the modulation of the mixing dampers, valves and
inlet vane dampers. Figure 14.5 depicts the symbol for the input or output state-
ment in the sequence of operation or application program. This symbol! has one
input and one outputarrow.

Square

Asquareis used to represent the performance of a procedure, The procedure may
be a calculation, assignment ofa set point or bias, setting of an operating mode or
selecting a minimum or maximum value, In Application 14.1, a square would rep-
resent the calculation of the reset temperature set points. Figure 14.6 depicts the
symbolfor procedurestatements in the application program. This symbolalso has
one input and one output arrow,

Decision Symbal

 \s
ihe

Building
Occupied

  
 

No

 
  

Figure 14.4 Decision Symbol
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Input/Output Symbol

  Modulate the
Mixing Dampers

 
Figure 14.5 Input/Output Symbol

Procedure Symbol

Calculate
Minimum
Position 

Figure 14.6 Proveclure Symbol

Oval

Ovals represent the start and finish statements of a program, Therefore, there are
only two ovals found on a typical flowchart, one at the beginning of the logic and
the other one at the end. The “end” oval can command the program to stop or ta
return to “start” and begin over, DDC programs replace the word “end” with
“returnto start" because they continually loop, performing the same logic throuygh-
out their operation, These symbols have only one input or one output arrow,

Circle or Balloon

Circles withletters in their center's are called balloons. They showthe continua-
onof logic that moves to another page or column, There can be many sets of bal-
loons on a single flowchart. Figure 14.7 shows the oval and balloon symbols
These symbols have only one input or one output arrow,

Lines are used to connect the symbols to. each other. Each line has an arrowhead
that showsthe direction of the logic as it moves through the diagram.
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Begin / End Symbol Balloon

Begin
. Pause

Page or Golurn Break

Resumeta)
Figure 14.7 Ovals andBalloon Symbol

14.3.2 Flowchart Characteristics

in order for flowcharts to be universally understoc id, the following rules are used
whencreating the diagrams.

1. Chart logie always flows from the top to the bottom ot the page.
2. Logic (arrows) never flows up from a symbol, it always proceeds down or to

the right.

3 Lamicenble flowfrom left to right, only an arrow can be drawn fromright
toleft to showthe direction of the logic returning lo a symbollocated on the
left side of the page. ; “

4. The flowchart MUST tollow the logic and sections within the Sequence of
Operation. Se

B, The flowchart shows how alarm conditions cause the logic to bypass the nor-
mal operating program by looping around normal operation functions,

6. The last symbol returns thelogic back to the start symbol using an arrow
or “return to start” oval. This shows that the DDC contro] system loops
continuously. . Ae aon7. Arrowheads show the direction of logic How.
All logic statements are written inside the flowchart symbol except for Yes
and Nolabels of decision symbol.
Floweharts are to be drawn very neatly. s, 4

410, There should be no duplicate logical sequences on the finished flowchart.

a

2

14.3.3 Developing the Flowchart
‘A flowchart is developed after the sequence of operation has been written. The
proposed sequence of operation fur a project is usually writtenin thejob specifi-

a
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cations and found on the system diagram. The control system application engi-
neer verifies and refines this sequence into the actual sequence of operationthat
will be performed by the control system. The following steps are used for devel-
oping a flowchart.

. Develop a correct Sequence of Operation.

. Tithe the flowchart,

. Drawthe "start symbol”(oval) in the upper left corner of the page.

. Drawvertical line with an arrowhead downward from the start oval to the

next symbol.
5. Begin drawing symbols to represent the sections in the Sequence ot

Operation:
a. Write the code inside symbol.
b. Label YES or NO (Y or N) at each decision path.

6. Draw appropriate paths leading from the symbol using arrows.

whe

The first section of logic symbols connected to the STARToval are typically the
alarm decisions. Placing the alarm decisions at the beginning of the chart indi-
cates the microprocessor evaluates all alarm conditions before the system is
allowed to operate in its normal modes, If any system point or process is in
alarm, the flowchart shows the programlogic looping around the remaining
sechons of the program and executing the emergency strategy. If the system
shows nosafety or fault related problems, the flowchart continues into the normal
logic routines as stated in the pre-occupied sequence of operation,

After the alarm decision logic symbols have been drawn, the pre-occupancy
decision symbols are added. This group of symbols determinesif the system is in
its occupied or uneccupied operaling mode based on the time of day, day of week
or holiday. During occupied time, the logic continues straight down.If tts unoccu-
pied time, the logic loops around the occupied logic symbols typically leaving
toward the right of the diagram. The occupied operation follows the schedule sec-
tion of the fowchart The occupied section is the most complex part of the flow-
chart, I includes all the details of operating of the primary equipment and all of
the modulating control loops. The subsections found in the sequence of operation
are also visiblein this part of the flowchart. The unoccupied operation is usually
drawnparallel and to the right of the occupied column of symbols. This is the sim-
plest part of the flowchart whereall the necessary equipmentis commandedoff or
to its normal position,

The emergency logic is usually shown to the right of the unoccupied logic col-
umn if it differs from the unoccupied sequence of logic, The emergency logic
details the response of all the equipment in the system in the event that an emer-
gency or fault has occurred. The flowchart in Figure 14.8 represents. the logical
flow of the sequence of operation found in Application 14.1. The description
inside the symbols only contains key words that are referenced back to
the sequence of operation. This allows the text to remain inside the outline of the
symbols.
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Flowchart
PT, Lewis College of Technology

HVAC Lab Control System
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Flowchart
PT. Lewis College of Technology

HVAC Lab Control System
Page 2 of 2  
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Figure 14.8 Flow Chart
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14.4
eT

SUMMARY

The system drawings, sequence of operation and flowcharts provide different
tools for describing the layout and operation of a control system. The drawings
are used to locate and terminate the componentsof the control system. A sequence
of operation describes how each process is controlled and the interactions that
exist between the different processes in the system. Flowcharts are pictorial repre-
sentations of the sequence of operationthal is used to develop a DDC application
program andto troubleshoot software and logic problems. When combined, these
three resources provide all the information needed to describe and analyze the
operation of a control system.

14.5
—s

EXERCISES

Determine if the following statements are true orfalse. [fF any portion of the state-
mentis false, the entire statementis false. Explain your answers.

3

2.

w

x

s

System drawingsindicate the general location of control devices and the spe-
cific locations of their signal paths.
Line drawings depict a mechanical systemusing single lines to represent the
ducts.

. Asequenceof operation is a description of the interconnections between con-
trol components.
The sequence of operationis used in conjunction with the system drawing to
analyze a control system’s operation,
A flowchart pictorially describes the logic used in the DDC database pro-
gram.

» ASquare symbol in a flowchart indicates a decision is bemg made.
A sequence of operation is written in stand alone sections and subsections
that describe a particular process or mode of operation,
Emergencystrategies are drawnat the beginning of the flowchart to indicate
that emergency conditions bypass all normal control strategies.
Anovalis used toindicate the logic of a flowchart continues to anotherlocation,
A system's drawings, flowcharts and sequence of operation are all refer-
ence resources used to install, commission and analyze control system
operation.

153
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Respond to the following statements and questions completely and accurately,
using the material found in this chapter.

1. An evaporative condenser has a two stage fan that operates based upon the
current condensing pressure of the system. The first fan is commanded on
when the discharge pressure rises above 170 psi for 5 minutes. The second
stage is commanded on after the pressure rises above 185 psi and remains
there for 5 minutes. The fans are commanded off in reverse order after the

pressure falls 5 psi below their cut in pressure and remains there for 5 min-
utes. Develop a flowehart for this sequence of operation.

2. A preheat coil operates in sequence with face and bypass dampers. When the
outside air temperatiire is above 40°, the face and bypass dampers remain in
their normal position(face open, bypass closed) and the coil’s valve is modu-
lated to maintain a leaving air temperature of 55°, When the outside air tem-
perature is below40°, the valve is commanded wide open and the dampers
are modulated to maintain the leaving temperature set point (55°), Develop a
flow chart to represent this logic.
Develop a flowchart for the following sequence of operation:
At7:00 am, the air-conditioning unit will be enabled if the outside air temper-
ature is above 70°. At 6:00 pm the unit will be commanded off. If the room
lemperalure increases above 82° during the unoccupied period, the air-condi-
tioner will be commanded on and operate until the room temperature drops
below 78".

4, Develop a sequence of operation for a residential furnace that operates off a
seven day programmable thermostat. Develop your own schedule.

5. Develop a sequence of operation and a flowchart for operating a windowair
conditioner. Be sure to include the operation ofthe fan, compressor and over-
load safety devices.
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Mixing Damper Control
Strategies

15.1

Most commercial HVAC systems use air handling units to condition their zones.
These units are built up with different sections that perform a specific process. All
the necessary sections are bolted together to create an air handing unit that meets
the project specifications by maintaining the correct combination of ventilating,
cleaning, heating, cooling, humidifying and pressurizing processes. Each of the
remaining chapters in Part 3 describes the purpose and operating characteristics
of commonair handling unit processes,

MIXED AIR DAMPER STRATEGIES

Mixed air temperature control strategies modulate outside, return and exhaustair
dampers in a mannerthat fulfills someor all of the following requirements:

1. Maintain the mixed air temperature set point of the air leaving the mixing
plenum.

2. Regulate the amountof outside air being brought into the AHU to meet zone
ventilation requirements. , ,

3. Pressurize the building by replacing the air that being exhausted from itsZOMeS.

¥
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The outside and return dampers are collectively knownas the mixing dampers in
all control strategies where both damperactuators are Operated in unison using
the same controller's output signal. When the mixing dampers are correctly sized
and installed, the changein the mixed air temperature will be proportional to the
change in the controller's output signal, Figure 15.1 depicts the field components
used for a mixedair temperature process. A controller (DDC or single loop)is all
that is needed to complete the control loop,

The exhaust air dampers are usually included with the process components of a
mixed air temperature control loop. These dampers do not affect the temperature
of the air in the mixing plenumbut their operation is coupled with the response of
the outside air damper. The exhaust air dampers provide a modula ting resistance
passage between the returnair andthe exterior of the building. Any return air that
is not needed to maintain the mixed air temperature is released outside of the
building through the exhaust air dampers and louver, The volumeof return air
leaving the building is controlled at a-valuethat is slightly less than the amountof
outsideair being brought into the building, This generates a slight positive pres-
sure in the building to minimize infiltration.

Theoutsideair enters the air handling unit through louvers mounted in the exte-
rior wall. Theflow area of the outside air louver is larger than that of the return air
duct. This reduces the velocity of the outside air entering the unit to minimize the
amount of debris and precipitation that is drawn into the system,If the outside air
path, including the louvers, bird screen, duct and damper has.a resistance thatis
much smaller than the pressure drop of the unit's return air path, the nonlinear
response of the mixing dampers is increased. Under nonlinear operation, the
changein the temperature of the mixed air is not proportional to the changein the

Mixed Air Temperature Process Components
Exhaust Air (EA) Dampers

ow) Normally Closed
Opposed Blade  

 
 Return Air (RA) Dampers

Normally Open
Opposed Blade

 
 

 
 
 

 Outside Alr (OA) Dampers
Normally Gloged Mixed Air Temperature
Ooposed Blade Sensor

Figure 15.1 Mixed Air Damper Configuration
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15.2

Chapter 15

controller’s output signal. Since the dampers and duet neerrr eee
equipment design, a control technician must make adjustme nts in ‘ssag pont
meters of the mixed air temperature controller to minimize the aenerd - ‘ <

The following sections explain the purpose and operating “ sa nk ss
mixed air processes. Each section contains a system draws of the process, ils
sequence of operation and a flowchart of the control logic.

15.1.1 Mixed Air Temperature Control Strategy

A mixed air temperature control strategy modulates the position of as see
and return air dampers to maintain the temperature of the air leaving eair er
dling unit's mixing plenumat its set point (50 to 65 "F). TheeS
trolled by varying the mass flowrate of the outside and return air sere Teei
the mixing plenumofthe air handling unit. During mostof the :ie : Epes
the supply and return air streams are at different temperatures. The eae
of the mixture is proportional to the volumes of outside and return air co

1 ixing plenum, ie ;

eeaein the mixed air temperature control loop15 initiated by a sineo
the temperature of either of the air streams- As the teraxperatis reo ;a a . = e
streams decreases,the temperatureof the air mixturealso decreases. ‘or sae E 2
when the outside air temperature decreases, the mixed aif temperate ny i
loop modulates the mixing dampers to reduce the amount of cooler outsi : :ata
the mixture while proportionately increasing the quantity af haareeee
entering the plenum. A direct acting controller response is URE % modu hiss
normally closed outside air damper’s closed as the mixed aira.
decreases. The mixing dampers are allowed to modulate whenever the outside ¢
temperature is:

Soi cbe : int.
1. Belowthe mixed air temperature set pol te
2. Abowthe temperature that would cause the outside air dampers to modulate

belowtheir minimumventilation position.

MIXING DAMPER MINIMUM POSITION

Whenever an air handling unit is operating, a minimum quantity of nisair
must be brought into the unit and conditioned in order to meet the mene- ae
requirements of the people and processes in its zones. The eeanes.
ventilationair required by a unit is based upon the number of Coe ae i
zones and the amount of fumes, gasses and odors being generate within the
zones. ASHRAE Standard 62 is used as a resource for establishing - panes
ventilation requirements for an application. At no time during the occupi
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period of operation should the amount of outside air entering the unitfall below
this minimum Jevel.

There are periods of time whenit is more expensive to condition the outside air
entering the AHU thanit is to recondition the air returning from the zones. The
periods of time whenit is more economical to condition the return are:

1, Whenever the outside air temperature exceeds 60 to 70 °F or when the return
air enthalpy is greater thanthe outside air’s enthalpy.

2. Wheneverthe supplyair temperature control loopis calling for heat.

When either of these conditions is present, the operating efficiency of the AHU
would be increased if the return air damper were commanded 100% open and the
outside and exhaust air dampers commanded 100% closed. Unfortunately, allow-
ing the outside air dampers to close completely violates the code requirements
that regulate the amountof ventilation air required in occupied facilities. Under
these conditions, the mixing dampers are commanded to minimum position, The
following subsections describe different methods of maintaining a minimum vol-
umeofoutside air entering an air handling unit wheneverit is operating,

15.2.1 Open Loop Minimum Position Control

Mininion position describes the position of the outside air dampers that maintains the
minimum ventilation flowrate requirements of the air handling wait,

Different strategies are used to prevent the outside air dampers fromclosing
belowtheir minimum position, One method commandsthe dampers to minimum
position by sending a fixed control signal to the mixing damper actuators. This
signal is sent whenever the unit is calling for heat, the outside air temperature or
enthalpy exceeds its high limit set point or when the mixed air temperature con-
trol loop tries to modulate the dampers below their minimum ventilation position.
The magnitude of the minimum position signal is based upon the percentage of
total fan volume that must consist of ventilation air during minimumposition
Operation. For example, if a 3000 cfm air handling unit requires a minimum of600
cfm of ventilation air during the occupied period, the signal sent to the damper
actuators is set to value of the controller’s output signal range that represents 20%
of its signal span. Thevalue 0.20 was derived by dividing the minimum quantity
of air by the maximum capacity of the fan (600 cfm = 3000 cfm),

This is an open loop strategy becauseit lacks the feedback needed to determine
if the correct amount of outsideair is actually entering the air handling unit. The
nonlinear response of damper assemblies coupled withtheir leakage, linkage slack
and binding blades usually creates a response that cannot be relied upon to main-
tain minimum ventilation requirements. Consequently, the actual volumeflowrate
through the damper at minimum position is seldom related to the percentage of
stroke of the actuator. In extreme cases, the 20%controller signal may produce an
actuatorforce that is too small to break the dampers free from their closed position.
In other cases, the 20%signal may only open the dampers slightly, providing less
than required ventilation to the process. Undereither of these conditions, the unit
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does not provide sufficient outside air into its zones and the building is operating
in a non-compliance mode with respect to the ventilation code. Conversely, the
nonlinear response of the damper may permit excessive quantities ofoutside air
into the system when commanded to minimum position based upona fi xed output
signal, Under these circumstances, the operating. efficiency of the processis
reduced because more vulside air than necessary must be conditionedbefore being
sent to the zones. Lf the open loop minimum position strategyis to be incorporated
into a mixed air process, the following formula is used to calculate the actual
amountof ventilation air currently entering the mixing plenum:

eth nih % 100 = % Outside Air by Volione
(rat — oat) ;

or

(oat ® Soa) + [rat * (1 — Sooa)| = raat

Percent Qutside Air Formula

where: mat = mixed air temperature
rat = return air temperature
oat = outside air temperature
Soa = percent of ventilation in the mixed air stream

To establish how much of the mixedair is ventilation air, measure the outside,
return and mixed ait temperatures and enter their values into the top formula.
Solve for the value of %OA.

Toinitially set up mixing dampers for an open loop minimum position strategy,
determine the amountof ventilation air that will be required in the application as
a percentage of supply fan's capacity (cfm). Measure the current oulside and
return air temperatures. Enter the percentage of outside air and temperatures Into
the bottom formula andsolveit for (he mixed air temperature. Place a thermome-
ter in the alocation where the outside and returnair streamsare throughly mixed.
Vary the control signal to the mixing damperactuators until the mixed air temper-
ature matches the calculated value, indicating the correct volumeof ventilation air
is present in the mixing plenum. This procedure will compensate forthe nonlinear
response associated with the dampers bul does not overcome the problems assoi-
ated with response hysteresis, increased friction, wind and accumulations ofdirt
on the mechanical components.

15.2.2 Closed Loop Minimum Position Control
To improve the accuracy of the minimum position strategy by accounting for the
actual response of the damper assembly, the femperature method of calculating, the
volume of ventilation air demonstrated in the previous subsection can be used in
DDC applications to control the dampers. In this closed loop strategy, a propor-
tional or PI control loop algorithmis used to modulate the dampersto their mini-
mum position instead of using fixed signal positioning. The percent outside air

Mixing Damper Control Strategies 293 

formula is input into the application program, The mixed air temperature needed
to supplythe correct percentage of outsideairis calculated every 15 minutes using
the current outside and return air temperatures. The set pointis entered into the
controller's transfer function and the dampers are modulated to maintain the con-
trol point near set point. The modulating controller continues to adjust its output
signal until the control point equals the calculated minimum position set point, [fF
the dampers arebound closed, affected by wind, rubbing against the sides of the
frame, etc., the control signal continues to increase until they break free, insuring
the correct amountof ventilationair is being brought into the AHU,

Example 15.1

A 20,000 cfm application requires a minimumof 3600 cfm of ventilation air.
The outside air dampers must provide 18%(3600-20000)of the fan's capacity
during all occupied periods. The microprocessor multiplies the outside air
temperature by 0.18 and adds the result to the return air temperaturetimes
0.82. Adding these to values together determines the mixed air set point
required to insure 18% of the mixed airstream consists of ventilation air, The
mixed air temperature set point is input into the controller’s transfer function
algorithm and the dampers modulate to maintain 18% outsicle air flaw. Recal-
culating, the set point periodically (every 15 minutes) insures the minimum
position is maintained as the outside and return air temperatures change.

This strategy is easily performed by the microprocessor in a DDC system and
increases the probability that the correct amountof ventilation air is being brought
into the system. This closed loop strategy works well as long as there is an ade-
quale temperature difference (5" minimum) between the outside and return air
streams. When the temperature difference decreases below 5°, the positioning of
the dampers defaults to the open loop method to maintain response stability.
Combining these two strategies increases the amountof time the proper quantity
of ventilation air is being brought inte the system.

A similar minimumposition strategy can be performed using carbon dioxide
sensors in place of temperature sensors to calculate the quantity of ventilation air
in the mixing plenum. The CO; level in the returnair and the outside air streams
replaces the temperature variables in the percentoutsideair formula and a CO: set
point is calculated. A modulating controller algorithm positions the dampers
based upon the set point and the COpresent in the mixed air, This strategy also
works well as long as there is an adequate difference between the CO;levels in the
outside and return air streams. Presently, the increased cost of CO» sensors oul-
weighs any advantages of using this strategy over the temperature method,

15.2.3 Separate Minimum Position Dampers

Some air handling units are constructed with wo separate damper assemblies in
the outside air plenum.In these applications, one of the dampers is a modulating,
opposed blade configuration used for mixed air temperature control and the other
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is a bwo-position parallel blade device used for minimumposition control. Upon
start-up of the ADIU, a binary signal is sent to the two-posilion air flow damper
commanding it open. The modulating opposed blade dampers remain closed
whenever the unit is calling for heat, the outside air temperature or enthalpy
exceeds its high limit set point or when the mixed air temperature control loop
tries to modulate the dampers below their minimum ventilation pasition. The
mixed air temperature loop modulates the opposed blade dampers to maintain
the mixed air temperature set point, This operation differs from other damper sys-
tems because in these applications, the modulating dampers are allowed to close
completely, Tt is not necessary to maintain the dampers at a minimum position
because the two-posilion damper supplies the necessary ventilation air into the
system whenever the fan is operating.

In these applications, the minimum position parallel blade damperis set up
using the open loop positioning procedure presented in section 15,2,1 to insure
thal excess amounts of air are not being brought into the system. The parallel
blade damper may only need to open a small percentage of its actuator stroke
before a sufficient quantity of ventilation air into the system. If the damperis
allowed to open 100%, excess air is mostlikely being brought into the building.

15.3
[a

MIXING DAMPER ECONOMIZER STRATEGY

After the mixed airstream leaves the plenum, it enters the supply air temperature
process. Wheneverthe mixed air temperature is warmer than the supply air temper-
ature set point, the airstream must be cooled betore it can be discharged to the zones.
The excess heat is extracted from the mixed air bythe heat transfer coil of a mechan-
ical cooling system (chilled water or direct expansionretrigeration) and released out-
side of the building by its condensing unit. The amount of energy consumed by the
condensing unit can be reduced by minimizing the enthalpy of the mixed airstream.

In earlier mixing dampercontrol strategies, the outside air dampers were com-
manded to their minimum position as soon as the outside air temperature
exceeded the supply air temperature set point. The rational for this decision was
that the chiller was operating anc by commanding the outside air dampers to
their minimum position, the amount of warm air entering the unit was reduced
and therefore, saved chiller energy. This logic was flawed because the energy con-
tent of the air streams was not considered in the decision to command the

dampers totheir minimumposition.
Outside air is always less expensive to cool when its energy content is lower

than the return air’s. This remains true no matter hewhigh the outside air dry
bulb temperatureis. The objective of an economizer cyele is to decrease the amount
of energy consumed by the mechanical cooling equipment by allowing the out-
side air dampers to remain 100% open as long as the outside air’s enthalpy is
lower than the returnairstream’s enthalpy.
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During periods of operation when the outside air’s sensible and latent heat con-
tent (enthalpy) is Jess than the enthalpy of the return airstream, the outsideair is
less expensive to cool. This is true even when the outside air’s dry bulb tempera-
ture is greater than the return air's dry bulb temperature because enthalpy is a
measure the total energy content of the air (temperature + moisture), not just the
sensible content, The economizerstrategy is only operative when:

1. The outside air temperature exceeds the supply air temperatureset point.
2. The outside air's enthalpy is lower than the return air’s enthalpy.

During all other periods of operation the mixed air process is maintained using
the mixedair temperature control strategy.

15.3.1 Methods of Enabling the Economizer Control Strategy
During the cooling season there are periods of time whenthe outside air is more
expensive to cool than the building's return air. During these intervals, the econo-
muzer strategy must be disabled to minimize the cost of mechanical cooling
thereby increasing the operating efficiency of the process. There are two methods
used todisable the economizerstrategy. The first method measures the enthalpy
of the outside and return air streams to determine whether the mixing dampers
should be allowed to operate in economizer mode.This control strategyis called
an cuthalpy based economizer cycle. The second technique monitors the dry bulb
temperature of the outside airstream to measure its sensible heal content, The
schemeis called a dry bulb economizer cycle. Both strategies permit the airstream
with the lower energy content to pass across the cooling coil, minimizing the
amount of heat the mechanical system must remove fromthe airstream. The fol-
lowing subsections outline the response of these two control strategies.

15.3.2 Enthalpy Based Economizer Cycle
An enthalpy based economizer strategy requires four sensors to measure the
enthalpy of the twoair streams. Each airstream uses a dry bulb temperature sen-
sor (thermistor, RTD, pneumatic bulb) and a sensor that measures the relative
humidity or dew point of the airstream. In DDC applications, the microprocessor
calculates the enthalpy of both air streams. Whenever theoutsideair's enthalpy is
greater than the rettirn air’s enthalpy, the economizer strategy is disabled, com-
manding the outside and exhaust air dampers to their minimum position and the
return air dampers will moveto their corresponding open position (100% - mini-
mum position).

Wheneverthe outside air’s enthalpyis less than the return air's enthalpy the
outside air dampers are allowed to modulate to 100% open and the return air
dampers modulate closed. The outside air dampers will remain open until the
enthalpy of the oulside air exceeds that of the return air.

Figure 15,2 showsthe enthalpy measuring sensors (enclosed with a dashed box)
and their position within the air handling system. The outside air temperature
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sensor and a humidity sensor are typically located onthe exterior of a north wall
to prevent the sun from affecting the temperature sensor's ability to correctly mea-
sure the thermal intensity of the outside air. These sensors can also be mounted
inside the outside air plenum of the air handling unil, upstream of any coils. In
DDC applications, the outside air temperature and humidity sensors are typically
configured as a global or shared points, Therefore, only oneset is required to mea-
sure the outside condition. All other systems requiring outside air data reference
the memorylocation of these sensors to obtain the shared information. The return
air temperature and humidity sensoris located in the return duct of the air han-
dling system, upstreamof the return air dampers, Since each air handling unit
experiences different internal thermal and moisture loads, a set of enthalpy sen-
sors must be installed in each air handling unit that incorporates the enthalpy
based economizerstralegy.

15.3.3 Dry Bulb Temperature Economizer Cycle

‘To obtain mostof the savings associated with an enthalpy based economizerstrat-
egy without incurring the additional cost of the humidity measuring sensors, the
economizer cycle can be enabled and disabled based upon the difference between
the dry bulb temperatures of the outside and return air streams. In this strategy,
the outside air dampers are allowed to modulate between minimumposition and
100% open whenever the outsideair temperatureis less than a predetermined high
limit set point. Once the outside air temperature exceeds the highlimit set point,
typically 65 to 75", the economizer strategy is disabled. The outside and exhaust
air dampers are commandedto their minimumventilation position and thereturn
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air dampers will open proportionately. Figure 15.3 depicts the response of a dry
bulb temperature economizer. ‘

A psychrometric chart is used to correctlyestablish the high limit dry bulb tem-
perature of the outsideair that corresponds with the expected return air enthalpy
conditions. By comparing the expected return air enthalpy with the average out-
side air humidity conditions that occur during the summer,a dry bulb tempera-
ture can be selected that allows effective economizer operation during, most
operating conditions, Figure 15.4 shows a schematic portrayal of a section of a
psychrometric chart showing typical conditionsfor the mid-northern latitudes. To
determine the temperature al which the economizer cycle should be disabled, the
expected return air conditions are plotted on the chart. Figure 15.4 shows the
return air conditions at 80" and 40%relative humidity, yielding and enthal py of 29
btu/Ibofair (solid lines). The highlimit outside air dry bulb temperature is found
by drawing a vertical line at the intersection of the typical oulside air relative
humidity and the return air enthalpy line (dashed line). If the average relative
humidity is 70%, the intersection at the 29 btu/Ib return air conditions line occurs
at 70°. This is the high limit temperature set point. It is the maximumoutside air
dry bulb temperature that can be brought into the air handling unit that still has a
lower energy content than the return airstream, Toincrease the reliability of this
method, a few degrecs are subtracted from the 70" to account for higher morning
humidity values and sensor drift. Typically, the high limit set point ranges
between 6(° and 70° in areas with 60 to 80%summer humidity readings. Figure
15.5 shows the components of a dry bulb economizer strategy.
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Psychrometric Chart for High Limit Set Paint Selection
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COMMANDING DAMPERS TO THEIR NORMAL POSITION

The outside, return and exhaust air dampers are commanded to their normal prosi-
hon whenever the air handling unit's fan is commanded off. This prevents cold
outside air from migrating into the building during periods of scheduled unoccu-
pancy and emergencies. Commanding the dampers to normal position also limits
the development of natural convection currents within the building. These cur-
rents remove conditioned building air which is replaced by unconditioned infil-
tration air,

The mixing dampers remain in their normal position during warm-up strate-
gies when there are no occupants in the building. Under these circumstances,
there is no ventilation air required because there are no people expected in the
building during the pre-occupied warm up operation. The mixing dampers
should be enabled a short time before occupancy to flush the building of fumes
and odors that may have accumulated in the air during the unoccupied period.

ENTHALPY-BASED ECONOMIZER LOOP DESIGN AND
OPERATION

15.5.1 Enthalpy-Based Economizer Control Loop Components

The enthalpy-based econonuzer control strategy requires the hardware compo-
nents shown in Table 15.1

Table 15.1 ENTHALPY-BASED ECONOMIZER CONTROL LOOP COMPONENTS

Number Quantity Description Signal Type
OV” Temperature Sensor (—20 ta 120 °F} Analog tnput

MATemperature Sensor (20 t 100 °F) ir

 

 

  
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Analog Input  

RA Temperature Sensor (40 to 100 °F)
OA and RA Humidity Sensors (0 ta 100%)

DDC Controller Panel w/ DI, BI, DO & BO 4
OA, RA and EA Damper Actuators (4 to 20 mA)

 
 

Analog Input 

Analog Input
All

Analog Output
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15.5.2 System Drawing
A System drawing for an enthalpy-based economizer strategy is shown in
Figure 15,6,
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Figure 15.6 Enthalpy Based Leonomizer System Drawing

15.5.3 Sequence of Operation

The sequence of operation for the enthalpy based economizerstrategy illustrated
in Figure 15.6 is explained in this section.

Overview

The mixing dampers shall modulate to maintain the mixed air temperature at a
fixed set point of 56 “F at the sensor's location.

Energy ManagementStrategies

The mixing dampers economizer logic ts enabled based upon the outside and
return air enthalpies to minimize the mechanical cooling required to condition the
supply airstream.

Pre-Occupied Conditioning

Warm-Up: When theair handling unil is in the morning warm-up modethe mix-
ing dampers (9M-1, DM-2 & DM-3) shall remain in their normal position (4 mA).

Purge: Whenthe air handling unit is ina summer purge mode, the outside and
exhaust dampers are commanded 100% open and the return air dampers shall be
commanded closed tu allow the cooler outside air to purge the building (20 mA).
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Occupied Operation

Whenthe air handling unit is commanded into occupied mode, the mixed air tem-
perature control logic is enabled.

Damper Operation During the Heating Mode Operation: When the air han-
dling unit ts in heating mode, the mixing dampers shall be modulated at mini-
mum position based upon the mixedair temperature as measured by sensor 'TS-3
to maintain a 20%ventilation requirement in the zones.

Damper Operation During the Economizer Mode Operation: When the air
handling unit is in its cooling mode, the mixing dampers are allowed to modulate
beyondtheir minimumposition to maintain the mixedair temperature at set point
(56 °) as measured by sensor TS-3.

The direct acting, proportional + integral controller algorithm generates a 4 to
20 mA output signal to modulate the NC outside and exhaust dampers (DM-1,
DM-3) along with the NO return air dampers (DM-2) to maintain the mixedair
temperature set point of 56 °F,

As the mixedair temperature increases, the signal to the mixing damper actua-
tors also increases, modulating the outside and exhaust dampers toward 100%
open and modulating the return air dampers proportionately closed,

Disabling the Economizer Mode Operation: The DDC system calculates the
outside enthalpy every 15 minutes based upon sensors TS-1 and HS-1 and the
return air enthalpy every 15 minutes based upon the input from sensors TS-2
and H5-2, Whenever the outside air’s enthalpy exceeds the return air‘’s
enthalpy the mixing dampers are modulated at their minimumposition based
on the temperature measured by TS-3 to maintain a 20%ventilation require-ment in the zones.

Unoccupied Operation

Whentheair handling unit fan is commanded off, the mixing dampers (DM-1,
DM-2 & DM-3) are commanded to their normal positions (4 mA).

Emergency Mode Operation

Wheneverthe air handling unit's fan is commanded off due lo a mixed air low
temperature limit trip, fan failure to prove operation, smoke detector trip or
other system fault, the mixing dampers shall be commanded to their normal
position (4 mA),

15.5.4 Flowchart

Figure 15.7 is a flowchart of the enthalpy based economizer strategy sequenceof
operation,
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Figure 15.7 Flowchart of the Enthalpy Based Economizer Sequence of Operation
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15.5.5 Flowchart Analysis

Thestart oval indicates the beginningof the sequence of operation, The three deci-
sion diamonds following thestart symbol determine whether any systemfault is
present that requires the operation of the mixing dampers to be disabled. If the
temperature of the air downstreamof the heating cvil is less than 36° or smoke is
detected in the return air duct or the supply fan is commanded on butit fails to
prove it is operating, the mixing dampers are commanded to their normal posi-
tion and an alarm is generated at the work slation computer. Whenall faults have
cleared, the next decision diamond instructs the DDC system to determine
whether the system is in its unoccupied mode of operation,

Tf the systemis in its unoccupied mode, the dampers are commanded to their
hormal position and remainthere until the system enters ils pre-condition mode.
Once the pre-condition mode begins, the system fan is commanded on and the
DDC system determines whether the building requires a warm-up or purge cycle.
If the system is commanded to warm-up, the mixing dampers remain in their nor-
mal position. The supplyair temperature control loop maintainsa higherset point
to supply warm air to the zones, If the zones are abovetheir set points and the out-
side air temperature is below the zone temperature, the system can purge the
building by commanding the outside and exhaust dampersfully open and closing
the return air dampers. This permits all the warmair to be exhausted [rom the
building and be replaced with cooler ventilation air. Once the warm up or purge
cycle is complete, the systementers its occupied modeof operation.

During the occupied mode, the minimumposition mixed air temperature set
point and the enthalpies of the outside and returnair streams are calculated every
15 minutes. If the supply air temperature control loopis calling for heat or the out-
side air enthalpy is greater than the return air enthalpy, the minimum position
mixed air temperature set point is used for the mixed air temperature control loop,
Underall other operational conditions the set point remains at 56° in accordance
with the sequence of operation, The end of the flowchart shows the mixing
dampers are modulated using the correct sel point and the returns to start and the
sequence of operationis repeated,

 

SUMMARY

Mixed air temperature control is commonly called the economizer strategy
because it minimizes the cost of cooling air with mechanical equipment. By allow-
ing the lower energy containing airstream lo pass across the cooling coil, the quan-
lity of heat that must be removed from the air is reduced along the energy
required by the mechanical system.

To insure that the lowerenergy airstream is being cooled, the economizercycle
is disabled by either a dry bulb temperature highlimit set point or a comparison
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of the outside and return air enthalpies, Once the outside air exceeds the high
limit set point, itis less costly to condition the return airstream, Whenthe outside
air is more costly to condition, they are commanded to their minimum position.
Minimum position can be maintained using a proportional or proportional + inte-
gral control algorithm to modulate the mixing dampers to maintain an adjustable
mixed air sel point, The set paint is a function of the amount of ventilation air
required to satisfy the process and the temperatures of the outside and return air
streams, Modulating the dampers by this method overcomes many of the prob-
lems associated with open loop positioning methods that base flowrate on the
control signal magnitude. Even if modulating is not possible or feasible, the open
loop minimum positionis still determined based on temperatures. A positioning
relay can be added to the mixing damperactuators to minimize someof the prob-
lems associated with friction in the damper assembly when using an open loop
minimum position stratezy.

EXERCISES

Determineif the following statements are true or false, L! any portion of the state-
mentis false, the entire statementis false. Explain your answers,

1. Mixed air temperature control strategies vary the amount of outside,
return and exhaustair entering the mixing plenum to maintain the mixed
air temperature.

- The outside and exhaust air dampers are normally closed devices.
3. When the dampers are commanded to their minimum position, enough

outside air must enter the mixing plenum to maintain ils temperature set
point.

4. When the outside air temperature is below the return air temperature, the
enthalpy based economizercycle is always enabled,
Air handling units with two-position minimum outside air dampers can
under certam conditions, close the modulating dampers 100%during occu-
pied time,

6. In mixed air temperature applications that do not incorporate an econo-
mizer strategy, the outside air damper modulates to minimum position
whenever the outside air temperature exceeds the mixedair temperature
set point.

7. The dry bulb economizerstrategy operates the mixing dampers wheneverthe
outside air temperature is below the high limit temperature set point.
When the mixed air temperaturestrategy is operational and the outside air
temperature increases, the output signal from the controller will decrease,

bo
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Opening the outside and exhaust dampers and proportionately closing the
return air dampers. :

9, Enthalpy based economizer strategies require temperature and humidity sen-
sors to determine the energy contentof an airstream.

10, The mixing dampers are commanded to minimum position whenever the
supply air temperature loop is calling for cooling,

Respond to the following, statements, questions and problems completely and
accurately, using the material foundin this chapter. P

1. How does an economizer strategyincrease the operating efficiency of a sys-
fem in comparison toa basic mixed air tem perature control strategy? :

2, Whycana closed loop minimumposition strategy maintain minimum Pposi-
tion better than an openloop strategy? :

3. Whyis proper damper sizing important to the modulation of the mixing

 
 
 
 

dampers?

4. Calctilate the percentage of outside air when the following temperaturesexist:

: OA Temperature ! RA Temperature MA Temperature “a Outside Air
68° 7 68?
45° 745 5B

75" i 56° : 35%
   
 

5. What procedureis used to calibrate the minimum Position signal for mixing
dampers using an open loop strategy? :

rau d during thecalibration procedure for determining the minimum position of
an outside air damper the mixed air temperature is too high, based uponthe
calculated value, must the actuator signal to the mixing dampers be increasedor decreased?

. Drawa flowehart that represents a modulating control loop’s response to anerror.

. Under what operating conditions are the return air dampers completelyclosed.

9. Using the line diagram below and the material presented in the chapter,
develop the following documentsfor the dry bulb economizer process;
(1) a partslist; (2) a sequence of operation; (3) a flowehart

a
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10. Using the material presented in the chapter, develop the following docu-
ments for an enthalpy based economizer process for an air handling unit that
has two damper racks, a two-position minimum position damper anda mod-
ulating mixed air temperature damper. Use the system drawing in Figure 15.8
as a reference, develop a:

1. A parts list.
2. Asequence of operation.
3. A flowchart.
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Figure 15.8 Dry Bulb Based Economizer System Drawing  
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Heating Control Strategies

All heating control strategies vary the amountof sensible heat that is being trans-
ferred into a controlled medium to maintain their process requirements, Closed
loop applications maintain heating set points in air handling units and zones.
Openloopstrategies are used to prevent a process temperature fromfalling below
its lowlimit set point. The following sections detail the operation of the more com-
mon HVACheating processes.

OVERVIEW OF THE DIFFERENT HEATING CONTROL STRATEGIES

Preheating, heating and reheating are three categories of healing processes found
in air handling unit applications. All of these processes generate similar responses
to changes in their measured variable but are designed to perform different func-
tions, Preheat applications are implemented to warm the outside air as it enters an
air handling unit to temperatures in the vicinity of 50°, Whentheair is preheated
to a temperature that serves the cooling requirementsofthe air handling unit, the
air is described as being tempered, not heated, The ventilationair is tempered to
preventit fromfreezing water or condensate inside coils located in the air han-
dling unit. Heating applications ave control strategies where the air entering the
heating coil is already about 50° and additional heat is needed to raise the supply
air temperature toa set point above 90°, Reheat applications use small coils located
in the building's zones to add additional heat to a zone to maintain its tempera-
ture set point.

307
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16.2

The thermal energy used in multiple zone commercial heating processes may be
supplied by steam, hot wateror electrical current. In these larger systems, a boiler
is used to generate the steam or hot water used to transportenergy to the heating
processes, Steam transfersits Jafent heat as it condenses, raising the temperature of
the air passing across the coil, The condensate (condensed steam) is piped back to
the boiler where more energy is added to the liquid converting it back into steam.
Hot water can be generated with a boiler or through the use of a steam to hot
water heat exchanger (converter). Hot wateris piped to a process where it trans-
fers sensible heat to the air passing across the coil. The control agent in both steam
and hot water applications is modulated using a control valve.

Electric current can be pulsed or modulated into a process using contactors or
modulated using solid state thyristor switches, Thyrilors vary the amount of cur-
rent entering an electric coil much like a valve modulates steam or hot water.
Additional binary safety controls are required in all electric coil installations to
monitorair flow and provide a high temperature limit to prevent overheating the
area surrounding the coil. Electric coils have an advantage over steam and hat
water coils in preheat applications because they neverfreeze. The disadvantage of
specifying electric coils is the higher cost of electrical energy compared to natural
gas or oil, The following sections describe the control strategies used to modulate
hot wateror steam into a heat transfer coil,

PREHEAT CONTROLSTRATEGIES

Preheat coils differ from regular heating coils in their function and location. The
three primarydifferences betweenthe two processes are:

1. Preheat coils raise the temperature of large quantities of outside air being
broughtinto anair handling unit to meet the ventilation requirements of the
system.

2. Preheat control strategies temper the ventilation air enteringthe air handling
anit, raising, its temperature to approximately 50 “F in contrast to heating
coils that raise the air temperature Lo levels above 90 °F. Temperingdescribes
a heating process where the coil adds sufficient heat to the ventilation air
stream to bring its temperature up to 50 to 60 °F. This air is used to offset the
cooling load in interior zones, .

3. Preheatcoils are typically located upstream of theair handling unit's fillers,
in the outside airstream, Heating coils are typically positioned downstream of
the filters in order to heat the mixed airstream.

Preheat coils are used in applications where the temperature of the mixed
airstream drops below 40° during normal operation, This condition is likely to
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occur in. applications where a large volumeof outside air is being drawninto the
unit to satisfy the ventilation requirements of the system, Preheat coils are also
required in air handling units that condition 100%outside air. These units have no
return air ducts. All of the conditionedair is exhausted from the building and
replaced with outsideair. In some single zone air handling unit applications, the
preheat and heating functions can be performed by one coil incorporating faca
and bypass dampers. This application is shownin section 16.3.2.

The purpose of a preheat coil control strategy is two-fold. Its first function is to
prevent the preheat coil from freezing, the second is to prevent cold outside air
from freezing any equipment or components within Lhe air handling unit or duct
systems.If the preheat control strategyfails, the entire mechanical enters an emer-
gency mode of operation and must shut downto minimize possible damage.

16.2.1 Two-Position Preheat Control Strategy
A fwo-position strategy opens the contral value 100% whenever the attside air tempera
ture approaches freezing,

Two-position preheat control is an open loop strategy, The sensor is located
upstreamof the coil soit is unable to measure the amountofheat actually being
added to the airstream by the preheat coil. The sensor measures the outside air
temperature before it enters the air handling unit. The controller is calibrated to
maintain the ventilation air’s temperature abovea /owIii! temperatureset point,
The controller opens the steam or hot water valve whenever the outside air tem-
perature falls below the low limit set point (36 to 40 °F). Once the valve is com-
manded open,the coil operates at 100%capacity until the outside air temperature
rises abovethe set point plus one-half of the control differential (38 to 42 °F). This
simple strategy prevents the preheat coil and other system components from
freezing when the outdoorair temperature is below 32 °F

The two-posilion response of this strategy creates temperature control prob-
lems as the outside temperature rises above 25 "F. A preheatcoil mustbe sized
with sufficient capacity to temper all the air entering the unit during winter
design temperature conditions. Consequently, the coil only tempers the incom-
ing air whenthe outside air temperature is equal to or below the winter design
temperature, If the design winter temperatureis 0° and the coil is sized to pro-
duce a 55° rise in the air’s temperature, The coil will add too muchheatto the air
during all other periods of operation. Consequently, when the outside tempera-
ture approaches 38”, the preheat discharge air temperature may exceed 90°, That
lemperature is too warm for zones that still require cooling from the source of
tempered air.

An open loop preheat control strategy will prevent coils from freezing butit
also consumes excess energy during most of its operation, reducing Lhe opera-
tional efficiency of this typeof process. The excessively warmed mixed airstream
may require mechanical cooling lo lower the temperature of the preheated air for
zones requiring cooling. These disadvantages outweigh the advantages gained by
the loop's simplicity in installation, calibration and operation.

__
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16.2.2 Closed Loop Preheat Control
Toretain the freeze protection characteristic inherent in a two-pasition coil strat-
egy and also improve the elficiency and temperature control of the preheat
process,a face and bypass damper assembly can be used in conjunction with the
preheatcoil. This strategy alters the numberof control loops required to maintain
the preheat discharge air temperature from one (open loop) to two (closed loop).
Face and bypass dampers are installed on the upstream side of the preheat coil to
regulate the amountofair that passes through the coil. Figure 16.1 shows a ren-
dering of a face and bypass damper assembly.

The face and bypass damper assembly consists of a set of normally closed
dampers stacked above of a set of normally open opposed blade dampers. The
normally open dampersare used lo vary the flow of air across the coil surface. For
this reason the face dampers are also knownas the coil dampers. The air that does
not pass across the preheatcoil is bypassed over the top of the coil through the
normally closed bypass dampers. The face and the bypass dampers are linked
together to one actuator shaft so one signal controls both sets of dampers. As the
signal to the actuator increases, the normally open coil dampers modulate toward
their closed position as the normally open bypass dampers open. —

A face and bypass damperassemblypermits control over the air temperature
leaving the coil that is otherwise impossible with a two-position controlvalve.
During operation at design winter temperatures, the face dampers are 100% open
and the bypass dampersare 100%closed. All the air passes across the coil, as it
would in an open loop controlstrategy. The coil is sized to permit the proper tem-
perature rise so the control valve could also be 100% open. As the outside air tem-
perature begins to increase above the design winter outside air temperature, the
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face dampers begin to modulate closed and the bypass dampers modulate pro-
portionately open. The air bypassing the coil does not receive any heat from the
coil, This cold air mixes with the warm air downstream of the preheat coil where
the closed Joop temperature sensor is located. The blending of the unheated
bypass air with heatedair allows the temperature of the mixture to be maintained
atits set point As the volume of bypassedair in the mixture increases, the preheat
coil's discharge temperature decreases.

To prevent the preheat coil from freezing, the same open loop control strategy
used for a two-position loop is employed. Whenever the outside air temperature
falls below the low limit set point (38 to 40 °F), the control valve opens 100%to pre-
vent the coil from freezing. When the valve is commanded wide open, the face and
bypass control loop maintains the downstream temperature at set point underall
load conditions, When the outside air temperature is above the low limit set point,
the face and bypass dampers are commanded to their normal position and the con-
trol valve is modulated to maintain the preheat discharge temperature set point.

ILLUSTRATION OF A STEAM PREHEAT CONTROLSTRATEGY

This example illustrates a steam preheat process for a 100% outside air AHU that
uses asteam coil with integrated with face and bypass dampers and a modulating
steam valve.

16.3.1 Steam Preheat Control Loop Components
The steam preheat control strategy incorporating lace and bypass dampers and a
modulating steam control valve requires the hardware components shown in
Table 16.1,

Table 16.1 STEAM PREHEAT CONTROL LOOP COMPONENTS 

   
 

 

 
  

 
 

   
Number|Quantity Description Signal Type

1 1 OATemperature Sensor | —20 ta 120 °F ) Analog Input
2 | Preheat Temperature Sensor ( 20 to 180 °F ) Analog InputTo | 1 |DDE Controller Panel All
4 | 1 Steam Valve and Actuator ( 0 to 10 volts } Analog Output
5 | Parallel Blade Damper & Actuator (0 or 10 valts)|Digital Output

6 ] Face & Bypass Damper w/ Actuator (Ota 10 v) | Analog Output
z 1 Damper End Switch 7 Digital Input

8 _| 1 LowLimitTemperature Control * | "Digital Input  

“The binary input from the low temperature limit controller should be used as.anindication only.
Additional contacts inside the device must be electrically interlocked with the fan's control circuit (a
disable the fan whenever the temperature of the air downstream of the preheat coil falls below 36 °F,
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16.3.2 System Drawing

A system drawing, for a steam coil with integrated face and bypass. dampers
process is shownin Figure 16.2.

16.3.3 Sequence of Operation
The sequence of operation for the steam preheat coil with face and bypass
dampersisillustrated in Figure 16.2 is explained in this section,

Process Overview

The preheat steam valve and face and bypass dampers are modulated in sequence
to maintain the preheat discharge air temperature at a set point of 55 °F.

Occupied Operation

Wheneverthe air handling unit's fan is commanded on, the two-position NC out-
side air damper assembly (DM_1) is commanded 100% open. When the damper
end switch (E51) closes, indicating the dampers have opened, the fan is com-
manded on,

100% Outside Air AHU With Preheat
Face and Bypass Dampers
 

  
 

'

' D2 Face | Vet N.O.
Det Twa: ind Bypass Steam Valve |
Positian | Qampers | CSaee,Ouigide Air | 0-10
Dampers 15 Psi Steam 
 ody 

  
15-2 Preheat !

TS-1 Quiside Air! , ES “Sled Trap Discharge Alt!Temperature
 Temperature! [

“20F -120" F = 20" M180" F |
; DDC Panel 

 1
1
1

| Controller]‘=| S| [Algorithm
 |\6    Schedules! 
 

Figure 16.2 Steam Preheat With Face and Bypass Dampers
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Outside Air Temperature Less than 40°F Whenthe outside air temperature is
below40°as sensed bythe outside air sensor (TS_ 1), the preheat coil steam valve
(V_1) is commanded 100%open. A direct acting, proportional + integral control
algorithm generates a 0 to 10 volt outputsignal to modulate the NOface and NC
bypass dampers (DM_2) in unison to maintain a preheat discha rge air tempera-
fure set point of 55°at the location of temperature sensor TS_2.

As the preheatcoil's dischargeair temperature increases, the signal to the face
and bypass damper actuator increases, opening the bypass damper and propor-
Hionately closing the face damper. This response lowers the temperature of the
mixture downstream of the coils.

Outside Air Temperature Greater Than 40° and Less Than 55°F=When the out-
side air lemperature is above 40° as sensed by the outside air sensor (TS_1), the
face and bypass dampers are commanded to their normal position (0 volts)
thereby opening the face damper and closing the bypass damper. The face
dampers remain fully closed andall the air entering the unit passes throughthe
bypass damper. A direct acting, proportional + integral control algorithm gener-
ales a 0 to 10 volt output signal to modulate the NO steam control valve (V_ 1) to
maintain a preheat discharge air temperatureal ils 55° set point.

As the preheatcoil's discharge air temperature decreases, the signal to the con-
trol valve's actuator decreases, modulating the valve open toraise the preheat dis-
charge air temperature.

Outside Air Temperature Greater Than 55°F Whentheoutside air tempera-
ture is above 55° as sensed by the outside air sensor (TS_1), the face and bypass
dampers are commandedto their normal position (0 volts) opening the face
damper and closing the bypass damper. The steam control valve (V_1L) is also
commanded closed (10 v) to disable the preheat process.

Unoccupied Operation

Outside Air Temperature Greater Than 40°F Whenthe air handling unit's fan is
commanded off, the outside air dampers and the face and bypass dampers (DM_1,
DM_2) are commanded to their normal positions (0 volts). If the qutside air tem-
perature is above 40°, the steam valve (V_1) is also commanded closed (10volts).

Outside Air Temperature Less Than 40 °F Whenthe outside air temperature
falls below 40", the steam valve (V_1) is enabled to prevent thecoil fromfreezing,
A direct acting, proportional + integral control algorithm generates a 0 to 10 volt
output signal lo modulate the NO steam valve (V_1) to maintain an unoccupied
air temperature set point of 70°at the location of sensor TS.2,

Emergency Operation

Whenever the air handling unit fan is commandedoff due to the fan's failure to
prove operation, a smoke detector indicaling, smoke or a low temperature limit
trip as sensed by TS_3, the outside dampers, face and bypass dampers and steam
valve are commanded to their normalor failsafe positions.
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16.3.4 Flowchart

Chapter 16

‘A flowchart depicting the logic in the sequence of operation for the system shown
in Figure 16,2 is shown in Figure 16.3. Section 16.3.5 provides an analysis of this
flowchart.

Preheat Coil Sequence of Operation
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Figure 16.3 Flowehart of a Preheat Sequence of Operation
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16.3.5 Flowchart Analysis

Thestart oval indicates the beginning of the logic of sequence of operation for this
preheat process. Thefirst decision diamond determines whether the system has
experienced an emergency or fault condition. If it has, the program bypasses all
other logic and commands the process control devices to their normal position.
The program remains in this loop until the fault condition is cleared.

The second decision diamond determines if the system is in its unoccupied
mode of operation, IFitis, the outside air dampers are commanded to their normal
position and remain there until the system commences its occupied mode.
Another decision diamond determines whether the outside air temperature falls
below 40° during the unoccupied period. Under these circumstances, infiltration
ofair through the outside air dampers may pose a freezing problem to the system.
To minimize these problems, the steam valve is modulated to maintain a lempera-
ture of 70° within the duct.

During the unoccupied period, the control valve is commanded closed when-
ever the outside air temperature rises above 40°. The face and bypass dampers are
commanded to their normal position and the program returns to start.

When occupied mode begins, the outside air dampers are commanded upen.
Once the end switch makes, the fan is commanded on. A decision diamond

determines whether the outsideair temperature is below 40°. Under these con-
ditions, the steam control valve is commanded 100% open and the face and
bypass dampers are modulated to maintain the preheat discharge temperature
at 55°,

Whenthe outsideair temperature is above 55°, the steam valve is commanded
closed. If the outside air temperature is above 40° and below 55°, the face and
bypass dampers are commanded to their normal position and the steam valve is
modulated to maintain 55°.

16,3,.6 Strategy Summary

Configuring a preheat control loop with a modulating control valve and face and
bypass dampers improves the response of the process in comparison to a two-
position control valve configuration. To protect theair handling unit's coils from
freezing when the outsicle air temperature drops below 32°F, the preheat valveis
commanded to 100%open in similarity with the two-position strategy. [f the con-
trol valve was allowed to modulate, the condensate in the preheat coil may freeze
at lower steam flowrates. By opening the valve and modulating the face and
bypass dampers to control the discharge air temperature, the coil is protected and
the temperature is maintained at its desired set point.
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ILLUSTRATION OF A HOT WATER PREHEAT CONTROL STRATEGY

This example illustrates a hot water preheat process for an AHU that uses a hot
water coil with a three-way modulating valve andcoil circulating pump. The pre-
heat process is integrated with the mixing dampers to maintain the mixed air tem-
perature set point at 55°,

Hot water coils can be usedin place of steam coils to provide the thermal energy
requirements for preheatapplications. In these applications, the hot water valve is
configured to modulate the flow of hot water into the coil to maintain the cis-
charge air temperature underall load conditions. Therefore, no face and bypass
dampers are required. To prevent the preheat coil from freezing, a secondary cir-
culating pump is used to maintain a full load flowrate of variable temperature
waterin the coil at all times. The pump sustainsa fluid velocity in excess of three
feet per second, which prevents the water from freezing at temperatures well
below 0°F.

The coil circulating (secondary) pump also maintains a constant temperature
across the coil’s face. This prevents the formation of stratified levels of water
within the coil, If colder layers were allowed to form at the bottom of thecoil,
they could freeze when exposed to ventilation air temperatures below freezing.
The hot water preheat coil control strategy generates the same response as a
steam preheat application that uses a modulating valve and face and bypass
dampers. The only difference between the strategies ts the hot water system
replaces the face and bypass dampers with a modulating control valve and sec-
ondary circulating pump,

In air handling units that require large volumes of ventilation air but also recir-
culate returnair, the hot water preheat coil’s response is integrated with the nor-
mal mixing air temperature control scheme. The combined process maintains a
mixed air temperature set point instead of a preheat discharge temperature set
point to increase the overall operating efficiency olthe air handling unit. Integrat-
ing these two processes limits the amount of energy added by the preheatcoil ta
the amount required to maintain the mixed air temperature set point. Therefore,
when larger amounts of return air are being recirculated, the temperature of the
air leaving the preheat coil is allowed to drop below50° to prohibit the necessity
of enabling the mechanical cooling system.

16.4.1 Hot Water Preheat Control Loop Components

The hot water preheat control strategy incorporating a modulating valve and a sec-
ondary circulating pump requires the hardware components shown in Table 16,2.

16.4.2 System Drawing

Asystem drawing for a hot water preheat control process is shownin Figure 16.4.
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Table 16.2 HOT WATER PREHEAT CONTROL LOOP COMPONENTS 
 
 
  

 
  
  
  
  

Number|Quantity Description Signal Type
| | 1 Mixed Air Temperature Sensor (40 to 100 °F) Analog Input
| 2 | ppc Controller Panel All

3 : 1 Outside Air Temperature Sensor (—20 to 120 °F) Analog Input
a | Modulating 3 Way Hot WaterValve (4 ta 20 mA) AnalogOutput
5 1 Circulating Pump Start/Stop Contactor Binary Output
6 1 NO Return Air Dampers (4 ta 20. mA) Analog Qutput
7 1 NCOutside Air Dampers (4 to 20 mA) : “Analog Output
a | Low Temperature Limit Controller | 36° ) Binary Input
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Figure 16.4 Hot Water Coil Preheat Control Stralegy

16.4.3 Sequence of Operation

The sequence of operation for the hot water preheat coil illustrated in Figure 16.4
is explained in this section.

Process Overview

The preheat coil's hot water valve is modulated in sequence with the mixing
dampers to maintain the mixed air temperature sel point of 55 °F.
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Occupied Operation

Whenever the system is in occupied mode, the mixing dampers are enabled to
permit the necessary flow of ventilation air into the unit, Whenever the outside air
temperature is belowthe mixed air temperature set point and the mixing dampers
ate commanded to minimum position, the secondary circulating pump (P_1) is
commanded on,

The hot water valve is sequenced with the mixing dampers soit cannot open
until the mixing dampers are at their minimum position, This prohibits the heat-
ing of excess ventilation air when the dampers are opening beyond minimum
position to reduce the temperature of the mixed air.

The direet acting, proportional + integral preheat control valve and mixing
dampercontrol algorithm generates a4 to 20 mA output signal that modulates the
NO hot water valve (V_1) and the mixing dampers (DM_1, DM_2) to maintain the
mixed air temperatureset point (55°) at the location of sensor TS_2.

As the mixed air temperature increases, the output signal to the hot water valve
and mixing dampers also increases, modulating the valve toward its closed posi-
tion, If the mixed air temperature continues to rise, the increasing output signal
closes the valve and opens the outside air dampers beyondtheir minimumposition,

When the outside air temperature is above 45° and the dampers have been
modulating beyond their minimum position for one hour, the circulating pump
(P_1) is commanded off.

Unoccupied Operation

Whenthe air handling unit is in its unoccupied mode, the mixing dampers are
commanded to their normal position. When the outside air temperature is above
40°, the circulating pump (P_1) is commandedoff and the preheat coil valve (V_1)
is commanded closed (20 mA), Whenthe outside air temperature is below 40°, the
secondary pump (P_1) is commanded on and the preheat hot water valve (V_1) is
modulated to maintain the mixed air plenum temperature at 70°, as measured by
temperature sensor TS_2,

Emergency Operation

Wheneverthe air handling unit fan is commanded off due to the fan's failure ta
prove operation, a smoke detector indicating smoke or a low temperature limit
trip as sensed by LL_1, the mixing dampers (D_1, D_2) and the preheat valve
(V_1) are commanded to their normal position. Secondary pump (P_1) is com-
manded on if the outside air temperature is below 36°.

16.4.4 Strategy Summary

The hot water preheat control strategy can fulfill its responsibilities of preventing
freezing air from entering the mixing plenum and preventing the its coil from
freezing. The preheat valve is sequenced with the mixing dampers to maximize
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Response of Sequenced Preheat
Valve and Mixing Dampers
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Figure 16.5) Preheat and Mixing Damper Response

theefficiency of the process by prohibiting heating whenever the mixing dampers
are opening beyond their minimumposition, Figure 16,5 shows the response of
the sequenced valve and dampers, Note: the control valve operales between 1()0%
open and closed whenever the control point is lower than the set point. During
these periods the mixing dampers areat their minimum position, As the control
point exceeds the set point, the valve is dosed and the outside air dampers modu-
late open beyond their minimum position and the return air dampers close pro-
portionately,

16.5
[aa

ILLUSTRATION OF A HOT WATER HEATING CONTROL STRATEGY

This example illustrates a hot water heating, process for an AHU. The heating
Processis integrated with the mixing dampers to maintain the mixed air tempera-
ture set point at 55°.

Heating processes differ frompreheat processes in their purpose, air tempera-
tures and coil location. Heating processes are used toraise the temperature of the
mixed airstream to set points within a range of 90 to 150 °F, Therefore, a heating
coil is located downstreamof the mixed air plenum. Most HVAC applications use
hot water as the control agentin heating applications although steam andelectricsources are also used, :

Secondary circulating pumps are not required on the coil if the air entering the
coil has alreadybeen tempered by a preheatcoil or as a result of mixing the out-
side and return air streams. When a circulating pump is not used, a two-way con-
trol valveis used to modulate the flow of the hot water. In these applications, the
control agententering the coil displaces someof the cooler water out of the top of
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the coil. During light loads, this can create a warmer surface at the bottom of the
coil than at the top, causing the air downstream of the coil to becomestratified.

In applications where the air entering the healing coil may approach freezing or
where the heating coil has a large surface area, a secondary circulating pump and
three-way valve are utilized. These components prevent the coil from freezing and
maintain a consistent temperature across its surface to reducestratification of the
air leaving the coil. Figure 16.6 shows the different piping configurations for twa
and three-way valve applications. In both piping schemes, the control valves fail
open to permit some heat transfer during in the event of a lass of control signal.
Heating valyes are typically installed on the leaving side of the coil reducing the
temperature requirements of the valve body, maintain the system pressure on the
coil at all times and keep thecoil full of water,

16.5.1 Hot Water Preheat Control Loop Components

The hot water heating control strategy incorporating a modulating two-way con-
trol valve requires the hardware components shown in Table 16.3.

Table16.3 HOT WATER HEATING CONTROL LOOP COMPONENTS 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

  
 
 

  
  
 

 
   
 

Number Quantity Description Signal Type

| | i Outside Air Temp Sensor (— 20 ta 120 °F) Analog Input
z | 1 Mixed Air Temperature Sensor (0 to 100 °F) Analog Input
4 1 Heating Coil Air Temp Sensor (40 to 160 °F) Analog Input
4 1 Return Air Temperature Sensor (40 to 120 °F)

| = S| 1 Two Way [lot Water Valve (3 to15 psil
6 | Mixing Damper Actuators (3 to 15 psi) Analog Output
? | LowLimit Controller (36°) BinaryInput -
6 | DPC Controller Panel

Three Way Valve Two Way Valve
Piping Piping

c M
HWR = HWR

NO

HWS HWS

Figure 16.6 Twos and Three-WayPiping Configurations lor Hot Walter Healing Applications
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16.5.2 System Drawing

Asystem drawing for a hot water heating control process is shownin Figure 16,7

16.5.3 Sequence of Operation

The sequence of operation for the hot water heating coil processillustrated in Vig-
ure 16.7 is explainedin this section.

System Overview

The two-way hot water control valve modulates to maintain the heating coil dis-
charge set point. The heating valveis interlocked through software with the mix-
ing dampers to prevent the addition of heat into the airstream whenever the
outside air damperis open beyond its minimum position,

Pre-Occupied Conditioning

When the system is commanded to pre-occupied warm up, the mixing dampers
(DM_1, DM_2, DM_3) remain in their normal position (3 psi) and the hot water
valve (V_1) is modulated to maintain a 120° heating coil dischargeair temperature
as sensed by TS_3.

Heating Cail Control StrategyDM-3 NG
EA Dampers. _

3-15 psi

 
  
 

: V1 NO.
DM-1 NC DM-2 NO B15 pst (etei.

OA Dampers RA Dampers HWA3-15 psi NO }

 
  

Figute 16.7 Hof Water Coil Heating Application
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Whenever the system is commanded to pre-occupied purge,the hot water valve
(V1) is commanded closed (15 psi) and the mixing dampers are modulated to
maintain a 55° mixed air temperature set point.

Occupied Operation

Heating Mode When the air handling unit is in heating mode, the mixing
dampers are commanded to their minimum position, The heating discharge air
temperature control loop maintains the process al its 125° set pomt as measured
by sensor TS_ 3,

The direct acting, proportional + integral hot water valve controller algorithm
generates a 3 to 15 psi output signal to modulate the two-way, normally open hot
water valve (V_1).

As the air leaving the heating coil increases in temperature, the output signal to
the hot water valve increases, modulating the valve toward its closed position,

Economizer Mode Wheneverthe returnair temperature increases above 73°, the
heating process is disabled because the zones nu longer need additional heat and
the economizer mode begins. ‘The heating control valve is commanded closed (15
psi) and the mixing dampersare allowed to modulate beyondtheir minimum posi-
tion to maintain a mixed air temperature set point of 55° as measured by TS_2. Any
additional heat required in a zone is supplied by its perimeter heating system,

Unoccupied Operation

When the air handling unit fan is commandedoff, the outside, exhaust and return
air dampers (OM_1, DM_2, DM_3) are commanded to their normal position (3
psi). When the outside air temperature is above40°, the hot water heating valve is
commanded closed. If the outside air temperature falls below 40°, the heating coil
valve (V_1) is modulated to maintain the coil discharge temperature at 70°, as
measured by temperature sensor T3_3,

Emergency Operation

Whenever the air handling unit fan is commanded off due to the fan's failure to
prove operation, a smoke detector indicating smoke or a low temperature limit
trip as sensed by LL_1, the mixing dampers (D 1, D2, D 3) and the heating con-
trol valve (V_1) are commanded to their normal position.

16.5.4 Sirategy Summary

The heating, coil contro) strategy is relatively simple. The normally open valve
modulates in a closed loop configuration to maintain the discharge air lempera-
ture set point. The heating valve is typically sequenced with the chilled water
valve to maintain the discharge air temperature of the air handling unit using one
control loop.
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16.6
=<

ZONE HEATING APPLICATIONS

16.7
=

Reheat coils, fan coil units, unit ventilators and perimeter fintube convectors are
all heating applications that use heat transfer coils to add sensible heat to individ-
ual zones within a building. Each of these applications uses a normally open valve
that is modulated by a zone thermostat to maintainits set point. The control strat-
egy used in all these applications is similar to an air handling unit's heating
process. The primary difference lies in the use of a thermostat as the sensing /con-
troller device in zone applications. The use of a thermostat allows the occupants to
locally adjust the set point. The air handling unit's set points can only be adjusted
by the building operator or control technician,

EXERCISES

Determineif the following statements are trueor false. If any portion of the state-
ment is false, the entire statementis false. Explain your answers.

= Heating strategies addlatent heat to a process tooftset its thermal losses.
Heating valves are normally open to supply heat to the coil upon loss of their
control signal,
Preheat coils controlled with an open loop strategy are located downstream
of the air handling unit filters.
Preheat coils are needed to prevent large quantities of cold air from freezing
components in a system or building.
As the temperature increases downstreamof the face and bypass dampers of
a preheat coil, the signal to the damper actuator decreases to open the bypass
damper.

6. Heating processes with normally open valves have direct acting controller
transfer functions.

7, Secondary circulating pumps are used to protect steam coils from freezing
and to maintain a uniform coil temperature across their surface.

8. If the sensor of a preheat process is located upstream of the coil, the loop
requires a two-pasition control valve,

9. Tempered air has a temperature within the range of 70 to 90 °F,
10. Reheat applications use small healing coils that operate with the same strat-

egy as air handling unit heatingcoils.
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Respond to the following statements, questions and problems completely ane
accurately, using the material found in this chapter.

1, Whyis the open loop control of a preheat couless efficient thana closed loop
strategy? ; a,

2. Why doesair that is too hot for present conditions introduce instability into
other control loops? ; =

3. Whatare the differences between a preheat coil application and a heating
application? ; / “4

4. Why mustthe outside air dampers be commanded totheir minimum position
before a preheat valve opens?

5. Drawa flowchart for the preheat sequence of operation described in Sec-
tion 16.4.

6. Develop a flowchart analysis for the flowchart developed for Problem5. Use
Section 16.3.5 as a reference source,

7, Whatis the response of a preheat coil with a steam valve and face and bypass }
dampersif the outside air temperature increases from 32° to 42°? a

8. Draw a flowchart for the hot water heating process described in Section
16.5.0.

9, Develop flowchart analysis for the flowchart developed for Problem8. Use
Section 16.3.5 as a reference source.

CHAPTER 17
 
 

Cooling Control Strategies

10. Develop a list of materials, system drawing, sequence of operation and a V7
flowchartfor a reheatcoil that serves a zone, The temperature is controlled by —
a zone thermostat and a normally open reheatcoil valve. OVERVIEW OF THE DIFFERENT COOLING STRATEGIES

Air handling unit cooling processes use chilled water or direct expansion (DX)
coils to remove sensible and latent heat from anairstream. The absorbed heatis

transferred outside of the facility using air cooled condensers, cooling towers or
evaporative condensers. Cold water is produced by a chiller in chilled water
applications. In chilled water systems, the water passes through a shell and tube
evaporator(chiller bundle) where the heat that was absorbed from the airstream is
transferred to the refrigerant. The chilled water leaves the bundle and is pumped
to the coil locations throughout the building. The cooling coil's capacity is varied
by modulating the flow of water through the coil using a two-way or three-way
control valve. Most chilled water processes incorporate a closed loop control strat-
egy to maintainthecoil’s discharge air temperatureatits set point.

There are some chilled water coils that have been installed without a control

valve, Consequently, these coils received 100%of their chilled water flowrate
wheneverthe chiller and its pumping equipment are operating. These processes
are characlerized as ruining wild. In these applications, the downstreamair tem-
perature is a function of the temperature of the chilled water arriving at the coil.
There is no way to maintain the temperature ofthe air exiting the coil at a desired
set point, This piping configuration wastes energy and requires reheat systems to

325
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Cooling Coils
2 Stage DX Gail Chilled Water Coil

Circuil 2 
Circuit 1 Qullet

Figure 17.1) Cooling Coils

maintain the temperature in the zones. These systems are not installed in new
buildings due to their inherent inefficiencies. To improve the controllability of
existing processes, three-way valves are installed in the coil’s piping circuit to
allow control ofthe air temperature using a closed loopstrategy:

Direct expansion cooling systems do not use water to transport the energy
betweenthe chiller bundle andthe air handling unit's coil. These systems trans-
port the refrigerant directly to the air handling unit's coil. The liquid refmgerant
flows into the heat exchanger coil and absorbs heat directly from the airstream
passing across the coil’s surfaces, The capacity of a DX coil is a function of the
flowrate of refrigerant entering the coil and the suction pressure maintained in the
coil. These parameters are based upon the superheatsetting of the coil’s thermo-
static expansion metering valve and are not typically adjusted after the system has
been commissioned,

Various strategies are used to vary the cooling capacity of processes using DX
coils. In single coil applications, solenoids can be used to unload someof the cylin-
ders in a compressorto reduceits pumping volume thereby increasing the suction
pressure in the coil and reducing its capacity. In larger applications, multiple
evaporator coils can beinstalled side by side in the air handling unit. As the load
increases, the DX coils are enabled one by one to increase the total cooling capac-
ity of the system. Figure 17.1 shows a twostage direct expansion coil and a chilled
water coil.

17,.1,1 Interfacing the Building Control System With
Condensing Units

Chiller and direct expansion cooling systems are purchased with their own
packaged control systems designedto correctly start, stage and shut downtheir
compressors and other related equipment. Various time delays and safety strate-
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gies are incorporated in these controls to prevent the system from operating
under conditions that would be detrimental to the equipment.A facility’s DDC
control system is not used to perform the operating strategies of the condensing
units. Instead, they are used to enable the condensing unit and to monitorits
operation, A binary output point from the building automation system enables
the condensing unit whenever the outside air temperature exceeds a predeter-
mined set point (55°) and the building is occupied. All compressor cycling and
safety strategies are performed by the equipment’s ownelectronic control sys-
tem, Binary input points from the building automation system can be used to
monitor the operating status of compressors, pumps and condenser fans to per-
mit the units to be monitored from remote locations. Analog inputs can also be
used to monitor the supply and return temperatures of the chilled water, con-
denser water or other process variables.

When the condensing unit is manufactured by the same company as the
building control system, all of the operating parameters of the equipment are
mapped from the onboard electronic controls to the operator's work station
without the need of installing additional hardware points.

17.2
===,

ILLUSTRATION OF A MODULATING CHILLED WATER CONTROL
STRATEGY

This example illustrates a chilled water cooling process that uses a three-way
modulating valve,

Modulating closed loop control strategies are used with chilled water coil appli-
cations. These processes are very similar in design and response to the modulating
heating coil application described in Chapter 16. Both of these controlstrategies
use direct acting controllers along with a two or three-way control valve in a
closed loop configuration. The difference between these strategies is the normal
position of their control valves. A heating process uses a normally open valve
while a chilled water process requires a normally closed valve.

Unlike hot water applications, chilled water coils do not require a secondary cir-
culating pump to prevent the coil from freezing, Secondary chilled water pumps
are only used inlarge coil designs to maintain a uniform temperature across the
surfaces of the coil,

17.2.1 Chilled Water Cooling Coil Control
Loop Components

The chilled water control strategy incorporating a three-way modulating control
valve requires the hardware components shownin Table 17.1.
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Table 17.1 CHILLED WATER CONTROL LOOP COMPONENTS
Number|Quantity Description | Signal Type

| fT Supply Air Temperature Sensor (40 to 100 °F) Analog Input
2 | Return Air Tenineralure Sensor (40 lo 100 °F) | Analog Input
3 q Outside Air Temp Sensor (201 120 °F) | Analog Input
4 1 3 Way Chilled Water Valye (5 ta 10 y) | Analog Output
5 i DDC Controller Panel [al

    
 

17.2.2 System Drawing
Asystem drawing fora cooling process incorporating a chilled water coil is shown
in Figure 17.2.

17.2.3 Sequence of Operation

The sequence of operationfor the cooling process incorporating, a chilled water coil
and three-way valve that is illustrated in Figure 17.2 is explained inthis section.

Cooling Coil Control StrategyDM-3 NG

EA Dampers —- ee 3 — “ = ier . ee - ai
 

 

 

  
 

DM-1 NC |
OA Dampers |

3-15 psi

 
 TS

| ape-12pP|

Chiller

(7 ie) CH-1 Chiller
re cetbere(Se

 
    

Figure 17.2 Chilled Water Valve Control Strategy
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System Overview

The system’s chiller is enabled by the building automation system during oceu-
pied periods wheneverthe outside air temperature is greater than the supply air
temperature set point (55°), The chilled water valve is modulated to maintain the
supply air temperatureat its set point,

Pre-Occupied Conditioning

The mechanical cooling strategy is only enabled during pre-conditioning periods
if the mixing damper's purge cycle cannot reduce the supply air temperaturebelow55°.

If the outside air is loo warm to purgethe building, the chiller is enabled and
the chilled water valve is modulated to maintain a 55 °F supply air temperature
measured by the supply air temperature sensor TS_2, When the outside air tem-
perature is below the economizer high limit set point, the outside and exhaust air
dampers (DM_1, DM_3) are commanded 100% open and the return air damper
(DM_2) will close. Whentheoutside air temperature is greater than the econo-
mizer high limit set point (68°) the mixing dampers remain in their normal posi-
tion and the chilled water coil conditions 100%return air.

Occupied Operation

The operation of the chilled water coil is based upon the relationship between the
outside air temperature and the supply air set point.

Outside Air Temperature Less Than the Supply Air Temperature Set Point
Whenthe outside air temperature is less than the supplyair's temperature set
point (55°) as sensed by theoutside air sensor TS_1, the chiller andits associated
equipment are disabled. Belowthis temperature all cooling requirements are met
by the economizerstrategy of the mixing dampers.

Outside Air Temperature Greater Than the Supply Air Temperature Set Point
Whenthe outside air temperature as sensed by the outside air sensor TS_1 rises
above the supply air temperature set point (55°), the chiller system andits associ-
ated equipment are enabled (CH_1). The chiller’s packaged control system main-
tains the temperature of the supply water leaving the chiller bundle at 42 °F.

The supply air temperature control loop maintains a 55° supply air temperature
set point as measured by supply air temperature sensor TS_2. The direct acting,
proportional + integral supply air temperature control algorithm generates a 5 to
10 volt output signal to modulate the NC chilled water valve (V_1).

As the temperature of the air leaving the cooling coil increases, the outputsig-
nal to the chilled water valve also increases, modulating the valve toward its wide
Open position.
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Unoccupied Operation

When the air handling unit's fan is commanded off, the chilled water valve is
commandedto its normal position (5 volts) and the chiller is disabled (CH_1).

Safety Operation

Whenever the air handling unit’s fan is commanded off due tothe fan's failure to
prove operation, a smoke detector indicating smoke or a low temperature limit
trip, the mixing dampers (D_1, D 2, D_3) and the cooling control valve (V_1) are
commanded to their normal position,

17.2.4 Flowchart

A flowchart depicting the logic in the sequence of operation for the system shown
in Figure 17.2 is shown in Figure 17.3. Section 17.2.5 provides an analysis of this
flowchart.

17.2.5 Flowchart Analysis

Thestart oval denotes the beginning ofthe logic for the chilled water coil’s contra!
strategy, The first decision diamond determines whether the system is in its unac-
cupied mode of operation. Whenthe system is in the unoccupied mode, the chiller
system is disabled and the chilled water valve is commandedto its normal posi-
tion (closed). These points remain in this condition until the system enters ils pre-
occupied mode.

Once the AHU enters its pre-condition mode, a decision diamond determines
whether the zones should be purged with cool outside air. If the ATIU is com-
manded into purge mode another decision determines if the outside air tempera-
ture is greater than 55°, the set point for pre-conditioning using the mechanical
cooling system. When the outside air temperature is below 55°, the chiller remains
off and the chilled water valve stays in its normal position. When the temperature
is above 55° the chiller system is enabled and the chilled water valve is modulated
to maintain a supply air temperature set point of 55°.

During occupied mode operation another decision determines if the outside air
temperature is below 55°, the occupied mode supply air temperature set point.
When the temperature is below 55", the chiller system remains disabled and the
chilled water valve is commanded to its normal position. When the outside air
temperature is above 55° the chiller system is enabled and the valve modulated to
maintain a supply air temperature of55°,

17.2.6 Strategy Summary

The strategy for cooling coils incorporating modulating chilled water valves is
straight forward and easy to program.If a primary, secondary or condenser water

| Cooling Control Strategies 331
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17.3

circulating pump is not underthe contro! of the chiller’s packaged control system,
they must be commanded on wheneverthe chiller is enabled,

In air handling units that have their hot and chilled water coils located in the
same duet, the hot and chilled water valves are often sequenced using different
actuator spring ranges or DDC programminglogic. This strategy prohibits both
valves from being open at the same time which would reduce the operating effi-
ciency of the temperature control process.

ILLUSTRATION OF A DISCHARGEAIR TEMPERATURE CONTROL
STRATEGY INCORPORATING SEQUENCED HOT AND CHILLED
WATER VALVE ACTUATORSPRINGS

This example illustrates the response of a temperature control loop that modulates
hot and chilled water valves with the same controller output signal.

17.3.1 Sequenced Chilled and Hot Water Coil Control
Loop Components

The control strategy incorporating chilled and hot water control valves sequenced
by their actuator springs and operated by a single controller requires the hard-
ware components shown in Table 17.2,

Table17,.2 SEQUENCED CHILLED AND HOT WATER COIL CONTROL LOOP
COMPONENTS

Number|Quantity
| |
a 1

 

Description Signal Type 

Supply Alr Temperature Sensor (4010 140 °F)
Return Air Température Sensor (4010 100 °F)

Analog Input 

Analog Input
 
 

   
      3 1 Outside Air Temp Sensor (—20 ta 120 °F) | AnalogInput|

4 1 NO) Hot Water Valve (4 to8 psi spring) | Analog Qutput
5 1 NC Chilled Water Valve (9 to 15 psi spring) Analog Output
6 It Low Limit TemperatureController (36°) Digital Input
7 i | DDC Convoller Panel All 

17.3.2 System Drawing

A system drawing for a sequenced chilled and hot water coil control process is
shown in Figure 17.4.

17.3.3 Sequence of Operation

The sequence of operation for the sequenced chilled and hot water coil control
process shown in Figure 17.4 is explainedin this section.
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Figure 17.4 Sequenced Hot and Chilled Water Valve Control Stvatepy

System Overview

The supply air temperature control loop modulates the hot and chilled water
valves. in sequence (by spring range) to maintain the process set point. (Both of
these coils can be programmed to operate during the warm up or purge pre-occu-
pied conditioning cycle as described in section 17.2.3.)

Occupied Operation

The supply air temperature control loop is programmed to maintain a 6(” set
point as measured by supply air temperature sensor TS 2. The direct acting, pro-
portional + integral supply air temperature control algorithm generates a 3 to 15
psi outputsignal to medulate the 3 to 8 psi NO hot water valve (V_1) and the 9 to
15 psi NC chilled water valve (V_2).
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17.4

As the supply air temperature increases, the output signal to the hot and chilled
water valves also increases, modulating the NO hot water valve toward its closed
position. As the temperature continuestorise, the hol water valve closes completely
and the chilled water valve begins to modulate open to maintain the set point.

Unoccupied Operation

Whenthe air handling unit's fan is commandedoff, the hot and chilled water
valves are commanded to their normal position (hot water open and chilled
water closed).

Emergency Operation

Wheneverthe air handling unit's fan is commanded off due to the fan's failure to
prove operation, a smoke detector indicating smoke or a low temperature limit
trip, the mixing dampers (D_!, 9_2, D_3) and the hot and chilled water control
valves (V_1, V_2) are commanded to their normal position.

17.3.4 Strategy Summary

Modulating the hot and chilled water valves in sequence insures that simulta-
neous heating and cooling cannot occur during normal operation. One sensor
and controller are used to control both final controlled devices using a single
output signal, A small deadband is usually included between the spring
ranges to be sure both valves are completely closed when the controlled vari-
able is equal to the set point. This scheme also allows both valves to be con-
trolled using one analog output point thereby reducing the cost of the project's
hardware,

ZONE COOLING APPLICATIONS OVERVIEW

Fan coil units and unit ventilators are applications thal use smaller cooling coils
located in individual building zones. Both of these applications use a cooling coil
whose capacity is controlled using a normally closed valve. The valve modulates
to maintain the Zoneat its set point, Figure 17.5 shows a schematic diagramof a
unit ventilator application. These applications are described in more detail in
Chapter 20.

Tr
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Unit Ventilator with a Cooling Coil

Thermostats required two analog
inputs into the DDG panel, one for
the sensor and ane for the set point
adjustment. 
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Figure 17.5 Unit Ventilator With Chilled Water Coil

 
EXERCISES

Determine if the following statements are true orfalse. If any portion ofthe state-
mentis false, the entire statementis false. Explain your answers.

1. Cooling strategies remove latent heat from a process to reduce its moisturecontent.

2, Cool ing valves are normally open to supply cooling to the process uponloss
of its control signal.

3. Direct expansioncooling coils need circulating pumps to maintain a uniform
surface temperature,

4. Liquid line solenoids are used to modulate the capacity of multiple DX coilinstallations.

5. As the temperature downstream of a cooling coil increases, the signal to the
_ chilled watervalve decreases to maintain the air temperature sel point.

6. Multiple DX evaporaters and compressorstaging allows a two-position con-
trolled process to approach a modulating response,
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7, Three-way chilled water valves maintain a constant flowrate through the
8. Emanae‘binaryDXcoil installation is located upstream
9. henTeentt fo the chilled water valveis set fo 0%, the discharge air tem-

10. Eilershavetet own control package that maintains the chilled water sup-
ply temperatureat a desired set point,

Respond to the following statements, questions and problems completely and
accurately, using the material found in this chapter.

4. What are someof the disadvantagesof permitting chilled water coils to run

Wi are some of the advantages of using chilled water coils in place of DXils?

3. whet is the response ofa chilled water control loop when the outside air tem-
perature exceeds the dry bulb economizer limit? : et aainet

4, The dischargeair temperature set pointfor the chilled water coil is 60 an
the dry bulb economizerlimit is 68°. Whatis the position of the chilled water
valve when the outside air temperature is 62° and the throttling range of the

i is 3°?

5, infeestiarebilies watervalve's position remain the same after the outside
air's enthalpy exceeds the return air’s enthalpy causing the economizer cycle
to be disabled, corunanding the mixing dampers to minimum position?

6. Whatis the purpose of the binary output point of a DDC panel that termi-
nates inside the chiller’s control panel? PS

7, Draw a flowchart for the sequence of operation described in Section 17.3.
8. Develop a sequence of operation that combines the enthalpy based econo-

mizer mixed air temperature strategy from Chapter 15 and the chilled water
coil’s temperature control strategy.

9, Develop the flowchart for the sequence developed inItem 8.
10, Develop a DDC system drawing for [tem 8.

2
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Humidity Control Strategies

18.1

OVERVIEW OF HUMIDIFICATION STRATEGIES

Air handling unit /iwrdification processes inject steam directly into the supply
airstream to increase the amountof moisture it delivers to the building zones. The
moisture laden air mixes with the dryer zoneair, raising the room's relative
humidity. Most humidifiers for comfort applications add sufficient moisture to the
supply air to raise the relative humidity within its zones toa value between 30%
and 50%. Humidification processes transfer mass (water) and energy (heat) into
the airstream,

Humidification is required in dry climates and during cold weather months
when drierair is. brought into the building tosatisfy its ventilation needs. When
this dry air mixes with the zoneair, the moisture level of the zone drops. Low
moisture levels increase the number of health complamts and the spread of colds
and viruses within the building. When the relative humidity 1s elevated above
30%, the growth of bacteria and the spread ofillnesses are reduced. Higherlevels
of moisture in the air also reduce the generation ofstatic electriaty which can
destroy sensitive electronic parts and erase information stored computerrelated
magnetic media.

Relative humidity higher than 40%, promotes excessive condensation and frost
on window surfaces whenthe outside air temperature is below freezing. Window
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condensation is an indication that the mass and energy being aeen to
increase the humidity level of the air are being transferred to the windowsurfaces,
decreasing the overall process efficiency. Wi ndow condensation also inhibits visi-
bility and produces puddles of moisture on windowsills and flonxs ae Bee
building occupants. It also promutes the ene of molds and mildewich are precursors to poor indoorair quality.”Hinallneaton cicoee modulate the amount of steam injected into the supply
airstream. All steam humidity applications use a tube or erid that injects the steam
into the airstream, The steam is injected throughholes in the tubes that face against
the flow of the airstream. This configuration generates the turbulence necessary for
the proper absorption of the moisture droplets as depicted in Figure 18-1.

18.1.1 Humidification Control Strategies

The flowrate of the steam transferred into the supply air is varied asa fonction of
the moisture content of the air in the zones. Generally, the humnicity sensor is
located in the return air duct ofthe air handling unit. In this position, it measures
the average moisture level of all the zones connected to the air hanelliing unit.
Since moisture quickly migrates throughout an area to equalizeits vapor Bseae
this strategy is adequate for most comfort HVAC processes. In morecritica app i
cations, humidity sensors can be installed in each critical zone andcontro ogic
used to determine the zone with the greatest demandfor humidity. That zone will
modulate the humidifier until its load is satisfied or until another zone has the

nd. ;entzi strategies for occupant comfort applications are typically config-
ured to maintain a minimum level of humidity within a zone during cold eee
operation. Therefore, these strategies are designed to prevent the conditionec
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Figure 18.1 Steam Humidifier Grid
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space for exceeding a lowlimit. These strategies have no means of limiting the
maximumhumidity level that may occurin the zones. They do not maintain a
modulating humidity set point within the zone but allow the humidityto float
within a range above the low limit set point,

All humidifying control loops require an additional sensor installed in the sup-
ply duct, a fewfeet downstream of the humidifier grid. This sensor monitors the
relative humidity in the supply air after moisture has been added by the humidi-
fier. Its controller commands the steam valve toward its closed position whenever
the relative humidity exceeds a high limit set point of 60%. If the supply air‘s
humidity is allowed to exceed this level, condensationis likely to begin to form on
the cooler duct surfaces, Under normal operating conditions, the supply air’s rela-
tive humidity should remain belowthis high limit when the zone sct point is kept
between 30%to 40% and the humidifier and its control valve are sized correctly.

ILLUSTRATION OF A HUMIDIFYING CONTROL STRATEGY

This example illustrates @ steam huridifying process that uses a two-way modu-
lating control valve.

The steam humidifier is located downstreamof the heating coil to improve the
absorption of the moisture in the warmerairstream, A two-way nermally closed
control valve is used to modulate the steam into the process. The use ofa normally
closed valve requires a reverse acting controller action. Reverse acting control
loops reduce the controller's output signal to the valve’s actuator as the relative
humidity in the airstream increases. This modulates the valve towardits dosed
position, reducing the flowof steam into the supplyair.

Humidifier steam valves mustfail closed uponloss of the control signal to pre-
vent uncontrolled steam flow into the duet. Under these conditions, the steam
would condense as the supply air’s humidity approached 100%. Theresulti ng liq-
uid would saturate the duct's insulation rendering it useless and providing an
environment for the growth of mildew, mold and bacteria.

18.2.1 Steam Humidifier Control Loop Components
The steam humidification control strategy requires the hardware componentsshownin Table 18.1.

Table 18.1 STEAM HUMIDIFIER CONTROL LOOP COMPONENTS 
 
 
     

Number|Quantity Description Signal Type
a 2 Duct Humidity Sensors (0%to 100% i AnalogInput

_2 | J|Ne Steam Valve & Actuator (3to 15 psi) Analog Output
3) | 4 DDC Controller Panel All 
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18.2.2 System Drawing
Asystem drawing for a steam humidifving process incorporating @ modulating
steam valve is shownin Figure 18.2.

18.2.3 Sequence of Operation
The sequence of operation for the steam humidifying process incorporating a mod-
ulating two-way valve that is ill ustrated in Figure 18.2 is explained inthis section.

System Overview .
The humidifier’s stearm valve is modulated to maintain a return air relative
humidity set point of 35%.

Pre-Occupied Conditioning ; + tic

The humidity control strategy is enabled whenever the air handling unit's fan
starts for the ‘pre-occupied or occupied modesof operation,

Low Limit Humidity Control Strategy

OM-3 NG ———ooo~—-=--=------| TS-3 HS-1

meerte. DM-2 NO | , 5RA Dampers
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VINO.
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Figure 18.2. Steam Humidification Process
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Occupied Operation

The relative humidity control loop is programmed to maintain a 35% return air
humidity set point as measured by return air humiclity sensor HS_1. The reverse
acting proportional + integral humidity control algorithm generates a 3 lo 15 psi
output signal to modulate the NC humidifier steam valve (V_3),

As the relative humidity of the return air mereases, the output signal to the
steam valve decreases, modulating the valve towardits clused position,

If the humidity level of the supply air measured by HS_2 exceeds 80%, the
reverse acting, proportional + integral return air humidity control algorithm is
instructed to use the supply air’s relative humidity sensor HS 2 to maintain a
highlimit relative humidity set point of 80%, The 3 to 15 psi output signal modu-
lates the NC steam valve (V_3) to maintain 80%relative humidity in the supply
duct until the return air humidity measured by HS_1 exceeds 36%. Once the
return air has exceeded its set point, the loop is instructed to use sensor HS_1 and
the set point 1s changed back to 35%.

Unoceupied Operation

Whenthe air handling unit's fan is commanded to unoccupied mode, the humid-
iher steam valve (V_3) is commanded closed.

Emergency Operation

Wheneverthe air handling unit fan is commanded off due to the fan's failure to
prove operation, a smoke detector indicating smoke or a low temperature limit
trip, the humidifiersteam valve (V_3) is commandedclosed,

18.2.4 Flowchart

A flowchart depicting the logic in the sequence of operation for the system shown
in Figure 18.2 is shown in Figure 16.3. Section 18.2.5 provides an analysis of this
flowchart.

18.2.5 Flowchart Analysis

Thestart oval indicates the beginning of the humidifier control logic. The first
decision diamond determines whether the system is in its unoccupied mode of
operation. When the system is in the unoccupied mode, the humidifier’s steam
valve is commanded closed and remains closed until the pre-occupied condition-
ing mode begins.

During the pre-occupied and occupied modes, a decision diamond determines
whether an alarm condition exists in the system that requires the humidifier to be
disabled. Another decision diamond determines if the supply air’s relative
humidity is aboveits high limit set point of 60%. If itis, the humidifier steam valve
is modulated to maintain a maximum supply air relative humidity of 50% using
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Humidifier Control Strategy Flowchart 
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the srpply air humidity sensor. The systemoperates in this mode until the relative
humidity of the return air exceedsits set point. Oncethis occurs, the humidifier
steam valve is modulated using the return ar humidity sensor to maintain a sel
point of 35%,

18.2.6 Strategy Summary

Changes in the steam pressure or environmental conditions that call for a wide
open valve maydrive the supply air relative humidity above 50%. These condi-
tions are more likely to occur when the return air relative humidity is below the
lower limitofits throttling range. Operating the control loop to maintain 80% sup-
ply air relative humidity shortens the time required to bring the zone humidity
levels back to their design requirements. Once the return air sensor indicates the
average humidity in the zones has returned to their proper level, control reverts
back to the return air humidity sensor. This logic is easy to perform using the pro-
gramming capabilities of a DDC system. Additional safety logic can be added to
the program that commands the steam valve closed and generates an alarm if the
supplyair relative humidity exceeds 90%for a short period of time. This indicates
a mechanical failure may exist that needs altention,

  

OVERVIEW OF THE DEHUMIDIFICATION PROCESSES

Dehumidification is required during the warm weather months when the ventila-
tion air contains a high quantities of water vapor. Moistair adversely affects occu-
pant comfort, paper handling processes and encourages the growth of molds and
mildew on cool surfaces. Comfort dehumiditication processes typically use
chilled water or direct expansion coils to remove the necessary moisture out of the
airstream, When the relative humidity of the supply airstream 1s above its set
point, the cooling coil's primary function is the removal of latent heat (moisture)
from theair. [ts secondary function is to sensibly cool the air. To dehumidify the
air, the DX or chilled water coil is modulated to maintain a surface temperature
below the dewpointof the airstream. This causes water vapor to condense out of
the air on to the coil fins, When the coil is operating in a dehumidifying mode, the
air leaving the coil will be colder thanits temperature set point. A reheat coil is used
to raise the discharge air temperature to its dry bulb set poinL

The air handling unit's heating coil is located downstream of the cooling coil in
applications where a humidity high limit set point must be maintained. This posi-
tion allows the heating coil to be used as the reheat coil during summer operation.
Its normally open control valye is modulated ty raise the supply air temperature
up to its set point whenever the cooling coil is operating in a dehumidifying
mode, Another option is to leave the AHU heating coil upstream of the cooling
coil and use zone reheatcoils to temper the airstream before it enters the zone.
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ILLUSTRATION OF A DEHUMIDIFYING CONTROL STRATEGY

This example illustrates a dehumidifying process that uses a chilled water cooling
coil and a hot water reheat coil.

A dehumidification strategy requires multiple control loops to permit the cool-
ing coil to perform its two functions, maintaining a sensible heat set point (tem-
perature) or a latent heat set point (humidity). The cooling process control loop
operates cooling coil as previously described in Chapter 17. The dehumidification
process control strategy is similar to the cooling strategy except that it uses a dew-
point orrelative humidity sensor in place of a discharge air temperature sensor.
During the dehumidification operation, the supply air temperature is maintained
by modulating a hot water valve as described in Chapter 16. Note: this control
strategy limits the maximum humidity level allowed in the zone during high
humidity operation. It does not maintain a modulating humidityset point.

18.4.1 Dehumidifier Control Loop Components

The dehumidification control strategy requires the hardware components shown
in Table 18.2,

Table 18.2 DEHUMIDIFIER CONTROL LOOP COMPONENTS 
    

    
 
   

  
 
 

     
Number|Quantity Description Signal Type

oo SA+ RA Temperature Sensors (40° to 140 °F) Analog Input
2 | Supply Air Hurmiclity Sensor (0%to 1O0%) Analog, Input
3 | OA Temperature Sensor |~ 20 to 120 °F) Analog Input

il 1 NO Two Way Valve with Actuator(3 ta 15 psi) Analog Output
5 1 AIC Two Way Valve with Actuator (3 to 15 psi Analog Output

= (Be ya|DBCControllerPanel - All
 
 

18.4.2 System Drawing

A systemdrawing for a dehumidifying process incorporating a chilled water coil
is shown in Figure 15,4,

18.4.3 Sequence of Operation

The sequence of operation for the dehumiditying process incorporating a chilled
water coil that is illustrated in Figure 18.4 is explained in this section.

System Overview

Thechilled water coil operates to provide thermal cooling or dehumidification of
the mixed airstream. The chilled water valve modulates in response to one of two
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Figure 18.4 Chillecl Water Coil Dehumidification With Reheat

conditions, the process error between the humidity set point (60%) and the rela-
tive humidity of the return air or the process error between the temperature ofthe
supply air and the supply air temperature set point (55°). The relative humidity
requirement (dehumidification) lakes precedent over the thermal requirement of
the system.

Pre-Occupied Conditioning

The chilled water valve is modulated wheneverthe relative humidity of the return
air exceeds 61% or if the mixing damper purge cycleis inadequate in bringing the
zone temperature to set point before accupancy time.

When the returnair’s relative humidity is greater than the set point (60%), the
normally closed chilled water valveis commanded 100% open to dehumidify the
supply airstream.If the supply air temperature drops belowilsset point, the heat-
ing valve is modulated to raise the supply air temperature to 55° as described in
the Heating Strategy section.
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Whenthe return air relative humidity is below 6()%and the outsideair is above
the supplyair temperature set pot, the chilled water valve is modulated to
maintain the supplyair set point and the heating valve remains closed.

When the unit is in warm-up mode, the chilled water valve remains closed
and the hot water valve is modulated to maintain a supply air temperature set point
of 120°.

Occupied Operation

Theoperation of the chilled water coil is based upon the relationship between the
outside air temperature, return air humidity and the supply air temperature set
points.

Outside Air Temperature [s Less Than the Supply Air Temperature Set Point
When the outside air temperature as sensed bythe outside air sensor T5_1, is
belowthe supply air temperature set point (55°) and the return air relative humid-
ity (HS_1) is below its set point of 60%, the chilled water valve is commanded
closed. The mixed air control loop modulates the mixing dampers to maintainthe
mixed air temperature set point (55°) using the mixed air temperature sensor
TS 2.

Heating/Reheating Control When the supply air temperaturefalls below its set
point, heating is required. The supply air temperature sensor TS_3 sends a signal
to the controller to maintain the supply air temperature set point of 55°. The direct
acting proportional + integral controller algorithm generates a 3 to 15 psi output
signal to modulate the normally open hot water valve (V_2).

As the supply air temperature increases, the signal to the hot water valve also
increases, modulating the hol water control valve toward its closed position.

Cooling When the mixed air temperature control loop cannot maintain its set
point (55°) and the return air relative humidity is belowits high limit set point
(60%) the chilled water coil is used to maintain the supply air temperature set
point. The hot water valve (V_2) is commanded closed to prevent simultaneous
heating and cooling from occurring.

TS_3 is used in the modulation of the chilled water valve as long as the return
air relative humidity remains below the set point (60%). The direct acting propor-
tional + integral controller algorithm generates a 3 to 15 psi output signal to mod-
ulate the normally closed chilled water valve V_1.

As the supply air temperature increases, the signal to the chilled water valve
alsa increases, modulating the valve toward ils wide open position.

Dehumidification Control When the return air relative humidity (H5_1) rises
above the humidity set point (60%), the chilled water valve (V_1) is commanded
100% open to reduce the moisture contentof the mixed air passing across the coil.
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The reheat coil valve (V_2) is modulated to maintain the supply air temperature at
set point (55°) as measured by TS_3.

Unoccupied Operation

When the air handling unit fan is commanded to unoccupied mode,the chilled
waler valve is commanded closed, When the outside air temperature is below 36°,
the hot water valve is modulated lo maintain a 75° temperature in the vicinity of
the coils using sensor TS_3,

Emergency Operation

Wheneverthe air handling unit's fan is commanded off due to the fan’s failure to
prove operation, a smoke detector indicating smoke or a low temperature limit
trip, the chilled water valve (V_1) is commanded closed.If the outside air temper-
ature is below 36°, the hot water valve is commanded open, otherwiseit is com-
manded closed,

18.4.4 Flowchart

A flowchart depicting the logic in the sequence of operation for the system shown
In Figure 15.4 is shownin Figure 15,5,

18.4.5 Strategy Summary

The dehumidifying strategy illustrated in this section is used to prohibit the
zone's relative humidity fromrising above a high limit set point. [tis not intended
to maintain the zone humidity at a desired set point. Whenever two modulating
water valves are used to heat, cool and dehumidily, separate control output sig-
nals must be sent to each of the valve actuators to permit simultaneous heating
and cooling during periods ot dehumidification. The valves cannot be sequenced
with valve springs or reheating would not be possible. During periods of normal
heating or cooling, one of the valves is commanded closed to prohibit simultane-
ous heating and cooling.
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Chilled Water Coil Dehumidification Flowchart
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Figure 18.5) Chilled Water Coil Dehumidification Flowchart
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MAINTAINING A CONSTANT HUMIDITY SET POINT

In the previous humidity applications, the controls and mechanical equipment
were configured lo prevent the relative humidity fromexceeding either a high or
low limit set point. To maintain the humidity control point at a fixed set point
throughout the year, both the humidification and dehumidification equipment
and their associated control hardware must be installed onthe air handling unit,

The control strategy for constant humidity set point applications incorporate
the details described in the previous applications. Figure 18.6 depicts the system
diagram for this application, The operational strategy for this configuration pre-
vents the simultaneous humidifying and dehumidifying of the airstream although
simultaneous heating and cuolingis still permitted. If at any time, humidification
is required to increase the moisture content of the air in the zones, the steam grid
is allowed to operate. This type of system is commonly used in laboratory, hospi-
fal and manufacturing applications where the process requirements must be
maintained at a constant temperature and relative humidity.

Humidity Set Point Control Strategy
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Figure 18.6 Year Round Humidity Set Point Configuration
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18,6
=

CHEMICAL DEHUMIDIFICATION

Processes that require extremely low levels of moisture in the air must operate
their dehumidifying coils at temperatures that cause the condensed moisture to
freeze on the coil surfaces. This ice must be periodically removed bya defrosting
process to maintain the heat transfer rate of the coil and to prevent the coil from
becoming completely blocked by ice. The defrosting process periodically inter-
rupts the dehumidification function, producing, oseillations in the temperature
and humidity levels within the zone.

Chemical dehumidification processes use a large, rotating wheel of desiccant
material to adsorb moisture from the airstream and expel it from the building, The
wheel is positioned between the mixed and regenerative or exhaust air ducts as
shownin Figure 18.7. The desiccant, usually silica gel or lithium bromide com-
pounds, attracts and chemically bonds with the water vapor molecules. The desic-
cant wheel adsorbs moisture from the mixed airstream without condensingit on
its surface. The saturated desiccant is rotated into another chamber and exposed
toa high temperature airstream that releases the moisture thereby reactivating the
desiccant so if can be reused in the process.

As the mixed air (returnplus ventilation air) passes through the desiccant mate-
rial, it gives up its moisture in an exothermic reaction, Exothermic reactions give
off heat as a by-productof the chemical reaction, The warm,ery air exits the wheel
and passes through a chilled water coil whereit is re-cooled to the supply air tem-
perature set point.

At any interval in time, a portion of the wheel is located in the mixed air duct
while the remaining, portion of the desiccant wheel is passing through the regener-
ative air duct. An internal baffle has seals that prevent the regeneration air from
passing into the dehumidified airstream. The regenerative air is heated by a hot
water coil or gaseous fuel burner before it passes through the moisture laden desic-
cant wheel, The hot air draws the moisture off of the desiccant’s surface, drying
(regenerating) the desiccant soit is capable of adsorbing moistureasit re-enters the
mixed airstream. The hot moist air exits the building through dampers and a lou-
ver similar to an exhaust air duct, These systems come with packaged controls that
operate the dehumidifying equipment. The wheel's speed of rotation is kept con-
stant while the regeneration air is maintained by a modulating control loop. The
entire unil is cyelecl on and off with a binary control loop using a humidistat.

Chemical dehumidifiers can be used in place of chilled water, brine or DX coils
in applications requiring low dewpoint temperatures, They can also used in appli-
cations where it is cost effective to reducethe size of the cooling system by trans-
ferring the coil's latent heat load to the chemical dehumidifier, The use of a
desiccant dehumidifier reduces the chiller size, saving electrical energy as it
increases the consumption of natural gas or other fuel needed to regenerate thedesiccant in the dehumidifier.
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Figure 18.7 Desiccant Dehumidification Conliguration

18.7
=

EXERCISES

Determineif the following statements are true or false. If any portion of the state-
mentis false, the entire statementis false. Explam your answers.

1, Humidification processes add moisture to the supply air during cold weather
operation,

2, Humidifiers are used to prevent the zone moisture level from exceeding a
high limit.

3, The hot water coil in an air handling unit is located downstream of the chilled
water coil in humidifying applications,

4. Ina dehumidifying application, as the relative humidity control point of the
return airstream exceedsits high limit set point, the cooling coil is controlled
using a humidity sensor.

5. In a dehumidifying application, the heating coil only operates whenthe high
limit humidity set point has been exceeded.
Desiccant wheels absorb moisture without condensingit.

7. When a chilled water coil is used for cooling and dehumidifying, the actua-
tors for the chilled and hot water valves have sequenced spring ranges.

8. Humidifiers are located upstream of the heating coil to induce better absorp:
tion of the moisture by the air stream,

9, Humidity controllers are direct acting to modulate a normally closed valve
10. Adehumidifying control loopis direct acting, using a normally closed chilledwater valve.

a
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Respond to the following statements, questions and problems completely and
accurately, using the material foundin this chapter.

1, Where would the humidity high limit sensor be located in Figure 18.1?
2, Why does the steam flow of a grid type of humidifier discharge against the

direction of the air flow?

3. Why are humidifier steam valves normally closed devices?
4, Why can the humidification strategy described in Section 18.2 only maintain

alow limit a : CHAPTER19
5. Whyis the heating coil located downstream of the cooling coil in dehumidifi-

cation processes?
6. Ade the necessary control devices and logic to the low humidity limit system e

depicted in Figure 18.2 so the mixing dampers operate with a dry bulb econ- Dul Cct Stall C
omizer strategy. Develop a new list of materials and add the necessary logic
to the sequence of operation and flowchart,Why do the hot and chilled water valves shownin Figure 18.4 have the same Pp reSsul re Contro i
actuator spring range instead of being sequenced?
Develop the sequence of operation for the humidity set point process
depicted in Figure 18.6,

9. Develop the flowchart for the sequence of operation developed for Item 8.
10. Develop a sequence of operation for Figure 16.7.

  

xn

a

19.1
sy

FAN PRESSURE

Duct static pressure control loops are used in air handling units that vary the
capacilyof their fans based upon the thermal load in their zones. By varying the
static pressurein the supply duct, the volumeofair leaving the fan also changesin
a mannerthat balances the fan‘s capacity with the total thermal load of the zones.
Air handling unit supplyfans generale air pressure within the distribution ducts
to creale air movement. Conditioned air is propelled from the fan‘s outlet (high
pressure) to the zone diffusers (lower pressure) by the pressure difference gener-
ated bythe fan. The force needed to movethe air comes from the energy drawn by
the fan's motor. Electrical energy is converted into rotational power that rotates
the fan bladesat their design speed, The rotation of the fan blades transfers most
of the energy drawnfrom the power sourceto the airstream, increasing its total
pressure, Total pressure consists of two components, static pressure and velocity
pressure. Static pressure is a force that presses against the inside surface of the
ducts.It increases as the fan's speed increases, compressing more air into the duct.

353
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Velocity pressure isa force that is applied in the direction of air movement in the
duct. Velocity pressure generates the movementof air throughthe duct.

Static pressure in a duct acts as a reservoir of fan energy that can be used ata
later time to generate air movement, [t is used to overcome the friction created
when air moves through the duct. Static pressure is converted into velocity pres-
sure to maintain the flow of air to the end of the duct.

Whenevertheair distribution system calls for an increase in the amountof air
flowing through the duct system, by opening a control damper, a portion of the
static pressure (energy) is converted into velocity pressure to produce the neces-
sary increase in the flowrate of the air. The fan replaces the static pressure asit is
used by the syslem. Conversely, if the systemcalls for a reduction in air flow by
closing a damper, someof the velocity pressure is converted into static pressure,
raising the duct pressure. Under these conditions, a larger proportion of the total
pressure generated by the fan is converted into static pressure due to the decrease
in the system’s air flowrate. Throughouta fan’s operation, the total pressure trans-
ferred to the airstream remains relatively constant while the proportionsof static
and velocity pressure vary with the dynamic changes of the dampers in the air
distribution system.

19.1.1 Variable Volume Fan Systems

Variable air volume (VAV) air handling units vary the amount of energy the fan
transfers to the airstream in response to changes in the cooling load within its
zones. VAV duct distribution systems incorporate special control dampers located
in each zone to alter the quantity ofair entering the zone in response to a signal
from the zone's thermostat. Whenthe cooling load in a zone decreases, the signal
from the thermostat commands the damper to throttle toward its minimum posi-
tion, reducing the amount of cool air entering the zone. When the cooling load
increases, the damper is commanded opento allow more conditioned air to enter
the zone, offsetting the increase in its heal gain, Figure 19.1 shows a variable air
volume zone box and its modulating damper whichis repositioned by a signal
fromthe thermostat.

A reduction in the volumeof air flowing into a zone reduces the distribution
system's need for velocity pressure because less air must be moved through the
ductwork. To decrease the velocity pressure of the airstream, some of the fan's
energy is converted back into static pressure, As more zone dampers throttle
toward their minimum position, the duct’s static pressure continues to increase
because the fan is transferring more energy into the airstream than is needed to
satisly the system's load. If the amount of energy transferred by the fan could be
automatically reduced to the level required by the zone loads, the process effi-
ciency would be increased and the air distribution system would still have suffi-
cient pressure to maintain the necessary air flow to supply the zones.

There are two methods commonly used to vary the amount of total energy
transferred into the airstream by the fan. The first method incorporates a variable
frequency drive (VFD), This electronic device modulates the amount of energy

7
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VAV Zone Terminal Box

 
Figure 19.1) VAV Zone Terminal Box

transferred to the fan motor based uponthestatic pressure in the duct, The second
method uses dampersinstalled on the inlet housing ofthe fan to vary the amount
of air flowing into the fan. Both of these methods are described in more detail in
the following subsections.

19.1.2 Variable Frequency Drives

Variable frequency drives are special electronic motor controllers that vary the
speed of three phase induction motors in response to changesin a control signal.
These devices were developed to capitalize on a physical relationship that exists
betweenthe rotational speed of an induction motor and the sinusoidal frequency
of its AC powersource. The speed of an AC induction motoris proportionalto the
frequency of its power source as described by the formula:

rom = (120‘sourcefrequency)
Guonberof poles in the motor statar)

There are only two values in this formula that determine a motor’s speed of rota-
tion, the numberof magnetic poles used in its construction and the frequency ofits
powersource, The term 12/ is a mathematical constant that converts between the

time elements of frequency (seconds) and the motor’s rotational speed (minutes)
along with a multiple of two that accounts for the effect of both the north and south
poles in a motor’s pole set. Since the number of magnetic poles is a function of the
motor’s construction and cannot be changed, the frequency of the motor’s power
sourceis the only variable that can be altered to produce changes in a motor’s rota-
tional speed. Variable frequencydrives alter a motor's speed by varying the fre-
quency of the power it supplies to the motor. As the frequency generated by the
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VFD decreases, the motor’s speed also decreases. VFDs are also called variable
speed drives (VSD) because they alter the speed of the motor.

19.1.3 Inlet Vane Dampers

Inlet vane dampers are also used as a method to vary the flowrate of air through a
duct distribution system based upon the thermal load in the zones. Inlet vane
dampers normally have closed blades mounted on the inlet opening, of the fan
housing, They alter the volume flowrate through the fanby changing the eeof energy that can be transferred between the rotating fan blades and the
airstream. Figure 19.2 shows the inlet vane dampers mounted tothe side of the
fan's inlet housing. /

Inlet vane dampers reduce the amount of Kinetic energy that is transferred to
the air by pre-spinning the entering airstream in the same direction as the fan
blade’s rotation. As the air is spunin the direction of rotation of the fan blade, the
relative velocity between the airstream and the blades decreases, The amount of
reductionis related to the amount of spin inducedinto the airstream. The amount
of spin is a function of the position of the inlet damperblades. As the blades mod-
ulate toward their closed position, they impart more spin to the entering
airstream, reducing the differencein velocity between the air and the fan blades.

As the amountof energy transferred to the airstream decreases, the total pressure
transferred to the air leaving the fan housing also decreases, Any reduction in

Inlet Vane Dampers

 
Figure 19.2 Inlet Vane Dampers
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total pressure produces a corresponding decrease in the static and velocity pres-
sure of the air in the duct, thereby reducing the flowrate through the distribution
system. The inlet vane dampers also change the fan's pressure-volume perfor-
mance curve. As the vanes throttle from fully Open to closed, changes in the per-
formance curve generate reductions in the energy drawn by the motor,
Reductions in air flowrate also decrease the noise produced by the air moving
through the duct system.

The reduction in horsepower experienced byinlet vane dampersystemswill be
less than that achieved using a variable frequency drive in the sameapplication,
The reason for the reduction in efficiency is based upon the fan laws. When the
static pressure ofthe air in the duct changes in response to changes in the position
of the inlet vane dampers, the change in the amount of power drawnbythe fan
motoris a function of the square of the pressure change (AP*). When thestatic pres-
sure changes in responseto changesin the frequency of the motor’s powersource,
the change in the amount of power consumed by the fan motoris a function of the
cube of the change in the motor speed (Arpm*) , When selecting the best method
to modulatestatic pressure, an economic analysis is performed to determine the
life cycle cost comparison betweenthe higher capital cost of a variable frequency
drive and the simpler, less costly inlet vane dampers.

19.1,4 Static Pressure Control Loop Response
The ductstatic pressure control loop maintains the static pressure set point with
respect to the pressure at a reference location. The set point valueis selected so the
static pressure at the sensor's location is high enough to insure that all zones
located downstream ofthat location have sufficient pressure available to provide
their design loadair flowrate, Since the static pressure upstream of the sensor will
always be greater than the pressure at the sensor location, the zone control
damperslocated upstreamof the sensorwill always havesufficient static pressure
to provide their design load flowrate.

The position of the inlet vane damPers or the output frequency of the VFD is
varied in response to changes in the duct static pressure. As the thermal load in
the zones decrease, their dampers begin to close and the static pressure in the
duct increases. Thestatic pressure sensor measuresthis change in duct pressure
and sends a corresponding signal to the controller. The contraller responds by
reducing, the signalto the inlet vane dampers or VFD, reducing the capacity of
the fan. As the fan capacity is reduced, the static pressure in the duct decreases
back toward its set point. The control loop configuration for a ductstatic pres-
Sure process is the same whether a variable speed drive or inlet vane dampers
are used as thefinal controlled device. The sensor andits location in the duct
along with the controller's made andaction are the same regardless of the type
of final controlled device, The output signal from the controller either terminates
at an inlet vane damperactuator or on the input terminals of the variable fre-
quency drive.
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STATIC PRESSURE SENSORS

Static pressure control strategies use a differential static pressure sensor to mea-
sure the control point inside the air duct, The sensor's probeis a simple pitot tube
or straight piece of ;" diameter copper pipe inserted into the duct at the proper
location within the distribution system. The pitot or copper tube is inserted per-
pendicular to the duct wall as shownin Figure 19,3, It extends into the duct, } to 1
inch beyond the duct wall. The orientation of the sensoris critical to the proper
operation of the control loop, If the tube is tipped slightlyinto the airstream it will
measure the static pressure plus some additional velocity pressure. Consequently,
the sensor will generate an inaccurate signal of a higher magnitude than the actual
stalic pressure. If the tube is tipped away from the direction of flow of the
airstream, it records a lower than actual pressure. The sensor may also induce pul-
sations in the output signal due to air turbulence thal forms on the downstream
side of the sensor.

The pitot tube measures the pressure thal the air exerts on the duct wall. A
capacitor or mechanical sensor compares the pressure in the duct to a reference
pressure and generates an outputsignal that is proportional to the difference in
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static pressure. Each sensor housing has two ports thal are connected to the
sensing element's signal tubing, Oneof the ports is labeled as the high pressure
port and the other as the reference or lowpressure port. In supply duct static
pressure applications, the high pressure port is connected Lo the pitot tube that is
inserted through the duct wall. The reference portis either left open to the ambi-
ent surrounding the sensor housing or piped to anotherlocationin the building.
If the reference port is located any distance away from the sensor housing, a
large diameter tube must be usedto minimize the response time of the sensor.If
the reference port is located in a turbulent pressure zone, near exit doors, eleva-
tor shalts or open windows, the loop may become unstable due to the fluctua-
tions of the reference pressure coupled with the transmission lag of the sensor
element's signal.

Static pressure sensors are typically located about two-thirds of the distance
downstream of the fan in the longest or critical duct run. This general location is
satisfactory for most installations, The static pressure set point can be modified
slightly during system commissioning, so the last VAV box has sufficient flow dur-
ing design load operation. The sensor's output signal changes whenever the static
pressure in the duct or the reference pressure changes. When the reference pres-
sure decreases, the inlet vane damper or VFD reduces the air flow throughthe fan
to reduce the differential pressure measured by the sensor. The same tesponse
occurs when the reference pressure remains constant but the pressure in the sup-
ply duct increases.

ILLUSTRATION OF A SUPPLYAIR STATIC PRESSURE CONTROL
STRATEGY

This example illustrates a supply air static pressure process incorporating inlet
vane dampers on the fan's housing.

A reverse acting static pressure control loop modulates the fan's normally
closed inlet dampers by varying the control signal to the pneumatic actuatorin
response to changesin the stalic pressure of the air in the supply duct. As thesta-
tic pressure in the supply duct decreases, the reverse acting controller's output
signal increases, opening the inlet vanes. This action decreases the amountof spin
imparted to the air entering the fan thereby increasing the energy transferred to
the airstreamandits flowrate. This increase in flowrate raises the static pressure in
the duct back to its set point,

19.3.1 System Drawing

Asystem drawing for a supply duct static pressure control strategy incorporating,
inlet vane dampersis shownin Figure 19.4,
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Figure 19.4 Supply Fan Static Pressure Control Stratesy

19,3.2 Sequence of Operation

The sequence of operation for the supply air static pressure process incorporating
inlet vane dampersthatis illustrated in Figure 19.4 is explained in this section,

System Overview

The supplyair static pressure control loop modulates the inlet vane dampers on
the supply fan to maintain the static pressure of the supplyair ductat 1.3 inches of
water. The static pressure control strategy operates whenever the air handlingumil’s fan is commanded on,

Pre-Occupied Conditioning

Thesystemfan is commandedonat the beginning of the pre-occupied condition-
ing period. The static pressure control loop modulates the supply fan inlet vane
dampers as outlined in the Occupied Operation section,

Occupied Operation

Thestatic pressure sensor (?'S_1) sends a 4 to 20 mA signal to the DDC panelpro-
portional to the static pressure measured in the duct, The reverse acting, propor-
tional + integral control algorithm generates a 3 to 15 psi output signal to
modulate the normally closed inlet vane damper actuator (DM_1) to maintain the
loop set point of 1.3 inches of water.
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When the supply duct static pressure mncreases in response to the VAV zone
dampers throttling toward their minimum position, the output signal to the
damper (OM_1) decreases, modulating the inlet vane dampers toward their
closed position thereby reducing fan capacity and motor power consumption.

Unoccupied Operation

Whenthe system enters its unoccupied period, the air handling unit’s supply fan
is commandedoff and the inlet vane dampers are commanded to their normal
(closed) position.

Emergency Operation

Wheneverthe air handling unit's fan is commanded off due to the fan's failure to
prove operation, a smoke detector indicating smoke, a low temperature limit trip
or high static pressure at the fan outlet, the supply fan is commanded off and the
inlet vane dampers are commanded totheir normal (closed) position.

If the static pressure in the duct rises above 1.8 inches of water column, as
sensed by P_2, the supply fan will be commandedoffandthe inlet vane dampers
(DM_1) commanded to normal position. An alarm will be initiated by the system
database notifying the building operator that a problemexists and the system will
have to be manually reset after the problem has been repaired.

19.3.3 Flowchart

A flowchart depicting the logic in the sequence of operation for the system shown
in Figure 19.4 ts shown in Figure 19,5. Section 19.3.4 provides an analysis of this
flowchart.

19.3.4 Flowchart Analysis

The start oval indicates the beginning of the supply fan‘s static pressure control
logic, The first decision diamond determines whethera system fault has occurred.
Ufa fault occurred, the fan is commanded off and the inlet vane dampers com-
manded to their normal position, The next decision determines if the unoccupied
period is over. If it is, the fan is started and the inlet vane dampers modulate to
maintain the static pressure set point. [f the system is in its unoccupied mode of
operation, the fan is commanded off and the inlet vane dampers commanded to
their narmal position.

19.3.5 Strategy Summary

Variable air volume systems are the most common type of air handling unit cur-
rently being installed in larger commercial buildings. The ability of this configura-
tion to handle a multiple thermal loads simultaneously with a minimum ofreheat
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results in an efficiently operating system. This type of air handling unit only
retains ils energy efficient status if the equipment was installed correctly and the
control loops are kept properly tuned.

ILLUSTRATION OF A DUAL FAN STATIC PRESSURE CONTROL
STRATEGY

This example illustrates a dual fan static pressure process incorporating VFDs
serving the supply and return fan motors,

When a variable air volume air handling unit has a supply and a return fan,
they must be modulated correctly to prevent building pressurization problems
from occurring. These problems decrease the efficiency of the process and can
cause the static pressure loops ta become unstable, A return fanis sized to move
less air than the system's supply fan. The amount of return air volume is equal to
the supply fan volume minus the fixed exhaust requirements (lavatory, mechani-
cal room, closet etc. fans) of the zones. Red ucing the return volume shghtly
beyond the fixed exhaust quantity positively pressurizes the building, reducing
theinfiltration of unconditionedairinto the space. When the supply fan's capacity
is being modulated, the return fan must also be modulated to maintain the fixed
relationship between the two airflowrates,

Some installations modulate the final controlled devices of both fans using the
same control signal, Consequently, as the supply fan increases (or decreases) its
capacity in responseto changesin the static pressure of the supply duct, the return
fan's response follows (tracks). This strategy requires the return fan’s inlet vane
damperlinkage or its VFD characteristics to be properly calibrated to maintain the
correct relationship between the supply, return and fixed exhaust air volumes.If
the fans are not balanced correctly, building doors will whistle as excess air
escaped through the cracks or the doors becomedifficull to open because the
building was under a slight negative pressure (vacuum).

Another method of synchronizing dual fan operation is through the use of air
flow measuring stations installed in the supply, return and outside air ducts. Flow
measuring stations use pitot tubes or vortex shedding sensors to measure the veloc-
ity of the air flowing through the duct. The velocity is calculated from the velocity
pressure measured by the flow sensor. The pitot or vortex sensors are assembled
into a grid that is mounted in the duct, perpendicular to the airflow, Thesize of the
grid is based upon the area of the duct so it can measurethe entire flow path. Each
sensor on the prid generates a signal that is proportional to the velocity of the air at
that location in the duct. The signals from the individual sensing units are mathe-
matically averaged together to generate a signal that represents the average velocity
pressure of the air passing through the air flow measuring station. When the veloc-
ity is multiplied by the duct’s area, the volume flowrateis calculated (cfm).

Indoor air quality issues in some buildings have driven the HVAC industry
toward the use of air flow measuring stations located in the supply, return and
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outside air ducts to obtain a physical measurement representing the air volumes in
these ducts, These stations are used with DDC systems that can use their mathe-
matical and custom programming capabilities to msure that the correct amount of
ventilation air is brought into the building during all modulating conditions, When
the amountof ventilation air entering a VAV system must be verified and moni-
tored, air flow measuring stations are the only strategy that allows the operator to
read and trend the flowrate.

Pitot tubes can be used in applications where the air's velocity remains above
700 feet per minute. Whenthe air’s velocity drops below this thresheld, the pitot
tube sensor's accuracy changes lo + /— 40%. Vortex shedding sensors are a flow
measuring device that is more sensitive at lower flow rates than most pitot tubes.
These sensors place a trapezoidal shaped obstruction in the flow path of a tube.
As air passes around the obstruction, eddy currents are produced in direct pro-
portion to the velocity of the air passing around the trapezoid’s edges, Each eddy
current produces a pressure pulse in the airstream that is counted by an elec-
tronic circuit connected to the sensor. Figure 19.6 shows a schematic of the vortex
shedding sensor.

The sequence of operation for dual fan systemsuses a differential static pressure
sensor to maintain the static pressure set point in the supply duct to modulate the
capacity of the supply fan as deseribed in Section 19.2. The returnair fan's capac-
ity is modulated to maintain a volumeflowrate sef point that is equal to the mea-
sured supply air volume minus the fixed exhaust requirements of the system. The
fixecl exhaust requirements may be reduced by a small volume to permit the
establishment of a slight positive pressure within the building.

19.4.1 Dual Fan Static Pressure Control Loop Components
The dual fan static pressure control strategy requires the hardware components
shown in Table 19.1,

  
Measunng
Circuits

Figure 19.6 Vortex Shedding Sensav

%
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Table 19.1 DUAL FAN STATIC PRESSURE CONTROL LOOP COMPONENTS
Number |Quantity j
 
 
 
 

 

  
 

Description - | Signal Type:
I 1 ’ Static Pressure Sensor (0 tg 2.0" walter ) Analog Input
2 2 Variable Frequency Drives (4to 20 mA) Analoy Outputs
4 |. * Air Flow Measuring Stations (4to 20 mA) “Analog Inputs
4 2 Isolation Control Relays Stary/Stop Drives Digital Outputs
5 ae Static Pressure Limit Switches Digital Inputs
6 | DDC Controller Panel | All =

 
 

19.4.2 System Drawing

Asystem drawing fora dual fan static pressure control process incorporating vari-
able frequency drives is shown in Figure 19,7,

Static Pressure Control Strategy Using Variable Frequency Drives
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Figure 19.7 Supply and Return Air Statle Pressure Contre
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19.4.3 Sequence of Operation

The sequence of operation for the dual fan static pressure process incorporating
variable frequency drives that is illustrated in Figure 19.7 is explained in thissection.

System Overview

The supply air static pressure control loop modulates the supply fan's variable fre-
quency drive (VFD_1) to maintain the supply duct static pressure at 1,5 inches of
water. Flow measuring stations are installed to measure the supply air flowrate
and calculate the returnair‘’s flowrate sel point.

The return fan's drive is moculated to maintain the difference in flowrate

between the supply and return air quantities equal to the fixed exhaust require-
ments (1500 cfm) of the building.

The outside air flow measuring station (AF_3) is used to modulate the mixing
dampers lo maintain minimum position airflow. These strategies are enabled
whenever the fans are commanded on based tipon their programmed operating
schedule, Both analog and binary signals are required to operate a variable fre-
quency drive. Thefans use a binary output signal from the DDC panelto cycle the
isolation control relays that start and stopthe drives. The analog signal is used to
modulate the drive's output frequency.

Pre-Occupied Conditioning:

The fans are commanded on at the start of the pre-conditioning period. Thestatic
pressure control loop modulates the supply fan to maintain 1.5 inches of water
pressure at the supply static pressure sensor's (P5_1) location. The returnair flow
measuring station (AP 2) is used to modulate the return air fan's capacity as out-
lined in the Occupied Operationsection.

Occupied Operation

Supply Fan ControlAstatic pressure sensor (PS_1) transmits a4 to 20 mAsignal
to the DDC panel indicating the pressure in the supply ductal the sensor's loca-
tion, The reverse acting, proportional + integral control algorithm generates a 4 to
20 mA output signal to modulate the supply fan's variable frequency drive
(VFD_1) to maintain the loop set poimt of 1.5 inches of water.

As the static pressure in the supply duct increases in response to the VAV zone
dampers throttling toward their minimum posilion, the output signal to the VFD
decreases, modulating thedrive's oulpul to a lower frequency thereby reducing
the supply fan's capacity and power consumption.

Return Fan Control As thestatic pressure in the supply duct modulates VFD 1
to a different frequency, the air flow volume measured by AF_1 also changes. An
algorithm in the DDC panel subtracts the building's fixed exhaust requirement
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(1500 CFM) from the control point of the supply air measuring station (AP_1), The
result is the volume flowrate set point for the returnfan.

The air flow measuring station AF_2 transmitsits signal to the DDC panel that
indicates the current return air flowrate. The reverse acting, proportional + inte-
gral control algorithm generates a 4 to 20 mA output signal that is sent to the
return fan's variable frequency drive (VFD_2) to modulate the output frequency
of the return fan motor to maintain the new volume flowrate set point.

As thestatic pressure in the supply duct decreases in response to the VAV zone
dampers throttling toward their wide open position, the signal from the DDC
panel to VFD_1 increases, modulating the drive to a higher frequency thereby
increasing the supply fan's volume flowrate. A newset point for the return fan's
capacity is calculated. The signal to the return fan's VFD increases to increase the
speed of the fan to maintainthe higherreturn air flowrate.

Mixed Air Minimum Position Damper Control The mixing dampers modulate
to maintain a mixed air temperature set point. Whenever the system is com-
manded to minimum position, the mixing dampers modulate based upon the sig
nal generated by air {low measuring station AF_3, The set point for the mixing
damper ventilation air control loop is calculated at 20%of the current supply air
volume being measured bystation AF_1.

Unoceupied Operation

When the air handling unit's fan is scheduled off, the binary signals to both VFD
isolation control relays are commanded off and the analog signals to bath VFDs
are commanded to 0% (4 mA),

Emergency Operation

Whenever eitherair handling unit fan is commanded off due to the presence of a
systemfault, the supply and return fans are commanded off and the analog sig-
nals to both VFDs are commandedto 0%.

If the static pressure in the supply duct rises above2.8 inches of water, as sensed
by P_1, or falls below -2.4 inches of water as sensed by P_2, the supply and return
fans are commanded off throughtheir isolation controlrelaysand both analog sig-
nals for the VFDs are commandedto 0%, The DDC database generates an alarm
that must be acknowledged by the building operator before the fans can be com-manded back on.

19.4.4 Strategy Summary

Variable frequency drives are more energy etficient in terms of power consump-
tion, power factor and starting current than inlet vane dampers. Variable fre-
quency drive technologyhas developed to a point where the unit cost of a device
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has fallen to a level where they are cost competitive with inlet vane dampers.
Combining a VFD with air flow measuring stations allows for a control strategy
that can maintain correct building pressures and minimum ventilation air quanti-
ties while maximizing operational energy efficiency.

19.5
Saas
 

EXERCISES

Determineif the following statements are true or false. If any portion of the state-
mentis false, the entire statementis false. Explain your answers,

1
2

=

10.

Fans are used to transfer kinetic energy from their motorto the airstream.
As the static pressure in the duct increases, the power drawn by the fan's
motor alsoincreases.

Static pressure stores energy in the duct that is converted into kinetic energy
fo maintain air movement through the duct.
The faster a fan blade rotates, the higher the total pressure it creates in the
duet.

As the zone dampers in the system modulate toward their closed position,
the velocity pressure in the supply duct decreases and the static pressureincreases.

Static pressure control loops have direct acting actions.
Inlet vane dampers are normally closed devices.
Static pressure sensors measure the differential pressure between the static
and velocity pressures in a duct.
Variable speed drives alter the frequency of the fan motor's power source to
alter the flowrate through the fan.
Inlet vane dampers pre-spin the air to reduce the transfer of kinetic energy to
the airstream.

Respond to the following statements, questions and problems completely and
accurately, using the material found in this chapter,

1. What advantage do normally closed inlet vane dampers have over normally
open inlet vane dampers with respectlo starting a lan?
Whatis the speed of a4 pole motor operating at 45 hertz?
Whalis the responseof the variable frequency driveif the present error ot a
static pressure control loop is vero and the reference pressure suddenly
increases?

. Explain how inlet vane dampers and VFDsalter the flow of air through a duet
system.
Whyare air flow measuring stations used in dual fan static pressure control
applications?
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6. Develop the flowchart for Figure 19.7,7

10,

. Using the systemdepicted in Figure 19,4 as a reference, whatis the response
of the static pressure control loop when the outside air temperature drops
from 90° to 80" in one hour? (Hint: the thermal loads within. the zones
decrease)

Whyis a differential static pressure sensor and a flow Measuring station
required in the supply duct of a dual fan system? Could the same strategy be
performed with the static pressure sensor removed? Explain your answer.
Using the system depicted in Figure 19.7 as a reference, whatis the response
of the return air volume flowrate control loop whenthe zoneair temperatures
drop? Explain your answer,
Using the system depicted in Figure 19.7 as a reference, what is the response
of the supply air static pressure control loop when the fixed exhaust fans in
the building are inadvertently turned off? Explain your answer.
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Zone Terminal Device

Control

20.1

Zone terminal devices are components located in the vicinity of a zone that are
used to maintain its temperature set point. These devices may be auxiliary parts of
the building's air handling unit or stand-alone equipment that provides 100% of
the thermal conditioning within a zone. Variable air volume boxes, constant vol-
ume boxes, fan coil units and unit ventilators are a few of the commonly used
zome terminal devices. The following sections outline the operational and control
characteristics of a sample of these terminal devices.

370

SINGLE DUCT VARIABLE AIR VOLUME BOXES

Variable air volume boxes are used to modulate the flow of conditioned air enter-

ing a zone in responseto its thermal load. The zone’s thermostat modulates a con-
trol damper located inside the VAV box in response to changes in temperature, As
the temperature in the zone increases, the VAV damper opens more to increase the
volumeof coolerair entering the zone. Conversely, as the temperature in the zone
decreases, the VAV damper modulates toward its minimum flow position to
decrease the volumeof cooler air entering the zone, This prevents the zone tem-
perature from dropping below its set point.
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The conditioned air that is delivered to the VAV box from the air handling unit
is called primaryair. VAV air handling systemsare primarily cooling systems. The
temperature of the primary air is maintained al a set point within the range of
50 to 65 °F by the air handling unit's supply air temperature control loop. The pri-
mary air temperature must always be cool enoughto offset the cooling load in the
warmest zone when its VAV damperis 100%open. If a zone requires additional
heat because the primary air is too cool for its thermal load, the VAV box can be
configured with a reheat coil, The reheat coil is sized with sufficient capacity to
add the necessary heat to the primary airstream before it enters the zone. Base-
board fin tube convectors can also be installed around the perimeter of the zone
instead of using the reheat coil. The operation of any heating devices within the
zoneis integrated with the VAV damper control system to maximize the operating
efficiency of the process by prohibiting the addition of heat into the zone before
the damper has been modulatedto its minimumposition.

20.1.1 VAV Box Construction

VAV boxes are constructed with a sheet metal enclosure that houses a modulating
damper assembly along with the necessary control devices as depicted in Figure
2U.1. The damper varies the amountof primary air thal enters the zone, Pressure
dependent VAV boxes position the damperusing the room thermostat’s output sig-
nal. Pressure tdependent boxes reset the flowrate set point of a volume controller
with the zone thermostat’s output signal to position the damper. Both of these
applications are described in the following sections.

Internal Components of a VAV Box
VAN BoxDamper

Outlet

 
 

Primary ©Air Inlet

Flow Measuring Volume
Sensor Damper Actuator Controller

Figure 20.1 VAV Box Pictorial Diagram
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20.1.2 Pressure Dependent VAV Boxes
‘The volumeofair flowing through any type of damperor valve is related to the
pressure difference that exists across the device's flow opening, As the pressure
drop across the VAV air damper increases, the volume of air passing through the
box also increases. ae

In an operating system, the static pressure in the supply duct varies in resporise
to changes in the flowrates throughout the entire duct system. As these changes
oceur, the pressure drop across the VAV box dampers also varies. These changes
alter the flowrate of primary air into the zones, even through those boxes whose
dampers are not currently modulating. VAV boxes that respond to changes in
duct’s static pressure are called pressure dependent boxes. These boxes have no
mechanical or control system that compensates for the normalpressure fluctua-
tions that occurin the supply duct. : 7

Pressure dependent boxes use their thermostat’s output signal to reposition the
VAV damper. As the zones temperature decreases, the output signal from the
thermostat modulates the damper toward its minimum or closed position. The
closure of the damper causes the supply duct's static pressure to momentarily
increase before the supply air static pressure control loop responds. During this
period of transition that results from time lags in the system, the Howrate of pri-
mary air increases through all the connected zones utilizing pressure dependent
boxes. The primary air’s flowrate returns to norma! after the supply fan’s static
pressure control loop respondsto the increases in duct pressure.

Pressure dependent boxes are less expensive to build than boxes that are
designed to be pressure independent. They do not require any additional, enone
sophisticated, control devices to compensate for changes in the primary air duct's
static pressure. Pressure dependent boxes can be used in applications with larger
capacitances that can absorb the momentary fluctuations inair flowrate caused by
changes in the supply duct’s slatic pressure. The inability of pressure dependent
boxes fo maintain tight control over their volume flowrate makes their processes
jess efficient than those incorporating pressure independent boxes.

20.1.3 Pressure Independent VAV Boxes

Pressuite Independent boxes were developed to overcome the problems and inefficien-
cies associated with pressure dependent VAYboxes. Pressure independent boxes 1ti-
lize a primary anda secondary control loop to maintain the correct flowrate through
the VAV damper whenever variations occur in the duct’s static pressure. The primary
control loop maintains a volumeflowrate set pomt by modulating the box damperin
response to changes in the supply duct’s static pressure, The secondary control loop
resets the flowrate set point of the primary loop based upon the zone's current tem-
perature, This control strategy results in a VAV box response that is immuneto the
normal fluctuations that occur in the supply duct’sstatic pressure.

Pressure independent boxes require an additional sensor andl controller to
maintain the volumeset point (cfm). A pitot tube, vortex shedding sensor, flow
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ring, hot wire anemometer or other sensor is used to measure the velocity pres-
sure of primaryair entering the VAV box. The velocity pressure is related to the
velocity of the airstream, which when multiplied by the area of the primary air
duct yields the volumeflowrate through the box. Whenever the static pressure in
the primary air duct changes, the closed loop volume control strategy utilizes the
sensor's signal to reposition the damper in a manner that maintains the correct
volume flowrate through the damper. These variations in damper position occur
without any change in the input signal from the zone’s thermostat.

The set point of the volume flowrate control loop is based upon the zone’s tem-
perature and the minimum and maximum flowrate limits (throttling range) of the
VAV box controller. These minimum and maximum limits define the range of vol-
ume flowrates fora VAV box application andare calculated during the designstage
of the system, The minimum flowrate set point is based upon the ventilation and air
change requirements of the zone. The maximum set point is based upon the design
day cooling load requirements and the temperature of the primary air. These set
Points are input into each VAV box controller when the building is commissioned.

The zone's thermostat is used to maintain the desired temperature set point,
The output signal fromthe thermostat resets the volume flowrate set point of the
VAV box based upon the current error between the zone's set point and current
temperature. Whenever the zone calls for cooling, the signal from the thermostat
resets the volume flowrate set point to a fugher value, increasing the flowrate of
primary air entering the zone. The volume control loopstill maintains the box’s
pressure independence at its new set point, When the cooling load of a zone
decreases, the thermostat’s outpulsignal reduces the volume flowrate set point,
reducing the quantity of air entering the zone through the box damper. The graph
in Figure 20.2 depicts the relationship between the thermostat signal (zone tem-
perature) and the VAV box volumeset point, Pressure independent boxes allow
for better zone temperature control through the addition of the box volume

Response of a Pressure Independent Box

=~
or
Bs

Q3

VolumeFlowraleThrough TheVAWBox(CFM) oaa 2= 
: Zone .2 ‘SetPoint=+7 +2

4maA AmA 12mA=1G mA 20 mA

Thernostal’s Quiput Signal

Figure 20.2 Pressure Independent VAY Box Response
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control loop. These loop components add additional cost to the box which is
recovered through greater process operating efficiencies.

20.1.4 VAV Box Configurations

VAV boxes are available in a multitude of different configurations and sizes to
meet the requirements of most systems and zones. They can be specified with
pressure dependent or independent flow characteristics, normally open or nor-
mally closed primary air dampers, secondary fans, pneumatic or electronic con-
trols, pneumatic or electric actuators or reheat coils. The relationship between
damper modulation, fan control and reheat valve operation can be specified
before shipping or altered in thefield tofit the characteristics of the process. Con-
sequently, the same general VAV box type can be configured to operate with one
of several different sequences of operation. Although there are a variety of box
sequences commonly used, they all share the same fundamental control
responses, similar to the examples shownin the following sections.

 
ILLUSTRATION OF A COOLING ONLY VAV TERMINAL UNIT

This example illustrates a zone temperature control process incorporating, a cool-
ing only VAV box terminal unit.

A cooling only variable air volume box has. no reheat coil and modulates the
flowof cool primaryair into a zone Lo maintainits temperature set point, They are
used in applications where a zone only experiences net heat gains throughout the
year. Interior zones that are surrounded by conditioned spaces generally have
occupancy and equipment loads that produce an excess amount of heat year-
round, These zones are prime candidates for cooling only VAV boxes.

Cooling only boxes can be used in exterior zones if. an auxiliary means of heat
transfer into the zone is provided. Baseboard convectors are typically installed on
exterior walls to add sensible heat to the zone and reduce the heat transfer by radi-
ation to the cold wall surfaces, I the convector systemis sized to serve the winter
design load, cooling only VAV boxes can be used to supply ventilation air during
the winter and cooling in the summer. Reheat coils are also available that are
mounted on the outlet side of the VAV box. These coils transfer additional heat to

the zone during cold weather or warm-up operations, All heating strategies must
be integrated with the box’'s cooling functions to prevent the VAV box from cool-
ing the zone whenthe heat source is in the process of raising its temperature,

20.2.1 Sequence of Operation
The sequence of operation for the zone temperature control process incorporating
a cooling only VAV boxthalis illustrated in Figure 20.3 1s explained in this section.
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Cooling Only - Pressure Independent VAV Box

Damper and
Supply Duet = : ee
Connection error zoe Ris

Connection 
 Thermeostal

Figure 20.3 Cooling Only VAV Box

System Overview

The zone’s thermostat resets the flowrate set point of the cooling only VAV box to
Vary the volume of Prunary air flaw enter he Zone to maintainits te: er, Teing the zo

t temp atu

Occupied Operation

The DDCelectronic thermostat has a programmed cold weather set point of 72°
and a warm weather set point of 75°. The thermostatalso has a thoibtedactpastmnent
ontoee the set point +/— 2° to provide occupant control over the zone’s

The thermostat generates a4 to 20 mA signal that is transmitted to the VAV box
volume controller. The direct acting controller algorithm modulates the normall
closed VAV box damper betweenity minimumand maximum flowrate ositi L
based upon the zone’s temperature offset, eRea

As the zone’s temperature increases, the thermostat signal to the VAV box vol-
ume controller also increases, resetting the volume flowrate set point to a highe
value. The VAV box controller senerates an increasing signal to its prima ; ate
damper actuator, modulating the damper toward its maximum flow posi tion,The
Figure 20.4 showsa graphofthe response of the damper throughout the throttl ingrange of the thermostat,

Unoccupied Operation

ne the air handling unit's unoccupied period, the primaryair flow to the VAV
ee The primary air damper is commandedclosed to reduce natural con-

vection currents from forming between the zone and the air handling unit.
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Cooling Only Damper Response

 DamperPosition
 |

SetPoint
SP-2° SP 4 2°

Figure 20.4 Cooling Only VAV Box Damper Response

20.3
=<

ILLUSTRATION OF A VAV TERMINAL UNIT WITH A REHEAT COIL

This example illustrates a zone temperature control process incorporating a VAV
box terminal unit with an integrated reheat coil.

A cooling VAV box with an integrated reheat coil sequences the modulation of
primary air damper with the heating coil’s control valve to maintain the zone tem-
perature set point. They are used in applications where the zone experiences both
heat gains and losses throughout the year.

The reheat coil warms the primary air as it leaves the VAV box. Reheat coils are
only permitted to operate after the zone’s thermostat signal has reduced the primary
air flowrate to its minimum flow limit. This strategy minimizing the mass of air
being reheated. Reheat VAV boxes are connected to diffusers that discharge air over
the exterior walls to reduce the radiation effects of cold surfaces, Figure 20.5 shows
photographs of hot water and electric reheat coils used in VAV box applications.

20.3.1 Sequence of Operation

The sequence of operation for the zone temperature control process incorporating,
a VAV box with an integrated reheat coil that is illustrated in Figure 20.6 is
explained in this section.

System Overview

The zone's thermostat modulates the flowof primary air and hot water to main-
tain the zone’s temperature set point. The normally closed primary air damperis
sequenced through software with the normally open reheat coil control valve. The
reheat valve can only begin to modulate open after the primary air damper has
modulated to its minimum flowrate setting.
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VAV Box Coils

 
Hot Water Cail

 
Electric Reheat Coil

Figure 20.5 Reheat Coils for VAV Boxes

VAV Boy With Reheat Cail
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Figure 20.6 Cooling VAV Box With Reheat
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Pre-Occupied Conditioning
Whenthe air handling, unit is commanded on and the zone temperature is below
set point, the VAV box damper and the reheat valve are commanded 100% open to
quickly bring the zone temperature to its occupied set point. Once the zone reaches
set point, the VAV box modulates as described in the occupied operation section.

Occupied Operation
The DDC electronic thermostat has a programmed cold weather set point of 72°
and a warm weatherset point of 75°. The thermostatalso has a limited adjustment
range of set point +/— 2° to provide occupant control over the zone temperature.

The thermostat sends a 4 to 20 mA signalto the volumecontroller located on the
VAV box. The direct acting controller algorithm modulates the sequenced, nor-
mally closed primary air damper with the normally open reheat valve as a tunc-
tion of the room temperature.

As the zone temperature decreases, a reduction in the signal to the volume con-
troller reduces the volume flowrate set point. The volume controller reduces its
output signal to the box damperactuator motor, modulating, the damper toward
its minimumflow position. If the zone’s temperature continues to drop, the our
mally open reheat valve begins to modulate open, The graphin Figure 20.7 shows
the response of the damper and reheat valve throughout the throttling range of
the thermostat,

Unoceupied Operation

During the air handling unil’s unoccupied period, the primary air Nowto the VAV
box ceases. The primary air damperis commanded closed to reduce na tural con
vection currents from forming between the zone and the air handling unit. The
reheat valve is also commandedclosed,

VAV Box With Reheat Coil Damper and Valve Response
Valve Damper

00% Open — :
4 pen Me ~ | Max 
 

 
 nnnrenner Mi

0% Open | —}- r f
SP -2" SP}? Set Point SP+ 1"

Figure 20.7. VAV Box with Reheat Damper and Valve Response
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FAN POWERED VAV TERMINAL UNITS

Fan powered VAV boxes have a fractional horsepower squirrel cage fan located
inside its enclosure to increase the volumeof air discharged from the box under cer-
tain operational conditions. Fan powered VAV boxes use the space abovetheceiling
asa return air plenum. The boxrecycles some of the warmerair in this plenum to
reduce the amountof energythat would otherwisebe added by the reheat coil. Fan
powered boxes have a primaryair danypersimilar to those found in other VAV box
designs. An secondintake opening exists next to the primary air access that pro-
vides the passage between the return air plenum and the VAV box fan, This opening
typically has a throw-awayfilter mounted overits entrance. The construction of the
VAV box fan is dependent upon whether the box fan operates continuously or inter-
mittently. Figure 20.8 shows a schematic of both types of fan powered boxes.

20.4.1 Constant Volume Fan Powered VAV Boxes

Constant fan powered boxes have their fan installed in series with the primaryair duct
and damper, This fan only operates when the air handling unit's fanis operating.
These boxes produce a constant flowrate of air into the zone. The fan drawsair from
the primary air duct and from the return air (ceiling) plenum, mixes them together as
they pass throughthe fan and discharges the mixture into the zone, The temperature
of the discharged air is varied by regulating the amountof primaryair in the mixture.

Constant fan VAY boxes produce a constant volume, variable temperature
response. The constant volume maintains the design air distribution patterns
within the zone because the flowrate through the diffusers remains the same, This
response is less noticeable to the zone occupants than systems that vary flowrates.
Varying flowrates generate changes in the air movement and diffuser noise levels.
Tt also changes theair distribution and velocity patterns within the zone as the
dampers throttle between their minimum and maximum flowrates. Constant fan
VAV boxes are used to reduce the size of the air handling unit's lan by supplying
a portion of the fan power requirements at each box location.

Fan Powered VAV Boxes
VAY Box With Reheat Coil Damper and Valve Respanse

Bax Outlet Eleciic =
... ReheatCoil
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Figure 20.8 Fan Powered VAV Boxes
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20.4.2 Variable Volume Fan Powered VAV Boxes

Intermittent fan powered VAV boxes have the fan installed in parallel with the pri-
maryairstream, Whenthe box fan is commanded on, it draws all ofits air from the
return air plenum, [t discharges this airstream into the box, mising it with the air
passing through the primary air damper. The mixed air is discharged into the
zone, The box fan can operate whether the air handling unit's fan is on oroff,

Intermittent fan powered boxes are used in applications where a typical VAV box
operating at its minimum position flowrate, is not capable of moving sufficient air
into the zone to provide adequate air circulation. In these applications, the box fan
is cycled on when the primary air damper modulates to its minimum position,
drawing warmerair fromthe ceiling plenum and mixing if with the cooler primary
air. The resulting increase in the volume ofair being discharged into the zoneis at
a temperature that maintains thermal comfort and air movement within the zone.
In both continuous and intermittent VAV box fan powered applications, the box
fan and reheat valve can be configured to cycle on during unoccupied periods to
maintaina lowlimit temperature sel point in the zone.

 

ILLUSTRATION OF AN INTERMITTENT FAN POWERED VAV
TERMINAL UNIT WITH A REHEAT COIL

This exampleillustrates a zone temperature control process incorporating an
intermittent fan powered VAV box terminal unit with an integrated reheatcoil.

Anintermittent fan powered VAV box with a reheat coil sequences the opera-
fon of the primary air damper, box fan and reheat coi) to maintain the zone’s tem-
perature set point. The reheat coil is used to supply additional heat to the zone
during periods when the plenumairis not sufficiently warmtosatisfy the heating
load of the zone. Using a strategy similarto that used for VAV boxes with reheat
coils, the heating coil and intermittent fan are only activated after the zone ther-
mostal has reduced the [lowrale of primaryairto its minimumvalue.

20.5.1 Sequence of Operation

The sequence of operation for the zone temperature control process incorporating
an intermittent fan powered VAV box with an integrated reheat coil that is illus-
trated in Figure 20.9 is explained in this section,

System Overview

The zone’s thermostat modulates the primaryair flow intothe zone to maintainits
temperature set point. The normally closed primary air damper is sequenced
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Figure 20.9 Intermittent fan Powered VAV Box With Reheat

through software with the normally open reheat coil control valve and the box fan
to provide energy efficient comfort conditioning.

The box fan is commanded on whenever the primary air damper has modu-
lated to its minimum position. When the fan is operating, the return air backdraft
damper opensfully due to the static pressure differential created by the fan, per-
mitting the warmer plenum air to mix with the primary airstream before exiting
the box. The reheat valve modulates open to maintain the zone temperature sel
point whenever the primary air damperis al its minimum flowposition and the
zone temperature falls belowits set point

Pre-Occupied Conditioning

When the air handling unit is commanded on and the zone temperature is below
set point, the box fan is also commanded on. The plenumreturn air damper opens
and the reheat valve is commanded 100% open to quickly bring the zone upto set
point. Once the zone reaches set point, the VAV box modulates as described in the
occupied operation section.

Occupied Operation

The DDC electronic thermostat has a programmed cold weather set point of 72°
and a warm weatherset point of 75°. The thermostat also has a limited adjustment
range of set point + /— 2° to provide occupantcontrol over the zone temperature,
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Intermittent Fan Powered VAV Box Damper,
Fan and Valve Response
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Figure 20.10 Valve and Damper Response for an Intermittent Fan Powered WAV Box

The thermostat sensor sends a 4 to 20 mA signal to the primary air yolume con-
troller located on the VAV box. The direct acting controller algorithm modulates
the normally closed primary air damper to maintain the zone temperature set
point. When the primary air damper is modulated to minimum position in
response to a drop in the zone temperature, the box fan is commanded on, If the
temperature continues to decrease, the normally open reheat control valve is mod-
ulated to maintain the zone temperature set point.

Figure 20.10 shows the damper and valve response for this application. Note,
the maximum volumeof air that can be drawn by the boxfan is less than the max-
imum volume supplied by the primary air supply, There is also a temperature
deadband between the timethe box fan is commanded on and the hot water valve

begins to modulate open to determine whether the plenum air is sufficiently
warm to offset the initial heat load.

Unoccupied Operation

During the air handling unit's unoccupied period, the primary air flow to the VAV
box ceases, The primary air damper is commanded closed to reduce natural con-
vection currents from forming between the zone and the air handling unit. If the
zone temperature falls below its low limit set point, the box fanis cycled on and the
reheat coil valve commanded 100% open to maintain the zone’s low limit set point.

DUAL DUCT BOXES

Dual duct air handling units simultaneously condition two separate airstreams,
one hot and one cold, which are transported to each zone through twoparallel
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Dual Duct VAV Box with Reheat

Figure 20.11 Qual Duct Mixing Boxes
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Dual Duct Mixing Box | {rom the zone’s thermostat. Twoindependently operating actuators are required
es to permit individual modulation of the heated and cooled air thereby limiting the

| amount of mixing that occurs and improving the process efficiency,
Thermostat Dual duct VAV mixing boxes have two volume controllers and flow measur-

ing devices to provide pressure independent volumecontrolaf the box’s dis-re ai

Supply Duct Baffle | charge air volume. One sensor and controller are used to position the damper
Hot Air | in the cold air connection. This control loop is configured to regulate the max-
Connection attiid imumcold duct air ow needed for design cooling load operation. The other

ee controller andflow measuring device are used to regulate the box's heated air
damperto maintain a minimum air flowrate into the zone along with the maw-

—P imum heated air volume flowrate. The zone thermostat’s output signal resets
Sects Ghat the discharge volume controller flowrate as shown in the graph in Figure
Cold Air a 20.14. The shaded box shows the only interval where mixing of heated and
Connection cooled air is allowed by the sequence of operation, The shaded box shows the

flow of heated air gradually diminishes as the zone’s temperature approaches
its set point. Under these conditions, the flow of cooled airis increased, mixing
with the minimum flowof hot air to maintain a minimum flowrate into the
zoneto satisfy its ventilation requirements. In the response shown in Figure
20,14 the maximum volume flowrate of heatedair is less than the maximum

with complementary responses to changes in their control signals. As the signal volume flowrate of cooled air due to the higher energy content of the heated
to the actuator increases, the normally open heated air damper modulates airstream,
toward its closed position as the cooled air damper modulates opens. Both
dampers can be linked together on a commonshaft so they operate with one
actuator. A sheet metal baffle promotes the mixing of the two air streams before
they are discharged from the box. The baffle also attenuates the noise created as
air moves past the closing dampers, Figure 20.12 shows a schematic representa-
tion of the inside of a constant volume mixing box.

The zone’s thermostat connects directly Lo the damper actuators of the mixing

 
Figure 20.12) Constant Volume Mixing Box

Dua! Duct VAV Box

 
 

box. At all times other than during design load operation, the mixing boxis blend- Supply Buef
ing the heated and cooledair streams to satisfy the zone’s load. Thisis an energy Connwetion ~--\$—-—---+|----- .
intensive process. DDC control systems allow more complex control strategies to sed as
be utilized to minimize the mixing of the cold and warm air streams, improving Electronic Molors
the efficiency of the process. These strategies incorporate individual damper actu- Actuators zieads
ators along, with two volumeflowrate sensors and controllers. The added cost of Sipety Chee |
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VARIABLE VOLUME DUAL DUCT TERMINAL UNIT

 Dual duct terminal units modulate the flow of heated and cooled air into a zone to

maintain its temperature set point, A variable volume dual duct box is a pressure
independentterminal unit that modulates the flow of air in responseto the signal Figure 20.12 Oual Duct VAV Box
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Figure 20,74 Dual Duct VAY Damper Response

20,9

CONSTANT VOLUME TERMINAL UNITS

Constant volume terminal boxes are single duct devices used in applications where
the primary air is supplied by a VAV air handling unit but the flowrate into the zone
must be maintained ata constant value. Constant volume boxes incorporale volume
measuring circuits as described in pressure independent VAV box applications to
maintain the volume flowrate regardless of changes in the supply duct static pres-
sure. Once installed, the volume controller is tuned to the correct volume flowrate.

The flowrate set point is never reset by another control device. These boxes can be
specified with reheatcoils for applications where the zone may require supplemen-
tal heating. In reheat applications, the thermostat is connecteddirectly to the reheat
valve instead of the volume flowrate controller. As the temperature in the zone
decreases, the valve is modulated opento reheat theair being discharged from the
box. Figure 20.15 shows the schematic diagram fora constant volume box.

FAN COIL UNITS

Fan coil units are small, distributed air handling units that are located in the condi-
tioned space. They are used to locally heat or cool the zone, Air is drawn from the
zone and passed across heating and cooling coils lo maintain the zone’s tempera-
ture set point. Fan coil units are manufactured in a variety of sizes and configura-
tions to satisfy most single zone applications. Lf sufficient capacity is unavailable in
a single unit, multiple units are installed in the same zone tosatisfy the thermal
load. The fan coil’s name is derived from the construction of the device, Each unit

7T
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Figure 20.15 Constant Volume Box With a Reheat Coil

has a fav to circulate the zone's air and a heat exchangingcoil or coils to alter the
temperature of the air as it passes through the writ, hence the namefancoil init.
Figure 20,16 shows a photograph of a fan coil cabinet.

Some advantages of using this type of conditioning unit is that the heating and
cooling equipment ts distributed throughout the building so if one unit malfune-
tions, the temperature control in the remaining zones is unaffected. They also
reduce the amount of mechanical room and floor area required in a building
because there are no large air handling units or distribution ducts required in
these installations.

The primary disadvantage of using a large number offan coil units in a build-
ing is their inability to bring ventilation air into the zone, A fan coil unit cannot be
the only equipment used to meet the thermal requirements of the zone. Since they
have no provisions to bring in outside air, the ventilation requirements of the
occupants cannot be met. Therefore, another means of supplying the zone with
outside air is required to meet local building codes. In these cases, a small 100%
outside air handling unit is used to condition and transport the necessary ventila-
tion air to each zone. Anotherdisadvantage of these applicationsis the increase in
manpower required to maintain all the units throughout the building instead ofa
few air handling units.

These mini air handling systems have control devices and operating strategies
identical to those found in air handling units. A wall mounted thermostatis used
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Fan Coil or Unit Ventilator Cabinet
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 Return Alr Louvers.

Figure 20.16 Fan Coil Cabinet

to regulate the output capacity of the heating and cooling sections of the unit in
response to changes in the zone’s temperature, In configurations employing hot
and chilled water coils, the control system modulates the valves in sequence to
prohibit mixing of energy flows. In units that use direct expansion cooling coils
or electric heating elements, the control system energizes the applicable control
relays in stages to better balance the capacity of the system with the zones load.

Low limit zone temperature control strategies are also available in fan coil
applications. This strategy allowsthe fan coil units to cycle their fan on and com-
mand the heating valve 100% open whenever the zone’s temperature decreases
belowthe its programmed low limit set point. The building automation system
can also be integrated with the fancoil unit's control panel to enable and disable
the unils based upon a time of day schedule to reduce the cost of operating the
building mechanical systems. Locally mounted fan controls are typically
installed to allow the fan’s speed to be controlled by the room occupants. An OFF
position should notbe specified since it inhibits proper control of the zone tem-
perature and ventilation. Figure 20.17 showsa side viewof the internals of a fan
coil unit.

Figure 20.18 shows the modulating response of a fan coil unit throughout the
throttling range of the process. When the zones temperaturebegins to decrease, a
reduction in the output signal to the valve actuators modulates the chilled water
valve toward its closed position.If the temperature in the zone continues to decline,
the hot water valve modulates open. Note, a deadband exists between the signal
where the chilled water valve closes and the hot water valve begins to open. This
preventsthe valves from oscillating when the zone temperature is nearits set point.
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Figure 20.17) Fan Coil Unit Schematic

Fan Coil Unit Valve Response
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Figure 20.18 Valve Sequence for a Fan Coil Unit

UNIT VENTILATORS

Unit ventilator terminal units modulate the flow of heating, cooling, and ventila-
hon air into a zone to maintain its temperature set point. They have construction
and operational characteristics that are similar to fan coil units. The primary
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difference between these two types of units is the ability of a unit ventilator to
supply conditioned outside air to satisfy occupant ventilation requirements. To
facilitate a connection to the outsideair, unit ventilators must beinstalled against
an exterior wall surface. This permuts a short duct to be placed through the wall to
outside air louvers recessed into the exterior surface of the building.

The inclusion of a duct to the outsideof the building introduces the requirement
for additional control strategies that are not needed in fan coil unit applications.
Unit ventilators have a set of mixing dampers that can be positioned (binary) or
modulated (analog) by their control system. Control strategies must be imple-
mented that command the dampers closed whenever the unit's fan shuts off and
to protect the coils from freezing when cold outdoorair is being drawn into the
unit. There are three unit ventilator control strategies commonly used for these
applications. They were developed by ASHRAEandare described below.

ILLUSTRATION OF AN ASHRAE CYCLE 1 UNIT VENTILATOR
CONTROL STRATEGY

This exampleillustrates a zone temperature control process incorporating a unit
ventilator configured to operate using an ASHRAFCycle | control strategy.

Cycle 1 control applies to unit ventilators that are used in applications that have
large quantities offixed exhaust requirements in the zone that must be made up
with conditioned outside air, Whenever the unit ventilator is operating,its outside
air damper is commanded 100% open, allowing the maximum design ventilation
flowrate into the zone.

20.11.1 Sequence of Operation

The sequence of operation for the zone temperature control process incorporating
a unit ventilator configured to operate using an ASHRAE Cycle | control strategy
thatis illustrated in Figure 20.19 is explained in this section.

System Overview

The unit ventilalor’s fan is commanded on based upona user defined occupancy
schedule, Whenever the unil fan is operating and the zone temperature is above
its set point, the outside air damper is commanded 100% open, The heating and
cooling valve actuators are sequenced through software to maintain the zone's
temperature set point without simultaneously heating and cooling the air, If the
zone's temperature falls below its set point, the outside air dampers are com-
manded closed.
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Figure 20.19 ASHRAE Cycle 1 Unit Ventilator Contrals

Pre-Occupied Conditioning

Asignal fromthe building automation system commands the building into occu-
pied mode operation andthe unit ventilator’s fan is commanded on.

Warm-Up If the zone temperature is belowset point, the outside and returnair
dampers remain in their normal position and the hot water valve is commanded
100% open. When the zone lemperature reaches its set point, the outside air
damper ts commanded 100% open and the control system operates using the
occupied sequenceof operation.

Cool-Down If the zone’s temperature is above set point, the outside and return
air dampers remain in their normal position and the chilled water valve is com-
manded 100% open. When the zone temperature reachesils set point, the outside
air damper is commanded 100%open and the control system operates using the
occupied sequence of operation,

Occupied Operation

The DDC electronic thermostat has a programmedcold weather set point of 72°
and a warm weather set point of 75°. The thermostat alsv has a limited adjustment
range of set point +/—2° to provide occupantcontrol over the zone temperature,
Whenever the zone temperature is greater than or equalto its set point, the out-
side air damper is commanded open by the unit ventilator’s DDC control panel.
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ASHRAE Cycle #1 Valve and Damper Response
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Figure 20.20 Cycle 1 Valve and Damper Response

The thermostat sends a control signal to the unit ventilator’s DDC panel which
generates output signals to modulate the normally open heating and the normally
closed chilled water valves in response to changes in the zone temperature.

As the one's temperature begins to decrease, a reduction in the output signal
from the thermostat to the DDC panel modulates the chilled water valve toward
its closed position, If the temperature in the zone continues to decrease belowset
point, the outside air dampers are commanded closed and hot water valve begins
to modulate open. The valve and damper response is shownin Figure 20.20.

Unoccupied Operation

During the building’s unoccupied period, the unit ventilator’s fan is commanded
off. The valves and mixing dampers are commanded to their normal position. Lf
the zone temperature decreases below its programmed lowlimit set point, the fan
is commanded on and the hot water valve remains 100% open. The systecontin-
ues to cycle the unit using this strategy lo maintain the zone’s low limit set point.

Emergency Operation

Whenever the temperature downstreamof the heating coil drops below the low limit
sel point, the heating coil discharge temperature sensor overrides the signal fromthe
room thermostat and modulates the hot water valve toward its open position,

ILLUSTRATION OF AN ASHRAE CYCLE 2 UNIT VENTILATOR
CONTROL STRATEGY

This example illustrates a zone temperature contro! process incorporating a unit
ventilator configured to operate using an ASHRAECycle 2 control strategy,  

206

 

An ASHRAECyele 2 unit ventilator operates with minimum outside air during
heating and cooling operations. An economizerstrategy is used to modulate the
dampers for free cooling whenever the outside air temperature is below a pro-
grammed highlimit set point. The hot water valve and the outside air damperare
sequenced to allowthe outside air damper to modulate beyond minimum posi-
tion wheneverthe zone’s temperature increases aboveils set point. Whenever the
outside air temperature exceeds the high limit set point, analogous to an econo-
mizer dry bulb temperature limit, the outside air damper is commanded to its
minimumposition, If a cooling coil is present in the unit, it will operate whenever
the outside air is too warm Lo maintain the zone temperature al set point, Cycle 2
is the mast commonlyused control strategy for unit ventilators because the venti-
lation requirements are maintained throughoutits operation,

20,12.1 Sequence of Operation

The sequence of operation for the zone temperature control process incorporating
a unit ventilator configured to operate using an ASHIRAE Cycle 2 control stra tegy
that is Mustrated in Figure 20,21 is explainedinthis section. :

System Overview

The unit venitilator’s fan is commanded on based upon a user defined occupancy
schedule, Wheneverthe fan is operating, the outsideair damperis commanded to

Unit Ventilator - ASHRAE Cycle #2
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Figure 20.21) Cycle 2 Unit Ventilator Controls for Dual Coil Units
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its minimum position. The mixing damper and hot water valve actuators are
sequenced with software to maintain the zone’s temperature set point without
heating more than the minimum amountof outsideair.

Pre-Occupied Conditioning

Asignal from the building automation system commandsthe building into condi-
tioning mode and the unit ventilator’s fanis started.

Heating If the zone’s temperature is below set point, the outside and return air
dampers remain in their normal position and the hot water valve is commanded
100% open. When the zone temperature reaches its set point, the control system
operates using the occupied sequence of operation.

Ventilating (Free Cooling) If the zone’s temperature is aboveits set point and
the outside air temperature is below the economizer highlimit set point, the out-
side air dampers are commanded 100%open through the DDC control panel to
providefree cooling to the zone.

Cooling, If the zone’s temperature is above set point and the ventilationairis too
warm to maintainthe set point, the outside and return air dampers remain in their
normal position and the chilled water valve is commanded 100% open, Whenthe
zone lemperature reachesits set point the control system operates using the occu-
pied sequence of operation,

Occupied Operation

The DDC electronic thermostat has a programmedcolel weather set paint of 72°
and a warm weatherset point of 75°. The thermostatalso has a limitedadjustment
range of set point +/—2° to provide occupant control over the zone temperature.
The thermostat sends a control signal to the unit ventilator’s DDC control panel
which generates output signals to modulate the mixing dampers, normally open
hot water ancl the normally closed chilled water valves in response to changes in
the zone temperature.

Whenever the zoneis calling for heating, the outside air damper remainsatits
minimum position and the hot water valve is modulated to maintain the zone’s
temperature set point.

When the zone is calling for cooling and the outside air temperature is below
the high limit set point, the hot water valve modulates closed and the mixing
dampers are modulated beyond their minimumposilion to maintain the zone’s
temperature sel point.

When the zone is calling for cooling and the outside air temperature is above
the highlimit set point, the mixing dampers are commanded to their minimum
position. The chilled water valve is modulated to maintain the zone temperature
sel point. This valve and damper response is shown in Figure 20.22.

Unoecupied Operation This response is the same as that of a Cycle 1 unit venti-
lator. See Section 20,111

Emergency Operation This responseis the same as that of a Cycle 1 unit venti-
lator. See Section 20.11-1
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Figure 20.22) Cycle 2 Valve andl Damper Response

ASHRAE CYCLE 3 UNIT VENTILATOR CONTROL STRATEGY

ASHRAE Cyele 3 unit ventilator control uses hardware and software configura-
ions similar bo the Cycle 2 unit ventilator strategy. The major difference between
Cycle 2 and Cycle3 lies in how the mixed air dampers are controlled. Under Cycle
3 control, the mixing dampers are modulated to maintain a fixed mixed air tem-
perature set point during the heating, ventilating and mechanical cooling modes
of operation. They modulate to maintain 55 to 60° air entering the heating coil at
all times using a mixed air temperature sensorinstead of the zone’s temperature,
The sensor located on the downstream side of the heating coil in Cycle 2 is reposi-
tioned upstream ofthe coil to perform this Cycle 3 control strategy:This offers bet-
ter freeze protection because the cabinet temperature sensor has beenrelocated to
a position upstream ofthe heating coil. The coils never see air belaw 55° tempera-
ture so they areJess susceptible to freezing, Unit ventilators operating under Cycle
3 control will not maintain a minimum flowrate of ventilation air during colder
weather. As the outside air temperature decreases, the percentage of ventilation
air entering the unit decreases,

EXERCISES

Determineif the following statements are true or false. If any portionof the state-
ment is false, the entire statementis false. Explain your answers.

1, VAV boxes vary the amount of primary air entering a zone based upon the
zone’s lemperature.

2, VAV boxes are only available with normally open primary air dampers.
3. VAV boxes with reheat coils are primarily used for interior zone applications.
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Intermittent fan powered terminal boxes are constant volume, variable tem-
perature devices,

. Dual duet mixing boxes have two primary air dampers.
Pressure independent boxes use an additional control loop to maintain a con-
stant volume Howrate set point.
ASHRAE has three control configurations commonly used for fan coil unit
control strategies,
A constant fan powered VAV box has its fan located in series with the primary
airstream,

Constant volume VAVboxes have a primary air damper controlled by a zone
thermostat.

The primary air damper and reheat coil of a VAV box are sequenced to pre-
vent simultaneous heating and cooling from occurring.

Respond to the following statements, questions and problems completely and
accurately, using the material found in this chapter.

L
2.

a

ms

10

Develop a sequence of operation for a pressure independent VAV bax.
Develop a sequence of operation for a cooling only VAV box located in an
exterior zone that is integrated with perimeter heat convectors installed on
the exterior walls.

. A VAVbox with an integrated reheat coil is presently heating the zone when
a number of high heat generating equipment is turned on. What is the
response of the pressure independent VAV box control loop? Explain youranswer.

. Why do VAV boxes have high and low flowrate limits?
Anintermittent fan powered boxis presently cooling a zone with its primary
damper open slightly beyond its minimum position. The occupants in the
zone leave for lunch, turning off the lights and computers. What is the
response of the temperature control system? Explain your answer.
Whatare differences between the control responses of the ASHRAE Cycle 1
and Cycle 3 control strategies?
A fan coil unit is operating in its heating mode and a cold front moves
through the area dropping the outside air temperature from 36 to 16 °F in 15
minutes. Whatwill be the likely response of the temperature control loop to
the change in outside air temperature? Explain your answer.
A Cycle 2 unit ventilator is presently mechanically cooling a zone. The out-
side air temperature drops belowthe high limit set point, Whatis a likely
response of the temperature control loop? Explain your answer.
A Cycle 3 unit ventilator is presently mechanically cooling a zone. The out-
sideair temperature drops four degrees. Whatis a likely response of the tem-
perature control loop? Explain your answer,
Develop a system drawing and description of operation for a whit ventilator
operating with the ASHRAE Cycle3 strategy.
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CHAPTER 21
  

Single Zone Air Handling
Unit Configurations

The remaining chapters of this text analyze the response and interactions that occur
betweenindividual control loops that have been joined together into a control sys-
tem. Each chapter focuses upon a specific type of air handling unit and thetypical
processes performed in the unit. The design and operating characteristics of each
process are described at the beginning of each chapter. A brief sequence of opera-
tion is included along with a system drawing. The remaining sections of each
chapter describe the response of the system to a change in oneif its process vari-
ables. This information is presented to develop the skills needed to analyze a
dynamic systemin the field. Procedural steps that can be used to analyze a spe-
cific process problem are also presented.

To get the most out of these chapters, concentrate on the relationships and inter-
actions that exist between the loops that make up the control system. This method
will help to develop a sense of how changes in one part of the system cause
responses in other process control loops. These are the skills thal are required to
become successful in the field related aspects of the control industry.
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21.4 21.1.3 Dual Fan, Single Zone Systemsveeaa

SINGLE ZONE, CONSTANT VOLUME AIR HANDLING UNITS

Single zone constant volume air handling units are used in applications that main-
tain the thermal comfort requirements for a single building zone. The zone may be
made up of an entire small building, several rooms on one side of a larger building
or part the floor area of a large store or warehouse. The identifying feature of any
zone is the presence of a single thermostat located within the space, The thermo-
stal’s output signal controls the capacity of the heating and cooling coils to meet
the comfort needs of the zone, If more than one thermostat is installed within the

rooms served by an air handling unit, the system is not a single zone air handling
unit application.

21.1.1 Constant Volume—Variable Temperature Air Handling Units

Single zone air handling units can be designed to deliver either a constant or vari-
able quantity of air throughits supply duct, Constant volume systems have a sup-
ply fan that deliversa fixed volume of conditioned air to the zone. The quantity of
air delivered bythe fan is a function of the zone's design heating or cooling load
characteristics. In this type of system, the temperature of the supply air is varied to
establish a balance between the thermal capacity of the air handling unit and the
load in the zone.

21.1.2 Single Fan Units

Single zone air handling systems can be configured withor without a return fan
installed in the return air duct. In single faninstallations, one supply fan is used to
circulate the air between the air handling unit and ils zone. In these applications,
the low pressure produced at the supply fan's inlet draws a sufficient quantity of
air back fromthe zonevia the return air duct. The returnair duct remains under a

negative pressure whenever the supply fan bladeis rotating.
Asingle fan system lacks the means necessary for generating a positive pressure

in the return duet. Consequently, a single fan configuration is incapable of
exhausting any of the return air out a set of exhaust dampers located near the air
handling unit. Any outside air that is brought into the zonetofulfill ventilation
requirements must be relieved using an separate exhaust fan or static pressure
relief dampers. The inability to exhaust from the air handling unit limits the
implementation of an economizerstrategy in the sequenceof operation.Single fan
systems typically provide a two-position outside air damper that opens when the
unit is operating to draw ventilation air into the building. The amountof air
brought into the unit is a function of the amount ofair that can be relieved from
the zone by exfiltration, an exhaustfan or by a static pressure relief damper.

210

Return fans are used in single zone applications where the return duct’s resistance
to flow is greater than the supply fan can overcome. Dual fan systems are
designed to modulate their mixing dampers usiiy an economizer cycle, The
return fan produces a positive pressure upstream of the return and exhaustair
dampers that forces the return air out of the building when the exhaust dampers
modulate open,

_ The operation of a dual fan air handling unit is very similar to that of a single
fan installation, The returnfanis interlocked with the supplyfan's motor starter
control circuit so that it starts whenever the supply fan is commanded on, The
interlocking control circuit also insures that if either fan trips off due to a system
fault, or is manually turnedoff, the other fanalso stops. .

21.1.4 Heat Exchangers

The heating and cooling coils of single zone air handling units are installed in
series with each other with respect to the air flow. The entire mixed airstream must
pass through bothcoils before being transported to the zone. [In HVAC terminol-
ogy, this air handling unit configuration is called a single path system. In mastsin-
gle path applications, the heating coil is positioned upstream ‘of the cooling coil,
allowing it to be used in both comfort heating and freeze protection strategies. In
applications where ihe cooling coil is used for a dehumidification process, the
heating coil can be located downstream of the cooling coil to permit reheating of
the colder, dehumidified airstream,

21.1.5 Temperature Controls

The temperature control strategies used with single path air handling units must
avoid the simultaneous heating and cooling of the mixed airstream in all but
dehumidification strategies, The heating control strategy is disabled before the
economizeror cooling strategies are allowed to operate. In units having a hot and
chilled water coil, the valve actuators are sequenced using different actuator
spring ranges or through DDC softwarestrategies to prohibit simultaneous heat-
ing and cooling ofthe airstream. In electric heating or direct expansion cooling
applications, control relays and pressure/electric (PE) switches are used to pro-
hibit the simultaneous operation of both coils, The following sections describe
the response of a single zone, dual fan unit that has temperature and humidifica-
tion processes,
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Chapter 21 

 
ILLUSTRATION OF A SINGLE ZONE CONSTANT VOLUME DUAL
FAN AHU WITH HUMIDIFICATION

This exampleillustrates the response of a cual fan, single zone, constant volume
air handling unit with an economizerstrategy and steam humidification, The sys-
tem has the following control loops in its control system:

1. Supply and return fan start/stop.
2. Zone air temperature control.
3. Zone humidification control.

4, Low temperature limit protection,
5. Temperature based minimumposition control.

21.2.1 System Drawing

Asystem drawing for a single zone is shownin Figure 21.1,

21.2.2 Sequence of Operation

The sequence of operation for the single zone air handling unit thatis illustrated
in Figure 21.1 is explained in this section.

Singla Zone, Dual Fan
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Figure 21.1) Single Zone AHL With Humidity Control Laaps
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Fan Start/Stop

The supply fan is commanded on based upon a user defined occupancy schedule,
The return fan is electrically interlocked with the supply fan so they operate in
unison. Whenever the fans are off, the mixing dampers along with the hot, chilled
water and humidifier valves are commanded to their normal position.

If either fantrips off due tothe presence of a fault condition, the otherfan's con-
trol circuit is also opened, disabling both fans. The mixing dampers along with the
hot, chilled water and humidifier valves dre commanded to their normal position,

Low Temperature Limit

If the low limit temperature device that is located downstreamof the hot water
coil measures a temperature below 36 °F, the supplyfan is commanded off, dis-
abling the return fan. The mixing dampers along with the hot, chilled water and
humidifier valves are commanded to their normal position.

Zone Temperature Control

The normally open hot water valve is modulated in sequence with the mixing
dampers and the normally closed chilled water valve by a direct acting controller
to maintain the zone’s temperature set point, As the zone's temperature increases,
the control signal to the final controlled devices also Increases,

Heating Theheating valve operates whenever the zone temperatureis less than
its sel point. The valve will be 100% open when the zone temperature is greater
than 2° below setpoint.

If the zoneis ina heating mode and its temperature begins to increase, the hot
water valve is modulated toward its closed position. If the temperature continues
to rise above the zone's set point, the hot water valve will modu late completely
closed and the mixing dampers will begin to modulate beyond their minimum
position.

Economizer The normally closed outside and exhaustair da mpers along with
the normally open return air dampers modulate in sequence with the hot and
chilled water valves to maintain the zone's temperature set point. The economizer
cycle begins as soon as the outside air dampers modulate beyond their minimum
position,

During periods when the system is heating, the mixing dampers are modulated
to maintain their minimum position based uponthe temperatures of the outside,
return and mixed air streams. A new mixedair set point is calculated every 5 min-
utes fo compensate for changes in the outside or return air tenyperatures.

As the zone’s temperature increases abaveits set point, the direct acting ther-
Mostat increases its output signal to the damper actuators, opening the outside
and exhaust dampers beyond their minimum position while proportionately clos-
ing the return air dampers.
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Once the outside air temperature exceeds the economizer highlimit set point,
the economizer strategyis disabled and the mixing dampers are modulated to
maintain their minimum position outside air flowrate based upon temperature.

Minimum Position Whenever the temperature difference between the outside
and return air streams becomesless than 5°, the modulating method of maintaining
minimum position decreases in accuracy. This may cause an incorrect quantity of
ventilation air to be brought into the zone. Excessive outside air increases condi-
tioning costs while insufficient quantities may pose indoor air quality problems.
During these periods, the dampers are positioned based upon the percentage of
stroke method to insure adequate ventilationair is entering the system.

Wheneverthe difference between the outside and returnair temperaturesis less
than 5°, the dampers are commanded to their minimum position by sending a
20%output signal to their actuators,

Cooling ‘The chilled water valve begins to modulate open after the mixed air
dampers havereached 100% open and the zone isstill calling for additional cool-
ing. The chilled water valve is also modulated whenever the zone temperature is
above set point and the economizerstrategy has been disabled, The modulating
sequence of the valves and dampers is shown in Figure 21,2,

Steam Humidifier

The normally closed humidifier steam valve modulates to maintain the zone’s rel-
ative humidity at set poimt. As the relative humidity in the zone decreases, an
increasing signal to the steam valve modulates the normally closed valve toward

Single Zone AHU Valve and Damper Response
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Figure 21,2) Single Zone AHU Valve and Damper Response
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its wide open position, If the supply air relative humidity exceeds the supply duct
humidity high limit set point of 80%, the valve modulates using the supplyair rel-
ative humidity sensor until the humidity control point is within the process throt-
tling range. When the fans are commanded off, the steam valve is commandedto
its normal position,

21.2.3 Steady State Process Conditions for the Single Zone Unit
Table 21.1 lists the current process conditions fur the single zone unit shown in
Figure 21,1,

Note thefollowing:

1. Thetable indicates that the mixed air is made up of 20%outside air by vol-
ume [(0.20 x 27°) + (0.80 x 72) = 63°]. The nonlinear installed characteris-
tics of the mixing dampers only required outside air dampers to open 16%
of its control signal span before the 20% ventilation requirement wasreached.

2. The temperature difference between the outside air and the zone causes heat
to transfer out of the building, This energy must be replaced in order to main-
tain the zone's set pomt, Whenthe hot water valve is positioned 10%open,
the coil transfers the same amount of energy into the zone as is leaving
throughthe walls, ceiling and exhaust system.

3. Exhausting 18%of the zone’sair (2% exfiltration) removes moisture that must
be replaced. The humidity valve is opened30%to achieve a balance between
the mass transfer of water vapor entering the zone and that being removed by
the return fan and exfiltration, :

Table 21.1 STEADY STATE PROCESS CONDITIONS   

 

   
Process | Sel Point | Control Point FcD Position

Outside Air PDB :
Conditions 65% RH

Mixed Air 20%based on 63° OA &EA 16% Open
Temperature Temperature RA Daniper 4% Open

fone 72° DB wa® Hol Water Valve rove Open
Temperature

Zone Humidity 35% REL Steam Valve |30%Open   
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set point. The integral gain elementofthe controller algorithm maintains the
valve at a higher percentage of open (28%) than it was during its previous
steady state period (10%).

21.4
SS

TROUBLESHOOTINGSYSTEMS

Troubleshooting a control systemis accomplished by evaluating a series of log-
ical steps that will either identify the problem or eliminate it as one of the
potential causes. Either outcome works toward effectively pinpointing the
actual cause of a system malfunction. The key to successfully troubleshoot any
systemis to be able to ascertain whether the deviceinitially identified as the
problem is the cause and not just responding incorrectly because of the actual
problem.

Thelogical place to start when investigating a control problem is to verify that
the process sensor is generating the proper output signal for the measured condi-
tion. If a sensor is generating an inaccurate output signal, the rest of the control
systemresponds to the incorrect signal, producing an incorrect response. There-
fore, there is no merit in checking the controller’s response or determining if the
final controlled device is in the correct position if the sensor's output signal has
not been verified as being correct. Unfortunately, the first component modified
during the course of a control related analysis is usually the controller, the most
complex device in the control loop.

Once the sensor’s responseis verified as being correct, the output of the con-
troller (controller algorithmin a DDC panel) is measured to determined if it corre-
lates with the sensor’s output signal. The process set point and the control point
are enteredinto the controller’s transfer functionto calculate the output signal for
current process conditions, After the controlleris verified to be operating correctly,
the final controlled device can be evaluated to determineif it is properly posi-
tioned and free to move throughout the entire rangeofits actuator stroke without
binding, Oncethe operation of these and any other control loop componentsare
confirmed to be operating correctly, the process control agents are analyzed lo see
if they are of the proper quality (temperature, pressure) and quantity (cfm, gpm,
lb/hr, etc.) to balance the existing load. If the control agent does not arrive at the
proper conditions, the primary equipment’s control system must be evaluated to
determine the cause of the problem.

The following sections identify some typical problems associated with single
zone air handling unit configurations. Some probable causes and steps taken in
analyzing the systemarelisted under eachscenario. Each succeeding section will
present different problems to increase the reader's exposure lo the commonprac-
tices, procedures and techniques used to analyze HVAC control system problems,
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21.5
==

ANALYSIS OF A SINGLE ZONE, CONSTANT VOLUME
AIR HANDLING UNIT

 

21.5.1 Scenario 1

The zone's temperature is too cold even though the air handling unit is operating
in a heating mode.

Possible Causes

1. The control agentis not arriving at the AHU heating coil at the proper quan-
tity or quality.

2, The mixing dampers are open beyond their minimum position, reducing the
ability of the heating coil to produce the necessary rise in temperature.

3, The flowrate otthe air discharged into the zone has beenrestricted, inhibiting
the proper volume of air (heat) from being transported into the zone.

Verify the

1. thermostat’s set point is actually placed at the desired setting.
2, thermostat is properly calibrated. Verity calibration by performing the fol-

lowing, procedure:
a, Measure temperature at the thermostat’s location.
b. Adjust the thermostat’s set point so it equals the measured temperature
c, Measure the thermostat’s outputsignal,
d. Calibrate the thermostat’s output signal bias until it is equal to the maxi-

mumvalue of the heating valve's spring range. Al this value the hot and
chilled water valves are closed and the outside air damperis at its mini-
mum position, See Figure 21,2.

e, Place the thermostal’s set point equal to the desired zone temperature
and Jet the loop stabilize,

f£ Adjust the thermostat’s proportional gain to achieve an initial quarter
amplitude decay response to a step change of5°.

3, thermostat’s control signal is presentat the actuators. Measure the output of
the thermostat to compareit to the signal arriving at the actuatorsofthe final
controlled devices.

4. acluators move freely throughouttheir entire stroke.
5. quality and quantity of the of the control agent. If the hot water is not suffi-

cienlly warm tor the present conditions or is being supplied at a reduced
flowrate due to a pump or system balance problem, the air handling unit's
heating coil will be unable to transfer energy at the correct rate.

6, air flowrate into the zoneis al ils design specification. If the AHU fillers are
plugged, coils dirty or the fan belts are slipping, the volume flowrate of con-
ditioned air decreases, crealing temperature control problems. Check for
closedfire, register or balancing, dampers obstructing flow through the duct.
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7. position of the valves and mixing dampers to make sure they correlate with
the output signal from the thermostat. If any of the final controlled devices
are incorrectly positioned, calibrate their electric to pneumatic signal con-
verter or pneumatic actuator positioner performing the following procedure:
a. Set the controller's output signal to its minimum value and apply that

signal to the converter or positioner.
Tunethe zero or start adjustment until the converter’s (positioner’s) out-
put signal begins to reposition the connected valve or damper.

c, Set the controller’s output signal to the maximumvalueof the connected
actuator's input range and applythat signal to the converter (positioner),

d. Tune the span screw or spring position of the converter (positioner) until
its output signal repositions the valve or damper at its maximwm stroke.

b

21.5.2 Scenario 2

The zone’s relative humidity is too low.

Possible Causes

1. The humidifier’s control valve is closed or nat modulating,
2, The humiditier’s steamdistribution nozzles are plugged.
3. Steam is not available to the humidifier.

Verify the

1. humidity set point is placed at the desired value.
2. humidity sensor and controller are calibrated, Use the same procedure as

described for calibrating thermostats in Scenario1.
control signal is present at the steam valve's actuator,
position of the steam valve correlates with the measured controller output
signal.

5, presence of steam in the duct when the humidifier valve is commanded open.
If valve is wide open and no steamis visibly exiting the humidifier grids
check to be sure all the isolation valves in the steam pipingcircuit are open,
the correct steam pressure is present at the humidifier grid and the steam
injection orifices of the humidifier grid are not plugged.
calibration of the EP converter or pneumatic positioner using the procedure
described in Scenario 1.

3.
4

*

21.5.3 Scenario 3

The zone’s temperature is too warm even thoughthe oulside air temperature isbelow 55°.
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Possible Causes

1,
2. The hal water valve is open beyondils appropriate position,

The mixing dampers are not modulating in the economizer mode,

Verify the
1
2.
3.

a

21.6
—

thermostat set point is positioned at the desired value.
unit sensors (mixed, outside, and return air) and the thermostat are calibrated.

economizer high limit control is operating properly and releasing the mixing
dampers fromtheir minimumposition when the zonecalls for cooling and
the outside air temperature is below the economizer highlimit set point.
smooth actuation and proper positionof final controlled devices with respect
to the thermostat’s outputsignal.
calibration of the pneumatic positioners or EP converters.

EXERCISES

Respond to the following statements, questions and problems completely and
accurately, using the system drawing in Figure 21,1.

i:

N

-

Whatis the probable response of the zone’s temperature control loop if the
afternoon temperature Increases from 50° (o 62° and the internal gains remain
constant?

Whatis the probable response of the zone's relative humidity control loop
when the outside air temperature increases to 62° and the outside air’s rela-
tive humidity increases from 35%to 55%?
Whatis the probable response of the zone’s temperature control loop as the
external heat losses through the walls and windows decrease throughout the
afternoon?

Acomplaint of a cold zone in a computer center is investigated, The occupant
states the temperature is usually comfortable for the first few hours in the
morning but the zone gets gradually cooler as the office becomes more pro-
ductive. The HVAC system appeared to be operating correctly until last week
when the office furniture was rearranged, The zone’s thermostat is now
directly above the laser printer.

The zone set point is 73°, the hot water valve, chilled water valve and mix-
ing dampers are properly positioned wilh respect to the thermostat's output
signal. The temperature indication on a desk thermometer shows 69° at the
occupant’s desk, That value is verified with an accurale thermometer. What
are some probable causes of the cold zone problem?
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5. A zone loses temperature control as the heat gains in the room increase, The
set point of the zone is 74° and the control point is 77°. The thermostat is gen-
erating the correct output signal to the EP converter. The EP is generating a 15
psi signal to the final controlled device actuators. The hot water valve is
closed, chilled water is available and the outside air damperis at its mini-
mun position, The chilled water valve is closed, What are some probable
causes of the high zone temperature problem?
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CHAPTER 22
  

Single Path, Constant Volume,
Multiple Zone Air Handling
Units With Reheat Coils

22.1

SINGLE PATH AIR HANDLING UNITS WITH REHEAT
COILS—MULTIPLE ZONE APPLICATIONS

Single zone, single path air handling units can only satisfy the thermal require-
ments of one zone. These units maintain the zones temperature set point by vary-
ing the capacity of its heating and cooling coils based upon the output signal of a
single thermostat. A single path air handling, unit can be modified to simultane-
ously serve the thermal requirements of multiple zones by installing a terminal
reheat coil in each zone. This coil adds heat to the cooler air supplied by the air
handling unit, varying its temperatureto satisfy the thermal requirements of the
zone. The reheat coil’s valve is modulated bya thermostat in response to changes
in the zone’s temperature.

In multiple zone applications of a single path air handling unit, all the zones
receiveair that has been conditioned to the same temperature andrelative humidity.
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The discharge air temperature is maintained at a value that balances the thermal
load of the zone experiencing the greatest covling load. This will be the zone whose
control point exceeds its set point by the largest amount. Using the zone with the
greatest cooling load to set the supply air’s temperature set point causes the air han-
dling unil to supplyairto all the remaining zones at a temperature that is too cool to
balance their thermal loads, The reheatcoils in these zones will add additional heat

to the supply air to maintain a balance between the energy discharged into the zone
and its thermal load.

 

CONTROL STRATEGY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SINGLE PATH,
SINGLE ZONE AIR HANDLING UNIT AND SINGLE PATH,
MULTIPLE ZONE AIR HANDLING UNIT APPLICATIONS

Single path, single zone air handling units that are configured to serve multiple
zones require additional control loops to simultaneously maintain a balance
between the various thermal loads that are occurring in eachot the zones.

22.2.1 Zone Temperature Control Differences

Each zone connected to the system requires its own temperature control loop con-
sisting of a thermostat (sensor and controller) and a normally open control valve
forits reheat coil, The thermostat modulates the reheat valve wheneverthe zone is

experiencing a heating load. During all other periods, the zone is operating in a
cooling mode and the thermostat’s output signal keeps the reheat valve closed.
This response differs from the single zone temperature control strategy described
in Chapter 21. In single zone applications, the air handling unit's heating and
cooling coil valves are modulated underall load conditions, not just during peri-
ods when the zoneis experiencing a heat load.

22,2.2 Supply Air Temperature Control Differences

Since the zone thermostat ina single path, multiple zone application is dedicated
to modulating a reheat valve, a supply (discharge) air temperature control loop
must be installed on the air handling unit. This control loop modulates. the air
handling unit's heating and cooling coil valves in response to the temperature of
the supply air. In non-dehumidilication configurations, the normally open heating
valve and the normally closed cooling valve are modulated in sequence using
posilioners, spring ranges or programming code. In dehumidification applica-
tions, each coil’s valve must be modulated independently using an additional
control loop to provide reheat capability.
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22.2.3 Mixed Air Temperature Control Differences

Anotherdifference between single zone and multiple zone applications of a single
path air handling unit is found in the manner in which the mixing dampers re
controlled, The mixed air temperature has its own controlI ~0p instead of being
sequenced with the hot and chilled water valves. The dedicated mixed air con-
troller also allows the system to incorporate the minimum position strategy based
upontemperature of the outside, return and mixed air strvais, :

22.2.4 Resetting Temperature Set Points
Based Upon a Related Variable

In single path multiple zone applications, theair handling unit's set points are
typically raised and lowered based upon another process variable. This strategy
improves the operating efficiency and controllability of the process, The auto-
mated altering of temperature set points is called reset, Whenever a set point
changes in the opposite direction to the change in the independentvariable, the
strategyis called reversereset. When the set pointand resetvariables change in the
samedirection, the strategyis called direct reset.

Process efficiencyis improved bythe reset strategy because the primary equip-
mentis able to take advantage of the reduction in load whenever the outside air
temperature becomes milder by reducing the temperature difference between the
control agent and theair’s temperature set points. Resetting the temperature set
points in single path applications minimizes the amountof reheat in the zones by
keeping the supply air temperature at the highest possible cooling set point. Reset-
ting set points also improves the controllability of the process by reducing the dif-
ferential between the control agent and controlled medium temperatures
encouraging the final controlled devices to modulating within the mid-range of
their actuator stroke, where their installed responseis relatively linear,
Outside Air Temperature Reset Outside air temperature is one of two reset
variables commonly used in reset strategies, In these schemes, the supply and
mixed air set points are reset to higher values as the outside air temperature
decreases. Conversely, as the outside air temperature increases, the mixed and
supply air temperature set points are lowered to provide the necessary level of
cooling required to offset the increase in heat gains.

Outsideair temperature resetstra tegy is based uponan open loop rela tionship
hetween changes external to the process andits load, Openloop reset uses a tem-
perature range (40 to 70°) of an extremelylarge thermal capacitance (the outdoor
alr volume) to vary the set point betweenits reset limits. Hydronic heating sys-
temsare typically configured so the hot water's temperatureis reverse reset, rais-
ing its set point as the outside air temperature decreases. The hat water
temperature controller can be calibrated so its set point is reset between 100° and
200°as the outside temperature decreases from 70° to 0°,

Zone Load Reset The thermal load of a zone can also be used as the indepen-
dent variable of a reset scheme in place of the outside air temperatiire. In this
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strategy, the outputsignals fromall (or a representative sample) of the zone ther-
mostats are compared to cach other, The greatest thermostat signal identifies the
zone with the greatest thermalload. The greatest thermostat signal is used to reset
the set points of theair handling unit's temperature processes. Note, itis the com-
parison between the thermostat output signals thal is used toreset the air handling
unil’s set points, not the zone femperatures. Since each zone can have ils own occu-
pant regulated set point, the temperatures cannot be used to determine which
zone is experiencing the greatest load. A zone may havea higher temperature due
toa higher thermostat set point and actually be experiencing the smallest load rel-
ative fo the other zones. For example, a zone with a set point of 70° and a control
point of 73° has a greater cooling load than a zone with a set point of 75° and a
control point of 75.2°. Therefore, it is the signal [rom the thermostat that is related
to the load in the zone, not its temperature.

Using the thermal loads of the zonestoresct the air handling unit's sel points is
better in some aspects than using the outside air temperature. Using zone loads
creates a closed loop reset strategy because the actual conditions in the building
are being evaluated. Recall from previous chapters, closing any loop with a feed-
back path increases the operating, efficiency of a process whileit also increases the
risk of introducing instability into the loop. Therefore, implementing reset based
upon the thermal loads of the zones increases the probability for instability in the
reset process. This risk is present because a small (5° maximum) change in the
zone's temperature is used to reset an AHUset point fromits low limit to its high
limit. This is equivalent to a high gain response in a proportional controller. In
small capacitance process applications, this five degree reset range will in all like-
lihoodbe too small to produce a stable resel response. To minimize the possibility
of oscillations in a zone load reset application, only the thermostat signals from
the larger thermal capacitance zones are used. Calculation periods can also be
implemented in DDC based applications that limit the numberof times per hour
the reset set point will be calculated, When commissioned correctly, closed loop
reset strategies are the preferred methodof air temperature reset.

Humidity Reset Reset strategies are also used (o vary relative humidity set
points of a zone, The rate of condensation on window surfaces is directly related
to the outside air temperature. This relationship makes the outside air tempera-
ture a logical choice for the independent variable in the reset strategy. A direct
reset strategy is used with humidifying processes to lower the zone’s humidity set
point as the outside air temperature decreases. By reducing the zone’s humidity
level, condensation on window surfaces and within wall cavities is reduced.

Reset Schedules Oneof the positive aspects of linear control systemsis that the
same basic formula is used to calculate all the responsesin the control loop. This
formula is also used lo develop the reset schedule of a process and bo calculate the
process set point based upon the current valueof the reset variable. As im all pro-
portional relationships, the change in the output responseis divided by the change
in the inpul response to determine the amountof change that occurs for each incre-
mental changein the input value. In reset strategies, the output response of the
equationis the changein the process set point and the input responseis the change
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in the reset variable (outside air temperature, zone load,ete,). Applying these rela-
tionships to a hot waterreset application, if the hot water set pointis reverse reset
from 180 to 110° based uponan outside air temperature change of 0 to 65°, the set
point will change — 1,1° for each one degree increase in the temperature of the out-
side air. The negative sign denotes a reverse reset relationship.

— (180-110) | — 70°
(65 — 0) 65”

= —1.1°change in the hot waterset poiné per 1° increase tit onside
air femperature

Ta determine the set point at a given outside air temperature, multiply the
change in the outside air temperature by thereset ratio.If the outside air tempera-
ture is 40”, the change in theset point equals:

_ — 11° set point40° x —
1° OA Temperature

= — 44°

; Add the change in the sel point from the value of the set point whenthe outside
air temperature is 0° to calculate the hot water set point.

180° — 44° = 136°

These calculations have the same format and calculaling procedures used in the
transfer function of a sensor. They are used to calibrate controllers that have two
inputs, one for the controlled variable and the other for measuring the reset vari-
able. When analyzing a loop that incorporates a reset schedule, the present set
point must be calculated using the reset formula before the controller can be eval-
uated for a proper response.

22.2.5 Tracking Supply and MixedAir Set Points

In single pathair handling unit applications that use separate control loops to mod-
ulate their mixing dampers and valves, the supply and mixed air temperature set
points are maintained equal to each other. This strategy permits the mixed air con-
trol loop to maintain the supply air temperature (single path) as long as possible,
minimizing the opening of the hot and chilled water valves, In applications that
incorporate reset strategies, the supply and mixed air temperature set points are
configured to frack (follow) each other. Tracking single path temperature set points
improves the system's energy utilizationefficiency in comparison to strategies that
use a fixed set point for the mixed air temperature loop and reset the supply air
temperature set point. Tracking allows the mixed air dampers to modulate to
achieve the supply air temperature set point whenever possible. This strategy also
keeps the hot water and chilled water valves closed as much as possible, minimiz-
ing. boiler and chiller operation, In applications where the mixed air set point is
maintained at a fixed value, the supply temperature control loop is required to
modulate oneofits valves to reduce the offset that exists as a consequence of the
different set points, expending energy that would otherwise not be needed.
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In systems with large fans or where the fan motor is located inside the duct, a
temperature rise occurs as the airstream passes throughthe fan blades and over
the motor. In these applications, a fixed temperature differential is applied to the
tracking set points to optimize processefficiency. Taking this temperature rise into
consideration, the mixed air set point is programmed to equal the supply air tem-
peratureset point minus a fixed differential of 2 to 5°, dependent upon the amount
of heat added by the fan and its motor As the cooler mixedair passes through the
fan, its temperature is raised to the supplyair temperature set point, improving
the efficiencies associated with the temperature control processes,

22.3

ee
ILLUSTRATION OF A SINGLE PATH, CONSTANT VOLUME, MULTI-
PLE ZONE AHU WITH REHEAT

This exampleillustrates the response of a dual fan, single path, constant volume,
multiple zone air handling unit with zone reheatcoils, The system has the follow-
ing contral loops in its control system:

1. Supply and return fan start/stop. 2, Mixed air temperature control.
3. Supplyair temperature contral. 4. Zone air temperature control.
5, Lowtemperature limit protection,

22.3.1 System Drawing

Asystem drawing for a single path multiple zone AHU is shownin Figure 22,1,

22.3.2 Sequence of Operation
The sequence of operation for the single path, multiple zone air handling umit
with zone reheat coils that is illustrated in Figure 22.1 is explained in this section.

Fan Start/Stop

The supply fan is commandedon basedipon a user defined occupancy schedule,
The return fan is electrically interlocked with the supply fan so they operate in
unison. Whenever the fans are off, the mixing dampers along with the hot and
chilled water valves are commandedto their normal position,

If either fan trips off due to the presence of a fault condition, the other fan's con-
trol circuit is also opened, disabling both fans. The mixing dampers along with the
hot and chilled water valves are commandedto their normal position.

Low Temperature Limit

Lf the low limit temperature device that is located downstreamof the hot water
coil measures a temperature below 36 °F, the supply fan ts commandedoff, dis-
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Figure 22.1 Single Path, Multiple Zone AHUwith Zone Reheat Coils

abling the return fan, The mixing dampers along with the hot and chilled water
valves are commanded to their normal position.

Mixed Air Temperature Control

The normally closed outside and exhaust air dampers along with the normally
open return air dampers are modulated to maintain the mixedair temperature set
point, The dampers are modulated ina mannerthat insures a minimum volume of
ventilation air enters the air handling unit wheneverthe building is occupied.

During periods when the supply air is being heated, the mixing dampers are
commanded to maintain their minimumposition flowrate based upon the tem-
peratures of the outside, return and mixed air streams, The minimum position
mixed air set point is calculated every 10 minutes to respond to changes in the out-
side or return air temperatures.

The economizer cycle begins as soon as the outside air dampers modulate
beyond their minimum position, As the mixed air temperature increases above its
set point, the direct acting controller response increases the signal to the damper
actuators, opening the outside and exhaust dampers beyondtheir minimum posi-
tion while proportionately closing the return air dampers.

Whenever the oulside air temperature exceeds the economizer high limit se!
point, the economizerstrategy is disabled and the mixing dampers are modulated
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to maintain their minimum position flowrate based upon temperature. Whenever
the temperature difference betweenthe outside and returnair streamsis less than
5°, the dampers are commandedto their minimum position by sending a 20%out-
put signal to their actuators.

Supply Air Temperature Control

The normally closed chilled water valve and the normally open hot water valve
are modulated in sequence to maintain the supply air temperature set point. As
the supply air temperature increases, the signal to both valves also increases,
modulating the hot waler valve closed and the chilled water valve open. A one
degree deadband is programmed into the valve response to prohibit the simulta-
neous heating and cooling of the airstream. The valve response is shownby the
graphin Figure22.2.

Supply and Mixed Air Temperature Set Point Reset

The supplyand return air temperature set points are reverse reset based upon the
zone experiencing the greatest cooling load, As its cooling load increases, the supply
air temperature set point decreases in accordance with the schedule showninFigure
22.3. The mixed air temperature set point is calculated to be 2° below the supply air
temperature set point to compensate for the addition of fan heal to the airstream.

Zone Temperature Control

The normally open hot water reheat valve is modulated to maintain the zone’s
temperature set point. As the zone temperature decreases, the signal from the
direct acting thermostat also decreases, modulating the valve toward its open

Variable Air Volume AHU Valve Response
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Figure 22.2 Single Path, Multiple Zone AHU Valve Resporse
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Reset Schedule
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Figure 22.3. Temperature Reset Sehedule and Graph

position, When the air handling unit fans are commandedoff, the reheat valve
continues to be modulated by the thermostat.

22.3.3 Steady State Process Conditions for the Single Path, Multiple
Zone Unit

Table 22.1 lists the current process conditions for the single path, multiple zone
unit with zone reheat coils that is shownin figure 22.1.

Table 22.1 STEADY STATE PROCESS CONDITIONS 

 

 

 

 

    
Process Set Point Control Porat FCD Position

Outside Air 67° DB
Conditions 55"%RH

Return Air 70° DB
Conditions 54% RH

Mixed Air Economizer a7* OA & EA “100% Open
Temperature 54.6° RA Damper 0% Open

Supply Air 56.6" 56,6° CHWS Valve po OpenTemperature HWSValveValve 1%Open
Temperatures

fone | 7 725° Hol Water 0% Open
Zone 2 74° m0 Reheat 5% Open
Zone 3* ron 7H Valves 0% Open

 
 

*highest cooling loacl
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22.4 4. The colder discharge air entering Zone 2 causes its temperature to drop and
Be the thermostat responds by decreasing its output signal, modulating its

PROCESS RESPONSES TO LOAD CHANGES

The following passageslist the probable responses of the air handling unil and
zone control loops io the described change ina process load.

22.4.1 Load Change 1

The temperature in Zone 3 increases in response to an increase in its internal heat
gains. (Note the changes betweenthe following response and that of a single zone
AHUresponse.)

Supply Air Temperature Process Response2

1, The thermostat in Zone 3 increases its output signal in response to the
increase in the zone’s load. The increase in the thermostat’s signal resets the
supplyair temperature set point from 56,6 to 54,5°,

2, The decrease in the supply air temperature set point increases the error
between the new supplyair set point (54.5°) and the previous contro) point
(56.6°), The supply air temperature controller responds to the error by
increasing its output signal to the chilled water valve, positioning it to
approximately 6open,

3. The increase in chilled water flaw through the coil absorbs more heat from
the airstream, decreases its temperabure to the newset point (54.5°) and the
loop stabilizes.

Mixed Air Temperature Process Response

1, The mixed air sel point decreases from 54.6 to 52,6? (2° for fan heat) in
response to the reset of the supply air set point from 56.6 to 54,5°,

2. The mixed air damper position is unaffected bythis change in set point. The
dampers remain at 100% ventilation position because the loop is still unable
to maintain its newset point with 67° outsideair and the outside air temper-
ature remains below the economizerhighlimit set point.

Zone Temperature Process Response

1. The thermostat in Zone 3 measures the increase in room temperature.
2, The control signal to its reheal valve increases so the hot water valve

remains closed.

3. The cooler supplyair temperature offsets the heat gain in Zone3, reducingits
temperature Lo its 75° set point.

220

reheat valve toward 20%open.
5. The colder air entering Zone 1 also causes its thermostat to reduce its output

signal, modulating its reheat valve toward 5% open because the control point
now exceeds the 1° degree deadbandof the thermostat.

22.4.2 Load Change 2

The outside air temperature increases from 67 to 71° while the thermal loads of the
zones remain at the levels achieved during Load Change1.

Minimum Position Process Response

1, The outside air sensor signals the system that the economizer high limitset
point has been exceeded. The mixing dampers are commanded to modulate
to their minimum position based upon the outside and returnair lempera-
tures because a minimum of 5° exists between the temperatures.

2. A new mixed air temperature set point is calculated every 10 minutes to
maintain a 25% minimumflowrate of ventilation air, The mixed air tempera-
ture controller algorithm modulates the dampers to maintain the mixed air
minimum position sel point of 76.25° based uponthe calculation: mixed air
set point = (0.25 * 71°) + (0.75 * 78°).

Zone Temperature Process Response

1. The increases in the outside air temperature caused an increase in the quan-
tity of heal transferred into each of the zones through their walls, windowsand roof.

2. A thermal response similar to that in Load Change I occurs as the coolingload increases in Zone 3.

3. Although Zone1 and Zone 2 experience an increase in their cuoling load as a
result of the increase in the outside air temperature, the temperature of the air
entering their zones also decreases after being reset based upon the increased
load in Zone 3. The position of the reheat valves in Zone 1 and Zone 2 is a
function of the net effect of these two changes.

Supply Air Temperature Process Response

1, Anincreasing signal from the thermostat in Zone 3 resets the supply air tem-
perature set point. Since the mixing dampers were commanded to minimum
position, they cannot be modulated to offset some of the increase require-
ments of the mechanical cooling system.

2. The decrease in the supply air temperature set point increases the offset
betweenthe supply air set point and its control point. The su pply air temper-
ature controller increases the output signal to the chilled water valve, posi-
tioning if closer toits 100%open position,
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3. The increase in chilled water flow through the coil decreases the temperature
of the mixed air passing across the cooling coil. The loop stabilizes once the
control point equals the newset point.

22.4.3 Load Change 3

Theoutside air temperature decreases from 67 to Gl)”

Mixed Air Temperature Process Response

1, The drop in outside air temperature below the economizer high limit set
point enables the economizer cycle and the mixing dampers are allowed to
modulate open beyond their minimum position.

2. Since the outside air temperature exceeds the mixedair temperature set point
(58°), the outside and exhaust dampers modulate to 100% open and the
return air dampersclose. The air passing through the mixing dampers equals
the outside air temperature of61°.

Supply Air Temperature Process Response

1. The reduction in the cooling load in Zone 3 resets the supply air set point to
60°.

2. The increasein the supplyair set point to 60° causes the cooling valve to mod-
ulate toward its closed posilion because the outside air dampers are 100%
open and the 60° outside air temperature satisfies most of the load, The
chilled water valve is modulated to remove the heat added bythe supply fan.

Zone Temperature Process Response

1. Decreases in outside air temperature reduce the heat transterred into the
zones through their walls, windows and roof. The reduction in the cooling
load of Zone 3 resets the supply and mixed air temperature set points.
Theloads in the Zones 1 and 2 also decrease. The increase in the supply air
temperature that results from the resetting of the temperature set points off-
sets the lower zone loads and their thermostats may or maynot call for addi-
tional reheat.

=

22.5
ar

ANALYSIS OF A SINGLE PATH, MULTIPLE ZONE AIR HANDLING
UNIT WITH ZONE REHEAT

22.5.1 Scenario 1

The zone’s temperature is too warm even thoughthe air handling unitis operat-
ing ina cooling mode.
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Possible Causes

1, Chilled water is not available at proper quantity or quality to satisfy theload.

2. The zone's reheat valveis stuck open or leaking byits seat,
3. The supply air flowrate into the zoneis restricted.

Verify the

1, thermostat's set point is actually placed at the desired setting.
2. thermostat is properly calibrated. Verily calibration by performing the fol

lowing procedure:
a, Measure temperature al the thermostat’s location.
b. Adjust the thermostat’s set point so it equals the measured temperature.
c, Measure the thermostat’s oulpul signal.
d, Calibrate the thermostat’s output signal bias until it is equal to the maxi-

mum value of the reheat valve's spring range. At this value the reheat
valveis closed when the zone temperature equalsils set point.
Place the thermostal’'s set point equal to the desired zone temperature
and let the loop stabilize,

f. Adjust the thermostat’s proportional gain to achieve an initial quarter
amplitude decay response to a step change of 45°.

3. the reheat valve is correctly positioned. Measure the output ofthe thermustat
lo compare it to the signal arriving at the reheat valve’s actuator. Lower the
thermostat set point to its minimum value, Check the position of the hot
water valve, it should be 100% closed. Determine if the valve is leaking
through by momentarily closing the isolation ball valves oneither sideof the
coil and monitoring the temperature of the air downstreamof the reheat coil,
if everything appears in order, analyze the control loops on the air handlingunit.

supply air flowrate into the zone is at design level. If the AHU filters or coil
surfaces are dirty, the volume flowrate of conditioned air will decrease, creat-
ing temperature control problems.If the problemis only in one zone, check to
see if its reheat coil is dirty or Lhat a fire damperis not closed upstream of the
zone’s diffusers,

calibration and response of the supply air temperature sensor,
Verify sensor calibration by performing the following procedure for prewmaticSensors:

a. Measure the control point using an instrument ofverifiable accuracy.
b, Measure the output signal of the sensor.
c. Using the sensor’s transfer function, calculate the sensor's output signal

using the value measured with the accurate instrument.
d. Comparethe calculated output signal value with the measured output

signal value. If they are close, the sensoris calibrated. If they differ more
than 2%, calibrate or replace the sensor

8
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Verify sensor calibration by performing the following procedure for DDCsensors;

a. Measure the control point using an instrument ofverifiable accuracy.
b. Read the value of the point displayed on the DDC panel.
c. Compare the measured value with the displayed value. If they are within

2% of eachother, the sensor is calibrated, If they differ more than 2%, and
the sensor has a signal converter, calibrate the sensor. If the sensor does
not have a signal converter, place a compensation termin the database to
correct the error or replace the sensor.

6. calibration of the supply air temperature controller by performing the follow-
ing procedure:
a. Initiate a step change in the set pointof the process.
b. Evaluate the controller’s response using the procedures outlined in

Chapter 12.
c. If the steady state error is too large, increase the controller's gain.
d. Ifthe response is unstable, reduce the controller's gain.
e. Ifthe processis difficult to stabilize, make adjustments to the output sig-

nal bias and evaluate the response,
7. calibration of any signal converters or positioners using the manufacturer's

instructions or the procedure tn Chapter 21.
8 controller’s output signal is present at the valve actuators and that the valvesPp

are correctly positioned. Verify that the valves can stroke from 0% to LOO%
without binding.

9. quality and quantity of the chilled water al the air handling
unit, If the chilled water is too warm, the chiller control system must be
evaluated.

10, calibration of the mixed air temperature controller by performing, the follow-
ing procedure:
a. Determine if the dampers should be operating in economizer modeor at

minimumposition,If the outside air temperature exceeds the economizer
highlimit set point, the dampers should be modulating to maintain min-
imumposition flowrate,

b. If the dampers are under mimimumposition control, measure the return,
mixed and outside air temperatures to determine the quantity of air being
brought in,

c. If the dampers are in minimumposition but not modulating to maintain
the correct flowrate of ventilation air, check the formula used to calculate

the minimum position sel point, or in pneumatic systems, adjust the min-
imum position regulator until the correct mixed air temperature corre-
spondingto the correct ventilationrate appears.

d. After validating the reset set ports are correct, initiate a step change in
the set point of the process to evaluate the controller's response,
Evaluate the controller’s response using the procedures outlined in
Chapter 12.
lf the steady state erroris too large, increase the controller's integral gain.

2
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g. If the response is unstable, reduce the controller’s proportionalgain.
li. If the processis difficult to stabilize, make adjustments to the output sig-

nal bias and evaluate the response,
i, Verify that the controller output signal is present at the mixing damper

actuators and the dampers are correctly positioned. Calibrate any signal
converters or positioners using the manufacturer’s instructions or the
procedure in Chapter 21-

22.5.2 Scenario 2

The chilled water temperature control loop is calibrated correctly but the supply
air temperature control loop cannot maintain the supply air temperature set paint.

Possible Causes

1.
2.
3,

The chilled water valve is not opening all the way.
Thechilled wateris not arriving at the coil at correct quantity or quality.
The latent heat load from outside air is overloading the capacity of the coil.

Verify the
1.

us

controller's output signal is arriving at the chilled water valve's actuator.If it
isand the valveis not opening, determineif the actuator’s diaphragm is leak-
ing control air causing the actuator to stay in normalposition.

. filters or the chilled water coil are not dirty, limiting air flow through the air
handling unit. Correct any abnormal condition,
chiller, condensing unit and associated pumps have been enabled and are
operating, Check the pump couplings and fan belts. Check the condensing
unit for proper cooling operation and clean fins. Check cooling tower spray
nozales for scale buildup.
loss of sensible heat capacity may be due to an abnormal increase in latent
heat load ofthe ventilationair. If the mixing dampersare still operating in an
economizer cycle, the high limit set point should be lowered, commanding
the dampers to minimumposition.

22.5.3 Scenario 3

All of the zones are too warm whenthe outside air temperature is 65°.

Possible Causes
1.
2.

There is no chilled water available.
There is insufficient air flawrate into zone.

Since all the zones are warm, the problem is most likely the result of an air han-
dling unit or chiller malfunction.
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Verify the

Ne
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-

22.6
—

operation of the chilled water system as described in Scenario2,
supply and mixed air temperatures appear correct based upon the current
loadt.

air flowthroughthe distribution system. Although the fans may appear to be
operating correctly, there will be insufficient flow through the main duct.
both fans are operating, their belts are tight and all fire dampers are open.
Verity that they are rotating in the correct direction. lf a fan ts inoperative due
to broken belts, current overload or manually turned off, all the zones will
warm up.

EXERCISES

Respond to the following statements, questions and problems completely and
accurately, using the system drawing in Figure 22.1.

1.
Whatis the response of a zone’s temperature control loop if the set point of
the hot water supplying the reheat coil increases 15° in response to a decrease
in the outdoor air temperature but the zone’s load remains relatively con-
slant? Explain your answer.
What would be the entire system's response if a heat generating appliance
was placed below one of the zone’s thermostats? Explain your answer.
Whatis the response of the air handling unit and zone temperature control
systems when the air handling unit's low temperature limit trips during
occupied operation? Explain your answer.
Calculate the minimumposition set point for the mixed air temperature con-
trol loop whenthe return air temperature is 73.5", the outside air temperature
is 25.2 and 15%of the air entering the zone must be ventilation air.
a. Wow much ventilation air is entering an air handling unit that serves

non-smoking offices if the outside air temperature is 42°, return air tem-
perature is 74.3° and the mixed air temperature is 60,4°?

b. If the ASHRAErequirement for these zones is 18%, whal are the energy
ramifications of the present minimum position calibration? Explain youranswer,

A hot water converter system has thefollowing reset schedule. Determine the
set point of the hot water control loop when the outside temperature is 30°,
50)and 40°.

OA Temperature HW Set Poimt
—10" 200"
70" 120°
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7. Azone humiditycontro! loop has the following reset schedule. Determinethe
sel point of the humidifier control loop when the outside temperatureis 0°,
20° and 40°,

OA Temperature Humidity Set Point
—10° 30%
50° 50%
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VARIABLE AIR VOLUMESYSTEMS

Manynewer building HVAC designs incorporate single path, variable volumeair
handling units in their mechanical systems. These systems have replaced the con-
stant volume units previously used for multiple zone applications. Variable air
volumesystems vary the volute flowrate of conditioned air entering a zone in
response to its thermal load. As the cooling loaddecreases, the flowrate ofair
entering the zone also decreases because a smaller volumeof supplyairis all that
is needed to maintain the balance with the zone's thermal load, The supply air
temperature is typically held between50 and 60°, making these primarily cooling
air handling units. :

Variable volume air handling units are more energy efficient than the single
path constant volume systems they replace. Varying the flowrate of the supply
and return air streams reduces the amountof electrical energy required to operate
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the system’sfans. The supply and return fans in constant volume systems are sized
to supply the volumeof air that will be needed to satisfy the design cooling load
of each zoneasifit occurredat the sametime on design day, Althoughcorrect, this
procedure over-sizes the fans because each zone will not experienceits full oad at
the same time. This design wastes fan power throughout the entire year, It also
substantially increases the reheat requirements of the system because larger quan-
tities of cool air must be warmedbeforethey are discharged intoa partially loaded
zone. Reset strategies are implemented to improve the thermal efficiency of con-
stant volume systems but these strategies do not improve the fan's energy utiliza-
tion efficiency.

Vanable volume designs responds to the diversity of a building's cooling loads.
Diversity describes the shifting load characteristic of multiple zone systems. In
reality, the cooling load shifts from the east side of the building in the late morn-
ing, to the southside in the afternoon, followed bythe west side in the evening. A
properly designed VAV system will take advantage of this diversity of its load
protile by shifting the volume of cool air frompartially loaded zones to those with
higher loads. This strategy reduces the initial size requirements. of the system’s
fans and (he amountof reheat required in the partially loaded zones.

23.1.1 Variable Air Volume - Variable Air Temperature Systems

Whenfirst developed, VAVsystems were designed to operate with a fixed supply
air temperature set point. Thermal load balancing was accomplished through the
variable air volume control of a fixed temperature airstream. This strategy was
Opposite to that used in constant volume systems where the flowrate was kept
constant and its temperature varied. Reset strategies were introduced into con-
stant volume systems to improve Operational efficiency and controllability of the
processes, Current VAV designs also incorporate set point reset. ln similarity with
constant volume systems, temperature reset is implernented in the supply and
mixed air femperature processes to maintain a set point that satisfies the zone
with the highest cooling load,

The name variable air volume and temperature (VAVT) was initially used to dif-
ferentiate between the system configurations that applied reset and those that did
not. VAVis now generally used to describe either system. The advantages gained
by resetting supply and mixed air set points are the same as those described in the
previous chapters. Altering the air temperatures as a funchon of outside air tem-
perature or zoneload reduces the amount of cooling and reheating that must be
performed throughout the system. It also improves the controllability of the
process byrequiringthe final controlled devices to modulate near their mid-stroke
position. Combining the operational saving generated by the reductions of fan
power and reheat requirements along with the improved. control of valves and
dampers have made VAY systems the current choice of mechanical system in new
building designs andretrofit applications.

To convert a single path, constant volume air handling unit a multiple zone sys-
tem, a means of varying the fan's capacity must be added to the air handling unit
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VARIABLE AIR VOLUME SYSTEMS

Many newer building HVAC designs incorporate single path, variable volumeair
handling units in their mechanical systems. These systems havereplaced the con-
stant volume units previously used for multiple zone applications. Variableair
volume systems vary the volume flowrate of conditioned air entering a zone in
response to its thermal load, As the cooling load decreases, the flowrate of air
entering the zone also decreases because a smaller volume of supply air is all that
is needed to maintain the balance with the zone’s thermal load. The supply air
temperature is typically held between 50 and 60°, making these primarily cooling
air handling units,

Variable volume air handling units are more energy efficient than the single
path constant volume systems theyreplace. Varying the flowrate of the supply
and rehirn air streams reduces the amountof electrical energyrequired to operate
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the system’s fans, The supply and returnfans in constant volume systemsare sized
to supply the volume ofair that will be needed to satisfy the design cooling load
of each zoneas if it occurred at the same time on design day. Although correct, this
procedure over-sizes the fans because each zone will not experienceits full load at
the same time. This design wastes fan power throughout the entire year, lt also
substantially increases the reheat requirements of the system because larger quan-
tities of cool air must be warmed before they are discharged intoa partially loaded
zone. Reset strategies are implemented to improve the thermal efficiency of con-
stant volume systems but these strategies do not improve the fan's energy utiliza-
tionefficiency.

Variable volume designs responds to thediversity of a building's cooling loads,
Diversity describes the shifting load characteristic of multiple zone systems. In
reality, the cooling load shifts from the east side of the building in the late morn-
ing, to the southside in the afternoon, followed bythe westside in the evening. A
properly designed VAV system will take advantage of this diversity of its load
profile by shifting the volume ofcool air from partially loaded zones to those with
higher loads. This strategy reduces the initial size requirements of the system's
fans and the amount of reheat required in the partially loaded zones,

23.1.1 Variable Air Volume - Variable Air Temperature Systems
Whenfirst developed, VAV systems were designed lo operate with a fixed supply
air temperature set point, Thermal load balancing was accomplished through (he
variable air volume control of a fixed temperature airstream, This strategy was
opposite to that used in constant volume systems where the flowrate was kept
constant and its temperature varied. Reset stratecies were introduced into con-
stant volume systems to improve operationalefficiency and controllability of the
processes. Current VAV designs also incorporate set point reset. In similarity with
constant volume systems, temperature reset is implemented in the supply and
mixed air temperature processes to maintain a set point that satisfies the zone
with the highest cooling load.

The namevariable air volume and temperature (VAVT) was Initially used to dif-
ferentiate between the system configurations that applied reset and thosethat did
not. VAV is now generally used to describe cither system. The advantages gained
by resetting supply and mixedairset points are the sameas those described in the
previous chapters. Altering the air temperatures as a function of outside air tem-
perature or zone load reduces the amountof cooling and reheating that must be
performed throughout the system. It also improves the controllability of the
process by requiring the final controlled devices to modulate near their mid-stroke
position. Combining the operational saying generated by the reductions of fan
power and reheat requirements along with the improved control of valves and
dampers have made VAV systems the current choice of mechanical system in new
building designs andretrofit applications.

To convert a single path, constant yolumeair handling unit a multiple zone sys-
tem, a means of varying the fan’s capacity must be added to the air handling unit
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and VAV terminal boxes must be installed in each zone. VAV boxes have a control

damperlocated in the primary airstream to alter the volume of air being dis-
charged into the zone. As a zone’s cooling load decreases, the damper modulates
toward its minimum position to maintain a balance between the energy dis-
charged into the zone andits current load, If a zone’s winter design cooling load is
calculated to be lower thanthe energy entering the zone when the VAVboxisatits
minimum position, a reheat coil can be installed at the outlet of the VAV box. This
coil supphes additional heal to the zone during periods of light thermal load.
Perimeter baseboard convectors can be used in place of or to supplement a termi-
nal reheat coil to provide the necessary heat.

 

ILLUSTRATION OF A SINGLE PATH, VARIABLE VOLUME,
MULTIPLE ZONE AHU WITH REHEAT

This exampleillustrates the response of a dual fan, single path, variable volume,
multiple zone air handling unit with VAV box reheat coils, The systemhas thefol-
lowing control loops in its control system:

2, Supply fan volume control.
4. Mixed air temperature control.
6. Zone air temperature control.

_
. Supply and return fan start/stop,

Return fan volume control,

. Supply air temperature control.
Low temperature limit protection.

-

a

23.2.1 System Drawing

A system drawing for a single path, variable air volume AHU is shown in
Figure 23.1.

23.2.2 Sequence of Operation

The sequence of operation for the variable air volume, multiple zone air handling
unit with terminal box reheat coils that is illustrated in Figure 23.1 is explained inthis section.

{Note: because of the similarities between nuultiple zone air handling systems,
manyof the following sequences of operation are identical to those found in the
constant volume, multiple zone unit described in the previous chapter.)

Fan Start/Stop

The supply fan is commanded on and off based upon a user defined occupancy
schedule. The return fan is electrically and softwareinterlocked with the supply
fan so they operate in unison. Wheneverthe fansare off, the mixing dampers along
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Figure 23.1 Variable Aiy Volume Air Handling Unit

with the hot and chilled water valves are conimanded to their normal position, The
modulating signal to both variable frequencydrivesis also commanded to 0%.

IF either fan trips off dueto the presenceof a fault condition, the other fan's con-
trol circuit is also opened, commanding it off, The mixing dampers along with the
hat and chilled water valves are commandedto their narmal position, The modu-
lating signal to both variable frequency drivesis also commanded ta 0%.

Low Temperature Limit

If the low limit temperature device that is located downstream of the hot water
coil measures a temperature below 36 °F, the supply and return fans are com-
mandedoff. The mixing dampers along with the hot and chilled waterval ves are
commanded to their normal position. The modulating signal to both variable fre-
quency drives is also commandedto 0%. .

Mixed Air Temperature Control

The normally closed outside and exhaust air dampers along with the normally
Open return air dampers modulate to maintain the mixed air temperature set
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point. The mixing dampers are modulated to insure a minimum volume of vents
lation air enters the unit whenever the building is occupied.

During periods of when the AHU is in a heating mode (except during warm-
up), the mixing dampers are commanded to maintain their minimum position
based upon the temperaturesof the outside, return and mixed air streams. A new
minimum position mixed air set point is calculated every 10 minutes to respond to
changesin the outside or return air temperatures,

The economizer cycle begins as soon as the outside air dampers modulate
beyond their minimum position. As the mixed air temperature increases aboveits
set point, a direct acting controller response increases the signal to the damper
actuators, opening the outside and exhaust dampers beyond their minimum posi-
tion while proportionately closing the return air dampers.

After the outside air temperature exceeds the ceconomizer highlimit set point,
the economizerstrategy is disabled and the mixing dampers are modulated to
maintain their minimumposition based upon temperature. Whenever the temper-
ature difference between the outside and return air streams is less than 5°, the

dampers are commanded to their minimum position by sending a 20% output sig-
nal to their actuators.

Supply Air Temperature Control

The normally closed chilled water valve and the nommally open hot water valve
are modulated in sequence to maintain the supply air temperature set point. As
the supply air temperature increases, the signal to both valves also increases,
modulating the hot water valve closed and the chilled water valve open. A one
degree deadband is programmedinto the valve sequence to prohibit the simulta-
neous heating and cooling of the air stream. The valve response is shown by the
graph in Figure 23.2.
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Figure 23.2 Variable Air Volume AHU Valve Response
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Supply and Mixed Air Temperature Set Point Reset

The supply and mixed air temperature set points are reverse reset based upon
the outside air temperature. As the outside air temperature increases, the tem-
etre set points decrease in accordance with the schedule shown in Fi pure

Supply Air Volume Control

The supply air fan's variable frequency driveis modulated to maintain the Sup
ply duct static pressure at a set point of 1.2 inches of water. As the static pres-
sure in the supply cluct increases in response to someof its VAV zone boxes
throttling toward their minimum position, the reverse acting output signal
from the controller decreases, reclucing the fan's rotational speed, capacity and
power consumption.

Return Air Fan Control

The return fan's variable frequency drive is modulated to maintain the return air
volume flowrate equal to the current supply air volume minus the fixed exhaust
requirements of the building. In response to an increase in the supply air volume
flowrate, a new return air volume set point és calculated. The reverse acting return
fan controller increases its signal to the drive, increasing the speed of the return
fan's motor, to generale a higher return air flowrate,

Zone Temperature Control

The VAV box damper and reheatvalve are modulated in sequence lo maintain the
zone’s temperature at set point, As the cooling load in the zone decreases, the VAV

Reset Schedule

Outside Air etre Ar
Temperature pepsrany

30° 65°
BO! 5a"

Reset Graph
= 65° This is 2
e “h Reverse
a Resetlication
& se is

30° 60

Outside Air Temperature

Figure 23.3 Tempetature Reset Schedule and Graph
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23.3

box damper is modulated toward its minimum volume position, [f the zone tem-
perature continues to decrease below its set point, the VAV damper remainsat its
minimumposition and the normally open hot water valve is modulated to main-
tain the zone temperature set point. When the fans are commanded off, the VAV
damper and the reheat valve continue to be positioned by the zone’s thermostat.

23.2.3 Steady State Process Conditions for the Variable Air Volume,

Single Path, Variable Volume, Multiple Zone Air Handling Units With Reheat Coils 437 

Multiple Zone Unit
Table 23.1 lists the current process conditions for the variable air volume, multiple
zone unit with terminal box reheat coils that is shown in Figure 23.1

Table 23.1 STEADY STATE PROCESS CONDITIONS 
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PROCESS RESPONSES TO LOAD CHANGES

The following passages list the probable responses of the air handling unit and
zone control loopstothe described change in a process load.

  

 

23.3,1 Load Change 1

The zone cooling loads decrease as most equipment is turned off and the occu-
pantsleave the office to go to lunch,

Zone Temperature Process Response

1. The thermostats respond to the recluction in their zone temperatures as the
cooling load decreases.

2. The control signal from the zone thermostats to ther VAV box controllers
decrease, modulating the control dampers in zones 1,8 and 9 toward their
30%, 40% and 50% open positions respectively, The damper in zone 2 remains
at its minimumposition and its reheat valves opens toward 15% tooffset the
increase in its heating load.

Supply Air Static Pressure Process Response

1. The cooling loads in many of the building's zones decrease. Their thermostats
modulate their VAV box dampers to reduced flowrate positions.

2. The decrease in the supply air flowrate requirements produces anincrease in
static pressure of the air in the supply cluct,

3. The supply air static pressure controller decreasesits oulput signal to the sup-
ply fan VED, reducing the frequencyof the power supplied to the motor,

4. The reduction in power frequency decreases the motor’s rotational speed,
lowering the static pressure in the supply duct backto its set point.

Return Air Flowrate Process Response

1. The return air volume control algorithm subtracts the fixed exhaust require
ments of the building from the new supplyair flowrate to determine the new
return air flowrate set point.

2. The decrease in the flowrate set point causes the return air volume controller
to reduce the return air fan's drive frequency thereby decreasing the volume
of air drawn back from the zones and re-establishing the balance between the
supply fan's capacity, fixed building exhaust and thereturn fan volume,

Supply Air Temperature Process Response

1, The outside air temperature remains constant so the supply air temperature
set point also remained the same (55°).

2. The decrease in the supply air volume reduces the air flowrate across the
chilled watercoil. This reduction in mass [lowing across the heat transfer sur-
faces permits the coil to transfer more heat from each pound ofair, producing
a reduction tn the supplyair temperature.
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3. The supply air temperature controller responds by reducing its output sig-
nal, modulating the chilled water valve from 58% open towardits 45% open
position.

4. The decrease in chilled water flow through the coil increases the supply air
temperature back to its set port.

MinimumPosition Process Response

1, The mixing dampers remain at their minimum position. The dampers modu-
late to maintaina flowrate of 4000 cfm passing throughtheoutside air dampers
as measured by the flow measuring station located in the outsideair duct.

23.3.2 Load Change 2
The chilled water temperature increases in response to an increase in the outside
air temperature from 75 to 92 °F,

Supply Air Static Pressure Process Response

1, The outside air temperature exceeds the summer design temperature by 2°,
2, The exterior zone VAV boxes are positioned nearly 100%open, the maximum

design flowrate as calibrated in the box’s volume controller,
3, With manyof the boxes calling for their maxinnim flowrate, the signal to the

supply fan VFD commandsthe fan to 93%of its maximum speed in order to
mainiain the supply duct static pressure set pomt.

Return Air Flowrate Process Response

1. The return volume control loop subtracts the fixed exhaust volume of the
building from the increase in the supply air flowrate to calculateits new vol-
umeset pomt.

2, The increase in flowrate set point causes the control loup toincreaseits drive
signal to 95%, increasing the volume of air drawn back fromthe zones,

Mixed Air Temperature Process Response

1. Theoutside air temperature still exceeds the economizer high limit set point,
causing the mixing dampers to continue to modulate to their minimum posi-
tion. The mixing dampers are modulated to maintain a flowrate of 4000 cfm
passing through the outside air dampers as measured by the outside air flow
measuring station,

Supply Air Temperature Process Response

1. The outside air temperature exceeds the summer design Llemperature by 2".
2. The supply air temperature set point is 4° and fhe control point is 57°,
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3. The chiller and its associated components are operating above the design
temperature, reducing their capacity. The chilled water valve is wide open
and the loop is operating owl ofcontrol.

Zone Temperature Process Response

1, The thermostats measure the increase in their zone temperature caused by
design load heat gains.

2. The increase in the external heat pains in the exterior zones, coupled with the
higher supply air temperature cause these zone dampers to modulate to their
maximum open position. The interior zones respond to the increase in the
supply air temperature by opening their dampers, increasing the flowrate of
supply air into the zone.

23.3.3 Load Change 3

Theoutside air temperature decreases to from92 to 55° by the end of the second shift

Zone Temperature Process Response

1, The zone thermostats measure a decrease in temperature that accompanies
the decrease in outsideair temperature.

2. The decrease in the external heat gains in the exterior zones, coupled with the
increase in the supply air temperature determines the position of the box
dampers and their reheat coil valves.

3. Theinterior zones are not affected by (he change in the outside air tempera-
ture. These zones respond to the increase in the supply air temperature by
modulating their dampers to a more open position, increasing the flowrateinto the zone.

Supply Air Static Pressure Process Response

1, The decrease in outside air temperature reduces the heat gains within the
exterior zones and their boxes modulate toward their minimum position.

2. The decrease in the VAV box discharge air flowrate causes thestatic pressure
in the supply duct to increase, The response of the supply air static pressure
loop is the same as described in Load Change 1. The controller modulates the
supply fan's capacity to a reduced value to balanceits output with the zone
requirements.

Return Air Flowrate Process Response

1. The return air flowrate control loop subtracts the fived exhaust volume of
the building from the reduced supply ait flowrate to calculate its new vol-
umesel point.
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2. The reduction in volumeflowrate set point of the return air system causes the
return fan control loop to decreaseits drive frequency, reducing the volume of
air drawn back from the zones to maintain the balance between the supply,
fixed exhaust and return air volumes.

Mixed Air Temperature Process Response

a. The decrease in outside air temperature enables the mixing damper econo-
mizer cycle. The dampers modulate to maintain the mixed air temperature
sel point.

b. The decreasing outside air temperature resets the supply and mixed air tem-
perature set points from54 to 55.8",

c. The newmixed air temperature set point is 55.8" and the outside air tempera-
ture is 55° so the outside air dampers are positioned nearly 100% open.

Supply Air Temperature Process Response

1. The decrease in) outside air lemperature reverse resets the supply air temper-
ature set point from 54 to 55.8".

2, The decrease in the supply air volume coupled with the increase in the sup-
ply air temperature set point generates a response that closes the chilled
water valve. Since the mixed air temperature control loop is operating in an
economizer mode and the outside air temperatureis less than the supply air
temperature set point, all cooling energy is provided by the outsideair.

23.4
—

ANALYSIS OF A SINGLE PATH, VARIABLE VOLUME AIR
HANDLING UNIT WITH REHEAT

23.4.1 Scenario 1

There are annoying whistling noises at entrance doors of the building,

Possible Causes

1. Several fixed exhaust fans in the building are not operating.
2. Either the supply or the return fan is not operating correctly.
3. The supply and return fan flowrates are nol tracking correctly,

Verify the

1. operation of the fixed exhaust fans. All should be functioning with their
dampers open, belts tight and screens unobstructed. If these fans are not
operating properly, the supply air fan will over-pressurize the building. The
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4.

5.

 

excess air escapes through exterior doors and windowscreating a whistlingnoise,

supply and return fans are operating correctly, fan belts intact and under the
proper tension, inlets and outlets to the fan are free of obstructions and blades
are clean.

operation and calibrationof the supplyair static pressure sensor by perform-
ing the following procedure: .
Verify sensor calibration by performing the following procedurefor pnewnalte seisors:

a. Measure the control point using an inclined manometeror other pressure
measuring instrument with verifiable accuracy.

b. Measure the output signal of the sensor.
c. Using the sensor's transfer function, calculate the sensor's output signal

using the value measured with the accurateinstrument,
d. Compare the calculated output signal value with the measured output

signal value. If they are close, the sensoris calibrated. If they differ more
than 2%, calibrate or replace the sensor, :

Verify sensory calibration by performing the following procedure for DDCsensors:

a. Measurethe control point using an inclined manometer or other pressure
measuring instrument withverifiable accuracy.

b. Read the value of the point displayed on the DDC panel,
ce. Compare the measured value with the displayed value.If they are within

2% of each other, the sensor is calibrated.If they differ more than 2'%, cal-
ibrate the static pressure sensor's signal converter.

calibration of the supply air static pressure controller by performing the fol-
lowing procedure:
a. Initiate a 0.2 inch step change in the set pointof the process.
b. Evaluate the controller's response using the procedures outlined in

Chapter 12.
c. If the steady stale error takes too long to dissipate, increase the con-

troller’s integral gain.
d. If the responseis unstable, reduce the controller's proportional gain.
e. If the processis difficult to stabilize, make adjustments to the output sig-

nal bias and evaluate the response.
calibration and operation of the air flow measuring stations by performing
the following procedure:
a. Measure the volumeofair flow through the air measuring stations when

the fan is commanded to 100% flow using a pitot traverse or similar
method. Enter these values into the DDC database,

b. Calibrate the signal converters on the flow measuring stations so their
outpul signal is equal to the upperlimit of its range whenthefanis oper-
ating at full capacity,

c. ‘Turn the systemfans off and ero the signal converters so they output the
lower limit value of the converter’s output signal when there is no air
flawing through the system,
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6. calibration and response of the return air Howrate controller by performing
the following procedure:
a. Initiate a step change in the flowrate set point of the process.
b. Evaluate the controller's response using the procedures outlined in

Chapter 12.
If the steady state error takes loo long to dissipate, increase the con-
troller’s integra! gain,

d. If the response is unstable, reduce the controller's proportionalgain.
e. Ifthe process is difficult ta stabilize, make adjustments to the output sig-

nal bias and evaluate the response.
controllers output signals are present at their fan’s final controlled device.
Check to see if the VFD (or inlet vanes) modulate from 0%to 100% without

problems. Verify the calibration of any signal converters or positioners using
the manufacturer's instructions or the procedure in Chapter 21.

C

x

If whistling still persists, adjust thefixed exhaust value entered into the DDC con-
troller until the noise goes away. The returnair volumeshould always be less than
the supply air volume to maintain a slight positive pressure within the building.

23.4.2 Scenario 2?

Oneof the building's zones is too warm even thoughits thermostatis calling for
full cooling.

Possible Causes

a. There is no chilled water available from the chiller.
b, There is insufficient air flowinto zone,

c. The reheat valve is open or leaking byits seat.

Note: since only one zone is warm, the problemis most likelyin that zone instead
of with any air handling unit processes.

Verify the

1. the correct air flowrate is entering the zone.If reheatcoil's surface is plugeed,
a fire damperis closed or the VAV box control damperis closed, the volume
flowrate of cool air will decrease, creating lermperature control problems,
thermostat’s set point is actually placed at the desired setting.
thermostat is properly calibrated. Verily calibration by performing the tol-
lowing procedure;
a, Measure temperatureat the thermostat’s location,
b, Adjust the thermostat's set point so it equals the measured temperature.
c. Measure the thermostat’s output signal.
d. Calibrate the thermostat’s output signal bias until it is equal to the mini-

mum value of the VAV damper's operating range. At this value the

wr
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damper is at minimum position and the VAV box reheat valve 1s closed
whenthe zone temperature equals its set point.

e. Place the thermostat's set point equal to the desired zone temperature
and let the loop stabilize.

{, Adjust the thermostat's proportional gain to achieve an initial quarter
amplitude decay response to a step change of +5",

g. Measure the output of the thermostat to compareit to the signal arriving
at the reheat valve's actuator.

4. calibration and response of the VAV box by performing the following proce-
dure:

a, Set the thermostat’s set point to ils maximum value (85°), This causes the
box damperto modulate to its minimumflow position.

b, Measure the velocity pressure of the primary air entering the box, Con-
vert this value into a volume flowrate (cfm) using the chart on the side of
the VAV box or manufacturer's specification sheet.
With the minimum signal from the thermostat being applied to the VAV
box controller, tighten the set screws that secure the damper shaft to the
actuator, Adjust the volume controller's minimum position potentiome-
ter or the minimum flowrate parameterin the DDC program until the air
flow through the box equals the design minimum value. The minimum
and maximum values are found on the system prints and may also be
written ona label attached to the side of the VAV box.

d. Set the thermostat set point to its minimum value (55°). This modulates
the VAVbox to its maximum flow position. Repeat the steps listed above
for the maximumflow calibration.

5, control signal is present at the VAV box damperand reheat valve's actuator.
6. the position of the hot water valve when the thermostat’s Output signal is at

its minimum value, it should be closed. Determineif the valve is leaking
through by momentarily closing the coil's isolation valyes and monitoring
the temperature of the air downstreamof the reheat coil. 11 the temperature
declines, the valveis leaking by it seat and must be repaired or replaced.

23.4.3 Scenario 3

The supply and return fans did notstart.

Possible Causes

1. An occupancyor holiday schedule has the fans commanded off.
. One of the fan drives has tripped off due to electrical problems,

3. The fan's operation proof was not confirmed in the allotted time,
. The low temperaturelimit has tripped open,
. One or both fan disconnect switches are open.
. Another electrical problem exists.

ho

ao
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Verify the

1. occupancyschedule has commanded both fans on,
2, DDC system has not commandedthe fans off as the result of a system or pro-

gramming fault.
3. low temperature limit has not tripped. IF it has it must be manually reset.

If the lowlimit has tripped:
a. Check the quantity and quality of the hot water (steam) supplied to the

air handling unil to determine if the preheat or heating valve was nat
operating correctly thereby causing the low limit to trip or if was a pri-
mary equipment problem.

b, Check the primary and secondary hot water circulating pumps for
proper operation. Their motors should be operating and pump couplingsintact.

c. Verify that the mixing dampers are modulating to maintain minimum
position and close completely when the fan's are commanded off.

cd. Verify the return dampers are proportionately open and modulating cor-
rectly.

4. VFD's did not trip off on an internal or external fault condition, Determine
the cause of any fault by reading the drive's diagnostic display and referenc-
ing its service manual.

23.5
=

EXERCISES

Respond to the following statements, questions and problems completely and
accurately, using the system drawing in Figure 23.1.

1, Whatis a probable response ofthe return volume control loop whenthe occu-
pants return after lunch hour and turn on all the heat producing equipment
within the zones? Explain your answer.

» Whatis a probable response of the supply air static pressure loop when the
filters in the ANUplug up with dirl, dust or snow? Explain your answer.

3, What is a probable responseof the VAVbox if the signal line to the box is sev-
ered during a remodel of the zone? Explain your answer.

4. Whatis the related response of the supply and return fan control loops when
the problemdescribed in Item 3 occurs? Explain your answer.

5. If a perimeter convection heating system is installed in the exterior zones
along with a VAV box reheat coil, what wouldbelikely operating ranges for
all three devices, the reheat valve, control damper and perimeter heat valve if
they wereall operated by the same thermostat signal. Explain your reasoning
for the ranges selected and draw a graphof the response.
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CHAPTER 24
  

Dual Path, Constant Volume
Air Handling Units

24.1
=

DUAL PATH AIR HANDLING UNITS

Dual path air handling unils have two separate flow passages that air flows
through to be conditioned to different set points. One path allows some of the
mixedairstream to be heated while airowing through the other path is cooled.
There are two types of dial path units used in HVAC applications, dual duct units
and i/tizone units. Both of these system designs maintain the zone’s temperature
set point byblending the heated airstream with the cooled airstream to produce a
mixture thal satisfies the thermal load of the zone,

The warm and coolair streams of dual path units are produced in separate sec-
tions of the air handling unitcalled the hot deck and the cold deck. The hot deck has
a heating coil and its necessary control loops to produce a constant supply of
warmair. The cold deck has a cooling coil and its control loops that produce a cold
airstream.In cold weather operation, the mixing dampers supply the cooled air to
the cold deck so the chiller can be disabled wheneverthe outside air temperature
is lower than the cold deck's temperature set point. Both decks operate simultane-
ously, producing heated and cooled air throughout the year.
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Both dual path units have similar configurations upstream of their supply air
distribution ducts. Each system utilizes similar mixed air (economizer), hot deck,
cold deck, fan start/stop, humidity and safety control strategies. They only differ
in the delivery and mixing configuration used to supply each zone with air at the
correct temperature, Multizone systems mix the cold and warmair streamsat the
air handling unit. The blended airstream is delivered to the zone through a single
duct. Dual duct systems deliver the hot and cold air to each zone using two sepa-
rate supply ducts. A mixing boxis located at the zone to blend the twoair streams
before the air enters the zone.

The mixing process used to satisfy the zone loads of dual path, multiple zone
systems creates some obvious operating inefficiencies. In the hot deck, energyis
consumed warming an airstream that is blended with a cooler airstream at the
zone 50 it will not overheat the occupants, These inefficiencies limit the number of
new installations using this equipment. Due to the similarities in the operation
and analysis of multizone and dual ductair handling units, both will be described
together In this chapter. The following sections highlight the basic differences
between the two systems.

24.1.1 Multizone Air Handling Unit Systems
Thefirst identifying characteristic of a multizoneair handling unit is the location
of its zone mixing dampers. Multizone air handling units have their mixing
dampers located on the outlet panel of the air handling unit, Figure 24.1 depicts
the location of a multizone’s mixing dampers,

Each zone has its own normally open hol deck damper and normally closed cold
deck damper located on the air handling unit. These dampers blend the correct
proportions of cold and hot air to produce the supply air temperature needed by

 
 
 

 

Each Zone has
its Own Duct
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Mixing Dampers
to the Zone's
Diffusers

 Zone Mixing
Dampers One
Set for Each
Zone

Multizone Air Handling Unit

Figure 24.1 Mullizone Dampers
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the zone. The dampers operate in unison, driven by a single damper actuatorthat
is positioned by the zone’s thermostat.

Asecond characteristic that differentiates a multizone unit from a dual duct unit

is the numberof supply air ducts that extend trom the unit. In multizone applica-
tions, each zone receives blended, conditioned air through its own supply duct.
This single duct extends from the zone’s mixing dampersat the air handling unit
to the supply air diffusers, Therefore, multizone units are quickly identified by the
number of supply ducts on the air handling unit.

The numberof zones served by a single multizoneunit is a function of the num-
berof ducts that can be terminated on the air handling unit. The total width of the
unit increases as the number of zones served by the unit increases. Therefore, it is
the air handling unit’s width that limits the maximum number of zones served by
the unit to about twelve. When more the twelve zones exist in the building, addi-
tional air handling units mustbeinstalled.

24.1.2 Dual Duct Air Handling Unit Systems
Dual duct air handling units have their mixing dampers located within a terminal
mixing box located at each zone. A normally open hot duct damper and normally
closed cold duct damper blend the cold and wartair streams in proportion to the
zone thermastat's signal.

Dual duct systemsare also identified by the number of supply ducts connected
to the air handling unit. Only two supply ducts are connected to a dual duct unit,
one serving each deck, Smaller branch ducts extend from the main hot and cold
distribution ducts to connect with the zone mixing boxes. Because each zone
branches off the main hot and cold ducts, there is no dimensional widthlimitation

to the number of zones that can be served by the dual ductunit. Figure 24.2 shows
a schematic of a dual duct system.

The supply ducts of dual duct systems are typically different sizes. The hot air
ducts are smaller thanthe cold air ducts because the heated air carries more energy
per cfm of air, Consequently, a larger volume of cooled air is required to make the
same temperature change ina zone as a smaller volume ofhotair can produce.

24,1,3 Improving Operational Efficiencies of Dual Path AHUs

Reset strategies are used to vary the hot and cold deck temperature set points.
Both set points are reverse reset using outside air temperature or zone load as the
reset variable. Zone load reset can be easily implemented in multizone AHU
applications using pnuematic thermostats because the thermostat signal from
each zone is already present at the mixing dampers on the air handling unit, The
signals can be connected into a hi/lo signal selector. The highest thermostat signal
defines the zone with the greatest cooling load soits signal resets the cold deck set
point. The lowest thermostat signal defines the zone with the greatest heating load
so its signal resets the hot deck set point. Dual duct systems use outside air tem-
perature as the reset variable because the zone’s thermostat signals would have to
be run ta a common location before they could be compared. This increases the
cost of implementing the strategy to prohibitive levels in pnuematic applications.
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Figure 24.2. Dual Duet Layout

Both types of dual path air handling units can be retrofit to operate as variable
air volume systems. In these applications, each deck would have its own fan that
varies the flowrate of air in proportionto the total heating and cooling loadof the
building. The mixing dampers of each system have to have separate hot and cold
deck damperactuators in order to modulate the capacity of the fans with respect
to the zone loads. With the addition of these changes, the operation of the fans and
zone controls become very similar to a single path, VAV system with reheal.

24.2
Sa

ILLUSTRATION OF A MULTIZONE AHU

This exampleillustrates the response of a multizione air handling unit. The sys-
temhas thefollowing control loops in its control system:

2. Mixed air temperature control,1, Supply and return fan start/stop.
4, Zone air temperature control,3. Supply air temperature control.

5. Lowtemperature limit protection.

24.2.1 System Drawing

Asystem drawing for a multizone AHU is shown in Figure 24.3,
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24.2.2 Sequence of Operation

The sequence of operation for the multizoneair handling unit that is illustrated in
Figure 24.3 is explained in this section.

Fan Start/Stop

The supply fan is commanded on and off based upon a user defined occupancy
schedule. The return fan is electrically and software interlocked with the supply
fan so they operate in unison. Wheneverthe fansare off, the mixing dampers along
with the hot and chilled water valves are commanded to their normal position. .

If either fan trips off due to the presence of a fault condition, the other fan's can-
trol circuit is also opened, commandingit off. The mixing dampers along withthe:
hot and chilled water valves are commanded to their normal position.

Low Temperature Limit

If the lowlimit temperature device that is located downstream of the hot water
coil measures a temperature below 36 °F, the su pply and return fans are com-
mandedoff. The mixing dampers along with the hot and chilled water valves are
commanded to their normal position,

Multizone Air Handling Unit
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Figure 24.3) Multizone Air Handling Unit
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Mixed Air Temperature Control

The normally closed outside and exhaust air dampers along with the normally
open return air dampers modulate to maintain the mixed air temperature set
point. The mixing dampers are modulated to insure a minimumvolumeof venti-
lation air enters the air handling unit whenever the building is occupied.

During cold weather operation, the mechanical cooling system is disabled and
the economizerstrategy supplies the cold deck with air at the required temperature
set point. Whenever the cold deck set point would cause the mixing dampers to
modulate below minimum position, the mixing dampers are commanded to main-
tain their minimum position based upon the temperatures of the outside, return
and mixed air streams. A new minimumposition mixed air sel point is calculated
every 10 minutes to respond to changes in the outside or return air temperatures.

The economizer cycle begins as soon as the outside air dampers modulate
beyond their minimum position. As the mixed air temperature increases aboveils
sel point, a direct acting controller response increases the signal to the damper
actuators, opening the outside and exhaust dampers beyond their minimumposi-
tion while proportionately closing the returnair dampers.

After the qutside air temperature exceeds the economizer high limit set point,
the economizer strategy is disabled and the mixing dampers are modulated to
maintain their minimum position based upon temperature. Whenever the temper-
ature difference between the outside and return air streams is less than 5°, the
dampers are commanded to their minimum position by sending a 15%output siz-
nal to their actuators,

Hot Deck Air Temperature Control!

The normally open hot water valve is modulated to maintain the hol deck air tem-
perature set point. As the hot deck air temperature increases, the signal from the
direct acting controller also increases, modulating the hot water valve toward ils
closed position. The hot deck’s control valve response is shownin Figure 24.4,

Cold Deck Air Temperature Control

The normally closed chilled water valve is modulated to maintain the cold deck
air temperature set point, The chilled water valve is allowed to modulate when-
ever the mixed air dampers are 100% open or the outside air temperature has
exceeded the economizer high limit set point. As the cold deck air temperature
increases, the signal from the direct acting cold deck temperature controller also
increases, modulating the chilled water valve open towardits 100% open position.
The chilled water control valve and mixing damper responses are integrated
together as shown in Figure 24.5.

Cold and Hot Deck Air Temperature Set Point Reset

The cold deck set point is reverse reset based upon the zone experiencing the
greatest cooling load. As the cooling load in that zone increases, the cold deck’s
temperature set point decreases.
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Hot Deck Temperature Valve Response
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Cold Deck Temperature Valve Response
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Figure 24.5 Dual Pall AHL Cold Deck Valve Response

; The hot deck air temperature set point is reverse reset based upon the outside
air temperature. As the outside air temperature decreases, the hot deck’s temper-
ature set point increases. The set poinls change in accordance with the schedules
shownin Figure 24.6.

Zone Temperature Control

The zone mixing dampers are modulated to maintain the zone’s temperature at set
point, Whenthe zonecalls for heating, the signal trom the thermostat to the zone
mixing damper actuator decreases, modulating the cold deck damper toward its
closed position and the hot deck damper towardits wide open position.

24,2,3Steady State Process Conditions for the Multizone Air
Handling Unit

Table 24.1 lists the current process conditionsfor the multizone unit that is shown
in Figure 24.3.
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Hot Deck Reset Schedule
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Figure 24.6 Deck Reset Schedules

Table 24.1 STEADY STATE PROCESS CONDITIONS

| Process Set Point Control Point FOD Position
Outside Air 45° DB
Return Air 74° DB

Mixed Air 53,08 53.0" OA &EA 72% Open
Temperature RA Damper 24% Open

Moat Deck (066° 106.6" HWS Valve 38% Open
Temperature

Cold Deck §3.0° 540° CHWS Valve 0% Open
Temperature

fone | ae a Hot Damper 60% Open
Cold Damper 40% Open

Zone 2 70,8" Hot Damper 55" Open
Cold Damper 45%Open

Zone J wae Hot Damper 0%Open
Cold Damper 100% Open
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PROCESS RESPONSES TO LOAD CHANGES

24.3.1 Load Change 1

The outside air temperature decreases from 45 to 35°,

Zone Temperature Process Response

1. The heat losses through the zone’s exterior surfaces increase.
2. The increase in heatlosses causes the zone temperatures to decrease. The con-

trol signal from their thermostats to their zone mixing dampers actuators also
decreases. The normally closed cooling dampers modulate toward their
closed position and the normally open heating dampers modulate open in
proportion to the zone’s heating load.

Mixed Air Temperature Process Response

Cold Deck Temperature Process Response

Hot Deck Temperature Process Response

The following passageslist the probable responses of the mvultizone air handling
unit and zone control loops to the described change in a process load.

1, The decrease in the zone cooling loads causes the cold deck set point to be
reset to 58°, The mixed air temperature set point tracks the change in the cold
deck set point soit also changes to 58°.

2. The increase in the mixed air set point causes the air handling unit's mixing
dampers to be repositioned. The outside and exhaust air dampers modulate
from 72% open to 39%open and the return air dampers modulate propor-
tionately to 61%open.

1, The decrease in the zone cooling load resets the set point of the cold deck

2, The chilled water valve remains closed because the mixing dampers operat-
ing in their economizer mode can still maintain the required airstream tem-
perature to meet the requirements of the cold deck,

a, The decrease in the outside air temperature resets the hot deck temperature
from 106 to 113°.

b. The hot water valve modulates toward 50%open to meet the newset point
requirement.
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24.3.2 Load Change 2

A malfunction occurs in the boiler plant.and the hot water temperature decreases
below its required set point (113°), The thermal loads im the zones and outsideair
temperature remain the same,

Hot Deck Temperature Process Response

1. The hot deck set point remains constantbecause the outside air temperature

2
did not change.
The decrease in the quality of hot water supplied to the hot watercoil lowers
the heat transfer rate to the mixed airstream passing across the hat water coil.
The hol deck temperature sensor measures a corresponding decrease in the
hot deck air temperature and the controller modulates the hot water control
valve from50% open toward 100%open,
The hot water supply temperature remains below the hot deck temperature
set point forcing the hot water valve to 100% open in an attempt te raise the
hot deck's air temperature. The hot deck control point continues to decrease
because the hot water supply lacks the quality necessary to maintain set
point. The loop operates out ofcoritral.

Zone Temperature Process Response
1, The heat loads within the zones remained constant.

2. The loss in hot deck temperature causes those zones thermostats that were
calling for heat to decrease their signals to their zone mixing dampers, modu-
lating their hot air dampers toward 100% open.
The zones that were calling for cooling during this event also experience
changes in their temperature. The discharge temperature of their zone mixing
dampers decreases because ofthe drop in the hot deck lemperature. As cooler
mixed air enters the zone, the thermostat signals its mixing dampers to
reduce the volumeof cold deck air entering the zonein an effort to offset the
lower hot deck temperature.

Mixed Air Temperature Process Response

1. The zone with the highest cooling load remains constant-so the mixed air set

2

 

point remains relatively constant.
The mixing damper position remains stable because the outside and return
air temperatures have not changed. If the hot water temperature does return
to normal within a short period of time, the returnair temperature will begin
to decrease, In response to a decrease in return air temperature, the mixed air
temperature controller will modulate the return air damper toward 100%
open andtheoutside air damper toward minimumposition in an attempt to
maintain the set point.

—— —LLL
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Cold Deck Temperature Process Response

1. The zone withthe highest cooling load remains constant so the cold deck set
point remained relatively constant,

2, The volume of air passing across the cooling coil decreases as the mixing
boxes throttle their cold deck dampers closed in response to the loss of hot
deck temperature.

3. The decrease in volume flowrate across the cooling coil causes the control
point of the cold deck to decrease. The direct acting cold deck controller mod-
ulates the chilled water valve toward its closed to maintain the set point,

24.3.3 Load Change 3

Instead of load changes #1 and #2 occurring, the system changes fromits steady
state process conditions lo respond to an increase in the outside air temperaturefrom 45 to 75°,

Zone Temperature Process Response

1. The cooling load in the zones increases as heat transfers into the zone from
the exteriorsurfaces.

2. The increase in the zone’s heat gain causes its temperatures to increase. The
control signal from the thermostat to the zone’s mixing damper actuator
Increases, opening the normally closed cooling damper while proportionately
closing the heating damper.

3. The return air temperature increases to 78° in responseto the increase in the
cooling load withinthe zones.

Mixed Air Temperature Process Response

1. The outside air temperature increased above the economizer high limit
temperature set point. The dampers are commanded to their minimum
position,

2. The temperature difference between the outside and return air streamsis less
than 5°. Therefore, a 15% signal is sent to the mixing dampers.

Cold Deck Temperature Process Response

1. The increase in the zone cooling loads decreases the set point of the cold deckto 54°,

2, The mixing dampers have been commanded to minimum position. The
chiller water valve modulates toward 45% open to bring the control point
equal tothe set point.
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Hot Deck Temperature Process Response

1. Theincrease in the outside air temperature lowers the hot deck temperature
from 115° to its minimumvalue of 90°.

2. The hot water valve modulates to 10% open to maintain a 90° hot deck tem-
perature set point,

24.4
SS

ANALYSIS OF A MULTIZONE AIR HANDLING UNIT

24.4.1 Scenario 1

Many ofthe zone temperatures are too high when outside air lemperatureis high.

1. The chilled water temperature is loo warm.
2. The cold deck temperature or set point is too high,
3. The hot deck temperature or set point is too high.
4. The mixing dampers are open beyond their minimum position.

Verify the

1. thermostat’s set point is actually placed at the desired setting.
2, thermostat is properly calibrated, Verify calibration by performing the fol-

lowing procedure:
a. Measure lemperature at the thermostat's location.
b, Adjust the thermostat's set point so il equals the measured temperature.
c. Measure the thermastat’s output signal.
d. Calibrate the thermostat’s output signal bias until it is equal to the mid-

point of the zone mixing damper actuator spring range. At this value the
hot and cold deck dampers will both be 50% open whenthe zone temper-
ature equals its sel point.

e. Place the thermostat’s set point equal to the desired zone temperature
and let the loop stabilize,

f. Adjust the thermostat’s proportional gain to achieve an initial quarter
amplitude decay response lo a step change of +5°.

3. control signal is present at the mixing damper’s actuator and the dampers are
being correctly positioned. Measure the outputof the thermostat to compare
it to the signal arriving at the damperactuator. Tighten the hold-down bolts
that secure the damperlinkage to the dampershaft to preventslipping. Align
the shaft andlinkage if necessary.

4. cold deck, hot deck and mixedair control loops are operating with the correct
reset set points using the reset schedules locatedin the sequence of operation
and the current conditions.

<r
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5. calibration of the hot and cold deck air temperature sensors.
Verify sensor calibration by performing the following procedure for pneumaticseHsors:

a. Measure the control point using an instrumentof verifiable accuracy.
b. Measure the output signal of the sensor,
«. Using the sensor's transfer function, calculate the sensor's outputsignal

using the value measured with the accurate instrument.

d. Compare the calculated output signal value with the measured output
signal value, [f they are close, the sensoris calibrated, If they differ more
than 2%, calibrate or replace the sensor.

Verify sensorcalibration by performing thefollowing procedure for DDC sensors:
a. Measure the control point using an instrument ofverifiable accuracy,
b. Read the value of the point displayed on the DDC panel.
¢. Compare the measured value with the displayed value. If they are within

2%of each other, the sensoris calibrated,If theydiffer more than 2%, and
the sensor has a signal converter, calibrate the sensor, If the sensor does
nol have a signal converter, place a compensation term in the database to
correct the error or replace the sensor,

calibrationofthe hot and cold deck air temperature controllers by performing
the following procedure:
a. After validating the reset set points are correct,initiate a step change in

the set point of the process.
b, Evaluate the controller's response using the procedures outlined in

Chapter 12.
c. If the steady state error is too large, merease the controller's integral

gain,
d. If the responseis unstable, reduce the controller’s proportional gain.
e. If the process is difficult lo stabilize, make adjustments to the output sig-

nal bias and evaluatethe response.
calibration of any signal converters or positioners using the manufacturer’s
instructions or the procedure in Chapter 21.

8. the controller's outputsignal is present at the valve actuators and that the
valves are correctly positioned. Verify that the valves can stroke from0%to
100% without binding.

9. quality and quantity of the of the hot and chilled water arriving at the air han-
dling unit. If the chilled wateris too warm the chiller controls must be evalu-
ated for correct operation. Lf the hot wateris too warm,the boiler or converter
control loops must be analyzed for proper operation,
calibration of the mixed air temperature controller by performing the follow-
ing procedure:
a, Determine if the dampers should be operating in economizer modeorat

minimum position. If the outside air temperature exceeds the economizer
high limit set point, the dampers should be modulating to maintain min-
imum position flowrale.

=

x
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b. If the dampers are under minimumposition control, measure the return,
mixed and outside air temperatures to determine the quantity of air being
brought in.

. If the dampers are in minimum position but not modulating to maintain
the correct flowrate of ventilation air, check the formula used to calculate

the minimum position set point, or in pneumatic systems, adjust the min-
imum position regulator until the correct mixed air temperature corre-
sponding to the correct ventilation rate appears.
Alter validating the reset set points are correct, initiate a step change in
the set point of the process to evaluate the controller's response.

e. Evaluate the controller's response using the procedures outlined in
Chapter 12.

. If the steady state error is too large, increase the controller's integral
gain.

g- Lf the response is unstable, reduce the controller's proportional pain.
h. Ifthe process is difficult to stabilize, make adjustments to the output sig-

nal bias and evaluate the response.
Verify that the controller output signal is present at the mixing damper
actuator’s and the dampers are correctly positioned. Calibrate any signal
converters or positioners using the manufacturer's instructions or the
procedure in Chapter 21.

a

a

_

24.4.2 Scenario 2

The low temperature safety limit occasionally trips the air handling unit off when
outside air temperature falls below32°,

Possible Causes

L
2,

The low limit device is out of calibration,

The air handling unit's mixing dampers are not modulating correctly.

Verify the
1,

Z.

temperature at the low limit sensor locationto be sure it trips at ils design law
limit set point of 36°. Adjust trip set pointif necessary.
mixed air temperature is limited by the cold deck reset schedule to an operat-
ing range of 50 to. 65°, If the mixedairis falling below50°, the dampers are not
modulating correctly. Calibrate the mixed air temperature control loop using
the procedure outlined above.
return and outside air damper linkage is responding correctly to changes in
the controller’s output signal. If the return damper does not move in unison
with the outside air damperoscillations may occur that allow pulses of cold
air to reach the low limit sensor.
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24.4.3 Scenario 3

One zoneis too cold during periods of cool weather.

Possible Causes

1, The thermostatis not calibrated.

2, The zone’s mixing dampers are not modulating correctly.

Verify the

1. thermostat calibration using procedure detailed above.
2. zone's mixing dampers are responding correctly to changes in the thermo-

stat's output signal. Adjust and tightenlinkage if necessary.

24.5
Sn

EXERCISES

Respond to the following statements, questions and problems completely and
accurately, using the system drawing in Figure 24,3,

1, Whatis the probable response ofthe cold deck control loop whenthe outside
air temperature increases by 3° and the zone thermal loads remain the same?
Explain your answer,
What is the probable response of the mixed air temperature control loop
whenthe outside air temperature increases from 45 to 60° with a correspand-
ing increase in the zones cooling loads? Explain your answer.

3, Whatis the probable response of the mixing dampers of a multizone system
whenthe internal load of a zone increases at the same time the cold deck set
point is decreased? Explain your answer.

4, Whatis the response ofthe entire system whenthe water chiller experiences
an increase in its condensing temperature? Explain your answer.

5. What process load changes would cause the mixed air control loop to
increase its Output signal during economizer mode operation? Explain youranswer,

6, Develop a sequence of operation for the dual duct system depicted in Figure24,7.

N
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CHAPTER 25
  

Make-UpAir Handling Units

25.1

MAKE-UP AIR HANDLING UNITS

Make-up air handling units condition and deliver 100%outsideair into a zone to
replace an equal volume of air being exhausted by other equipment within the
aone. Many lab and industrial processes use fume hoods, welding booths, spray
booths and other equipment that exhausts large quantities of conditioned air out
of the building, This air is removed to prevent the build-up of harmful or irritating
fumes, gasses or particulates within the work space.

Any air removed from a conditioned space must be replaced with an equal
quantity of conditioned air. Make-up units are air handling unils used in these
applications to provide the conditioned air to make-up the air being exhausted
from a single zone. The infusion of conditionedair back into the space to replace
the exhausted air volume maintains the correct pressure differential between the
zone and the adjoining spaces. Negative pressures within a zone increasetheinfil-
tration rate of unconditioned air that enters around door and windowopenings.
These uncontrolled flows create drafts, comfort and possible freeze problems dur-
ing cold weather operation.

Most industrial and fume hood laboratories maintain the static pressure within
the zoneslightly negative with respect to surrounding spaces. This prevents the
process contaminants from leaving the zone by any path other than the exhaust
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fans. If the area is to be maintained as a clean environment, the make-upair unit
will slightly pressurize the zone to prohibit unfilteredair fromentering the space.
Figure 25.1 shows a picture of a rooftop make-upair unit that is used to maintain
environmental comfort, recuce infiltration and to prevent the development of
adverse pressure conditions within the space.

Most make-up units used in industrial-based applications are configured as
heating only devices. Make-upunits canalso be provided with a cooling coil and
humidity processes if required. Heating make-up air unils are installed with out-
side air louvers, normally closed dampers, air filters, a heating coil, supply fan
and the necessary process control loops, During periods of warmer weather, the
unit's only functionis to filter the outside air before it is delivered to the zone,

Manyinstallations have the make-upair unit installed within or adjacent to the
walls of the zone. In these applications, the units do not require a supply duct to
transport the air to the zone. Since these units condition 100% outsideair,there are
ho return ducts or dampers, This lack of ductwork is an identifying characteristic
of make-upair unils.

25.1.1 Make-up Air Unit Controls

The control loops used for a make-upair unit are similar to those found on a sin-
gle zoneair handling unit. The operation of the make-up unit's fanis a function of
the operating schedule of the exhaust equipment. The fan is interlocked with the
process exhaust fans so they all cycle on and off simultaneously.

These are 100%outside air units having no mixing dampers. A single outside air
damperis operated by a two-position control signal, opening when the unit's fan
is commanded on and closing when itis commanded off. A low temperature limit
device protects the heating coil From freezing or allowing unheated outside air
from entering the zone. If the lowlimit senses a temperature below its 36° set
point, if commands the fan off and closes the outside air dampers. An alarm
should notify the occupants so the exhausting equipment can be cycled off.

7 
Figure 25.1 Make-Up Air Unit
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A discharge air temperature control loop regulates the thermal output of the
unit, Several different heat sources are commonly used in make-up air applica-
tions. The common methods of supplying heat to the zoneare: modulating steam
valve with integrated face and bypass dampers, a hot water coil with a secondary
circulating pump, direct or indirect fired fuel burners and electric heating ele-
ments. The hot water and steam coils have the simplest control systems. Fossil
fuel burners and electric heating elements require additional safety controls that
add complexity to their control systems. ;

The unit can be supplied with a direct expansion or chilled watercoil to cool the
outsideair beforeit is discharged to the zone. Ofthe two,the chilled watercoil has
the simpler control loop, similar to the cold deck control of a dual path air han-
dling unit. The direct expansion system requires additional electric controls to
cycle the system and protect its components from overheating, loss of refrigerant
or loss of compressoroil, Sprayed water cooling systems can also be used to pro-
vide some temperature relief when the outside air humidity is relatively low
throughout the year.

ILLUSTRATION OF A CONSTANT VOLUME, MAKE-UP AIR UNIT

This example illustrates the response of a make-up air unit having a modulating
steam coil with integrated face and bypass dampers, The systemhas the following
control loops in its control system:

1. Supplyfan start/stop. 2. Discharge air temperature control.
3. Perimeterfin tube healing control. 4, Low temperature limit protection.

25.2.1 System Drawing

& system drawing for a make-up air unit having a modulating steam coil with
integrated face and bypass dampers is shawn in Figure 25.2,

25.2.2 Sequence of Operation

The sequence of operation for the make-upair hand ling unit that is illustrated in
Figure 25.2 is explainedin this section.

Fan Control

The supply fan is interlocked with the equipment’s exhaust fan on/off control,
Whenthe exhaust fans are started or stopped, the make-up air unit's fan is alsocommahded on or off.
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Make Up Alr Unit With Face and Bypass Dampers

Face and Bypass
Dampers  
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Qutside Air

 
 (wy)

Discharge Air—Low Limit (36°) 
 

Outside Air
  

Temperature Damper Steam Trap TemperatureSensor End SensorSwitch

Figure 25.2 Make-Up Air Handling Unit

Low Temperature Limit

If the lowlimit lemperature device measures a heating coil discharge temperature
below 36°, the make-up unil’s fan is commandedoff, the steam valve, face and
bypass dampers and the outside air dampers are commanded to their normal
positions. An alarmis annunciated.

Outside Air Damper Control

When the fan exhaust is turned on, an interlock opens the make-up unit's outside
air dampers. When the position of the dampers exceed 40% open, a contact clo-
sure by an end switch starts the unit's fan.

Discharge Air Temperature Control

Outside Air Temperature Less Than 40° Whenthe outside air temperature falls
below 40°, the steam valve is commanded 100%open and the face and bypass
dampers modulate to maintain the discharge air temperature sel point.

As the discharge air temperature increases, the direct acting controller's output
signal increases, modulating the bypass damper open while proportionately clos-
ing the face damperto reduce the temperature ofthe discharge airstream.

Outside Air Temperature Greater Than 40° When the outside air temperature
rises above 40°, the face and bypass dampers are commanded to their normal
position (face open, bypass closed) and the normally open steam valve is modu-
lated to maintain the discharge air temperature set point.

As the discharge air temperature increases, the controller's output signal also
increases, modulating the steam valve toward its closed position, reducing the
temperature of the air passing through the face damper and coil. The valve and
damper response is shown in Figure 25.3.

Make-Up Air Handling Units 465 

Make Up Unit Valve and Face & Bypass Damper Respomse
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Figure 25.3 Make-Lp AHU Valve and Damper Response

Discharge Air Temperature Set Point Reset

The discharge air temperature set point is reverse resel based upon the zone’s
temperature. As the zone's temperature increases, the discharge temperature set
point decreases. The reset schedule is shownin Figure 25.4.

Zone Temperature Control

The thermostat resets the discharge air temperature set point and modulates a
normally open perimeterfin tube convector valve. As the temperature in the zone
decreases, the signal from the thermostal also decreases, modulating the perime-
ter heating valve towardit wide open position,

25.2.3 Steady State Process Conditions for the Make-up Air Unit

Table 25.1 lists the current process conditions for the make-up air unit that is
shownIn Figure 25.2.

Table 25.1 STEADY STATE PROCESS CONDITIONS

Process Set Paint | Contral Point FCD Position 
  

   Outside Air | 45° |
Discharge Air sae so" Steam Valve 31% Open
Temperature Bypass Damper 100% Open

Zone 71° 715° Perimeter Hot
Water Valve 40% Open 
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Reset Schedule
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Figure 25.4 Discharge Air Sel Point Reset Scheclule

25.3
—

PROCESS RESPONSES TO LOAD CHANGES

The following passageslist the probable responses of the make-up air unit to the
described change ina process load.

25.3.1 Load Change 1

The outside air temperature decreases from 45 Lo 35°

Zone Temperature Process Response

1. The heatlosses through the exterior surfaces of the zone increase.
2. The increase in heat losses causes the zone’s temperature to decline from 71,5

to 70.5°. The thermostal’s control signal to the perimeter heat valve decreases
and the normally open valve modulates from 40%open toward 50% open,

3, The decrease in zone temperature also resets the make-upair unit's discharge
air temperature set point from89 to 91°,

Discharge Air Temperature Process Response

1. The outside air temperature dropped below 40° so the steam valve is com-
manded 100% open and the face and bypass dampers modulate to maintain
the discharge air set point.
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2. The increase in the discharge air temperature set point causes the bypass
damper to modulate to 75% open as the face da Mper moves to 25%open to
maintain the dischargeair temperature set point.

25.3.2 Load Change 2

The zone’s air temperature continues to decrease trom 70.5 to 68°.

Zone Temperature Process Response

1. The continued drop in the zone’s temperature causes the thermostat's control
signal to decrease, modulating the normally open perimeter heat valve from
50% toward 90%open to satisfy the new heating load,

2. The decreasein zone temperature also resels the make-up air unit's discharge
air temperature set point from 91 to 100°.

Discharge Air Temperature Process Response
1. The outside air temperatureis still below 40° so the steamvalve remains wide

open and the face and bypass dampers continue to modulate.
2. The increase in the discharge air temperature set point causes the bypass

damper to modulate from 75%open to 46% openas the face damper moves to
54%open to maintain the discharge air temperature set point.

25.3.3 Load Change 3
Theoutside air temperature increases to 71°,

Zone Temperature Process Response

1, The increase in the outside air temperatures raises the zone’s temperature to 76°.
As the temperature in the zone increases, the thermostat’s control signal also
increases, causing the normally open perimeter heal valve to modulate closed.

2. The increase in zone temperature also resets the make-up air unil’s discharge
air temperature set point down to 75".

Discharge Air Temperature Process Response
1. The outside air temperature is above 40° so. the bypass damper is com-

manded 100% open, closing the face damper, The steam valve modulates to
maintain the discharge air temperature set point.

2, The outside air temperature is above the discharge air set point and the steam
valve is modulated closed, permitting filtered outside air to enter the zone
without any temperature change,
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25.4 a, Measure the control point using an instrument of verifiable accuracy.
—z b, Read the valueof the point displayed on the DDC panel.

ANALYSIS OF A MAKE-UP AIR UNIT ce, Compare the measured value with the displayed value.If they are within

25.4.1. Scenario 1

The zone’s temperature is too high when outside air temperature is low,

Possible Causes

1. The thermostat’s is not operating correctly.
2. The face and bypass dampersor the steam valve is operating incorrectly.
3. One orboth valves (steam and perimeter) are leaking past their seat.
4. The reset schedule needsto be adjusted.

Verify the

1. thermostat’s set point is actually placed at the desired setting.
2, thermostat is properly calibrated. Verify calibration by performing the fol-

lowing procedure:
a. Measure temperature at the thermostal’s location.

. Adjust the thermostat’s set point so it equals the measured temperature.
c. Measure the thermostat’s outputsignal.
d. Calibrate the thermostats output signal bias until it is equal to the maximum

value of the perimeter heating valve's actuator spring range. At this value the
valye will be closed when the zone temperature equalsits set paint.

e. Place the thermostat’s set point equal to the desired zone temperature
and let the loop stabilize.
Adjust the thermostat's proportional gain to achieve an initial quarter
amplitude decay responselo a step change of +5°.

3. control signal is present at the perimeter healvalve's actuator andthevalveis
being properly positioned. Measure the outputof the thermostat to compare
it to the signal arriving at the damper actuator.

4, discharge air temperature control loop is operating with the correct reset set
point using the reset schedule located in the sequence of operation and the
current zone temperature.

5. calibration uf the discharge air temperature sensor,
Verify sensorcalibration by performing thefullowing procedure for pnenmatic sensors:
a. Measure the control point using an instrumentofverifiable accuracy.
b. Measure the output signalof the sensor.
c, Using the sensor’s transfer function, calculate the sensor’s outputsignal

using the value measured withthe accurate instrument.
Compare the calculated output signal value with the measured output
signal value.If they are close, the sensoris calibrated. If they differ more
than 2%, calibrate or replace the sensor.
Verify sensorcalibration by performing the followingprocedure for ODC sensors:

>

f

d
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2% of eachother, the sensoris calibrated. If they differ more than 2%, and
the sensor has a signal converter, calibrate the sensor. lt the sensor does
not have a signal converter, place a compensation term in the databaseto
correct the error or replace the sensor.

6. calibration of the dischargeair temperature controller by performing the fol-
lowing procedure:
a. After validating the reset set point is correct, iniliale a step change in the

set point of the process.
b. Evaluate the controller's response using the procedures outlined in

Chapter 12.
c. Ifthe steady state erroris too large, increase the controller's integral gain.
d. If the response is unstable, reduce the controller's proportional gain.
e, If the processis difficult to stabilize, make adjustments to the output sig-

nal bias and evaluate the response,
7. discharge air temperature controller's outputsignal is present at the steam

valve and the face and bypass damper actuator.If the outside air temperature
is below 40°, the signal on the valve actuator should be 0%and the face and
bypass dampers receive the modulating signal from the discharge air con-
troller. If the temperature is above 40°, the signal on the face and bypass
dampers should be (0%and the valve receives the modulating signal, Be sure
the modulating devices are correctly positioned.

8. steam valveis not leaking by after it is commanded closed.

If the control loops are operating correctly and the zoneis still loo warm, modify
the reset schedule to reduce the discharge air temperature.

25.4.2 Scenario 2

The zones temperature is too low when outside air temperature is low,

Possible Causes

1, The thermostat is not operating correctly.
2. The face and bypass dampers or steam valve is operating incorrectly.
3. One or bothvalves are leaking by their seat.
4, The reset schedule needs to be adjusted.

Using the same procedures outlined above, analyze the system. If the control
loops are operating and the zoneis still too cool, change the reset schedule to
increase the discharge air temperature. Raise the maximumset point in 5° incre-
ments until the Zone can maintain a comtortable environmentfor the occupants.
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EXERCISES

 

Respond to the following statements, questions and problems completely and
accurately, using the system drawing in Figure 25.2,

1. Whatis the probable cause of people feeling cold arwund the door or window, CHAPTER 26
but not in the middle of the zone?

2. Amake-up air serves the entire load of a zone using heating and cooling coils.
The zone’s temperature is too warm when the outside air is at its summer

design temperatures. What possible problems could cause this condition? St t Hi t W. tExplain your answer. eam O O a er
3. What could cause the discharge air temperature to become too high when the

outside air temperature is 35°? Explain your answer. ( t4. Whataffect would a plugged steam trap have on the capacity of a steam coil? Onver ers
5. The outside air temperature Is 22° and the zone temperature is at set point

(73°). Whatis the response of a make-upair unit if the exhaust damper sticks
closed and both fans continue to operate? Explain your answer,

  

26.1
a

STEAM CONVERTERS

Steam converters are heat exchangers used to produce hot water for building heat-
ing systems using steam or high temperature water as the control agent, Theyare
typically used in multiple building facilities thal incorporate central boiler plants
to produce and distribute steam or high temperature water. The high pressure
steam (125 psi) is delivered to each building’s mechanical room whereits pressure
is reduced before it is distributed to the process equipment within that building,

A steam to hot water converter is used to transfer the energy in the steam to the
waler, Steam converters are shell and tube or plate and frame leat exchangers that
allow steamto flow on oneside of the heat transfer surface and process water to flow
on the otherside, As the steam condenses, it gives up its latent heat of vaporizationto
the water, raising its temperature. By modulating the amount of steamentering the
converter, the temperatureof the hot water can be maintained at its set point.

s7T
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26.1.1 Steam Converter Control Strategies
The control system for hot water converters requires few components, A tempera-
ture sensor of the appropriale range is located in the process water piping at the
outlet of the converter. A controller modulates tiv normally closed, two-way steam
valves in sequence to maintain the hot water supply at its set point. Two steam
valves are used to improve the response of the process. Oneof the valves is sized to
pass one third of the converter’s steam capacity and the other passes the remaining
2/3 of the maximumsteam flow. The smaller or 1/3 valve has an actuator range
that allowsit to operate during the lower portion of the controller’s output signal
range. The larger or 2/3 valve modulates within the upperrange of the controller‘s
output signal, A small overlap exists between the actuator ranges to permit a
smoothtransition between the single and double valve operating modes.

The 1/3, 2/3 valve scheme permits a greater overall turnclownratio to improve
process controllability during periods of reduced thermal load, When a single
valve is used in place of the two valves, modulation at low loads becomes unsta-
ble. Wheneverthis large valve began to open, excessive quantities of steam enter
the converter. The steam quickly heats the water beyondils sel point, initiating an
immediate response to close the valve, By splitting the valve’s maximumcapacity
over two separate valves, the process can beefficiently controlled at low and high
loads. The valve response with overlapping operating ranges is shownin Figure
26.1, Normally closed valves are used so the devices fail closed upon the loss of
their control signal. This prevents the overheating and pressurization of the con-
verter during a system malfunction.

Additional control loops are required for converters to protect the building
occupants and equipment, A flow switchis inserted in the hot water pipe to dis-
able the converter heating, system whenever the flow of water through the con-
verteris not maintained. Whenthe flowswitch indicates a loss of flowthrough the

Steam to Hot Waler Converter 1/3 - 2/3 Valve Response
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Figure 26.1 Sequenced Steam Valves
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converter, the steam valves are commanded closed. This strategy prevents the
water located within the converter tubes from boiling within the vessel during a
pump coupling failure or other system malfunctton, Boiling of the water within a
sealed system can cause pipes or seals to burst.

26.1.2 Steam Converter Temperature Reset

The hot water supply temperature is usually reset based upon the outdoor air
temperature or system load. Outdoorair is the more common method of resetting
hot water because of the close relationship that exists between the heating load
and the outside temperature. The higher thermal capacitance of the outside air
also reduces the likelihood of the reset process becoming unstable.

Closed loop temperature reset can be performed by monitoring the differential
temperature that exists between the hol water supply and return flows. As this
differential increases, a rise in the building load is indicated and the set point is
raised to reduce the differential temperature. As in all closed loop strategies, the
reset may become unstable when the water temperature changes quickly.

ILLUSTRATION OF A HOT WATER CONVERTER

This example ilhistrates the responseof a steamto hot water converter incorporat-
ing a 1/3, 2/3 valve configuration and outsicle air temperature reset. The system
has the following control loops in its control system:

1, System enable/disable.
2. Hot water supply temperature control.
3. Flowverification.

26.2.1 System Drawing

A system drawing for a steam to hot water converler incorporating a 1/3, 2/3
valve configuration and outside air temperature reset is shown in Figure 26,2,

26.2.2 Sequence of Operation

The sequence of operation for the steam to hot water converter that is illustrated
in Figure 26.2 is explained in this section,

System Enable/Disable

Whenthedifferential pressure switch(installed to read the pressure differential
across the hot water pump) indicates thal there is water flowing in the svstem,
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Steam to Hot Water Converter
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Figure 26.2 Steamto blot Water Converter System

the converter steam valves are enabled, allowing them to be modulated by the
controller. [F no hot water flow is detected, the valves are commanded to their
normal position (closed), prohibiting the flow of steam into the converter’s
shell,

Hot Water Supply Temperature Control

The 1/3 and 2/3 steam valves are modulated in sequence to maintain the hot
water supply temperature set point. As the temperature of the hot water
decreases, the reverse acling signal from the controller increases, modulating the
1/3 valve open. If the temperature continues to decrease, the 2/'3 valve begins to
modulate open to balance the steam flow with the load. The valve response is
shownin Figure 26.1.

Hot Water Supply Temperature Set Point Reset

The hot water supply temperature set point is reverse reset based upon the tem-
perature of the outside air, As the outside air temperature decreases, the hot water
set point increases. The reset schedule is shownin Figure 26.3.

26.2.3 Steady State Process Conditions for the Steam to Hot Water
Converter

Table 26,1] lists the current process conditions for the variable air volume, multiple
zone unit with terminal box reheat coils that is shown in Figure 26.2.
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TABLE 26.1 STEADY STATE PROCESS CONDITIONS 

 

 
 

 
     

Process Set Point Control Pow FCD Position
Outside Air 25°

Hot Water Supply 149° 149° [9 Steam Valve|100% Open
Temperature 2/3 Steam Valve 22% Open 

26.3

PROCESS RESPONSES TO LOAD CHANGES

The following passageslist the probable responses of the steam to hot water con-
verter to the deseribed change in a process load.

26.3.1 Load Change 1
The outside air temperature decreases from25 to 5°.

Hot Water Temperature Process Response

1. The decrease in the outside air temperature causes the hot water set point to
be reset from 149 to 174°.

2. The contro! point is now much lower than the new set point, causing the con-
troller to respond by increasing its output signal. The 1/3 hot water valve
remains 100% open and the 2/3 valve modulates toward 84%opento balance
the new load.
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26.3.2 Load Change 2
The large change in the hot water set point produced a controller response that
caused the hot water supply temperature to increases to 160° although the outside
air temperature remained at 5°.

Hot Water Temperature Process Response

1. The outside air temperature remained constant so the hot water supply tem-
perature sel point remains al 174°.

2. The signal trom the controller decreases because the control point 1s higher
than the set point. The 1/3 hot water valve remains 100%open and the 2/3
valve modulates toward 65% open to reduce the hot water temperature andbalance the load at 174°.

26.3.3 Load Change 3
The outside air temperature increases to 60°,

Hot Water Temperature Process Response

1. The increase in the outside air temperature resets the hot water supply tem-
perature set point to 106°

2. The signal from the controller decreases, modulating the 2/3 valve closed and
the 1/3 valve to 15% open.

26.4
i=

ANALYSIS OF A STEAM TO HOT WATER CONVERTER

26.4.1 Scenario 1

The building zones are too cold and their hot water valves are wide open.

Possible Causes

. The control signal to converter steam valves has been interrupted.

. The hot water pumpis not operating.

. The diaphragm in steamvalve actuator is leaking.
The converter controls are not calibrated.

. The resel schedule is inappropriate for this application.
whe

Verify the

1. control signals are present to both valve actuators and the valves are free to
operate, If the signals are not present, determine if the circulating pump is
operating and the flow switch contacts indicate flow is present. If the flow
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switchfails to change contact position when the pumpstarts, the safety loap
maybe keeping the valves in their normal position.

. actuators can position the steam valves from 0% to 100% using a hand pow-
ered pneumatic pressurization bulb.If electric motors are used, apply the cor-
rect control signal to theinput of the actuator and position the valve from 0%
ta 100%. Hf the control signal is present and the valves move without binding,
check the calibration of the controls.

3. hot water temperature control loop is operating with the correct reset set
point using the reset schedule located in the sequence of operation and the
current outside air temperature,
calibration of the hot water temperature sensor.
Verify sensor calibration by performing the following procedure for preiumatic sensors:
a. Measure the control point using an instrument of verifiable accuracy.
b. Measure the output signal of the sensor.
c. Using the sensor's transfer function, calculate the sensor’s output signal

using the value measured with the accurate instrument.
d. Compare the calculated output signal value with the measured output

signal value. If they are close, the sensoris calibrated, If they differ more
than 2%, calibrate or replace the sensor.

Verify sensorcalibration by performing thefollowing procedure for DDC sensors:
a. Measure the contro! point using an instrumentofverifiableaccuracy.
bh, Read the value of the point displayed on the DDC panel.
c. Compare the measured value with the displayed value, If they are within

2%of each other, the sensor is calibrated. If they differ more than 2%, and
the sensor has a signal converter, calibrate the sensor. If the sensor does
not have a signal converter, place a compensation term in the database to
correct the error or replace the sensor.

§. calibration of the hot water temperature controller by performing the follow-
ing procedure:

a. After validating the reset set point is correct, initiate a step change in the
set point of the process.

b. Evaluate the controller's response using the procedures oullined in
Chapter 12.

c. If the steady state erroris too large, increase the controller's integral gain.
d. Lf the response is unstable, reduce the controller's proportional gain.
e. If the provess is difficult to stabilize, make adjustments to the output sig-

nal bias and evaluate the response.
f. Calibrate the valve's actuator positioners using the manufacturer's

instructions or the procedure in Chapter 21.

rm

r

If the control loops are operating correctly and the waterisstill too cool, change
the reset schedule to increase the hot water temperature. Raise the maximum set
pointof the reset schedule in 5° increments until the hot water can satisly the load
in the zones. Monitor the return hot water temperature. When the temperature
difference between the supply and return wateris about 20°, the set pointis ade-
quate. When the differential temperature is less than 20°, the supply water
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temperature is too high. Whenthe differential temperature is more than 20°, the
supply water temperature is too low,

26.4.2 Scenario 2

The zones are too warm andtheir temperature control loops are becoming unstable.

Possible Causes

1. The converter controls are not correctly calibrated,
2, The reset schedule is inappropriate for this application.

Verify the

1, reset set point is correct and that the control loops are operating correctly
using the procedures outlined in Scenario 1,

If the wateris still too warm, changethe reset schedule to decrease the hot water
temperature. Lower the maximumset point in 5° increments until the hot water
can satisfy the load in the zones and permit their valves to modulate toward their
30% stroke position, Monitor the return hot water temperature. When the temper-
ature difference between the supply and return water is about 20°, the set point is
adequate.

EttESSESSIS

EXERCISES

Respond to the following statements, questions and problems completely and
accurately, using the system drawing in Figure 26.2,

1, List the possible causesof an entire building being too cold when the outside
air temperature is belowthe winter design dry bulb temperature.

2. Whatis the probable response of the converter control system if the hot water
pump coupling fails, stopping flow of water through the heating system?
Explain your answer.

3. What would the response of the systembe if the pneumatic sensor tube was
resting on a the steam pipe and a small hole was melted in the side of the
tube? Explain your answer.

4. What could cause the hot water supply temperature to drop belowils set
point even though both steam valves were wide open? Explain your answer,

5. Whatis the response of the converter that serves several air handling units
when the AHUs were operating in economizer mode and commanded to
minimum position due to a reduction in the outside air temperature? Explain
your answer.

 

CHAPTER 27
  

Fume Hood

Control Systems

In teaching and research facilities there can be many zones, each of which may
have a number of fume hoods. The environmental conditions within these zones

must be kept constant to minimizetheir effects on the outcomeof an experiment
or research, A variable volumeair handling unit is typically used to condition the
zone. These air handling units operate continuously fo maintain the thermal,
moisture and pressure conditions within the zone at their set points. Any condi-
tioned air that enters a zone that has a fume hoodis not recirculated through the
air handling unit. Instead,it is exhausted to the outside of the building along with
the air being exhausted from the fume hood enclosures, This prevents the trans-
portation of laboratory agents to other zones within the building. Whenail of the
zones in a building have fume hoods, the air handling unit conditions 100%out-
side air which passes throughthe building one timebefore itis exhausted.

The increasing costs associated with conditioningair that passes througha zone
once and is exhausted from the building, coupled with the need to operate lab
fume hoods twenty four hours a day, every day of the year, has made variable air
volume units the logical building system configuration in these applications. Fume
hood control technology has been integrated into the building management control
systemto operate the facility in a mannerthat minimizesits operational costs, DDC
control panels andvariable air volume boxes are used ina configuration that main-
tains safety and minimizes energy consumption in these applications.
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27.1
=>

FUME HOOD SYSTEMS
 

A fume hood is a ventilated, enclosed work space used to capture and exhaust
fumes, gasses and particulates generated by chemicals and other reactions that
occur within the hood. Its enclosure is fabricated from a metal box that is typically
two to eight fect in length, three feet deep and four feet high. It usually sets upon
a counter top or storage cabinet to elevate the work surface to a comfortable
height. The sides, baffles, top and work surface are assembled with fire and chem-
ical resistant materials to withstand the harsh environment that exists within the

enclosure, There are connections for water, natural gas, compressed air, vacuum,
electricity and otherutilities installed inside the enclosure to provide the support
systems needed to perform an experiment, Figure 27.1 depicts a side view
schematic drawing of a fume hood.

Mounted in the front panel of a fume hood is a vertical sliding windowmade of
tempered lass called the sash. The sash opens so the user can access the material
in the hood or sel up an experiment. Mechanical stops are typically used to limit
the opening height of the sash to eighteen inches. This limit provides a measure of
protection to the user in the event that an uncontrolled reaction occurs when
someone standingin front of the hood, The mechanical stops can be overridden so
the sash can be opened fully to simplify the set up of an experiment. Once an
experiment is underway, the user positions the sash to a level between eighteen
inches and closed. The height of the sash has a direct effect on the amount of con-
ditioned air entering the fume hood from the zone.

The fume hood is connected to an exhaust system by a galvanized or stainless
steel duct. The exhaust fan drawsair, gasses, fumes and particulates out of the
enclosure and exhausts them outside of the building through roof mounted
stacks. In addition to the sash opening, the exhaust fan drawsair from a number
of openings designed into the panels that make up the hood's enclosure. Internal
baffles direct the flow of gas through the hood, drawing the heavier fumes and
Basses from the working surface and the lighter fumes from the top of the hood.
When the sash is completely closed, openings near its bottom edge of the work
surface allow air to continue to enter the hood to maintain a minimum flowrate

through the enclosureat all times,

27.1.1 Fume Hood Face Velocily Control

To operate effectively, the velocity of the air entering the sash opening must be
constrained with a range of 80) to 100 feet per minute, Maintaining the proper face
velocity minimizes the chances of fumes, gasses or particulates escaping out of the
opensash into the zone. Whenthe velocity of the air entering the sash opening is
below 80 ft/min, the heavier fumes spill out of the opening, endangering the user
and contaminating the zone. When the face velocity exceeds 120ft/min, turbu-
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lence and eddy currents develop al the edges of the sash opening, forcing fumes
out of the enclosure. and into the face of the user. The actual velocity set point is a
function of the chemicals or research being, performed in the hood.

To maintain the face velocity of a hood at a desired set point, an automatic con-
trol system is required. The furne hood control system fume hood maintains the
face velocity through its open sash at a set point between 80 and 100 feet per
minute, regardless of the position or movement of the sash. To control the face
velocity, the control point must be either measured directly or calculated. Face
Velocity can be easily calculated by dividing the volume flowrateof the air being
exhausted from the hood by the currentareaof the sash opening. The relationship
between the position of the sash and face velocity through the openingis linear,
simplifying the calculation. The width of the sash is a constant, dependent upon
the size of the hood. The height of the sash opening varies wheneverthe sash is
moved, Therefore, sash height is the measured variable of the loop. The face veloc-
ity is calculated by entering the current value for the sash height into the formula:

cfm ®t: lncit(height of sash) X (width of sesh) — face velocity
The sash height is measured witha linear or rotating potentiometer, The height

is converted into a variable voltage signal that the DDC panel converts into a mea:
surement of the height in units of feet.

The face velocity can be indirectly measured with a thermal anemometer sensor,
The anemometer is mounted in a one inch diameter tube thal is inserted through a
hole drilled into the side of the hood enclosure. The sensor measures the velocity
of the air passing through the tube into the hood dueto the differential pressure
created by the hood’s exhaust fan. As the sash changes position,a linear change in
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the sensor's outputsignal is sent to the controller. The DDCpanel converts this
signal into a sash height.

Theface velocity control loop responds to changesin the sash height by varying
the amountof air being exhausted fromthe hood, As the sash is opened, more air
must be exhausted from the hood to maintain the velocity set point of the air
entering the sash opening. The most common meansof varying the exhaust vol-
ume is through the use of a VAV box in the exhaust duct of the fume hood. The
VAV exhaust box is located between the exhaust fan and the hood. The exhaust

fan operates with a VAV control scheme thal mamtainsa constant negative pres-
sure in the exhaust system. Asa sash opens, the VAV exhaust box damper opens to
increase the volumeofair entering the hood, thereby maintaining the velocity set
point, The actuation of the VAV box exhaust damperis always performed using
pneumatic piston actuators. These are the only actuators that provide the quick
response needed to vary the exhaustflow rate whenthe hood is suddenly opened
or closed. Electronic motors that use gear drives have response times that are too
long to maintain the proper face velocity. When the actuator’s response is too
slow, the fumes will exit the sash before the flowrate through the box exhaust
damper modulates to its new position, In all applications of VAV exhaustcontral,
the exhaust air passage must remain open uponloss of control signal to insure the
fume hood will still be able to contain and exhaustits enclosure.

There are different types of exhaust VAV boxes commonly used to maintain the
fume hood’s face velocity. One type is a specially designed VAV exhaust valve.
This pressure independent air valve has a fixed linear relationship between its
actuatorstroke and the flowrate through the damper. The fume hood control sys-
temcalculates the flowrate based upon the actuator’s position and the flow char-
acteristics of the air valve, Figure 27.2 shows an air valve VAV damper.

Another type of exhaust box uses pneumatically expandedstainless steelairfoil
damper blades to vary the flow through the fume hood. As control air enters the
blade’s bladder, the airfoil expands,restricting airflow through the box, A third
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Figure 27.2 VAV Air Valve
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configuration uses a single blade damper in the exhaust duct similar to typical
supply air VAV boxes. All of these boxes use flow rings, hot wire anemometers or
some other measuring means to provide feedback on the actual exhaust flowrate
back to their controller. The choice of exhaust damperis based on user request and
engineer familiarity.

In most applications, the hoods operate continuously to prevent fumes from
accumulating in the enclosed space of the hood. When the sash is completely
closed, the hood’s exhaust damper modulates to its minimumposition to main-
tain a minimum flow through the fume hood enclosure. Conditioned zone air
enters the hood through openings under the sill to maintain flow through the
hood when the sash is closed,

27.1.2 Balancing Air Flowrates Within a Zone
AVAVsupply air box mustbeinstalled in the zone to maintain the correct pressure
within a Zone incorporating a fame hood employing a VAV exhaust box, The VAV
supply air box modulates in response to changes in the exhaust air flowrate
through the fume hoods. Whenever an exhaust damper opens in response to an
increase in sash height, the increase in air leaving the zone must be made up by the
VAV supply box. If the air leaving the fume hood were not replaced, the zone’s
pressure would drop and there would not besufficient airflaw through the sash
opening to maintain its face velocity. Therefore, as the exhaust damper on a fume
hood opens, the primary air damper of the supply VAV box opens. Conversely, as
the exhaust damper closes in response to the lowering of a sash, the supply box
damper modulates toward minimum position,

27.1.3 Zone Temperature Control

The temperature control strategies used for zones with fume hoods is similar to
those foundin a typical VAV with reheat application. A thermostat modulates the
supply VAV box's primary air damper and reheat valve to satisfy the zone’s ther-
mal load. Whenever the temperature begins to drop, the supply VAV box modu-
lates its damper toward its minimum position. The minimum volumeposition is
equal ta the current volume of air being exhausted by the fume hoods minus a
tixed differential of 100 cfm, If the zone temperature continues to drop after the
supply damperis at its minimum position, the reheat valve modulates to maintain
the zone temperature.

The supply VAV box used in a fume hood applications has two functions that
must be integrated together to maintain the safety and comfort of the lab person-
nel. If must modulate the flowrate of the primary air based upon the exhaust
flowrate of the fume hoods andit must modulate the flowrate of the primary air to
maintain the proper temperature in the zone. Of these twofunctions, maintaining
the flowrate of primary air to make up the air exhausted by the fume hoods takes
precedence over temperature contral
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27.1.4 Zone Pressure Control

Thestatic pressure of laboratories is typically maintained at a negative value with
respect to its adjacent hallway and zones. This prevents the migration of harmful
contaminants into the other spaces within the building. To maintain the negative
pressure within the zone, an additional control loop and exhaust VAV box are
required in the zone, The new exhaust VAV box is called the general exhayst hay. Its
function is to regulate the amount of air leaving the zone that does nol pass
through a fiime hood.

The general exhaust VAV box modulates open to maintain a negative pressure
within the zone by exhausting the supply air that does not leave through the fume
hood exhaust VAV boxes. Its controller modulates to maintain the volume

flowrate of air leaving the zone equal to the volume of air entering the zone
through the supply VAV box minus the volume being exhausted by the fume
hoods minus a fixed quantity of 100 clm as shownin the following formula:

Supply Volume — EXRQUH8ping. pong ~ WOO cfnm = Exhaust,,,viaval

A volume control loop modulates the position of the general exhaust damper to
maintain the flowrate calculated by this formula. By exhausting more air from a
zone than is entering through the supply VAV box, the zane is maintained in a
slight negative pressure with respect to ils surrounding zones.

The general exhaust box also responds to changes in the zone’s temperature.
Whenever the cooling load increases, the supply VAV box increases its flowrate to
offset the increasing heat gains, Lf the hood’s sash position remains constant, the
extra volumeof air supplied into the room is relieved by the general exhaust VAV
box to maintain the 100) cfm differential between the supply and exhausted air vol-
umes. Conversely, as the zone’s cooling load decreases, the supply VAV box throt-
Wes its damper toward its minimum position. The minimum volume position is
equal to the current volume of air being exhausted by the fume hoods minusafixed
differential of 100 cfm. If the amount of air entering the zone can be completely
exhausted by the fume hoods, the general exhaust box will modulate closed.

27.1.5 Control System Summary
In newerlab facilities, a 100% outside air VAV air handling unit is used ta condi-
tion the air supplied to the zones. The configuration of the VAV boxes used in the
zones is based upon the presence of a lume hood in the space. Zones that do not
have a fume hood require two VAV boxes, a supply VAV box to vary the primary
air fromthe air handling unit and an exhaust VAV box to maintain the proper sta-
tic pressure differential between the zone and its adjoining spaces. Zones thal
have a fume hood require three VAV boxes, one supply box and fwo exhaust
boxes. These exhaust boxes work together to regulate the amountair leaving the
fume howd and the zone, The response of all three boxes ts integrated together
using strategies that vary the flow entering and leaving the zone based upon the
fume hood's sash position, the pressure differential between the zone and the
room temperature,
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The complexity of fume hood strategies is best performed by DDC systems.
DDCsystems are well suited for the proper loop coordination while maintaining
safety, face velocity, zone temperature, pressure and process efficiency. The micro-
processor can easily evaluate the sensor data of sash position, hood exhaust vol-
ume, supply volume, zone exhaust volume, zone temperature and differential
pressure in order to correctly position all three VAV boxes,

ILLUSTRATION OF A FUME HOOD CONTROL SYSTEM

This example illustrates the response of a VAV fume hood control system incorpo-
rating supply, general exhaust and fume hood exhaust VAV boxes to maintain the
face velocity of the hoods along with the temperature and pressure requirements
of the zone. The system has the following control loops in its fume hood controlsystem:

1. Fume hood face velocity control,
2. Zone static pressure control.
3. Zone air temperature control.

27.2.1 System Drawing

Asystem drawing fora VAV fume hood control systemincorporating supply, gen-
eral exhaust and fume hood exhaust VAV boxes to maintain the face velocity of
the hoods along with the temperature and pressure requirements of the zone is
shown in Figure 27.3.

27.2.2 Sequence of Operation

The sequence of operation for the VAV fume hood control system incorporating
supply, general exhaust and furne hood exhaust VAV boxes to maintain the face
velocity of the hoods along with the temperature and pressure requirements of the
zone that is illustrated in Figure 27,3 is explained in this section.

(Note: the air handling unit sequence of operation is very similar to the one
described in Chapter 23. The following descriptions only deseribe the operation of
the fume hood and theinteractions of the VAV boxes.)

Supply Air Volume Control

The supply air fan’s variable frequency drive is modulated to maintain the supply
duct static pressure al a set point of 1.8 inches of water. As the static pressure in the
supply duct increases, in response to some of the supply VAV boxes throttling
foward their minimumposition, the reverse acting output signal fromcontroller
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Figure 27.9) Laboratory Fume Hood Layout

decreases, reducing the fan‘s rotational speed and capacity as it reduces the
motor's power consumption.

Exhaust Fan Contral

The exhaust fan's variable frequency drive is modulated to maintain the fume
hood and general exhaust duct system's static pressure al a set point of —2.0
inches of water. As thestatic pressure in the exhaust duct increases in response to
fume hood or general exhaust dampers throttling toward their maximum open
position, the output signal from the controller increases, modulating the fan motor
to.a faster speed, increasing its capacity. If the exhaust fan is operatingatits lowest
frequency and the negative static pressure in the exhaust duct decreases belowits
—2.0 inches of water set point, the outside air inlet damper installed in the exhaust
duct system modulates open to maintain the set point.
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Fume Hood Face Velocity Control

The fume hood’s exhaust damper is modulated to maintaina face velocity of 100
feet per minute through the sash opening. A position sensor mountedto the sash
is used to calculate the face velocity. As the sash height increases, the signal from
the face velocity controller increases, opening the fume hood exhaust damper and
increasing the volume flowrate through the hood to maintain the face velocity set
point.

A control signal based upon the face velocity controller's response modulates
the zone’s supply VAV box damper actuator open to supply the additional
exhaust requirements of the hood.

Zone Pressure Control

The zone’s peneral exhaust VAV box modulates to maintain a fixed 100 cfm vol-
ume flowrate differential between the air entering the zone through the supply
VAV box and the total quantity of air being exhausted through the fume hood and
general exhaust boxes. When the mathematical difference between the supply vol-
ume flowrate and exhaust volume flowrate increases, indicating moreairis being
exhausted than supplied, the signal to the general exhaust damper decreases,
modulating it toward its closed position.

Zone Temperature Control

The supply VAV box damper is modulated to maintain the zone’s temperature at
set point. As the cooling load in the zone decreases, the damper is modulated
toward its minimum volumeposition. The minimumvolume position is equal to
the current volumeofair being exhausted by the fume hoods minusa fixed differ-
ential of 100 cfm. The steady state position of the supply VAV box damper must
supply sufficient air to the fame hoods to maintain their face velocity require-
ments, If the zone temperature continues to decrease due to thermal load changes
or the fume hood exhaust requirements, the normally open hot water reheat valve
is modulated to maintain the zone temperature set point.

PROCESS RESPONSES TO LOAD CHANGES

The following passages list the probable responsesof the fume hood control sys-
tem to the described changein a process load,

27.3.1 Load Change 1

A fume hoad’s sash is opened from 0% to 100%(18"") while the thermalload of the
zoné remains constant.
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Fume HoodFace Velocity Response

1. The position sensor on the fume hood's sash measures the change in the sash
height and calculates the corresponding change in the exhaust flowrate
required to maintainits face velocity set point.
The control signal to the fume hood exhaust damper increases, modulating
the damper fromits minimumposition toward its maximum flow position to
maintain the hood’s face velocity set point.
The control signal to the zone’s supply VAV box damper alsoincreases, mod-
ulating the primaryair damper open to supply the additional air that will be
drawn through the hood's exhaust damper.

N

%

Zone Temperature Process Response

1. The thermostat measures the decrease in the zone temperature in response to
the increase in the volume flowrate of primary air entering the zone.

2. The control signal to the supply VAV damper remains constant tofulfill the
requirements of the fume hood. The supply box reheat coil’s valve modulates
to maintain the zone temperalure set point.

Zone Pressure Process Response

1. The increase in supply volume is 100 cfmless than the fume hood exhaust
flowso the general exhaust damper remains closed, The fume hood exhaust
satisfies the differential pressure requirements ol the zone.

Supply Air Static Pressure Process Response

1, The fume hood's load increased, The signal from its face velocity controller
caused its supply VAV box damper to modulate to higher flowrate position.

2. The increase in the supply air flowrate requirements causes the static pressure
in the supply duct to decrease.

3. The supplyair static pressure loop increases its signal to the supply fan VFD,
increasing the frequency supplied to the fan motor.

4. The increase in motor frequency increases the motor's rotational speed,
increasing the static pressure in the supply duct backto ils set point.

Exhaust Air Duct Static Pressure Process Response

1, The increase in the fume hood volume flowrate load causesthe static pressure
in the exhaust duct to increase from~2.0 toward 1.5 inches of water.

2, The exhaust air static pressure loup increases its signal to the exhaust fan
VED,increasing the frequency supplied to the fan motor.

3. The increase in motor frequency increases the motors rotational speed,
decreasing the static pressure in the supply duct back to its —2.0 inches of
water sel point.
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27.3.2 Load Change 2

The fume hood sash remains 100% opened at 18" and thecooling load of the zoneincreases.

Fume Hood Process Response

1. The position senser measures no change in the sash height so the control sig-
nal ta the hood exhaust damper remains the same-

2. The control signal to the supply VAV box damper is also unaffected by the
face velocity control loop because there was no change in the sash position.

Zone Temperature Process Response

1. The thermostat measures the increase in the zone’s temperature,
2. The control signa! to supply box reheat coil valve increases, modulating the

normally open valve closed. The signal to the VAV primary air damperalso
increases to increase the flow of primaryair into the zone to maintain the
zone temperature set point.

Zone Pressure Process Response

1. The increase in supply air flowrate surpasses the volume being exhausted
through the fume hood exhaust damper. The signal to the general exhaust
damperincreases, opening the damper to maintain the zone pressure slightly
negative with respect to the pressure in the hallway.

Supply Air Pressure Process Response

1. The zone's cooling load increased, causing the zone’s primary air damper to
modulate open to a higher flowrate position,
The increase in the supply air Howrate requirements causes the static pressure
in the supply duct to decrease.
The supply air static pressure loop increases its signal to the supply fan VED,
increasing the frequency supplied to the fan motor, increasing the static pres-
surein the supply duct back to its set point.

2.

3

Exhaust Air Pressure Process Response

1. The modulation of the general exhaust bow causes the slalle pressure in the
exhaust duct to increase fom ~2.0 toward~1,7 inches of water because the

furne hood and general VAV boxes use the same exhaust fan and duct.
2. The exhaustair static pressure loop increases its signal to the exhaust fan

VFD, increasing the frequency supplied to the fan motor,
3. The increase in motor frequency increases the motors rotational speed, decreasing

the static pressure in the supply duct backto its —2.0 inches of water set point.
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27.3.3 Load Change 3

All of the fume hood sashes are clased at the endof the day and the cooling loadin the zones decreases, :

Fume HoodProcess Response

1. The position sensors onall the fume hood sashes measure their change to a
closed position. The only air passing through the fume hood comes through
the minimum How openings at the bottom of each sash.

2. The face velocity control loops signal their fume hood exhaust dampers to
modulate to their minimum position.

3. The control signals to the supply VAV box dampers in all the labs also
decrease in responseto the reductionin fume hood exhaust requirements.

Zone Temperature Process Response

1, The thermostats measure the decrease in their zone temperature that occurs
as the lab personnel turn off equipment andleave for the day,

2. The control signal to the supply boxes decrease, modulating the primary air
dampers toward their minimum position.

3. Ifa zone’s temperature continues to decrease, its reheat valve modulates to
maintain the Zone temperature set point.

Zone Pressure Process Response

a. The reduction of the supply air volumeto its minimum position, coupled
with the decrease in the fume hood exhaust requirements causes the general
exhaust damper to modulate closed.

Supply Air Pressure Process Response

1. The system's cooling load decreases. The supply VAV box dampers have
modulated to their minimum position.

2. The decrease in the supplyair flowrate requirements causes the static pres-
sure in the supply duct to increase,

3. The supply air static pressure loop decreasesits signal to the supply fan VED,
decreasing the frequencyto the fan motor thereby decreasing the static pres-
sure in the supply ductback to its set point.

Exhaust Air Pressure Process Response

1. The decrease in the zone's exhaust loads causes the static pressure in the
exhaust duct to decrease from —2.0 toward - 2.7 inches of water.

2. The exhaustair static pressure loop decreases its signal to the exhaust fan
VED to minimumposition.
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3. The decrease in motor frequency decreases the motors rotational speed,
increasing the static pressure in the supplyduct back to ~2.2 inches of water.

4. The outside air damper located on the exhaust duct modulates to maintain
the exhaust duct static pressure at a sel point of —2.0 inches of water.

27.4
=

ANALYSIS OF A FUME HOOD CONTROLSYSTEM

27.4.1 Scenario 1

There is excessive turbulence in front of one fume hood's sash

Possible Causes

1. The furne heod’s exhaust damper open too much.
2. The fume hood’s control loopis out of calibration,

Verify the

1. operation of the face velocity control loop by performing the following
procedure:

a. Measure the face velocity al the open sash with a thermal anemometer.
b. Compare the actual face velocity with the value displayed by the DDC

control syatem.
c, Ifthe actual and DDC valueof the face velocity differ more than 5%, cali-

brate the sensor following the manufacturers instructions.
2. positioning of the hood’s exhaust damper to determineif it correlates with

the controller’s output signal.
a. Measurethe volumeofair flowing through the exhaust duct. Take appro-

priate precautionsif the hood has been used with hazardous substances.
b. Using the measured face velocity along withthe area of the sash opening,

calculate the volume flowrate in cubic feet per minute and compare the
actual exhaust volume with the calculated value,

c. If the measured and calculated values differ significantly, determine that
the actuatoris positioning the damper correctly.

d. [f the damper is being positioned correctly, the control signal from the
system face velocity controller needs calibration. The calibration of the
loop components differs for open and closed loop strategies. Consult
the manufacturers instructions for proper calibration procedures,

27.4.2 Scenario 2

Oneof the zonesis too warm. Thestatic pressure in that zoneis being maintained
at its set point and the face velocity of the fume hoodsare also being maintained at
set point as their sashes are repositioned from 0% ta 100% open,
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Possible Causes

1. The supply VAVboxreheat control valve is stuck open or leaking pastits seatwhenclosecl.
2. The thermostat needs calibration,

Since only onezone is warn, the problem is confined ta that zoneinstead of with the air
handling unit processes, Since the static pressure ty the zoneis being maintained at its
set point throughout the repositioning of the sash, the supply VAV box must be modulal-
ing correctly. Therefore, Hie problent mist be in Hie zone temperature control loop.

Verify the

1, thermostat’s sel point is actually placed at the desired setting.
2. thermostat is properly calibrated. Verily calibration by performing the fol-

lowing procedure:
a. Measure temperature at the thermostat’s location.
b, Adjust the thermostat’s set point so it equals the measured temperature.
c¢, Measure the thermostat's output signal.
d. Verify that the thermostat's signal is equal to the midpoint valueofits

output range. Make the necessary adjustments on the thermostator in the
DDC database.

Slide the adjustment to bothlimits ofits throttling rangeto verify that itis
generating a linear output signal over a 2 to 4° throttling range. If the
thermostat’s responseis erratic it must be replaced.

e. Place the thermostat’s set point equal to the desired zone temperature
and let the loop stabilize.

3. operation of the VAV boxes:
a. Close all the fume hood sashes in the zone and adjust the thermostat set

point to 85°. This causes the supply VAV box to modulate toits minimum
flow position, The general exhaust VAV box should also modulate itself
closed.

b. Using the flow measuring device, measure the flow rale supplied to the
zone through the supply VAY box.

¢. Compare the measured supply volume flowrate to air volume being
exhausted through the fume hoods.

d. Adjust the supply VAV box volume controller's minimum position
potentiometer or regulator until the air flow through the box equals the
fume hood total minus 100 cfm,

e. Measure the general exhaust flow and calibrate its minimum position
potentiometer so the flow equals zero.

[. Set the thermostat set point to its minimumvalue (55°). This causes the
supply VAV box to open toils maximum flowposition to satisfy the zone
temperature. Adjust the supply VAV box volume controller's maximum
flow position potentiometer until the air flow through the box equals the
design flowrate stated on the mechanical system the prints.

e
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g. Position the fume hood sash to 100%open and leave the thermostat set
point at 55°, Adjust the general exhaust VAV box volume controller's
maximum flow position potentiometer until the air flaw through the box
equals the supply design flowrate minus the fume hood's maximumvol-
ume exhaust minus 100 cfm,

4, control signal is presentat the supply VAV box reheat valve's actuator and the
valve is correctly positioned.

5. valveis not leaking through by momentarily closing the isolation ball valves
and monitoring the temperature of the air downstream ofthe reheatcoil.

27.4.3 Scenario 3

A zone’s temperature and its fume hood's face velocity are being maintained atset
point but the static pressure in the zone is positive with respect to the adjoining
spaces.

Possible Causes

1. The general exhaust box needs calibration,
2. The general exhaust box actuator or damper not functioning.

Since only one zone’s static pressure control point is out of range, the problem is
confined to its general exhaust damper.

Verify the

1, calibration of the exhaust box using the procedure detailed in the above section,
2, control signal is present at the general exhaust box actuator and the damper

movefreely from 0% to 100%of their stroke.
3. damperlinkage is notslipping an the damper shaft.

 

EXERCISES

Respond to the following statements, questions and problems completely and
accurately, using the system drawing in Figure 27,3.

1. What are the possible causes of high fume hood face velocities thal blow out
a gas burner’s flame whenthe sash is only open five inches? Explain youranswer.

2, Whatis the response of the zone control systemsif the actuator on the supply
VAV box breaksits linkage causing the damper to open to 100%? Explain
your answer.
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3, Whatis the responseofthe controlloopsin the zoneif the boiler malfunctions
during cold weather and the reheat water temperature drops from 150° to
70°? Explain your answer.

4, Whateffect does keeping the fume hood sashes open whenthey are not in use
have on the cost of each process serving the zone? Explain your answer-

5. Whatis the response of the system control loops whenthedirty filters in the
air handling unit are replaced with clean ones? Explain your answer.
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Glossary

Accuracy
The accuracy of a sensor indicates the maximum difference between (he actual
value of the measured variable and the value indicated by the sensor.

Actuator

The portion of the final controlled device that converts the control signal trom the
loop controller into linear or rotational motion that is usec to open and close the
flow contral device.

ADC

Analog, to digital converter. An electronic device used to interface analog sensor
signals witha digital controller, The ADC converts the magnitude ofthe input sig-
nal into a binary word.

AHRU

Air Handling Unit. Mechanical equipment used to heat, cool humidify, dehumid-
ify and/or pressurize an airstream beforeit is distributed toa zone,

ALU

Arithmetic Logie Unit. A section of a microprocessor that performs mathematic
and logic routines.

Analog Control

A device or control loop that generates and responds to modulating signals. The
data in analog signals is represented bya continuous varying magnitude.

ASHRAE

American Society of Heating, Refrigeration and Air Conditioning Engineers. A
professional society that performs research and develops standards for the air
conditioning and refrigeration industry.
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Automatic Control

The automated application of a regulating influence upon control system compo-
nents by another control device in response to a change in a measured variable.
BAS

Building Automation System. A computer based control system thal integrates
HVAC,security, access and fire/safety functions into a centrally accessed system.
Bias

The output signal of a control device when the changeinits input signal is equallo zero,

Binary Control

A device or contro! loop that can only recognize or respond tothe changeofstate
of a signal [rom onevalue to anotherIE, on/off, high/low, yes/no, 1/0 ete. Binary
devices are also callecl bwo-position devices.

btu

British Thermal Unit. A measure of thermal energy equal to the amount of heat
required to raise one poundof pure water 1“
Cavilation

The violent implosion due to a rapid changeof state of a vapor to a liquid that
results from a change in the process pressure,
cfm

Cubic fool per minute, A measure of the volumeflowrate of a fluid.

Close Loop Configurations
Closed loop control configurations generate a response that can maintain the con-
trolled variable at ils set point. These configurations incorporate a feedback path
betweenthe control point of the process and the controller's input.
Control]

The application of a regulating influence upon a device to makeit perform in adesired manner.

Control Agent

The fluid that transports mass or energy to of from the process in response to
changes in the outputsignal of the controller, [E hot water, chilled water, refriger-ant, efc,

Control Differential

The characteristic of the two-position transfer function that creates a delay
betweenchanges in the outputsignal to reduce the possibility of the output signal
repeatedly cycling on and off whenever the control pointis near ihe set point.
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Control Loop
A group of interconnected control devices that operate collectively to maintain a
single processat its desired set point.Control Point
The actual magnitude of a measured variable,

Controlled Medium

The controlled medium is the fluid that absorbs or releases the mass or energy
transferred to or from the process.

Controlled Variable

The controlled variable is the property of a controlled mediumthat a control loop
is maintaining al its set point.

Controller

The componentin the control loop that calculates the process error and generates
an output signal that repositions the final controlled device to maintain a balance
between the mass or energy being transferred to the process andits current load,

Converter

A device that converts a control signal from one type ty another IE, pneumatic to
current, Voltage fo currentetc.

DAC

Digital to Analog converter, An electronic device used to interface digital com-
puter based systems to the analog world. The DAC converts the magnitude of a
binary word into an analog output signal.

Damping
Dampingis any effect that reduces or impedes a reaction,

DDC

Distributed (Direct) Digital Control System. A microprocessor based control sys-
tem that performs modulating control, energy management strategies, custom
system programming, generates praphic displays, dials out in emergency situa-tions etc.

Derivative Mode

The portion of the controller transfer function that changes its output signal in
response to the rate of change in the process error. This mode is responsible for
reducing the effects of fast process changes on the stability of the control loop by
responding to the anticipated change in the process based upon its current rate of
change. Also called Rate Mode,

Direct Acting
The response ofa control loop or device which generates a change m its output
signal that is in the samedirection as the changein its input signal.
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DX Coils

Direct expansion refrigeration coils. Heat transfer that use liquid refrigerant to
absorb heat from the fluid flowing acrossits surfaces.
Error

The mathematical difference between the control point and the set point of a
process. Errorindicates whether the control point is above or belowthe set point.
FCD

Final controlled device. The component in a control loop that receives a signal
fromthe controller which commands a changein the flowof the control agent,

Flashing

The rapid changeofstate of a liquid to a vapor dueto a changein the process pres-Sure,

Final Controlled Device

The component in a control loop that varies the flow of mass or energy into the
process. Valves and dampers are common HVAC modulating FCDs, electric
relays, contactors and motorstarlers are common two-position FCDs.

Floating Controller Mode

Floating controller mode generates a three state output signal, This signal posi-
tions a three state actuator that modulates the flow of the control agent into the
process.

Flowchart

A symbolic representations of the sequence of operation of a control system used
to write and troubleshoot DDC application software programs.
Flow Coefficient

The flowcoefficient is a parameter used to standardize the sizing of valves. The
abbreviation for Flow Coefficientis C..

Full Scale Range

The operating range of the sensor. The full scale range defines the input signal's oper-
ating range of the sensor where its response remains with its design specifications.

General Form of the Linear Transfer Function Equation
The general form of a transfer function is an equation that is the foundation for
developing transfer functions for any linear control device, reset schedule or
process. Most of the equations used by a control technician are based upon the fol-
lowing equation:

Output = Afaput * Proportional Gain + Bias
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HVAC/R

Heating, ventilating, air-conditioning and refrigeration,

[AQ

Indoorair quality. Anindication of the quality of the environmental conditionsin
a building.

Inherent Flow Characteristics

Theresponse of a flow control device (A Flow/ A Stroke) when the pressure drop
across the device is kept constant. This is the characteristic assigned toa device by
the manufacturer.

Installed Flow Characteristics

The actual response of a flow control device (A Flow/ 4 Stroke) whenthe device
is installed in a system and its pressure drop varies as its actuator moves.

Integral Mode
The portion of the controller transfer function that changes its output signal in
responseto the size and length of time a process error exists. This modeis respon-
sible for reducing the process error to zero before the control loop stabilizes. Also
called Reset Mode.

Lag Time
Atime delay that occurs as a natural response of dynamicsystems. A time lag 1s an
period that occurs between the initiation of an action and the appearance ofits
desired outcome, Lags can beclassified as measuring, transmitting, transporting
and mixing lags.

mA

Milliamps. A measureofelectrical current equal to one-thousandthof an amp.

Manual Control

The application of a regulating influence by a human being. In HVAC control
processes, the response of a manual control loop remainsin ifs current position
until changed by an operator.

NC

Normally Closed. The contacts in a relay, blades of a damperor plug ina valve are
closed whenthere is no signal being appliedtoits actuator.

Normal Position

The position (open, closed) ofa final controlled device when there is no signal pre-
sent to its actuator:
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NO

Normally Open. The contacts in a relay, blades of a damperor plug ina valve are
open whenthere is no signal being appliedtoits actuator.
NTC

Negative temperature coefficient. A characteristic of a temperature sensor that
experiences a decrease in its oulpul signal as its measured temperature increases.
Offset

The absolute (non-signed)difference betweenthe set point and control point of a
process, also known as drift and deviation. The offset does not tell whether the
control point is above or belowthe set point. See Error.

Open Loop Response Characteristics

All open loop configurations generate a binary or two-position response to
changes in the measured variable. This configuration is used in applications to
prevent the control point from exceeding a predetermined designlimit.

Operating Differential

The range of the process control point that results from the combined effects of the
control differential and process time lags. The operating differential is always
greater than the control differential.

Positioner

A pneumatic device used to properly position pneumatic actuators by applying
main air pressure to the actuator until it moves toits proper location as measured
bya lever and feedback spring mounted to the FCDstem.

Process

The intended function of a control loop TE, maintaining a specific temperature,
pressure or humidity set point. A mixed air temperature control loop maintains
the mixed air temperature process at set point.

Proportional Band

The percent of the sensor's input spanthat is used to drive the final controlled
device trom 0% to 100% open (or closed). It is always expressed as a percentage.

Proportional Band = (Throttling Range + Sensor Span) & 100.

Proportional Gain

The amount change in the magnitude of the output signal that occurs in response
to a change in the input signal. Also called Sensitivity.

Proportional Mode

The response of a controller that changes its output signal in proportion with the
change in the process error. For example, if the error changed 7%the outputsignal
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also changes 7%. Proportional mode positionsthe final controlled device so that a
balance is created between the process load and the mass or energytransferred by
the control agent,

psi
Pounds per square inch. A measiire of pressure.

PTC

Positive temperature coefficient. A characteristic of a temperature sensor that
experiences an increase in its output signal as its measured temperature increases.

Rangeability
Characteristic of a ow modulating device that is equal to its maximum contro-
lable flowdivided by its minimum controllable flow.

Rate Mode
See Derivative Mode

Reset

The control strategy that resets a process set point based upon the magnitude of
another variable. Commonly used for temperature processes. [If the set point
increases When the measured variable decreases, the strategy is called reverse
reset. [f the set point increases when the measured variable increases, the strategy
is called direct reset.

Reset Mode

See Integral Mode

Resolution

The resolution is the smallest change in the measured variable that is required to
produce a detectable change in a control device's outputsignal.

Response

The behavior of a process or control loop that results from a change in an external
or internal variable.

Reverse Acting

The response of a control loop or device which generates a change in its output
signal that is in the opposite direction as the change in its inpulsignal.

rpm

Revolutions per minute. A measure of the rotation speed of a rotating device.

RAM

Random access memory, Volatile electronic memory used to store data that ts
erased when the power supply is disconnected.It is used lor storing DDC appli-
cation programs and databases.
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ROM

Read only memory. Non-volatile electronic memoryused to store data that cannot
be erased when the power supplyis disconnected,

RTD

Resistance temperature device (detector). A lemperalure sensing device that
changes its output resistance in a predictable fashion whenever its temperature
changes,

Sensors

Control devices that measure the control point of a process. They generate an out-
put signal related to the magnitude of the control point, Pneumatic sensors areoften called transmitters.

Sequence of Operation
Aconeise summary of the operational attributes of mechanical equipment andits
contro) loops.

Set Point

The desired magnitude of a process variable.

Signal Span
The difference between the maximum and minimum values of a control device's

inpul or oulpulsignal's operating range.

Steady State Error
The offset between the control point and the set point that remains after the con-
troller output signal has stabilized.

Thermal Resistance

Thermal resistance is a measure of the ability of a material to oppose the flow of
heat when a temperature difference exists between its surfaces.

Thermal Capacitance
The thermal capacitance of a process indicates the amountof heat that must be trans-
ferred to create a one degree change in the temperature of the controlled variable,

Throttling Range
The change in the control point required to drive the final controlled device Irom
0%to 100%open (or clased), The throttlmg range always has the same unils as the
controlled variable,

Time Constant

The timeit takes fora control device or process to change63%ofits total change in
response to a changein its input variable.
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Transfer Function

The mathematical formula that defines how the change in a device's inputsignal
is generated into a related change in its output signal, The transfer function
defines the size, direction and timing characteristics of the change in the oulput
signal.

Timed Two-Position Mode

Timed two-position mode incorporates a meanof reducing the operating differen-
tial in electric, two-position temperature control applications that use a thermo-stat.

Turndownratio

The ratio of maximumrequired flowrate to a device's minimum controllable
flowrate.

Two-Position Mode

The controller mode that generates a binary output response whenever the mea-
sured variable exceedsits set point.

Variable Air Volume AHU

A mechanical system that maintains zone temperature by varying the amountof
conditioned air that enters the zone in response to the zone's temperature.

VAV

Variable Air Volume. See variable air volume AHU,

VAVT

Variable air volume, variable temperature. A control strategy that incorporates
temperature reset of the supply air of a VAV unit. See variable air volume AHU_
VFD

Variable frequencydrive. Anelectronic device used to vary the speed of an induc
tion motor by changing the frequency of its power source.

vsD

Variable speed drive. See VFD.

Zone

A gone is an area within a building where a controlled variable is maintained at
the same set point. All the areas (rooms) within a zone have similar thermal and
operationalloads.
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Absolute error eniterion, 233-34
Absolute value, 108
Accumulator, 242
Accuracy, 108-10
Action element response, 67°Actual flow characteristics, 174
Actual value, 108
Actuator, 40

electric coil, 41
high torque electric motor, 42-43
pneumatic, 40, 47, 194
rotational, 41, 41
selection of, 193-95
valve, 157-55

ADC. Sw Analog to digital converterAddress bus, 243
AHU, Seealse Air hanlling unit

control strategy clifferences, 414-18
dual path constant volume, 445-4l)
make-up, 461-70
single path variable volume, 440-14variableair volume, 434
variable volume multiple zone, 432-36

AHU control schematic, 271
AHUwith humidifleation, 402-05
AHUwith hunvidity control loop, 402
AH single tine drawing, 272
AHU systems

dual duct, 447-48
multizone, 4467

Al, See Analog inputAir
discharge, 25
exhaust, 24
make up, 23
mixed, 23
outside, 22-23
rellef, 24
supply, 25
ventilation, 22-23

Air flowrate, balancing within zone, 483
Air handling system terminology, 20-26
Air handling unit, 20-21, 21. See alan APIUdefined, 20

"Page references for figures appear in italics
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single path constant volume mulhple zone,413-24
single zone constant volume, 400-02

Air handling unit. configurations, 399-112
Air temperature control

cold deck, 452
hot deck, 450-51

Air unit controls, make-up, 462-63
ALU. See Arithmetic logic unit
American Society of Heating, Retrigeration, and

Air Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE), 1
Amount of error, 70
Analog control system classification, 13-14
Analog control systems, 13
Analog to digital converter (ADC), 245s
Analog electroniccontra) systems, 16
Analog input (AL), 252
Analog inpul points, 252,252
Analog output points, 252-53, 253
Analog signal, 31
Abticipator

cooling, 132heat, 132-33
Anticipatory mode, 73
Application

central air conclitioner for home, 40
classrocm temperature control, 218-19
closed! loop temperature control, 57-58
cold deck temperature control loop, 221-25
discharge air cooling process, 4-45
mainktin minim temperature, 52-53
mixed air temperature control loap, 84
residential heating system, 9-10
sequence of operation, 27679
temperature sensor, 6b-67
variable air volume, 64
variable air volume AHU, 71
variableair volume sysiem,6
warm air Lemperature process, 7window air conditioner, 27
zone lemperature contral, 68
zone temperature control loop, 74-74

Application program, 257-54
Applying transfer function, 77-101
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Anthmetic logic unit (ALL), 125, 242
ASHRAE, Se American Society of Heating,

Refrigeration, and Air Conditioning; Engi-neers
ASHRAE Cycle 1

control strategy, S992
unit ventilator controls, 391
valve and damper response, 392

ASHRAECycle 2
control strategy, 392-95
unit ventilator controls, 393
valve and damper response, 395

ASHRAE Cyele 3 control strategy, 395
Automatic control systems, 12-19

Balance, 6
Balanced port valve, 156
Balloon, flowchart symbol, 281, 282
Ball valve, 153, 156
BAS,Sev Building automaton systems
Baud rate, 247
BI. See Binary inputBias

controller, 91-93
output signal, 80-81sensor, 82

Binary control system classification, 13-14
Binary devices, 14
Binary digit, Sre Bit
Binary input, 25]
Binary input (Bl), 249-50,
Binary input points, 249, 249-50
Binary output (BO), 250-51
Binary output points, 250-51, 257
Binary signal, 31
Binary or bwo-position contre, 15Bit, 240
Bits per second (BPS), 247
Block cagram

closed loop, 60
openloop, 60

Block diagrams, 59-60
BMS. See Building management! system
BO. See Binary output
Bonnet assembly, valve, 157
BPS, See Bits per second
Building automation systems (BAS), 36, 240)
Building management system, (BMS), 240, Sec

alse Building automation systemBus
address, 243
data, 24243
defined, 242

Butterfly valve, 153, 156-57, 157

Calculating process steam load, 185-86
Capacitance

large, 207
small, 210-11

small (o medium, 204
thermal, 201-(12

Capacitive coupling, 254
Capacity coefficient, 177-7
Cavitation, flow, 161
Central ar conditioner far home,

application, 40Chemical dehumidification, 350-51
Chilled water coi flowchart, 331
Chilled water control strategy, modulating,327-32
Chilled water process, failsafe position for, [87
Chilled water valve control strategy, 323
Chip, mieroprocessar, 241-12
Circle, Nowchart symbol, 261, 282
Classroom temperature control, applicaion,218-19
Climatic conditions, 11
Closed loop configurations, 34-58
Closed loop dynamic analysis, 216-148
Closed loop feedback, 56-57
Closed loop heating process, 58
Closed loop information path, 37
Closed loop minimumposition control, 292-43
Closed loop modulating response, 217
Closed loop preheat control strategy, 310
Closed loop response, operational objective for,Nh

Closed loop temperature control, application,37-58
Cold deck, 445-16

air temperature control, 452
reset schedule, 45]
temperature control loup, application,Zale

Communications techniques, 24648
Computers, personal, 16
Condensing units, building control systemand,S2b-21F
Conduchon, 1
Constant amplitude, 229, 250
Constant humidity set point, 34, 349Constant volume AMU, 413-29

single zone, 400-02
Constant volume box, 3&7
Constant volume fan powered VAV boxes, 379
Constant volume mixing box, 384Constant volume terminal ueits, 354, 346
Continuites sigriel, 0Control

binary or Kwo-pombon, 15
definition, 4
meaning of, 47

Control agent, 43
Control devices, two-position, 13Control device transfer function, 64
Control differential, 128
Controlled medium, 24
Controlled vanable, 28-29
Controller

defined, 37
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modulating, 54-55
PD, 126
PL, 126, 142
PID, 126
pneumatic, i)
proportional only, 126
two-pusition, 34-55Controller bias, 91-93

Controller loop, PID, 143Controller mode, 126-31
floating, 134—37, 20810
integral, 211-12
PL, }40Hi1
proportional, 13840, 210-11
proportional plus integral, 140-11
selecting, 197-214
timed two-position, 131-33, 132, 207-08
two-position, 126-28

Controller mode differential, two-position,128-29
Controller output response, two-position, 127
Controller response

dynamic characteristics of error and, 125-26
modulating, 34
supplyair static pressure, 71
two-posilion, 56, 128, 129

Controller responses, comparison of, 294Controllers, 3940, 124-50
operational characteristics of, 125-26

Controller's gain, selecting proper, 225-26
Controller's proportional gain, 40-41Controller transfer function, 87-46
Control loop, 26-27, 2736-39

construction, 43-44, 45
components of, 35-47, 37defined, 26
flow of information in, 44
modulating, 215-37
operations performed by, 47PI, 142
PID, 143
preumatic, 32
sensors, 37-04
terminology, 26-33, 45

Control loop configuration, 44-62
Control loop response

criteria for evaluating, 231-34
static pressure, 357

Control. medinm, 43
Control point, 29-30defined, 29

imitial change in, 220
measuring, 105-[6
minimize initial changein, 219-21
range of, 130

Control processes, documenting, 269-87
Control signal, 31
Control strateey

ASHRAE Cyele 1, 390-92
ASHRAE Cyele2, 392-45
ASHRAE Cycle 3, 395
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cooling, 325-36
damper, 288-506
dehumidifying, 44-45
discharge air temperature, 332-34
heating, 307-24
hot water heating, 319-22
humiidifying, 33943
humidity, 337-52, 334-39
mixed air temperature, 290)
modulating chilled water, 327-32
preheat, 305-11
supply air static pressure, 959-43steam converter, 472-74

Control gtrategy differences, 414-18
Control system

analog, 13-14
analog electronic, 16automatic, 12-13
hinary, 13-14
categories of, 13
classifications of, 12-16
condensing units and, 326-27
electrical, 32
electromechanical, 14-15
energy management and, 240fume hood, 479-84
introduction to, 3-18
linear, 75
manual, 5, 12
microprocessor-based, 238-6
modulating, 13-14
pheumatic, 13-16
purpose of, 7-12
terminology, 19-4
two-position, 13-14
types of, 14-16

(Control system schematic
heating, 7
static pressure, 6

Control valves; sizing and selecting, 173-46
Convection, 199
Converter

hot water, 473-75
steam, 471-73
steamy Lo hot water, 471-78

Converter system, steamfo hot water, 474
Cooling anticipator, 132
Cooling application, zone, 334-35
Cooling coils, 326
Cooling control strategies, 325-35
Cooling only VAV box, 475, 376
Cooling only VAV terminal unit, 374-76
Cooling strategies, overview, 325-27
Cooling valve response, 451
Cooling VAV box, with reheal, 477
Critical flow in steam systems, 182-85
Critically damped criterion, 232, 232
Critically damped response, 227-28, 228
C,. Sev Flow coefficient
Cycle 1

control strategy, ASHRAE, 390-92
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unl ventilator controls, 397
valve and damper response, 392

Cycle 2
control strategy, ASHIRAE, 392-95
unit ventilator controls, 393
valve and damper response, 395

Cycle 3 control strategy, ASHRAE, 345

DAC. SevDigital to analog converter
Damper, 152

characteristics, 165-71
commanding to normal position, 299
control strategies, 286-306
inlel vane, 356-57
multinone, ls
opposed blade, 170, 170)
parallel blade, 165-70)
selection, 170-71, 192-93
sizing for linear response, 191-92
sizing procedures for, |90-93
sizing and selecting, 173-96
strategies, 288-390)

Damperactuator, positioning relay and, 1
Dampercircuit pressure drops, 147
Damper configuration, mixed air, 289
Damper response

opposed blade, 177
parallel blade, 164
preheat and missing, 319

Damping, 226
Database, system, 257
Data bus, 24915
Data register, 242
DDC. See Direct digital control; Distributed dig-ital control
DBC application program, 257-59
DPC control panel, 240-41, 242DDC database, 258
DOC hardware points, 2484
DDC programs, 256, 256-59Deadband, 124
Dead time lag, 203
Decision, flowchart symbol, 28!)
Deck, 445-46

reset schedules, 457
Dehumidification, chemical, 350-51
Dehumidification flowchart,.49
Dehumidification process, 343
Dehumidification with reheat, 315
Dehumidifying control strategy, 344-45
Delta (A), 79
Demandlimiling, 242-63
Derivative gain, 7), 72
Derivative mode, 142, 212
Denvative mode response, 147
Description of operations, See Sequence of operations
Desiccant dehumidification, 351
Design load, 10-11
Design temperatures, 10
D gain, 142

 

DI. Ser Digital inpul
Diagrams, block, 3¥—6U)
Diamond, flowchart symbol, 280
Dilterential gain of transfer function, 72-75
Digital to analog converter (DAC), 24516
Digital devices, 14
Digital electronic control systems, 16
Digital input (DD, 249-50
Digital output (DO), 250-5]
Direct acting device, 07-68
Direct acting, sensor, 85
Direct digital control (DDC), 239-40Direct reset, 415
Dischargeair, 25
Dischargeair cooling process, application,44-45
Discharge air temperature control strategy,532-34
Discontinuous signal, 31
Distributed digilal conteol (DDC), 239-4)
Diverting valve, 153-55, 154
DO, Ser Digital output
Documenting control processes, 269-87
Double port valve, 156
Dry bulh economizer response, 297
Dey bulb temperature, 10-11

econamizer and, 298
economizer cycle and, 296

Dual duct AHU systems, 447-18
Dual duet boxes, 342-84
Dual duetlayout, 445
Dual duet mixing: boxes, 499
Dual duct VAV bax, 385
Dual fan static pressure control strategy, 363-68
Dual path constant volume AHU, 445-60
Duty cycling, 262
Dynamic load, 4

Economizer components, 293
Economizer control strategy, 295
Economizer cycle, 296
Economizer response, 297
Economizer sensors, enthalpy, 294
Economizer set point, 298
Economizerstrategy, mixing damper, 29498
EEPROM, See Electrically erasable programma-ble ROM
EEPROM chip, 244
Hlectrical cantrol systems, 32
Electrically erasable programmable ROM(EPROM), 244
Electrical majmnetic interference (EMI), 254-56
Electric coil actuator, 41
Eleetric to pneumatic converter, 246
Electromechanical control systems, 14-15
Electronic humidity sensor, 118-19, 1749
Electronic to pneumatic converter, 253
Flectronic static pressure sensor, 120
EMCS.See Energy management and control

system
Emergencystratepies, 274
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EMI. See Electrical magnetic mterference
EMS. See Energy management syster
Energy management and control system

(EMCS), 240
Energy management overview, 273
Energy managementstrategies, 260-64
Energy management system (EMS), 239
Enthalpy-based economizer

cycle, 295
flowehart, 302
Jwop design and operation, 299-302
system drawing, JU

Enthalpy economizer sensors, 246
EPROM. See Erasable programmable ROM
EPROM chip, 244
Equal percentage of change characteristics ot

linwar systems, 78
Equal percentage valveflow characteristics, 163-65

response, 164, 165
Erasable programmable ROM (EPROM), 244Error, 30-41

amount of, 70
defined, 30
dynamic charactenstics of, [25-26
process, 91.93
steady state, 139, 224, 224-25
time weighted, 70Error criterion, 234

Error generator, 125
Euler’s Number, 205
Exfiltration, 24
Exhaust air, 24
Exhaust atr path, 25
Exhaust fan control, 486

Face velocity contral, fume hood, 480-83, 487
Failsafe position, 186-85
Fan coil cabinet, 388
Fan coil unit, 386-89

schematic, 349
valve sequence, dbo

Fay powered VAV boxes, 379constant volume, 379
intermittent, da. 382
variable volume, 380

Fan powered VAVterminal unit, 379-81
intermittent, 380-82

Fan pressure, 353-57
Fan systems, variable volume, 354-55Farads, 118
FCD. Sve Final controlled device
Feedback, closed loop, 36-57Feed forward contral, 53
Feed forward loop, information thoy, 54
Final controlled device, 40-43, 41

defined, 37, 40
modulating, 151-72
operational characteristics of floating mocle,135-06
parameters in transfer function for, ¥7

transfer function for, 9698,
Final controlled device transter function, devel-

opment, 9798
Firmware, 244
Floating controller mode, 134-37, 208-10

advantages and disadvantages, 137
Floating controller mode response, 136-47
Floating controller response, 136

constant load and, 137
Floating controller terminal detail, 139
Floating node final controlled device, 135-36
Floal mode, (hree wire, 134
Flow cavitation, 16!
Flow characteristies

actual, 174
equal percentage valve, 163-65
inherent, 174
installed, 174
linear valve, 163
quick opening valve, 161-62
valve, 161-65

Flowchart, 279-86, 284-5
developing, 252-83
symbols, 279-82

Flowcoefficient (C,), 177-79, 186-9
rating, 188
sizing formulas, 177-79

Flow control apparatus, 4)
Flowrate, calculating required, 174-82
Full seale range, 1?Fume hood

components of, 451
systems, 480-83

Fume hood control system, 479-04
analysis, 491-93
illustration of, 485-87

Function, 64

Gain,.66
D, 142
1,141

Gasses, vapors and, 158-34
Gate valve, 153, 156
General form equation, 79Generator

error, 125
output signal, 125Globe valve, 153, 156

Heat anticipator, 132-33
Heat exchanger, 175
Heating applications, cone, 925
Heating contre! strategies, 307-24

hot water, 319-22
overview, 307-08

Healing control system schematic, 7
Heating and cooling coil control strategy, 333
Heating valve response, 450)
High limit set pomt, 52
High torqueelectric motor actuator, 42-13Hot deck, 45-46
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air temperature control, 450-31
reset schedule, 451

Hot water converter, illustration of, 473-75
Hot water heating applications, 320, 421
Hot water heating control strateyy, 319-22
Hot water preheat control strategy, 316-19, 317
Hot water process,failsafe position for, 187
Hot water set point resel schedule, 47%
Humicdification process, steam, 340)
Humidificationstrategies, overview, 337-39
Hunudifying control strategy, 339-43
Humidity contrel strategies, 337-52, 538-39
Humidity reset, 416
Humidity set poiet, constant, 419
Hygroscopic materials, 118-21

TAQ.See Indoor air quality
T gain, 141Th comirel,
Increasing amplitude, 224, 230
Indoor air quality (IAQ), 22
Intinite rate of change, 146
Information flow, feed forward loop, 54
Information path, closed loop, 57Inherent flow characteristics, 174
Inlet vane dampers, 356, 356-57
Input/outpul, flowchart symbol, 237
Inpratinterface, 245416
Installed flow characteristics, 174
Integral controller mode, 21|-12
Integral gain, 70
Integral gain of transfer function, 70-71
Integral mode, 70

response, [45
Integral windup, 141
Intermittent fan powered VAV box,

381,382
Intermittent fan powered VAYterminal unit,BRIAR

Lag time, 110
Linear control systems, 76
Linear systems, 76
Linear transfer function equation, general formoF, TUS1
Linear Valve

flowcharacteristics, 163
response, 163

Linge drawing, single, 271-72
Liquid flashing, 159-60
Liquids, 154
Load change

fast, 211
large, 210-11
Process responses to, 406-08, 422-24, 436-40,453-56, bb-67, 475-76, 487-91
size of, 208
slow, 209, 211
small, 211

Locating sensors, 120-21
Logic data, voltage levels tor, 242

 

Lagic operators, 254
Loop, 26
Loop configarations

closed, 34-53
open vs. closed, 55

Loop respenses, 226-4
Low limit sel point, 52

Magnetic induction, 254
Maintain minimumtemperature, application,52-53
Make-up AMU, 461-70, 464
Make up air, 23. See wlso Outside air
Make-upair unit, 462,465

analysis, 468-69
controls, 4h26%
illustration of, 463-66

Manual control systems, 5, 12
Maxitvam pressure and temperature, 168
Meusured value, 108
Measuring control point, 105-06
Measuring lags, 203-04
Memory

randomaccess (RAM), 243-15
read only (ROM), 243-45
system, 249-45

Metal RDT, 112-14
response, 113
signal converter and, 114

Microprocessor—based control systems, 238-66
Microprocessor chip, 241-12
Minimum position

defined, 291
mixin damper, 24-44

Minimum position control
closed loop, 282-93
open loop, 291-94

Mininposition dampers, 293-94
Mixed air, 25
Mixed air damper configuration, 289
Mixed air damper strategies, 288-390
Mixed air set points, 417-18
Mixed airstream, 24
Mixed air temperature control differences, 415
Mixed air temperature central loop, application,Bo
Mixed air lemperature control strategy, 290)
Mixing box, 383

constant volume, 494
dual duct, 383

Mixing damper economizer strategy, 294-98
Mrang damper minimumposition, 290-04
Mixinglags, 203,204
Mixing valve, 153-54, 154
Modem, 247-48
Modulating chilled water control strategy,427-32
Modulating control, 14
Modulating controller, 54-55

response, 36
response path generated by, 277)
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Modulating controller modes, 145-147
Mirdulating control loops, 215-37
Modulating contrel system 13-14
Modulating final controlled devices, 151-2
Modulating response, clased loop, 217Modulator (demodulator, See Modem
Multiplexing, 246
Multiple zone AHL, 413-29

analysis of, 424—25
illustration, 418=21
variable volume, 430-14, 432-34

Multizone ALU, 444
analysis of, 456-54
illustration af, 448-53
systems, 446-47

Mullizone dampers, 46

Negative lemperalure coefficient INTC), 115NTC thermistor, 115

Oceupancy operation, 275
Occupied schedules, 274
Ohm's Law, 194, 200
Open loop configuration, 30
Open loop controller, calibrating, 216-14
Openloop controller response, 31
Open loop minimumposition contrel, 297d
Open loop preheat evil, 53
Open [nop response characteristics, 432
Operating differential, 129-31, 130
Operational characteristicscontrollers, 125-26

floating mode final controlled device, 195-16
Operators

logic, 259
relational, 259

Opposed blade damper, 170, 170, [71
Opitinuenstart, 261
Optiniim stop, 261Out of control, 85
Qutpul interface, 245-46
Output signal, 83-85
Output signal bias, 80-81
Output signal generator, 125
Outside aiv, 22-23. See also Ventilation air
Oval, flowchart symbol, 281
Overdamped mspanse, 227, 227

 

Parallel blade damper, 168-70, 169
Parallelogram, flowchart symbol, 260
Partial loach operation, 11-12
PD controller, 126,219
Phase, 67
Phaseelement

response, 07transfer function and, 67-69
Phase shitt, 203
Fico farads, 118
Pleontroller, 214, 126, 142, 195
Pleontroller mode, 144)

sleady state responseancl, 711

 

Pi contral loop, 142PID controller, 219, 126, 146
PLD controller loop, 143
PID controller mode, 142-19
PID control loop, 143
PIDloop, 143
PLD mode, advantages and disadvantages, 145
PID response, 146, 147
Pl mode, 142, 211
Preumatic actuatie, all, 194
Pneumatic controller, All
Pneumatic control loops, 32
Pheumatic contrel systems, 15-16
Poevmatie linear actuator, 4]
Preumalic positioning relays, 194-5Preurmatic restrictor, 17
Preumatic sensor, 38, 117
Pneumatic temperature sensors, |lb-17, 118Points, DDC hardware, 244-54
Point trending, 264
Positioning relay, damper actuator and, 194
Positive temperature coefficient (PTC), 115
Preconditioning operation, 273Preheat, flowehart, 314
Preheatcoil, open loop, 53
Preheat control strategy, 311

closed loop, 310
hot water, 316-19, 317
steam, 311
two-position, 404Pressure control, zone, 484

Pressure dependent VAV bowes, 372
Pressure drop, 174-76, 175

selecting correct, 176-77
damper circuit, 197

Pressure independent VAV boxes, 372-74, 374Pressure sensors, 119-20)
Procedure, Nowchart symbol, 287
Process controller mode, 206-12
Process error, 91-93
Process lags, categorming, 203-14
Process response to loadchanges, 4-18,

423-34, 456-4, 453-56, 466-67, 475-70,
4987-91

Process steam luau, calculating, 185-86
Process throttling range, A7-88, 88
Process timing, 202-(4
Program

application, 257-59DDC, 256-59
Proportional band of process, 84-40)
Proportional controller mode, 1410, 210-11
Proportional gain, 65, 66, 80controller's, 901-91

defined, 64
fransferfunction ane, 64-67

Proportional mode (PD), 143-744, 212
advantages and disadvantages, 138-10
steady state error and, 140)

Proportional mode response, 154, 14d
Proportional only contraller, 126
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Proportional plus derivative controllers, 219
Proportional plus integral controller mode (FL),Td
Proportional plus integral controllers, 219
Proportional plus integral tnode (PID), 14446, 212

advantages and disadvantages, 142
Proportional plus integral plus derivative mode

(PID), 142-43, 146
advantages and disadvantages, 15

Mroportional plus integral respanse, 146
Proportional response, 78
PTC thermistor, 115
Pulse accumulater points, 250)
Pulse signal, square wave, 243

Quarter amplitude decay criterion, 232, 232
Quick opening valveflow characteristics of, 161-62

response, 1b2

Rachation, 199
Random access memory (RAM), 249-45
Rangeability, 165-66
Rapid cycling, 124-29
Rate mode, 73
Read only memwry (ROM), 243-45
Recirculated air, 21-22
Reheat, 432-34
Reheat coils, 45044

air handling unit with, 413-24
VAV boxes and, 377

Relational operators, 254
Relief air, 24
Reset, 415-16, 452
Reset mode, 70
Reset schedule, 416-17

cold deck, 457
hot deck, 457

Residential heating system, application, 4-10
Resistance lemporature detectors (RTM, 112-16metal, 112-14

semiconductor, 14-16
Resistance water temperature sensor, 39
Resolution, 110
Response characteristics, open loap, 49-52Restrictor, 116

pneumatic, 117
Return air, 21-22
Return air system, 22
Reverse acting device, 67-69
Reverse acting sensur, 85-86
Reverse reset, 415
Rotalional actuator, 41,47
RTD.Ser Resistance temperature detectorsRTD sensor, 253

Schematic, AFIL control, 277
Schematie symbol, 270
Semiconductor RTDs, 114-16
Sensitivity, LU
Sensitivity gain, 66

Sensor, 105-23
action, 45-87
bias, 82
defined, 47
direct acting, 85
electronic humidity, 118-19, 119
electronic static pressure, 120)
enthalpy economizer, 296

gain, BI-82ocating, 120-21
operating characteristics of, 106-12
pneumatic, 17
preumatic temperature, 116-17
pneumatic zone temperature, 118
pressure, 119-20
reverse acting, 85-86
specifications, 112
temperature, 39
types of HVAC, 112-20
Vortex shedding, 364

Sensor transfor function, 81-87
Sequenced steam valves, 472
Sequenced water valves, 420, 434
Sequence of operation, 272-79

application, 276-79
informationineluced in, 275-76

Serial transmission, 247
Set point, 29, 52

defined, 24
inixed air, 417-18
reset, 452
supply ain 417-18

Signal
analog, 31
binary, 31
classifications, 32
continuous, 31
discotilinuous, 31

Signal converter, 113
metal RTD and, 774

Signal paths, 32
Signal span, 107
Signal types, 31-32
Single duct variable air volume boxes, 370-71
Single line drawing, 271-72, 272
Single path AHL, 413-24
Single path constant volume multiple zone air

handling units, 413-29
Single path multiple zone ALU, Ulustration,418-21

Single path variable volume AHU, analysis of,440-44

Single zene AHU with humidity control loop, 402
Single zone air handling unit configurations,399412
Single zone constant volume ANU, 400-02

analysis, 409-1]
Single zone constant volumedual fan AHL

with humidification, 402-05
Single zone valve and damper operatingsequence, 104
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Sizing formulas, steam valve, 183-84
Software analysis functions, 264Solid slate transistor, bo
Span, 61
Specilic gravity, 178-79
Square, flowchart symbol, 280)
Square wave pulse signal, 243
Static head regain, 161
Static pressure control, duct, 353-69
Static pressure control loop response, 357
Static pressure control strategy. 365
Static presstive control system schematic, &
Static pressure sensor, 355-59
Steady stale error, 139, 224

minimize, 224-25
proportional mode and, 14f)

Steady state offset, 139
Steady state response, PL controller mode and,Ly
Steam converter, 471-73

control stratagies, 472-73
temperature rest, 473

Steam to hot water converter, 471-78, 474
analysis, 476-78

Steam humidification process, 340fowehart, 342
Steam humicitier grid, 338
Steam preheat, 312

control strategy, 311
Steam systems,critical flowin, 182-43Steam valve

failsafe position for, 1B7-85
sizing formulas, 185-84

Summing junction, 125
Supply air, 25
Supply air path, 25
Supply air set points, 417-18
Supply air stahepressure control strategy,354-63
Supplyair lemperature control diffeverces, 414
Supply(an static pressure control, dsl), 362
System clock, 243
System database, 257
System drawings, 270-72
Systemlags, 211
System meniory, 243-45
System overview, 273

Temperature, 198-99
design, 10
dry bulb, 10-11wet bulb, 1-11

Temperature control, zane, 453
Temperature control differences, 415
Temperature controlstrategy, mibcedair, 240)
Temperature reset, 263-64

schedule and graph, 421, 435
Temperature sensor, J

application, 6h-67
pneumatic, Wt-Ly

Temperature set pout

resetting, 415-17scheduly 274
‘Terminal unit, 384-86
Terminology

air handling system, 2-26
control loop, 26-33
control system, 19-34
valve flow, 163-65

Thermalaffected resistor, 114
Thermal capacitance, 201-02
Thermal cireuit, 200
Thermal conductors, 200
Thermal energy flow, 199
Thermal intensity, 198
Thermal process characteristics, 198-202Thermal resistance, 201-01
‘Thermustur 68, 114

NTC, 115
PTC,115

Three-way valves, 153Three wire float mode, 134
Throttling range, 98, 89, 89, X97

process, 87-85
Tight shut-off, 167Tame constant, 110, 2050p, 206
Time of clay scheduling, 260-01
Timed two-position contraller mode, 131-33,232, 207-08
‘Timed byo-position response, 133
Tinelag, 209

small, 297-08, 209
Time weighted error, 70
Timing element of transfer funetion, 64-74Transfer fanction, 54-49

applying, 77-101
applying in calculatian of output signal,5o-485
control devier, 64
controller, 87-96, 41-99
defined, 64, 56
developmentof controller, 93-96
developmentof final controlled device, 17-08
development! ol sensor, 82-83
differential gain of, 72-73
elements of, 59, 63-Th
final controlled device, 46-98
integral gain of, 70-71
phase clement of, 67-69
proportional gain of, 64-67for sensir, B1-B7
timing clement of, 69-74variables, 79-80

Transistor, solid state, [fh
Transition period, 218-19, 222-24
Transmission lags, 203, 204
Transportation ligs, 203, 204, 207
Trim components, valve, 155, 155-56
Troubleshooting systems, 406-04
TSP wire, 255,
Turndownratio, 166-67
Twisted shielded pair wire (TSP), 255
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Twoeposition control
devices, 13
system classification, 13-14

Two-position controller, 54-55
response, 56, 127, 123, 129

Two-position controller mode, 126-25,125- 24
Two-position mode

advantages and disadvantages, 135-34
operating differential, 129-31

Two-position preteal control strategy, “Wi
Two-position response, timed, 133
Two-position valve response, 162
Twoeway valve, 152, 153

Underdamped response, 228
Unit ventilators, 369-90
Unoceupied operation, 274
Unstable response, 229, 230)
Valve

balanced port, 156
ball, 153, 156
butterfly, 153, 156-57, 157
diverting, 153-55, 154
double port, 155
gate, 156
globe, 153, 156
mixing, 153, 154
selecting correct pressure drop tor, 176-77
three-way, 153, 153
two-way, 152, 153
mixing, 153-54
modulating flow characteristics of, 174-77
sequenced water, 421), 444
sizing of, 173-96, 182-83

Valve actuator, 157-58
Valve bonnet and actuator, 154
Valve bonnet assembly, 157
Valve capacity rating, 167-55Valve construction, 152-58
Valve flow

characteristics, 161-5
terminology, 165-64

Valve plug, 155
Valve port, 155-57

flitidls and, 155-01
Valve response

equal percentage, 1o4, 165linear, 163
quick opening, 162
two-position, 162

Valve seat ring, 155
Valve selection

considerations for, 186-88
manufacturer's catalog table and, 187-88Valve stem, 155

Valve trim components, 155, 155-36
Vapors, and gasses, 158-59
Variable air temperature, 441-32

Index

Variable air volume (WAV), 334-35
application, 69

Variable air volume ALL, 433
application, 71

Variable air volume system, 430-32
application, 6

Variable frequency drive (VED), 354-56Variable yolume cual ciict terminal unit,
3h4-86

Variable volumefan powered VAV boxes, 380
Variable volume Tan systems, 354-55
Variable volume muluple zone AHL, 430-44,432-36
VAN. See Variable air volume
VAV air valve, 482
VAVbox

configurations, 374
constant yolume, 379
construction, 371
dual duct, 585
fan powered, 374
intermittent fan powered, 381, 382
pictorial diagram, 371
pressure dependent, 472
pressure independent, 372-74
single duct, 370-71
variable yolume fan powered, 380

VAV'T, See Variable air volume
VAVterminal unit

cooling only, 74-76
fan powered, 379-80)
intermittent fan powered, 380-82
with reheat coil, 376-78

VAV vone terminal box, 355
Vena contracta, 160, 160,161
Ventilation air, 22-23. See also Outside atr
VED. See Variable frequency drive
Voltage levels for logic data, 247
Vortes shedding sensor, 513514

Warm air temperature process, appliowhon, ¢
Wet bulk temperatures, 10-11
Window air conditioner, application, 27
Wire drawing, 176

Yoke, 155

Zone, 32-33
Zone cooling application, 434-35
Zone heating application, 323Zone load reset, 415-16
Zone pressure control, 484
Zcme reheat, ALU with, 424-28
Zone temperature control, 483

application, 68
Zone temperature control differences, 414
Zonetemperature control loop, application,774
Zone terminal device control, 370-96
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